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TWO VASES SIGNED BY HIERON IN THE METRO-
POLITAN MUSEUM OF ART

[PLATES I-VI]
1

WE KNOW at present twenty-seven vases signed by the potter
Hieron. 2 They all bear his trade-mark, 'Itpuv tirolqvtv] but the

name of the painter of the decorations is given in only one case,

the fine cotyle in the Boston Museum of Fine Arts,
3 which is

inscribed 'Icpcoi> tirolr)(rev Md/cpcoj> eypa\l/ei>. However, as the

style of almost all the Hieron vases is quite uniform, the same
marked characteristics occurring again and again with only an

occasional increase or decrease in quality of workmanship, it is

reasonable to assume that Macron was the painter of most of

the Hieron vases that have come down to us. 4 Why he signed
1 The exterior views of these cylices (Plates II, III, V, VI) are reproduced

from drawings on "photoplanes." The drawings were made by Mr. L. F. Hall,

the "photoplanes" by Mr. d'Hervilly, both of the Metropolitan Museum staff.

fc%
2 Cf. F. Leonhard, Uber einige Vasen aus der Werkstatt des Hieron, pp. 5. ff.;

also J. D. Beazley's forthcoming book, Attic Red-figured Vases in American
Museums. This number is exclusive of separate handles or feet with his

signature, and inclusive of the two cylices here described.
3
Furtwangler-Reichhold, Griechische Vasenmalerei, II, pi. 85.

4
Hartwig, Die griechischen Meisterschalen, pp. 302 f., was inclined to think

that Macron was not the painter of the other *Ikpuv brolrivtv vases. Furt-

wangler, however (Furtwangler-Reichhold, Griechische Vasenmalerei, II, p.

130), thinks all were undoubtedly painted by the same person. This view

has been taken by most recent writers; cf. Leonhard, op. cit. pp. 7, 26 ff., and

Buschor, Griechische Vasenmalerei, p. 173. J. D. Beazley in his forthcoming
book gives a list of 111 vases and fragments by Macron. This includes all

vases signed 'Itpajv 'evol-riaev (with three exceptions), as well as the vases

assigned to him on stylistic grounds. The three exceptions are: The Eos-

Cephalus cylix in Boston (cf. Hartwig, Die griechischen Meisterschalen, pis.

XXXIX, 2, XL, and E. Robinson, Boston Museum Annual Report, 1895,

p. 19, No. 15) ;
the Telephus cylix in Boston (cf . Pollak, Zwei Vasen aus der

Werkstatt Hierons, pis. I-III, and E. Robinson, op. cit. 1898, p. 66, No. 40) ;
and

a cantharus in Boston (cf. Pollak, op. cit. pis. IV-V, p. 28, and E. Robinson,

op. cit. 1898, p. 68, No. 41); all three of which are clearly by another hand.

I wish here to acknowledge my great obligation to Mr. Beazley for having sent

me a copy of his list of Macron's works before the appearance of his book.

American Journal of Archaeology, Second Series. Journal of the 1

Archaeological Institute of America, Vol. XXI (1917), No. 1.



2 GISELA M. A. RICHTER

only one of these vases we do not know, and it is idle to speculate
too much on such a question when we know so little of the con-

ditions in Athenian potteries.

In the Metropolitan Museum of Art there are two cylices

signed by Hieron, one acquired in 1908, the other in 1912. The
former is unpublished, except for. a short descriptive note and
view of one side of the exterior, which appeared in the Museum
Bulletin, June, 1910, p. 142, fig. 5, p. 143. The other (No. 7 in

Klein's list of Hieron vases)
1 was described as long ago as 1837

by J. de Witte in his Description d'une collection de vases peints
et bronzes antiques provenant des fouilles de I'Etrurie, pp. 7-8,
No. 12, but was subsequently lost. 2 It was purchased by the

Metropolitan Museum from a dealer in Paris. Though the sub-

jects of its decorations have been briefly referred to by de Witte
and subsequent authors, and the inscriptions on it transcribed,*

no illustrations of it, except the cut in de Witte's catalogue, have
as yet appeared. The importance of these two vases makes it

desirable that they should at last be adequately published and
thus be made available to all students.

Of the two vases by far the finer is the cylix acquired in 1912.4

The preservation is unfortunately not very good. It has been

broken in many pieces and has had to be put together with some
restorations. Moreover, the surface has suffered considerably
in many places. Where the lines are still visible they have
been indicated in the drawings. The red color used for inscrip-

tions, fillets, wreaths, and flowers, has largely disappeared, leaving

merely a discoloration. The inscription . . EPON EPOIE^EN 5

is incised on the under side of one handle. The subject of the

decorations is a favorite one with Macron men and youths in

1
Klein, Griechische Vasen mil Meistersignaturen, p. 166. References to

other descriptions of this vase are given by Leonhard, op. tit. No. 30.
2
Hartwig, Die griechischen Meisterschalen, p. 272, note 1, Pollak, Zwei Vasen

aus der Werkstatt Hierons, p. 29, and Leonhard, loc. tit., refer to it as "ver-

schollen."
3 In some cases incorrectly, see below, p. 3.

4 Accession No. 12 231.1. Height, 5i^- inches (13.2 cm.); diameter of top,

13* inches (33.7cm).
5 De Witte'* and Klein's transcription, I EPON EP 01 E EN, is misleading.

There is a break just before the first E, and of the I only a minute part is now
visible; as there is plenty of room for the H, the name was probably spelled
H I EPON as usual. Pollak's comparison (op. tit. p. 29) of the absence of the

aspirate in our inscription with that in the inscription on the Boston cantharus

is therefore out of place.



TWO VASES SIGNED BY HIERON 3

amatory converse with women. In the interior (PLATE I) is a

woman seated on a stool holding a fillet in both hands. In front

of her stands a bearded man, one hand on his hip, the other on

the woman's arm. She is clothed in a chiton with over-fold and

kolpos and has a necklace and fillet in her hair; he wears a mantle

which leaves his right shoulder and chest bare, as well as a wreath

and a bracelet. In the field are the inscriptions ANTI0(A)NE2
K . . . TO^ 1 KAUE. Encircling the scene is a band of double

interlocking maeander of the form usually employed by Macron.

On each side of the exterior are three groups of men with women
in various postures. The name of each figure is inscribed. In

the centre of one side (PLATE II) is a woman (KEHTPA^TE) 2

climbing on the lap of a bearded man (EVKl/E^)
3 who is seated

on a chair. To the right of this group is a girl (P EUEA) stretch-

ing out both arms to a youth (NIKOOENE^) and touching him

coaxingly under the chin; to the left a woman (NIKOTPATE)
is placing her hand on a youth's (NIKON) shoulder, while he

stretches out one arm to her. The central group on the other

side (PLATE III) consists of a youth (AIONIIAENE) and a girl,

not named, about to kiss each other. To their right is a bearded

man (I/VPKIA^) offering a flower to a woman (NAVKl/EA

KAU(E)); to the left a woman (A(DPO(A)IIA) offers one to a

youth (XAPINIAE^). The men all wear himatia and wreaths

and carry knotted sticks, while the women wear chitons and

fillets. In the field on one side is a mirror, on the other a

flute-case. Below one handle is a stool with a cushion; below

the other a palmette and scroll ending in a lotos flower.

There are known at present about forty
"
conversation scenes"

attributable to Macron. 4 They do not always represent men
with women, often we have men with youths. But the motives

are always similar. Generally we have groups of two figures

facing each other, one caressing the other, or offering one another

gifts, or merely conversing. Sometimes these scenes are quite

monotonous and show little action or animation. The paint-

1

Klein, loc. cit., Kretschmer, Die griechischen Vaseninschriften, p. 119,

Wernicke, Vasen mil Lieblingsnamen, p. 15, Leonhard, loc. cit., and others

copy de Witte and read KaXtros. There is a piece missing between the K
and the T, so that the restoration KaXtros is purely imaginary.

2 Klein's reading, KAHTRA^TE, is incorrect.
3 Klein's reading, EVKE, is incorrect.
4 1 am following here Beazley's list. For the signed specimens cf. Klein,.

op. cit. Nos. 1-8.
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ings on our cylix are among the most successful. The group of

the girl climbing on the lap of the man is charmingly graceful;

so is that of the youth and the girl kissing each other; and the

girl with both arms outstretched touching the youth's chin is

very lifelike. The rendering of the draperies, always Macron's

special gift, is of great delicacy, and shows an extraordinary

facility in line drawing. Very effective is the occasional use of

diluted glaze for the indication of folds, hair, or muscles. 1

A comparison of the figures on our cylix with those in other
"
conversation scenes," shows striking similarities both in pos-

tures and grouping. On a cylix from the Bourguignon collection,

now in Boston,2 are close parallels to our groups of the woman
climbing on the man's lap, of the girl holding out both hands to

a youth, and of the seated woman faced by a standing man. The

figure of the man with his right hand on his hip and holding out

a flower in his left is almost identical with a figure on a cylix

in Vienna;
3 and the woman facing him with one hand raised is

very like one on the Boston cylix just mentioned, except that the

position is reversed.

In addition to these similarities in composition, the figures on

our cylix show all the stylistic characteristics familiar from Ma-
cron's other paintings. They have the same long, flat skulls, and

that peculiar profile with drooping under lip and prominent chin

which is an unfailing criterion of this master's work. The dra-

peries are painted in his rich and delicate style, and several chitons

have the characteristic deep kolpos, while the mantles are drawn

in simple, large folds. The outlines of the figures both of the

men and the women appear beneath the draperies. The treat-

ment of the hair is likewise characteristic; it is painted either

solid black or in fine brush lines on a ground of diluted glaze;

while the contours are drawn either in a simple curve or marked

by a series of large, consecutive dots.

Macron's drawing of hands and feet is one of his weakest points.

The hands are generally large and clumsy, while the feet are too

short. On our cylix there are also many examples of poor draw-

1 Owing to the worn state of the surface many of these lines have become

obliterated. They can still b3 seen on the left sleeve of the woman in the

interior scene, and the sleeves of IleXea and of KeXtrpao-re. They are also

used for the whiskers of Nwcoflefes and the hair on the chest of
'

2 Cf. Hartwig, Die griechischen Meisterschalen, p. 280.
2 Cf. Wiener Vorlegebl&tter, Ser. C, pi. 4.
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ing in this respect, but especially in the hands placed on hips.

The paraphernalia used in our scenes, the stools, chair, mirror,

flute-case, knotted sticks, and the flowers painted in red,

all occur again and again on Macron's works.

The second cylix in the Metropolitan Museum signed 'lepcov

kiroLrjcrev
1

is a good average example of Macron's work, but it

does not reach the high level of execution attained in the other

cup. Though the surface is in better condition, there are more

pieces missing, including the foot and the larger halves of both

handles. Fortunately the part of the handle with the inscription

HIEPON EPOIE^EN has been preserved. The subjects chosen

for representation are again
"
conversation scenes," but this time

between men and youths. In the interior (PLATE IV) a bearded

man leaning on a knotted staff watches a seated youth who is

bending over to tie his sandal. The man is wrapped in his

himation, while the youth has thrown his loosely around the

lower part of his body; both wear wreaths. Behind the man is

a stool with a cushion. Encircling the scene is a band of

maeander of the same type as that on the cylix just described.

On one side of the exterior (PLATE V) are three groups of two,

each consisting of a bearded man and a youth. They stand

facing each other, offering each other flowers. All wear himatia

and wreaths, and most of them carry knotted sticks. In the

background are sponges and strigils suspended from the walls.

On the other side (PLATE VI) is a group of three in the centre,

consisting of a seated man playing the lyre, with two others

watching him, and a group of two on each side, one of a man and

youth facing each other, the other of a seated youth playing the

double flute with a draped figure before him, little of which re-

mains. All figures are either wholly or partly draped in their

himatia, and wear wreaths; some carry sticks, others flowers. In

the background a sponge is suspended. Below the handles are

stools with cushions. Red paint is used throughout for the

wreaths and flowers; also for the sandals in the interior picture,

and for the cords by which the sponges and strigils are suspended.
The same stylistic characteristics enumerated in the discussion

of the other cylix will be found also in the figures of this one,

except that the contours of the figures are, here, only partly

indicated beneath the draperies. But though the drawing has

Accession No. 08.258.57. Height as restored (the foot is new), 4| inches

(11.7 cm.); diameter, 13 inches (33 cm.).
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the easy flow of all Macron's work, the deficiencies of his style

are also particularly apparent. The composition, though well

balanced, is monotonous, the movements are stiff, the expressions

almost morose. There is no attempt at originality in the poses;

we are familiar with them from many other representations.

The seated man in the centre of the scene will be found on a cylix

in Berlin;
1 the youth playing the double flutes on a cylix in

Vienna,
2 which also furnishes parallels for the youth wrapped in

his himation,
3 and for the man with his right hand on his hip and

a flower in his left.
4 The youth leaning forward, holding up a

flower in his right hand, and the man in the interior picture watch-

ing the youth are almost identical with figures on a fragmentary

cylix formerly in the Bourguignon collection. 5 The cushioned

stools and the suspended sponges are favorite devices in Macron's

pictures.

But what is even more striking than the monotonous repetition

of motives is the lack of vitality in the composition. Though
this is especially the case on our cylix, it is an inherent fault of

Macron. He seems to have been wanting almost entirely in

dramatic sense. This is most apparent when we compare his

work with that of the painter of the vases signed E60p6ptos tiroirjffev.

There every scene has some central motive and every figure in it

plays its part in this motive in a convincing, dramatic way. Such

composition and such individualization were beyond Macron's

ability. He instinctively chose subjects where little concerted

action was needed. Thus the majority of his paintings consist

of Bacchic and other revelries and amatory conversations.

When he does embark on a mythological subject it is apt to re-

solve itself into solemn processions
6 or groupings of two figures.

7

The situation is never studied out psychologically, so to speak.

Even in Macron's finest work, the Boston cotyle, where he

approaches most nearly a dramatic realization of his theme, he

1 No. 2292; cf. Wiener Vorlegeblatter, Ser. A, pi. 6.

2 No. 323; cf. Wiener Vorlegeblatter, Ser. C, pi. 4.

3 The same figure occurs also on a cylix in Munich, No. 2655; cf. Wiener

Vorlegeblatter, Ser. A, pi. 3.

4 This figure also occurs on the cylix in the Metropolitan Museum just

described.
6 Cf . Archdologische Zeitung, 1884, pi. 17, 3. The present location of the

vase is not known.
6 Cf. e.g. Wiener Vorlegeblatter, Ser. C, pi. 6 and Ser. A, pi. 5.

7 Cf. e.g. Wiener Vorlegeblatter, Ser. A, pis. 5 and 8.
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does not hesitate to introduce in the midst of a scene of intense

emotions a woman daintily holding up a flower in his most

approved, conventional style. This inability to vitalize his fig-

ures is Macron's great limitation. It is responsible for the lack

of vigor in his compositions, for the wooden movements of many
of his figures, and for the wearisome repetition of his motives.

But he had one great gift, which often makes us forget his lim-

itations a highly developed sense of beauty. In his best

work, such as our cylix with the inscriptions, this shows itself

in wonderfully graceful poses and in exquisite line-drawing for

his draperies;
1 while even in his less successful paintings his com-

positions are always well-balanced and harmonious.

GlSELA M. A. RlCHTER.
METROPOLITAN MUSEUM OF ART;

1 For these qualities cf . especially the Boston cotyle, the Berlin cylix with the

judgment of Paris (Wiener Vorlegebl&tter, Ser. A, 5), the British Museum cotyle

with Triptolemus (Wiener Vwlegeblatter, Ser. A, 7), and the Berlin cylix with

dancing Maenads (Wiener Vorlegebl&tter, Ser. A, 4), in which almost every

figure is a beautiful creation.
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A STUDY OF THE WORD EOANON

A SCIENTIFIC discipline is privileged to reserve for its use a

given word in a technical sense, however strikingly at variance,

in certain instances, the restricted may be with the common

significance of the term. Thus the physicist arbitrarily allots

his meaning to words, as weight, mass, volume, ether, horse-

power, and no one quarrels with him. The archaeologist,

therefore, whose method is scientific, should be at liberty to re-

strict the sense of various terms which he must frequently em-

ploy, but it should be essential that, like the physicist, astron-

omer, biologist, and other professed scientists, he be uniformly
consistent in such usage. Patently it should be required that

archaeologists, as a class, sanction only one meaning for any
one technical term. Unfortunately in archaeology at present

there is not this precision of nomenclature, whence comes much
confusion which bewilders, if it does not lead astray, novices as

well as some adepts. Xoanon chances to be in the handbooks

of our generation one of these polysignificant words.

I quote from several of the authorities who are much consulted

by students: (1) "The primitive wooden figures which served as

cult-images were known as xoana, meaning 'hewn-objects"

(H. B. Walters, Art of the Greeks, p. 70); (2) there are "the up-

right draped figure, xoanon type, the seated Demeter type" etc.

(W. H. D. Rouse, Greek Votive Offerings, p. 305); (3) "It" (the

so-called Hera from Samos, in the Louvre) "exhibits a roundness

as remarkable as is the flatness of the Naxian statue from Delos,

and has for that reason been supposed to show the influence of

wooden statues carved from logs. It may possibly be an imita-

tion in marble of an ancient wooden figure (xoanon), but as such

figures were probably always clad in real garments, not carved

as draped figures, the style of the drapery, at any rate, can hardly
show the influence of sculpture in wood" (Fowler and Wheeler,
A Handbook of Greek Archaeology, p. 201); (4) "It" (the Naxian

statue from Delos) "might almost be taken for a pillar or a tree-

American Journal of Archaeology, Second Series. Journal of the o
Archaeological Institute of America, Vol. XXI (1917). No. 1.
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trunk, with summary indications of a head, hair, arms, and a

girdle. . . . The Greeks called these figures xoana (from

xeein, to scrape wood), that is to say, images carved in wood,

which seems to have been the material first used for large statues.

Another feminine type, the Hera of Samos, ... is about

thirty or forty years later in date" (S. Reinach, Apollo, Eng.

trans, by Florence Simmonds, p. 38). These definitions, suffi-

ciently various to establish the fact of learned discrepancy in the

use of the word, are typical of the several views underlying the

current usage of the term in books and periodicals devoted to

classical archaeology. It is particularly instructive to note that

Dr. Rouse, without explanation, has assumed that the word de-

notes an upright draped figure, a type which he contrasts with

the seated 'draped figure and the standing nude. This assump-

tion, it could be shown, is the most common; those who make it,

however, differing in opinion as to whether the Naxian or the

Samian figure presents the original xoanon type, most of them

agreeing, it should be added, in the theory, tacit or explicit, that

the marble figure is a derivative from a more ancient wooden

image.

Liddell and Scott in their unabridged Greek-English Lexicon

are conspicuously unsatisfactory in their account of the word

6avov. They derive it from ew and define as follows: "an

image carved of wood, Xen. An. V, 3, 11; then, generally, an

image, statue, especially of a god, Eur. /. T. 1359; Tro. 525,

1074. (II. a musical instrument, Soph. Fr. 228.)" The second

division (II), which I have bracketed, I neglect, as having no

bearing on the problem in hand. The definition in its first part,

where a single reference is adduced (to Xenophon), agrees with

that of Dr. Walters quoted above, except that it does not state

that a xoanon is a primitive statue serving as cult-image. The

citations in support of the more general meaning of the word, as

a synonym of ayaXna, etc. are of little value. That from the

Iphigenia in Tauris (1358-9) reads

TIVL \6yu 7rop0jueuere

K\TTTOvres ex. yrjs %6ava KCU OvyiroXovs ;

The enallage, which is purely poetic, is of course not intended to-

obscure the immediate reference to the theft by Orestes and

Iphigenia of the image of the Tauric goddess. From other
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sources it is clear that this image was of wood. The second

passage (Troades, 525) reads:

rod' lepbv avayere %6avoi>

'IXidSi Aioyevel Kopa.

Again the image, this time the Trojan Horse, is of wood. There-

fore these two references do not alter the earlier definition and
do not indicate a more general meaning for the word, like that of

&7aXjua. The last passage cited (Troades, 1074), to the effect that

Troy's sacred rites, shrines, and statues are of the past, con-

tains the phrase, xpvak&v re fyavuv TUTTOI. At first sight this seems

to be a general term for images, and yet, on consideration, one

must say that there is no reason against two arguments destruc-

tive of such a theory: (1) that Euripides is here deliberately

giving an antique flavor to his words
; (2) that these xoana of

Troy might well have been wooden images gilded. Accordingly,

Liddell and Scott in their definition actually give no ground for

the belief that the word !-6avov was ever used except of a wooden

image. I have treated their account at some length, inasmuch

as a young student might naturally suppose that this lexicon

would give some aid toward determining Greek usage of this

word.

Dr. Frazer, in his Commentary on the text of Pausanias (II,

pp. 69-70), has an excellent paragraph on the subject. I give,

in summary with a few direct quotations, his remarks: The

word, derived from &o, to scrape, smooth, polish, is applicable,

according to the statements of ancient Greek lexicographers, to

images of wood, stone, or ivory. Strabo applies it to the Phidian

chryselephantine Zeus and the Polyclitan chryselephantine Hera,
to the marble Nemesis at Rhamnus, and to the Scopasian statue

of Apollo Smintheus at Chryse, a work which was almost cer-

tainly of marble. Lucian extends it to images of bronze and

silver. Clement of Alexandria and also Servius state that it is

properly restricted to wooden images. "Pausanias appears to

use the word always in this, its restricted, sense (wooden image) ;

at least there are many passages in his work in which the word

must, and none in which it may not, mean a wooden image."
Pausanias enumerates the kinds of wood used, mentions xoana of

olive, agnus, and oak, and from wooden figure heads
;
he opposes

xoana to stone images and bronze; in speaking of acrolithic
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statues, he distinguishes the marble parts from the wooden xoana;

he mentions a xoanon which was said to have floated from Delos

to the Peloponnese.
"
Hence, even when there is nothing in the

context to show what the material was, we may always assume

that by xoanon Pausanias means a wooden image. ... In

some passages it is implied that the xoana were of rude archaic

character, as we should have expected." He mentions old xoana

made by Daedalus and gives it as his opinion that in the days of

Danaus all images, especially Egyptian statues, were xoana.

Finally, by Pausanias the word xoanon is used of statues of deities,

never of those of men. 1

My special study I have confined to the text of Pausanias,
who uses the word 6avov no less than sixty times. It seems to

me reasonable, if a technical definition is to be adopted, to take

his, provided it be demonstrated that he is consistent, inas-

much as his work is avowedly antiquarian and the word occurs

incomparably more often in it than in that of any other ancient

writer. Dr. Frazer's whole comment is an admirable general

statement, but it cites only a few of the many passages in which

the term is used by Pausanias and does not pretend to give the

detailed information which may be gleaned from a comparison of

all the occurrences. In particular, I have sought to determine

whether Pausanias restricts the word to a specific type of wooden

image, as, for example, the standing, as opposed to the seated,

or the female, as opposed to the male, or the draped, as opposed
to the nude.

For convenience I have grouped the passages from Pausanias,

excluding those which are doubtful or ambiguous, according to

the two tables which follow :

1 1 have not considered it necessary to note here the references to Pausanias

which support each of Dr. Frazer's statements. The passages which he cites

from other ancient writers are: Hesychius, s. v. 6aH>; Pollux, Onom. I, 7;

Strabo, VIII, pp. 353 ff., p. 372; IX, p. 396; XIII, p. 604; Lucian, De Dea

Syria, 39; Alex. 78; Clement Alex., Protr. p. 290; Servius, ad Aen. II, 225;

IV, 56. The modern authorities to whom he refers are: Siebelis, Paws. I,

pp. xlii ff.; Schubart, 'Die Worter AyaXjua, ctabp, &a.vov, todpias, u. verwandte
in ihren verschiedenen Beziehungen, nach Paus.' Philologus, XXIV, 1866,

pp. 561-587; M. Frankel, De verbis potioribus quibus opera statuaria Graeci

notabant, pp. 10-13. It should be noted that Siebelis, in the work cited,

quotes in full the passages from Hesychius, etc., on which Dr. Frazer bases

his conclusions regarding usage in ancient writers apart from Pausanias.
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TABLE A

Xoana mentioned by Pausanias: Classified by Deities, Cult Epithets, and
Places

DEITY
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DEITY
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DEITY

MUSES.

NEMESIS..

NIKE.

ORPHEUS.

PAN.

THETIS.

TROPHONIUS.

TYCHE.

ZEUS.
it

CULT EPITHET PLACE
None. Megalopolis.

None. Rhamnus.

Apteros. Athens.

None.

None.

None.

None.

None.

Olympia, imitation of

Athens.

Mt. Taygetus.

Psyttalia.

Sparta.

Lebadea.

Sicyon.
Titane.
Elis.

None. Argos.
Herceus (on the Argos.

Acropolis).

PAUSANIAS

VIII, 31, 5.

I, 33, 7.

Ill, 15, 7.

V, 26, 6.

V, 26, 6.

Ill, 20, 5.

I, 36, 2.

Ill, 14, 4-5.

IX, 40, 3. Cf.

IX, 39 ff.

II, 7, 5.

II, 11, 8.

VI, 25, 4.

II, 19, 7.

11,24,3.
VII, 46, 2.

TABLE B

Xoana mentioned by Pausanias: Classified by Descriptive Terms.

I. Xoana contrasted with Marble and Metal' Images:
1. With Marble: II, 10, 7; 11, 8; 37, 2; VII, 23, 5-6; VIII, 37, 12; 53, 7-8;

IX, 11, 4.

2. With Bronze: IV, 34, 7; VIII, 42, 7 (implicit) ; X, 19, 3.

In II, 11, 6, where Pausanias states that he is uncertain whether images
named are of wood or metal, it is noteworthy that he does not use the word,
Xoanon.

II. Acrolithic Xoana (%6ava TT\^V irpoa&irov re KOU xeipcoi' Sutpuv nai Trod&v, ravra 5i

\lBov) :

II, 4, 1; VI, 24, 6; 25, 4; VII, 23, 5; VIII, 31, 6; IX, 4, 1.

Pausanias' definition of acrolithic xoana postulates a contrast between the
stone and other portions of the xoanon.

III. Gilded Xoana:
II, 2, 6-7 (Two Xoana; all but faces gilded; these smeared with red); VI,

24, 6 (Drapery of Xoana of Charites gilded); VI, 25, 4 (All but head,
hands, and feet gilded); VIII, 22, 7 (Greater part of Xoanon); VIII,
53, 7-8; IX, 4, 1 (All but head, hands, and feet gilded).

IV. Large Xoana:
VI, 25, 4; VII, 26, 6; VIII, 17, 2 (8 ft. high) ; IX, 4, 1 (By comparison with

Athena Promachos of Phidias).

V. Small Xoana:
III, 16, 10-11 (Artemis Orthia); IX, 40, 3^ (Delian Aphrodite); X, 26,

3 (Palladium held by Cassandra, painting in Lesche, Delphi) .

VI. Seated Type:
II, 37, 2 (Dionysus Saotes) ; VIII, 13, 2 (Artemis Cedreatis, tSpurcu \v

Kf5p<? fjieya\v); VIII, 42, 4 (Black Demeter at Phigalia).

VII. Standing Type:
II, 25, 6 (Artemis at Orneae); III, 16, 10-11 (Artemis Orthia at Sparta;

the epithet probably means "standing"; at any rate the type, which
seems to have been the same as that of the Taurica, is shown by vases

representing the theft of the Tauric image by Orestes and Iphigenia
to have been standing) .
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VIII. Nude Type:
II, 4, 5 (Heracles); II, 30, 1 (ApoUo); VII, 26, 6 (Xoanon of ApoUo and

evidently also one of Heracles).

IX. Draped Type (i.e. carved drapery):
II, 30, 1 (Artemis and Dionysus) ; VI, 24, 6 (Charites); VIII, 42, 4 (Black

Demeter at Phigalia).

X. Xoana Draped in Actual Garment of Stuff:

I, 18, 5 (Eileithyia); VII, 23, 6-6 (Eileithyia) .

Pausanias notes in the first .passage that only with Athenians was it cus-

tomary to cover statues of Eileithyia, but the second passage records evidently
the same custom at Aegium.

In I, 43, 5, Pausanias seems to be speaking of a garment which concealed all

but the face of a Xoanon of Dionysus at Megara. In II, 11, 6, he speaks of

garments thrown over the image of Asclepius, but in this instance he is not
sure whether the statue is of wood or metal. See above, I. The custom of

draping an image is strongly suggested in the account of the origin of the-

festival of the Daedala in honor of Hera Nympheuomene at Plataea, IX,
2,7-3,9.

XI. Artists Named:
II, 30, 2 (Myron); 31, 6 (Hermon of Troezen, evidently an early artist);

32, 5 (Gallon) ; V, 26, 6 (Calamis, an imitation) ; VII, 23, 6 and VIII,
31, 6 (Damophon of Messene); VII, 26, 6 and II, 10, 1 (Laphaes, a.

Phliasian, an early aftist) ; VIII, 53, 8 (Chirisophus, early) .

For Daedalus see below, XVI.
In VIII, 42, 3-13, Onatas is named as the sculptor of a bronze copy of the

Xoanon of the Black Demeter. Later Damophon copied the statue by Onatas.

XII. Instances of Characterization of the Cult Attributes, Accessories, Pe-
culiarities of Pose, etc., of Xoana:

II, 30, 1 (Bearded Dionysus); II, 24, 3 and VIII, 46, 2 (Three-eyed Zeus
of Priam, Herceus); III, 15, 7 (Enyalius in Fetters); III, 15, 10,
and 23, 1 (Armed Aphrodite) ; III, 26, 5 (Apollo Carneus at Leuctra.
in Laconia, after type of Carneus at Sparta) ;VI, 24, 6 (Charites with

Attributes); VII, 23, 6 (Eileithyia with Torches); VIII, 41, 5-6

(Eurynome represented as a mermaid in fetters); 42, 3-13 (Horse-
Headed Black Demeter, with Attributes).

XIII. Passages which furnish no Description:

II, 7, 5; 36, 6; III, 19, 7.

XIV. Miscellaneous:

I, 36, 6 (oi> <ri,v rkxv-o) ; VIII, 42, 3-13 (Reverse of above, but the descrip-
tion does not apply to the original Xoanon); II, 30, 1 (rkxvv rjj

Troezen); IX, 40, 3 (Xoanon terminating in

XV. Woods Used:

VIII, 17, 2 (See below, p. 20); I, 42, 5 (Ebony); IX, 3, 4 (Oak);
II, 30, 4 and X, 19, 3, (Olive) ; III, 14, 7 (Willow).

II, 2, 6-7 (Two Xoana of Dionysus made frqm the tree on which Pentheus
was slain); IX, 16, 3-4 (From the dicpoo-r6Xia of the ships of

Cadmus).

XVI. Xoana venerable by reason of Antiquity, Association with Heroic

Legend, Connection with Unusual Rites, or otherwise noteworthy:
I, 23, 7 and 33, 1 (Artemis Taurica, Athens and Brauron) ; 33, 7 (AyidrraTov) ;

38, 8 (Imported, r6 APX<"OJ>); 43, 5 (Dedicated by Polyidus of

Megara); II, 2, 3 (A/>xau/); 2, 6-7 (Associated with Pentheus);
4, 1 (Associated with Bellerophon) ; 4, 5 (Work of Daedalus); 10,
1 (dpxaioi'); 10, 7 (Imported to Sicyon from Pherae); 19, 3 (Dedi-
cated by Danaus); 19, 6 (Two Xoana; one the work of Epeus, other
dedicated by Hypermestra) ; 19, 7 (Dedicated by Danaus) ; 23, 1; 24,.
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3, and VIII, 46, 2 (Associated with Trojan Legend);.II, 25, 1 (Dedi-
cated by Polynices and the Argives); 29, 1 (Qta.s aw); 30,
4 (Damia and Auxesia, peculiar cult; Cf. Herodotus, V, 82-83);
37, 2 (Dedicated by the Danaides) ; III, 13, 8-9 (&PXOIOV, associated
with epichoric marriage rites); 14, 4-5 (Xoanon miraculously dis-

covered; kept in secret); 15, 7 (dpxcuoj/); 16, 11 (Artemis Orthia
at Sparta; peculiar rites); 17, 5 (Among most ancient memorials in

Greece) ; 20, 5 (Work of the Pelasgians) ; 23, 1 (In shrine, most holy

*rfwj v
V, w^^wd-v*1

-/ j
T *A.| **} V-1-1

"1- s****-w*w ojjj..nj.^y j
vj A

^
^ \^u.p^t*nyKy *

35, 2 (Work of Daedalus) ; 41, 5-6 (Xoanon of Eurynome, displayed
only once a year) ; 42, 3-13 and 5, 8 (Black Demeter) ; IX, 4, 1 (From
the spoils of Marathon) ; 11, 4-5 (Work and dedication of Daedalus) ;

16, 3-4 (Dedicated by Harmonia); 40, 3 (Work of Daedalus and
dedication of Ariadne) ; X, 4, 9 (Imported by Procne from Athens to

Daulis) ; 19, 3 (Xoanon miraculously recovered from sea).

As a rather striking prolegomenon to the conclusions which may
be drawn from these charts, it should be remarked that there are

only three passages (catalogued under Table B, XIII) which are

negligible in that they give no descriptive comment. I draw from

the tables these inferences :

From Table A: Pausanias uses the word xoanon only of

statues of divinities, male or female. The only instance where

the xoanon may not strictly be interpreted as a cult-image is to

be found in the passage on the Feast of the Daedala at Plataea

(IX, 2, 7 ff.). On this occasion a number of xoana, called

daedala, were consumed by the sacrificial fire in honor of Hera

Nympheuomene .

From Table B: (1) A xoanon is not of marble or metal;

(2) it may be acrolithic
; (3) it may be gilded, entirely or in part ;

(4) it may be large or small; (5) it may be seated or standing;

(6) it may be nude or draped (i.e., drapery plastically represented) ;

(7) it may be clad in a real garment of stuff; (8) it may be rep-

resented with various attributes and accessories; (9) the artists

named are, except in one instance where Myron is mentioned,
either early sculptors who carved ancient xoana or later sculp-

tors who made copies of ancient xoana; (10) it was customary to

use certain kinds of wood for xoana; (11) xoana were peculiarly

venerable, often dating from a remote antiquity, and likewise

often connected with heroic legend or mysterious and unusual

rites.

To put it more concisely, Pausanias meant by the word an

ancient wooden statue of a deity, male or female, carved after any

type desired, i.e., standing, seated, draped, or nude. It was by
no means essential that a xoanon be clad in real garments.
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The word xoanon is not the only term by which Pausanias

designates images of wood. In fifteen passages, noted in the

index to the Teubner text of Pausanias,
1 the phrase v\ov ayoKfjia is

used, a mode of speech which is clearly a variant for the single

word xoanon. For instance, in one passage (X, 19, 3) he uses

the two terms of the same image; in another (VIII, 37, 12) his re-

marks show that the two undoubtedly are identical in meaning;
and two more passages (IX, 3, 1; 16, 3) definitely support this

statement. I mention the point in passing, not because it is of

importance, but as a precaution against possible misunderstand-

ings, and it is to be observed that for tabulation I have, in con-

servative fashion, chosen only the passages where the word xoanon

occurs.

It seems appropriate here, at the end of the formal study of

the tables, to state more general conclusions by correlating the

evidence which I have gathered with that quoted above from Dr.

Frazer. The word xoanon, then, at first restricted to images of

wood, grew at length to have a meaning synonymous with aya\iJLa,

ko>j>, etc., although Pausanias consistently confines it to archaic

or archaistic wooden statues of deities. I have been unable to

find any support for the rather popular theory that the term

applies specifically to statues either of columnar or board type,

and I am inclined to believe that this assumption has rested on

the idea that images carved from tree-trunks, shorter logs, and

planks must have been the earliest plastic types in Greece.

Ancient Greek usage certainly furnishes no ground for assigning

the term xoanon-type to the Hera of Samos or the Naxian statue

from Delos and denying the appellative to other archaic types,

as, for example, the seated "Athena" from the Acropolis at Ath-

ens and the primitive "Apollo" figures. In so far as one sees in

any of these early types a rendering which may be supposed to

give in stone an idea of the older wooden image, the hypothet-
ical prototype, one might, I should say, designate it as belonging
to the xoanon-type. However little a gathering together of evi-

dence from Pausanias may ultimately modify archaeological

nomenclature in this particular, it seems to me that it shows

conclusively that among the early wooden statues of which he

speaks, xoana, as he calls them, the male is as well known as

the female type, while, as I have indicated above, there was variety

1 For an &ya\na of a specific kind of wood, see Paus. V, 13, 7. Cf . also VII,

22,9; 1,27, 1; VIII, 23, 1.

2
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in the matter of cult-attributes and general accessories and the

nude xoanon had its place as well as the draped. I have, it must
likewise be remarked, found no reason for believing that it was
a common custom to hang garments, i.e., real drapery of stuff,

on xoana. There are, as Table B indicates, only two instances

where Pausanias definitely records such practice in regard to

images which he names xoana. It is noteworthy that in each

case the deity whose statue is so draped is Eileithyia and that

Pausanias makes the comment (I, 18, 5) that it is a convention

only with the Athenians to hang garments on xoana of Eileithyia,

although by citing the same custom in relation to a xoanon of

this goddess at Aegium, the second of the two passages, he

clearly contradicts his own theory of local tradition. Undoubt-

edly we should infer from his account that there was this practice

at the feast of the Daedala in honor of Hera Nympheuomene at

Plataea, as the legend explanatory of the rites told of a wooden

image wrapped in garments to simulate a mortal bride of Zeus.

The cult epithet suggests to me that the deity of the festival was

similar to Eileithyia. Thus it would appear that the swathing
of xoana in garments had ritual significance.

1 At any rate the

practice, as far as Pausanias' testimony is concerned, is clearly

not essentially concerned with xoana as such.

That there existed various types of wooden images in early

Greek sculpture must, of course, mean that the material was

freely used as a plastic medium in the archaic period. I incline

to the opinion that it was the fashion to carve these then, not

so much because the days of "Baumkultus" were not far away,
but rather because artists, however crude their technique, had

somehow inherited, presumably by way of Crete, the Egyp-
tian tradition which, it is needless to say, gave conspicuous place

to wood as a material for the work of sculptors. I even hazard

the conjecture that the striking absence of sculpture among the

remains of the otherwise richly artistic Minoan and Mycenaean
civilizations is explicable by the simple fact that the soil of the

lands where these cultures flourished does not have that miracu-

1
Possibly the custom of dedicating garments at the Brauronian shrine on the

Acropolis at Athens tends to assign Artemis Brauronia to the cult-type of

Artemis Eileithyia. Pausanias calls the image of the Brauronia a xoanon, but

he does not say that it was hung with garments. I have not discussed the two

uncertain passages, recorded in Table B, where there is possibly reference to

xoana draped in actual garments, one of Dionysus, the other of Asclepius.
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lous property of preserving wood possessed by the earth of Egypt.

Certainly the wooden images which Pausanias saw in Greece in

the second century of our era have vanished.

Several items in the texts of Pausanias which have been cited

group themselves to support such a theory, that is, that

streams of influence from Egypt and Crete contributed to the

development of Greek sculpture in wood. Speaking of a xoanon

which Daedalus had dedicated as the cult-image in the shrine of

Apollo Lycius at Argos, he says (II, 19, 3) : 6ava jap 6?) rore elvai

TrelBo/jLai iravra. /ecu judXicrra TO. AryuTrna. Daedalus, in several other

passages named as the author of xoana, receives in particular these

comments: (VIII, 53, 8) 77 5e dLaLTa.Tj ev Kvua<ru Acu6dXa> irapa Mtvcp

cru;U|3acra CTTI {jLaKporepov 56av TOLS Kprycrt KO.L eirl ^oavuv Troi^crei irape-

ovceuacre; (II, 4, 5) AcuSaXos 6c, OTrocra eipyaffaro, droTrcorepa ^ev tanv k:

Tr)i> 6\I/w, eTriTrpeTrei Be oyitoos TL /ecu evdeov rourots. To Pausanias Daeda-
lus is more clearly a real personality than he is to modern scholars,

and yet our Greek commentator is not lacking in the acumen of our

own sceptical generation when he divines (IX, 3, 2) that AcuSaXos,

the son of Palamaon, must have received his name from the xoana

which he wrought and which oi TrdXeu called e>cu5aXa. He speaks

(VIII, 53, 7-8) of another Cretan artist of early times whose

name, Chirisophus, appears also to be symbolic of his trade. It

would be valuable to know what were the distinguishing marks
of the two types of xoana which he discriminates, the Egyptian
and the Aeginetan (I, 42, 5). Since he feels that Egyptian xoana

were the prevalent statues of very ancient days (II, 19, 3), it is

not unreasonable to suppose that the Aeginetan was a derived

type. Of the Aeginetan artist Gallon, whom he mentions as the

sculptor of a xoanon of Athena Sthenias at Troezen, he gives the

artistic genealogy (II, 32, 5), stating that he was a pupil of Tec-

taeus and Angelion, who in their turn learned their trade from

Dipoenus and Scyllis. These last belong to the pre-archaic, or

semi-mythical, Cretan "
schools." There is, as all authorities

on the history of Greek sculpture show, a good deal of evidence

that Crete was an early centre in the development of plastic

art, a fact the more remarkable since the island was in later

Hellenic times a backwater of civilization, which had no part
to play in the growth of Greek genius. In the light of the

recent amazing discoveries in Crete and the patent fact of inter-

course between Egypt and the "Minoan" kingdom, it does not

seem bold to assume that there is truth in the traditions of Cretan
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and Egyptian influence on Greek art. It is only just to add that,

of course, it is not impossible that, while pre-historic Crete af-

fected Greek art in many ways, in the matter of sculpture some

religious scruple, comparable to that which has been inhibitive

among the members of the Eastern Church, and, to a still greater

degree, among the Hebrews and Mohammedans, may have op-

erated to prevent the "Minoans" from essaying artistic work in

that field. Their frescoes and other extant forms of art, how-

ever, do not, it must be said, suggest the presence of a force ham-

pering free artistic expression in any form. It is tempting on all

accounts to take this step mentally between the wooden images
of Egypt and those of Greece. Possibly we may infer that Aegina
modified the Cretan-Egyptian stimulus by another current of

influence, either indigenous or sprung from Babylonian tradition.

Indubitably Aegina in the early historic Greek period had a vig-

orous " school" of sculpture. .
These conjectures regarding the

origin of wood-technique are all that properly have place in a

bald paper which counts texts. I cannot refrain from stating

the opinion, nevertheless, that students of classical antiquity are

strangely afraid to attempt the interpretation of Greek legends

in the light of the discoveries of excavators on pre-Hellenic sites

in Greek lands. Even erroneous inferences sometimes prove en-

franchising.
1

I have reserved for full quotation Pausanias' interesting pas-

sage on the kinds of wood of which xoana were ordinarily made :

rots d av8p&irois TO apxcuov, oirocra /cat ^jj-ets KCLTafjLadelv edvvrjBrjfJLev,

T0ffa.de r\v d</>' &v TO, %6ava eiroiovvTO, efievos, KvirapKrcros, at /ceSpot, rd

dpviva, 17 /uXa, 6 Xcoros* rc3 81 'Epjufj TO) KuXXr/naj TOVTUV juef a7r6

ovdevos, dvov 51 ire-KOirnjikvov TO cryaXjua WTIV (VIII, 17, 2). It

is odd that he does not here include willow (ayvos, \vyos, etc.)

and olive, which he names in specific instances as materials for

xoana (Table B, XV) . The Cadmean acrostolia and the Pentheus-

tree are, naturally, outside the common range of classification.

Finally, it may be instructive for future study to state the

names of the deities of whom respectively Pausanias mentions

I 1 have felt that I should be transgressing the limits of this present study if

I were to state a chain of reasoning instituted in my mind by Pausanias' men-

tion of a xoanon which terminated in a pillar, Terpa^wvov axwa- (IX, 40, 3). It

is debatable whether he means a herm entirely of wood or an image wherein a

wooden torso was directly joined to a stone basis. Another passage (II, 19, 7)

may have some bearing on this point.
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more than three xoana. The list, arranged according to a de-

scending scale based on these numerical instances, is this : Apollo,

Aphrodite, Artemis, Athena, Dionysus, Hera, Heracles. The
numbers may easily be reckoned by reference to Table A. This

evidence may at some time become peculiarly significant in a

study of early Greek religion or of early Greek plastic types.

FLORENCE M. BENNETT.
HUNTER COLLEGE,
NEW YORK, N. Y.
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THE ALEXANDRIAN ORIGIN OF THE CHAIR OF
MAXIMIANUS

THERE is preserved today in the sacristy of the Cathedral at

Ravenna an ivory chair that is usually associated with Maximi-
anus who occupied the episcopal seat of Ravenna from 546 553

A.D. The ivory panels on the front of the Chair, carved with

the figures of the four Apostles and the Baptist, as well as those

depicting the life of Joseph and the scenes from the New Testa-

ment on the back and sides, require no description for students

of Early Christian art. No more important monument of this

art exists, and none has occasioned more divergent theories as

to its place of origin. While the Chair is the most pretentious

piece of Early Christian ivory-carving that remains today and

one of the most artistic products of an inartistic period, its im-

portance is archaeological rather than aesthetic. Numerous
ivories of the same period are related to it and point to the

existence of a school of ivory carvers of which this Chair is the

chief product. Once its provenience is established, not only is

the origin of these other ivories proved and one school of Chris-

tian art defined, but a better foundation is laid for the recon-

struction of the numerous other schools that flourished about

the close of the sixth century. What then was the school of

which the so-called cathedra of Maximianus is the finest product?
While the archaeologists have agreed on the sixth century as

the date of execution, they have failed to find any common

ground for its place of origin. In this article I propose to dis^

cuss only the origin of the Chair and not its subsequent history.

Whether it actually belonged to Bishop Maximianus of Ravenna
as the monogram on the front has suggested, whether it was

brought to Ravenna in 1001 A.D. as a present from Doge Pietro

Orseolo to Emperor Otto III, or whether it, instead of the chair

at Grado, is the one that Heraclius obtained at Alexandria and

gave to the patriarch at Grado, are questions that must be omit-

ted. It is, apparent on reviewing the various artistic centres to
American Journal of Archaeology, Second Series. Journal of the oo

Archaeological Institute of America, Vol. XXI (1917), No. 1.
ZZ
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which the Chair has been attributed, that such questions have

thrown no light on its origin nor influenced the attributions.

About fifty years ago Labarte claimed that it was commenced

at Constantinople and finished at Ravenna by Greek artists.

Its origin in Ravenna has been supported by Stuhlfauth, while

Venturi, without denying its Byzantine origin, prefers to consider

it a work analogous to the (problematic) mosaics of Santa Maria

Maggiore at Rome. Of recent years Strzygowski, who has

written most voluminously on the subject, has attributed it to

Antioch. The majority of modern writers on the Chair, however,

including Ainaloff, Diehl, Leclercq, Graeven, and Diitschke,

have supported an Alexandrian origin. Dalton, on the other

hand, in a resume of both theories leaves the choice open between

Alexandria and Antioch. 1

This divergence of opinion is mainly due to the fact that the

greater part of the evidence advanced in support of either the

Alexandrian or the Antiochian origin has been based upon the

style and decoration. Neither offers very conclusive grounds for

attribution. Toward the latter part of the sixth century when

the classical traditions in Christian art were beginning to break

down, and when in Constantinople, Asia Minor, Syria, Palestine,

and especially Egypt, local and distinguishable schools were de-

veloping, the Hellenistic style and ornament that still remained

were very similar in the different schools. In iconography, how-

ever, the distinctive features of these Eastern Christian schools

of art were to a large extent established as early as the sixth

century. It is, therefore, on iconographical grounds that I

would attempt to show the Alexandrian origin of the Chair of

Maximianus.

Other ivories, as I have pointed out, enter into the discussion of

the provenience of the cathedra. Of these the ivory book-covers

of the Etschmiadzin Gospels
2 and the covers of manuscript Lat.

9384 in the Bibliotheque Nationale at Paris3 are the most im-

portant. The analogies in style and iconography which exist

between these ivories and those of the Chair have proved baffling

to those students of Early Christian art who have accepted the

1 The principal references are summarized by Dalton, Byzantine Art and

Archaeology, pp. 204-207, and by Leclercq in Cabrol, Dictionnaire d'archeologie

chretienne et de liturgie, s.v. 'Chaire e"piscopale,
'

col. 59.

2
Strzygowski, Byzantinische Denkmdler, I, pi. I.

'Garrucci, Storia, VI, pi. 458.
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Alexandrian origin of the Chair, and at the same time have ac-

cepted the usual attribution of the Etschmiadzin covers either to

Ravenna or Syria.
1 The evidence for the attribution to Ravenna,

however, rests on the doubtful assumption that the Chair of

Maximianus was in that city by the middle of the sixth century,

while the Syrian attribution is founded on the connection of the

Chair with Antioch. So by throwing open the discussion of the

origin of the cathedra, the book-covers are freed of any Italian or

Syrian ties, and we have only their evident relation to the ivories

of the Chair to keep in mind.

In the sixth century when the Chair was carved, Alexandria

was beginning to lose its importance as a preeminent centre of

Christianity in Egypt. After the nationalistic reaction of the

fifth century, art tended more and more to pass from the great

Hellenistic city to the monasteries of Upper Egypt, where it took

on racial and indigenous characteristics; instead of preserving the

Hellenistic style, especially in the naturalistic rendering of the

human figure, it sank to a crude frontality and a conventional

formalism of types. This Coptic art of Egypt, which flourished

in the late sixth and the seventh century, had in the matter of

iconography, and even of style, two sources, one a Syro-Pales-

tinian entering the country by the hands of pilgrims and monks

returning from the Holy Land, and the other Alexandrian. While

the classical style, passing inland from Alexandria, rapidly broke

down, it is natural that many iconographic types, which must

have originated in that great Eastern centre of Patristic theology,

should have been adopted by the crude, unimaginative, and

stylistic Coptic art. Although there are almost no sure examples
of Alexandrian art of the sixth century with which to compare
the Chair of Maximianus, a proof of origin emerges from the fact

that all the types of the New Testament scenes on the Chair are

continued in the seventh century on Coptic monuments, for many
of these types are peculiar to Egyptian examples and, in the case

of the Nativity, the iconography is of Egyptian origin and signif-

icance.

The Alexandrian-Coptic version of the Nativity which occurs

on the Chair (Fig. 1) is characterized by the introduction of the

doubting mid-wife, Salome, into-what would otherwise be a

general Oriental type, in which the Virgin lies on a mattress in-

stead of being seated in a chair as in Western Nativities. The
1

Dalton, op. cit. p. 208; Strzygowski, op. cit. pp. 25-53.
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relation of this version with Salome to the Coptic art of Egypt is

demonstrated by the certainly Coptic origin of the majority of the

monuments on which it occurs, by the Coptic origin of Salome in

the apocryphal literature of the country, and by the moral and

religious concepts of

the Copts, which re-

quired the introduc-

tion of Salome into

the scene to prove
the absolute, wholly
divine nature of the

Saviour.

The Coptic monu-
ments on which this

type appears are: a

fragment of the

Murano book-covers

in Manchester,
1 an

ivory in the British

Museum (Fig. 2), a

pyxis in Vienne,
2 an-

other in the Berlin

Museum,3 and a third

in Werden.4 In a

fresco of Bawit, dat-

ing from the sixth or

seventh century,
there is a remarkable

representation of the

Nativity which omits

Joseph and the Christ-

child, but introduces

Salome, as the in-

scriptions prove.
5

These examples, with

the exception of a

suspiciously mixed

1
Dalton, op. cit. fig. 114.

8
Kehrer, Die Heiligen Drei Konige in Literatur und Kunst, II, figs. 38-41.

3
Garrucci, op. cit. VI, pi. 437. 4.

4
Garrucci, op. cit. VI, pi. 438, 1.

Ctedat, C. R. Acad. Insc. 1904, pp. 517-527, fig. 4.

FIGURE 1. THE NATIVITY, CHAIR OF MAXI-
MIANUS. (After Molinier)
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version of the scene on the columns of San Marco in Venice,
1

whose place of origin is unknown and whose date is open to

question, and the Grimaldi drawing of the frescoes in the chapel
of John VII at Rome, 2

complete the list of this odd type in

Early Christian art. The first reason, then, for connecting the

type with Egypt is its

x. ^<r^ .' 1^ ^._^ . ~n appearance in the

^jj6jSpj|
Bawit fresco, and in

the above mentioned

ivories, which, with

the exception of the

Chair of Maximianus,
are universally ad-

mitted, from their

style and decoration,

to be Coptic monu-
ments.3

With reference to

the Coptic origin of

the legend of Salome,
Reveillout has

found some Coptic

fragments belonging
to the apocryphal

Gospel of the Twelve

Apostles, which prove
that this detail orig-

inated in Egypt.
4 In

both the Protevan-

gelium of James and

the Gospel of Pseudo-

Matthew, which goes

back to a Hebrew

source, Salome is only

briefly mentioned in

FIGURE 2. COPTIC IVORY IN THE BRITISH MU-
SEUM. (After Dalton)

1
Venturi, Storia dell'Arte Italiana, I, fig. 221.

2
Garrucci, op. cit. IV, pis. 279, 280, 281. Another eighth century example

occurs in the cemetery of St. Valentinius (Garrucci, II, pi. 84).
3
Strzygowski, Hellenistische und Koptische Kunst in Alexandria, p. 86 ff.

;

Dalton, op. cit. p. 209.
4
Reveillout, J. Asiat. 1905,

' La sage-femme Salome,
'

pp. 408 ff .
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Connection with the Nativity. In the Gospel of the Twelve Apostles ,

on the other hand, her importance in Coptic eyes is shown by the

detailed account of her life from the time when she first sold herself

for money, through her participation in the Nativity, to her con-

version by Simeon. Reveillout, commenting on the Bawit fres-

coes, shows that all the scenes in this monastery dealing with the

early life of the Virgin represent a unique tradition drawn from the

Coptic Gospel of the Twelve Apostles. When one considers the

minute and detailed emphasis laid upon the none too pleasant

story in the Coptic Gospel in connection with the extraordinary

significance given to Salome in the Bawit Nativity, where the

Child is unborn and Salome wears a square nimbus, it is clear that

the doubting Salome is an addition to the scene which we owe to

Egypt.
The motive of Salome is, moreover, perfectly consistent with

the moral and religious ideas of the Copts. The Coptic mind

required the presence of the doubting mid-wife in the scene by
reason of its fundamentally carnal character. The introduction

of Salome into the Nativity simply expressed the doubt which

prevented the Copt from accepting the divinity of the Saviour

until it was dispelled. In other words, to the degree that they
were themselves material, they naturally demanded that their

divinity be absolutely spiritual, partaking of no polluting material

attributes. For this reason they were Monophysites, upholding
the purely spiritual nature of Christ's birth. The doubting

Salome, then, affords a very obvious, however vulgar, means of

demonstrating the immaculate birth of the Saviour, especially

important to them in their struggle against the orthodox view

of Christ's double nature.

While I believe that this scene alone offers conclusive evidence

for the Egyptian origin of the Chair of Maximianus, the other

scenes bear out the attribution. Without reviewing all the

scenes on the Chair, which, with no exception, appear on subse-

quent Coptic monuments, a brief discussion of the more striking

examples will make the relation of the ivories with Egypt evident.

The Annunciation,
1 as it occurs on the Chair of Maximianus, the

ivory book-covers of the Etschmiadzin Gospels, and the book-

covers in the Bibliotheque Nationale, depicts the angel accosting
the Virgin who sits at the left in a wicker chair, spinning the

1 The iconography of the Chair is best illustrated in Garrucci, op. tit. VI,

pis. 414-422.
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purple garment for the temple. All these examples are nearly

identical, and the Virgin, with her spinning, seated in a high-

backed, round-topped, wicker chair is the distinguishing feature

of the type. This type with the exception of the examples al-

ready cited, occurs only on monuments the Coptic origin of

which is assured. In other words, ijie iconography of the-

Annunciation, as of the Nativity, passed into the indigenous
art of the Thebaid.

The Coptic monuments which continue the type are a fragment
of the Murano book-covers in the Stroganoff Collection,

1 an ivory

plaque in the Uwaroff Collection,
2 a medallion from Egypt in the-

von Gans Collection,
3 a Coptic fabric in the Victoria and Albert

Museum, 4 and a fresco at Bawit.5 The ornament, style, and

technique, as well as the iconography, of these examples are

Coptic. On all, save the von Gans medallion, the angel carries

a cross instead of a flowering wand. The presence of the cross,

either borne by angels, or by the Saviour in representations of

miracles is an Egyptian feature. While there is no space in this:

article for proof of this assertion, if anyone who is interested

will examine the Early Christian monuments with this in mind,
and note the occurence of the cross on Egyptian frescoes and

minor objects from Alexandria, Achmim, Bawit, and other similar

sites, I am certain that he will find that all the examples, where

Christ or angels are represented as miraculous agents carrying a

cross, are either Egyptian, or may be attributed to Egypt, or

show Egyptian influence. Comparing the Annunciation with the

Syrian and Palestinian examples, one finds on the Monza phials,
6

the miniatures of the Etschmiadzin Gospels, the Rabula Gospels,
7

and the Syrian Gospels (Syr. 33, Bibl. Nat.), that the Virgin

stands as the angel of the Lord accosts her, that the odd wicker

chair seen on the Chair of Maximianus does not occur, and that

both the Virgin and the angel wear the nimbus.

The Test of the Virgin by Water, which appears on the Chair of

Maximianus and the two book-covers, is a rare scene in Early
Christian art and, save for these examples, occurs only on the-

1
Graeven, Elfenbeinwerke in Italien, No. 64.

2
Strzygowski, Byz. Denk. I, p. 43.

3 Ber. Kunsts. XXXV.. 1913, No. 3, figs. 4-7.

<Dalton, op. cit. fig. 381
5
Cledat, C. R. Acad. Insc. 1904, p. 225.

6
Garrucci, op. cit. VI, pi. 433, 8.

7
Garrucci, op. cit. Ill, pi. 130, 1.
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Twaroff ivory and the fragment of the Murano covers in the

Stroganoff Collection, both of which are Coptic products. The
scene of Joseph Assured by an Angel, while it occurs on an ivory

casket in the Victoria and Albert Museum, which I have attrib-

uted to Provence,
1 and on a sarcophagus of Le Puy,

2 was an even

rarer scene than the Test by Water in Christian art. The 6nly

other example, known to me, is a representation in a fresco at

Antinoe in Egypt, which is strikingly analogous to the represen-

tation on the Chair.3 The Journey to Bethlehem, another scene

not commonly seen in this early art, besides appearing on the

cathedra, the two book-covers, and a pyxis of Minden, that be-

longs with this group, occurs on the Stroganoff fragment of the

Murano book-covers and the frescoes of the church of Deir Abou

Hennys at Antinoe. The similarity of these last two Coptic

examples, in which Joseph supports the pregnant Virgin on the

animal that an angel l^ads, is too close to the rendering on the

Chair and too rare a scene in Christian art not to suggest tfrat it

originated in Egypt, preferably in Alexandria whence it passed

to become a characteristic type in Coptic art.

The distinguishing features of the Baptism on the Chair are the

personification of the Jordan as a fleeing river-god and the ap-

pearance of two angels as attendants. In the Rabula Gospels
4

and the miniatures of the Etschmiadzin Gospels of Syria neither

of these features occurs, while on the Palestinian examples, such

as the Monza phials,
5 the river-god is absent and the angels are

consistently nimbed. A representation of the Baptism similar

to that on the Chair, occurs on an ivory in the British Museum6

which is generally supposed to have come from Egypt and is

asserted by Leclercq to have originated in Alexandria.7 The

fleeing Jordan, the principal feature of the type, appears also

in two of the frescoes of Bawit. 8 While the personification of the

fleeing Jordan, as it occurs on all the examples, may be presumed

1
Garrucci, op. cit. VI, pi. 447, 1. Smith, Early Christian Iconography:

A School of Ivory-Carvers in Provence. Princeton monographs. (In press.)
2 Le Blant, Les sarcophages Chretiens de la Gaule, pi. XVII, 4.

3
Leclercq, op. cit., s. v. 'Ane,

'

col. 2058, fig. 599.
4
Garrucci, op. cit. Ill, pi. 130, 2.

6
Garrucci, op. cit. VI, pi. 433, 8.

6
Dalton, Catalogue of Early Christian Antiquities in the British Museum,

pi. VII, No. 294.
7
Leclercq, op. cit., s. v. 'Bapt&ne de Je"sus,

'

col. 370.
8
Cle*dat, op. cit. p. 225.
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to have originated in Alexandria, there are no definite connections;

of the type, irrespective of the monuments on which it occurs,

with that city. Were the Chronicon Paschale, which is generally

supposed to have been compiled about the middle of the sixth

century in Alexandria, the only Eastern source to describe the

river Jordan as having fled in great fright at the words of the

Almighty,
1 the relation of the type with the Hellenistic centre

of Egypt would be more convincing. As it is, the type of the

Baptism, as it appears on the Chair, is only another proof of my
first assertion that the rather distinct representations of the

Biblical scenes on the cathedra were carried over into Coptic Art.

While the rendering of the Miracle of Cana on the Chair in

the same way in which it appears on the Coptic medallion in

the von Gans Collection already referred to, gives added proof

of the passage of the iconography on the cathedra into the native

art, the scene of the Multiplication of the Loaves and the Fishes

shows a certain connection with Alexandria. Among the cata-

comb frescoes of Alexandria, dating possibly from the third

century, is a large composition in which Christ, between two

scenes of repasts, blesses the loaves and fishes that Peter and Paul

bring him on either side. The scene is an early rendering of the

Eucharist, representing the Blessing of the Elements and the

Feeding of the Multitude. 2 On the Chair of Maximianus the

Multiplication of the Loaves and Fishes is depicted in two adjacent

panels, one in which the Saviour blesses the elements and the

other in which the people sit upon the ground partaking of the

repast. Both recall in the arrangement and the attitudes of the

figures, the scene of the Alexandrian fresco. More noteworthy,

however, is the grouping on the Chair of the Feeding of the

Multitude and the Miracle of Cana on either side of the Blessing

of the Elements. It forms just such a composite symbolical and

dogmatical rendering of the Eucharist as is figured in the Hellen-

istic fresco, and is interpretatively described in the Gospel of John.

Another scene of Eucharistic significance is the Meeting of

Christ with the Woman of Samaria at the Well. Its only Biblical

source is the Gospel of John where the Evangelist treats it with

his usual emphasis on the symbolism. There were two ways of

rendering this scene; one, an early, Hellenistic type, seen on the

1 C. Jacoby, Ein bisher unbeachteter apokrypher Bericht iiber die Taufe Jesu,

pp. 41-45.
2 De Rossi, B. Arch. Crist. 1865, p. 72, fig. 5.
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sarcophagi of the West, which shows the Saviour and the Woman
of Samaria standing on either side of an earthen jar stuck into

the ground from which the water is hoisted by a crude windlass;

the other, a later and Eastern type, where the Saviour, after the

Biblical account, is seated at the side of a real well which is cov-

ered by a well-house and operated by means of a pulley. The
Rabula Gospels

1 and all the Byzantine examples after the seventh

century adhere to the Eastern type. The ivory representation
on the Chair, however, presents a transitional type; while it has

the Eastern well-house and pulley, it depicts Christ as standing.

FIGURE 3. JOSEPH AND POTIPHAR'S WIFE, CHAIR OF MAXIMIANUS.
(After Molinier)

Considering the Chair of Maximianus as a product of Alexandria,
it is not surprising to find on it such a Hellenistic type as might
have emanated, as an Eucharistic symbol, from that centre of

Patristic theology. Associated with the rendering on the Chair,
not only by similarity of type but also by a marked resemblance in

the rather distinct form of the well-house, are Coptic representa-
tions on a pyxis in the Cluny Museum,

2 another in the Basilewsky

Collection,
3 and a third in the Youlgrave Collection. 4 Another

interesting example, where Christ stands, occurs on a terra-cotta

stamp from Hadjeb-il-A'ioun.
5

While the Healing of the Halt and the Blind on the cathedra is

of little aid in establishing the origin of the ivories, the Entry into

Jerusalem, where a long carpet, instead of the traditional mantle,
is unrolled in the pathway of the Saviour, presents valuable evi-

1
Garrucci, op. tit. Ill, pi. 132, 1.

2
Garrucci, op. tit. VI, pi. 438, 4.

3
Garrucci, op. tit. VI, pi. 438, 5.

4
Garrucci, op. tit. VI, pi. 452, 2.

6 R. Arch. XXII, 1893, p. 278, fig. 5.
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dence for the Egyptian origin of the Chair. This type with the

long carpet is peculiar to the Chair of Maximianus, the ivory
book-covers in the Bibliotheque Nationale, the Etschmiadzin

covers, and a carved wooden lintel -at il-Mu'allaka, near Cairo. 1

The composition of the scene on the Chair is, moreover, remark-

ably close to the Egyptian wood-carving, especially in the odd

high-stepping

movement of

the ass and in

Christ's pos-

ture on the

animal.

The New
Testament
scenes do not

offer the only
evidence for

the Egyptian

origin of the

Chair. While

many of these

present types
that were

pec uliarly

Egyptian and

were con-
tinued on

Coptic mon-

uments, the

scenes from

the life of

Joseph, the

costumes, the

orname n t f

and the technique show equally clear analogies with Coptic and
Alexandrian art. The choice of the History of Joseph to deco-

rate the sides of the Chair is at once a presumption in favor

of an Egyptian origin.
2 The erudite rendering of the cos-

tumes of the Egyptians in these scenes, and the similarity of these

1

Leclercq, op. cit., s. v 'Caire,' fig. 1853.
2
Leclercq, op. cit., s. v. 'Chaire episcopate,' co). 60.

FIGURE 4. THE BARBERINI DIPTYCH. (After Molinier)
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costumes to those of Egyptians on other monuments show they

were copied from a common and indigenous type. The Egyp-

tians, in the scene of Joseph and Potiphar's Wife (Fig. 3), wear

loose blouses and long pantaloons which are both heavily em-

FIGURE 5. ST. MENAS PYXIS IN THE BRITISH MUSEUM. (After Dalton)

broidered along the sleeves and down the sides and across the

bottom of the trousers. Such costumes are worn by the Magi
on the Etschmiadzin and Bibliotheque Nationale book-covers,

by the Orientals on the Barberini diptych (Fig. 4), by the figures

FIGURE 6. JACOB MEETING JOSEPH, CHAIR OF MAXIMIANUS. (After

Molinier)

on the St. Menas pyxis from Egypt in the British Museum (Fig.

5), and by many of the figures on the frescoes at Bawit. 1

They are not found elsewhere in Early Christian art.

1

C16dat, Memmres de VInstitut frangais d'archeologie orientate, XII, chapels

XXXVII, XVII, LI.

3
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The Barberini diptych, which has been generally attributed

to Alexandria and shows consistent Egyptian characteristics in

the curly heads, the trumpet-shaped flying fold, the cross that

Christ carries, and the use of the drill holes for the pupils of the

eyes, is related in technique and ornament to the Etschmiadzin
and Bibliotheque Nationale covers, and presents some features in

common with the Chair of Maximianus. The costumes of the
mounted St. George and the soldier in the left-hand panel of the

diptych are almost replicas

of the costumes worn by
the soldiers in the scene of

Joseph Meeting Jacob on

the Chair (Fig. 6). The

chitons, which hang from

rings at the girdle in two

flounces of unequal length,

each flounce composed of

triangular folds, are frayed
at the edge and are deco-

rated across the bottom by
two horizontal lines. The
decoration of the sleeves,

similar to that of the

chitons, which hang from

the shoulders to the elbows,

and the high, ornate bus*

kins are nearly identical on

the two examples. The
headdresses of these soldiers

on the diptych, which can

be paralleled on Egyptian monuments, are almost the same

as those of the soldiers in the scene of Joseph Interviewing

His Brethren on the Chair. These costumes and headdresses are

also worn by some of the figures in the frescoes of Bawit. Other

analogies in the treatment of the figures, in this case with the

miniatures of the manuscript of Cosmas Indicopleustes from

Alexandria, have been pointed out by Ainaloff,
1 while Diitschke

has attempted to show that certain of the animals on the cathedra

were peculiar to Egypt.
2 In his argument for the Alexandrian

1
Dalton, Byzantine Art and Archaeology, p. 203.

2
Diitschke, Ravennatische Studien, 1909, pp. 279-281.

FIGURE 7. IVORY FRAGMENTS IN THE
BERLIN MUSEUM. (After Wulff)
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origin of the Chair, Graeven has noted the same rosette ornament

on the shields represented on the St. Menas pyxis in the British

Museum as appears on the shields borne by the soldiers on the

Chair. 1 This

ornament
may also be

found on a

bronze shield

in the Cairo

Museum, 2 on

the shields

carried by the

soldiers on

a Coptic
wo od-carv-

ing,
3 and on a

terra-cotta

ampulla from

Egypt in the

Berlin Mu-
seum. 4

The vine

ornaments
which decor-

ate the front

and sides of

the Chair
have been
most f r e -

quently cited

in proof of the

Syrian origin

of the work.

Such forms of

dec oration,
w i t h birds,
and animals

FIGURE 8. THE CHAIR OF MAXIMIANUS. (After Molinier)

1

Graeven, Bonn. Jb. 1900, pp. 147 if.

2
Strzygowski, Koptische Kunst, pi. XXVII, Xo. 9039.

3 O. Wulff, Altchristliche und Miltelalterliche Bildwerke, I, pi. VII, No. 243.

MVulff, op. cit, Xos. 1406, 1407.
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intermingled in the foliage, although Oriental in character

and characteristic of Syrian art, are, in the forms as they
appear on the Chair, less Syrian than Alexandrian, and find

innumerable parallels on the wood and ivory carvings of Alexan-
dria. 1 A few examples are sufficient to make this clear. If the

vine motives on the Chair, with harts, hares, ducks, peacocks, and
other birds and animals mingled in the foliage (Fig. 6), are com-

pared with

the design on

wood-carv-
i n g s from
Cairo 2 and

Bawlt3 and
with an ivory-

carving from
FIGURE 9. WOOD CARVING FROM GIZEH IN THE BERLIN ^ ,

.
,

,

MUSEUM. (After Wulff) Egypt in the

Berlin Mu-
seum (Fig. 7), and if the motive of the two lions arranged symmet-

rically on either side of a vase which decorates the front of the

cathedra (Fig. 8), is compared with the same design on a

wood-carving from Gizeh in the Berlin Museum (Fig. 9) and a

tombstone from Antinoe,
4
it becomes evident that the ornaments

on the Chair are at least as Egyptian as they are Syrian in char-

acter.

The technique of the work, while it suggests that two different

artists of unequal skill executed the carvings, shows a recogniz-

able style. The work is sketchy and in the scenes on the sides

and back is very bold and rather careless; the folds of the gar-

ments, as well as the modelling of the figures, are obtained by long,

free cuts of the knife which recall the technique on sundry ivory

.fragments from Alexandria in the Berlin Museum (Fig. 10).

When compared with these ivory fragments, it is noticeable that

the hands, eyes, and hair are executed in the same manner on the

Chair, adding thus to the extensive evidence already accumulated

that the Chair of Maximianus was carved in Egypt, and conse-

quently in Alexandria.

I say consequently in Alexandria, because Alexandria was the

only great centre of Hellenistic art in Egypt. Such Hellen-

istic features in the work on the Chair as the naturalistic ren-

1
Leclercei, op. cit., s. v. 'Chaire episcopate,' col. 58-59.

2
Wulff, op. cit. p. 88, No. 267.

*
Wulff, op. cit. p. 87, No. 262.

4
Leclercq, op. cit., s. v. 'Antinoe,' fig. 795.
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dering of the figures

and the preservation

of many traditions of

classical art are so su-

perior to the coarse,

conventional art of

Upper Egypt that it

is impossible, once

the Egyptian origin

of the Chair is ad-

mitted, to accept any
other locality as the

place of origin. This

Egyptian origin, on

the other hand, is es-

tablished by the fact

that many of the types
on the Chair appear
to be peculiar to

Egyptian iconog-
raphy and occur with

marked frequency on

Coptic monuments,
while the choice of

subjects, the cos-

t um e s
, decoration,

and technique are

consistently analo-

gous to the Christian

art of Egypt. This

attrib ution would
then establish the

Etschmi a d z i n and

Bibliotheque Na-
tionale book-covers,
and other ivories,

whose relation with

the Chair has already
been recognized, as

products of an Alex-

andrian School of

ivory carving.

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY.

PRINCETON, X. J.

FIGURE 10. IVORY FRAGMENTS FROM ALEXAN-
DRIA IN THE BERLIN MUSEUM. (After Wulff)

E. BALDWIN SMITH.
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AN UNPUBLISHED CALPIS

THE vase (Fig. 1) which is the subject of the following article

was loaned by its owner, Mr. Marsden J. Perry of Providence,
R. I., for the winter of 1915-1916 to the Fogg Museum in Cam-

bridge,Mass.,

where I had
the opportu-

nity to study
it. Nothing
definite is

known of the

time or place

of its discov-

ery or of its

subsequent
history. It is

an Attic
calpis, 37.5

cm. high,
decorated in

the severe

red-figure
style, without

inscriptions,

and in an ex-

cellent state

of preserva-

t i o n . The

subject of the

design is the

return of Hephaestus to Olympus. The graceful form, with

neck curving broadly into shoulder, and shoulder bending more

boldly into the line of the body, points to a period after the sharp

angles which are characteristic of the black-figured hydriae had
American Journal of Archaeology, Second Series. Journal of the oo
Archaeological Institute of America, Vol. XXI (1917), No. 1.

FIGURE 1. CALPIS BELONGING TO M. J. PERRY
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been softened into curves. 1 This change appears to have been

practically contemporaneous with the introduction of the red-

figure style of painting, for a few hydriae of the early form are

decorated in the new manner,
2 while a number of the earliest

calpides preserve the old black figures.
3 Our calpis is a pleasing

mean be-
tween the

short, plump
vases in which

the ratio of

the greatest

diameter to

the height is

very large,
4

and those of

long, slender

proportion's,

having either

very | sloping

shoulders,
5 or

the lower part

of the body
ext r emely
tapering.

6

The hydria,

with its flat
FIGURE 2. CALPIS IN BRITISH MUSEUM

shoulder meeting the body at a marked angle, presented far

fewer difficulties to the vase painter than did the calpis with

its abruptly bending surface. On the earliest Attic calpides,

probably in order to avoid this difficulty, the design was

usually confined to the shoulder. Later it was extended to

the body, although not in the form of a frieze encircling the

vase, but only as a panel across the front. This calpis,

having the decoration confined to the shoulder, represents

therefore an early stage in the development of the red-figure

Cf. Folzer, Die Hydiia, pp. 4 and 88.
2
Folzer, op. cit. p. 83.

1

Folzer, op. cit. pp. 86 f. and 93.
4 Cf. e.g. Annali, 1849, pi. I.

6 Cf. e.g. Folzer, op. cit. pi. 9, no. 156.
6 Cf. e.g. Pettier, Vases Antiques du Louvre, II, pi. 83, F 296.
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style. In the commonest type of these early calpides, however,
the design occupies only the front of the shoulder. In this

respect our vase is an exception; the design here is extended so

as to occupy also the space above the side handles and terminate
on a line with them toward the back (Fig. 5) . I know of but few

calpides of the severe period which are decorated in this way.
1

FIGURE 3. CALPIS IN BRITISH MUSEUM: SHOULDER

One of these is a vase, hitherto unpublished, in the British

Museum, (Cat. Ill, E 167). Except that there is no decoration

around the lip, and that the lotus pattern on the broad band
turns upward, this vase appears from the description in the

catalogue to be a very close parallel to ours. But the photo-

graphs (Figs. 2 and 3)
2 show that it is much broader the height

is the same and that the profiles of lip and foot are straighter.

1

Occasionally the design occupies the entire shoulder space, e.g. Brit. Mus.
Cat. Ill, E 168.

2 I am indebted to the kindness of Mr. Walters of the 'British Museum for

the photographs of this vase and permission to reproduce them.
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The style of both vases points to the same period but not to the

same hand nor necessarily to the same factory.

Another calpis (Fig. 4), an exact counterpart to ours,
1
except, of

course, in the design, which represents the slaying of Argos and

the release of lo by Hermes (Fig. 6), is in the Boston Museum
of Fine Arts. 2 These vases are certainly a product of the

same factory. The style also is in general the same, but for

reasons which

I shall state

below I do

not think
that they are

from the hand

of the same

painter. The
scheme of

decoration is'

iden t i cal .

Both have as

upper -border

to the design

a strip of

linked lotus

buds pointing

downwards
;

on either side,

a net pattern ;

below, a red

ground line;

and across the

front between

the handles,

another band of downward pointing, linked lotus buds. Around

the inside of the neck at the top is a band of black. The upper sur-

face of the rim is reserved. The moulding on the edge of it is black,

and around the lip runs a band of egg pattern. Around the middle

1 Published by J. C. Hoppin, Harvard Studies in Classical Philology, XII,

pp. 335 ff., plate.
2 In the Boston Museum is also an unpublished and much damaged calpis

of similar form and like scheme of decoration, but smaller. With this may be

compared hydriae E 171-173 of the British Museum.

FIGURE 4. CALPI& IN BOSTON
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of the neck is a thin purple line. The inside of the side handles

.and the space on the body of the vase between the extremities of

these handles is reserved. Two tiny parallel reserved lines

encircle the bottom at its junction with the foot, a third, on the

foot, marks the angle where the base turns outward, while the

edge of the lower moulding on which the vase rests is also reserved.

The subject of our vase, the return of Hephaestus to Olympus,
1

was a favorite with Athenian vase painters, especially in the

^lack-figure period and in the red-figure period before the fine

tyle. According to the myth, Hera at her son's birth was so

ashamed of the ungainly child that she cast him down from

heaven. Hephaestus in revenge sent his mother a golden

throne fitted with invisible fetters which bound her fast. None
of the other gods was able to release her and Hephaestus stub-

bornly refused to be moved. Then the gods held a conference.

Ares promised to bring back the revengeful god by force but he

was chased off with firebrands. Finally Dionysus, a confidant of

Hephaestus, made him drunk and thus effected his return.

Vase painters interested themselves only in the last scene,
2

the return of Hephaestus to Olympus.
3 Waentig enumerates

forty-two vases with this subject. On seventeen of these,

however, Hephaestus appears on one side of the vase and

Dionysus on the other. 4 Loeschcke speaks of
" about fifty"

vases which present this scene.

1 See Paus. I, 20, 3. This passage, in which Pausanias describes a wall-

painting in the temple of Dionysus at Athens (probably built between 421 and

415s. c, cf. E. Reisch, Eranos Vindobonensis, p. 3), is the earliest record that

we have of the entire myth.
2 Cf. Waentig, De Vulcano in Olympum reducto, p. 18 ff.

3 Homer knows nothing about this part of the myth (cf. II. I, 590 ff. and

II. XVIII, 395 ff.), but comments in Photius and Suidas on lost works of

Pindar and Epicharmus (cf. Wilamowitz, Gottinger Nachrichten, 1895, p.

217, note 3) show that these writers knew of the magic throne, and Plato's

reference, Rep., p. 378 D, to the binding of Hera indicates that that part of the

myth was familiar in his day. Wilamowitz (loc. cit., pp. 217 ff.) has shown

that the entire myth formed the subject of a Homeric Hymn now lost, which

was composed in Ionia not later than the time of Archilochus. Toward the

end of the fifth century the myth disappeared entirely from literature and

from art.

4 Loeschcke (L. von Schroeder, Griechische Goiter und Heroen, pp. 83 ff.)

uses this separation of the two gods on such vases as one argument for his now

generally accepted theory that alongside of the type of myth which unites

Hephaestus with Dionysus, there also existed the type which represented each

god in his Bacchic character independently of the other.
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In addition to our calpis the following vases which rep-

resent the two gods together in one unbroken procession, are

.known to me through illustrations or descriptions:
1

1. Crater (Frangois Vase), Florence, Milani, No. 4209. Early
b. f. Publ. Furtwangler-Reichhold, Griechische Vasen-

malerei, pis. 1-3; 11-12. Waentig, B.
2. Crater, Brit. Mus., B. 42. Early b. f. (imitation of

Corinthian). Publ., Walters, Hist, of Anc. Pottery, I,

pi. 21.

3. Crater, Hermitage, Stephani, No. 55. Early b. f.

Publ., Compte Rendu, 1863, p. 5. Waentig, D.
4. Crater, Louvre, E 876. Middle period b. f. Publ.,

Pettier, Vases Ant. du Louvre, II, pi. 62.

5. Oenochoe, Bologna, No. 71. Middle period b. f. Publ.,

Pellegrini, Cat. dei Vasi Greci Dipinti, fig. 14.

6. Cylix, Florence, Milani, No. 3900. Late b. f. Publ.,

Inghirami, Vasi ftttili, pi. 262. Waentig, C.

7. Crater, Louvre, G 162. Severe r. f. Publ., Monum.
Ined., Suppl. pi. 24. Waentig, OO.

8. Cylix, Bibl. Nat., No. 542. Severe r. f. Publ., Monum.
Ined. V, pi. 35. Waentig, I.

9. Cylix, Bibl. Nat., No. 539. Severe r. f . Publ., Lenormant
et De Witte, Elite des Monum. Ceramographiques, I, pi. 44.

Waentig, K.
10. Fragment, Formerly in Coghill Collection; present location

unknown. Late severe r. f. Publ., Millingen, Vases de

Coghill, pi. 41. Waentig, V.
11. Crater, Location unknown. Late severe r. f. Publ.,

Monum. Ined., Suppl. pi. 23, 1. Waentig, L.

12. Crater, Deepdene, Hope Collection (?). Late severe r. f.

Publ., Elite Ceram., I, pi. 47. Waentig, R.

13. Crater, Vienna, Sacken and Kenner, No. 122. Early fine

r. f. Publ., Elite Ceram., I, pi. 48. Waentig, U.
14. Crater, Naples, St. Angelo, No. 701. Early fine r. f.

Waentig, X.
15. Crater, Naples, No. 2412. Early fine r. f. Publ., Elite

Ceram. f I, pi. 45 A. Waentig, Q.
16. Crater, Louvre, G 404. Early fine r. f. Publ., Millin,

Peintures de Vases Antiques, II, pi. 66. Waentig, P.

17. Crater, Bologna, No. 282. Early fine r. f. Publ., Pellegrini,
Cat. dei Vas. Gr. Dip., Fig. 74 a.

18. Form unknown, Deepdene, Hope Collection (?). Early fine

r. f. Publ., Elite Ceram., I, pi. 43. Waentig, O.

1 Parts of the figures of two satyrs found on a fragment in Stuttgart,

may have belonged, Hartwig thinks, to a scene which represented the return

of Hephaestus to Olympus (Meisterschalen, p. 611).
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19. Crater, Louvre, G 421. Early fine r. f. Publ., Millin,
Vases Ant., I, pi. 9. Waentig, T.

20. Crater, Naples, St. Angelo, No. 688. Fine r. f. Waentig,
QQ.

21. Crater, Munich, Jahn, No. 780. Fine r. f. Publ., Furt-

wangler-Reichhold, pi. 7. Waentig, N.
22. Pelike, Munich, Jahn, No. 776. Fine r. f. Publ., Furt-

wangler-Reichhold, pi. 29. Waentig, S.

23. Oenochoe, Private collection. Fine r. f. Publ., Furt-

wangler-Reichhold, pi. 120, 1.

24. Stamnus, Location unknown. Fine r. f. Publ., Gerhard,
Auserl. Vasenb., pi. 58. x

Waentig, M.

The earliest Attic example is the Frangois vase. ? Here

Hephaestus, seated on a mule which Dionysus leads, and accom-

panied by nymphs and satyrs, is arriving in the presence of the

assembled gods, where Hera sits upon the magic throne awaiting
her release. This is the only vase on which an august assemblage
of the immortals is represented in connection with the return of

Hephaestus.
3 The usual scene shows Hephaestus, either riding

on a mule, according to the more ancient tradition, or on foot,

with Dionysus and a sportive train of satyrs and maenads.4

1
Gerhard, Auserl. Vasenb. I, pp. 214 f., cites seven others (d, e, f, g, h,

o, r), Waentig (op. cit. pp. 20 ff.), eight (E, F, G, H, W, Y, Z, AA), of which

three (E, F, G) are identical with three of Gerhard's (d, g, h).

On a cylix in the Louvre, G 135 (cf. Hartwig, op. cit. pp. 652 ff.), which

bears the inscription Aims /caX6j, Hephaestus appears on one side of the

vase seated on a mule and accompanied by three satyrs. Dionysus with a

satyr and two maenads is represented on the other side. I find no illustration

of the vase and it is impossible to determine from the description whether the

two sides of the cylix represent an unbroken procession or two separate scenes.

2 On a Corinthian vase of the early sixth century published by Loeschcke,

Aih. Mitt. 1894, pp. 510 ff., pi. VIII, Hephaestus, with hideously deformed

feet, is represented on a horse among a group of followers, in one of whom it is

perhaps possible to recognize Dionysus.
3 See Loeschcke, in L. von Schroeder, Gr. Gotter u. Heroen, p. 84, note 1.

On neither of the other two vases there cited, however, are more than one or

two of the waiting assembly introduced.
4
Loeschcke, op. cit., points out that such scenes need not all be interpreted

as abbreviated imitations of the representation on the Francois vase, but that in

some cases, where Hera and the assembled gods do not appear, Hephaestus
and Dionysus, each in his own Bacchic element, may be regarded as simply

represented together without reference to the return to Olympus. Wilamowitz,

Gottinger Nachrichten, 1895, p. 237, suggests that the frequent appearance of

these gods together follows as a matter of course, if we accept the reasonably
reliable myth (Schol. II. XIV, 296) which makes Naxos the scene of Hephaes-
tus' early training, for this island was also one of the oldest seats of the cult
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On our vase (Fig. 5) are six figures, moving to the right. A
maenad leads the procession with long, swinging steps; in each of

her outstretched hands she holds a lighted torch, the flames of

which break into the border. She wears a long chiton with full

sleeves reaching to the elbow, and a himation. Her hair is

done high with a fillet wound three times round her head. She

looks back at the lagging wine-god as she hurries along. Behind

the maenad is a little piping satyr who is scarcely shoulder high
to the other figures. On his head is an ivy wreath, and the flute-

case hangs from his arm. A goat follows the satyr and then

come Dionysus and Hephaestus walking side by side. Dionysus,
who leans heavily forward, has in his left hand a knotted staff,

the upper end of which projects into the panel border. Held
out behind him in his right hand is the cantharus. On his

head is a taenia over a wreath of ivy, and he wears the usual

full-length chiton and himation. His long wavy hair falls loose

over both shoulders, ftephaestus holds the tongs in his out-

stretched left hand and carries his hammer resting on his right

shoulder. On his head is a little round felt cap. His short wavy
hair falls close and full about his neck, and he wears a short,

of Dionysus. To strengthen his assertion, Loeschcke cites not only the above

mentioned vases, on which the two gods are separately depicted, one on each

side of the vase, but also those scenes of a different nature in which both

gods appear, e.g. Masner, Vasen d. Wien. Mus. pi. II, No. 218; Bulle, Die

Silene in d. gr. Kunst, p. 8, No. 14 (here may be added Gerhard, AuserL Vasenb.

pi. 39), and vase No. 1179 of the Munich collection (Jahn) on which Dionysus
does not appear at all. The same is true of a stamnus from Cervetri in the

Castellani Collection in Rome (Monum. Ined., Suppl. pi. 23, 2). An additional

point, which seems to me to be worthy of notice here, is the fact that on only
a few of these vases (Nos. 8, 9, 15, 22 above) is Hephaestus represented as

drunk, while a number, among which is our calpis, show the fire-god walking
erect and quite able to go his own way, while Dionysus, who should, according
to the myth, be responsible for the journey, leans heavily on his thyrsus or has

to be pushed along by a convenient satyr. The representation of Hephaestus

riding on a mule does not necessarily reflect the tradition recorded in Aristides,

In Bacchum, p. 49, that it was thus that Dionysus effected his return to

Olympus, for on none of the vase paintings does Hephaestus seem at all uncertain

of his seat. This manner of depicting him may be due in part to the tradition

which makes him lame. On a number of the earliest vases (Furtwangler-

Reichhold, pis. 1-2 and 11-12; Ath. Mitt., 1894, pi. 8; Brit. Mus., B. 42; Masner,

op. cit. pi. II, No. 218), which invariably represent the god as riding, and some
of which do not show the return to Olympus, Hephaestus' feet are so deformed

as to make walking impossible. In accordance with the idealizing tendency
of later times, this deformity does not appear on red-figured vases.
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sleeveless chiton with decorative markings on the folds. Next
comes Hermes wearing a tall, pointed shepherd's cap. A
himation is thrown over his left shoulder and right arm, but the

chiton which he usually wears is lacking. On his feet are

endromides and over his left shoulder, the caduceus. He has

been playing the lyre, but has suddenly halted and drawn back

FIGURE 5. CALPIS BELONGING TO M. J. PERRY: SHOULDER

to avoid collision with the cantharus, which Bacchus has almost

thrust into his face. A satyr, who follows Hermes at the end

of the procession, has only avoided striking the god with the end

of the thyrsus, which he carries in his right hand, by suddenly

drawing his right arm back. The head of the thyrsus proje'cts

into the border pattern at the left. This satyr also wears an ivy
wreath on his head. Between him and Hermes is an altar in

the form of an Ionic capital on a plinth.

The following peculiarities in the design are to be noted. In

the first place, the diminutive stature of the piping satyr is not
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common. The fact that on six other vases of our short list

the same peculiarity occurs might seem to contradict this state-

ment. But this is not the case. On No. 22, where the satyr

who is holding up the drunken Hephaestus would be some-

what below normal height, even were he standing erect, and

on No. 12, on which the satyr who steadies the reeling Dionysus
is quite tiny, this characteristic seems less due to a deliberate-

plan on the part of the painter than to the necessity imposed by
the position in which he wished to place the figures. On No. 23-

the case is different. Here the little fellow who leads the mule-

on which both gods are riding is only a child with round baby
face and features. 1 The most arbitrary and unusual representa-

tions of all are the little pigmy satyrs perched on the shoulders of

large satyrs (Nos. 10, 20). On No. 6, on the side of the cylix

opposite the Bacchic train with Hephaestus and Dionysus, the-

painter in depicting a 'group of satyrs has produced a most

pleasing effect by the use of figures of different sizes. In the-

same way our painter seems to have drawn the flute player

small, in order to secure by variety a more effective composition.

There can be no question here of a desire to emphasize the

divinity of the gods by representing other figures smaller, as

Brygos is fond of doing,
2 for the other satyr of our group is of

normal size.

Not the least unusual feature of the scene is the goat. This

animal is often enough given as an attribute to Dionysus, but it

does not seem to have the honor of accompanying the god in

any other procession in which Hephaestus appears.
3

Perhaps-
it is because of this distinction that we have here such a re-

markable specimen. To this creature, with its long beard and

its extremely long horn extending the entire length of its neck

and shoulder to beyond the middle of its back, and lying so-

flat as to be scarcely distinguishable from the mane, I know
of no analogy except possibly the goat on a stamnus in the

Louvre, published in Annali, 1862, pi. H.

Hephaestus is always represented on the earliest vases as-

bearded, but occasionally on the later vases, as on other monu-

1 See also Tischbein, I, pi. 51; Reinach, Repertoire II, p. 290.5.
2 Cf. e.g. Hartwig, op. tit. pis. 34, 35, 36.

3
See, however, Gerhard, Auserl. Vasenb., pi. 39, where Hephaestus meets-

Dionysus.
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meats of art, a youthful type appears.
1 On three of the vases

cited above (Nos. 12, 16, 21) the god is thus portrayed, but on
each of them he is riding. Our vase is thus unique in making
the youthful Hephaestus go on foot.

But by far the most interesting figure is Hermes with the

lyre. If we except the Frangors vase, where so many of the

gods are assembled, and the Vulci vase (No. 7), on which Hermes
is assigned the extraordinary task of leading the mule, this god

appears in none of these scenes with Hephaestus. Further-

more, among all Attic vases thus far published I know of only
three on which Hermes is represented with the lyre, an instrument

of his own invention. On a black-figured amphora in the

British Museum (B167; Monum. Ined. IV, pi. 11) he leads a

procession of deities playing on the lyre. On the interior of a

red-figured cylix, also in the British Museum (E 58; Monum.
Ined. IV, pi. 33), Hermes, with the caduceus in his right hand
and the lyre in his left, is running over the waves. And finally,

on a red-figured vase in the ducal museum in Gotha (Monum.
Ined. IV, pi. 34) a youth sitting on a rock playing the lyre while

three satyrs dance about him is designated as Hermes by an

inscription, but is given none of the usual attributes of the

god. Here might also be mentioned a black-figured cylix of

Xenocles (Overbeck, Gall, heroischer Bildw., pi. IX, 2) where

Hermes is seen with the syrinx, another instrument of which

tradition makes him the inventor, and two vases which depict
him as endeavoring to recover the lyre from Apollo, one, a red-

figured amphora in the Bibliotheque Nationale (de Ridder, No.

373; Heydemann, Pariser Antiken, p. 75, No. 37), the other, a cup
from Vulci (Overbeck, Kunstmythologie, Apollo, p. 420, 3; Atlas,

pi. 24, 17). On a third vase, a cup in the Bibliotheque Nationale

(de Ridder, No. 820), the two figures which are represented as

contending for the possession of the lyre are usually interpreted
as Hermes and Apollo.

The representation of Hermes leaning slightly backward
illustrates in a modified form a favorite motive of Brygos.
The two lyre-players on the exterior of a cylix in Copenhagen
(Hartwig, op. cit. pp. 332 f.) offer good parallels. In both of

these figures the backward inclination is more pronounced
than in our Hermes. Their position, as well as the shape of the

1 See Roscher, Lexikon, I, col. 2042.
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space to be filled, requires them to hold the lyre high instead of

low.

Ours is the only vase, so far as I know, on which an altar is

introduced as a part of this particular scene. Now neither altar

nor temple is connected with the myth of Hephaestus, and the

presence of Hermes, as the only unusual personage in the pro-

cession, would in no way necessitate the introduction of an altar,

nor does one appear on the other two vases on which Hermes is

represented. It can therefore be accounted for here, as, I

believe, on numberless other vases, solely from the artistic

standpoint. Just as the goat on the right side of the design

affords variety and lends harmony to the composition, so the

altar on the left side breaks the monotony of a succession of

figures and serves to fill in the larger space at the bottom of the

curving panel.

The drawing on our vase is not only extremely careful and

accurate, but also light, easy, and natural. The painter has been

most happy in his grouping of figures, and the entire scene,

though dignified and impressive, is alive with movement and

grace. Archaic hardness has practically disappeared, hampering
conventions have been nearly overcome. Yet a slight archaism

in the drawing of the eye and a certain formality in the lines

of the folds place the vase within the period of the severe style,

though probably not earlier than 470 B. c. General characteris-

tics of the painter's style are seen in the rather large, well-formed

heads, not unlike those on the vases of Euphronios; in the

rounded, not very prominent noses with no nostril markings ;
and

in the full lower lip which, in the case of Hephaestus and the

maenad, is somewhat drooping. The eyes vary considerably

both in contour and in the position of the pupil. This lack of

uniformity is not uncommon on red-figured vases toward the end

of the period of the severe style, where the drawing of the eye

was in the transition stage. On our vase it is also due in part

to the desire of the painter to gain variety of expression, a

method which was so brilliantly employed by Euphronios.

The pupils are all represented by black dots. Beards are either

pointed and have an edge of straight, stiff lines, such as are

often found on the vases of Hieron and of Brygos, or are full

and edged with short curls, a type which is also common in this

period. Hermes' beard is short and pointed, with no markings
at the edge. As on so many of the red-figured vases of this

4
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style, the drawing of the hair also varies; that of Hermes and

the maenad is not worked out in detail at all, on the two satyrs

it is somewhat looser with the ends slightly separated, while

Hephaestus' hair is very light and free, as so often on the vases

of Brygos, and a brownish-yellow paint seems to have been

applied to give a blonde effect. Dionysus' hair hangs in long,

wavy strands. Hermes and Dionysus have along the forehead

and temple the row of little knots, perhaps curls, which is so

common on the vases of Euphronios and which all the later

painters of the period used to some extent. Most unusual is the

drawing of the ears, which look as though they had been reversed.

I have not found this peculiarity on any other vase. The hands

are well drawn. No nail markings are given, and the finger

tips are very blunt, but one feels that hands interested the

painter rather as a means of expression than as an end in them-

selves. It might be observed here that the only inaccuracy
of any significance in the entire design is in the discrepancy in

size between the hands of the larger satyr.
1 The legs are ex-

tremely shapely with delicately rounded knees, but they are

rather short, especially in the thigh. This makes the figures a

trifle heavy in appearance. The feet, high in the instep and

sloping to a point at the toe, disappear, as it were, in the ground

line, and except for very slight markings on Hephaestus' right

foot, the toes are not indicated. The heels are smooth and

round. The ankle joint is either marked very slightly or not at

all. On very few vase paintings of this period are feet drawn

so simply and with so few lines, yet the effect is satisfying,

even pleasing. The firm, well-rounded arms and shoulders are

finely drawn. Especially admirable is the right arm of the

satyr with the thyrsos. The relatively few markings on the

bodies of the satyrs would seem to indicate an indifference to

anatomical lines, a characteristic which was shared by both

Brygos and Hieron. Folds are indicated by very fine, thin

black lines, except on the upper part of the maenad's chiton

where the lines are thicker and done in yellow. The maenad's

himation is marked at the edges by graceful rippled lines which

give an extremely light and airy effect. Short, thick strokes

on the ends of folds, such as those on Dionysus' himation, are not

1 This fault is a very common one on vase paintings, especially when one

hand is represented grasping an object and the other open.
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common. 1 The decorative markings on Hephaestus' chiton are

also characteristic. In general our painter seems to be quite

individual and very successful in his rendering of material and

drapery.
Dark purple paint is used for the flames of the torches, the fillet

around the maenad's head, the string of the plectrum and the

crosspiece of the lyre. The maenad's necklace, the folds in the

top of her chiton, the upper part of the goat's beard and streaks

in its mane, the decorative markings on Hephaestus' chiton,

his cap, and a part of his hair are done in brownish yellow.

Lines of preliminary sketching are readily discernible and very

numerous, particularly on the legs of the undraped figures and
on the bodies and arms of the satyrs. Strokes across Hermes'

body indicate the line of the caduceus.

A comparison with the calpis in Boston2
is interesting (Fig. 6).

As has already been said, the two vases are practically identical

in size, form, and style of decoration. This is true even to a

slight irregularity in the space between the ground line of the

panel and the top of the broad lotus band. On both the design

extends into the panel border at four points. The altars in the

two designs are almost the same. The altar in the form of an

Ionic capital appears, to be sure, on numberless Greek vases.

It is in fact the commonest form on vases of the red-figure style.

But scarcely any two are exactly alike,
3 and the design seems to

vary at the caprice of the painter. The style of painting on the

two vases is similar. On the vase in Boston we find the same

general form of head, similar types of hair and beard, rather

small noses with no nostril markings, shapely legs and knees,

and in some instances the same type of tapering foot with little

or no marking on the ankles. But there are also significant

points of difference. Omitting details for the moment, two

general features strike the eye at once; first, there is not on the

Boston vase the naturalness and freedom of movement which

are so strikingly illustrated in our design. The vigorous action

shown in the central figures makes the immobility and stiffness

1 On a cylix of Brygos (Hartwig, op. cit. pi. 36), many of the folds are

marked in this way.
2 See above, p. 41.

3 The altar on a Nolan amphora in the Boston Museum (No. 422) and one

on a vase in the Bibliotheque Nationale (cle Ridder. II, No. 400) resemble

these two more nearly than any others that I have s^-en, but they are by no

means identical.
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of the other figures painfully conspicuous. That the painter

of our vase, who evinces such exceptional feeling for rhythm
and grace of movement, could have drawn the lifeless figures

on the vase in Boston does not seem possible. It would be

difficult to believe, for example, that the light hand which knew
how to give such a genuine touch of life to every figure on our

FIGURE 6. CALPIS IN BOSTON: SHOULDER

vase ever painted this awkward Zeus,
1 or the priestess, standing

as lifeless as a statue in the path of the frantic heifer and the

fleeing Argos. Still less likely is it that Hera in her helpless,

ludicrous pose was executed by our painter's hand. The second

general point of difference is in the drawing, which is far less

careful and accurate on the vase in Boston. The right arm

1 1 use the names assigned by Dr. Hoppin, op. tit. To be sure, the motive of

leaning on a staff is a very common one, especially on the vases of Duris and

of Hieron, but it is not introduced in combination with a scene of such violent

activity as the Boston vase presents.
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of the priestess presents the same motive as that of Hephaestus/
but her elbow is a decided failure. Argos' right elbow is much
too sharp, and the arm above the elbow is not accurate. His

left forearm is smaller than his right, and the entire left arm is

too short. Hermes' left leg is also too short. The right foot and

toes of the priestess are extremely long, out of all proportion to

her height. Worst of all is the disproportionate figure of Hera

with the small, undeveloped body and the large, carelessly

drawn head, hands and feet. Characteristic, too, of the general

carelessness of the painter is the drawing of the panel more than

an inch farther around the vase on the right side than on the left.

The following are a few minor points of difference; on the

Boston vase the eyes, on the whole, are more archaic; the drooping
of the lower lip and the upward turn of the mouth are much more

pronounced and recall many of the faces on the vases of Hieron;
in accordance with the general stiffness of the figures, the folds

of the garments are also heavier and more set; instead of falling

in zigzags, the himation in each instance extends almost to the

feet, where the ends of the folds are indicated by hook-shaped

markings similar to those on many of Hieron's vases. The folds

in Hermes' chlamys may be likened to those in the himation of the

maenad on our vase, but they are not so lightly and accurately

drawn. 2 The lines in general are a trifle heavier and thicker.

Traces of preliminary sketching are less numerous and the

grooves are in many places filled with or almost obliterated by a

pinkish coloring substance which Mr. Caskey ,
Curator of Classical

Art in the Boston Museum, suggests may be remnants of a

final coating which was sometimes applied. The yellow and the

purple paint on the Boston vase are much brighter than on

ours, and the same is true of the color of the clay. The glaze

is also a trifle more brilliant, but all this is doubtless due to

different conditions of preservation.

What now is the relationship between the two vases? They
were certainly made in the same factory and at the same time.

At any rate, neither had left the factory before the other was

completed. If either served as a direct model for the other, it

1 It is interesting to note that this motive, which is not a common one,

appears twice on a cylix of the van Branteghem collection (Hartwig, op. cit.

pi. 40).
2
Notice, for example, the unsuccessful attempt to represent the folds as

parting over Hermes' left elbow.
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would seem probable that it was our vase, the better executed of

the two, which was imitated. They were designed to be com-

panion pieces, hence the striking general resemblance. They
were not decorated, at least not entirely, by the same hand,
hence the numerous points of difference.

L. G. ELDRIDGE.

CAMBRIDGE, MASS.
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ANCIENT ORIENTATION UNVEILED

OKIENTATION played a dominant role in ancient religions,

particularly in those that laid stress on ritual, of which orienta-

tion was an essential part. Now that ritual has become the safest

cornerstone of the science of the history of religion it seems quite

necessary to extricate the subject of ancient orientation from the

Serbonian bog in which it has lain. 1

By orientation we mean the direction in which a priest, diviner,

magistrate, augur, worshipper or plain citizen faced, standing or

sitting, in the performance of a public or even private ceremony,
a religious, political, or social rite consecration, sacrifice, prayer,

consultation of the gods, etc.

1 There may be some who will object that this paper is not properly to be

classed as archaeological. My own position is that archaeological principles

are far more important than archaeological material, per se. If the principles

stated in this and the following paper are accepted, then a norm will be set up
that will determine the classification and meaning of innumerable archaeolog-

ical data, and will give the why and wherefore of many hitherto unnoticed or

supposedly insignificant peculiarities of artistic composition and juxtaposition.

As an instance of the application of these principles, I will cite a paper which

I read before the last International Congress of the History of Art in Rome
(1912) on a method for distinguishing Byzantine works of art from their Italo-

Byzantine imitations. Very often this has been impossible to do either on

stylistic grounds or from documentary proof, the similarity being so great. But
I showed how, with the real Greek Byzantine artist the place of honor was

always on the right hand of Christ, while the Italo-Byzantine artist, true to his

Latin traditions, considered the left side of Christ to be the more honorable,

thus providing an almost automatic means for distinguishing them. In a

paper in the Am. JL of Philol. XXXVI, 1915, pp. 314 ff., entitled 'Grabovius

Gradivus, Plan and pomerium of Iguvium', and in another paper in the A.J.A.

XVIII, 1914, pp. 302 ff., entitled 'Circular Templum and Mundus', I touched on

questions of Etruscan and Italic orientation, especially as related to city plans
and consecration.

A prelude to the present papers was one on Ancient Orientation and the

Lucky Left, read Dec. 30, 1914, at a joint meeting of the Archaeological In-

stitute and the American Philological Association at Haverford; cf. A.J.A.

XIX, 1915, p. 73.

American Journal of Archaeology, Second Series. Journal of the PC
Archaeological Institute of America, Vol. XXI (1917), No. 1. W
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Once the direction of orientation was determined everything
was in front or behind, to the right or the left, and in order to

attain precision it was customary to divide both heaven and

earth into quarters. With the Greeks there were ordinarily but

two halves, divided by a line running north and south into the

eastern and western parts of the world. But nearly all other

races, beginning with the Babylonians, added a second intersect-

ing line running east and west, making both earth and heaven into

four quarters, and the Etruscans subdivided these into sixteen

sections for divination.

Such customs had the widest ramifications, affected the smallest

details of private life and the good and bad fortunes of the in-

dividual, in the associations of luck and misfortune with the

right and left. It is singular but true that modern scholarship

has failed to understand and solve the most important questions

involved.

In the first place we moderns are accustomed to thinking of

right and left in connection with ourselves, or, in philosophic

terminology, we think of them as something subjective and con-

tingent, and not objective and permanent. Man is considered

the unit to which they are related. This has relegated all right

and left matters to an unimportant place. It was quite other-

wise in antiquity, and the antique idea can be traced for some

four thousand years or more, well into the Middle Ages. This

antique idea was that the world itself and not man was the basis

of orientation and direction, and that it was to the world as a

whole that the ideas of right and left, luck and misfortune were

related. There was a front and back, a right and left of the world.

These were objective and permanent factors, to which the

human associations of right and left were entirely subordinate.

This not only gives the key to many ancient ideas, customs, and

ceremonies, but I have found that it had an unsuspected bearing

on works of art. The theory of world orientation determines

the direction in which artists make their figures move and face as

well as their grouping and interrelation. I have seen certain

cases in which neither style nor documentary evidence showed

whether a work was Greek or Etruscan, Byzantine or Latin, in

workmanship, and the matter was unexpectedly and simply de-

termined by noting what scheme of orientation was followed. 1

1 If a bird of good omen is on the right the work is Greek; if on the left it is

Etruscan. If a religious or triumphal procession moves from right to left it is-
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Here again modern scholarship has had serious lapses, and,

hypnotized by Greek traditions, has not understood that there

were two great opposing orientation camps, the southern and the

northern, one championing the left as the lucky side and the other

holding to the lucky right. These differences, as we shall see,

were based on opposing theories as to the origin of the universe

and the relations between gods and men.

The commonly understood direction of orientation is toward

the east; so common as to have given its name to the idea. It

is part of our ancient inheritance. In all religions the east was

regarded as the source of life and luck. With the increasing

popularity of some form of sun worship it was inevitable that

prayer should be offered facing the east. But this eastern orienta-

tion seems to have been not primary but secondary. More prim-
itive and basic were two schemes, connected perhaps with pre-
solar cults, which developed two forms antagonistic to each other.

This resulted with one group of peoples in an orientation toward

the south and with another in an orientation toward the north.

Both of these systems admitted the east as a secondary direction

of orientation. When I say that the east was secondary, that is

perhaps a wrong expression, for it was primary in both systems in

connection with the earth, in the sense that the beginning of life

was in the east, while its culmination was respectively in the

south or north. Finally, there are distinct traces, though less

important and less generally diffused either in place or scope, of

Greek rather than Etruscan or Roman, whose processions invariably move from

left to right; always with the sun. When Livy (XXI, 31) says that Hannibal

after crossing the Rhone, turned to the left to attempt his famous crossing of

the Alps into Italy, his critics have always considered it a lapsus calami for

right; whereas, as my friend Professor Westcott pointed out to me, Livy meant

not Hannibal's left (for Hannibal was facing north and turned to his right) but

the left side of the world, which was for Livy the east. He finds the same-

solution for the difficulty in Livy, XXII 3, 6, where Hannibal marches on
Faesulae laeva relicto hoste, where the laeva refers to the geographical left of the

world and not to Hannibal's left, a fact which will prove a great relief to future

commentators. This was an interesting application of my new principle. I

find it also applies to city plans, so that when an ancient document, such

as the archaic topographical notes of the Argei on Rome, speaks of build-

ings as cis and ids (back of, in front of), dexter and sinister, it does not refer to

the individual walking down the street as the starting, point but to the

city itself as oriented southward and to the individual as taking his ritual

position. These cases are mentioned merely to indicate various fields in which

the new principle can be applied.
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an orientation toward the west. It was usually limited, wa shall

see, to associations with the dead and the deities of the under-

world, as the logical antithesis of the life-giving east, although
this fact also has not been always understood.

Each of the four points of the compass was, therefore, used in

ancient orientation, and as modern scholars failed to see any

special raison d'etre for the variations, the question has been quite

generally raised by them whether there really was any significance

or system involved, or else they have seemed deliberately to close

their eyes to the evidence. The most learned editor of the classic

texts of ancient China, Legge, states, in the face of innumerable

passages in these texts to the contrary, that the right hand was

the place of honor in China. 1 In the same way Dr. Jastrow, the

foremost authority on Babylonian religion and ritual, believes the

right lucky and the left unlucky in Babylonia because he be-

lieves this to have been the case among all ancient peoples.
2

Such obsessions lead to unconscious falsification and misrepresen-

tation of records and results.

It has been the same for Greece and Rome. The two foremost

modern authorities on the ritual of classic religions, Wissowa and

Bouche-Leclercq, have thrown up their hands in despair.

BoucheVLeclercq says: "The successive deviations of custom on

this delicate point and the contradictory allegations of ancient

writers have so complicated the question that there is nono more

difficult of elucidation. The axis of the diviner's templum seems

to have raced, like a crazy compass, all around the horizon, and

one may justly wonder what becomes of a supposed exact science

in the service of religion."
3 This remark applies to Greece,

Etruria, and Rome. Of the early Roman custom Wissowa4
says :

"In the one known instance of the inauguration of a priest (that

is of Numa as king, in Livy, I, 18) the augur turns his face to the

east so that the north is on his left and the south on his right;

but we have even more certain proof that the augur directed his

gaze southward, so that he had the east on his left and the west on

his right, and so it seems probable that the direction was left entirely

1 Sacred Books of the East, Vol. IV, II, p. 576, in note to She-King, Pt. IV,

Bk. I, Ode 7; and passim.
2
Aspects of Religious Belief and Practice in Babylonia and Assyria, p. 170;

Die Religion Babyloniens und Assyriens, II, pp. 238, 288, 635 and passim.
3 Histoire de la divination dans I'Antiquite, IV, p. 20.
4
Religion und Kultus der Romer, p. 452.
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to the choice of the augur.
" This quite inacceptable suggestion of

Wissowa shows to what a state of helplessness the apparently

divergent testimony has reduced the most brilliant and scholarly

minds.

The same uncertainty and game of cross-purposes extends to

the rest of the field and has been well summed up in an article by
F. B. Jevons in CL R., 1896, pp. 22-3, entitled 'Indo-European
modes of orientation.' He begins with J. Grimm's 1 statement

that the primitive Aryan faced east: Aryan words for "east"

mean in front, for
" south" to the right and for

" north" to the

left, and as the Aryan's gods were in the north, therefore north

and left were lucky. This theory survived in Rome. But the

later period of the Aryans, as represented by the Greeks, et aL,

reversed this, and since they regarded the right as lucky, they
must have faced to the west! The second authority, O. Schrader,

2

in opposition to Grimm, .contends that as Sanskrit, Greek, and

Teutonic sources agree in regarding the right as lucky, this was

the original Aryan notion. He also believes that in order to have

the east on his lucky right side the primitive Aryan faced north

and not either east or west. On the other hand he argues that the

Romans must have faced south in order to have the east on their

left. "Thus between them Grimm and Schrader box the com-

pass" as Jevons remarks; and he also justly adds that they give

no adequate reasons for their shiftings of the compass. He then

proposes a solution of his own, based not on position but on

motion, which it is needless to discuss at this point.

Now, it must not be imagined that this question is merely aca-

demic, technical, and of limited bearing. Quite the contrary, it

colored the thought of almost every ancient people. If we consider

Rome as a typical example, it is a well-known fact that the whole

of Roman religious and civil polity, the correct relation between

the state and the gods, the pax deorum, the minutest details of

civic and military and even private activities, were managed by
augury; and augury was based on the auspices; and the auspices

were limited and determined by the templum, both celestial

and terrestrial; and the templa and auspices were both dependent
on orientation. Consequently orientation was the basal concept
of primitive ritual and divination, and necessary for the proper

interpretation of the will of the gods. It was both a divine insti-

1 Geschichte der deutschen Sprache, pp. 980-986.
2 Prehistoric Antiquities of the Aryan Peoples, pp. 254-2.17.
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tution and a constant medium of divine communications. The
site of Rome, as well as that of every other ancient city of Italy,

was surveyed, limited, and consecrated on the basis of a scheme

of sacred orientation, and every detail of the city's life from that

time forward was based on the same method of ascertaining the

divine will, by consulting the signs in the heavens and in the

victims within the framework of orientation. This alone would

make of orientation a distinctly archaeological subject. Orien-

tation even determined on which shoulder a person should fasten

his mantle!

What was true of Rome was also true in broad lines of Etruria,

India, China, Persia, Assyria, the Hittites, and Babylonia.
An important consequence follows from whatever system of

orientation was adopted by a nation. It is the association of

luck, good fortune, good omen with the right or left hand. It has

already been noted that for all peoples the source of luck and life

was the east. Now, given the fact that the world was supposed
to have a right and a left side, it followed that when a person took

the proper ritualistic attitude, the side of him that was toward the

east, whether it was his right or left side, was the lucky side. The

non-recognition of this fundamental and obvious fact is what lies

at the basis of the confusion in modern interpretation. No nation

that faced to the south in all ceremonies could possibly consider

the right side as lucky because that side was toward the west, the

abode of death.

What was the grouping of ancient nations in regard to orienta-

tion? The following list is the result of my personal investigations

and is entirely novel. I believe no such classification has ever

been attempted.

SOUTHERN
ORIENTATION

AND
LUCKY
LEFT

Egypt
China

Babylonia

Assyria
Persia

Etruria

Italic tribes

Rome

NORTHERN
ORIENTATION

AND
LUCKY
RIGHT

India

Greece

Jews

'Barbarians'

Celts

Goths, etc.

From this list it is clear that the common modern idea that the

right side was universally considered lucky from the earliest ~

times, is a fallacy to be relentlessly exploded. Strange as it may
seem to us. who are the spiritual heirs of Greece, the word sinister
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to the Romans meant lucky, and birds seen on the left, sinistrae

aves, were birds of good omen. The same birds seen in the same

spot that is, on the east side by a Greek diviner would have

been right-hand birds for him, and of course also lucky. He
would have been facing north instead of south. In connection

with the above grouping it is interesting to note two cases of

contamination. One would expect the Jews to follow the univer-

sal oriental and Semitic system of the lucky left; whereas in the

Old Testament are distinct traces of the lucky right, a fact that

suggests Hellenistic contamination. The second case is quite

simple of explanation. It is the gradual substitution, under the

Roman empire, of the Greek scheme of the lucky right, first among
the literary class who made a fetish of Greek ideas, and then

among the majority of cultivated persons, so that only in religious

rites and popular belief was the old Roman system conserved.

Returning to the two opposing schemes of the groups mentioned

above, can any reason be given for this difference of orientation?

I think this is possible, but it is a rather speculative question, and
I make here a purely .tentative suggestion. As the direction of

orientation is for the purpose of establishing communication

between gods and men, we would naturally expect to find that

in the group that faced south the idea was current that the gods
came from the south into the world

;
while the north would be the

source and abode of the gods for the other group. Now there is

distinct evidence corroborative of this inference. In the southern

group the earliest people whose literature furnishes us with

material are the Babylonians. We cannot expect to get at rock-

bottom reasons in such derivative civilizations as the Hittite,

Etruscan, Roman, Assyrian, etc. If we turn, then, to Babylonian

legend we find that the god Ea, who was usually regarded as the

creator of human society material, social and religious, was con-

sidered to have manifested himself to mankind by rising up from
the Persian gulf, at the southernmost boundary of Babylonia.

1

Communication between god and man was, therefore, thought by
Babylonians to have begun in the extreme south. In races that

borrowed an already developed ritual from Babylonia such as

the Assyrians, Persians, Hittites, etc., no such ultimate connec-

tion is needed.
"
Theirs not to reason why;" theirs but to say,

1
Jastrow, Religion of Babylonia and Assyria,, p. 137 and passim; Religious

Belief in Bab. and Assyria, pp. 88-89 and passim; Die Religion Bab. u. Assyr. I,

p. 125 and passim-, Radau, Bel, the Christ of Ancient Times, pp. 9 ff .
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"Aye, Aye." In the same way we find that the gods came to

earth in the north according to the myths of India and Greece.

Apollo came to earth in the land of the Hyperboreans when he

descended from the empyrean and revealed god to man. For

Vedic India the way to the gods is the northern route
;
and as they

live in the north the mystic hypnotizes himself to follow this

northern path to achieve union with the divine.

This leads directly to the solution that I believe I have found

for the apparent confusion of ancient orientation. It is quite

simple and can best be studied in the Roman field. The fact

that among Etruscans and Romans we find the use of southern

and western as well as of eastern orientation does not mean, as

Bouche-Leclercq thought, that there were several systems, nor,

as Wissowa suggested, that there was no system at all. On the

contrary, it shows that there was an extremely rigid and elaborate

system, more exact than anyone had imagined. The system was

based on all three orientations: a celestial orientation to the

south; a terrestrial orientation to the east; and a chthonic or

infernal orientation to the west. They related respectively to the

phenomena of the gods and the heavens; to the phenomena of

mankind and the earth surface; to the phenomena of the spirits

of the dead, the chthonic gods and the infernal regions. The
three together covered the whole universe: the north was pure

negation.

This triple orientation corresponds exactly to the three forms-

of the sacred templum used by Etruscans and Romans as we are

informed by Varro (L. L. VII, 6-13) who says that there are three

kinds of templa: that established by nature in the heavens, that

marked out by auspices upon the earth, and that made by analogy

(i. e., to the heavenly) under the earth. The intimate connection

between the templa and orientation is obvious, as the templum was

based entirely on orientation. A templum is a consecrated area.

The three orientations might either be used in distinct separate

ceremonies, or they might be combined in a single ceremony,

being used in its different phases or periods. A shifting of the

point of orientation to correspond to a variation in the scope of

the ceremony is an exact parallel to the shifting of orientation in

prayer during the course of the day or the progress of the liturgy,

which we know to have been an early Roman custom. This

shifting followed the course of the sun from east to west passing

by the south: the sun-wise circumambulation.
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While the Greeks did not lay nearly as much stress on orienta-

tion, we find among them a similar use of three orientations: a

celestial orientation to the north; a lucky human orientation to

the east; a chthonic and funereal orientation to the west.

The only orientations that were mutually exclusive in the

Greco-Roman field were, therefore, the southern and the northern.

They do not appear together. This appears, however, to have

been a later development. In India, China, and Babylonia all

four points of the compass were used for orientation : but as two
of them were connected with death and the other life, it came to

be felt, probably, that there was an unnecessary duplication and

the west alone was retained to represent this side of ritual.

This association of ideas in fact the entire scheme here out-

lined is, I believe, peculiar to myself, and is here published for

what is may be worth for the first time, though it was partly

outlined in a paper read Curing the Christmas holidays of 1914.

At that time I had not yet studied the question of Chinese orienta-

tion and had accepted some casual statements that in China the

right hand was lucky, the left unlucky, and that the orientation

was to the north and east. Since then I have been through the

main Chinese classical texts and have not only found that with

them orientation had an extraordinary importance but that it was

based, contrary to the common statement by Legge and others,

on the lucky left and on the southern direction. The material

on Chinese orientation is not only large but perfectly clear. An-

other fact, which I have ascertained since reading the above paper,

is that Egypt used the southern orientation.

The present paper is necessarily a brief synopsis of the facts,

and will be expanded into a special volume which I have in prepar-

ation on the subject of ancient orientation.

EGYPT

In my examination of Egyptian texts I failed to find any data

on orientation corresponding to those of China, Babylonia, India,

and Rome. There were some indications of southern orientation,

it is true, but in order to be sure I appealed to the great authority
and wide acquaintance with the texts of Prof. James H. Breasted.

I quote from his letter of March 25, 1915: "The situation with

regard to right and left in Egypt is dependent on the Egyptian's
orientation. He faced south, hence the left was the east, the

residence of the leading sun-gods; and the right was the west the
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kingdom of death." It pleased me that Professor Breasted

should recognize so clearly the connection between orientation

and the luck of right-left. So many modern writers have failed

to do so and have thus obscured the issue.

The best examples of the southern orientation are furnished by
numerous illustrations of the sun-boat. It moves from left to

right, often with the sun-disk at the prow. It is needless to call

attention to the fact that a sun-motion from left to right involves

facing the south. 1

Similar are such sunrise scenes as that in the Papyrus of Ani of

the Book of the Dead, Plate 2. The sun-disk upheld by the two
arms of the emblem of life (Ankh), resting on the Tet is adored

above by the six apes of the dawn and below by Isis, representing
the dawn, who kneels on the left and by Nephthys, representing
the sunset, who kneels on the right, respectively placed in front

of the mountain of the east and that of the west.

Osiris, king of the underworld and of resurrection, is called

"the first of the westerners," and while the west was the real

abode of death, there are also traces that there was a similar as-

sociation with the north. The Osiris boat faces in the opposite
direction from the sun-boat, as is logical: it proceeds from right

to left.
2

In connection with the question of the lucky left it is interesting

to note that Bes carries the young sun-god on his left and not on

his right shoulder.3

But in view of the casual nature of the references to orienta-

tion, it is clear that this part of ritual had but slight interest for

the Egyptian mind; and this seems strange when we consider how

essentially material and formal was the Egyptian mode of

thought. Still, such as it was, there is no doubt that whatever

primary orientation existed in Egypt was southward, with the

lucky left as a consequence.

CHINA

Ancient Chinese orientation appears to be a terra incognita.

Dr. Jastrow was inclined, on the faith of a certain text, to attri-

1
Mariette, Denderah, IV, p. 64. Budge, Osiris, pp. 62-65.

2
Mariette, loc. tit. Budge, op. cit. pp. 73-77.

3 Consult for sun-boats, Osiris boats, upheld sun-disks and Bes, Lanzone,

Dipianario di mitologia Egizia; for Bes holding the sun-god, Wiedemann, Reli-

gion of the Ancient Egyptians, p. 164, fig. 48.
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bute the northern orientation to China, and before I had myself
studied the question, I provisionally adopted this suggestion.

This would result, of course, in the lucky right and unlucky left,

and in harmony with this supposition that great authority on

Chinese religious literature, Mr. Legge, has emphatically stated

that in China "the right was anciently the place of honour."

Now, after examining, myself, page by page, the classic texts of

ancient Chinese literature, I am able to state that both of the

above statements are absolutely unfounded and the reverse of

true: that (1) Chinese orientation was toward the south, and (2)

the left hand was the place of honor and luck. Not only can this

be deduced from numberless passages, but the theory on which

these two customs are based is actually stated and explained. In

fact there is no ancient literature in which orientation is as fully

stated and exemplified as the Chinese. Furthermore, there is no

people with whom orientation played a more important and a

wider role. It is quite refreshing to be able to let the ancient

spirit speak so clearly on its own behalf instead of being obliged,

as we usually are, to offer our own deductions. And, furthermore,

the ancient customs are even now followed in modern China.

An appendix to Yi-King,
1 the earliest of the Chinese classics,

a treatise of geometrical mysticism, thus explains the southern

orientation. After saying that god and all things issue forth

in Kan, which is the east of the world, it states that they are then

brought into harmony in Sun, which is the southeast. After

that comes the culmination of life in Li, the south; for "Li gives

the idea of brightness. All things are now made manifest to one

another. It is the trigram of the South. The Sages turn their

faces to the South when they give audience to all under the sky,

administering government toward the region of brightness."

The interrelations of right and left with honor and fortune are

quite fully explained in the bible of Taoism, the Tao Teh King.
2

This passage is the more important to quote in that it so clearly

explains the connection of death with the west and the right

hand, and in that it is at the same time an apologia for the Chinese

hatred of war. "Now arms, however beautiful, are instruments

of evil omen, hateful, it may be said, to all creatures. Therefore

1

Appendix V, ch. IV, 9, in Legge, Sacred Books of the East, XVI, pp. 442

ff., especially p. 425.
2
Legge, op. cit. XXXIX, p. 73; from Pt. I, ch. 31. 1. The date of the

Tao Teh King is supposed to be the sixth century B.C.

5
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they who have the Tao1 do not like to employ them. 2. The

superior man ordinarily considers the left hand the most honorable

place, but in time of war the right hand. Those sharp weapons
are instruments of evil omen, and- not the instruments of the

superior man; he uses them only on the compulsion of necessity.

Calm and repose are what he prizes ; victory (by force of arms) is

to hinl undesirable. To consider this desirable would be to

delight in slaughter of men; and he who delights in this slaughter
of men cannot get his will in the Kingdom. 3. On occasions of

festivity to be on the left hand is the prized position; on occasions

of mourning the right hand. The second in command of the

army has his place on the left; the general commanding in chief

has his on the right ;
-his place, that is, is assigned to him as in the-

rites of mourning. He who had killed multitudes of men should

weep for them with the bitterest grief; and the victor in battle

has his place (rightly) according to those rites (i.e. of mourning).
"

This passage has a bearing far transcending the borders of

China. It can be used to explain the drinking customs of Greece

and the funerary orientation of Greece and Rome.
The Chinese classic for ritual and ceremonial is the Li-Ki or

Book of Rites. It is full of passages which show how the whole

system was based on southern orientation and lucky left.

(1) The diviner, in the ceremony of consulting the will of

heaven through the tortoise-shell, faced south. "Anciently the

Sages, having determined the phenomena of heaven and earth in

their states of rest and activity, made them the basis of the Yi

(i.e. of divination by the tortoise) . The diviner held the tortoise-

shell in his arms, with his face toward the south, while the Son of

Heaven (the Emperor), in his dragon-robe and square-topped cap,

stood with his face to the north. The latter . . . felt it

necessary to ... obtain a decision in regard to his purpose
. .' . giving honor to Heaven (as the supreme Decider).

"'

(2) The Son of Heaven, in ceremonies where he was supreme
faced the south.

" When a sage Sovereign stood with his face to

the south and all the affairs of the Kingdom came before him, etc."

In the imperial palace he gave audience in the Hall of Distinction

where "the Son of Heaven stood with his back to the axe-embroid-

ered Screen and his face toward the South.
" 3

irThe term Tao is not easy to define. It means the way or mode of being;

of the perfect soul and is close to the Buddhist absorption into non-being.
2
Legge, op. cit. XXVIII, p. 233, from Bk. XXI, II, 25.

*Ibid. XXVII, p. Ill; XXVIII, p. 29, 61.
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The same philosophy of southern orientation as in the Yi King
is given in the Li-Ki when it says: "A ruler stood with his face

toward the South to show that he would be (in his sphere) what

the influence of light and heat was (in nature). His ministers

stood with their faces to the north, so as to face him. "*

In speaking of primitive customs in the earliest ages of man it

says (Bk. VII, 1, 7) :

" The dead are placed with their heads to the

north, while the living look towards the south." 2 In the cere-

mony of the calling back of the soul after death, the persons cal-

ling stood with their faces to the north, inclining to the west : thus

associating the two directions, with the stress on the north. It is

interesting to note that Chinese orientation had its color symbolism

according to the Li-Ki* For the east it was green, for the south it-

was red, for the west white, and for the north black. It seems fairly

certain that the association of death with the north was primary
and that those peoples who associated death with the west were

either believers in the northern orientation or, like the later Romans,
influenced by those who believed in it. For it could hardly fail

to seem abnormal to the Greeks to associate the warm and life-

giving south with death, as Vedic India did and as logic demanded
that all north-orientationists should do. For India, as we shall see,

the south was the abode of the dead. Greek imagination found

in the dying western sun the excuse for casting aside this much of

Indian cosmic symbolism.
The passage on which Dr. Jastrow based his idea that the

Chinese oriented to the north belongs to the above class of death-

orientations. It is a prayer to his dead ancestors by Chow-

Kong. The other passage which Jastrow cites, refers to the

fact that the Chinese compass points south, an interesting confir-

mation of southern orientation.

In the description of the Royal Palace in that other Chinese

Classic the Shu King, the Annals or Book of History (cf. Ku Hsi),

we see that from early times the palace faced south; that all its

five gates opened to the south on the same axis
;
and that all cer-

emonies are based on southern orientation. 4 It is still so in

modern China. That near-classic and cornerstone of Confucian-

ism, the book of Mencius,
5 discusses the extraordinary fact that

1 Ibid. XXVII, p. 423, from Bk. IX, 1, 14.

2 Ibid. XXVII, p. 369.
3 Ibid. p. 328.
4
Legge's notes to the Shu King, Chinese Classics, V, p. 237 (Scribner).

5
Legge, Chinese Classics, II, p. 226, from Bk. V, II, IV, 1 (Scribner).
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the great scholar Shun had "stood with his face to the south and

Yaou, at the head of all the princes, appeared before him at court

with his face to the north.
" The point to this is that Shun was

supposed not to be emperor but only vice-regent, and that Yaou
was emperor. And in this connection Confucius is reported to

have said: "at that time in what a perilous condition was the

Empire. Its state was indeed unsettled." In other words, so

much importance was attached to this scheme of orientation that

the kingdom was supposed to be at death's door if it was dis-

regarded. But Mencius denies the inference and sets things right

by pointing out that Shun was co-emperor at the close of Yaou's

reign. In fact Yaou wished him to be his successor also in place
of his own son. Therefore he had a right to face south.

Another classic collection, the Shih-King or "Book of Odes,"

being composed of poems, would naturally not contain as specific

material. Still even here there are passages that bear out the

same system. The left is always mentioned before the right, and

so given the place of honor, as also in several passages of the Li-Ki. 1

Many corroborative details can be mentioned. The left was

the place for the general and officers of any army, the right for

the soldiers. 2 In feasting the cup with which the guest was

pledged was placed on the left.
3 In selecting the most honorable

part of a sacrificial animal to be given away, it was the left quarter

that was chosen. 4 Thg bow was suspended at the left of the

house door at the birth of a child, for his use when he grew up.
5

When the child's head was shaved at the end of the third month a

portion was left on the left of the boy's head, and on the right of

the girl's showing the greater honor given to the boy.
6 In as-

signing positions at a gathering the men were placed on the left,

the women on the right.
7

1
Shih-King, Ft. II, Bk. VII, Ode VI, 1 (Legge, Chin. Class. IV, 1, p. 395). Cf.

Ft. II, Bk. VI, Ode X, 4; Ft. Ill, Bk. I, Ode IV, 2 (p. 443), Ode I (p. 428),

and Ode III (p. 438); Ft. VII, Ode VI. See also the translation in Sacred

Books of the East, III; Dec. II, Ode VIII (p. 326); Lu, Ode III (p. 339);

Minor Odes, Dec. VI, Oie VII (p. 371); D33. VII, Ode VI (p. 374); Major

Odes, Dec. I, Ode VIII (p. 3:6). and pp. 378, 383.

2 Li-Ki, Bk. XV, 39 (Sacred Books of the East, XXVIII, p. 77).

* Ibid. Bk. XV, 42 (XXVIII, p. 78).

*Ibid. Bk. XV, 54 (XXVIII, p. 81).
* Ibid. Bk. IX, I, 17 (XXVII, p. 424).

Ibid. Bk. X, I, 20 (XXVII, p. 473).
i Ibid. Bk. XXXI, 10 (XXVIII, p. 368).
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Many more passages might be quoted especially from the

Li-Ki, the official book of ceremonial, but these are more than

sufficient for my present purpose.

BABYLONIA AND ASSYRIA

The Babylonians practised the Southern orientation. This

fact, denied by Kugler
1 was clearly demonstrated by Dr. Jastrow

in his paper on "
Babylonian Divination,"

2 the main points of

which I shall recapitulate. The Babylonians divided the heavens

into four regions, and the order in which they are enumerated is:

south, north, east, and west, showing that the division was made
while facing the south. In the application of this division to the

earth, the same fact is evident. The southern section is identi-

fied with Akkad, or Babylonia, which is first mentioned and in

fact occupied the south and central part of the universe to the

Babylonians. The east* section or Elam is connected with the

left; the west section or Amurru (Syria) with the right; while

J- ubarti (later Assyria) is the north and rear. . The same idea

appears when, for purposes of divination, the right horn of the

new moon is connected with Amurru or the west and the left horn

with Elam or the east. The division of the belt of the Ecliptic

into three sections, that in the centre relating to Babylonia, that

on the left to Elam and that on the right to Amurru, is also based

on southern orientation.

Several other straws show which way the orientation wind blew.

In the enumeration of the four winds in the divination material

the south wind is named first. The order is, as in the four

heavenly regions: south, north, east, west. In the same way the

months and days of the year were connected with the four regions

on the basis of the southern orientation, because it was the south

or Babylonia that was associated in each case with the first, the

fifth, the ninth, etc. While there was this
"
orientation of the

heavens from the south for astrological purposes" there was also

"a second orientation from the east" for the purposes of the cult;

a custom in which Etruria and Rome were in harmony with

Babylonia. What Dr. Jastrow does not mention in this article,

1 Sternkunde u. Sterndienst in Babel, pp. 23, 226.
2 Zeitschr. /. Assyriologie, XXIII, 1909, pp. 196-208. Cf. his Die Reliyion

Babyl. u. Assyr. I, p. 324 ("the stars of the south, north, east and west"), and

p. 292: quotations from the Schurpu incantation tablets. The winds in the

>:mic onlcr used as weapons by Marduk in the creation epic: Jastrow, Religion

of Babyl nml Assjr. p. 426.
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but what is plain in Vol. II of his "Religion,"
1

is that even in

some divination ceremonies, such as omens from consecrated oil

and water, the eastern orientation was in use. It seems to me that

the explanation of this fact is that the signs are, in this case, not

sought in the heavens and therefore are not governed by the

heavenly orientation, but by earthly orientations. This is a

question that I am treating elsewhere and can now only allude to.

A word, now, as to the probable reason for the southern orienta-

tion of the heavens. Dr. Jastrow considers it rather difficult to

furnish: he suggests that "all the larger and more important
constellations being in the south, this region of the heavens would

suggest itself as the natural direction to which to turn for purposes
of observing the signs in the heavens.

"
I have suggested another

explanation based on Babylonian religion and cosmology itself

and on that of its offshoots in Etruria and Rome. For them all

the south was the bottom of the world and the north was its top.

Now the creation myths of Babylonia make the world originate

in water, in the humid abyss : the creator and civilizer of man is

in some traditions Mummu or Ea, the god of the deep, who came

as a fish-man, out of the waters of the Persian gulf at the extreme

south. He it was who gave civilization to man. The world and

the gods, man and culture began in the southernmost, lowermost

parts of the earth. Here the cosmos emerged from chaos. It was

here that god and man came together. Toward this point man
must turn when he is studying the cosmos. The word for north,

iltanu, which means the lofty region, shows that the
"
upper pole'

7

was at the north. When the flood carried the ark to the highest

mountain, it was to the mountains of Armenia, which was the

upper part of Subarti, the region of the north.

Thus far Dr. Jastrow and I are in agreement, but we split when

it comes to the relation of luck to right and left. Evidently Dr.

Jastrow does not see the principle underlying the relation between

orientation and luck: is prevented from doing so by the mis-

taken idea that all nations of antiquity, including of course the

Babylonians, believed the right lucky and the left unlucky. It is

a pity that he was unaware of the commonly understood fact

that Etruria and Rome held the opposite theory, because, had he

known of this material, believing as he did in the dependence of

Etruria on Babylon in the field of divination, he would have

probably divined the truth.

1 Die Religion Babyl. u. Assyr., II, passim, especially p. 763.
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My first instance of the preeminence of the left in Babylon
will be from the most famous of early Babylonian legends, the

epic of the solar hero Gilgamesh. He had excited the deadly

enmity of the great goddess Ishtar and so the gods created as his

rival the strange wild man, Heabani. But from enemies they be-

came sworn friends and Heabani was brought by Gilgamesh to his

imperial capital Uruk and seated by him in the place of honor on

his left hand. This fact has not, I believe, been noticed. 1 To

quote from Jastrow's summary: "Shamash [the Sun-god] and

Gilgamesh promise Eabani royal honors if he will join friendship

with them.

Come and on a great couch,

On a fine couch he [i.e. Gilgamesh] will place thee

He will give thee a seat to' the left.

The rulers of the earth will kiss thy feet.

All the people of Uruk will crouch before thee." 2

A peculiarity common to all nations seems to be to mention the

most honorable of two things first, and so we find in Babylonian,
as we did in Chinese, texts that the left is mentioned before the

right. For instance when the ordering of the heavens and the

stars is spoken of in the Creation Tablets it is said that the solar

god Marduk opened great gates for the sun (Tablet V, lines 9-11) :

He opened gates on both sides [of the ecliptic],

A lock he made strong on the left and the right,

In the midst thereof he placed the zenith.3

In the legend of the Deluge, the god tells the Babylonian

Noah, Ziugiddu, to come and stand on his left side,
4 and when

the onslaught of the god Merodach on the dragon Tiamat, is

described his horses are said to rush forward to left and right.
5

In the very primitive Sumerian tablet in the University of Penn-

sylvania collection, translated by Dr. Langdon, the left is also

mentioned first.
6

1

Haupt, Nimrodepos, p. 15, II. 36-39.
2
Religion of Bdbyl. and Assyr., p. 480.

3
King, History of Sumer and Akkad, p. 78. Barton, Archaeology of the Bible,

p. 244.
4
Barton, op. tit. p. 280.

5
Barton, op. cit. p. 242.

6 See N. Y. Sun and N. Y. Times, Aug. 15, 1915. Barton, op. tit. p. 286.
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There are hundreds of examples in the literature of divination

published by Dr. Jastrow l in his splendid corpus, which abund-

antly prove my theory of the lucky left and unlucky right to lie

at the basis of Babylonian divination. I can quote only a few

samples selected at random from the various classes of omens.

(1) BIRTH OMENS (Jastrow, II, pp. 919 and 931)

(a) If a woman bears a child lacking (b) If a woman bears a child lacking
its left ear, the life of the king will be its right ear, the ruler will die.

prolonged.

{a) If a queen bears a child with six (b) If a queen bears a child with six

fingers on its left hand the king will fingers on its right hand the enemy
plunder the enemy's country. will plunder the king's country.

(2) OMEN FROM ANIMALS (Jastrow, JI, p. 826)

(a) If a scorpion bites a man's left but- (b) If a scorpion bites a man's right

tock, his adversary will sit on the buttock, he will himself sit on the

mourner's bench. mourner's bench.

(3) OMEN FROM THE HEAVENS (Jastrow, II, p. 672)

(a) If the planet Lu-Bat is seen near (b) If the planet Lu-Bat is seen near

the left horn of the crescent moon the right horn of the crescent moon
the king [of Babylon] will dominate. the land will be devastated by the

Westerners.

(4) OMENS FROM THE VICTIM'S LIVER

I Gall Bladder (Jastrow, II, p. 337)

(a) If the gall-bladder is split below (b) If the gall-bladder is split below

on the left, misfortune for the on the right, misfortune for my
enemy's army. army.

II Finger, Processus Pyramidalis (Jastrow, II, p. 393)

(a) If the finger is shaped like a lion's (b) If the finger is shaped like a

ear and its rear part is destroyed on lion's ear and its rear part is de-

the left, the army of the ruler will be stroyed on the right, the enemy's
without a rival. army will be without a rival.

Ill Liver-gate (Jastrow, II, p. 365 and Rel. Babyl. p. 183)

(a) If the liver-gate is crushed on the (b) If the liver-gate is crushed on the

left side and torn away, the enemy's right side and torn away, the ruler's

army will be in terror. army will be in terror.

IV. Hepatic Vein (Jastrow, II. p. 382)

(a) If the Hepatic vein is defective on (b) If the Hepatic vein is defective

the left, downfall of the enemy's army. on the right, downfall of my army.

1 Die Religion Babyloniens und Assyriens, 2 vols. in 3 parts, Giessen, 1905-

1912.
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It is hardly necessary to say that in these omens what is

misfortune for the enemy is good fortune for the ruler who is

asking for the omen and for his country. I think the above

samples from an abundant divination material will seem suffi-

ciently conclusive.

The adoption by Assyria. of the Babylonian system of divina-

tion was wholesale and complete, as can be seen by a number of

documents of Assyrian date, but the unimaginative Assyrians

added nothing: they were simply imitators.

PERSIA

It is interesting and puzzling to find, quite unexpectedly, that

ancient Iran held ideas diametrically opposite to those of Vedic

India in the matter of orientation. Iran aligns herself with

Babylon and Assyria on the side of the south and the lucky left.

I have been unable to find any reference to the Persian theory in

modern writers, and in my pioneer examination of the original

sources I may well have overlooked some material. But, what

I have found, though scanty, is conclusive. It may be arranged
in the order of the Zoroastrian epic of creation and revelation and

the ordinances of ritual, the early texts being supplemented by
the later Pahlavi material. The basal concept is the dualism of

good and evil, represented by Ahura Mazda and Ahriman. The
heaven of Ahura Mazda is reached from the Kinvad Bridge at a

peak in the centre of the world from which one passes up to the

star station, the moon station, the sun station, and on to the end-

less light the four grades of heaven. The fullness of light is

southward and in the south is Paradise. 1

Hell, the abode of

Ahriman and his hordes of demons, is in the extreme north, and

from the north they rush forth whenever they plan evil to the

world. 2

When Ahura Mazda began his creative activity he first produced
two beings that strongly resemble the Platonic prototypes: (1)

1 The warm south is the region of paradise; Yasht, XXII, 7: See Dar-

incsteter, Zendavesta I, Sacred Books of the East, IV, in note to Vendidad,

Farg. II, 10.

2 The Bundehest clearly places hell in the north. See Darmesteter, Zend-

avesta, I, p. 75; II, p. 323; IV, p. 2; as do also passages in the Vendidad and

other texts quoted in Jackson's paper, referred to below. Cf. Geldner, Studien,

I, p. 113; Kuhn's Zeitszhrift, XXV, pp. 505 and 526. An elaborate descrip-

tion of it occurs in Dadistan-i-Dinik, ch. 33; see Pahlan Texts, II, pp. 74 ff;

in Sacred Books of the East XVI 1 1.
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Gayomard, the type and source of the humanity that was to be;

(2) the Divine Ox, the source of all the varieties of animal and

vegetable life that were to be. At once Ahriman produced cor-

responding evil and destructive forces, and rushed from the north

to destroy Gayomard and the Ox, who had to die in order that

from their seed the varied world of nature might come into ex-

istence through sacrifice. In dying Gayomard fell to the left

ide and the Ox to the right side. This simple fact shows two

things: (1) the superiority of the left over the right, and (2) the

fact that the right and left here referred to are the right and left

of the world, an absolute and not a relative orientation. 1

After a slow death, the primeval Ox becomes the Ox-soul, which

is translated to the moon and becomes the fertilizing source of

all life on earth except man.2

The earliest embodiment of Gayomard on earth seems to have

been a mythic hero named Yima, the first to receive the revelation

of Ahura Mazda who gave him his golden seal and poniard and so

conferred upon him dominion over the earth. After a while

Ahura Mazda orders Yima to increase the size of the earth, which

had become too small for the growing flocks, herds, and men.

"Then Yima, resplendent, stepped forward Southward, on the

way of the sun
;
then pressed the earth with the Golden Seal and

stabbed it with the dagger saying: Genius of Earth, Spenta

Armaiti, kindly part asunder and stretch thyself afar, to bear

flocks and herds and men." This process Yima repeated, three

successive times, at intervals of 600 and 900 years. Stabbing the

-earth with the sacred dagger to give increased life has its counter-

part in Mithra stabbing the bull, i.e., the fertile earth.

Then came, after some ages, the revelation to Zoroaster or

Zarathustra. When Zarathustra went forth in search of wisdom

he travelled ever southward and on the completion of his thirtieth

year he was met by Vohumano, the incarnation and agent of

Ahura Mazda, coming from the southern quarter, who in seven

conferences completed Zarathustra' s initiation and instruction.

Ahriman, of course, seeks to destroy Zarathustra and "from the

northern quarter forth rushed the deadly evil spirit," but in

vain.3

1
Zendavesta, Vendidad, Farg. I, for the creations by Ahura Mazda and

Ahriman, and Farg. II, for the progressive enlargements of the Earth.
2
Darmesteter, Zendavesta, ibid. II, 9-10, Sacred Books of the East, IV, p. 13.

3
Zendavesta, I, Vendidad, Farg. XIX.
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So it was with succeeding teachers; when for instance Zar-

-athustra had passed away after preaching to Vistasp, the arch-

angels "let the soul of Srito pass from the light (of supreme

heaven) to the earth and the soul of Vistasp went from him

into the light to meet it. Vistasp proceeded on to the propitious

South." Then the attack:
"
there came the most horrid of

demons from the horrid northern quarter, etc. 1

It is the same with the soul when it leaves the body of man after

death. At once the evil drug springs forth from the north to

seize it; and to exorcize this drug an exorcism was repeated

such as this: "Thou perishest away to the regions of the north

never more to give unto death the living world of the Holy

Spirit."
2

Passing to the field of purely human action, we find that in

imitation of the threefold proceeding of Yima toward the south

in enlarging the world, any man about to enter on any new enter-

prise must needs go through a ceremony to ensure its success

which involved taking three steps southward and reciting an

Ahuna vairya or special prayer.
3

This southern orientation, as might be expected, lies at the

basis of the religious ritual. The positions of the five main

priests and their three assistants were exactly oriented within the

ceremonial area. The High Priest was called Zoti. He stood at

the north end, in the centre, facing south. Opposite him, at the

south end, in the centre, and facing the Zoti was the priest called

Sroshavarz, who had the oversight of all details. The others

occupied the four corners and the centre of the east and west

sides, and had charge respectively of the sacred Hom-morter,
of the material for feeding the sacred fire, of the religious utensils,

of the water, and of the washing.
4 In beginning the ceremony the

Zoti priest takes three steps again the Yima symbolism "from

the Earth to the Sun station.
" That is to say he proceeds south-

ward toward the fire altar.

1 For the subject of the Persian hell in the north consult Jackson's article in

Proceed. Am. Orient. Soc. 1885, pp. 60-61, with references to Vd. VII, 2; VIII,

21; XIX, 1; Bushyanta Yt. XXII. 42; IV, 9.

2
Darmesteter, Zendavesta, II, 47, in Sacred Books of the East, XXIII.

3 Darmesteter Zendavesta, I, 263, in Pahlavi commentary on Vendidad, II,

16.

4 Sacred Books of the East, XXXVII, Pahlavi Texts, Pt. IV, p. 262, from

Dinkard, IX, 6 (cf. Visp. III. 1; Vend. V, 58; VII, 17, 18) and p. 293 from id.

IX, 43, 7.
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What is most striking in the above material is not merely the

consistent use of the southern orientation but the absence of any
trace of a subordinate and coordinate eastern orientation such

as we find in other nations. But I 'am positive that there must

be in Persian literature traces of eastern orientation and that a

more careful examination will eventually bring them to light.

The lack of emphasis on the east may be a sign of primitive

character: the recognition of the lucky left implies, in any case,

a cult of the East.

This completes the group of Eastern peoples who followed the

practise of southern orientation and lucky left.
1 The next people

to be discussed, the Etruscans, show how this theory was brought
from the east to the west.

A. L. FROTHINGHAM.
PRINCETON,

January, 1917.

1 While I am inclined to believe that the Hittites also belonged to this group,,

I have not sufficient concrete proof to warrant a positive assertion.
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THE PLATE WITH SEVEN LOAVES AND TWO FISHES
ON THE GREAT CHALICE OF ANTIOCH

IN my preliminary paper on the chalice from Antioch I merely
alluded to the remarkable object above the head of the Lamb
without giving any further description, hoping to. return to the

subject at an early date. The plate and its interesting contents

cannot possibly be studied from the published reproductions,
1

nor can all the details be obtained from a single photograph, but

only from a comparison of several taken in different lights. The

plate is supported by the head of the Lamb, but is represented as

seen from above, while *the Lamb is seen in profile. This is

evidently done to give a view of all the objects on the plate, which

never could have been shown, if the plate had been presented in

profile. Half of the objects would then have been lost. The
nature of the plate and its contents does not reveal itself at first

sight, and prolonged study is necessary before the significant

details can be surely determined. 2 The difficulty of recognition
is increased by the fact that the plate and the fishes must be

studied with the photographs turned upside down as well as in

their natural position.

The plate (Fig. 1) is situated above the head of the Lamb and
to the left of the hand of the seated Christ. It is apparently

circular, but only the lower and right edges are shown. At first

the lower edge was thought to be a crescent, and this illusion was

only dispelled when the right side was recognized. The upper
and left edges of the plate are concealed by the two fishes. One
fish is placed horizontally over the upper edge, and the

other perpendicularly over the left edge of the plate. The

upper fish lies with its head toward the seated Christ, the other

with its head downwards. Both fishes turn their backs to the

1 A.J.A. XX, 1916, pi. XIX, and p. 430, fig. 1.

2 A correspondent to whom I had sent a photograph positively asserted

that the object was not a plate "but only a bunch of grapes." The mis-

take is pardonable as it took the writer months of study before the object
was finally identified with certainty.

American Journal of Archaeology, Second Series. Journal of the -

i-irj

Archaeological Institute of America, Vol. XXI (1917), No. 1. '
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centre of the plate. The fishes are of two different kinds. The
upper one is more slender with the front part only slightly en-

larged. Its mouth is slightly open, and sigmoid in profile. The
mouth of the second fish is wide open, and now slightly worn.

The body is thicker toward the head, tapering toward the

rear and turning slightly upward. The tail of the upper fish

is distinctly

forked. That
of the other

is too indis-

tinct for ac-

curate de-

s c r i p t ion.

The eye of

each fish is

distinct.

In addition

to the two
fi s h e s the

plate c o n -

tains seven
loaves of

bread. The
loaves are cir-

cular and in

size larger
than the
grapes with

which they
have been confounded. They form a group with one loaf

in the centre and three on each side. Between the two
lowest loaves is a wide space, almost the size of a loaf, which

is occupied by an object which puzzled me for a very long time,
and which, I confess, is not yet identified beyond all doubt. In

outline it looks like an oval loaf of bread. But from its upper
left centre to its lower right, runs diagonally a row of about five

distinct beads, to the right of these seems to be another row of

smaller beads, and possibly some stray beads besides, thus three

rows in all. On the left side of the object is a short curved ridge.

I think this object is not a loaf of bread cut open but a head of
wheat placed between the loaves either in order to show that the

FIGURE 1 . THE PLATE ENLARGED Six DIAMETERS
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objects are wheat loaves and not large grapes, or, as a prominent

theologian has suggested to me while discussing the subject, be-

cause the wheat has reference to the Eucharist. The limits of

this paper, however, require any theological discussions to be

deferred to some other time.

There yet remains one more object on the plate to describe.

Between the two uppermost loaves, extending from the upper
left to the lower right, ending at about the central loaf, is a sprig

with branches or leaves projecting at either side. I think the

whole is either an immature head of bearded wheat, which the

artist added to show the nature of the seven round objects, or

the tip of a palm branch. Possibly some other explanation

may be found later.

An object very similar to the one with the grains is seen on the-

"mould for sacred cakes" described by Arthur J. Evans in

'Recent discoveries of Tarentine terra-cottas,' J.H.S. VII, 1886 r

p. 45, fig. 6. The resemtJlance is most striking, although the artist

of the mould had room to add the bristles of the grains on either

side, for which on our plate there seems to have been no room, or

which have been worn away, if they once existed. The latter is

improbable.
As to the interpretation of the whole plate, archaeologists and

theologians will probably differ for some time to come. The older

school will contend that the plate refers only to the miracle of

feeding the multitude, while the followers of Wilpert will see in

this plate, with its undoubtedly most sacred objects, the earliest

representation of the Eucharist, and will no doubt find their

theory much strengthened by its appearance on the chalice. It

may also be pointed out that the representation of the fishes on

this plate could not have been due to the popular anagram of the-

'IxOvs, which seems to be several years later than the ornaments of

the chalice; while the earliest fish symbols in the paintings of the

catacombs, are evidently several years later than the invention of

the anagram, which is generally dated in the time of Domitian.

It is interesting to note that while the plate contains seven

loaves, there is also represented on the chalice a basket with

five loaves. The multiplication of the loaves for the four thou-

sand and for the five thousand are thus recognized as distinct

miracles.

GUSTAVUS A. EISEN.

NEW YORK, X. Y.
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A NOTE ON THE GREAT CHALICE OF
ANTIOCH

WITH regard to the remarkable relic, described by D.r G. A.

Eisen in A.J.A. XX, 19 16, p. 426, 1 would offer the following note.

The theme of the vine, which so beautifully decorates the exterior

of the chalice, is of course an appropriate symbolism for the euchar-

istic cup. But further it is in striking correspondence with and
in illustration of the opening sentence in the Eucharistic Prayer
in the Didache (9, 2), which reads as follows: Evxapio-rovncv VOL,

Trarep rjn&v, VTrep rrjs ay las djUTreXou Aa/3i5 TOV iraidos aov. This

reference to the "Vine of David" is, as the commentators note,

mystical, and may refer to the Church, to Christ himself as the

Vine, and, as on our chalice, to the eucharistic wine. As the

Didache is without doubt Syrian, according to some Antiochian,
and of first century origin, the chalice pictures the opening theme

of the Eucharistic Prayer used by the primitive Church in that

region and in the same age, for Dr. Eisen attributes the relic

also to the first century.

I Would further suggest that the whole symbolism of the design

is Jewish, and that it is specifically drawn from the 80th Psalm,

with its parable of the Vine, which is Israel. This suggests

itself to me from the representation in Figure 1 of a beast at the

foot of the design, probably referring to v. 13 of that Psalm:

"The wild boar out of the wood doth ravage it." Possibly also

the sheep beside the figure of the Lord may represent the opening

theme of the Psalm: "Thou, Shepherd of Israel, that leadest

Joseph like a sheep.
" But the symbol of the Lamb of God may

be more patent, except that otherwise no symbols are used with

the figures. A further Jewish trait may be found in the twelve

figures, of which two represent the Lord, as a youth and as a man,
so that they do not stand for the twelve Apostles. But they

may represent the twelve Tribes, for according to ancient tradi-

American Journal of Archaeology, Second Series. Journal of the nr\

Archaeo.ogical Institute of America, Vol. XXI (1917), No. 1.
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tion Christ was descended from both the tribes of Judah and Levi,

the latter through his mother. In subsequent apocrypha there

were many attempts, e.g. in Syriac and Ethiopic literature, to

identify the Apostles with the twelve Tribes.

JAMES A. MONTGOMERY.

I'MVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA

January 20th, 1917.
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GENERAL MEETING OF THE ARCHAEOLOGI-
CAL INSTITUTE OF AMERICA

DECEMBER 27-29, 1916

THE Archaeological Institute of America held its eighteenth

meeting for the reading and discussion of papers at Washington
University, St. Louis, December 28, 29, and 30, in conjunction
with the American Philological Association and the College Art

Association of America. Three sessions for the reading of papers
were held and there were, three joint sessions, two with the Philo-

logical Association and one with the College Art Association.

The abstracts which follow were, with few exceptions, furnished

by the authors.

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 28. 9.30 A.M.

1. Professor Martin Sprengling, of the University of Chicago,

Specimens of Arabic Poetry, Mediaeval and Modern, in English
Translation.

No abstract of this paper was received.

2. Professor Leroy Waterman, of the University of Michigan,
"Tie Marriage ofHosea.

The prime importance of the first three chapters of Hosea lies in the possi-

)ility of finding in them the highest ethical contribution of the religion of

Israel. The commentators, however, have never been able to agree with

?ct to the meaning of the prophet's marriage, although upon this the

ligious teaching of the section absolutely depends. There have been two

classes of interpretations according as the account has been conceived as

iling with fact or fancy. Those who have considered the narrative as

ised on fact have not been able to agree how the facts should be interpreted.

large number regard the account as a later interpretation by the prophet of

in earlier experience. Others explain it as a direct command to the prophet.
)th are open to criticism in their present form. The latter as the most re-

cent development in the interpretation of Hosea is more particularly discussed

in this paper. The solution here proposed is that Comer's unfaithfulness does

not consist in ordinary adultery but in the practice of licentious rites in pur-
suance of the popular religion. This then constitutes the basis for the proph-
et's domestic tragedy, out of which comes a higher ethical and religious truth

American Journal of Archaeology, Second Scries. Journal of the oo
Archaeological Institute of America, Vol. XXI (1917), No. 1. ')
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This involves a reconstruction of the narrative and an attempt to restore the

corrupt verse 3:2., out of which comes a suggestion as to Hosea's place of resi-

dence and as a partial confirmation of it, the problem of the prophet's southern

origin is discussed.

3. Professor George L. Robinson, of the Chicago Theological

Seminary, Where Archaeological Investigation left off in Palestine

and Assyria.

During the season of 1913-14, the Jews under the general supervision of M.
Clermont-Ganneau and the immediate direction of Captain Weill, excavated

a considerable portion of the hill south of the Temple Area at Jerusalem,

known as Qphel, which they had purchased, .and discovered among other

things: a tower with rock-cut foundations possibly once the tower of Siloam,

-certain cave tombs with oval roofs, a cistern with Roman baths, a Greek

inscription which tells of a synagogue, an inn, and a bath as once standing
near by, and most important of all an underground rock-cut aqueduct, running

parallel to, and probably older than that of Hezekiah, which conducts the

water of Gihon to the Pool of Siloam.

As late as May 1914, Prof. E. Sellin formerly of Vienna, assisted by Drs.

Proeschriker and Grohmann, was engaged in excavating the mound called

Balata, situated about one mile east of Shechem and 200 yards west of

Jacob's well. Dr. Macalister had formerly suggested the identification of

this Tell with Sychar, but the Austrians now believe that here they have laid

bare the true site of ancient Shechem. They discovered foundations of

ancient Hebrew houses, a portion of the old city wall of the Amorites, which

was thick and oblique, the ruins of a palace, and most noteworthy of all a

great triple gateway the longest yet excavated in Palestine on the west side

of the city. Not far from the Tell, also, an Egyptian sarcophagus was found

which is considered to have been Joseph's. It is now in the Munich museum.

Messrs. Woolley and Lawrence, under the direction of Dr. Hogarth for

the British Museum, had partially excavated at an expense of $50,000, the hill

of Jerablus (ancient Carchemish) on the Euphrates, an important centre of

ancient Hittite civilization. The discoveries included Hittite inscriptions;

stone deities, for example, a bearded god seated on a heavy base supported

by two lions, thought to belong to the eighth century B.C.
;
three large gateways,

on the inside of the court of one of which were dadoes from five to six feet

high, with sculptured slabs of alternating black dolerite and white limestone

adorned with carved figures of bulls and horses and chariots in Hittite style;

broad steps extending for a hundred feet or more up the face of the acropolis,

on the summit of which are the ruins of a great Roman temple and of a palace

of Sargon II; and, especially important, a long Hittite text the longest known,

it is claimed, unfortunately not as yet deciphered. The excavators con-

fessed their embarrassment at not being able to read the Hittite inscriptions

which they had found. Perhaps the decipherment of this hitherto unknown

tongue by Dr. Figulla of Berlin, and Prof. Hrozny of Vienna as reported in the

M/lteilungen der deutechen Orient-Gesellschaft zu Berlin, of December 1915,

will be of assistance to them after the war.
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4. Professor G. W. Elderkin, of Princeton University, A Hel-

meted Head of Athena.

The Princeton head of Athena is a gift by Mrs. A. H. Joline of New York

City who acquired it in Rome. The height of the fragment is 33 cm., the head

being somewhat under life-size. It has sustained several injuries. The lower

end of the helmet, the nose, and the left half of both lips were broken off.

Enough remains of the helmet to show that there was no crest. The sharper
accents of the left side and its greater corrosion suggest that the head was

set close to a wall with the left side turned out and that it may be a fragment
of a gable group. The style presupposes the art of Praxiteles with his softer

treatment of details. This is particularly noticeable in the eye where the

transition from eye-ball to lid is barely perceptible. The corners of the

mouth seem hard in the front view, but this hardness disappears when the head

is seen in profile. The work is to be dated near the end of the fourth century,

B.C.

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 28. 2.30 P.M.

1. Mr. Garrett Chajfield Pier, of Greenwich, Connecticut,
The Art of the Priest Eshin.

The art of most early Chinese and Japanese painters lacks personality,

but such is not the case writh that of Genshin, or, as he is better known, Eshin

Soz i. He was born at Yamato about 942 A.D., spent his early life in a monas-

tery on Mount Hiyei, and his later years as Abbot of Yogawa, where he wrote

his treatises on Buddhism consisting of more than one hundred volumes.

Among these was the famous Ojo-Yoshu, or Entry into Paradise. He died in

1017 after a life of achievement. Eshin excelled in both painting and sculp-

ture, following as models the work of Chinese artists of the eighth century.

Not much is known of his sculpture, but from his paintings one may gain a

true appreciation of his artistic ability. He delighted in representing land-

scapes, waterfalls, or hills and valleys with blossoming cherry trees, and at the

same time the tranquil figure of Amida, perhaps accompanied by Kwannon
and Seishi, or surrounded by a retinue of angel musicians. His technique
differed from that of the Chinese painters of the early Tang period in that he

used cut gold leaf, sometimes superposed upon gold. Thus the flesh of his

figures appears in flat gold leaf while the drapery is composed of gold leaf with

minute arabesques. The gold was attached to the silk background with glue,

the fine details such as folds of drapery sketched in, covered with glue and

minute hair lines of gold applied. Different shades of gold were also used.

.Judged by his works, especially those representing Amida, Eshin must be

ranked high among the great oriental painters.

2. Professor Charles C. Torrey, of Yale University, The Art

of the Hairdresser in Ancient Babylonia.

The Semites in Old Babylonia, men as well as women, seem always to have

worn their hair long. The men wore long beards, but the upper lip was often

shaven. Implements for curling or "waving" the hair, similar to our curling-

irons, seem to have been used in Babylonia, as they were also in Greece and
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Rome. The Sumerians appear on the monuments with their heads shaven

from crown to chin. The pictures of gods, to be sure, are furnished with long

hair and beards; and there are a few other exceptions. These representations

reflect in part actual customs of personal- adornment and in part religious

conventions. It does not yet seem possible to formulate satisfactory rules for

the interpretation of all the material thus far known. One of the most familiar

conventions is that employed in the representations of the hero Gilgamesh,
whose curled locks are unlike those pictured on any other human or divine

being. There are two or three distinct variations, beginning in the most an-

cient period. The braided or twisted queue falling down the back was always
the favorite mode of hairdressing for women; but there were many ways of

treatment. On some of the oldest Babylonian cylinder seals the hair of the

female figures is looped behind the head in a loose knot which is singularly

hideous. At a somewhat later period, not far from the time of the first

Sargon, gods and human beings, both men and women, are shown with the

hair knotted in a peculiar and rather simple style which later becomes more

complicated. Numerous distinct styles of knots and other varieties of coiffure

can be connected with certain periods in the history of old 'Babylonia, the

cylinder seals providing the most important material. Conservatism and

conscious archaism in glyptic art, however, doubtless preserved some modes

which had disappeared from actual use. One of the most characteristic ex-

amples is the elaborate knot, sometimes almost like a figure eight, which seems

to have come into fashion at about the period of Gudea. All the most inter-

esting styles of hairdressing belong to the older periods of Babylonian history.

With the Assyrian period there came in a single stiff and rather heavy style

which became conventional on the monuments of all Western Asia. In the

art, at least, we have from this time on a comparatively uninteresting uni-

formity, in this particular, in Babylonia, though there was doubtless consider-

able variety in the fashions actually current from one period to another.

3. Mr. Kenneth M. Chapman, Cave Pictographs of the Rito de

los Frijoles, New Mexico. Read by Professor Mitchell Carroll.

No abstract of this paper was received.

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 29. 9.30 A.M.

Joint Session with the College Art Association of America

1. Professor John Pickard, of the University of Missouri,

The History of Art in Colleges and Universities.

No abstract of this paper was received.

2. Professor David M. Robinson, of Johns Hopkins Univer-

sity, Some Greek Vases at the Johns Hopkins University.

This paper, illustrated with nearly fifty slides, gave a rapid survey of the

vases which are now exhibited in the archaeological museum of the new quarters

of the Johns Hopkins University at Homewood. Many of the vases belong

to the reader of the paper, and others to the Baltimore Society of the Archaeo-
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logical Institute. They range in date from 2500 B.C. down to late Roman
times. There are specimens of Minoan and Mycenaean wares, many geome-

tric, proto-Corinthian, and Corinthian vases, black-figured and red-figured

hydriae, amphorae, craters, lecythi, and cylices, white Athenian lecythi,

Etruscan vases, Roman vases, especially an oenophorus, fragments of Arretine

ware, etc. There are signed vases by Nicosthenes, Xenocles, Epictetus

(the only one in America), Phintias, Talaus, others in the style of Chachrylion,
the Panaetius master, and Macron. Especial attention was called to an im-

portant archaic hydria which has on the shoulder a unique representation of

the chasing of Perseus by two Gorgons. Athena, without attributes, and
Hermes are present, and a running snake is represented beneath Perseus.

A cylix by^Xenocles shows a Hippalectryon, a combination of horse and cock,

not a big cock as the Greek lexicographers say. Its origin is not to be sought
in Aeschylus, who probably did not introduce the monster into his plays. It

was known to artists much earlier and had a magic, apotropaic quality. The
idea came from Ionia where the Mycenaean tendency toward fantastic com-

binations of human and animal forms survived.

A black-figured lecythus with the story of Caeneus, and the cylices already

published by Hartwig, many .with /ca\6s names, and others signed, were then

discussed, and mistakes in Hartwig's drawings were pointed out. One un-

published cylix proved after cleaning to be made up of ancient fragments with

several modern pieces. One of the ancient pieces representing a Maenad is

in entirely different style from the crude drawing of the rest of the vase.

The whole feeling and technique, the delicate hand, the wrist with the bracelet,

the pointed elbow, the beautiful profile of the face, the eye, the earring, the

use of red as an accessory, the fine delicate lines in the drapery, and the resem-

blance to figures on the two signed vases of Oltos leave no doubt that this

beautiful fragment is in the style of Oltos.

Another cylix, which seemed to be complete, but had been entirely

painted over, also proved after cleaning to be made up of ancient fragment?

representing on the interior and exterior scenes from the symposium, clearly

in the style of Duris.

A red-figured pyxis representing a door and women running toward it,

signed by the hitherto unknown potter Talaus was then discussed, and also a

fragment of an oenochoe with the inscription 6 Trar^p 'A/cpuTrran. Two
white lecythi, one with the representation of the soul in the form of a pretty

little female figure with butterfly wings, are important, also a Cabiric vase

with the story of Odysseus and Circe, and a red-figured hydria with a replica

of the story of Rhesus (II. X, 469 f.). Other vases of interest are a fifth century,

red-figured, bell-shaped crater from Tarentum, representing initiates into the

Bacchic mysteries, a Notein amphora with the story of Midas, fragments

of Panathenaic vases, Campanian fish-plates, late Etruscan vases in the form

of a duck, a type that goes back to Trojan and Cyprian wares and has a long

development extending to modern times, when in Greece today such vases are

called TraTriaZs, and in Mexico are used for sprinkling holy water. Finally the

Roman vases were discussed. It is impossible to give an adequate idea of this

collection in a short summary, but there is abundant material for a series of

articles which are being prepared for publication.
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3. Professor Herbert Richard Cross, of the University of Michi-

gan, The Study of American Art in American Colleges.

No abstract of this paper was received.

4. Professor Fiske Kimball, of the University of Michigan,
Foundations of our National Architecture.

No abstract of this paper was received.

5. Professor Alfred M. Brooks, of the University of Indiana,
The Place of Architecture in the Liberal Arts Course.

No abstract of this paper was received.

6. Professor Wells Bennett, of the University of Michigan,
The Competitions for the Federal Buildings, 1792.

Major L'Enfant's plan for the Capitol City of Washington contemplated
the erection of suitable public buildings. To secure designs for the Capitol
and President's house advertisements for plans were published by the commis-

sioners of the federal buildings. Those who entered the competition and whose

drawings are recorded, fall into three classes the carpenter architects, wha
were builders primarily, the amateurs, gentlemen who took up the practice

of architecture as an accomplishment, and the professional architects, trained

through academic study. Among some fifteen competitors, Samuel Dobie,

who had built the Virginia state capitol, Samuel Mclntire, the Salem builder-

architect and wood-carver, Doctor William Thornton, a versatile English-

bred gentleman, who studied architecture for a few months and submitted the

successful design, and Stephan Hallet, a French "architecte expert," a rank

second only to the Academicians, are most worthy of notice.

To Thornton and Hallet, together with Thomas Jefferson, whose influence

was great in molding public opinion as to the desirable type of building, the

design as finally executed owed most. The first American competition of

note shows the small beginnings of architectural practice in the newly founded

republic. The designs for the most part were inspired by such works as Gibbs'

Designs in Architecture and the Vitruvius Britannicus, Stephen Hallet being

the only competitor to have had academic training. His designs, in the fin-

ished French academic manner, set up new architectural standards in America.

In the subsequent development of our national architecture they may be said

to mark the end of the Colonial period.

7. Professor Holmes Smith, of Washington University, Some

Aspects of Art Instruction in Colleges and Universities of the United

States.

No abstract of this paper was received.

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 29. 3 P.M.

1. Miss Georgiana Goddard King, of Bryn Mawr College, St.

Mary of Melon. Read by Professor Walton.

Of the Cistercian church, S. Maria de Mel6n, nothing is known except that

it was founded in 1142 and commenced in 1147. It has the French plan of
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ambulatory and radiating chapels, rib-vaults, a chevet, transepts, and one nave

(of which only one bay remains). The proportions of the space and absence

of nave-aisles suggest influence of the Friars' Gothic. The ambulatory re-

calls Moreruela, founded in 1131 and commenced in 1142; the capitals recall

Font-froideand Veruela. The nave of Orense apparently affected it. Orense

was begun in the middle of the twelfth century, consecrated in 1194, mainly
finished by 1248, the porch added in the fifteenth century, and the ambulatory
in the sixteenth. Melon must have been built mostly in the thirteenth and
fourteenth centuries, with alterations in the seventeenth.

This paper will be published in full in a later number of the

JOURNAL.

2. Professor T. Lindsey Blayney, of the Rice Institute, Great

Monuments of the Architecture of India.

No abstract of this paper was received.

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 29. 8 P.M.

Joint Session with the American Philological Association

1. Professor James H. Breasted, of the University of Chicago,
The Studio of an Egyptian Portrait Sculptor.

No abstract of this paper was received.

2. Mr. William Templeton Johnson of San Diego, The Archaic

Architecture of New Mexico.

Xew Mexico is little known and sparsely populated, but its history is rich

and varied. Eighty years before the Pilgrims landed at Plymouth, Coronado

had explored the Rio Grande Valley and Xew Mexico was permanently occu-

pied more than one hundred and fifty years before the founding of the first

Mission in California. The early explorers were astonished to find a tenement

house type of architecture flourishing along the Rio Grande. The pueblos

were great fortresses, like rookeries, sometimes containing one thousand rooms

and rising to a height of five stories and usually built about an interior court.

The walls were puddled adobe or roughly hewn stone, the rafters pine logs, the

small branches being laid across the rafters and covered with adobe to form

the roof or the floor of the room above. Adobe has remained to this day the

chief building material in New Mexico. Its use is very appropriate in this dry
and arid region and the soft rich color of the sun-dried bricks blends harmo-

niously with the brilliant sky. It was natural that Spanish Colonial art-hit or-

ture in Xew Mexico was strongly influenced by that of the pueblos, for un-

doubtedly the Indians were the chief source of labor supply.

The settlers built twenty-five churches between 1600 and 1630. The.-e

constituted a distinct type, often cruciform in plan, with bell towers, and de-

pendent monastic buildings. The walls were enormously thick and the win-

dows very small. The most interesting feature of these buildings was t he great

pine beams of the roof which were supported on single or double rows of rough-

hewn corbels. The beams and corbels were often ornamented with crude

carvings made with gouge and chisel, and when these were painted the effect
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was very striking. It is interesting to study the development of these corbels

or bolsters. The motive seems to be derived from the acanthus leaf modillion

of the Roman cornice. It was freely used in the Italian Renaissance, and in

Spain became a grotesque feature grafted on .the capitals of columns for greater

support of the architrave. In Mexico it was further simplified and in New
Mexico passed from stone to wood and became simplified to its lowest terms.

The secular architecture of New Mexico has as definite characteristics as

that of the churches, the main features being the use of the recessed portal

and placita, thick walls, small windows, and projecting roof beams, all

horizontal lines being very strongly marked. This very picturesque archi-

tecture has been sadly neglected and repairs have been entirely out of keeping
with the original style. However, a movement was started in Santa Fe a

few years ago to awaken interest in the old architecture, and much creditable

work has already been done in reviving the style.
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GENERAL AND MISCELLANEOUS

CONSTANTINOPLE. Miscellaneous Discoveries. The objects of ar-

chaeological interest which were uncovered in 1913, when the old royal estate

at Seraglio Point was turned into a public park, are described and illustrated

by E. UNGER (Arch. Anz. 1916, cols. 1-48; plan; 34 figs). They consist of

the substructures of extensile Byzantine and Turkish buildings, with inscrip-

tions on stone, stamped bricks, fragments of architectural sculpture, reliefs,

Byzantine pottery, etc.

CYPRUS. Discoveries in 1914. In R. Arch., fifth series, IV, 1916, pp.

157-162, the report of Mr. MARKIDES, curator of antiquities in Cyprus, for

the year 1914 is given in a French translation from the original English. At
various places tombs were found, the dates of which range from the Bronze

Age to Ptolemaic times or later. In none of them were objects of much im-

portance discovered. Some foundation walls were found near Larnaca, and

fragmentary pottery in various places. Measures have been taken for the

preservation of antiquities, and the museum is constantly growing in impor-
tance.

FARAGAB. A Prehistoric Site. In Ann. Arch. Anth. VII, 1916, pp. 107-

114 (5 pis.), C. G. SELIGMAN describes his excavations about a mile north of

Faragab in northern Kordofan, where there are four prehistoric mounds. They
are from nine to twelve feet high. Trenches run in various places yielded

objects of stone, bone, and ivory, beads, disks of ostrich-egg shell, and pottery,

including great quantities of fragments. There were also found fresh water

shells and rocks brought from a distance. The writer believes that the site

may date as far back as Ptolemaic times, when, he thinks, Faragab was

occupied by a people rich in cattle, living in grass huts, using bone points for

their weapons, and working ivory with stone implements.

^he departments of Archaeological News and Discussions and of Bibliography of Archae-

ological Books are conducted by Professor BATES, Editor-in-charge, assisted by Professor C. N.

BROWN, Miss MARY H. BUCKINGHAM, Dr. T. A. BUENGER, Mr. L. D. CASKEY, Professor HAROLD
R. HASTINGS, Professor ELMER T. MERRILL, Professor LEWIS B. PATON, Professor A. S. PEASE,
Professor S. B. PLATNER, Professor JOHN C. ROLFE, Dr. JOHN SHAPLEY, Professor A. L.

WHEELER and the Editors, especially Professor MARQUAND.
No attempt is made to include in this number of the JOURNAL material published after Jan-

uary 1, 1917.

For an explanation of the abbreviations, see pp. 115-116.
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NECROLOGY. Guido Baccelli. Guido Baccelli died January 11, 1916,

seventy-six years old. He was minister of public instruction four times from

1879 to 1900, and very influential in bringing about extended and systematic
excavations in Rome. (B. Com. Rom. XLIII, 1915 (published 1916), p. 342 ff.)

Commandant Cros. The death in battle of Commandant Cros, who con-

tinued the excavations of De Sarzec in Babylonia, was announced to the

Academic des Inscriptions July 2, 1915. (R. Arch., fifth series, III, 1916,

p. 307.)

Guy Dickins. In August 1916 Captain Guy Dickins was instantly killed

in battle near Pozieres, France, while stooping to assist two of his men who
had been wounded. He was a graduate of the University of Oxford, and was
for a time connected with the British School in Athens. He took part in the

excavation of the temple of Artemis Orthia at Sparta. He specialized in the

field of sculpture, and is known particularly for his Catalogue of the Acropolis

Museum, Cambridge University Press, 1912.

Georgio Schneider Grazioso. Geoigio Schneider Grazioso was killed in

battle near Veliki Kribach, September 17, 1916. He was particularly inter-

ested in Christian archaeology, but also a frequent contributor to the B. Com*

Rom. (B. Com. Rom. XLIII, 1915 (published 1916), p. 298.)

Augustin Francois Imbert. Augustin Frangois Imbert was born at Strass-

burg in 1851 and died at Brezolles March 5, 1916. Since 1887 he had been

greatly interested in Lycian inscriptions and had made important contribu-

tions to their decipherment and interpretation. (S. R., R. Arch., fifth series,.

Ill, 1916, p. 425.)

Georg Loeschcke. Georg Loeschcke, Professor of Classical Archaeology at

the University of Berlin, died November 26, 1915. He was born in 1852 and

took his doctor's degree at Bonn in 1876. In 1879 he was called to Dorpat
where he remained ten years, going from there to Bonn. He was called from

Bonn to the University of Berlin in 1912. Among his works are, Mykenische-

Tongefdsse, 1879; Mykenische Vasen (with Furtwangler), 1886; and many ar-

chaeological papers. (F. KOEPP, Jb. Kl. Alt. XXXVII, 1916, pp. 139-147.)

Paul Thiers. The curator of the Archaeological Museum at Narbonne,
Paul Thiers, died at Narbonne June 24, 1916. He was an excellent

epigraphist, the originator of the lapidary collection at Narbonne and of fruit-

ful investigations at Castel-Roussillon. (S. R., R. Arch., fifth series, IV, 1916,.

p. 176.)

Ivan Ivanovitch Tolstoi. Count Ivan Tolstoi, formerly director of the

School of Fine Arts at St. Petersburg, minister of public instruction, deputy in

the Douma, and mayor of St. Petersburg, died June 4, 1916. With his teacher

Kondakoff he published a great illustrated work, Rousskia Drevnosti, on the

antiquities of Southern Russia. (S. R., R. Arch., fifth series, III, 1916, pp.

427 f.)

William Hayes Ward. Rev. Dr. William Hayes Ward died August 28 r

1916, as the result of being thrown from a carriage nearly a year before. He
was born in Abington, Mass., June 25, 1835, graduated from Amherst College

in 1856, and from the Andover Theological Seminary in 1859. For forty-

nine years he was editor of the New York Independent. He took a prominent

part in the work of the American Bible Society and other similar societies,

and was a prolific writer on oriental subjects. His most important woik i.s
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Seal Cylinders of Western Asia, published by the Carnegie Institution in 1910.

(Boston Herald, August 29, 1916.)

THRACE. Excavations at Eleonte in 1915. In C. R. Acad. Insc. 1916,

pp. 40-47 (plan; 2 figs.), E. POTTIER gives an account of the excavations under

fire of Mm. Chamonard and Courby of the French army at Eleonte in Thrace,

from July to September 1915. The ancient cemetery was found, and in it

many stone sarcophagi and clay jars. The sarcophagi contained vases, chiefly

scyphi, terra-cotta figurines of Tanagra style representing men and women,
others of Demeter and Aphrodite, jewelry, lamps of Greek style, toilet articles

and implements of different kinds. The tombs date from the sixth to the

second century B.C. Other excavations were carried on from October to

December by Lieutenant Leune a short distance to the south, where a few

terra-cottas, several Corinthian alabastra, a bull's head vase, and vases of other

styles came to light. These excavations were carried on by means of trenches .

BABYLONIA AND ASSYRIA

NIPPUR. The Myth of the Descent of Ishtar. It has recently been dis-

covered that two fragments of a tablet from Nippur in the Museum of the

University of Pennsylvania Contain part of a Sumerian version of the story of

the descent of Innini or Ishtar to the lower world. The writing on the obverse

of the tablet is completely destroyed; but on the reverse there are twenty-three

well-preserved lines in which Innini bids the watchman open the seven gates

which lead to the presence of the queen of Arallu. The later Semitic poem on

the same subject was based on this Sumerian original. (S. L(ANGDON), Museum

Journal, VII, 1916, pp. 178-181; fig.)

SYRIA

DEVE HUYUK. A Cemetery of the Persian Period. In Ann. Arch. Anth.

VII, 1916, pp. 115-129 (9 pis.; fig.), C. L. WOOLLEY describes a cemetery of

the Persian period, at present being plundered by peasants, at Deve Huyuk in

the Sajur valley in northern Syria. There is a Hittite cemetery on the same

site (see ibid. VI, pp. 95 ff.). A typical grave was 3 m. long and 0.80 m. wide,

the sides formed of rough slabs about 0.80 m. high and the roof of basalt slabs

about one metre square. The contents of twenty-five graves are given. The
most common objects are bronze bowls chiefly such as are found in Egypt

dating from the twenty-sixth dynasty, but showing Phoenician workmanship;
but there were also found iron spear heads, iron swords, bronze arrow-heads, flat

iron arrow-heads, small curved knives, fine bronze horse-bits similar to Scythian
bits from Southern Russia, fibulae of different sizes but of homogeneous type,

n.iiTors, bracelets, anklets, earrings, kohlpots and kohlsticks, amulets, and

glazed pottery resembling Hittite. Six specimens of Attic black-figured ware

wen- noted. The beads found were chiefly of glass; and moulded paste scarabs

and scaraboids were common. The cemetery dates between 600 and 300

B.C. .-it id is typical for other parts of northern Syria at this time.

GREECE
ATHENS. An Archaic Marble Head. At the May (1916) meeting of the

Berlin Archaeological Society H. Dragendorff showed views of a very archaic
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marble head that was found in the foundations of the north tower of the

Dipylon gate as constructed in the time of Themistocles. It is made of Naxian
marble but by an Athenian sculptor, and from its small size, somewhat less

than life, it seems to have belonged to a grave statue of the type of the so-called

Apollos. The fortifications of Themistocles contain in their foundations many
fragments of the monuments of an earlier generation. (Arch Anz. 1916, col.

88.)

A New Archaeological Periodical. At the April (1916) meeting of the Berlin

Archaeological Society, the President, H. Dragendorff, read a letter from
G. Karo in Athens, dated March 15, telling of the active conduct of excava-

tions at the Dipylon and Ceramicus. He also presented the first issue, com-

prising three numbers, of a new archaeological quarterly, in quarto form, which
is published by the Greek Ministry of Religion and Public Instruction, in

accordance with a royal decree of July 31, 1914. In this it is intended to gather
all the various reports and discussions of the Ephors of Antiquities and other

officials, on their excavations or constructive works, descriptions of newly
acquired objects in the Greek museums, and also reports of the work of the

foreign archaeological institutes in Athens. The yearly subscription is 15
drachmas. (Arch. Anz. 1916, cols. 87-88.)

PAROS. Prehistoric Remains. At the February (1916) meeting of the

Berlin Archaeological Society O. Rubensohn spoke, with lantern illustrations,

of the prehistoric finds on the citadel of Paros. Theie are the remains of some
unpretentious houses, built directly on the rock and consisting of four small

rooms around a court. They were in use for a considerable time and show
numerous alterations and repairs. The potsherds found in them do not include

the older Cycladic ware, being all wheel-made, but are very rich in both native

and imported pottery, especially that imported from Melos, down to a period
not later than the year 1700 B.C. This date is indicated by the entire absence

of the naturalistic style, influenced by Kamares ware, which appeared in Melos
and in Egypt at the time of the twelfth dynasty, 1900-1800 B.C., and might
have been a century in developing. The site on Paros seems to have remained
uninhabited for 300 or 400 years, as the next styles found are late Mycenaean
and late Geometric. No native ware except rough pots for domestic use is

found after the early epoch. (Arch. Anz. 1916, cols. 82-86.)

ITALY

ARCHAEOLOGICAL DISCOVERIES 1909-1914. In Cronaca delle Belle

Arti, III, 1916, pp. 53-60, E. GALLI continues his summary of the archaeologi-
cal discoveries in Italy from 1909 to 1914. Most of these have already been

reported. The more important objects brought to light in Etruria have been

placed in the museum at Florence, while the less important have for the most

part been deposited in various local museums. At Marsiliana several impor-
tant tombs were opened in 1912; and the next year the prehistoric cave of

Golino and the large cemetery south of Telmonaccio were explored. At Stal-

lonara tombs were opened in a large Etruscan cemetery and many inscribed

sarcophagi of nenfro with recumbent figures on the lids, vases, etc., found.

The tombs date from the third to the first century B.C. The bust of a woman
of nenfro was taken to Florence, and the other objects to the museum at
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Viterbo. There was also taken to Florence from the vicinity of Chiusi a

square pillar and part of a second, adorned with the figure of a seated Per-

sephone. They are carved on all four sides and show traces of color. They
date from the fifth century B.C.

AOSTA. Preservation of the Roman Remains. By a decree of April 30,

1916, the land about the ancient monuments in Aosta was expropriated so that

the Roman wall, the bridge, the theatre, and the Porta Praetoria can now be

cleared of the buildings which encroach upon them, and other steps taken for

their preservation. '(Cronaca delle Belle Arti, III, 1916, p. 60.)

CALABRIA. Recent Discoveries. In Cronaca delle Belle Arti, III, 1916,

pp. 75-78, P. ORSI gives a summary of the excavations carried on at Locri and

at Croton from 1909 to 1911. These have already been reported. In 1912

the site of Caulonia with the remains of a large Doric temple was found. Fur-

ther excavations were conducted on the site in 1913 and 1915, and in 1916

some fine architectural terra-cottas were discovered dating from the fifth cen-

tury B.C. They had belonged to a small temple which was entirely destroyed.

In 1916 also parts of the old Greek walls of Reggio di Calabria were uncovered,
and further excavations carried on in the cemetery of Lucifero at Locri. At
Cotrone many marbles, including some with long inscriptions, were found in

the sea at Punta Scifo. A search for the site of Terina was fruitless, although
a few small objects, among them an inscribed bronze plate, were brought to

light. The small settlement on the hill of Tirrena near Nocera is to be iden-

tified as the ancient Nuceria. At Monte Leone, on the site of the Greek

Hipponium, the ancient town walls were largely used in building the modern

town; but in 1916 some of them were uncovered at Trappetto, as were also the

foundations of an archaic temple.
ETRURIA. Archaeological Discoveries 1909-1914. In Cronaca delle Belle

Arti, III, 1916, pp. 73-75, E. GALLI continues his account of the archaeological

discoveries made in Etruria from 1909 to 1914 (see A.J.A. XX, 1916, p. 363).

Most of them are of minor importance and already reported in Not. Scav.

and elsewhere.

ROME. Recent Discoveries. In B. Com. Rom. XLIII, 1915, pp. 218-234,
LUIGI CANTARELLI reports the following discoveries in Rome : In the Piazza

Colonna on the site of the Palazzo Piombino new remains of buildings came
to light. The Via Flaminia, a road running parallel to it at a distance of 45

m. and two other streets perpendicular to them, bound a rectangular brick

building. Brick stamps date this at 123-125 A.D. To the north was dis-

covered the south wall of another large brick building; to the east a struc-

ture of about 400 A.D. Between the two last mentioned was found a large

room, vaulted, divided by two walls, one with three entrances formed by two

granite Ionic columns, the other with one formed by two marble Corinthian

pilasters. Over them were brick arches. Adjacent is a corridor with niches

into which water ran. Pipes were found bearing the inscription: FLFL-
GARTEMIORUMGDRGVII. Among the various fragments of sculpture

and architecture discovered may be mentioned a marble cippus inscribed:

M PONTIO MF PALATINA ECLECTO ARCHELAO CV
|

CONS
CURATORI CARTHAjGINIS VNICAE BONITATIS

|

ET GRAVITATIS
VIRO PATRO|NO INCOMPARABILI VALERII PHILOSTORCVS

|

SENIOR ET IVNIOR CLIENTES EDII I SEMPEREIVS AVXILIS
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Ibid. pp. 328-341 the same writer records the discovery in the Via Po of

tombs of opus reticulatum and brick.

TUSCULUM. Miscellaneous Discoveries. In B. Com. Rom. XLIII, 1915,

pp. 207-217 (2 pis.), F. GROSS: CONDI calls attention to the following discov-

eries at Tusculum: 1. A republican inscription from the acropolis; 2. an in-

scription found near the house of the Caecilii; 3. Remains of buildings belong-

ing to the Villa Furiorum, and an early tomb; 4. an inscription which fixes

the location of the villa of C. lavolenus Capito between the ninth and tenth

milestones on the Via Latina, and also of the mediaeval Oratorium Faustinae

in fundo Capitonis at

the cemetery near the

tenth milestone
;
5.

traces of a road under

Monte Porzio, probably

connecting the roads

from Frascati to Static

ad Quintanos and to

Labicum.

FRANCE

A L E S I A .Recently
discovered Bronzes.

In Mon. Piot, XXI,
1913, pp. 73-87 (3 pis.;

fig. ), J. TOUTAIN pub-
lishes two bronzes found

at Alesia in 1912, one a

Gallo - Roman portrait

bust of a woman, and

the other a head of Juno.

The latter, which is al-

m o s t perfectly p r e -

served, is 11 cm. high

and was probably once

attached to a piece of

furniture. It is a Greek

work derived from a

type dating from the

fourth cen tury B .c . The

bust, found at the same

time and place, is intact

except for one of the eyes

and the pupil of the

other. Its total height

is 23 cm. It dates from

the time of Claudius or

Nero and is one of tbe

FIGURE 1. STATUETTE OF APHRODITE IN THE best Roman portraits

LOUVRE extant.
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NEVERS. A Group of Two Divinities. In B. Soc. Ant. Fr. 1915, pp. 259-

260, A. HERON DE VILLEFOSSE reports the discovery at Nevers of a group of two

Gallo-Roman divinities. One is a god with thick hair and beard, holding a

small round vase in his raised right hand and a plate of fruit, or cakes, in his

left. The second figure is a youthful goddess, but the attributes which she

holds are hard to make out.

PARIS. New Statuettes of Aphrodite in the Louvre. The Louvre has

recently received from Egypt two marble statuettes of Aphrodite. One is an

Aphrodite Anadyomene found at Horbeit. It is broken off at the waist, and

the left arm, which is raised, is gone from the wrist. With her right hand the

goddess is gathering up part of her hair. The workmanship is good. The
second is a large statuette from Sakha, the ancient Xoi's (Fig. 1), and measures

in its present state 0.58 m. in height. The head, left arm from above the

wrist, right arm from below the shoulder to the hand, which is attached to the

thigh, right leg from below the knee, and left foot are missing. The drapery

completely concealed the figure from behind, one edge being caught over the

left arm and the other grasped by the right hand. The figure appears to be

unique, although the general type is that of the Venus Felix of the Vatican.

(E. MICHON, Mon. Piot, XXI, 1913, pp. 163-171; 2 pis.)

A Relief Representing Mercury. In B. Soc. Ant. Fr. 1915, pp. 278-280,

A. HERON DE VILLEFOSSE reports that in 1914 a relief representing Mercury
was found in an old well in Paris. It is 0.50 m". high. The god is nude with

remains of drapery on his left shoulder, and he held a purse in his right hand

and probably the caduceus in his left. Four other similar reliefs have been

found in Paris.

BELGIUM
COURTRAL A Bronze Statuette. In Mon. Piot, XXI, 1913, pp. 145-162

(2 pis.; 2 figs.), J. DE MOT publishes a bronze statuette found at Courtrai (Ro-

man Cortoriacum) in 1913 by workmen digging the foundations for a house.

It is 24 cm. high and represents a young girl entirely nude with her hands

behind her head arranging her hair (Fig. 2). The right foot is missing, and

the left elbow and right thigh are injured, but otherwise the figure is well pre-

served. Several large statues, noticeably the Venus from the Baths of Cara-

calla, one in the Torlonia Museum, and a third in the Palazzo Torlonia bear a

close resemblance to it. The writer argues that it was not intended for an

Aphrodite, as might be supposed, but was an ex-voto representing a mortal

woman. In style it shows Polyclitan affinities. It was undoubtedly imported
into Belgium in antiquity.

GERMANY
BERLIN. Palaeolithic Sculptures from Southern France. In Ber. Kunsts.

XXXVI, 1915, cols. 99-109 (6 figs.), C. SCHUCHHARDT publishes four palaeoli-

thic reliefs from the vicinity of Les Eyzies, near Perigueux (Dordogne), re-

cently acquired by the Berlin museum. They represent: 1. a wild goat,

from Laugerie Basse; 2. the back part of a horse, from Laugerie Interme'di-

aire; 3. the head of an animal (horse or reindeer), from the same stratum at

Combe Capelle from which came the skeleton of the Homo Aurignacensis;

7
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4. a nude woman, from Laussel. Four human figures were found, three of

women and one of a man, 25 to 30 cm. high. The female figures are nude and

very heavy, while the male figure is thin and wears a girdle. Illustrations of

the two female figures now in private possession at Bordeaux are also given.

FIGURE 2. BRONZE STATUETTE FROM COURTRAI

A Statuette of Lugal-Kisal-si. In Ber. Kunsts. XXXVI, 1915, cols. 73-

80 (4 figs.) O. WEBER publishes a statuette of Lugal-Kisal-si, king of Erech,

recently acquired by the Berlin museum. It is of yellow limestone, 23.8 cm.

high, and represents only the upper part of the king's body. The part below

the waist is not modelled. The figure (Fig. 3) has a round head with large,

bulging eyes, and large ears set too far back. The nose is broken. A long
beard arranged in six braids, or rows, falls down the breast, while the hair of

the head is similarly arranged in eight rows which are carried over the top of

the head and as far down the back as the beard extends in front. The hands
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are clasped over the chest. Below the waist is a Sumerian inscription. Early
Sumerian figures in the round are extremely rare. This one dates from about

2900 B.C. and is said to have been found at Erech.

A Basalt Fragment of King Entemena of Lagash. In Ber. Kunsts. XXXVI,
1915, cols. 114-120 (3 figs.), O. WEBER publishes part of a large basalt vessel

dedicated by'Entemena, king of Lagash to some unknown divinity. Upon it is

represented the goddess Nidaba or Nisaba seated, with her face turned towards

the spectator. She wears a crown with two horns. Her hair falls in masses

over her shoulders above each of which are three flower stems. In her right

hand she holds a bunch of something, perhaps
maize. The fragment is 25 cm. high, 19cm.

wide, and 4 cm. thick, and dates from about

3000 B.C. Above the head is a fragmentary

inscription.

An Archaic Greek Statue. In R. Arch.,

fifth series, IV, 1916, pp. 180-182 (fig.), S.

R(EINACH) publishes a cut of a fine statue of

a seated goddess (Fig. 4) which was in Paris

in the early part of 1914. As the property of

an Austrian (?) it was sequestered after the

war began, but in 1915 the antiquary Virzi,

of Palermo, proved his ownership, and the

statue was released. It is now in the museum
at Berlin. It is said to have been found in

Sicily or Southern Italy. It is a remarkably
fine example of Greek (perhaps Athenian)

sculpture of a time about 480 B.C. It exhibits

no trace of polychromy.

Reports of Discoveries. At the March

(1916) meeting of the Berlin Archaeological

Society, Herr Dessau spoke on the new frag-

ment of the Acta Fratrum Arvalium, of the

year 240 A.D., which was found in 1914 in the

pavement of the church of S. Crisogono in

Trastevere. It gives some corrections of the

readings of the already known Acta of the

year 218, e.g., mensa sacrum fecerunt offis (with

cakes) instead of the puzzling ollis (with pots).

Unfortunately the text of the old chant of

the priests is not given (see Not. Scav. 1914). A report from G. Karo
in Athens, illustrated by photographs, was read, on the treasure which was
found at Tiryns in December, 1915 (see A.J.A. XX, 1916, p. 363). It con-

tained among other things a genuine. Hittite seal-cylinder, which is of some

importance. (Arch. Anz. 1916, cols. 86-87.)
An Altar of Hercules Saxetanus. At the May (1916) meeting of the Berlin

Archaeological Society, H. Dragendorff showed pictures of an altar dedicated

to Hercules Saxetanus in the first century B.C., by soldiers of the XIV Legion,
which was stationed at Mainz. The altar was found in digging military
trenches on the western battle front. (Arch. Anz. 1916, col. 88.)

FIGURE 3. STATUETTE OF
LuGAL-KisAL-si, BERLIN
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A New Archaeological Periodical. The Romisch-Germanisches Korrespon-
denzblatt which has been published bi-monthly by Dr. Kriiger at Trier, will

give place, after completing the volume for 1916, to a similar Korrespondenz-
blatt of the Imperial Roman-Germanic Commission of the Imperial German
Archaeological Institute. The new publication, also bi-monthly, will be

doubled in size and will cover a wider field, including all matter germaine to

the purposes of the Commission, such as discussions, notices of acquisitions by
museums, the doings of local societies, and other literary articles, as well as

reports on the progress of excavations and discoveries. The Commission has

taken steps to have recorded and

preserved, all objects of archaeolog-

ical interest which are discovered in

the course of military operations on

the western front. (Arch. Anz.

1916, col. 97.)

A New Section of the Work on

the Roman Limes. At the January

(1916) meeting of the Berlin Arch-

aeological Society, F. Trendelen-

burg presented, as the subject of

the Winckelmannsprogramm for the

year, Part 40 of the work, Der

Obergermanisch-Rdtische Limes des

Romerreichs. It treats of Section I,

the limes from the Rhine to the

Lahn, and is a substantial volume

(154 pages of text, 23 plates, 5

maps) prepared by E. Fabricius

with the assistance of others, in-

cluding the late Georg Loeschcke.

The general purpose of this fron-

tier defence is discussed, its course

and the remains, the positions and

communications of the watch sta-

tions, the piling fence, the palisade,

the wooden and stone towers and

other buildings, and finally the dating of all these constructions. (Arch.

Anz. 1916, cols. 81-82.)

MUNICH. Acquisitions of the Museums in 1914. A list of thirty-three

objects in bronze, terra-cotta, plaster, and pottery, which were added to the

possessions of the Antiquarium and the Vase Collection at Munich in 1914 is

published by J. SIEVEKING in Arch. Anz. 1916 (cols. 56-71; 23 figs.). There

are three good small bronze statuettes, a stag of Roman work, and a seated

man and a siren of archaic Greek work; also in bronze a Graeco-Roman oil-

flask with perforated bottom and a Roman steelyard with two scales running

up to 30 pounds. In terra-cotta, a primitive Boeotian painted chair-idol with

bird head; a mourning woman with disproportionately large arms raised above

the head, from Boeotia; a graceful seated maiden (Greece); a large comedy
.mask (Qepairuv rjyen&v) from Samsun (Asia Minor) ;

several caricatures and ithy-

TIGURE 4. GREEK STATUE IN BERLIN
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phallic figures and lamps. A small limestone grave relief of a woman with a

bird in an aedicula, from Albania. Three fragments of plaster models for

casting metal vessels in relief, from Egypt. Vases: a Boeotian bowl on high

foot, painted with birds; two Attic white lecythi and one red-figured with

white painting; a miniature Panathenaic amphora from Cumae; a large askos

and a colonnette crater from Apulia.

HUNGARY

BUDA-PESTH. Acquisitions of the Art Museum. The Museum fur

bildende Kunst in Buda-Pesth announces the issue of a Jahrbuch, beginning with

1916, in which the text will be in parallel columns of Hungarian and German.

The additions to the collections of the Museum in 1915 include a life-size

marble torso from a grave-monument in Velanidezza, dated 340-330 B.C., which

is of some importance for the treatment of costume in Greek art; two marble

portrait busts (Hermarchus and Pittacus?) which are intact and are good

typical examples of the work of Asia Minor copyists in the time of Trajan and

Hadrian; also terra-cottas from a private collection in Munich, comprising
650 pieces in an almost unbroken series from Mycenaean to Roman times and

especially rich in specimens from Tarentum and Smyrna. (Arch. Anz. 1916

cols. 71-72.)

GREAT BRITAIN

LONDON. Recent Discoveries of Roman Remains. In Archaeologia,

LXVI, 1915, pp. 224-274 (4 pis.; 29 figs.), F. LAMBERT gives an account of

recent discoveries of Roman remains in London. Under Leadenhall Market

are remains of a large building which has not been identified. On the site of

the General Post-Office many Roman remains were discovered in 1913. These

included 89 fragments of decorated Samian ware, 52 of which came from the

potteries of La Graufesenque and 37 from those centred in Lezoux. The
finds in the southern part of the site date from the first century A.D. and those

in the northern half from the second. Among the objects brought to light

was a gold ring with plain oval bezel and intaglio of an eagle devouring a hare.

The pottery fragments are described in detail and a list of the stamps given.

Notes on the remains of animals examined by E. T. Newton are added. These

are ox, sheep, pig, horse, goat, dog, cat, roebuck, red deer and fowl. At Nos.

3 to 6 King William Street several complete Samian ware bowls and many
fragments were found. By noting the places where coins and Samian ware

sherds have been unearthed the author tries to locate the earliest settlement of

Londinium and its enlargement in later times.

RICKMANSWORTH. Excavations in 1914. In Archaeologia, LXVI,
1915, pp. 195-217 (12 figs.), R. A. SMITH reports upon the excavations carried

on by the British Museum in 1914 at Rickmansworth. At a place known as

Mill End gravel to a depth of seventeen feet was carefully examined, but no

implements found; while at Long Valley Wood about forty flakes were dis-

covered. Ibid. pp. 217-224 H. DEWEY makes a geological report of the sites

and discusses the gravels of the Thames valley.
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NORTHERN AFRICA

CASABLANCA. Latin Inscriptions. In B. Soc. Anf. Fr. 1915, pp. 292-

295, A. HERON DE VILLEFOSSE publishes eight Latin inscriptions brought from

Tangiers to Casablanca, Morocco, by Lieutenant Meknes. One of them
dated in the year 345 A.D. has the phrase ancilla Christi. This is the third

Christian inscription found in Morocco.

THUBURBO MAJUS. An Inscription Relating to Aesculapius. In C. R.

Acad. Insc. 1916, pp. 262-267, A. MERLIN publishes a Latin inscription recently
discovered at Thuburbo

Majus. It seems to have

been set up at the en-

trance to a temple of

Aesculapius and reacls:

Jussu domini Aesculapi
L. Numisius L.f. Vitalis

podium de suo fecit. Quisq
intra podium adscendere

volet a muliere, a suilla, a

faba, a tonsore, a balineo

commune custodial triduo.

Cancellos calciatus intrare

nolito.

VOLUBILIS. The In-

scription of the Arch of

Caracalla. In B. Soc.

Ant. Fr. 1915, pp. 260-

269, R. CAGNAT reports

upon the excavations

carried on under the direc-

tion of General Lyautey at

Volubilis (Ksar-Faraoun),

Morocco. More than

forty fragments of the

great inscription of the

triumphal arch of Cara-

calla were found permitting its complete restoration, since the same inscrip-

tion was cut on each side of the monument. The arch was erected

between December 10, 216 and April 8, 217 A.D. The actual digging was
done by German prisoners of war.

FIGURE 5. HEAD OF GODDESS, BOSTON

UNITED STATES
BOSTON. The Head of a Goddess. In B. Mus. F. A. XIV, 1916, pp.

28-29 (2 figs.), L. D. C(ASKEY) publishes the head of a goddess, perhaps Per-

sephone, recently acquired by the Museum of Fine Arts (Figs. 5 and 6). It is

greater than life size, and a Roman copy in marble of an original which seems

to have been of bronze. The tip of the nose is gone but in other respects the

head is well preserved. It was worked for insertion into a draped statue, the
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best preserved replica of which is in the Conservator! Palace. The original

must have been made about the middle of the fifth century B.C. and it may
have been an early work of Phidias. It cannot, however, be attributed to

any master with certainty.

A Portrait Head of Marciana. In B. Mus. F. A. XIV, 1916, pp. 36-38

(3 figs.), L. D. C(ASKEY) publishes a marble portrait head of Marciana, the

sister of Trajan, recently

acquired by the Museum
of Fine Arts. It is life

size, and except for the

nose is well preserved.

It is evidently an admir-

able portrait with no

idealization. The iden-

tity is made certain by
coins.

CLEVELAND. Ori-

ental and Archaeological

Books. The Cleveland

Public. Library has ac-

quired the John G.

White collection of

30,000 volumes and
pamphlets on folklore,

oriental and mediaeval

literature and archaeo-

logy, especially the arch-

aeology of Asia. The
collection is particularly

strong in Egyptology,

Assyriology and Ameri-

can archaeology, and

includes the publications

of the Archaeological

Survey of India. Books will be lent to scholars who apply for them through
the libraries of the institutions with which they are connected. Applications
should be made to the Librarian, Cleveland Public Library, Cleveland, Ohio.

NEW YORK. Acquisitions of Vases by the Metropolitan Museum. During
the year 1916 five Greek vases were acquired by the Metropolitan Museum
They are: 1. a Panathenaic amphora with a scene fiom the pancration (Brau-

chitsch, No. 22); 2. a black-figured hydria with scenes representing Heracles

and Triton, and, on the shoulder, Dionysus in a chariot accompanied by Mae-

nads; 3. an early red-figured column crater having on one side Dionysus and
a satyr and on the other a satyr alone; 4. a lebes gamikos with a scene repre-

senting the epoulia; 5. a South Italian crater of the fourth or fifth century
B.C. on which blue and white paint was used. One scene on the vase may
represent the visit of Thetis to Hephaestus to obtain armor for Achilles; the

other scene has not been identified. (G. M. A. R(ICHTER), B. Metr. Mus. XI,

1916, pp. 253-257; 7 figs.)

FIGURE 6. HEAD OF GODDESS, BOSTON
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PHILADELPHIA. Acquisitions of the University Museum. The Museum
of the University of Pennsylvania has recently acquired a fine male torso
of Pentelic marble considerably smaller than life size (Fig. 7). It is a Greek

original and appears to date from the end of the fourth century. S. B. L(ucs),
who publishes it (Museum Journal, VII, 1916, pp. 87-92; fig.), thinks it has
close affiliations with the Praying Boy in Berlin.

EARLT CHRISTIAN, BYZANTINE, MEDIAEVAL, AND
RENAISSANCE ART

ITALY

AREZZO. Documents on S. Maria della Pieve. In Arte e Storia, XXXV,
1916, pp. 102-108, A. DEL VITA publishes a series of fifteenth century docu-
ments giving the masters and payments for the decoration of the choir, the

bell, and the organ, of S. Maria
della Pieve, Arezzo.

CASTELLO DI PAGANICO.
Monuments of Sienese Art. In

Arte e Storia, X,XXV, 1916, pp.

1-6, G. CAROCCI describes the

deserted Castello di Paganico,
which was made a sort of military

colony of Siena in 1278 and pre-

serves its original town plan and its

buildings for the most part. The
tribune of the church of S. Michele

Arcangelo contains frescoes in the

manner of Bartolo di Fredl and the

main altarpiece of the church recalls

Vecchietta.

FORLI. Madonna del Fuoco.

The early fifteenth century Ma-
donna del Fuoco in the chapel of

the canons in Forli Cathedral has

long been attributed to a supposed
Lattanzio. It has recently been

shown that this attribution rests

on a misreading of the Latin chron-

icler, Giovanni Pansecco, and in

Rass. Bibl. Arte It. XVIII, 1915,

pp. 98-100, C. GRIGIONI suggests

as painter the chronicler himself,

who was a prominent artist at Forli and with whose account of the legend

the picture closely agrees.

PITIGLIANO. A House of the Year noo. In Arte e Storia, XXXV,
1916, pp. 42-51 (fig.), E. BALDINI publishes an unusually interesting inscription

from an old house at Pitigliano. It runs: n b or M C. This is read: nostra

beata ora pro nobis 1100. If this interpretation is correct, and some sym-

FIGURE 7. MARBLE TORSO IN PHILA-
DELPHIA
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bolic designs as wheels of fortune and a hexagon, the sign of abundance, seem

to corroborate the reading of the date, a new and precious example for the

early history of domestic architecture is gained.

RAVENNA. A New Example of the Square Nimbus. In Felix Ravenna,

XXI, 1916, pp. 914-921 (pi.), O. FABBRI calls attention to the square nimbus
of Archbishop Martinus in the ninth century fresco in the chapel Sancta Sanc-

torum of San Vitale. The square nimbus indicates that the archbishop was
alive or very recently deceased at the time it was painted. Perhaps he was
buried in the rough sarcophagus exhumed below the fresco.

Note on the Original Apse of Sant' Apollinare Nuovo. In Felix Ravenna,

XX, 1915, pp. 867-871, G. TURA points out that the apse of Sant' Apollinare
Nuovo cannot have entirely fallen before the time of Agnellus, the author of

the Liber Pontificalis of Ravenna, in the ninth century, because that histo-

rian reports the inscription of Theodoric above the windows in the same

passage in which he tells of the damage wrought by earthquake.
Sant' Apollinare Nuovo Bombarded. February 12, 1916, a bomb was

dropped from hostile air craft on Sant' Apollinare Nuovo, the famous Arian

church of Theoderic. Doubtless the attack was intended for the nearby S.

Maria in Porto, the cloisters of which are the principal military establish-

ment of the town. Fortunately the mistake did very little harm to the

precious mosaics, but the facade suffered damage to such an extent that all

will require rebuilding. (Felix Ravenna, XXI, 1916, pp. 922-923.)

Old Views of Ravennate Buildings. In Felix Ravenna, XX, 1915, pp. 858-

861 (3 pis.; fig.), C. RICCI publishes sixteenth century representations of monu-
ments of Ravenna in the Sala del Zodiaco of the ducal palace at Mantua. The
Porta Aurea is shown in the usual form, but with the remains of a colonnade

above. The Mausoleum of Theoderic has stairs, resting on arches of increas-

ing height leading up to a little portico over the entrance door of the upper

story, then S. Maria in Rotunda. Of this Renaissance addition there are still

traces on the monument. San Vitale is shown very nearly in its present con-

dition, only the campanile had not then been overthrown and the windows
were not walled up so much. Unfortunately, though there is an interior view,
no attempt is made to show the decorations.

STRONCONE. An Unusual St. Francis. In Arte e Storia, XXXV, 1916,

pp. 33-42 (fig.), S. M. MAZZARA discusses a detached fresco of the Madonna
and Child with St. Francis and Two Angels in the church of S. Francesco-

at Stroncone. He attributes the painting to a Sienese painter working in

Umbria in the first half of the fourteenth century. The picture is of con-

siderable iconographic importance because it presents St. Francis in peni-

tential garments, a cruciform tunic, a coarse girdle, and a broad cowl.

SORA. Cathedral Burned. On the anniversary of the great earthquake,

January 12, 1916, the cathedral of Sora, in which were important canvases

by Zuccari and the Cavalier d'Arpino, was burned. Since the fire cleaned

the columns and arches of their baroque stucco decoration, the nave will now
be rebuilt in the original Gothic style of Frederick II. Various other anti-

quities of the place will also be cared for by the Superintendent of Monuments.

(Arte e Storia, XXXV, 1916, pp. 82-85; 4 figs.)

SYRACUSE. Excavations in the Catacombs. In Not. Scav. 1915, pp.

203-208 (2 figs.), P. ORSI recounts the results of excavations in the catacombs-
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of Syracuse and publishes some interesting Christian inscriptions. The cata-

combs are important because of the syncretism they reveal. They are also

particularly rich in lamps.
TROPEA. A Sculptured Ciborium Front. In Arte e Storia, XXXV, 1916,

pp. 13-15 (fig.), F. TORALDO publishes a sculptured ciborium front in the cathe-

dral of Tropea. It can be identified as the gift of Pietro Balbo of Pisa, who
was bishop 1461-1469, and the work may be ascribed to Matteo Civitale.

It has the usual arrangement of a pair of angels on each side of a door below
and a half-length God the Father between cherubim in the lunette above.

VENICE. Important Document for Venetian Jewelry. In Arte e Storia,

XXXV, 1916, pp. 6-13 (fig.), A. BACCHINI publishes a contemporary account

and drawing of a gilded silver casket presented as a peace offering by the Vene-
tians to the Sultan in 1587. The maker, who must have been at the head of

his art in Venice at the time, was paid the prodigious sum of 1600 ducats for

liis work alone, all materials being furnished. He was Maestro Battista Riz-

zoletti, a Paduan goldsmith in Venice "alia Insegna de Gesii in Rialto" Fur-

ther documents may allow important anonymous works to be assigned to

this new personality in art history.

FRANCE

MONUMENTS ON THE WESTERN BATTLE LINE. The December
1915 number of Z. Bild. K. (XXVII, pp. 49-96; 77 figs.), written by P. CLEM-
ENS and supplied with historically important illustrations, is devoted to the

recent vicissitudes and actual condition of the art monuments along the

Franco-Belgian front. In Gaz. B.-A. XII, 1916, pp. 127-212 (22 figs.; 2

pis.) A. MICHEL writes on the French, and ibid. pp. 213-246 (17 figs.; 2 pis.)

J. X. on the Belgian monuments suffering from the war.

PARIS. A Portrait by Catena. In Burl. Mag. XXIX, 1916, p. 225 (pi.),

T. BORENIUS publishes and ascribes to Vincenzo Catena a portrait of an un-

known Venetian man of letters. The picture, which is not of high quality,

was until recently in the collection of Dr. A. Brasseur, Paris.

GREAT BRITAIN

PAINTINGS BY ZOPPO AND CIMA. In Burl. Mag. XXIX, 1916, pp.
161-164 (2 figs.), T. BORENIUS in reviewing volume VII of Venturi, besides

suggesting numerous alternate attributions, takes the opportunity of pub-

lishing two pictures hitherto overlooked. The first is a Salvator Mundi owned

by Mr. F. E. Sidney, London; it is interesting as showing the quaint linear

quality and the color sense of the artist, Marco Zoppo. The second is a Ma-
donna with St. Andrew and St. Peter by Cima da Conegliano lately presented
to the National Gallery of Scotland, Edinburgh. It represents the Virgin and
Child enthroned between two saints in the foreground of a landscape charac-

terized as Cimesque by the castle on a hill in the background. This paint-

ing in tempera on panel is unfinished and hence of extreme value for the

study of the technical processes of the period.

BURLEY-ON-THE-HILL. Portraits of Finch and Baines. In Burl. Mag.
XXIX, 1916, pp. 292-297 (4 figs.), L. GUST and A. MALLOCH publish a com-

panion pair of portraits by Carlo Dolci of the two famous medical friends dear
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to Cambridge University, Sir John Finch and Sir Thomas Baines. These

two portraits, together with some other traceable commissions for Finch, are

mentioned in Baldinucci's life of Carlo Dolci. The two have always remained

in the Finch family possessions. Another portrait likewise preserved at the

family seat at Burley-on-the-Hill is by Samuel Van Hoogstraaten and a

pendant to a picture in the Royal Picture Gallery at The Hague, which proba-

bly represents Anne Finch, Viscountess Conway.
CANTERBURY. Recent Discoveries in the Abbey Church of St. Austin.

In Archaeologia, LXVI, 1915, pp. 377-400 (plan; 10 figs.), W. ST. JOHN HOPE
describes the discoveries made in recent years at Canterbury Cathedral. There

was excavated a circular area 25 feet in diameter enclosed by a ring of eight

huge segmental blocks to carry piers, each eight and one-half feet thick. They
open into an encircling ambulatory six feet wide, round within and octagonal
without. The total width of the building is 64 1 feet. The masonry is con-

structed of rough pieces of sandstone carefully laid and faced with a thin layer

of mortar. This was evidently the structure begun by Wulfric atnd left unfin-

ished at his death in 1059. It was never completed. On the west this build-

ing partly overlays an earlier building, which was probably the church begun

by King Ethelbert in 598. The writer describes also the present condition of

the tombs of three of the earliest archbishops of Canterbury, Laurence (d.

19), Mellitus (d. 624), and Justus (d. 630).

LONDON. The Layard Adoration of the Magi by Bramantino. In Burl

Mag. XXIX, 1916, p. 141 (pi.), T. BORENIUS writes a note on the famous

Bramantino which by the Layard bequest has come into the possession of the

National Gallery. The painting may be dated shortly before 1500 and hence

is in an early, though not the earliest, phase of the painter's work.

A New Portrait of Mary Stuart. The National Portrait Gallery has recently

acquired an authentic portrait of Mary Stuart in the style of the Clouet school.

It represents a type given also by a miniature in the Uffizi and one in the Ryks
Museum. Though possibly a work of Jean de Court, who is thought to have

come over to Scotland in the ill-destined queen's train in 1561, the date would

;seem to be, since the Uffizi miniature of Medici provenance carries the greatest

authority, prior to the departure from France. (Burl. Mag. XXIX, 1916,

pp. 148-153; 2 figs.)

Heraldry at the Burlington Fine Arts Club. The summer exhibition of

heraldry at the Burlington Fine Arts Club is described by G. B. RUSSELL in

Burl. Mag. XXIX, 1916, pp. 164-168. The exhibition contained rolls and
books of arms from the thirteenth century down, and likewise heraldry applied
in sculpture, seals, bookbindings, needlework, metalwork, pottery, and glass.

A Drawing by Breu Presented to the British Museum. In Burl. Mag.
XXIX, 1916, pp. 183-189 (3 figs.), C. DODGSON publishes a drawing, The

Calumny of Apelles, by Jorg Breu, recently given to the British Museum by
Sir Edward Poynter. The composition is a familiar one. It is indirectly

derived from the Mantegnesque pencil drawing in the British Museum. This

drawing is based on Lucian's description, as are all the Renaissance recon-

structions of the picture, but, curiously for a drawing, the direction of the

figures is reversed. It was subsequently copied by Rembrandt, whose draw-

ing is in the British Museum also. But the Mantegnesque composition was

originally popularized in the form of a large engraving by the Venetian Giro-
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lamo Mocetto, who added as a background the Campo di SS. Giovanni e Paolo^

Venice, reversed. Now Breu has copied this engraving with considerable

modification of the architecture, including e.g the introduction of a foreground

loggia in which the action takes place. From indications in his woodcuts it i&

generally believed that Breu visited Venice in 1514-15 and the German char-

acter of this drawing with its close similarity to other of Breu's works of ap-

proximately that date, especially in shading and treatment of drapery, makes

quite certain its addition to the rare drawings of this artist of the Renaissance

at Augsburg
though it is at

present impos-
sible to make
the needed com-

parison of the

written names
of the figures,

written presum-

ably in Breu's-

autograph, with

the only known

specimen of the

artist's hand-
writing, a docu-

ment in the

Augsburg arch-

ives.

An Attribution

to Raphael.
In the thirty-

sixth instalment

of his notes on

pictures in the

royal collec-

tions, L. GUST

brings forward

as a possible

portrait of Ra-

phael by himself

(Fig. 8) a pic-

ture in Windsor Castle. It is recorded that "a man with a black cap by
Raphael" existed in the appraised collection of Charles I. In the collection

of James II the picture reappears as "Raphael's picture in a black habit and
black cap done by himself." It now seems that the painting in Hampton
Court usually associated with these entries first entered into the royal
collections in the time of George III. Therefore the Stuart picture yet re-

mains to be rediscovered. The identification here proposed is outwardly

plausible enough, but the real evidence that the Windsor Castle portrait is

either of or by Raphael remains admittedly inconclusive. Its authenticity
would stand or fall according to the judgment passed on some dozen Raphael-

FIGURE 8. PORTRAIT OF RAPHAEL (?), WINDSOR CASTLE
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esque portraits, many showing North Italian traits, which modern criticism

has rejected, but future study may tend to revindicate to the master.

(Burl. Mag. XXIX, 1916, pp. 203-209; 8 figs.)

A New Cuyp. In Burl. Mag. XXIX, 1916, pp. 255-256 (2 figs.), C. J.

HOLMES publishes a painting by Cuyp, a Stable Interior, signed "A. C.,"

recently recognized in the National Gallery. It had originally masqueraded
as a Wouvermans but later had been more reservedly labelled Dutch school.

Sixteen such subjects by Cuyp, of which the present whereabouts are un-

known, are given by De Groot and further finds similar to this are probable.

Two North Italian Drawings. In Burl. Mag. XXIX, 1916, pp. 271-272

(2 figs.), T. BORENIUS publishes two North Italian drawings in the collection of

Sir Edward Poynter. One is a pen and bistre drawing over red chalk, Two
Groups of Ecclesiastics, in the characteristic style of Vittore Carpaccio. The
other is a brush drawing in India ink and white on blue paper, Woman Stand-

ing, equally recognizable as by Bartolomeo Montagna. The former seems a

study for a burial scene, the latter for a female saint; but no painting cor-

responding to either is known.

VALTOS, LEWIS. A Find of Viking Relics. In Burl. Mag. XXIX, 1916,

pp. 241-242 (3 figs.), J. CUHLE reports a find of Viking relics of the middle of

the ninth century or later, after the Vikings had begun to settle and take on

local influences in the Hebrides, at Valtos on the western coast of Lewis. The

objects must have been deposited with a burial, probably of a woman. Their

chief interest and the evidence for their dating is found in the mingling of the

Scandinavian and Celtic streams of art, for beside a typical pair of Viking
brooches with the chain to connect them were found a Celtic buckle and
a penannular-headed pin, and also a disk-shaped ornament, probably for the

belt of unique type, but of Celtic decoration. ,

UNITED STATES

BOSTON. Accessions to the Museum of Fine Arts. In B. Mus. F. A.

XIV, 1916, p. 27 (fig.), The Boston Museum of Fine Arts announces the gift

by Mrs. W. Scott Fitz of a little panel Crucifixion by Lippo Memmi. An
important addition to the almost complete series of Van Dyck's etchings is the

beautiful portrait of the artist (Fig 9) made as the title plate of the famous

"Iconography." (Ibid. XIV, 1916, pp. 38-39; fig.)

CAMBRIDGE. Portrait by Van Dyck in the Fogg Museum. In Art in

America, IV, 1916, pp. 268-276 (3 figs.), G. H. EDGELL writes on the recently

acquired portrait by Van Dyck, dated 1620, in the Fogg Museum. It for-

merly was in the Kann collection. The coat of arms and the date allow the

sitter to be identified as Nicolas Triest, lord of Auweghem.
NEW YORK. Italian Drawings in the Metropolitan Museum. In The

Print Collector's Quarterly, VI, 1916, pp. 157-184 (12 figs.), G. S. HELLMAN
writes on the drawings by Italian artists in the Metropolitan Museum. Works

analyzed are: Annunciate Angel by Filippino Lippi, S. Nazaro by an anony-
mous Ferrarese master, Landscape by Campagnola, Bacchanal by Lorenzo

Leonbruno, Europa and the Bull by Giulio Romano, so-called Holy Family

by Francesco Primaticcio, Apparition of the Virgin by Tintoretto, Head of a

Woman by Sebastiano del Piombo, Female Head by Federigo Barocci, Figures
in Prayer by Federigo Zuccaro, Madonna by Camillo Procaccini, Annuncia-
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tion to the Shepherds by Leandro Bassano, Male Figure by Annibale Caracci,
Piazza by Guercino, and St. Mark's by Guardi. This list serves to illustrate

the catholicity of the Metropolitan Museum's collection.

FIGURE 9. PORTRAIT OF VAN DYCK, ETCHING, BOSTON

Acquisitions of the Metropolitan Museum. In B. Metr. Mus. XI, 1916,

pp. 146-147 (fig.), W. M. M. announces that the Metropolitan Museum has

purchased the oldest French tapestry known, the Crucifixion of about 1300,
from the Morgan collection. St. Nicholas Resuscitating the Three Youths,

by Bicci di Lorenzo, a well-known predella panel, the mate of the miracle of
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St. Nicholas already in the museum, has recently been added by gift to. the

permanent collection. (Ibid. XI, 1916, pp. 237-238; fig.) An Armenian.

Book of Gospels, dating from the

thirteenth century, and a Spanish

Romanesque relief are minor additions.

'(Ibid. XI, 1916, pp. 160,267.)

Oriental Embroidery in the Metro-

politan Museum. In B. Metr. Mus.

XI, 1916, pp. 262-263 (fig.), F. M. de-

scribes a small group of ecclesiastical

embroideries from the Christian East

in the Metropolitan Museum. One

piece is newly acquired, a seventeenth

century Armenian mitre of the crown

type; its figure subjects are Christ and

the twelve Apostles in an arcade round

about and the four Evangelists in

medallions in the four quadrants of the

crown. A second piece, an omophorion

of Syrian origin, is of interest because

of its exceptional length, its nine New
Testament scenes, and its Julian date

1338 in Cufic lettering. Another strip

of Armenian embroidery is probably
from a mitre. It represents Christ

twice among the twelve apostles. One
of the figures of Christ is in the middle

and would thus come on the front, the

other is at the end and would thus

come on the back of the head. The

subjects of two Byzantine liturgical

cuffs are the recognition of the risen

Christ.

Two French Gothic Tapestries. In

Art in America, V, 1916, pp. 27-34

(2 figs.), S. RUBINSTEIN publishes two

late French Gothic tapestries in the

Blumenthal collection, New York.

Both date from about 1500, belong to

the "Dame a Licorne" series, and prob-

ably are assignable to the school of the

Loire though in this period monograms
were not yet added. One, from the

M&ge collection, shows on a flowered

ground a hunting scene, the other, from
the Schutz collection, has on a similar

ground a pastoral scene.

A Madonna by Piero di Cosimo. A familiar tondo of the Madonna by
Piero di Cosimo in the hands of Duveen Brothers, who acquired it from Mr

FIGURE 10. DAVID BY DONA-
TELLO, WlDENER COLLECTION
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A. E. Street, London, is illustrated and discussed in Burl. Mag. XXIX, 1916,

p. 351 (pi.). It shows the influence of Lorenzo di Credi and even of Hugo
van der Goes. It is painted in oil and in a most remarkably perfect state of

preservation.

PHILADELPHIA. The Two Martelli Marbles. At last the two remain-

ing Martelli marbles, both important works of Italian Renaissance sculpture,

the Donatello statue of David (Fig. .10) and the disputed Giovannino bust,

(Fig. 11), have found their way to America, to the collection of Mr. J. E. Wide-

ner. In Burl. Mag. XXIX, 1916, pp. 197-198 (4 figs.), O. SIREN writes on

the two, and agrees with Venturi and Reymond in assigning the latter to Desi-

derio, rather than with Bode to Rossellino. In Art in America, IV, 1916,

pp. 358-366 (2 figs.), A. MARQUAND discusses the same pieces. He dates the

David about 1433 to 1440, but denies

that the bronze statuette of the same

subject at Berlin is from a preliminary

sketch for the Martelli statue. The
latter is more like the work of Dona-

tello than is the bronze. The author-

ship of Desiderio for the Giovannino

is proved by a comparison with the

similar figure of the Marsuppini monu-
ment in S. Croce, Florence.

PROVIDENCE. Medals Acquired

by the School of Design. Five im-

portant Renaissance medals have lately

been given to the School of Design.

Three are Italian : the medal of Alfonzo

V of Aragon by Christoforo di Gere-

mia, that of Sigismondo Pandolfo di

Malatesta by Matteo de' Pasti, and

that of Pietro Aretino by Leon Leone.

Two are French, and by the greatest

FIGURE 11. BUST BY DESI-
DERIO DA SETTIGNANO, WIDENER
COLLECTION French medallist, Natalis Rondot : the

medal of Henry IV and Marie de

Medici, 1603, and that of Francesco de' Medici, 1613. (Bull. R. I. School

of Design, IV, 1916, pp. 5-6; 2 figs.)

SAINT LOUIS. Acquisitions of the City Art Museum. Recent additions

to the City Art Museum of St. Louis are a painting, Dordrecht in Winter, by
Jan van Goyen, dated 1643; two fifteenth century Spanish brocades, a cope

and a chasuble, both embroidered with figure subjects; and a pair of Flemish

Renaissance battle tapestries. (Bulletin, City Art Museum, St. Louis, II,.

1916, No. 3, pp. 2-6; 3 figs.)

AMERICAN ARCHAEOLOGY

GENERAL AND MISCELLANEOUS

COLORADO. Cliff Ruins in Fewkes Canon, Mesa Verde National Park.

In Holmes Anniversary Volume (Washington, 1916, pp. 96-117; 10 pis.; 3
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figs.), J. W. FEWKES describes several pueblo ruins. The Oak-Tree House
contained at least six kivas, four of which were well preserved. Three of these

were of the vaulted type common in Cliff Palace while the fourth is unique.
It consists of a semi-circular room with one straight wall, joined on the straight

side by two passageways to a smaller rectangular room. The Painted House
has many wall paintings of rain clouds, animals of various species, and human

beings, these are made by the application of red paint on white plaster.

The pottery is mainly archaic black-and-white ware.

NORTH CAROLINA. Certain Mounds in Haywood County. In the

Holmes Anniversary Volume (Washington, 1916, pp. 180-186; 5 pis.), G. G.

HEYE tells of the excavation of certain mounds in the interest of the Museum
of the American Indian.

OHIO. Exploration of the Tremper Mound in Scioto County. In Holmes

Anniversary Volume (Washington, 1916, pp. 334-358; 5 pis.; 2 figs.), W. C.

MILLS describes certain excavations in Ohio. The mound excavated belonged
to the Hopewell culture. Cremation was the exclusive practice in the dis-

posal of the dead. The ashes were placed in the prepared communal deposi-

tories. At least 375 individuals were represented. A great cache of 145 pipes,

many of the effigy form, wal5 found.

GUATEMALA. Latest Work of the School of American Archaeology at

Quirigua. In Holmes Anniversary Volume (Washington, 1916, pp. 157-162;
13 pis.; fig.), E. L. HEWETT describes some recent excavations at Quirigua.

The explorers found three different strata of culture, with deposits of silt be-

tween them. The two upper ones have buildings associated with them. The
lower of these two cities he considers as much older than the later as this is

older than the present settlement. The lowest level contained no remains

of buildings. Its pottery was very different from that in the upper or Maya
layers. One new stella was found. Its date is about five years earlier than

any previously found on this site.

HONDURAS. A Contribution to the Archaeology of Middle America.

In Holmes Anniversary Volume (Washington, 1916. pp. 137-141; pi.; 6 figs.),

G. B. GORDON describes an alabaster vase from Honduras. The handles are

pairs of animals, and the body of the vase has four zones of sculpturing of

curious pattern.

MEXICO. Pottery of Casas Grandes District, Chihuahua. In Holmes

Anniversary Volume (Washington, 1916, pp. 253-268; 7 pis.; 10 figs.), A. V.

KIDDER describes the pottery of the Casas Grandes district, Chihuahua . There

are four principal kinds of ware; the rough dark ware, the polished black ware,

the red ware, and the painted ware. About seventy per cent, of the specimens
are of the last class. There are jars, effigy vases, and true effigies. The de-

signs are usually polychrome red and black on light. He describes the vari-

ous elements of design.

BRAZIL AND BRITISH GUIANA. Some South American Petroglyphs.

In Holmes Anniversary Volume (Washington, 1916, pp. 88-95; 2 pis.; 5 figs.),

W. C. FARABEE gives a short description of various rock-drawings in Brazil

and British Guiana. He cites several theories as to their origin and purpose,

and makes some suggestion as to how rock-drawings should be copied.

VENEZUELA. Notes on the Archaeology of Margarita Island. In Cont.

Mas. Amer. Ind. II, v (28 pp.; 8 pis.; 15 figs.), T. DE BOOY describes kitchen
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middens, reservoirs, and surface finds which he attributes to the Guaiquerias.

Among the objects collected were pottery vessels, pottery heads, stone mor-

tars, a chipped arrowhead (which the writer claims to be the first ever found

in the West Indies), stone axes of several types, and decorative objects of

worked conch-shell.

New Data on the Archaeology of Venezuela. In Proc. Nat. Acad. of

Sciences, II, pp. 325-328, H. J. SPINDEN gives a brief report of a reconnaissance

survey of Venezuela. Cultural relationships with the ancient peoples of the

West Indies, Central America, and the regions of eastern Brazil were discovered.

Several distinct archaeological provinces were found, though all of these possess

important features in common.
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THE ORIGIN OF THE DORIC ENTABLATURE 1

[PLATE VII]

FIXITY OF DORIC FORMS. Of all the architectural forms which

have apparently no definite structural significance, there is none

which has persisted with so little variation as the entablature of

the Greek Doric order. Modern copies of course prove nothing,

our taste being as eclectic as that of the Romans; but that the

Greeks themselves used this form continuously for a period of

over four hundred years without showing the slightest variation

in the arrangement of regulae, taenia, triglyphs, metopes, mutules,

and corona, or even in the number and disposition of the guttae,

and with practically no change in the relative proportions of these

parts, is a fact unparalleled in architectural history.
2

Even the column of the Doric order shows much greater varia-

tion than this entablature, not only in its proportions, but in the

number of its channels, the number of the annulae below the

echinus, the occasional substitution of a decorated neck cove for

these latter, and so forth.

This remarkable fixity in a form which frankly contradicts in

many cases the stone construction it ornaments, must have been

due either to the parallel existence of similar forms in another

material, where structural reasons prevented change, from

which the stone forms were continually and literally imitated;

or to a tradition derived from some such anterior structural forms,

that had endured long enough to become artistically, if not ac-

tually, sacred to the Greeks. It is, of course, altogether possible

that throughout the historic period buildings were erected in

Greece with structural Doric entablatures of wood, crude brick,

1 1 beg to acknowledge the very helpful criticisms and suggestions which I

have received from Professor Bates of the University of Pennsylvania, and
from Dr. Caskey of the Boston Museum of Fine Arts.

2 Such exceptions as the temples C and D at Selinunte, where the mutules

are alternately large and small, are, as will be shown later, only a special form
of the general arrangement.
American Journal of Archaeology, Second Series. Journal of the 1 1 *7

Archaeological Institute of America, Vol. XXI (1917J No. 2 J- A '
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terra-cotta, or other material, and that these furnished the models

for the temples in stone, but it is not customary to imitate a

meaner material in a more magnificent one for a long period of

time, unless the former has first become venerable by its antiquity.

Moreover, the only direct evidence that we have for a Doric

entablature in wood is the reference by Pausanias to that of the

temple of Hera at Olympia,
1

which, according to a legend he

mentions, was built eight years after Oxylos had captured Elis,

and certainly must have appeared very old in his day.

The known fixity of form of the Doric entablature in stone from

the seventh century B.C. for at least four centuries indicates,

therefore, that a period at least equal in length, during which this

form was developed structurally and made classic in some other

material, must have elapsed before this date
;
for the rate of

development of architectural and artistic forms is always much
slower during the first phases of a civilization. If this be true,

the origin of the Doric entablature cannot be much posterior to

the Dorian invasion, and it seems altogether probable that if no-

traces of it are to be found in the last architecture of the previous

inhabitants, the germs of it at least must have been brought down

from the north by the invaders.

Nothing whatever is known of the architecture of these north-

erners prior to their descent into Greece, but there are quite

copious documents for the late Minoan architecture both in Crete

and on the mainland, representations in terra-cotta, metal, and

frescoes, as well as considerable remains of the buildings them-

selves; so that by considering this alternative alone it should be

possible to decide the probable source of origin.

MINOAN ARCHITECTURAL FORMS. Fortunately the late Min-

oan artists were decided realists. Freedom from convention and

obvious studyfrom life are strikinglyshown in their representations

of men and animals. Even in vase paintings, where the natural

tendency would be toward formal decoration, we find plant and

shell forms of surprising faithfulness to nature. 2 There is, there-

fore, every reason to believe that the fresco representations of

architecture give a true idea of the architectural forms of the

Minoan period. This truthfulness of course does not apply to

1
Pausanias, V, 16, 1. The existence of a wooden column obviously argues

the existence of a wooden entablature above it.

2 Bulle. Orchomenos, p. 75, in Abh. Miinch. Akad., Philos.-Philol. KL,
XXIV.
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matters of scale, for until

the modern discovery of

correct linear perspective

artists have never been

at much pains to make
the scale of their archi-

tecture agree with that of

their figures.

Except for minor vari-

ations the architecture

represented in Minoan
art is of a single well

marked type (Fig. I).
1

It shows us a basement

of squared stones; above

this an open portico con-

sisting of two side piers,

or ends of walls, un-

doubtedly of unbaked
brick reinforced by long-

itudinal and transverse

beams of wood;
2 between

these, one or more
columns, with simple
block bases, shafts larger

at the top than at the

bottom, and large, rather

bulbous capitals; sup-

ported by these side walls

and columns, a transverse

fresco from Cnossus,

Evans, B.S. A. X, 2; 'My-
cenaean Tree and Pillar Cult,'
J.H.S. XXI, 1901, pi. V.
Gold plaques from Mycenae,
Schliemann, Mycenae, fig. 423.

2 The black marks with
thickened ends which cross

these walls or piers at regular
intervals have been correctly

interpreted thus by Bulle,

Orchomenos, p. 73.

C

I

I
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lintel beam, which in turn supports a series of round beams
laid close together at right angles to it, and on these again
a thick horizontal roof, presumably of clay. The face of

this thick roof is usually covered with large black and white

checkers, probably indicating masonry (or plaster painted in imita-

tion of masonry) which rests on a beam laid across the ends of the

round roof-timbers. On either side of this portico there is usually
a smaller portico, never with more than one column but other-

wise exactly similar in arrangement to the central portico. It

has been suggested by Noack (Homerische Paldste, p. 78) that

these lateral porticoes

represent side views

of the central portico,

but as such an hy-

pothesis would not

affect the architec-

tural forms shown, it

does not concern us

here.

A number of other

remains which do not

show whole buildings,

indicate these same

architectural fear

tures. The clay walls

reinforced with im-

bedded beams are in-

dicated in fresco frag-

ments found at Orchomenos (Fig. 2) and at Tiryns
1

. The columns

are shown on a fresco fragment from Cnossus2
,
are carved on the

Lions' gate at Mycenae, and flank the door to the so-called

"
Treasury of Atreus" at Mycenae. The lintel with the round

ends of the roof beams above it, is shown in fresco fragments

from Tiryns, from Orchomenos (Fig. 2) and from Cnossus,
3 on

the painted sarcophagus from Hagia Triada, on a gold plaque

1
Bulle, Orchomenos, pi. XXVIII, 1. K.D. Arch. Inst. in Athen, Tiryns,

II, p. 137, fig. 58; pi.. XVI, 5.

2 B.S.A. X, pi. II.

3
Tiryns, K.D. Arch. Inst. in Athen, Tiryns, II, pis. I; XI, 9; XVI, 5.

Orchomenos, Bulle, Orchomenos, pi. XXVIII, 1 and 4. Cnossus, B.S.A. X,

p. 42, fig. 14.

FIGURE 2. FRAGMENT FROM ORCHOMENOS.
(After Dussaud)
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from Volo, and OR a seal impression from Cnossus1

;
it is carved

on the fagade of a grave at Mycenae, and represented schema-

tically above the column on the Lions' gate at Mycenae and on

small terra-cotta columns from Cnossus. 2

Aside from these recurrent architectural features which may be

considered typical of monumental palace or temple architecture,

a series of terra-cotta plaques found at Cnossus3 indicates a type
of civil or domestic architecture. These plaques represent build-

ings of two or more stories with doors and windows heavily framed

in wood, and with the ends of the beams, usually round, which

are used for the floors and roofs and for reinforcing the brick

walls, clearly marked. In several cases a small rectangular mass

is shown above the roof. This in all probability indicates a cover-

ing for the head of a stairway by which the occupants mounted
to the flat top of the house, similar to the covered stair-heads so

characteristic of eastern domestic roofs at the present day.

One other architectural form is occasionally met with, though

regularly found neither in the monumental nor domestic archi-

tecture. This is a column which tapers upward instead of down-

ward and is surmounted by a species of cubical cap (Fig. I).
4

This cap is decorated with a series of round spots following the

rectangular outline of its face, and apparently shows a continua-

tion of the shaft through a rectangular sinkage in the centre of this

face. 5 A similar form, though here used at the bottom instead

of the top of a shaft, is found on a fragment of a steatite vessel

from Cnossus (Fig. 7).
6 This peculiar type of column has prob-

ably a very special use and will be considered later.

The Minoan architecture as indicated by the artists is, then,

extremely simple straightforward construction; and the truth-

fulness of its representation is testified by the actual remains.

These show us uniformly, foundation and basement walls of stone

in squared coursed blocks; on these, walls of sun-dried brick rein-

forced by longitudinal and transverse beams; windows and doors

1

Hagia Triada, Mon. Ant. XIX, 1908, pi. II. Volo, 'E<. 'APX . 1906, pi. 14.

Cnossus, B.S.A. XI, p. 12, fig. 5.

2
Mycenae, Perrot and Chipiez, Histoire de VArt, VI/627, fig. 275. Cnossus,

B.S.A. VIII, p. 29, fig. 14.

3 B.S.A. VIII, pp. 16-17, fig. 9b.
4 Seal impression from Cnossus, B.S.A. IX, fig. 35. Steatite rhyton from

Hagia Triada, Rend. Ace. Lincei, XII, fasc. 70, p. 17.
6 Miniature fresco from Cnossus, Candia Museum.
6 B.S.A. IX, p. 129, fig. 85.
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in these walls framed in heavy timbers;
1 and open porticoes

flanked by walls and spanned by lintels borne on one or two
wooden columns. The wood work and the columns have of

course disappeared, but their positions are clearly indicated in the

walls and on the floors, and the actual form of the columns (taper-

ing slightly downward) is proven by their impressions in encasing

walls, built about them before their destruction. 2
Being of wood

the roof constructions have left no remains, but the literalness of

the other architectural indications, together with the natural sim-

plicity of such a construction, leaves no doubt that the lintels

or great beams, round3 or square,
4 bore other round beams laid

close together, on which a thick flat layer of clay served as pro-

tection from the sun and the occasional rains.

SURVIVALS OF MINOAN FORMS. The most striking support to

this analysis of Minoan architectural forms is given by a series

of examples showing their persistence down to the present day in

Asia Minor, where the earlier civilization was never overrun by
the Achaeans, as in Greece and Crete. A coin from Cyprus

representing the temple of Paphos
5 shows exactly the Minoan

portico flanked by smaller porticoes ;
the tombs of Lycia duplicate

in stone the heavy rectangular framework of Minoan doors and

windows, and show flat roofs carried on juxtaposed round beams

projecting above square lintels, in exactly the Minoan manner

(Fig. 3).
6 The Ionian entablature, found as far as Persia to the

east and Athens, in the porch of the Caryatids, to the west, which

substitutes slightly separated square roof beams for the earlier

round ones, and an architrave of superposed beams for the simple

lintel, is an obvious derivative. And at the present day the

wall of clay reinforced with wood,
7 the wood column on a stone

base, and the round roof beams borne on a wooden lintel

and bearing a flat clay roof, are of constant occurrence in the

Mazenderan. 8

1 B.S.A. VIII, p. 64, fig. 31; cf. p. 55, fig. 29.

*B.S.A.XI, p. 7.

3
Palace, Cnossus, B.S.A. VII, pp. 107, 117, Royal Villa, Cnossus, B.S.A.

IX, p. 151, pi. I.

4
Royal Villa, Cnossus, B.S.A. IX, p. 151, pi. I. .

6 Perrot and Chipiez, op. cit. Ill, p. 120, fig. 58; p. 266, fig. 199.
6 Perrot and Chipiez, op. dt. V, pp. 363-364, figs. 249, 250. Noack: Baukunst

desAltertums, pi. 60.
7 Perrot and Chipiez, op. cit. VI, pp. 485-486, fig. 180.
8 Perrot and Chipiez, op. cit. V, p. 498, fig. 319.
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FRANKNESS OF MINOAN ARCHITECTURE. Throughout this

Minoan architecture it should be especially noted that there is no

attempt whatever to disguise the structural members or to simu-

late them where they do not actually occur. There is even a dis-

tinct effort to indicate them where they would naturally be hidden.

For instance, it would be quite unreasonable to leave the walls of

clay and timber exposed to the weather, and we have definite evi-

dence that they were regularly given a protecting coat of stucco.

But the frescoes and the terra-cotta plaques indicate with perfect

clearness the timbers in these walls, which must have been covered

FIGURE 3. LYCIAN TOMBS AT PORT TRISTOMO

from the eyes. The obvious explanation is, that having concealed

the construction for practical reasons, the Minoan architect re-

vealed it again by painting the timbers on the stucco, so that the

Minoan eye would be satisfied by seeing a wall construction which
it perfectly understood.

1 Even in the palace interiors large timbers
are constantly represented in the frescoes. These were undoubt-

edly painted directly over real timbers imbedded in the wall, so that
the construction should be revealed throughout.

2 This literalness

is altogether in keeping with the realism of Minoan decoration.

1

Bulle, Orchomenos, p. 97.
2 K.D. Arch. Inst. in Athens, Tiryns, II, pi. VIII.
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A second point to be observed is that the Minoan order has no

frieze in the classic sense. The frieze in classic architecture is a

horizontal band surmounting the architrave and surmounted by
the cornice. It may be considered as marking the space occupied

by the roof beams which rest upon the architrave, the usual

interpretation of the Doric frieze, or as a band introduced be-

tween these beams and the architrave, as in the classic Ionic and

Corinthian orders where the roof beams, represented by the

dentils, form part of the cornice. If we use the word in the first

sense, then the Minoan frieze consists invariably of a series of

tangent circles, the round ends of the roof beams (Figs. 1 and 2).

If in the second sense, then, as is the case with the Asiatic-Ionic

and Persian orders, the entablature has no frieze at all.

It seems altogether improbable that so literal constructional-

ists would have ever disguised their round beam ends behind such

a decoration as the alternation of rectangular triglyphs and

metopes characteristic of the Doric frieze, or that they would have

introduced a purely decorative band between the upper and

lower members of their construction, and then, since the Doric

cornice has no dentils, removed all traces of this upper member.

SUGGESTED RESEMBLANCES TO THE DORIC ENTABLATURE.

In spite of this improbability a number of archaeologists have

claimed to find in Minoan forms the prototype of the triglyphs

and metopes, and Perrot and Chipiez have developed with great

ingenuity and at considerable length a transition from one to the

other. 1

Pernier and Mosso 2 claim that the decorative form of the

Doric frieze was derived from certain seats in the vestibule of the

southern wing of the palace of Phaestus (Fig. 4). These seats,

or rather stone benches, have horizontal tops and vertical faces

composed of rectangular slabs of alabaster. In the vertical

faces heavy slabs, higher than they are wide, alternate with

thinner slabs, longer than they are high, and both vertical and

horizontal slabs are decorated with incised lines running in the

long direction of the slab. The appearance is certainly sug-

gestive of triglyphs and metopes, especially as the vertical slabs

are divided into three parts by two channels heavier than the

other incised lines. But to base an architectural derivation on a

mere resemblance of form is extremely rash. The alternation of

1
Op. tit., VI, pp. 710 ff.

2
Pernier, Mon. Ant. XII, 1902, p. 48, fig. 13. Mosso, Palaces of Crete, p. 61.
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vertical supporting members and long intermediate panels is the

most obvious and suitable method of constructing a thin partition

of a material like alabaster, which is easily worked into thin slabs;

and the incised lines in the direction of greatest length are the most

natural form of ornamentation. But it would be neither obvious

nor suitable for the late Minoan or semi-barbarous early Greek

builders to take a structural motive altogether suitable to bench

fronts of alabaster, and reproducing it in wood (a material for

which it is totally unsuited, the manufacture of boards being rare

and difficult among primitive peoples), to introduce it as a non-

structural element above the columns. It is equally improbable
that they should have totally reorganized the construction of the

entablature to allow

it to present the dec-

orative appearance
of -the front of a

bench.

THE HALF-
ROSETTE ORNA-
MENT. Dorpfeld,
Perrot and Chipiez,

and Evans1 find the

inspiration for the

alternation of tri-

glyphs and metopes
in the

"
half-rosette

ornament" first

brought to light in the famous "
alabaster frieze" found at Tiryns.

The "
half-rosette ornament" consists of a series of elongated ro-

settes, each of which is divided in the centre by a wide vertically

striped band. This vertical division is held to correspond to a

triglyph, the horizontal panel between two vertical divisions, oc-

cupied by two half-rosettes, tangent, or nearly tangent to each

other, corresponding to a metope. This ornament is used in deco-

ration as a unit composed either of one vertical division with a

half-rosette on each side (Fig. 1), or of two vertical divisions with

two half-rosettes between them (Fig. 2). It is also found as a

running motive of vertical divisions alternating with two half-

rosettes.

FIGURE 4. BENCH AT PHAESTUS
(After Durm)

1

Dorpfeld in Schliemann, Tiryns, p. 284. Perrot and Chipiez, loc. cit.

Evans, J.H.S. XXI. 1901, p. 195.
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Now if this ornament were found to be a free decorative motive

without structural significance, which might be painted or carved

almost anywhere, like the spiral or wave pattern, it might quite

conceivably have been used to decorate a lintel, or as a band

around the upper part of a wall, and thence have become a band

above the lintel. The question resolves itself into an investiga-

tion of the exact character and use of the half-rosette ornament.

The examples of this ornament so far brought to light are :

I. Alabaster
"
frieze" with blue glass inlays, from Tiryns

(Schliemann, Tiryns, pi. IV; Durm, Baukunst der Griechenj
3

Handbuch der Architektur II, 1, pi. II; Perrot and Chipiez,

Histoire de I'art, VI, p. 549, fig. 230 and pi. XVII, fig. 1).

II. Red breccia
"
frieze" from Mycenae, Tomb I (Schliemann,

Mycenae, fig. 151; Perrot and Chipiez, op. cit. VI, p. 547,

fig. 227 and p. 627, fig. 276).

III. Red breccia
"
frieze" from Mycenae, Tomb I (Perrot and

Chipiez, op. cit. VI, p. 628, fig. 277).

IV. Red limestone
"
frieze" from Cnossus (B.S.A. VII, p. 55,

fig. 16; Mosso, Palaces of Crete, p. 179, fig. 80).

V. Ivory plaque from Mycenae ('E0. 'Apx- 1888, pi. VIII,

fig. 11; Perrot and Chipiez, op. cit. VI, p. 547, fig. 226).

VI. Glass ornament from Tomb at Menidi (Das Kuppelgrab
bei Menidi, pi. Ill, fig. 24; Perrot and Chipiez, op. cit. VI,

p. 548, fig. 228).

VII. Gold models of fagades from Mycenae (Schliemann,

Mycenae, fig. 423).

VIII. Fresco from Cnossus (Fig l) (J.H.S. XXI, pi. V, and fig. 66).

IX. Fresco from Orchomenos (Fig. 2) (Bulle, Orchomenos, pi.

XXVIII, 1).

X. Fresco fragments from Tiryns (K.D. Arch Inst. in Athen,

Tiryns, II, p. 137, fig. 58).

XI. Fresco fragments from Cnossus (not pictured or well

described, B.S.A. VII, p. 108; VIII, p. 75; X, p. 41).

XII. Vase from royal Tomb, Isopata (Evans, 'Prehistoric Tombs

at Knossos,' Archaeologia, LIX, p. 549, fig. 144).

No. I, when discovered, was supposed to be a decorative band

which had originally ornamented the upper part of the wall, and

had slipped from there to the position it occupied on the ground;
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but later investigations point to its having been the front face

of a stone bench exactly similar to those found at Phaestus. 1

Even Dorpfeld has changed from the earlier idea and considers

that the original position was on the ground where found.2 The

original position and purpose of Nos. II, III, and IV are altogether

conjectural, though to judge from their material they probably
formed part of some architectural structure or decoration. No.

V might have formed part of a box or miniature shrine, and No.

VI was probably either an amulet, an inlay in a box or miniature

shrine, or an element in a species of flat picture similar to those

formed by the terra-cotta house plaques and marine objects

found at Cnossus. In No. VII the half-rosette ornament oc-

cupies a position above the main central portion of the triple

fagade and has been variously considered to represent a clear-

story with windows or shutters,
3 or an altar placed upon the roof.4

In Nos. VIII, IX and the half-rosette ornament invariably

represents some architectural feature, it. being in juxtaposition

with the conventional representation of brick and timber walls.

And in No. XII alone can it be definitely said to be used as pure
ornament. Even here, as Evans notes,

5 the presence of black and
white checkers, which on the frescoes represent stone work and

are very uncommon in vase painting, points to its being an archi-

tectural motive. The fact that the half-rosette ornament is

never found among the variety of decorative bands so freely used

in Minoan frescoes indicates strongly that it had a definite sig-

nificance to the artists of these decorations. A form which

represented a particular architectural feature could only be used

in its proper place in their pictures of palaces or temples, and,

being realists, these artists could no more use it as a motive of

free decoration than they would have so used their conventional

representations of brick and timber walls or of the round roof

beams of the entablature.

Moreover, this half-rosette ornament by itself has apparently
no religious significance, as it is never found used talismanically
on seals, coffins, etc., as are the double-headed axe and the figure

8 shield. No. VI of the examples cited is the only one which

1 K.D. Arch. Inst. Athen, Tiryns, I, p. 37 and note 2.

2
Schuchhardt, Schliemanris Excavations, p. 117 (English translation).

3

Schuchhardt, op. tit. p. 200.
4
Evans, J.H.S. XXI, 1901, p. 191.

* 'Prehistoric Tombs of Knossos/ Archaeologia, LIX, p. 550 and note a.
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gives the slightest suggestion of having had intrinsic magic
virtue,

1 so that the probabilities are that in this case, too, the half-

rosettes formed part of some larger composition.
POSITION OF THE HALF-ROSETTE ORNAMENT. If, then, this

motive must be considered not as free decoration or as a relig-

ious emblem, but rather as a definite architectural form, it

should have a definite position in relation to other architectural

forms and a definite underlying structural significance. If this

position prove to be at the upper part of a wall, its right to be

considered as the prototype of the Doric frieze would seem to be

fairly founded. Nos. VII and IX (Fig. 2) do show it to be above

some sort of architectural structure, though in No. IX it is diffi-

cult to say just what this structure is, on account of the incom-

pleteness of the fragment. On the other hand, No. VIII (Fig. 1)

shows it definitely at the foot of the column, and No. I, the only
real example found 'in situ, rested upon the ground. The original

positions of the other examples are indeterminate, owing to their

detached or fragmentary condition.

Close analysis will show that the known positions are not so

various #s they seem, for while No. IX unquestionably is placed

above some sort of a wall, it is important to notice that directly

below it is a row of round beam ends between an upper and a lower

transverse beam (Fig. 2). This indicates that the half-rosette

ornament does not form the upper part of the wall below it, but

is placed directly above the ceiling of the story to which that

lower wall belongs. Owing to the incompleteness of the fragment
it is impossible to say whether its position is on a roof, as in No.

VII, or on a main floor, as in No. VIII, with the black and white

checkers below belonging to a basement or foundation wall. In

either case its position is definitely not that of a frieze, which

1
Evans, 'Prehistoric Tombs of Knossos,' p. 550, considers that the half-

rosettes on No. XII are conventionalizations of the sacred double-axe. Such

an extreme conventionalizationwould be very unusual for the realistic Minoans,

especially since no intermediate steps have been found. Moreover, Nos. VII,

IX, and X show the half-rosettes with their rectangular sides away from each

other rather than joined by an intermediate vertical bar, while No. I and even

the pattern on No. XII itself terminate in several places with a similar single

half-rosette. This would be impossible, if the unit, consisting of two half-

rosettes joined by a vertical bar (which would be the integral form, if derived

from the double-axe), had any symbolic value. The axelike form in the centre

of these rosettes on No. XII must be considered then as simply one of several

insignificant variants to be found in the internal decoration of this motive.
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would of necessity be below the cornice, marked by the round

beam ends. Furthermore, the Minoan roofs, flat terraces, were,

unquestionably much used as uncovered floors, so that there is

no intrinsic difference in the position of an object placed upon a

floor or upon a roof.

Having settled the position of the half-rosette ornament, and

knowing from No. I that its structure consisted of thin slabs

placed on edge, the only remaining problem is as to its function.

No. I has been considered to be the front of a bench, or, by others,

to be a decorative dado1 while in *No. VII the ornament is held to

mark the front of an altar.

THE HORNS OF CONSECRATION. Some light may be thrown

on the function of this decorated panel work by the relation it

bears to another characteristic Minoan object, the so-called

"horns of consecration." In Nos. VII and VIII (Fig. 1), the
" horns of consecration" are shown directly above the half-

rosette panels. In the other fresco fragments the tops of the

half-rosette bands are missing, but from the marked uniformity
of Minoan representations it seems quite likely that here also

they were surmounted by the famous horns.

The exact function of these horns is not definitely known,

though it is generally admitted that they were of some religious

significance, being regularly shown on representations of altars

and in connection with the two-headed axe and other emblems
of divinity. The inference from this is that, whenever they are

represented in a scene, the scene is a religious one, and any build-

ings in which they are shown must be shrines. This inference is

ably combatted by Bulle,
2 who points out that on account of the

omnipresence of this symbol one would be forced to the

improbable conclusion that the Minoan artists never repre-

sented any architecture that was not religious. The famous

miniature fresco from Cnossus (Fig. 1) seems to him much
more probably a garden party with a court pavilion in the

centre than a sacred ceremonial scene, in spite of an abun-

dance of the
" horns of consecration" in and on the pavilion.

Certainly it would not be natural in depicting a sacred rite to

devote all the attention to the audience and none to the cere-

mony itself.

1 K. D. Arch. Inst. in Athen, Tiryns, I, p. 37. Durm, Jh. Oest. Arch. I. X,
1907, p. 68. Bulle, Orchomenos, p. 84.

*0rchomenos, pp. 77-78.
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His conclusion is that while the horns were actually sacred

objects, those shown in connection with architecture were not

the objects themselves, but representations of them, painted upon
the walls of secular buildings for talismanic purposes, just as the

double-axe is frequently found incised on the stones of the palace
of Cnossus. 1 This conclusion is open to two objections. In the

first place, in the considerable amount of fresco decoration from
Minoan palaces which has been found, there are nowhere any
" horns of consecration," though to judge from the miniature

frescoes they should have been painted everywhere; nor are they

anywhere found cut in the stonework. In the second place, the

miniature frescoes always show them along the floor line. 2 Now
it is inconceivable that a sacred emblem should be painted along
the base of a wall, where it could be seen with difficulty and

would be particularly exposed to damage. It is evident, then, that

these objects were not mere paintings but possessed three dimen-

sions, and were always shown in frescoes upon the floor, or roof, or

upon an altar, because they had to rest upon a horizontal surface.

If we admit Bulle's reasonable contention that some of the

structures depicted must be of a secular character, then we are

forced to the conclusion that the
" horns of consecration" were

objects used sometimes with a religious purpose and sometimes

with a secular one, perhaps honorific
;
in the same way that the fig-

ure 8 shield, which is often a religious emblem, must certainly have

had an utilitarian function. This double role seems probable.

Several actual examples of
" horns of consecration" have been

found in Crete. 3 These are of stone, stucco, or clay with a stucco

coating, varying in size from 20 cm. to 40 cm. across; in three

cases at least they were found in shrines (Fig. 5) . By comparing
the rarity of these objects with the profusion in which they are

depicted, it becomes evident that the great majority of
" horns

of consecration" were made of some perishable material, such as

wood, and that those found were copies of the utilitarian article

made for sacred purposes in another material and probably of

smaller size, like the many votive objects found in Cretan shrines.

HORNS OF CONSECRATION NOT OFFERINGS NOR HOLDERS OF

OFFERINGS. It has been suggested by Evans that these horns

1

Evans, J.H.S. XXI, 1901, p. 110, fig. 5.

2 B.S.A. X. pi. II; J.H.S. XXI, pi. V; etc.

3
Cnossus, B.S.A. VIII, pp. 96 ff., fig. 55; IX, p. 12; XI, p. 8. Palaikastro,

B.S.A. VIII, p. 314, fig. 27. Gournia, Hawes, Gournia, pi. XI, 25.
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were conventional derivations from the actual horns of sacrificial

oxen, set before the altar as an offering.
1 The resemblance is

obvious, but apart from the fact that such an explanation would

be incompatible with any secular use, it absolutely ignores the

ardent realism of the Minoan artists. The alternation of bulls'

heads and " horns of consecration" on a vase from Old Salamis,
2

instead of supporting Evans' theory, proves the contrary; for

why should a reproduction of bulls' horns be represented at the-

same time as

the bulls'

horns them-
selves? Other

more reason-

able sugges-

tions are, that

they were a

species of loaf

or cake used

for offerings,

or a basket or

bowl to hold

o ff er in gs .

With both
these explan-

ations secular use would be perfectly possible, but neither

suggestion is supported by the evidence at hand. In the first

place in the shrine discovered at Cnossus (Fig. 5), although a

vase or dish for offerings stood in front of the altar, the horns were-

not in or by this vase, but were on the altar itself. Moreover,

though various scenes represent votaries before altars, they are-

never shown holding or offering "horns of consecration," the

latter being already upon the. altar. 3 In the second place, the

horns are never shown containing offerings, but are frequently
shown containing the god himself in the aniconic form of a tree

(Fig. 6), a cone, a double-headed axe, etc.;
4 and two found on an

1

Evans, J.H.S. XXI, 1901, p. 137.
2
Evans, op. tit. p. 107, fig. 3.

*B.S.A. IX, fig. 85.
4 Painted larnax, Palaikastro, B.S.A. VIII, pi. XVIII; Vase fragment,

Cnossus, B.S.A. IX, fig. 71; Vase, Old Salamis, Evans, J.H.S. XXI, 1901,.

pp. 99 ff., figs. 1, 3, 20, 21, 25, 31.

FIGURE 5. SHRINE AT CNOSSUS. (B.S.A. VIII, Fig. 55)
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altar of Cnossus have holes in them, evidently for the insertion of

the handles of such sacred axes (Fig. 5). Also, the famous

sarcophagus from Hagia Triada 1 indicates that regular baskets
were used for carrying offerings. .

The " horns of consecration" were, then, not horns except that

in Minoan representation they have a hornlike appearance; were
neither offerings nor receptacles for offerings, but rather resting

places for the god, being shown sometimes occupied by him under

his fetish form, and some-

times awaiting his presence.

Also, that which is usually
considered an altar in repre-

sentations is not strictly

such, in the sense of being a

table for sacrifice or offering,

but really the throne of the

god.

HORNS OF CONSECRATION
SEATS OF HONOR. If this

be so, this hornlike object

when devoted to secular pur-

poses would be a seat, prob-

ably movable, probably of

wood, and perhaps restricted

to the use of the nobility. It must be confessed that the exam-

ples found do not suggest great comfort, the largest being less

than six inches deep, but it should be borne in mind that these

stone and stucco examples are ritual copies of the ordinary

object, and just as human figures and animals in similar cases

are often little more than flat slabs, so these horns may give the

outline in front elevation of an object which in reality had con-

siderable depth. Where a seat two feet wide by two feet deep
would be necessary for a human being, one a foot wide by three

inches deep would be ample to hold a sacred axe.

As an attempt at reconstruction, I should imagine these seats

to be primitively cubical blocks of wood hollowed out to fit the

figure, like the stone seats found in the palace at Cnossus.
2 Later

they may have been upholstered, as is suggested by an extra line

on the inner curves of an example of horns painted on a filler from

1 Mon. Ant. XIX, 1908, pi. II.

2 B.S.A. VII, pp. 33 ff., fig. 11.

FIGURE 6. "HORNS OF HONOR" ON
ALTAR. (After Dussaud)
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Palaikastro,
1 or may have contained cushions. Even in the

crude wooden form, however, they would be considerably more

comfortable than a stone bench or floor. Another possibility is

that the curve running from horn to horn represents a strip of

cloth or leather swung, as in the classic cross-legged chairs, be-

tween two supports. In this case there would probably be a

front piece of wood of the horn shape and a similar back piece.

Between these two would run bars at top and bottom on each

side and from top bar to top bar would hang the leather seat.2

SQUARE CAPPED COLUMNS. Further support is given to the

theory that the horns were seats by an analysis of some of the

scenes in which they occur. On page 121 mention was made of a

peculiar type of column tapering upward with a square cap some-

what resembling a buckle. This shaft and cap is represented on

a seal impression from Cnossus with a boxer standing before it;

on a steatite rhyton frqm Hagia Triada, with helmeted boxers

fighting in superposed zones; on a fragment of a steatite vase

from Cnossus with a procession of youths passing before a stepped
wall (Fig. 7) ;

3 and on the miniature frescoes from Cnossus (Candia

Museum) with crowds of gaily dressed women on a terrace or

broad flight of steps (Fig. 1). In no case does it occur in connec-

tion with any structure resembling a house. In two of the in-

stances the shaft seems to continue above and below the cap, while

with the ordinary order, superposed columns are unknown. The
connection with the two scenes representing boxers indicates

that it was a feature characteristic of the arena. This is borne

out by the other two examples ;
the stepped wall in the one (Fig. 7)

strongly suggesting the stepped seats of an amphitheatre, which in

1 B.S.A. X, p. 214, fig. 5.

2 A possible confirmation of this construction is given by the famous "throne

of Minos" found at Cnossus (B.S.A. VI, pp. 37 ff.; Dunn, Baukunst der

Griechen3
, p. 55, fig. 33). This stone seat consists of two pieces, a large slab

for the back, and in front a cubical block cut in evident imitation of a wooden
chair. Between the legs in front appears a curious inverted arch, which can

hardly be pure ornament. The top pieces on the two sides, joining the front

and rear legs, are cut with a curved under surface unlike the other pieces of the

chair frame, which are all rectangular in section. These curves are, almost

exactly, continuations of the inverted arch shown in front, and the suggestion
is very strong that we have here in stone the imitation of what, in the wooden

prototype, was a flexible seat hung from side to side and supporting a large

cushion.
3 Seal impression, B.S.A. IX, fig. 35. Rhyton, Rend. Ac. Lincei, XII, p. 17.

Fragment of vase, B.S.A. IX, fig. 85.

2
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the other (Fig. 1) are indicated in front view by long horizontal lines.

There can be little doubt, then, that these shafts represent tall

poles to support an awning over the spectators, and the buckle-

like object is possibly a splice in the -shaft, possibly an attachment

for a light wooden gallery, but most probably simply the attach-

ment^ of a horizontal beam to hold the shaft firm at its middle

height. On the

fragment showing
the procession the

buckle is evidently

the lashing by which

the bottom of the

shaft is held to the

stone work of the

wall.

Now on this frag-

ment (Fig. 7) the

horns are distinctly

shown on the only

step of the wall

which is complete.

The publishers have

suggested quite

logically that they

were on all the

steps. But why
should a sacred em-

blem be set on every

tier in an amphi-

theatre, and what

more natural than

that an object so

placed should be a seat? It is true that the horns are turned at

right angles to the steps, but the steps are also turned at right an-

gles to the procession. The procession is undoubtedly in the arena,

not passing outside it, and the artist has turned his steps sideways

because he could indicate their character better that way than by

showing them in front elevation. In the same way the horns are

shown from the front, because their side view would be a mean-

ingless rectangle. Naturally they would always be shown front

face, just as the human head is always shown in profile.

7. STEATITE FRAGMENT FROM CNOSSUS.
(B.S.A. IX, Fig. 85)
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The miniature fresco from Cnossus, as restored by M. Gillieron

(Fig. 1), shows likewise, then, not a religious ceremony, but the

gay audience at some theatrical performance. In front, on the

lowest tiers, are the townspeople, men and women sketchily indi-

cated in brown and white. Higher up, on a level terrace, are

the ladies of the court, gayly dressed and busily chatting. No
men appear here. On a second bank of seats, perhaps built of

wood above the terrace, are other crowds of indeterminate men
and women. In the centre is a pavilion, similar no doubt to one

which stood formerly on the great stone bastion in the corner of

the "theatral area" at Cnossus, with seats for the nobles of the

court inside and on the roof. This whole fresco inside the

palace may be a very literal picture of what was often seen on

fete days just outside. Of course the pavilion on the bastion

may have been a shrine, but it is much more probable that it was

a royal box for the king.and his highest dignitaries. It is also

much more probable that the horns on top and within the pavil-

ion were the seats of nobles, than that they were set there to

lure innumerable deities.

DlGNITAKIES NOT REPRESENTED IN MlNOAN ART. But why
is it that the king and nobles are not shown? If the horns are

really seats, why are no humans ever shown seated in them?

Because royalty is never shown in any way in Minoan art. Egyp-
tian and Assyrian art is full of scenes from the lives of kings

and their highest followers, but here such figures are strikingly

absent. The only explanation is that, in accordance with not

uncommon magical theory, to make an image of a man was to

entrap his soul. While images in Egypt assured life after death,

in Crete apparently they rendered one liable to supernatural
control. And if nobles were the only ones allowed the luxury
and honor of these wooden seats, it is natural that no picture of a

seat should ever show an occupant. The seat implies the noble,

as a similar seat implies a god; for the mortal at least, it was
deemed safer to let the indication suffice.

HALF-ROSETTE ORNAMENT UNIFORM IN POSITION. The half-

rosette ornament, then, in Nos. VII and VIII decorates the front

of a throne or bench, placed in the latter case under a pavilion,

in the former upon the roof, and in all probability built up of

alabaster slabs exactly similar to those of the famous "
frieze" at

Tiryns. We can safely conclude also that the other examples,

II-VI, whose original locations are unknown, were actual bench
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fronts in the case of the larger examples, and miniature ones in

connection with miniature palaces or temples in the case of the

smaller ones. In every instance, whether the " horns of conse-

cration" be a human or divine adjunct, the half-rosette ornament
marks a structure which in function and construction is exactly
similar to the benches found at Phaestus (Fig. 4), and in other

Minoan palaces,
1 which are evidently incapable, on account of

their functions, construction, material, and location, of ever

having developed into the Doric frieze.

CONCLUSIONS. The general conclusions of this investigation

so far are:

1. That the Dorian invasion broke the tradition of Minoan
architecture in Greece proper;

2 its characteristic forms developing

logically in Cyprus, Asia Minor and Persia, where the earlier

culture was not destroyed by these northern barbarians, into

the Ionic and Persian orders. 3

2. That even if this invasion did not destroy the traditions of

architectural forms, as it certainly did of vase painting and

decorative forms, there is nothing to be found in Minoan con-

struction or decoration which could logically have given rise to

the distinctive features of the Doric entablature.

3. That as this entablature cannot be considered Minoan in

origin, it must have been brought into Greece by the Dorians

from the north, or developed out of their particular genius to

serve their particular ends after they had settled in the country.

From the great antiquity indicated by the fixity of its forms, the

former hypothesis seems the more probable.

DORIC FORMS COPIED FROM A PRIMITIVE CONSTRUCTION mWooD.
There seems to be no way of knowing what the architecture of

the Dorian tribes was like, prior to their descent into Greece.

1
Maraghiannis, Antiquites Cretoises, I, pis. V, VII, and VIII.

2 This refers primarily, of course, to elevational forms of architecture. As

the invaders built many structures on the foundations of Mycenaean buildings

which they had destroyed, it is quite possible that the plans of the earlier

architecture affected the later Greek plans. The use of tie-beams to reinforce

walls of unburned brick was also continued after the invasion, but this is a

system of construction so natural and general in primitive civilizations that it

it quite possible that the Dorians had been long familiar with it themselves.

3 A comparison of the proto-Ionic stelae from Cyprus in the Metropolitan

Museum, New York (di Cesnola, Cyprus, p. 117) with the iris forms common
in Minoan decoration (Evans, 'Prehistoric Tombs of Knossos,' Archaeologia,

LIX, pi. CL, fig. 142a) leaves little question as to the origin of the Ionic capital.
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But though it is therefore impossible to trace the Doric entabla-

ture down from its sources to its historic form, it may be quite

possible to conjecture from the latter, what the earlier form must

have been. Many attempts in this direction have been made,

usually based on the assumption that the stone forms are copied

from an earlier construction in wood. In favor of this assump-
tion can be advanced the strong superficial resemblance to wooden

forms, and the fact that in early stone examples the form and

construction are quite contradictory ;
while the arguments opposed

are chiefly, that it would be counter to Greek spirit to imitate a

wooden form in stone, and that the wooden forms which have

been suggested all present many illogicalities. But there are

also very strong arguments in favor of the theory of wood con-

struction from external evidence. These are: first, in historic

times the Greeks made extensive use of wood and unburned brick,

and such constructions would naturally antedate the use of stone.

Second, Pausanias (V, 16, 1) mentions having seen a wooden
column in the temple of Hera at Olympia, a building whose

walls were undoubtedly made of unburned brick; this wooden
column naturally implies a wooden rather than a stone en-

tablature. Third, Euripides (Bacchae 1214) speaks of fastening

a head by pegs to the triglyphs of a temple; this indicates that

these members at least were of wood. Fourth, Vitruvius (IV, 2,

2) specifically states that the Doric entablature reproduces
wooden forms.

In matters of Greek architecture Vitruvius' statements must be

taken with some caution, for it is doubtful whether he ever

had been to Greece, and the Romanized types with which he was
familiar and whose proportions he details, differed considerably

from the originals. But Vitruvius was well read in Greek archi-

tectural writings, which from his account must have been quite

numerous, and his statements are probably based on these author-

ities. So, while in detail he is often inaccurate, his broad state-

ment that the Doric frieze is derived from wooden forms has

much weight, being undoubtedly inspired by similar statements

on the part of Greek writers.

SUGGESTED RESTORATIONS OF PRIMITIVE WOODEN FORMS.

Not content with the simple fact of a wooden derivation Vitru-

vius goes on to explain in detail what the primitive wooden form

was, and here his testimony is very questionable. It should be

borne in mind that he had never seen the primitive wooden frieze
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of the Greeks; and being well acquainted with the wooden en-

tablature of Etruscan architecture, he probably fitted the un-

known Greek forms to the known Etruscan mould. At any rate

it is evident from the argumentative tone he uses that he did not

follow his Greek authorities literally.
1

According to him the

triglyphs represent the ends of ceiling joists or tie beams, which

have been trimmed off and decorated with painted boards cut

in triglyph form, the mutules representing the ends of the prin-

cipal rafters.

On the face of it this derivation seems simple and probable

enough and has been generally followed by writers on the forms

FIGURE 8. ORIGIN OF THE DORIC ENTABLATURE : CHOISY

of classic architecture, such as Reynaud, Hittorff, and others,

but investigation reveals several difficulties. Why should the

regulae and taenia be interposed between a girder and the joists

resting upon it? How account for the invariable six guttae

below the regulae or the equally invariable three divisions on the

triglyph? Is the band running across the top of the triglyph

and the similar one across the top of the metope simply decora-

tive? If so, why is that on the metope almost invariably slightly

smaller than that on the triglyph, instead of being of the same

size? If the mutules are rafter ends, why should their undei

surfaces always be studded with eighteen pegs? And why shouh

the joists be of so very much greater size than the rafters?

^Vitruvius, IV, 2, 4.
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Choisy
1 has attempted to solve several of these difficulties by

assuming that the original rough construction of joists and rafters

was covered by a revetment of small pieces of wood held on by

pegs (Fig. 8). His solution, as always, is extremely ingenious,

but seems far too complicated for a primitive people, and fails to

explain many of the characteristic features of the frieze; e.g. the

taenia, the cap band on triglyphs and metopes, etc. The dis-

crepancy in the comparative size of the joists and rafters he

explains on the assumption that the joists supported the rafters in

mid span by posts and purlins, a construction made necessary

by "la grande profondeur des portiques des temples primitifs.
" 2

But a construction in which there is one cross beam supporting

the purlin for every two rafters is so extravagant as to be alto-

gether improbable.
3

Lastly, there is the difficulty raised by
Viollet-le-duc4 that if the triglyphs represent beam ends, the

ceiling within the portico should be on a level with the bottom of

the triglyphs instead of being invariably on a level with the top.

This difficulty Choisy does not consider at all, but Guadet 5
is

"very much shocked" by it. "Why should one represent," he

says, "the ends of beams, which do not exist, at a level lower

than that of the ceiling? If the construction of the wooden
entablature had comprised beams at the level later occupied by
the triglyphs, we may be sure that the construction of the stone

entablature would have preserved its beams at this same level,

for nothing could have been easier. On the other hand, the

stone ceilings set above the triglyphs must be the faithful repro-

duction of an earlier arrangement which also placed its wooden

ceilings at this same higher level." But though this convinces

him that the triglyphs cannot represent beam ends, it does not

prove to him at all, as it does to Viollet-le-duc, that the primitive

entablature was not of wood, and studying the question "en

Architecte,
" he arrives at a new hypothesis.

In the first place, on the evidence of Euripides
6 he assumes that

the primitive wooden frieze crowned the wall of the cella rather

than of a surrounding portico, for the suggestion that one might
1 Histoire de VArchitecture, I, pp. 287 ff.

2
Op. tit. I, p. 280.

3
Choisy's restoration of the Arsenal of Piraeus (Etudes epigraphiques sur

VArchitecture Grecque, pi. II) shows five rafters for every cross beam.
4 Entretiens sur I'Architecture, I, p. 50.
6 Elements et Theorie de L'Architecture. I, pp. 342 ff.

6
Iphigenia in Tauris, 113 ff.
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climb through the space between the triglyphs would be senseless

unless this opening gave into the interior of the temple proper.

From this he argues that the metopes were simply a series of

FIGURE 9. ORIGIN OF THE DORIC ENTABLATURE: GUADET

windows around the top of the cella wall and the triglyphs short

upright posts set between them (Fig. 9). Strong support is given

to this assumption by Vitruvius' argument that the triglyphs
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cannot have been, "as some say," windows. 1 It is probable

that some Greek writer on architecture did state that the tri-

glyphswere originally windows, meaning that the band of triglyphs,

or frieze, was a band of windows. Vitruvius, reading him literally,

found the statement incredible. So far as it goes, Guadet's

hypothesis is extremely logical and clears up many of the diffi-

culties in the other explanation. The position of the ceiling

above the triglyph is explained, there is no longer the discrepancy

in size between joists and rafters, the band across the top of the

triglyph becomes a simple cap for this short post, and by con-

sidering the architrave as the top of a wall (obviously of un-

burned brick instead of stone as Guadet has it)
2 rather than as a

wooden beam, the taenia becomes naturally a wooden plate to

hold the superstructure, with the regulae, transverse pieces set

into the wall to hold the taenia in place. The much greater

projection of the cornice in the Doric than in the other orders

may also be advanced in support of this theory, for such wide

eaves are meaningless unless they shelter some sort of opening

directly beneath.

There still remain, however, a number of points which Guadet's

theory does not explain. That the wooden regulae should be

pegged to the wooden taenia is natural, but the invariable six

pegs, close together, would certainly tend to split the latter, and

without some other justification would be much poorer construc-

tion than, say, three or four pegs only. It is natural enough that,

the triglyphs should be decorated on their faces, and also natural

enough that this decoration should assume the form of vertical

lines, as in the alabaster slabs of the benches at Phaestus, but

the fixity of this decoration in form and number of parts points

strongly to some origin more definite than pure ornament. The

question of the band or cap along the top of the metopes is not

considered by Guadet, who shows the metope spaces open. It

is not unnatural that, when these spaces came to be filled with

terra-cotta or stone slabs, the cap of the triglyphs should be

carried as a decorative band across these slabs, but it is quite
unnatural that it should be almost invariably at a slightly higher
level. Moreover, Guadet's construction of the rafters and eaves

is altogether unsatisfactory. He shows the mutules as the lower

1

IV, 2, 4.

2 Cf . Dorpfeld, 'Der antike Ziegelbau und sein Einfluss auf den dorischen

Stil,' Hist. u. phil. Aufsdtze E. Curtius . . . gewidmet.
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faces of large beams which have a thickness equal to the height of

the corona, decorated with eighteen absolutely meaningless peg

holes; and he does not explain why the space between these

rafter ends does not run up all the -way to the sheathing boards

laid above them, instead of being closed by a soffit which allows

only the very bottom of the rafters to be seen. Lastly, the actual

construction, which he shows, is almost as impossible in the

scale of its pieces as the ceiling joist construction of the earlier

hypothesis.

SCALE OF PRIMITIVE WOODEN FORMS. To investigate this

question of scale the following table of the actual dimensions of

the parts of Doric entablatures has been prepared (Table I).

The accuracy of these figures cannot be guaranteed to the centi-

meter, both because of slight variations in the original dimensions

and because time has made measurements more or less con-

jectural in many cases. In the dimensions of width of triglyphs,

metopes, and spacings of columns, averages have of course been

taken, these always varying considerably in any building. It

will be seen at once that there is a close similarity between the

proportions of the same parts in the different temples, but to find

out accurately what these proportions are it is necessary to

divide the parts of each temple by some constant denominator.

A brief inspection shows that the heights of the regulae, taenia,

triglyph cap, space between triglyph cap and mutule, and the

thickness of the mutule are all nearly the same in any given

example, while the height of the triglyph minus its cap is approxi-

mately ten times the height of any one of these parts. The sum
of all these heights, that is, the total height from the bottom of

the regula to the top of the mutule, has therefore in each case

been divided by fifteen,
1 so as to provide us with a unit of height

to which these parts may easily be compared.
2 This unit (Table

II, first column) is largest in the early Sicilian examples, ranging

from 13 to 15 cm.; one temple, the Olympieum at Girgenti, seems

to have aunit of just double size, and one, that of Aphaia at Aegina,

a unit of half size. After the middle of the fifth century the unit

1 In those cases where dimensions are missing, the total has been divided by
.an appropriate number, less than 15. These totals are numbered with a *

in Table I, and these units are followed by a ? in Table II.

2 In the Hecatompedon at Athens the heights of regula, triglyph cap, metope

cap, and space between trigylph cap and mutule are twice the height of the

taenia; in this case the sum has, therefore, been divided by 18.
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steadily decreases in size till by the middle of the fourth century

it has shrunk to 5 cm. It will be noticed, however, that the

Sicilian examples are still generally somewhat larger than their

Grecian contemporaries, and that one, the temple "G" at Seli-

nunte, is built at double the scale prevailing at its period.

In the
"
height" columns of Table II are given the results of

dividing the actual sizes of the particular parts by the unit of height

for each temple; the italic figures give in centimeters the amount

by which the actual size exceeds or falls short of the quotient

given. Considering the necessarily approximate character of

these calculations, these italic numbers may be safely regarded

only as showing plus or minus tendencies. It will be seen at once

that these proportions are remarkably constant throughout the

series, though in several cases there is a slight developmental

change in the course of the two centuries considered. Thus, for

the first of these centuries the height of the regula is almost

exactly 1, in the course of the second it diminishes to a little less

than 1 . These changes can be tabulated as follows :

Height of regula 1, changing to 1 .

Height of taenia 1, no change.

Height of triglyph 9J , changing to 10.

Height of triglyph cap, 1J, changing to If.

Height of metope cap 1}, no change.

Height of space between triglyph cap and mutules 1, chang-

ing to 1J.

Height of mutule 1, changing to \ .

The same system has been applied to the horizontal dimen-

sions, the width of the epistyle being added to the distance of the

columns from centre to centre (twice the sum of the widths of

triglyph and metope) and divided by forty. This gives a unit

of width (Table II, last column) which very closely approximates
our unit of height, though in most cases it is slightly larger.

The proportions and developments are approximately:

Width of triglyph 7, changing to 5^.

Width of metope 8, changing to 8J.

Distance of columns on centres 30, changing to 28.

Width of architrave 10, changing to 11^.

Considering the remarkable fixity of these proportions during
these two centuries of intense architectural progress, it is per-
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fectly safe to assume that the changes during the preceding, more-

conservative centuries were even less, and therefore, given

enough data to determine the unit of any earlier temple, the

actual sizes of the various parts can- undoubtedly be guessed to

within a few centimeters. Thus the Olympieum at Syracuse
has columns spaced on centres about 3.70 m. apart, giving a unit

of width of about 0.12-m.; the temple of Apollo at Ortygia has a.

column space of about 3.30 m., giving a width unit of 0.11 m.;
and the temple of Hera at Olympia also an average column space
of 3.30 m., giving a width unit of 0.11 m. This unit is sub-

stantiated in the last example by the diameters of the neckings
of the capitals, which, though varying markedly, could not have
carried an architrave less than one meter wide and more prob-

ably carried one of 1.10 m. Now this temple of Hera at Olympia
is known to have been built of unburned brick with a wooden en-

tablature, so here we can definitely find the size of the parts of one
of these primitive wood constructions. The unit of width 0.11

m. gives triglyphs 0.77 m. wide. The unit of height could not

well be less than 0.10 m. and this gives as the height of the tri-

glyphs something between 0.90 and 1.00 m.

Obviously these triglyphs could not possibly have been beam

ends, for beams 0.77X0.90 m. set 1.50 m. on centres are prepos-
terous. 1

Also, it is evident that Guadet's restoration is impossible
as it stands, for his triglyphs would be posts 0.77 m. square in

horizontal section; the mutules, rafters 0.77 m. wide set .75 m.
on centres; and the lintel above the triglyphs, and the regulae,.

timbers also .77 m. wide; all of which would have had to be

sawn or hewn out of trees nearly a meter in diameter.

COMPOSITE MEMBERS. The question at once arises whether

these members instead of being single huge timbers might 'not

have been composed of a number of smaller pieces, in the same

way that the Persian architrave was composed of superposed
beams. The minute that the Doric entablature is regarded in

this light all its difficulties disappear, and the restoration of its

primitive form becomes simple.

1 The rafters in the temple of Poseidon at Paestum measured 0.22 m. square
and the great ridge beams and purlins 0.720.61 m. The largest beams in the

arsenal at the Piraeus were 0.75 m. square. The socket of a beam in the Royal
Villa at Cnossus measures 0.60X0.80 m. (B.S.A. IX, p. 151) but this, like-

those in the Piraeus, was a girder beam, the common joists were round and only
0.44 m. in diameter.
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It should be borne in mind to begin with that, until the invention

of the circular saw, planks were a luxury. Primitively wood is

rough hewn to approximately square timbers, and is split and

dressed with an adze to form planks only where absolutely neces-

sary. Even during the Middle Ages wooden wainscoting was only

for the richest; not because of the scarcity of wood, but because of

the difficulty of working it into thin sheets. Mediaeval floor

joists and the timbers of the elaborate mediaeval roof trusses

are always nearly square in section, though of very varying

sizes. It can be seen, then, that though the early Greeks

and the Cretans before them possessed saws, there was small

likelihood that logs 0.80 m. in diameter would be worked into

boards 0.10 m. thick, if any other method of construction were

possible. A rational form of construction for a primitive

people could include only timbers in their natural round form

or roughly squared, and, wherever possible, of moderate cross

section. This principle is perfectly adhered to by Minoan con-

struction, and we may be sure the early Greeks did not depart

from it.

BRICK. The other element that enters into this primitive

Doric construction is unburned brick. Vitruvius (II, 3, 3) states

that the Greeks used bricks four palms square for domestic work

and five palms square for public work, and with these, half

bricks, i.e. four by two palms, or five by two and one-half in

area. He does not state the thickness of these bricks, but this

has generally been assumed to be one palm. A palm in Athens

according to the Solonian foot of 0.296 m. would be 0. 074 m.;

according to the earlier Aeginetan or Pheidonian foot of 0.328 m,
it would be 0.082 m.;

1 what it was in other states and colonies i&

not definitely known, but the standards certainly varied through
a range of several centimeters. As a matter of fact the examples
of brick so far found usually indicate a larger standard. Those
from the fortifications of Eleusis measure on the average 0.10X
0.45X0.45 m., and there is mention of one at the same place

measuring 0.492 m. 2 Minoan bricks found at Gournia measure

0.08X0.24X0.35 m. and 0.09X0.37X0.48 m.,
3 some at Cnossus-

measure 0.12X0.45 m.,
4 and those at Troy are in general 0.10

1

Dorpfeld, Ath. Mitt. VII, 1882, pp. 277 ff.; XV, 1890, pp. 167 ff.

2
Caskey, A.J.A. XIV, 1910, p. 303.

3
Durm, Baukunst der Griechen3

, p. 37, fig. 19.
4 B.S.A. XI, p. 5.
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to 0.15 m. thick and up to 0.65 m. wide. 1

Very late Greek

examples from the Exedra of Herodes Atticus at Olympia meas-

ure 0.05 to 0.065 m. by 0.12 to 0.165 m. by 0.26 to 0.39 m. 2

These last are evidently what Vit-ruvius calls half-bricks. The
thickness of the bricks then (and probably the local palm which
served as its standard) varied from 0.15 m. in pre-Hellenic exam-

ples to 0.05 m. in Hellenistic times. The superficial dimensions

seem to be usually a little greater than an even multiple of the

thickness. This is altogether natural, for in general practice

the surface dimensions of bricks are multiples of the thickness

and the width of a joint combined. The joints in Troy ranged
from .01 .03m. and were probably somewhat smaller in later

Greece. Thus the width of the bricks at Eleusis should naturally
be 4X (0.10+ .01 m.) or 0.44 m., which is approximately their real

size. 3

It will be noticed that the dimensions of the unit in Table II fall

within the range of these brick sizes. This is not pure chance,

but rather confirms the correctness of the analysis so far, for if

the regulae were wooden members set crosswise into the top of a

brick wall, they would naturally be of the same thickness as one

course of bricks, or a little less to allow for roughness in their

execution. It is also natural that the width of the architrave

should be an even multiple of whole and half bricks, and these in

turn two or four times a unit of width slightly greater than the

height of a brick. The half-bricks are evidently necessary to prevent

the joints of one brick course coming directly over those of the

row below, being placed in alternate courses on the inside and

outside of the wall. 4 The wall would be either one and a half,

1
Diirm, Zum Kampf um Troja, Berlin 1890.

2 Curtius und Adler, Olympia, Text, II, p. 135.

3 Too few examples of bricks have been found to state definitely that all

bricks were four times as wide as high, but awkwardness of shape makes im-

probable bricks five times as wide as high, which have been assumed from

Vitruvius' statement. Vitruvius does not state proportions but only actual

dimensions, and the bricks which he gives as five palms wide were probably

not, as has been assumed, one palm, but one and a quarter palms high. Thus

the bricks from Eleusis would be a little over five Aeginetan palms wide, but

'still only four times as wide as high. Such measurements for monumental

bricks may be survivals of a still earlier, larger unit. It is not impossible that

the palm in Sicily varied from 0.14 m. in early times to 0.10 m. in the fifth

century, and in Greece from 0.12 m. in the sixth century to 0.05 m. in the

fourth century.
4
Vitruvius, II, 3, 4.
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two and a half, or three and a half bricks thick. Two and a

half is the most reasonable size for buildings as large as the tem-

ples, and two and a half bricks give exactly the ten units of

width characteristic of early architraves.

Assuming a unit height of 0.10 m. and a width of 0.40m. for

a brick, and bearing in mind the principles that the timbers should

be nearly square and that brick should be used wherever possible,

the entablature builds itself up as follows (PLATE VII).

RECONSTRUCTION. First, a brick wall two and a half bricks

(10 units) thick is built. In the top course cross pieces one

brick high are laid. These cross pieces total a little less than 7

units in width and being made of square timbers evidently con-

sist of six pieces 0.10X0.10 m. laid side by side, the irregularities

of the hewing and the five joints taking up the extra 0.10 m.

Between every two sets of cross pieces two bricks are laid, making
the interval 0.8 units wijie. On these are laid longitudinal tim-

bers to protect the top corners of the wall. These may extend

all the way through the thickness of the wall or may be only

along the inner and outer face. If these timbers are one unit

square and four be laid along each edge, a single brick will fill

the space between, if three be laid along each edge a brick and a

half brick will fill the space, and with two timbers two bricks

could be used. The last is the most economical arrangement.
Now short piers are to be erected above the transverse members,

leaving openings two bricks wide between them. The appearance
of the triglyph at once suggests a pier composed of nine vertical

shafts each two units thick, which, in order to waste the least

possible wood, are trimmed as octagons instead of squares. A
brick pier would be more economical than this wooden pier but

for reasons to be considered later would present too friable a face.

As a compromise, however, three of these octagonal timbers may
be placed in front and backed with a brick pier, one and a half

bricks wide; such an arrangement would account for Vitruvius'

statement (IV, 2, 2) that the faces of the triglyphs were separate

pieces of wood painted with blue wax. This brick pier did not

run through the thickness of the wall, since no trace of it is shown
on the inside of the stone friezes. The latter evidently represent
a form in which the openings have been blocked up, showing deco-

rated panels on the outside (the metopes), and on the inside a

continuous brick wall carried past triglyphs and metopes. If

the brick pier behind the three triglyph timbers were one and a

3
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half bricks deep, the inner wall of the frieze could only have been

one-half brick, while if the pier were one brick deep, the wall

could also be one brick thick (PLATE VII, 3). Moreover, a brick

pier one and one-half bricks square' would require quarter-bricks

for the corners, therefore one and a half by one seems the most

probable size for these piers.

Through each of the six transverse timbers below, a peg is

driven up into the three octagonal posts. This makes two pegs
to each of the posts, sufficient to anchor them securely at the

bottom, at the same time holding the longitudinal timbers in

place. If the three posts instead of being backed by a brick pier

were backed by other posts, it is difficult to see how these other

posts could be secured at the bottom. It would be possible to-

face the brick piers with posts on the inner as well as on the outer

side, but apart from the fact that no triglyphs show on the inside

of stone entablatures, there are no guttae, representing pegs, to

be seen on this face. In many cases the inner edge of the wall on

which the piers stand is finished with a moulding instead of a

square taenia. This evidently indicates a terra-cotta cap as

shown in PLATE VII, 3.

From post to post a lintel is placed consisting of five timbers,,

each one unit square. To fasten these in place by pegging them

to the triglyph post would weaken them unduly, moreover the

inner ones could not be pegged to the brick piers, therefore they
are mortised into six other timbers of slightly greater depth (to

allow for cutting away the mortise), which run transversely across

the top of each pier, forming the triglyph caps. This accounts

for the difference in depth between the triglyph and metope caps

shown in the stone friezes. It is quite possible that pegs were driven

down through these cap pieces into the three octagonal posts,

but these pegs would of course be hidden by the lintel beams.

In pre-Hellenic and Lycian roof construction, the roof and

ceiling would be one and the same, and would consist of round or

square beams laid horizontally close together, and covered with a

thick layer of clay. The beam ends of this roof would show from

the front as a band of roundels or dentils. In some Italo-Doric

examples which show Asiatic influence,
1 there is such a band of

dentils exactly in this place. The roof construction of the Dor-

1 For example, the Corintho-Doric temple at Paestum, Koldewey and

Puchstein, op. tit. I, pi. 31. Cf . Kas'r Fir'aun, Petra, Briinnow and von Domas-

zewski, Provinz Arabia, I, fig. 200, and the Theatre of Marcellus at Rome.
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ians, however, is radically different; it is not level but has a

slight slope, and as far back as we have any evidence, is always
covered with baked tiles. These differences evidently point to

a climate where rain was more frequent than in Crete and where

possibly snow was not unknown. Since the climate of Greece

did not change to any great degree between the time of the

Mycenaean and early Greek civilizations, it seems probable that

the Dorians brought their roof construction with them from the

north, tiles and all. The Doric temples known to us seem reg-

ularly to have had a horizontal ceiling below the sloping roof.

It is hard to say why this should be, except for purely decorative

reasons. This ceiling, as is evident from the later stone exam-

ples, was not built simply of beams laid side by side, but was

coffered. The space to be covered was spanned by beams
at regular intervals, on which other pieces of wood were laid at

right angles, and so on until the interspaces became progressively

small enough to be closed with single flat clay or terra-cotta slabs.

There can be little doubt that the roof itself was constructed in

the same general manner as this ceiling, except that it must have

had, above the coffers, a layer of clay and rushes to provide an

even bed for the roof tiles. In case there were no separate hori-

zontal ceiling, the roof beams would rest directly on the lintel

above the triglyph piers, but where the ceiling existed its beams
would rest upon the lintel first, occupying a height of one unit,

and above these would come the roof beams. A ceiling beam
would come over each pier, with possibly another one between

each pair. These intermediate beams, however, seem improb-

able, judging from later stone ceilings. Moreover, the ceiling

being so much lighter than the roof they are not here necessary.

To make an even bed for the roof beams a course of brick is

laid on the lintel, filling out the spaces between the ceiling beams
and serving to distribute the weight of the roof over all the five

members of the lintel.

On this, timbers one. unit square are laid parallel to the slope

of the roof. These are grouped together to form flat beams.

Over each vertical pier is a group of six occupying the full width

of the pier. Between the piers is another group which is made of

such width that the spaces between the groups of rafters can be

easily spanned by a regulation brick four units wide. The inter-

mediate group in earlier examples consisted apparently of three or

four timbers, in later examples it was regularly made of six
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timbers. 1 It is possible that a wooden sill mortised to hold the

beams was placed on the bricks above the lintel, or actually

replaced these bricks. It seems more in accord with the general

principles of this primitive architecture to assume that the roof

beams were laid in a deep bed of clay mortar directly upon the

bricks, the spaces between the beams being filled either with

brick or with short pieces of wood in front to hold the mortar

behind. The slope of the roof is so slight that such a construction

would give a very excellent bearing all across the lintel. The
beams project beyond the face of the lintel, in some cases a dis-

tance of three units, in others six units2 to form a broad eave to

shelter the openings in the wall below.

There is no indication in the stone Doric architecture as to what
the original construction of the roof above this point was, nor does

it vitally concern our restoration. However, it seems to me
probable that the earliest form consisted simply of bricks laid

upon the groups of rafters, to span the spaces between them, and
on these a sort of lath work, to carry the

"
wattle and daub" in

which the roof tiles were laid (PLATE VII, 1). To anchor this

construction and prevent the bricks from sliding off, transverse

timbers were apparently laid upon the ends of the rafters and

secured to them by pegs driven from below (the guttae in the

mutules). In the early examples with an eave projection of

three units there would be three such transverse timbers and in

the later examples, with a projection of six units, six timbers; in

this case, however, only every other one would be pegged, to

avoid unduly weakening the rafters. Above these transverse

timbers another larger one laid along the outer edge of the roof

and held on by the same pegs driven through the rafters from

below, would serve as a "
ground" for the clay tile-bed and give

a solid edge to the roof. Flat painted terra-cotta plates fastened

to this timber covered the exposed edge of the roof, forming at the

same time a highly decorative band. From below, this roof

construction would show long shallow panels running from eave

to ridge, similar to those in the roofs of many Etruscan tombs.

1 Temple C at Selinunte with three beams to the intermediate rafters gives an

nterspace of 2 units; temple D, also with three beams, an interspace of 2 units.

The Hecatompedon at Athens, with four beams, gives an interspace of 2 units,

and the average, where six beams are used, is 1^ units.

2 This distance is not necessarily fixed; Temple F at Selinunte indicates

projection of four units with four transverse timbers above.
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The great disadvantage of this construction would be that the

weight would be borne very unequally by the rafter timbers, some

of the bricks resting on but two timbers while others rest on four.

The obvious remedy is to interpose transverse timbers between

the bricks and rafters, to distribute the weight. Small blocks

three units long set in between would serve to hold them in place

(PLATE VII, 3-4). The general similarity to the construction

clearly shown in the stone coffered ceilings emphasizes the prob-

ability of such an arrangement. The roof tiles which protect the

whole, are flat with cover tiles over the joints, in no essential

different from those of historic times.

FORMS WHICH ARE CHARACTERISTIC OF MATERIALS. The
structure thus built up is a thoroughly practicable piece of build-

ing, employing no piece of wood over two units (c. 0.20 m.) square,

is quite in accord with Greek wood and brick technique so far as

it is known, and agrees in every detail with the Doric entablature

as translated into stone. Certain variations in these stone entab-

latures only tend to prove the correctness of this theoretical

wooden form, being quite in keeping with its structure. Such,
for example, are the variations in the details of the Hecatom-

pedon at Athens, the regulae and lintels above the triglyphs being
two units square each, for greater strength, two rows of bricks

being placed above the lintel, and the transverse beams above

the rafters being also two units square as shown by the presence
of two instead of three rows of guttae under the mutules; the

change from three rows of guttae to four in the mutules of temple
F at Selinunte; and the corner triglyph on the pronaos of temple

E, which shows three upright posts on one side and four on the

other. 1 Such changes indicate a conscious copying of a per-

fectly comprehended construction. 2 On the other hand, Roman
examples of Doric entablatures indicate a blind tradition, for in

them occur such anomalies as corners occupied by metopes rather

than by triglyphs, and mutules which have retreated into the

soffit of the cornice, leaving only the guttae as decoration. It

seems therefore altogether probable that the Greek architects

1

Koldewey and Puchstein, op. cit. I, figs. 96 and 177.
2 1 am quite unable to account for the regulae with five guttae published by

Wiegand, Porosarchitektur der Akropolis zu Athen. At Locri Epizephyrii
mutules with five guttae have been found (Not. Scav., 1911, Sppl., pp. 27 ff.,

fig. 26), but this is a very corrupt colonial example, and shows moreover five

bars to the triglyphs. The combination of five guttae in the regulae with three

barred triglyphs seems to me so freakish as to be almost incredible.
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had actual examples of the wooden prototype under their eyes
until quite a late period, in spite of the fact that no definite

mention of such examples has come down to us. It seems also

probable that the much discussed
4 " module" of Doric archi-

tecture was not derived from the diameter of the column but from

the size of the brick, a much more rational proceeding.
Another interesting point is that whereas the taenia, regulae,

and all the parts presumably copied from wood on brick show

plane surfaces, the moulding at the top of the corona has a cur-

vilinear profile which is altogether suitable to terra-cotta. This

same difference is to be seen on the inner side of the entablature
;

here the taenia is often rectangular, but also often moulded, and

the surface of the frieze, where a filling has covered triglyphs

and metopes, is crowned with a beak moulding similar to that

outside, evidently also indicating a revetment of terra-cotta.

The top of the classic anta indicates a similar terra-cotta revet-

ment fastened around the primitive wooden posts, the face of

the revetment projecting beyond the face of the post. The

Romans, it will be noticed, ignored these niceties derived from the

difference in the original material of mouldings.
One last question, which in reality is the fundamental question

of all, remains to be answered. Why should a primitive people

ever evolve such an elaborate structure as this protodoric

entablature seems to have been? The derivation from a row

of windows can hardly be considered adequate, in spite of the

presumed authority whom Vitruvius combats. For while the

metopes would certainly make excellent windows, there could be

no necessity for such a continuous row in so sunny a country as

Greece; and isolated windows, rectangular holes in a brick wall,

could have been built with no more complicated woodwork than

a simple lintel across the top.

Fortunately there exists a written-account of a secular struc-

ture which, though nowhere called a Doric frieze, bears such

striking resemblance to this hypothetical brick and wood entab-

lature that there can be little doubt as to the practical identity of

the two. This is the contract drawn up for the restoration of the

walls of Athens in 306 B.C. 1 These walls, repaired in the fourth

1 The best transcription of this inscription is in I.G. II, 167. The most import-
ant discussions in regard to the restoration of the gallery are by K. O. Miiller,

de Munimentis Athenarum, Gottingen, 1836, Choisy, Etudes epigraphiques sur

Varchitecture grecque, pp. 43 ff., L. D. Caskey, A.J.A. XIV, 1910, pp. 298 ff.
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century, were evidently of earlier date, being probably built about

479 B.C. 1 The restoration merely copied the earlier form of

construction. Unfortunately for us, tjiis rendered unnecessary
to the contractor the description of many details. Though the

inscription is much mutilated in parts, the section relating to

the gallery along the walls is in a good state of preservation and

includes the following directions:2 " Wherever there is an injury

measuring more than six dactyls he shall lay new bricks, leaving

openings two bricks in width, making the height of the parapet
three feet, that of the openings ten courses of bricks; and he shall

lay wooden lintels extending through the width of the wall,

fastening them with dowels, the lintels to be one course of brick

in thickness and eight feet long, and he shall place below the

lintels blocks and he shall lay six courses of brick. . . . And
where there is no roof, he shall roof the gallery with rafters and

planks,
3
placing them crosswise, or else he shall mortise square

timbers setting them three palms apart, e/c TOV eiravudev.* And

having built up with brick upon the wall, he shall trim the

front ends of the rafters so as to be vertical, making them project

not less than one foot and a half from the wall, and he shall nail

on a beam as a crowning member of the cornice, making it straight

on top, its width to be seven dactyls, its thickness one palm;
and he shall cut a rabbet in its inner face of the thickness of a

sheathing plank, and its front he shall make according to the line.

And within he shall nail on with iron nails sheathing planks
three palms apart, one dactyl thick, five dactyls wide. And
after laying upon the sheathing moistened rushes and under these

beanstalks or rushes, he shall cover the whole with a layer of

clay mixed with straw three dactyls in thickness. And he shall

lay Laconian tiles over the whole gallery of the circuit wall, and
shall put in place the tiles (rfje^oves) of the long walls wherever

they are not in place, laying them all in clay with their faces

vertical, and he shall lay the cover tiles all in clay. And he shall

cover the front of the roof timbers with Corinthian cornices,

1

Thucydides, I, 89 ff .

2
Except for the omission of passages not relating to the part under con-

sideration, Caskey's translation is followed exactly.
3
'Einp\f)(nv does not mean specifically planks or thin boards, but simply

timbers.
4

"Working from above." The probable meaning is that these transverse

timbers were held apart by spacing blocks placed on top of the lower set of

timbers.
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trimming the joints so that they shall fit tightly, making them
true vertically and horizontally. And having set up a scaffold-

ing he shall put on a coating of clay mixed with straw to the

height of four courses. . . .

It will be noticed that some of the dimensions are given in feet

and others in sizes of brick. Evidently the bricks were not, as

Miiller, Choisy, and Caskey have all assumed, one foot square and

one palm high, but were probably larger, possibly 0.45X0.45

X0.10 m. as in the fortifications of Eleusis. The lintels, spanning
two openings, are given as eight feet long and the openings as two

bricks wide. The piers, then, between the openings must have

been less than two bricks wide. The dimensions agree exactly

with those of the triglyphs and metopes worked out hypotheti-

cally from the measurements of the temples; piers one and one

half bricks wide and ten bricks high with spaces two bricks wide

between. On these is a lintel one brick high set upon and pegged
into blocks (the triglyph caps) . Above this lintel, according to

the previous readings of the text, are six courses of brick. This

arrangement seems highly improbable as it would serve no useful

purpose and would rather seriously load the none too sturdy

lintel. It seems more logical for the phrase relating to the six

courses of brick to begin the following sentence referring to the

piers along the inside of the wall 1

,
instead of ending the one refer-

ring to the lintels. In this case, the roof would rest directly upon
the lintels, the position it would also occupy in the hypothetical

Doric entablature in cases where there was no horizontal ceiling

inside. The roof is of exactly the type of construction that stone

reproductions have shown to be the original Doric form; flat

beams laid cross-wise forming coffers2
;
a layer of bricks to close

the coffers; then furring, reeds, and clay under the roof tiles.

The beanstalks or rushes, which are laid under the furring strips

(or sheathing planks), are simply to fill in the empty spaces neces-

sarily found on the upper side of a coffered ceiling. Today
cinder filling is used in much the same way to serve as a light

1 This sentence has been omitted from the translation as having no imme-

diate bearing on the frieze.

2 The optional form of construction allowed the contractor is evidently a

later manner of building. In the original walls the timbers were apparently

laid on top of one another, in 306 B.C. mitering short timbers between those of

the first set was apparently the common practice. Such construction would

account for the mutules in later examples showing only one-half unit of thick-
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weight, space-occupying foundation for cement floors. It will be

noticed that iron nails are particularly specified for nailing on the

furring strips; this may be because these strips were nailed directly

to the bricks, where pegs would be useless. In any case, the

inference is that nails not so specified are not of iron. The crown-

ing beam is therefore
"
nailed" on with wooden pegs driven from

below, corresponding to the guttae in the Doric mutules. The

projection of the eaves (a foot and a half) corresponds absolutely

with the later Doric entablatures. 1

It is true that no mention is made of triglyphs, taenia, and

regulae, though it is quite possible that these details were covered

in the badly mutilated section of the inscription which imme-

diately follows,
2 but it is certain that piers of unbaked brick, less

than 0.70 m. wide, would quickly succumb to rocks hurled from

without, unless protected by a heavy facing of wood. The three

vertical posts of the triglyphs would furnish an almost ideal pro-

tection, identical in principle with the wooden antae which pro-

tect exposed wall ends in Minoan and Greek architecture, and

the wooden facings used on brick walls by the Egyptians and

Assyrians.
3 There is no attempt here to prove an absolute

1 At the end of the passage quoted there is reference to a frieze of clay plaster,

four courses in height. Choisy considers that this was put on the outside and

covered four of the six courses of brick which he assumes to be above the lintel.

But why should only four of these courses be covered, and why specify that a

scaffold be erected for such a simple bit of work? Caskey makes no attempt
to clear up the difficulty. It seems to me that this band of clay can be con-

sidered as placed in antithesis to the band of Corinthian terra-cotta which

in the preceding phrase is specified to cover the roof timbers on the outside.

In this case it would probably be a vertical surface of clay supported by lathes

(scaffolding) to fill the space, on the inner side, between the lintel and the under

side of the roof beams. With the normal slope of Greek roofs, this space
would be approximately four courses high. It would certainly have to be

covered with something. In more monumental work a terra-cotta revetment

would probably be used, as indicated in stone examples (PLATE VII, 2); in

this instance terra-cotta is reserved for the more exposed exterior.

2 Dr. L. D. Caskey has pointed out to me that the terms dtavoi and &/$<TMOI,

which occur in another badly mutilated section of the inscription, refer to long

longitudinal beams and transverse beams to hold them in place. These may, of

course, have been used only in- the main body of the wall, but as the edge of the

parapet would stand in greater need of such reinforcement than any other por-

tion, Dr. Caskey suggests that we have here a reference to the taenia and regulae.
3
Choisy Hist, de I'Arch. I, p. 25, fig. 10; p. 103, fig. 2. The faces of fortified

towers at Nineveh are ornamented with a treatment evidently derived from a

wood revetment, square beams at the corners, perhaps of cedar, with a facing
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identity between the walls of Athens and the Doric entablature;
the evidence is much too fragmentary. The only claim is that

the legible section of the building inscription includes many
details that are identical with those of the wood and clay Doric

forms as reconstructed from the stone replicas, and none that

are contradictory, and hence it seems highly probable that the

gallery of the walls of Athens presented almost exactly the same

appearance as the rows of brick and timber framed openings
which crowned the earliest Greek temples. The corollary infer-

ence is that these openings in the temples were not windows

simply, but loop holes or crenelations for defence.

It is natural that the Dorians, who were essentially a military

people, should have developed first a type of military archi-

tecture. It is also natural that the megaron of the king, the

"keep" of the citadel, should be well crenelated around the

summit of its walls. And when the megaron had ceased to be a

fort and, becoming a temple, had changed, with its function, from

brick and timber to stone, what more natural than that it should

have preserved the image of its early type,
1 while the real forti-

fications, continuing not only the form but the function of the

Doric entablature, served to check any departures from the old

structural arrangements?
LEICESTER B. HOLLAND.

UNIVERSITY OP PENNSYLVANIA,
DEPARTMENT OF ARCHITECTURE.

of round beams, perhaps of palm, between. The substitution of burned brick

for the earlier unburned brick made this revetment unnecessary, but its form

was preserved. See V. Place, Nineve et I'Assyrie, II, p. 50; III, pis. 21, 26, 33.

1
English churches in the Middle Ages were similarly crowned with wholly

useless battlements.
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A VASE FRAGMENT IN THE STYLE OF OLTOS USED IN
RESTORING A CYLIX WITH A REMINISCENCE

OF A SATYR PLAY

IN THE very interesting little collection of Greek vases pur-

chased by a few members of the Baltimore Archaeological Society
in 1887, and now at the Johns Hopkins University, are several

red-figured cylices, most of which have been published by Hart-

wig in Die Griechischen Meisterschalen. In this collection is an

unpublished cylix.
1 It represents in the interior within a maean-

der border (where in three or four cases the lines of the maeander

are connected) a satyr to left with a panther's skin held behind

his back by his left hand, which is raised behind his neck, while his

right is stretched out straight in front of him. The wrist and

hand are modern, as is a piece of the vase from here to the edge ;

but in the drawing (Fig. 1) they are restored as they were re-

painted (Fig. 4), though the hand may have been raised. The
bald-headed satyr with curly hair at the back of his head, with

mustache and long curly beard, with animal ears and curving

tail, is dancing with his right knee raised so high that there is

room for a drinking horn or /ccpas under his right foot. The

raising of one foot in the dance is a frequent pose on vases even

from early times.2 This attitude, as well as that of one hand

outstretched, occurs often on vases representing scenes from the

satyr chorus. 3
Undoubtedly this was a stock gesture in such

dances in and outside of the theatre. It is also interesting to

note that one claw of the panther's skin tied about the neck shows

1 Diameter 0.25 m.; interior scene, including maeander border, 0.145 m.

in diameter; exterior scene 0.09 m. high. I am indebted to Miss M. Louise

Baker of Philadelphia for the drawings reproduced in this article.

2Cf. for example a Fikellura vase in Buschor, Griechische Vasenmalerei, p. 82;
a Boeotian cantharus, ibid. p. 127.

3 Cf. Baumeister, Denkmdler, pi. V; Reinach, Repertoire des Vases Feints, II,

p. 202; Jb. Arch. I. XXV, 1910, Beiblatt to pi. IV; Furtwangler-Reichhold, Gr.

Vasenmalerei, pi. 48, in which, however, the hand is not extended, etc.

American Journal of Archaeology, Second Series. Journal of the -i rQ
Archaeological Institute of America, Vol. XXI (1917), Xo. 2 **
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the pad of the foot, that the lines of the deltoid muscle of the

right shoulder, some of the abdominal muscles, the muscles of the

right leg, and the line on the right foot can still be seen; but the

work is hasty, rough, and sketchy,-though fairly vigorous. The

FIGURE 1 .CYLIX IN BALTIMORE: INTERIOR

feet, moreover, are different from those on signed vases of Oltos r

and the style is not nearly so refined.

On the exterior under each handle, the inside of which, as well

as part of the vase between the handles, is left in the color of the

clay, is an ivy leaf which at first sight one might interpret as a

trade-mark, especially as it occurs on a cylix in somewhat similar

style in the Metropolitan Museum' (Fig. 2)
1 with scenes of satyrs

\

1 This cylix is published from photographs kindly furnished for this purpose
by the authorities of the museum.
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and maenads and on a cylix in something like the same style,

which I noticed in the Thorvaldsen collection in Copenhagen.

Perhaps several other cylices could be found in the same style

with the same sort of leaf, but this is too common a motif from

which to draw arguments. The leaf occurs even on black-

figured vases;
1 and while it is rare in severe red-figured ware

(Hartwig cites only two

cases) ,
it is very frequent

on vases of about the

middle of the fifth cen-

tury.
2 So while some of

the severe red-figured

vases with the ivy leaf

are undoubtedly in the

same style, we cannot

use this as a criterion

and create a "Meister

mit dem Epheu-Blatt"
to correspond to the

"Meister mit der

Ranke," about whom I

am also somewhat skep-

tical; and such termi-

nology is a little mis-

leading.

On either side of the

exterior are three figures,

a symmetrical arrange-

ment which often occurs.

On sideA (Fig. 3) a satyr

is stealing up from the

right on a maenad who
is reclining in a half-

seated posture, with her legs bent back,
3
against a rock such

as occurs on the Duris cylix in the British Museum representing

the exploits of Theseus, though there the projecting portion is on

1 Cf. for example Furtwangler, Die Beschreibung der Vasensammlung in

Berlin, Nos. 2063, 2064.
2 Cf . Hartwig, Die Griechischen Meisterschalen, p. 651, n. 2, and pi. XXXVIII.
3 The problem of drawing Actaeon with his legs bent back in Furtwangler-

Reichhold, Gr. Vasenmalerei, pi. 115, was somewhat similar.

FIGURE 2. CYLIX IN THE METROPOLITAN
MUSEUM: a. INTERIOR: b. EXTERIOR
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the right and not the left of the rock. 1 The maenad is clad in the

fine-lined Ionic chiton with overfold and sleeves and wears over

her head a hood like that on the famous Hegeso grave-monument
and on many vases. A few locks appear below the hood on the

back of the neck and there are three wavy lines of hair over the

forehead. A thyrsus extends over her left shoulder from her lap

and the tufted round end is seen above on the rock. She has a

pleasant profile but the delicacy seen in the fragment from the

other side of the vase (Fig. 6) is lacking. She has her left hand

on her left knee and is looking toward and pointing with the

first finger of her right hand at the ithyphallic young satyr (who
is not bald-headed as the others are) ,

who is hurrying toward her

and bending forward with right foot advanced and body thrown

well forward with both hands stretched out, the right held up
with thumb separated from the fingers, a characteristic gesture on

such satyr vases. A Kepas fills the space above between the two.

Behind the maenad to the left is a bald-headed satyr most of

whose head is restored, standing with his left leg outstretched

and his right bent, holding his phallus with his right hand

(in the actual drama a loin-cloth with tail and phallus attached

were generally worn) and extending his left hand, palm outward

and thumb separated from fingers, toward the maenad and the

rock. This attitude of legs and arms is very similar to that on
several vases which portray scenes from the satyr-dramas.

Though sometimes the position is reversed and the left hand is on
the thigh, the position of the arms and legs is almost identical,

while the hand raised and extended with the thumb separated
from the fingers is especially frequent.

2 This certainly seems

to be a gesture taken from the satyr-drama and the character-

dottier, Down's, Fig. 11. The nearly contemporary Theseus cylix is the

nearest parallel I know of for the rock on the Baltimore cylix, but on the cylix

representing a fishing scene, signed by Chachrylion (Hartwig, op. tit, pi. V;
cf. also p. 432, pi. XLIII), there is a smaller rock, and such indications of

landscape are found rather often on Greek vases (cf. for red-figured vases,

Heinemann, Landschaftliche Elemente in der Gr. Kunst bis Polygnot, pp. 85 f.).

For a somewhat similar scene of a satyr stealing up from either side on a
maenad with thyrsus reclining on a rock but asleep, cf. Annali, 1878, pi. I.

2 Cf. Baumeister, Denkmaler, pi. V; Jb. Arch. I. XXV, 1910, Beiblatt to pi.

IV; Ath. Mitt. XXXVI, 1911, p. 271, note, for literature, and pis. XIII-XIV;
Nicole, Catalogue des vases peints du Musee National d'Athenes, Supplement,
pi. XVII; Cook, Zeus, pis. XXXVIII, XXXIX; Abh. Sdchs Ges. XXVII,
1909, No. 22, pi. Ill; Bates, A.J.A. XX, 1916, p. 391, fig. 1, and pp. 393 if.-

Pickard-Cambridge-Haigh, The Attic Theatre, 1907, pp. 292 ff.; etc.
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istic pose for a satyr as he danced up to some character in the

satyr play. Even Myron's Marsyas, as Bates suggests, which has

practically the same gesture except for the left hand, may have
been inspired by the satyr-drama. It is well-known that vase

painters often had in mind such scenes. 1 So it is tempting to see

such a scene on the Baltimore cylix; and the interesting rock as a

bit of landscape makes the idea very probable. What the scene

is I do not know, unless it be a parody of the Jason-Ariadne or,

more probably, of the Dionysus-Ariadne story or some similar

myth. Such
scenes as that in

Monumenti, X,

pi. LI, represent-

ing satyrs and

Dionysus ad-

vancing on the

sleeping Ariadne,

and those in

Annali, 1878, pi.

I, where two

satyrs are stealing

up to a sleeping

maenad, also in

Ionic chiton,
would form a

transition to our

scene where the maenad has already awakened. Of course it is

possible that it is a typical maenad-satyr story such as Pliny,

N.H. XXXV, 109, says Nicomachus painted (Bacchas obreptan-

tibus Satyris), and that the vase-painter took the characteristic

satyr to the left from a pattern book or repeated a well-known

motif, but even so we should have a reminiscence of the satyr-

drama.

The illustrations in Figures 4 and 5 show the cylix as it ap-

peared before cleaning. It seemed to be a complete vase, so well

done was the repainting, but part of the drawing was in the style

of about 500 B.C. and the rest in the style of about 480 B.C. or

later. It seemed incredible that such beautiful and delicate

hands should be drawn at the same time with such crude feet.

^f. Philologus XXVII, 1868, pp. 1-27; Heydemann, Berl Winckelmanns-

Program, XXX, 1870, pp. 8 ff.; Baumeister, Denkmaler, p. 790, fig. 848; in

addition to references above.

FIGURE 4. CYLIX IN BALTIMORE: INTERIOR BEFORE
CLEANING
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So I gave the vase a thorough cleaning and to my disgust found

that it was made up of many modern pieces, and that the whole

had been painted over with red and black so as to look like a

complete cylix. The work was very cleverly done,.and I had to

soak the whole vase for several hours in alcohol to make any

impression on the modern paint. Most of it turned out to be in

a very crude style. Figures 1, 3, and 6 show what is left of the

drawing on the cylix after cleaning. Most of the dancing satyr on

the interior is ancient; only the right hand is restored in the draw-

ing. On the exterior, while most of the scene on one side (A)

which has been

described and

thought to be rem-

iniscent of some

satyr drama, was

found to be ancient,

on the other side

(B) only the two

legs of the satyr to

the left,
1 the lower

part of the female

figure, the hand,
which was re-

painted as a foot,

and part of the

tail of the satyr

to the right remained after the cleaning. A modern piece

joined the lower part of the female figure to the beautiful frag-

ment above (Figs. 6 and 7). This solves the mystery, for

this little refined severe red-figured fragment, on the inside

of which the black varnish has mostly disappeared, is a

little gem.
2 The whole feeling, the whole technique are different

1 His attitude is one of hurry. He was running with a long stride, his arms

outstretched, one forward, one backward, and his left leg well raised. Cf . the

way the figure was restored (Fig. 5). The same attitude occurs on a vase of

Brygos, which probably has a scene from a satyr-drama (Furtwangler-Reich-

hold, Gr. Vasenmakrei, pi. 47), and in Jb. Arch. I., XXXV, 1910, Beiblatt to pi.

IV. The position of the feet also occurs on the New York cylix (Fig. 2, b).

This is probably also an attitude taken from the satyr-drama, but this side

of the Baltimore vase may simply be a typical satyr-maenad scene such as are

so frequent on Greek vases (cf. Hartwig, Die Gr. Meisterschakn, p. 452).
2 Greatest length 0.077 m.; greatest height 0.05 m.

4

FIGURE 5. CYLIX IN BALTIMORE: EXTERIOR
BEFORE CLEANING
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from the crude drawing of the rest of the vase. The delicate

hand, as contrasted with the other awkward elongated hands,

the wrist with the bracelet, the pointed elbow, the beautiful

profile of the face, the interesting eye, the earring on the ear, the
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use of red as an accessory, the fine delicate lines on the drapery,

as contrasted with the uncertain lines of the rest of the vase, and

other features are sb

different, that I have

no hesitation in say-

ing that this frag-

ment does not

belong to the vase,

and that even the

bit of the arm and

the hand to the

right, which r e -

sembles hands on

the cylix of Oltos in

Corneto, belong to a FIGURE 7 FRAGMENT IN THE STYLE OF OLTOS,

satyr of another BALTIMORE

vase. This beauti-

ful fragment I should assign to the vase-painter Oltos1 from

whom we have only two signed vases. One is an enormous

cylix in Corneto, of which there is an excellent forgery in the

Louvre, called one of the best modern copies of a Greek vase;
2

the other is a cylix in the Berlin Museum. 3

If we compare the Baltimore fragment with the Corneto cylix

of Oltos,
4 we see at once the resemblance between the head on

1 Mr. Beazley of Oxford, to whom I showed this vase when he was in Balti-

more, also was inclined to assign the fragment to Oltos, and in his Attic Red-

figured Vases in American Museums, which will be published by the Harvard

Press, he will attribute, I understand, many other fragments and vases to Oltos.

Mr. Beazley is the greatest authority on the style of the different severe red-

figured vase-painters, and so his confirmation leaves little doubt in the matter,

even though scholars seem to be going too far in trying to identify the painter
of every vase or picture. Professor Hoppin in his new book on Euthymides
and His Fellows, p. 30, assigns to Smicros a psycter in New York which

Beazley attributes to Oltos. P. 59, he assigns to Euthymides the Leyden
amphora which Hartwig gives to Oltos. P. 134, fig. 31, he gives to Phintias

rather than to Oltos as Beazley does.
2
Reinach, Repertoire des Vases Feints Grecs et fitrusques, p. 203, mentions

an identical vase found at Bologna(?), which was exhibited at Florence and
Paris in 1899. By this he must mean this vase, which is certainly a forgery,

although there is a rumour that when it first appeared in Paris a telegram was
sent to Corneto that the original had been stolen, so clever was the imitation.

3 No. 2264. Cf. Wiener Vorlegebldtter, D. pi. II.

*Monumenti dell'Inst. X, 1875, pis. XXIII-XXIV; Wiener Vorlegebldtter,

D, pis. I, II.
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the one and especially the head of Hebe on the other. There

is also a resemblance to the heads of Athena and Hestia. The

profile, the long continuous line of forehead and nose, and the

short strongly retreating lower face, 'the eye, the line about the

hair, the arrangement of the hair itself, and the earring are all

similar to those of Hebe on the Corneto cylix and of the

female figure on the interior of the cylix in the Louvre as-

signed to Oltos by Hartwig, Die Griechischen Meisterschalen,

pi. VI. Many of the figures, such as Aphrodite, Hestia, and

the maenads, on the Corneto cylix wear a similar bracelet.

The panther's skin about the neck and even the drapery resemble

those on the maenad behind Dionysus on the Corneto cylix and

also the maenad on the Louvre cylix. The figures have the same

sort of elbows and hands and wrists. The three lines about the

neck also occur on Hebe and on the female figure in the interior

of the Louvre cylix. On the exterior of the Berlin cylix the

head of Iris, turned also to left, is extremely similar, with same

profile, eye, earring, and same arrangement of hair, and she has

dots on her wings. The profile and hair and ear and especially

the nose and small retreating jaw of Antilochus are similar. On
the interior the profile of the warrior, his curly hair, the shape
of his ear and chin, and the smile on his face are similar. The

hands, elbows, and drapery are also in the same style.

Still other points of resemblance to the work of Oltos could

be pointed out, but enough has been said to dispel all doubt that

the Baltimore fragment shows the same style as the signed cylices

of Oltos and the other vases which scholars have attributed to

him. The facts about what pieces are modern, about the draw-

ing, and other points are made clear by the illustrations, and do

not need comment. The Baltimore cylix after a thorough clean-

ing has yielded an important and beautiful fragment in the style

of Oltos, as well as portions of a cylix with a rather rare represen-

tation of a rocky landscape, and an extremely interesting scene

which recalls the satyr-drama, even if the style is not as refined

and careful as that of the Oltos sherd.

DAVID M. ROBINSON.

JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY,

BALTIMORE, MD.
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THE DATE OF THE -GREAT CHALICE OF ANTIOCH

NEITHER time nor space permitted me to enter fully into the

very important question regarding the date of the chalice of

Antioch, and in my preliminary report
1 on this subject there is no

reference to some points which had not then become clear. Since

that report I have found no evidence of a later date than that

which I there assigned to the ornaments of the chalice, but some
new evidence which confirms my former views. My general

conclusion is that the form and proportions of the chalice, be-

long, in their origin 'and development, to the period in-

cluded between the middle of the second century B.C. and the

beginning of the second century A.D., and that the date of the

inner bowl must be twenty or more years earlier than the orna-

ments, the execution of which must fall in the second half of the

first century A.D.

The reasons for these conclusions will be developed below.

Chalices Figured on Coins of Simon. The earliest type of a
chalice possessing the form and proportions of the Antioch

chalice (Fig. 1, 2) is to be found on coins of the middle of the

second century B.C. There are many coins of this type,
2
espe-

cially those of Simon Maccabaeus, 141-142 B.C. On these coins

we find a chalice, with or without handles (Fig. 1, 5). The bowl

is a truncate ovoid with a narrow, slender and remarkably short

stem, characterized by a nodus of spherical form, just as on the

chalice of Antioch. The stem is slightly higher than the stem

of the chalice, but the disk forming the foot is narrow, as on the

chalice. The relative proportions of bowl, stem, and foot are

almost the same, with the exception of the slightly higher stem

already mentioned. The important point is that the form of the

bowl, the spherical nodus, and the narrow foot existed already at

M. J. A., XX, 1916, pp. 426 ff.

2 For Jewish coins with chalices cf. L. Anson, Numismata Graeca, pis. I and

VI; figs. 360, 361, 363, 367. About 137 B.C.

American Journal of Archaeology, Second Series. Journal of the 1 ftr\
Archaeological Institute of America, Vol. XXI (1917), No. 2.
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that early date, and that the nodus was not a late Christian

invention, as some have suggested.

FIGURE 1. CHALICES

1. A small glass chalice. First century A.D. Private collection in New
York. Found in Syria.

2. The chalice of Antioch.

3. Chalice from a painting in Pompeii. First century A.D. After Roux.

4. The Cup on the Arch of Titus.

5. Six types of holy vessels, probably from the Temple in Jerusalem. From

Jewish coins of the middle of the second century B.C.
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The Treasure of Boscoreale. The form of the bowl of the chalice

is similar to many of the bowls of the cups in this treasure. 1 The
ovoid shape was common in the first century, having been con-

tinued from the second century B.C. as has already been described.

It was by no means a new invention, although cups of this form

are rare in the period immediately preceding Augustus and

Tiberius: In the Boscoreale cups we see this similarity not only
in the form of the bowl, but also in the proportions of the bowl

and the stem. In these too we have the lip turned over in the

form of a low collar. The only difference between the chalice

and these cups is that the chalice possesses no handles, and that

the cups do not possess a spherical nodus. As, however, cups,

datable in the first century A.D., are known without such handles

and also furnished with a spherical nodus, having also the form

and proportions of the chalice and the Boscoreale cups, these two
differences lose every value. Not one single specimen of this

form and with such proportions has been found of a date later

than the first century A.D. Some, however, are earlier.

The Cup on the Table in the Arch of Titus.2 Here too the form

of the bowl (Fig. 1, 4) is almost a copy of the bowl of the chalice.

There is no stem on this cup, and we can conclude that if there

were one the artist would have shown it, provided it had been

conspicuously large. If this cup had had a very low stem, like

that of the chalice, the artist might well have neglected to repre-

sent it. There is, however, a very narrow disk at the foot like

that on the chalice. This cup is a great puzzle, as no vessel of

this type is known to have been in the temple of Herod. There

are many representations of the temple vessels extant, but as I am
preparing a special paper on this subject I do not desire at present
to enter upon any discussion, especially as these vessels have not

been individually studied. Some of them are figured on a gold

glass in the Museo Cristiano in the Vatican. On the bottom
of this glass we see a perfect representation of the Temple of

Herod and an inscription which leaves no doubt about its real

nature. It is the only authentic representation known. Below
the temple we have a row of the holy vessels, the two urns for

the manna, the incense burner, and others. But none has the

1 A. Heron de Villefosse, 'Le Tresor de Boscoreale,' Mon. Piot, V, 1899

pp. 7-290.
2 A good reproduction is in C. Adler and I. M. Casanowiez, 'Biblical An-

tiquities,' Smithsonian Institution, 1899,
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form of the cup on the relief. The nature of the cup is thus

in doubt, but the date is not, because the cup could not be later

than the triumph. It must have been one of the spoils, though

perhaps not necessarily one of those actually brought to Rome.
We know that Titus placed the two Cherubim from the Ark of

the Covenant on the city gate of Antioch, and therefore did

not bring everything to Rome. The trumpets from the temple
are represented on the Arch in connection with the cup.

Pompeian Wall Painting. A chalice of the exact form and

proportions of that of Antioch is seen on a wall in Pompeii (Fig.

1, s).
1 It has not only the bowl and proportions of our chalice,

but also its spherical nodus. The date of this vase is, of course,

not later than 79 A.D. As no similar representation is known of a

later date, this painted vessel alone would suffice to place the

form and proportions of our chalice in the second half of the first

century, even if no other evidence existed.

Glass Vessel of the Exact Form and Proportions of the Chalice.

While not a single glass, terra-cotta, or metal vessel of the form

and proportions of our chalice has been found later than the

first century, one at least, besides those mentioned, has been found

which with absolute certainty can be dated in that century. This

object is a small glass vessel (Fig. 1, i) about three inches high,

made of clear, once probably translucent glass, which is now
iridescent. It is almost an absolute copy in miniature of the

Antioch chalice. There is the same ovoid truncate bowl, re-

markably short stem, spherical nodus, and narrow disk at the foot.

Its surface is covered with parallel shallow and curved flutings

from nodus to lip. Such a type of fluting is known in glass vessels

of the first century, but is not found later than the second century.

Combined with the character of the form and proportions it helps

to date the object in the first century. This bowl was found in a

Syrian tomb, and is now in a private collection in New York.

The Augustus Cup. As reference has already been made in

my previous article to this cup, which is a part of the Boscoreale

treasure, it is only necessary to mention that the important
similarities with the ornaments of the chalice are three : the pose

of the figures of Augustus and of Nos. 1, 3, and 8 on the chalice,

the platforms of the thrones (Fig. 2, 10-13), and the dress. The

artist of the chalice might have had these or similar represen-

tations before him when he chased the ornaments.

Herculanum et Pompei, IV, Ser. 3, pi. 115.
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Arretine and Green Glazed Pottery. With these two types of

pottery of the early empire the chalice of Antioch has many
points in common. On these vessels, generally of medium to-

small size, we find an ornamentation of stems with leaves and

bunches which not only show the naturalistic style of the cor-

responding objects on the chalice, but which sometimes are

arranged in the same manner, issuing in pairs from the ground
line. These vines are sometimes joined at their tips and tied

with a bow and knot as on the chalice. 1 Many of the vases are-

ornamented with rosettes similar to those on the chalice, singly,

in pairs, or in groups, or in a continuous band under the lip.

The latter arrangement, so similar to that of the chalice, is seen

on a magnificent specimen of Arretine pottery in the Metropolitan
Museum. 2 This vase is signed "Tigranes,

" and cannot be later

than the middle of the first century. Much of the green glazed

pottery of this period is ornamented with figures which in position,

and arrangement resemble those of the chalice. In fact it

seems evident that the artist of the chalice had some of these

vessels and their ornaments in his mind or actually before him,
when he designed those of the chalice. He even seems to have
been greatly inspired by their ornaments, adopting arrangement
as well as details. This he could hardly have done unless he

actually belonged to their period, as few of these vessels survived

the first century A.D., their period of manufacture being in the

first century B.C. and the first century A.D. After the latter

century these vessels were replaced by the cheaper and more
fashionable glass.

The Naples Cameo Vase. The wonderful cameo vase in blue

and white glass in the Museum of Naples is too well known to

need any description, and figures of it are found in most books on
art. The best that I have seen is that by Zahn in natural colors.3

It has besides the advantage of showing the vase also from the

side of the vines. We recognize at once two striking similarities

with the ornaments of the chalice. The two vines on the vase

rise from the ground line as on the chalice, and form an upper
1 Similar bowknots in connection with vine branches are also seen on a silver

cup of the Hildesheim treasure according to Blume, Der Hildesheimer Silber-

fund. Hildesheim 1905.

'Gisela M. A. Richter, 'Hellenistic and Roman Glazed Vases,' B. Metr.

Mus. March, 1916.
3
Zahn, Die schonsten Ornamente aus Pompeii, Herculaneum, und Stabiae,.

pi. 77.
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loop and a lower arch almost exactly like those on the chalice.

The resemblance goes even further. The place which on the

chalice is occupied by the seated figure No. 1, is on the vase

occupied by a group of four rosettes like those on the marble

table in the Metropolitan Museum. The place occupied by the

eagle is on the vase occupied by a large mask which also ex-

tends down into the lower arch, here replacing the basket. The

FIGURE 2.
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vase could in fact very well have served as a model for the

artist of the chalice/ That the technique and style of the vines

of the vase are different does not contradict this assertion,

because they were naturally modified in order to suit the mate-

rial. The vines and tendrils on the vase could be cut as slender

as the artist desired, while those on the chalice had to be robust

in order to permit of soldering to the surface of the matrix of the

bowl.

The Naples Glass Goblet. This glass,
1 the size of a tumbler, is

ornamented with several vine-trunks with leaves and bunches in

the robust style of those of the chalice. They follow each other

spirally in the manner of the fluting of the small glass vase already

mentioned. On the ground line is a rabbit in the act of attacking

a bunch of grapes. Among the leaves is a dove. Closely related

to the ornaments of the chalice, but less skillfully executed, this

goblet is of importance for the date of the chalice. It was buried

by the eruption of 79 A.D.

A Roman Support for a Table. In the Metropolitan Museum of

New York is a very fine marble support for a table in the Pom-

peian style. It consists of an upright slab with sculptured sides.

The ornament is composed of grapevine stems which form loops in

the manner of those on the chalice and on the Naples cameo vase.

The tips of the vine stems end in cornucopia buds as on the

1 A. Deville, Histoire de I'Art de la Verrerie dans Antiquite, pi. 9 B.

EXPLANATION OF FIGURE 2

END BUDS AND CORNUCOPIAS

1 and 2. End buds of the vine. Chalice of Antioch..

3. Cornucopia, flower or bud. Coins of Herod. After Madden.
4. Cornucopia. Coin of Titus. After Madden.
5. Cornucopia. Coin of Agrippa. After Madden.

BOWKNOTS CONNECTING THE VINE TIPS

6. Three stems tied together. Green glazed Samian cup. First century.
Boston Museum of Fine Arts. From a photograph furnished by the Museum.

7. 8, 9. The three principal types of knots on the chalice of Antioch.

THRONE RESTS AND PLATFORMS

10. Lower part of the throne of the elder Augustus. Cup from Boscoreale.

Collection of Baron Edmond Rothschild, Paris.

11. The same part of the throne of the Youthful Augustus. Same cup.
12. The lower part of the throne of figure No. 1. Chalice of Antioch.

13. The same part of the throne of the youthful Christ. Chalice of Antioch.
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chalice, while the central loops contain various rosettes, almost

exact copies of those seen in the central loop of the Naples
cameo vase. This marble stand thus connects directly the

Augustan period, the Naples vase-, and the chalice ornaments

with each other. The stand undoubtedly belongs to the first

century A.D. and is labelled by the Museum authorities as of

the Augustan period.

The Grape Vine in the Catacomb of Domitilla. This vine is the

only one in the catacombs of Rome which shows a conspicuous

similarity with that of the chalice. It is also the earliest, by some

placed at the end of the first century A.D. 1 It is the only vine in

the catacombs or on sarcophagi which possesses the characteristic

loop of the vine on the chalice.

End Buds like Cornucopiae and Fleur-de-lis. Ten or more of

the end buds of the vine on the chalice possess peculiar forms,

resembling cornucopiae and fleur-de-lis. The types are shown
in Figure 2, i, 2. Similar end buds are not found among the

vines of the late sarcophagi but are seen on coins and reliefs of

the first century A.D., as, for example, coins of Herod, Agrippa,
and Titus, (Fig. 2, 3, 4, 5).

2 These figures are generally identified

as cornucopiae, but those on the coins of Herod seem to represent

a round fruit between two end buds. Similar end buds are also

found on the marble table mentioned above and on various other

reliefs of the first century. The stems of both buds and cornu-

copiae widen towards the apex, thus increasing the resemblance.

The Eagle. The eagle on the chalice shows a conspicuous

similarity to the eagles before and of the first century A.D.

(Fig. 3), but little or no similarity with eagles of a later date.

No similar eagle has been found on any other Christian object,

whether wall painting or sarcophagus relief. The type is that

of classic Greek eagles with lifted and spread wings, such as

are found on the coins of several cities in Asia Minor, for in-

stance those of Apameia and Acmonia in Phrygia.
3 Both

of these cities are near Antioch and the artist of the chalice

must have been acquainted with their coins. The similarity

between the eagles is too great to be accidental. Somewhat

1 E. Hennecke, Altchristliche Malerei und Altkirchliche Literatur.

2 F. W. Madden, Coins of the Jews, pp. 88-91, 122, 124.

53

Smith, Dictionary of Greek and Roman Geography, s. v. Acmonia and

Apameia.
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similar eagles, but less artistically executed are found on coins of

Domitian and Hadrian. 1 That the form was used in decoration

in the first century we know from a representation found in

Pompeii.
2 The similarity to that on the chalice is obvious.

FIGURE 3. EAGLES.

Acmonia. From a coin of that city. After Smith, Dictionary of Greek and

Roman Geography.

Pompeii. After a painting in Pompeii. First century A.D. Roux.

Apameia. From a coin of that city, after Smith, op. cit.

Antioch. Chalice.

The Seated Figures. The heads of the figures need little

further reference than that which was given in my first paper, in

which I endeavored to show that such representations could be

nothing but portraits, made by an artist who had actually seen

those he portrayed or who had access to actual portraits. Only
one who has seen the persons he portrays can infuse such life,

such personal characteristics, and such feelings of individuality as

our artist has done. The heads show a classic style and treat-

1

Domitian, Collection dufeu M. N. Montagu, Monnaies d'or (Sale catalogue),

Paris, 1896. Hadrian, J. Y. Akerman, A descriptive Catalogue of rare and
unedited Roman Coins, p. 231, pi. 6.

2
Roux, Here, et Pomp. Ill, ser. 2, pi. 94.
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ment. Each contains its distinct thematic form, which is

repeated in the dress and ornament pertaining to that figure.

Each figure is also invested with a distinguishing arrangement of

lines, generally curved, carried out from the head through the

figure and surroundings. This continuation and extension of

harmonious lines is a powerful contribution to the sense of

grandeur in these miniature heads; and at the same time attri-

butes to each figure its theme. These considerations establish

the designer of the heads on the chalice, who was probably also

their sculptor, as an artist profoundly learned in the ultimate

mysteries of his craft; the possessor of knowledge not revealed

in any other extant works of his period. The skill with which he

applied his knowledge is surprising and shows that he stood at

the very height of his profession. The school of composition

represented in the gracious, noble arrangement of line and form

is a direct survival of the best traditions of Greek design; of the

principles that animate in common the best work ranging from

shields to the structure of temples. The more important of

these principles had practically dropped out of use before the

Christian era, and their application became increasingly rare

until the time of Constantine, when the last vestige of this art

disappeared. Their use at a time of artistic decline stamps their

possessor as an artist unique in his century, so far as is revealed

by existing records. 1 The heads of the chalice are individualities.

Those on the Augustus cup, though wonderfully well made, give

us the feeling that they represent more a type
>

than individuals.

After the end of the first century it is rare to find anything but

types. This is shown in the various so-called portraits, which,

though they might reflect considerable personal likeness, rarely

show the characteristics of mind and temperament, as do those

of the chalice. The later artists could better represent the evil

characters of the persons portrayed than the nobler ones. The

nobility, spirituality, and force represented by the heads on the

chalice are not found in any works, that have been preserved,

later than the time of Nero, Titus, and Trajan.

Hair and Beard. The hair and beard show a great variety of

treatment which would not have been probable after the second

century. The long curls hanging down the back and resting on

xThe analysis of the scheme of composition upon which the chalice decora-

tions are based has been made by Mrs. Margaret West Kinney, who is making

etchings of the heads of Christ and the Apostles.
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the shoulders of some of the figures show that the artist portrayed

the apostles as Jews, and gave them features of a strong Jewish

type'. The fashion of long curls has survived among the Jews to

our day, but is not found in the catacomb paintings in which the

artists discarded all realistic Jewish features. The hair and beard

of the figures thus support the theory of the date in the first

century.

The Eyes. The treatment of the eyes does not show any

stereotyped standard, but on the contrary a variety of methods

that could scarcely have been possible after the second, much less

after the third century. The eyes in each of the twelve figures

are treated differently, the artist evidently having searched for

methods by which to express the feeling and individuality he

desired to give to each of the personages he was portraying. The
treatment of the eyes by various methods thus supports the

early date assigned to the chalice.

The Dress. The fact that the dress of all the seated figures is

the toga indicates to some extent the early date of the chalice.

Already at the end of the first century the toga had been almost

discarded as a costume for daily use and replaced by the pallium

and the tunic. 1 All the early representations of Christ and the

apostles show them in the pallium, while later ones show them in

the tunic or in various other garbs, more or less resembling the

oriental dress of today.
2 After the first century the toga was

reserved for magistrates, judges, and finally for consuls. With
the death of the last consul the Roman toga disappeared. If the

figures on the chalice were made after the first century, we should

expect to find them in the pallium. On the contrary Nos. 1 and
8 are dressed in most elaborately as well as artistically draped

togas, while in the other figures the toga is represented slightly

less elaborately. There are not only points of resemblance

between the togas on the Augustus cup and those of figures 1 and

8, but the resemblance of the emperor's toga with that of figure

3 is apparent. The similarity is enhanced by the pose of the

two figures, and one would be justified in assuming that the

artist of the chalice had actually been inspired by this cup, or by
some contemporary object similar to it. The resemblance is too-

great to be accidental.

1 Clark D. Lamberton, Themes from St. John's Gospel in early Roman
Catacomb Painting, p. 30.

2 O. M. Dalton, Byzantine Art.
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That neither Christ nor the apostles ever wore a toga is prob-

able, and all that we can conclude is that the artist used the gar-

ment which he considered most worthy of their (religious) rank.

FIGURE 4. HANDS AND SCROLLS
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Had he lived at the time of later emperors, or in the time of the

Ravenna mosaics, he would naturally have given his figures the

imperial garments of that period and not the toga. The fact

that he dressed them like emperors of the early empire, and

especially like Augustus, points inevitably to a very early date.

The Handles of the Scrolls. While we cannot derive any direct

evidence from the handles of the rods on which the scrolls are

wound, still the circumstantial evidence furnished by them is of

considerable value. According to Latin writers, the ancients in

the time of the early Roman emperors used knobs and buttons

of metal at the end of such rods. Among the innumerable

Christian and pagan representations of scrolls in painting .and

sculpture not more than half a dozen or so show any indication

of such knobs. These are all of diminutive size, and not like

those of the chalice. Unfortunately there exist no Jewish repre-

sentations of their knobs and handles until late mediaeval or early

Renaissance times. 1

These, however, are all much larger than the

1 L. Loew, Graphische Requisiten und Erzeugnisse bei den Juden, p. 127.

EXPLANATION OF FIGURE 4

FIGURE 4. HANDS AND SCROLLS

2. Left hand of figure No. 2, possibly a sword handle. Chalice of Antioch.

All these figures are much enlarged.

3. Left hand and scroll of seated figure No. 3. Chalice of Antioch.

4. Left hand and scroll of figure No. 4. Chalice of Antioch.

5. Left hand and bag, figure No. 5. Chalice of Antioch. The object in the

hand is doubtful. It resembles a bag, but might have been intended as a scroll.

6. Left hand and scroll of figure No. 6. Chalice of Antioch.

7. Left hand and scroll of figure No. 7. Chalice of Antioch.

8. The left hand of Christ, figure No. 8. Chalice of Antioch. The Scroll

of the Thora or Law. Rolled on two staffs. Indistinct inscription or sign in

the centre.

9. Left hand and scroll of figure No. 9. Chalice of Antioch.

10. Left hand of figure No. 10. Chalice of Antioch.

11. Two views of the left hand of figure No. 11. Chalice of Antioch.

12. a. The left hand and scroll of the elder Augustus on the Augustus cup
of the Boscoreale treasure. Collection of Baron Edmond Rothschild, Paris.

12. b. The left hand and scroll of the young Augustus. The same cup.
13. An ancient scroll of the Law in the hands of Susanna. Wall painting in

tin- catacombs of Rome, after Palmer.
14. The scoll of Esther. Old Jewish MS.
15. Top of scroll, painting in Pompeii. Attached to the edge is the title.

16. a-g. Seven different Jewish scrolls of books of the Old Testament,

showing various forms of handle.

5
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others, and in form quite similar to those on the chalice (Fig. 4).

Assuming, as we can with reason, that the Jewish types of orna-

ments and implements continued with little change for centuries,

we can conclude that the knobs on the chalice show a Jewish type.

Such a type would never have been copied by the Christians after

the first century A.D. but might very well have been copied in the

first century, before the rupture with the Jews was complete.

The scrolls, no doubt, indicate the missionary work of the apostles,

their preaching and writings, and the artist placed them on a

par with the books of the Old Testament, giving them the same

outward form. All the scrolls differ individually : this probably with

reference to the individual work of the apostles. After the New
Testament had been collected, I think, the artist would not have

made individual scrolls, but one common type for all, such as we
find in painting and sculpture, in the catacombs and elsewhere.

The Phylactery. A careful examination of figure 9 on the

chalice reveals the highly interesting fact that his right arm is

wound with the band called by the Jews, "Tephillin," and form-

ing a part of the arm-phylactery which every orthodox Jew was

commanded to wear at prayer.
1 We can count the seven or

eight turns of the band and follow it into the palm of the hand,

where we see the ends crossed. The small box containing the

1 Compare the illustrations in J. .C. Bodenschatz, Kirchliche Verfassung der

heutigen Juden, Erlangen, 1748, part IV, ch. 1, and Paul Christian Kirchner,

Judisches Ceremoniel, Nuremberg, 1726, pi. between pp. 6 and 7.

EXPLANATION OF FIGUKE 5

FIGURE 5. ARM-PHYLACTERIES

1, a. Left hand, the back. After Bodenschatz.

1, b. Left hand, the palm and elbow joint. After Bodenschatz. Observe

the box in the elbow joint.

1, c. Enlarged illustration of the same box and its end strap. Middle of

eighteenth century.

2, Right hand phylactery, back of hand. After Kirchner. Eighteenth

century. Like that on chalice, figure 12.

3, 1. Back of left arm. After the Jewish Encyclopedia, s. v. Phylactery.

3, b. Left arm, inner side. Box in the elbow joint.

3, c. Enlarged figure of the box in the elbow.

9, a. The right arm of the apostle No. 9, on the chalice of Antioch. The

large loop pendent below the box in the elbow joint is probably not a part of

the phylactery, but perhaps a waist cord.

9, b. Enlarged illustration of the box in the elbow and the bow on the end;

from the same figure.
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inscription on the parchment slips is also represented. It is

seen as a small circular object in the elbow joint of the same arm.

A phylactery is also found on the right arm of figure 12 of the

chalice. It is almost exactly the arm phylactery of a right arm

pictured by Kirchner, I.e., figure 2. Thus on the chalice we
have a phylactery on both the interior and the exterior of the

FIGURE 5
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arm; and as both representations agree with those given bymodern
authors as being in use in recent years, we must consider the

phylactery on the chalice as fully established. No figure in the

catacombs possesses a similar phylactery, and it is probable that

it was not general even among the earliest Christians. It was
never adopted by the Christian Church, hence its value in dating

the chalice. The apostle might have continued to wear it from

old habit. The wearing of the phylactery was never condemned

by Christ, although he condemned the habit of the Rabbis to

increase the size for the purpose of show.

The Date Cannot be Later than the First Century. Having thus

enumerated the reasons for placing the date of the chalice in the

first century, it now remains to review the reasons why the chalice

could not have been executed after the end of this century.

There is not a single vessel of the form and proportions of the

chalice known after the end of the first century. If the chalice

had been made later, it would no doubt have possessed the same

form and proportions as the many chalices represented on tomb-

stones, sarchophagi, etc., of the period. All such chalices possess

large handles, wide, probably fluted, bowls, and a narrower

opening, in the style described and figured by Schnyder.
1 It

might also have resembled the earliest known chalice, the Gour-

don cup, which in turn resembles the Lycurgus cup.
2 Or perhaps

it would have been given the form of the chalice represented in

Cinque Santi.3 All these cups were more like a carchesium.

The dress of Christ and the apostles would, if the ornaments had

been made after the beginning of the second century, have been

the pallium, the tunic, or the dalmatic, and not the toga. The

grape vine would have resembled the painted vines of a later date,

or the mosaic vines represented in S. Costanza, the Baptisterium

of Constantine, and not the vines of the first century. The

heads and faces of the figures would not have possessed a classical

type and technique, if executed after the time of Hadrian. At

the very best they would have partaken of the type seen on the

Column of M. Aurelius, or that seen in the catacombs and on the

sarcophagi of the time of Constantine. The faces would have

been stereotyped or at least generalized. The lotus ornaments on

1 W. Schnyder, Die Darstellung des Eucharist. Kelches auf altchristl. Grabin-

schriften Roms. Rome, 1900.

2
Kisa, Das Glas im Altertvme, fig. 233.

3 F. X. Kraus, Geschichte der Christlichen Kunst, I, p. 50.
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the cup or on the foot would probably have been replaced by the

acanthus leaf. There would have been no phylactery of a

strictly Jewish type. The eagle would not have resembled the

Greek and Roman eagles with lifted and spread wings, but would

have resembled those of the later period with folded wings.

And finally, in regard to the [technique, not one single head or face

of Christ, apostle, saint, or private person has come down to us

from a period later than the end of the first century, which was

executed with the skill, delicacy, feeling, and naturalism, shown

in the heads of the apostles. No such heads could have been

executed between the first century and the Renaissance.

The Assemblage. One of my correspondents writes as fol-

lows: "The strongest reason for dating the chalice to the time

of Constantine, is the fact that the principal theme Christ

seated in the midst of Apostles is unknown among extant re-

mains of Christian art before the Peace of the Church. It is a

theme that attained sud*den popularity in the reign of Constantine.

It is not easy to conceive for what reason it was not used before

or why it became popular then." This argument would have

some weight, if this theme had been invented at that time, but

since we find similar figures on the Augustus cup, we can conclude

that the motive was already known. Nor can a single uncertain

argument offset all the proofs offered in this paper, especiallywhen
we find that there is no similarity whatsoever between the art and

the technique of the seated figures of the Constantinian period

and those of the chalice. None of the figures draped in the

tunic of the late period with their stereotyped faces, expressions,

and dress can compare with those on the chalice. The assemblage
in general might indeed show some similarity with later works,
but the details, which are more important, are so conspicuously

different, that the comparison leads to a differentiation in the

dates.

There is no difficulty in explaining why, during and after the

Constantinian period, the custom arose of representing Christ

surrounded by a number of apostles seated on thrones. Up to

that time the Christian artists had been confined in their painting
to the narrow and low chambers in the catacombs. But with

the freedom and peace of the Church the room became unlimited;
the artists expanded their works, transferring their labor from the

underground vaults to the walls of spacious cathedrals and

churches, where the larger space to be ornamented with painting
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and mosaic made the use of the "large assemblage" not only

advisable, but desirable and necessary. The artists then revived

the practise of representing prominent personages seated on

thrones and surrounded by attendants and followers.

GUSTAVUS A. EISEN.

NEW YORK, N. Y.
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ANCIENT ORIENTATION UNVEILED

II 1

ETRURIA AND ROME

IT WILL save repetition if Etruria and Rome are treated to-

gether. Rome adopted or experimented with all the Etruscan

forms of divination and ceremonial that contained the element of

orientation, as well as continued the practises she inherited from

her Latin and Sabine brothers. She was also familiar with the

practises of the Marsi, the Umbri, and other Italic tribes.

The material can be classified under two main heads : divination

by birds, which is Italic and Roman; and divination by thunder

and lightning, which is Etruscan. 2 Both these classes must be

studied in connection with somethingwe have hot yet encountered,
a consecrated and determined area called a templum, within

which the phenomena are noted. It is in this matter of the tem-

plum that Etruria and Rome made the most important contri-

bution to the science of Orientation.

Before discussing the templum and its orientation, it may be

said at once that there is no exception throughout Italy to the

lucky left and to southern heavenly orientation.

The earliest first-hand record is in the fragments of Ennius

(c. 200 B.C.), especially in those that describe the founding of

Rome by Romulus, under the favorable auspices of the twelve

left-hand birds. Ennius distinctly states that Romulus sought
the laevum genus altivolantum. Cicero, himself an augur, points

1 For Part I, see A, J. A. XXI, 1917, pp. 55-76.
2 Divination by the liver of the victim, which is also Etruscan, is not con-

sidered here because, while orientation and the lucky left apparently entered into

its ritual, they did so in a way so subordinate to other phenomena as to make it

unnecessary to discuss them here, for lack of data. It can be said, however,
that here also the left side was lucky, and that the left hand was used in handling
the liver; that there were sixteen divisions in the left lobe, corresponding to the

Etruscan divisions of the heaven for divination; that, in a way, the liver was
a reflection of the heavens.

American Journal of Archaeology, Second Series. Journal of the 1 C7
Archaeological Institute of America, Vol. XXI (1917) No. 2.
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out the contrast between the Roman theory of the lucky left and

the Greek theory of the lucky right: "to us left-hand things seem
the best, but to Greeks and barbarians right-hand things" (Div.

II, 39, 83). Ovid, in the Fasti (IV, 833), speaks of favorable

left-hand thunders at the founding of Rome. Plutarch discusses

the lucky left-hand birds in his Roman Questions (78). Virgil

in the Georgics (IV, 7) refers to the laeva prospera. The foremost

Roman antiquarians, Varro and Festus, furnish abundant mate-

rial on the lucky left. So do the Plinies,
1

Lucan,
2
Dionysius,

Plautus3
, Servius, etc. These data will be given in detail later.

The very term "sinister" meant the opposite to the Romans: it

stood for "lucky."
The unwillingness of the modern mind to grasp this connection

of luck with the left has tinged a number of the discussions of this

question and led to such palpable absurdities as the denying that

when the Romans said "left" they really meant the left side.

Among those who have written on this subject the principal

are K. 0. M tiller,
4
Valeton,

5 Nissen6 and Regell.
7 Of these Regell

has most closely approximated to the truth.

The first question is a definition of the templum. It was of

1 The elder Pliny will be quoted later. The younger, in his Paneg. 5, 3, says:

ceteros principes aut largus cruor hostiarum aut sinister volatus avium consulenti-

bus nuntiavit.

2 Phars. I, 596: et doctus volucris augur servare sinistras.

3 Pseud, 2, 4, 72: avi sinistra, auspicio liquido.
4
Miiller, Die Etrusker, ed. Deecke, II, pp. 114-195.

5 I. M. I. Valeton, De modis auspicandi Romanorum, with abundant quota-

tions, in Mnemosyne, XVII, 275-325, 418-452; XVIII, 208-263, 406-456.

Out of Varro's three classes Valeton elaborated a theory of five classes of

templa: (1) Seat of the gods, in the north, the gods facing south; (2) terrestrial

auspicated templum; (3) infernal or subterranean regions; (4) expanse of

heaven or celestial templum; (5) aerial templum, inaugurated on earth. He

opposes Regell, who finds only three temples in Varro, and asserts that Regell

confuses (1) and (4) as well as (2) and (5). But Regell in quite correct and

Valeton's theory has been received with but little favor. This applies also to

his assertion that the terms right and left in orientation refer to the gods, who
live in the north and whose left would be the east, and have nothing to do with

the direction of the augur or magistrate.
6 H. Nissen, Das Templum (1869) and Orientation (1906). The latter is an

enlargement of the former work. The main emphasis is on the orientation of

temple buildings and cities, with elaborate astronomical calculations, and it

deals only in a secondary way with the other parts of the question.
7 P. Regell, Fragmenla auguralia (Dissert. Hirschberg, 1882); De augurum

publicorum libris; and, especially, Die Schautempla der Augurn in Jb. Phil Pad.

1881, 593-637.
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three kinds, according to Varro's classic and authoritative defini-

tion. He says: "We speak of a templum as of three kinds: as

according to nature, as established by auspices, as according to

analogy. That is, as it is constituted by nature in the heavens,

by auspices on the earth, and by analogy [i.e. to the heavenly]

under the earth." 1

Heavenly Templum. The heavenly templum is the entire

expanse of heaven, circular in outline.2 It was divided for pur-

poses of divination into four sections by the Romans, and further

subdivided into sixteen sections by the Etruscans. The signs

observed in the heavens possessed different meanings according

to the section in which each appeared. These divisions were

made by the diviner with his sacred curved wand or lituus. He
faced southward. He waved his wand from south to north across

the heaven, making a straight line which was called the cardo,

from its corresponding to the axis or pole oil which the universe

revolved. This divided the world, both earth and heaven, into

two halves, an eastern and a western. It was bisected at right

angles by another line, running from due east to west. This line

was called decumanus. 3 Varro says that these four sections of

the templum are called "the left part on the east, the right part

on the west, the front part on the south and the rear part on the

north." 4 Another passage of Varro is quoted by Festus, to

explain why the left-hand birds in augury are considered lucky.

He says that left auspices are lucky because the eastern side of

the world is on one's left hand in the ceremonies of consulting

the gods. "When the auspices are taken from the seat of the

gods [the augural seat] facing the south, the fact that the orient

is on the left and the Occident on the right is the -probable reason

why left-hand auspices are considered superior to right-hand

auspices."
5

1 L. L. VII, 6-13: Templum tribus modis dicitur: ab natura, ab auspicando,
a similitudine; ab natura in caelo, ab auspiciis in terra, a similitudine sub terra.

2
Varro, ibid.: quaquia intuiti erant oculi, a tuendo primo templum dictum

quocirca caelum qua attuimur dictum templum.
3 The term decimanus, or decumanus, does not apply with certainty to this

transverse heavenly line. It is likely to have been connected with land

surveying.
4 Ibid.: "Eius templi partes quattuor dicuntur, sinistra ab oriente, dextra ab

occasu, antica ad meridiem, postica ad septentrionem.
6
Festus, s. v. Sinistrae (p. 339) : Sinistrae aves sinistrumque est sinistimum

auspicium id quod sinat fieri. Varro IV Epistolicarum quaestionum ait: 'a
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Festus not only here quotes Varro for the lucky left and south-

ern orientation but gives two other early authorities for the

same facts: Cincius, and Sinnius Capito. He also states on his

own authority that "the part of the heaven to the south is called

the front and the northern part the back and these are subdivided

into east and west." The first part of this sentence is taken,

word for word, from Cicero. 1 In Cicero we find a number of

<3orroborations, which is natural, as he was an augur and wrote

on divination.2 A notable passage is that in which he describes

how the boy Attus Navius, who afterward became a noted diviner,

used the templum ceremonial to find a huge bunch of grapes as a

gift to Jupiter. He faced south and bisected the sky with the

cardo and decumanus lines, and then consulted the auspicious

and inauspicious bird signs.
3 But most important of all is his

deorum sede cum in meridiem spectes ad sinistra sunt partes mundi exorientes,

ad dexteram occidentes; factum arbitror et sinistra meliora auspicia, quam
dextera esse existimentur.' Idem fere sentiunt Sinnius Capito et Cincius.

The etymology of left-hand omen as id quod sinat fieri is an attempt to ac-

count for the favorable meaning of sinister. The opening words of the quota-
tion from Varro are important mainly because they have been most amusingly
misunderstood and made the main basis for a theory that the Etruscan and

Roman gods had an Olympus in the north. I expect to refute this in a special

paper, and will merely say here that the passage describes nothing but the

spectio or taking of the auspices in the auguraculum or consecrated area, and

that the sedes deorum simply means the place where the seated magistrate

performs the ceremony.
1 Festus (p. 220 ap. Paulum), s. v. Posticum: Ea caeli pars quae sole

illustratur ad meridiem antica nominatur, quae ad septentrionem postica;

rursumque dividuntur in duas partes, orientem et occidentem. Cf. Cicero,

De div. I, 22, 45 : Ea caeli pars quae sole illustratur ad meridiem antica nom-

inatur, quae ad septentrionem postica.
2 Cicero states the lucky left as the augural law in Fam. VI, 6, 7: Non igitur

ex alitis involatu nee e cantu sinistro oscinis, ut in nostra discipline, est, auguror.

The appointment of a dictator is confirmed by a left-hand bird omen: Leg. Ill

3, 9: Isque ave sinistra [dictator] dictus, populi magister esto. In Div. IV 47,

he quotes a poem in which thunder on the left was a lucky omen. Cf. Div. II,

35, 74.

3 De Div. I, 17, 31 : Multis annis post Romulum Frisco regnante Tarquinio

<juis veterum scriptorum non loquitur quae sit ab Atto Navio per lituum regio-

num [i.e. urbis Romae] facta descriptio? Qui cum propter paupertatem sues

puer pasceret, una ex iis amissa vovisse dicitur, si recuperasset, uvam se deo

daturum, quae maxima esset in vinea; itaque sue inventa ad meridiem spectans

in vinea media dicitur constitisse, cumque in quattuor partis vineam divisisset

trisque partis aves abdixissent, quarta parte, quae erat reliqua, in regiones

distributa miracula magnitudine uvam, ut scriptum videmus, invenit.
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discussion of the inconsistent and contradictory schemes of

divination to which I have already referred. 1 He puts in juxta-

position a passage from the early Roman poet Ennius, who speaks

of left-hand thunder as fortunate, with one from Homer who, in

II. XII, 239, describes right-hand thunder as lucky, and in this

connection speaks of the general fact that the two nations held

opposite theories, the Romans believing in the lucky left while

the Greeks and barbarians believed in the lucky right. To such

an extent did the Romans associate sinister with luck that they
called all lucky omens sinister, even when they happened on the

person's right side. This extension of the meaning of sinister is

referred to by Festus on the authority of Ateius Capito who says

that a sinister omen means a happy and fortunate omen. 2

Ennius can be quoted not only, as Cicero does, for lucky thunder

and lightning:

Turn tonuit laevom bene tempestate serena (III, 459)

but also for lucky bird omens:

At Romulus pulcher in alto

Quaerit Aventino laevom genus altivolantum (Fr. 52, v. 78)

Et simul ex alto longe pulcherrima praepes
Laeva volavit avis, simul aurens exoritur Sol (Fr. 52, v. 89)

Of particular importance is the famous scene in Livy (I, 18)

describing the sanctioning by the gods of the selection of Numa as

king. The ceremony took place in the augural area on the top of

1 De Div. II, 39: Quae autem est inter augures conveniens et coniuncta con-

stantia? Ad nostri augurii consuetudinem dixit Ennius: Turn tonuit laevom

me tempestate serena (459). At Homericus Aiax apud Achillem etc. . . .

Ita nobis sinistra videntur, Graiis et barbaris dextra meliora: quamvis baud

ignoro quae bona sint sinistra nos dicere etiam si dextra sint; sed certe nostri

sinistrum nominaverunt externique dextrum, quia plerumque id melius vide-

batur. Haec quanta dissensio est!

2
Festus, p. 351 : Sinistrum in auspicando significare ait Ateius Capito laetum

et prosperum auspicium. It should be noted in this connection that Servius

practically says the same in his note to Aen. II, 693: "Sinistrum a sinendo dic-

tum, quantum ad auguria pertinet, quod nos agere aliquid sinat. This explana-

tory etymology had already been given by Festus: see note 5 on p. 189. The

attempt of Valeton to take away the orientation meaning of sinister in the

course of evolution cannot be supported by any proof. Even as late a writer as

Arnobius (300 A.D.) keeps up the connection of sinister and laevus (left) in

referring to the gods presiding over divination by thunder and lightning in the

sixteen divisions of the heavens, eight on the left and eight on the right: dii

laevi et laevae, sinistrarum regionum praesides et inimici partium dexterarum

(scil. caeli).
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the Capitol hill, and either Livy has confused in his narrative

two ceremonies, the seeking of celestial signs and the laying out

of a city site, or else an interpolator has done this for him. 1

Perhaps both explanations are correct. This has resulted in

what seems a double orientation: one toward the south for Numa,
sitting on the augural bench, and one toward the east for the

augur when he marks out the templum. But, for any one familiar

with the fact that only the magistrate, in this case Numa,
could direct the auspices, and that the augur could only observe

and report, it is evident that the orientation of this ceremony
was to the south, because both Livy and Plutarch (Numa 7)

agree in stating that Numa sat facing south. When Livy
describes how the augur marked out the heavenly templum we
see that he is ignorant of the distinction between the earthly and

the heavenly, because instead of the heavenly templum with its

two intersecting lines forming four sections, we have the descrip-

tion of an earthly templum such as Varro gives. Of this part of

the text I shall give an entirely new interpretation in connection

with the Varronian description.

The elder Pliny (II, 142) makes an important statement which

not only supports the southern orientation of the celestial templum
but asserts that in fulgural divination, in which the Romans

depended on the Etruscans, the four original divisions of the

heaven were subdivided each into four parts, giving sixteen sec-

tions, radiating from the centre, within which the phenomena of

thunder and lightning were observed. As was the case with

Varro he also explains the belief in the lucky left by this southern

orientation: Laeva prospera existumantur quoniam laeva parte

mundi ortus est. In sexdecim paries caelum in eo spectu

divisere Tusci. Prima est a septentrionibus ad aequinoctialem

exortum, secunda ad meridiem, tertia ad aequinoctialem occasum,

quarta optinet quod reliquom est ab occasu ad septentriones. Has
iterum in quaternas divisere partes, ex quibus octo ab exortu sinis-

tras, totidem e contrario appellavere dextras. Ex his maxume

1 Liv. I, 18: Accitus, sicut Romulus augurato urbe condenda regnum adeptus

est, de se quoque deos consul! iussit; inde ab augure. . . deductus in arcem in

lapide ad meridiem versus consedit. Augur ad laevam eius capite velato

sedem cepit, dextra manu baculum sine nodo aduncum tenens, quern lituum

appellarunt. Inde ubi, prospectu in urbem agrosque capto, deos precatus-

regiones ab oriente ad occasum determinavit (dextras ad meridiem partes,

laevas ad septentrionem esse dixit), signum contra, quoad longissime conspec-

tum oculi ferebant, animo finivit.
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dirae quae septentrionem ab occasu attingunt . . . optumum
est in exortivas redire paries. Idem cum a prima caeli parte

venerunt et in eandem concesserunt, summa felicitas partenditur, etc.

A similar statement had already been made in brief by Cicero

(Div. II, 42) : Caelum in sedecim partis diviserunt Etrusci.

Facile id quidem fuit quattuor, quas nos habemus duplicare, post

idem iterum facere, ut ex eo dicerent, fulmen qua ex parte venisset.

Servius, also, says (ad Aen. VIII, 427) : dicunt physici de sedecim

partibus caeli iaci fulmina.

The ideas connected with this subdivision of the heavens into

sixteen compartments and the gods that governed their omens

were elaborated in the curious encyclopaedic work of Martianus

Capella, a very late writer (V cent. A.D.) who is thought, however,

to have cribbed his material from Varro, or Nigidius Figulus, or

even from Latin translations of Etruscan works on divination.

He gives a chart of thp heavens for purposes of divination by
thunder and lightning, beginning at the north pole and working
from left to right. He pigeon-holes gods and genii in each com-

partment. What is important for this question is that the chart

is based on southern orientation. The four northeast sections

are sinistra postica; the four southeast are sinistra antica; the

four southwest are dextra antica, and the four northwest are

dextra postica. The sixteen are grouped in two sections, on the

basis of this orientation, and their gods are in two opposite camps,
the camp of the left, which is favorable and the camp of the right

which is inimical. The feud between the two groups of eight is

alluded to by another late writer, Arnobius (Adv. gentes IV, 5)

who speaks of the dii laevi et laevae, sinistrarum regionum praesides

et inimici partium dexterarum.

The fact of southern orientation for the heavenly templum and

the lucky left, and their interdependence being thus solidly estab-

lished for both Etruria and Rome, a few texts must be discussed

which seem to disagree with this view and to give some ground
for inquiring whether there was not a school that followed an

eastern orientation for the heavenly templum.
In the hodge-podge of that early medieval writer, Isidore of

Seville (Origg. XV, 4, 7) there is a brief description of a templum
based on eastern orientation: Locus designatus ad orientem a con-

templatione templum dicebatur, cuius partes quatuor erant antica

ad ortum
, postica ad occasum, sinistra ad septentrionem, dextra ad

meridiem spectans. Unde et quando templum construebant, orien-
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tern spectabant aequinoctialem. It is uncertain from what Roman
source Isidore drew this statement, which would be correct if it

referred to the earthly templum.
Servius also infers an eastern templum in the sentence (ad Aen.

II, 693) : Sinistras autem paries septentrionales esse augurum
disciplina consentit, et ideo ex ipsa parte significantiora esse fulmina

quoniam altiora et viciniora domicilio lovis. Here Jove's northern

thunders are described as the more to be noted because there the

earth is so much higher and nearer to Jove's domain in the

heaven. We know positively from Pliny, Martianus Cappella,
and our other sources that for divination by thunder the orienta-

tion was not to the east.

In Dionysius of Halicarnassus (II, 5, 2) the eastern orientation

is posited for augural ceremonies: Kadedpa ^ep KCLL ara<ns aplvTTj

T&V oiojwts iJLCLPTevofJiepuv i] fiKkirovaa -jrpos avaroXas, and we must
not be too severe with him for his explanation, based on

Greek and not Roman ideas. 1 We find the same twist in

Plutarch's Roman Questions (Q. R. 78), where he answers the

query: "What is the reason that a bird called sinister in sooth-

saying is fortunate?" 2 He suggests King Juba's3
explanation

that "to those who look toward the east the north is on the left

hand, which some make the right side and upper part of the

world." He also says: "Or is it that they think that things

terrestrial and mortal stand directly over against heavenly and

divine things, and conjecture that the things which to us are on

the left hand the gods send down from their right hand." Here

again we see the Greek mind struggling against acknowledging

the possibility that anything could be lucky because it was on

the left.

These few passages merely show two sources of confusion:

that due to Greek infiltration, and that due to late inability to

follow old traditions.

Terrestrial and aerial Templa. What was the shape and what

the orientation of the terrestrial templum? Varro says, as we

have seen (p. 189), that this templum was limited and bounded

1
Dionysius explains the preference given to the omens of birds on the left

hand by the fact that to a person facing the east the left hand is the north which

is a more honorable part of the world than the south. This is, of course, a

Greek concept, quite the opposite to Roman and Etruscan ideas.

2 Aid, ri T&V oiuv&v 6 KaXovpevos apitrrepos euaios.

3 To fibpeiov 6 617 TOV Koy/dov 5ei6f tvioi TidevTai KCU Kadvirtprepov.
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by augury.
1 There could be a templum within a templum. The

whole of a city, such as Rome, was a templum; each temple area

was a templum; the rostra, some basilicas, the curia, were all

templa. I have shown or stated elsewhere that for this class of

templa almost any form could be used, and that they can be

roughly classified under circles, triangles, and rectangles.

I have written in a previous article in the JOURNAL (XVIII,

1914, pp. 302 ff.) on the circular templum and somewhat briefly

elsewhere (A. J. Philol. XXXVI, 1915, pp. 314 ff.) of the triangu-

lar templum. The first thing to be noted in Varro's text is that

the boundaries of the templum are determined by large trees,,

denoting an early date for the document or formula cited, the

language of which also is archaic and technical. The boundaries

are determined not merely by sight (conspicione) but by memory
or mental vision (cortumione) . But most important is the fact

that a careful reading of Varro's text will show that the templum
he describes is not, as always supposed, rectangular but triangu-

lar. He first fixes a point on his left, marked by a certain tree

which is described: he then marks out a corresponding point on

his right. Between these points he determines the boundaries

in front of him by sight and memory. My suggestion is that the

base line of the triangle runs from left to right through the place

where,the augur stands and that the apex of the triangle is directly

in front of him. This interpretation is, I think, confirmed in a

most unexpected manner by the description in Livy of the inaug-
uration of Numa which has already been discussed (p. 192). If

we leave out the evident gloss in parenthesis it reads: inde ubi

prospectu in urbem agrosque capto, deos precatus regiones ab oriente

ad occasum determinavit, signum contra, quoad longissime con-

spectum oculi ferebant, animo finivit. The augur's glance is first

directed over city and fields, showing that it is the earthly tern-

plum that is in question. He then marks out the regions by
drawing a line from east to west which forms the base of the

triangle, and then marks out the limit immediately in front of

him as far as his eye could reach into the distance; this being the

1 L. L. VII, 8: In terris dictum templum locus augurii aut auspicii causa

quibusdam conceptis verbis finitus. Concipitur verbis non hisdem usque qua-

que. In arce sic: templa tescaque me ita sunto quoad ego caste lingua nun-

cupavero. Olla veter arbos, quirquir est, quam me sentio dixisse, templum
tescumque finite in sinistrum. Olla veter arbos, quirquir est, quam me sentio-

dixisse, templum tescumque finite in dextrum. Inter ea conregione con-

spicione cortumione utique ea rectissime sensi.
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apex of the triangle. The augur, in going through this cere-

mony is not, therefore, obliged to turn around. He keeps seated,

facing the south, or the east or the west as the case may be.

It seems curious that when a passage has been submitted to

such microscopic examination by so many scholars it should not

have occurred to any critic that the form of this templum is so

clearly triangular that no other explanation is possible. How
else can the signum contra be explained, between east and west?

And as the signum contra is actually between east and west it

must be that the augur did not face east, as he is always said to

face, and if not east, then of course south, as Livy says in the

preceding sentence that he faced, when he sat down by Numa on

the augural seat, the sedes deorum.

In a previous paper
1 I discussed another triangular templum,

that of the arx of Iguvium. I there showed that this templum,
which had hitherto been thought to follow the supposed inevi-

table rectangular form, is described with great particularity as a

triangle whose apex is at the augural seat on the arx with a base

line running in front of the augur from left to right, from the

main altar (left) of the gods to the border line of the urbs (right) .

According to circumstances, therefore, the augur stood either

in the centre of the base line or at the apex of the templum triangle.

As for the system of orientation of the earthly templum, it was

twofold, eastern and western. A large part of our information as

to the philosophy back of this form of templum is to be found in

that mine of technical lore, the handbooks of the Roman civil

engineers, called agrimensores or gromatici, written mainly under

the Middle Empire. They give the rules and practise of Roman

surveying, which marched hand in hand with the Roman legions

across the world. A careful collation of their introductory state-

ments would seem to show: (1) That Roman surveying was based

on Etruscan teaching; (2) that the original Etruscan orientation

was toward the west and was at first followed quite generally in

Roman practice ; (3) that, after a time, perhaps owing to a recur-

rence to antique Latin tradition and to a change in religious ideas,

the eastern was substituted for the western orientation.

There was never entirely shaken off a certain subservience of the

earthly to the heavenly templum, as shown in the surveyor's texts

and even in some inscriptions. Lachmann in his notes to Siculus

1 'Grabovius Gradivus. Plan and Pomerium. of Iguvium.' A. J. Philol.

XXXVI, 1915, p. 314.
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Flaccus (p. 155) speaks of the inscriptions referring to the assign-

ing of land in colonies, in agris divisis et assignatis, and calls

attention to the expression: dextra et sinistra decimanum totum,

ultra citrave cardinem totum. The surveyor here is supposed to

speak of the decumanus line as running the whole length from

right to left, and the cardo line from front to back. This implies,

of course, the southern orientation and also implies that the

decumanus line was marked as beginning not at the east but at

the west end.

One of the best evidences of the existence of the two templa is

the difference in the way the four quarters of each templum are

marked out. In the heavenly templum the line from south to

north is drawn first and that from east to west afterward. In

the earthly templum it is the east-west line that comes first, and

it is this line that must remain intact, not broken when it is

intersected by the later drawn south-north line. The east-west

line was called decumanus and the south-north line cardo.

In regard to the relative importance of the two lines, the opin-

ion expressed by Schulten in Pauly-Wissowa (s. v.) is that the

cardo and not the decumanus was originally the principal line.

This was also the opinion of Mommsen 1 and Nissen in his Orienta-

tion. 2 With due respect for these writers it seems evident that

the cardo line is the more important in the heavenly templum
and the decumanus in the earthly templum, depending, of course,

on the different orientations.

The principal Roman surveyors' manuals are prefaced by a

sort of philosophic statement of the principles on which their

practise is based, and from these prefaces I shall quote what is

important for orientation.

Festus, for instance, who has been quoted for the southern

orientation of the heavenly templum, is equally positive in affirm-

ing an eastern-western orientation for the earthly templum of the

surveyors. He says (p. 234) : Prorsi limites appellantur in

agrorum mensura qui directi sunt ad orientem. He repeats this

assertion in another form (p. 233) : Posticam lineam in agris

dividendis Servius Sulpidus appellavit ab exoriente sole ad occi-

dentem quae spectat.

1

Hermes, XXVII, 90.

>

2 Schulten makes antica = citrata = eastern and postica= ultrata = western,

exactly reversing the real relation, because citra is behind and ultra is in front

of a given point or line.

6
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This western orientation is asserted to be the original orienta-

tion in surveying the earth by the most prominent of the Roman
writers of special treatises on the subject of surveying. They
take pains to state clearly the theory of orientation which they
follow.

I first cite Frontinus (p. 27) : Limitum prima origo, sicut Varro

descripsit, a disciplina Etrusca; quod aruspices orbem terrarum in

duas paries diviserunt, dextram appellaverunt quae septentrioni

subiaceret, sinistram quae ad meridianum terrae esset, ab oriente ad

occasum, quod eo sol et luna spectarent, sicut quidem architecti

delubra in occidentem recte spectare scripserunt.

Here is the earthly templum based on a western orientation.

This statement is immediately'foliowed by: Aruspices altera linea

ad septentrionem a meridiano diviserunt terram, et a media ultra

antica, dtra postica nominaverunt.

Evidently this second paragraph describes the marking of the

cardo line, just as the first had described the decumanus line.

The second part of the sentence shows a southern orientation,

because, taking as point of departure the centre of the south-

north line, it says that the half of it that was in front was called

ultra and the half that was behind citra. This is confirmed

by the following sentence, in which Frontinus explains how these

two stages in Etruscan world surveying were used as a basis by
the Roman surveyors: A b hoc fundamento maiores nostri in

agrorum mensura videntur constituisse rationem. Primo duo limites

duxerunt; unum ab oriente in occasum quern vocaverunt decimanum;
alterant a meridiano ad septentrionem, quern vocaverunt cardinem,

decimanus autem dividebat agrum dextra et sinistra, cardo citra et

ultra.

Hyginus, another prominent agrimensor, fortunately explains

the shifting from the earlier Etruscan western orientation to the

later Roman eastern orientation, which he connects, it would

seem, with the change in the way temples were made (p. 166):

Inter omnes mensurarum ritus eminentissima traditur limitum

constitutio. Est enim illi origo caelestis et perpetua continuatio.

Constituti enim limites non sine mundi ratione, quoniam decumani

secundum solis decursum diriguntur, kardines a poll axe. Unde

primum haec ratio mensurae constituta ab Etruscorum aruspicum

disciplina; quod illi orbem terrarum in duas partes secundum solis

cursum diviserunt, dextram appellaverunt quae septentrioni sub-

iacebat, sinistram quae ad meridianum spectaret; alteram linea"
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duxerunt a meridiano in septentrionem, et a media ultra antica, dtra

postica nominaverunt. Ex quo haec constituted limitibus templo-

rum adscribitur. Ab hoc exemplo antiqui m<ensuras agrorum nor-

malibus longitudinibus incluserunt, primum duos limites constitu-

erunt, unum, qui ab oriente in occidentem dirigeret, hunc appellav-

erunt duodecimenum . . . alterum a meridiano ad septentrio-

nem, quern kardinem nominaverunt a mundi kardine . . . reli-

quos limites fecerunt angustiores, et qui spectabant in orientem

prorsos, qui ad meridianum transversos appellaverunt.

After stating in this passage that the Etruscans faced to the

west, but the "antiqui," evidently Romans, faced eastward and

called the lots to the east of the centre the front lots, Hyginus

(p. 169) tries to explain this contradictory practise by the change
in religious custom from the earlier one of facing temples west-

ward to the more recent one of facing them eastward : Secundum

antiquam consuetudinem limites diriguntur, quare non omnis

agrorum mensura in orientem potius quam in occidentem special,

in orientem sicut aedes sacrae. Nam antiqui architecti in occiden-

tem templa recte spectare scripserunt: postea placuit omnem reli-

gionem eo convertere, ex qua parte caeli terra inluminatur. Sic et

limites in oriente constituuntur.

It is supposed that in saying that ancient architects described

temples as facing west Hyginus was referring among othersjto

Vitruvius, who says (IV, 5) that those who sacrificed at the altars

faced the east and also faced the statues of the gods in the temples,

because all altars were made to face the east. Of course the

basis for this is an eastern orientation for prayer.

This change from the western to the eastern orientation took

place long before the close of the republic, and seems to have been

associated with the increased strength of solar cults. It would

be idle to speculate at length on the reason for the change. I

would merely suggest a possible cause in the altered attitude of

the Romans toward the chthonic gods. In early times the major
part of Roman worship was concerned with the earth gods.

The cults of Terra Mater; of Vediovis, the volcanic subterranean

god; of Janus and Vesta, the spirits immanent in the entrance

and the hearth of the dwelling-place; of Mars, the spirit of the

fruitful field; and of such minor deities as Robigus of the mildew,
Consus and Ops of the corn store, of Portunus, Pomona, Flora,
and many more, all show that, for weal or woe, the Romans
turned their thoughts earthward. Their gods were earth-gods
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localized on some part of the earth's surface and representing
both the life-giving and destroying powers of nature. Only

Jupiter was a sky god. Therefore, the gifts from the gods were

not connected, as in the Orient, with an easterly position, toward

the sun as giver of life, nor, conversely, was there that association

of the west with death that was the corollary in Greece as well as

in the East. . But, coincident, perhaps, with the popularizing from

Greece of the cult of Dis and Persephone, lords of the underworld,
and with the transfer of the gods from the earth to the sky, it

seems logical to suppose that the Romans began to follow the cult

direction of the rest of the world. This took place at some time

before the Punic wars.

The legend of the famous Etruscan diviner, Olenus Calenus, as

related by Dionysius (IV, 69-71) also shows the eastern orienta-

tion in the laying out of the city of Rome, and, in general, in the

orientation of the terrestrial templum, because when the diviner

traces on the ground the image of the templum of Rome with a

circular outline which two lines at right angles bisect into four

equal parts, he starts tracing these lines at the east end toward

which he faces. 1 This is a hitherto unnoted fact, I believe.

Coincident with the shifting from west to east in Roman
orientation it is likely that the western orientation was reserved

for ceremonies relating to the dead (as in Greece) and to the

gods of the underworld. We know, for example, that the sac-

rifices to Dis and Persephone took place at the Tarentum, in

the Campus Martius, outside of the pomoerium, and that the

Tarentum, with its underground altar, was on the right hand

and on the west side of the magistrate presiding at an augural

function on the arx of the Capitol.

It remains to say a few words on two points. The first is in

regard to the lucky left, per se, as distinct from orientation. It

is evident that the idea of luck passed at a very early date from

association with points of the compass to association with the

sides of the human body, even when they were not in a ritual

position. That occurs with all races. It is interesting to note

that with the early Romans, as shown in the archaic tombs in

the Forum, as well as in Italic and Etruscan burials, the asso-

ciation passed into dress. The attaching of the rriantle on the

left shoulder, which is the rule, is certainly symbolic and con-

trasts with the opposite Greek custom.

l See my paper on the circular templum in A. J. A. XVIII, 1914, p. 312.
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The second point is that of the gradual change in Roman cus-

tom through Greek influence, until the lucky left remained a

belief only in the sphere of religious tradition and divination

ceremonial. This change filtered down to the people from the

cultured and literary elite. It got so complete a control over

literature under the empire that in a recent doctor's dissertation

an excellent case is made out for the lucky right as the Roman
rule. 1 However, I expect in another paper to show how
works of art present quite another aspect. Art was almost

always more conservative and more national than literature.

From the temple of Jupiter Capitolinus where Juno occupies the

place of honor on the left hand of Jupiter, and Minerva the less

honorable place on his right, a fact consecrated in the cult

statues of the gods reproduced on many coins, to the war pano-
ramas on the columns of Trajan and Marcus Aurelius, there is

the consistent use of tlje honorable left. More 'extraordinary

yet, the tradition survived in the Christian art of Rome almost

to the end of the Middle Ages. We can distinguish a Latin

from a Byzantine mosaic or fresco by noting that Peter is given

the place of honor on the left side of Christ, whereas a Byzantine
artist places him on the right. This Roman custom lasted until

the time of the great Cavallini, master of Giotto.2

I have always been tempted to attribute to this tenacious per-

sistence of old traditions among the people the peculiar Roman
custom of driving to the left instead of to the right through the

streets of Rome a custom undoubtedly connected with luck.

A. L. FROTHINGHAM.
PRINCETON, April, 1917.

1 A. P. Wagener, Popular Associations' of Right and Left in Roman Literature

(Dissert., Johns Hopkins Univ., 1910-1912).
2 See my paper read before the last International Congress of the History

of Art in Rome (1913): Di un metodo per distinguere opere Bizantine dalle

Italo-Bizantine.
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The news of the sudden death, on May 9, 1917, at Cambridge,

Massachusetts, of Professor John Williams White brought a

keen sense of loss to many a classical scholar, and came as a

painful shock to those who had known him at all intimately.

Professor White was born in Cincinnati, March 5, 1849, and

was thus entering upon his sixty-ninth year at the time of his

death. In 1868 he received his bachelor's degree from Ohio

Wesleyan University, and in 1871 his master's degree from the

same institution. After that he was in Germany for a time, and

in 1874 was appointed Tutor in Greek at Harvard. In 1877 he

received the degrees of A.M. and Ph.D. from Harvard, and in the

same year became an Assistant Professor there. In 1884 he was
American Journal of Archaeology, Second Series. Journal of the OH9
Archaeological Institute of America, Vol. XXI (1917), No. 2. ^V*
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promoted to a Professorship of Greek, and this he held until 1909.

In 1911 he was made Professor Emeritus, and in 1913 Harvard

conferred upon him the degree of Litt. D. In the course of

his career Professor White also received various honorary degrees

from other institutions in this country, and in England, in 1900,

the degree of Litt. D. from the University of Cambridge. From
1881-1886 he was Chairman of the Managing Committee of

the American School at Athens, and in 1893-1894 held the

Annual Professorship at the School. He was President of the

Archaeological Institute from 1897 to 1903. Both in this country
and abroad he was a member of various learned societies.

As teacher and scholar, Professor White fully deserved the

high reputation which he won. As a teacher, both by his work in

the class-room and by the publication of text-books, his in-

fluence on the study of Greek was far-reaching, and for the

admirable "College Series of Greek Authors," which he and

Professor Seymour editecl, American teachers will long owe him

a debt of gratitude. His influence was also widely spread by the

publication in 1878 of his Introduction to the Rhythmic and Metric

of the Classical Languages, a translation and adaptation of the

Leitfaden of Dr J. H. H. Schmidt. In later years, to be sure, he

rejected much of Schmidt's theories, but for all that the Introduc-

tion brought to many a teacher his first real insight into the prob-
lems of Greek metrical structure, and enabled him to put before

his students a workable theory. The influence of this book in

England also may be seen in the introduction to Jebb's Oedipus

Tyrannus.

During the earlier years of his teaching, Professor White

devoted himself chiefly to undergraduate work, and few who
have attended his courses will forget the atmosphere of vigor

which pervaded the class-room, and the lucid character of his

interpretations. It would be difficult to conceive of better teach-

ing, for example, than was to be found in his course in Thucydides
with its skillful combination of lecture and recitation. Any-
thing which could give the student a vivid sense of the reality of

Ancient Greece was grist to his mill, and out of this desire to

create a living impression of ancient conditions grew his valuable

courses in Greek life, which attracted many who were not special

students of the classics. With this same desire he was the moving
spirit in the brilliant performance of the Oedipus Tyrannus at

Harvard in 1881. His untiring work for the organization of the
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American School at Athens was inspired by this vivid sense of the

reality of Ancient Greece, and he and Professor Norton are

rightly regarded as the founders of the School.

As Professor White approached .middle life, he felt strongly

that his plans for' scholarly achievement had been held in check

by his almost exclusive devotion to undergraduate teaching, and

by the many calls for committee work to which his unusual

organizing ability had laid him open. He therefore gave up his

undergraduate courses and devoted himself to graduate instruc-

tion and scholarly activity. The graduate work was original in

form and highly successful, and his courses in Demosthenes and

Aristophanes formed a very valuable addition to the higher in-

struction in Harvard University. In these courses it was that

Professor White's great ability to direct the work of students

was shown in most marked degree. The author was considered

as a whole, and the students took up their study of him from dif-

ferent points of view.

It was especially in connection with Aristophanes that Professor

White showed the remarkable growth of his own scholarship, and

this in spite of the struggle against ill health which came to him

in his later years. One may truly say in the words of the old

epigram that "in seeking to win a sanctuary that will not fail,

he found the soul of Aristophanes." In 1912 he published

the noteworthy volume on The Verse of Greek Comedy, and in

1914 The Scholia on the Aves. These books must always hold

a very high place among American contributions to classical

scholarship. The masterly essay which forms the introduction

to the latter work makes it only too clear how great is the loss

that has prevented the completion of the extensive edition of

Aristophanes which Professor White had planned. To American

scholarship he has bequeathed a record of solid accomplishment,

to his pupils the memory of a remarkably vigorous, awakening,

and friendly teacher, and to all who knew him the example of a

continuing growth, which age but served to strengthen, both in

scholarship and in character.
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GENERAL AND MISCELLANEOUS

Archaeological Discoveries in 1915. In Cl. J. XII, 1916, pp. 200-208,.

G. H. CHASE gives a report of archaeological discoveries in the Greek and

Roman fields in 1915.

The Labyrinth. In R. Arch., fifth series, III, 1916, pp. 387-398, the treatise

on the Labyrinth, by R. DE LAUNAY, is continued (see A.J.A. XX, 1916, p.

492). A Pompeian painting and a Corinthian coin exhibit a building similar

to the tholos at Epidaurus. The tholos at Epidaurus is, as are other similar

structures, essentially an odeum. The Apolline nature of Asclepius is empha-
sized. The unit of measure of the labyrinth at Tiryns is the span of Gudea in

Babylonia. Measures at Paestum and Assos are compared. The diameters

of the tholos at Tiryns and that at Epidaurus are identical. Ibid. IV, pp. 119-

128, mediaeval labyrinths and representations of labyrinths are briefly dis-

cussed. They are limited chiefly or entirely to regions in which Germanic

peoples predominate, and they enter into Romanesque art as a continuation

of the ancient northern tradition. Ibid. pp. 286-294, the treatise is con-

tinued. From northern Europe the "Aryan" race descended to the

Mediterranean at the west and then passed eastward by sea. Other

branches of the same race passed by land across the plains of Russia

and through the valleys of the Vistula and the Dnieper to the Balkan

peninsula and Asia. The earliest Peloponnesian (Tiryns) and Asian (Lycia)

stations and the Cretan civilization seem to belong to those who came

by sea. Those who moved by land founded the city of Troy and advanced as

far as Mesopotamia. Lydo-Carian groups built the fabulous palaces at

Cnossus and Phaestus, introducing an Asiatic plan, the cult of the bull, the

Minotaur, and the double axe. Here the two streams met. The Zeus of

Labranda was originally a rain-god. When he adopted from Babylonia the

axe as his attribute, he kept his name (\a/3p6Ta.Tos), and the name of the

axe (TreXe/cus) was assimilated to his. Then in Crete the cult of the axe
absorbed that of the labyrinth. Ibid. pp. 413-421, the treatise is concluded.

1 The departments of Archaeological News and Discussions and of Bibliography of Archaeo-

logical Books are conducted by Professor BATES, Editor-in-charge, assisted by Professor C. N.

BROWN, Miss MARY H. BUCKINGHAM, Dr. T. A. BUENGER, Mr. L. D. CASKEY, Professor HAROLD
R. HASTINGS, Professor ELMER T. MERRILL, Professor LEWIS B. PATON, Professor A. S. PEASE,
Professor S. B. PLATNER, Professor JOHN C. ROLFE, Dr. JOHN SHAPLEY, Professor A. L.

WHEELER, and the Editors, especially Professor MARQUAND.
No attempt is made to include in this number of the JOURNAL material published after De-

cember 31, 1916.

For an explanation of the abbreviations, see pp. 115-116.
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The Pelopidae succeeded the kindred Minoans, to be followed by the Dorians.

Akin to the Dorians (i.e., Aryan) were the Celts, who migrated from Asia as

far as Scotland. Aryan and Mediterranean symbols are intermingled. The

labyrinths of the Middle Ages are, like those of antiquity, the offspring of the

Aryan spirit.

Religious Symbolism. In R. Hist. Rel. LXX, 1914, pp. 43-60 (2 figs.), W.
DEONNA discusses several monuments which he thinks may be traced back to

the oriental type of the sacred tree. Among these are (1) the mitra in the

museum at Heracleon, Crete, the upper part of which he explains as a conven-

tionalized bird resting on the sacred tree; (2) an ivory statuette, found at the

temple of Artemis at Ephesus, with a stalk surmounted by a hawk rising from

the head, also symbolizing the solar bird on the sacred tree; (3) the dancers on

the column at Delphi go back to the same source; so too (4) the funeral monu-

ments of the sixth century supporting a Siren or a Sphinx. Life, fertility and

immortality are symbolized by a human figure on a column. The columns

of Hierapolis upon which a man mounted and remained for seven days had

a similar significance. Ibid. pp. 125-150 he argues (5) that the representa-

tion of the Devil as a triple-headed monster in a French miniature of the

fifteenth century goes back to an ancient original; also (6) that the jaws of the

three serpents on the Serpent Column at Constantinople were purposely

broken because of a belief in then1

magic powers; and that (7) the two figures

lying side by side with the head of one by the feet of the other cut on a block

of stone at Laussel and dating from palaeolithic times are intended to represent

one person. The two heads and two bodies give greater power to the image,

which is prophylactic. The position is due to a desire on the part of the artist

to have his figure right side up from whichever side it was seen.

Three Solar Dots. In R.Et. Gr. XXIX, 1916, pp. 1-10 (6 figs.), W. DEONNA
calls attention to three dots placed so as to form a triangle found on certain

Italic vases. These dots with some modifications appear upon vases and other

antiquities from various parts of the ancient world dating chiefly from the

period of La Tene, although one example from Rebieres (Dordogne) goes

back to the Mousterian age. Sometimes three disks or rosettes are placed

in a row as in Aegean art, and these have the same significance, that is, they

symbolize the three chief periods in the daily course of the sun.

Thracian Archaeology. In R. Arch., fifth series, III, 1916, pp. 359-386,

GEORGES SEURE continues his discussion of unknown or little known Thracian

inscriptions (see A.J.A. XX, 1916, p. 214). No. 148 is a late Greek epitaph

in Sofia. Nos. 149 and 150, Latin epitaphs, are from Lajene, in the province

of Lovetch. Here a bath and a large mausoleum have been discovered. In

the mausoleum were fragments of three sculptured sarcophagi, probably made

for Romans or Romanized Greeks by sculptors from Asia Minor. No. 149 is

very fragmentary. No. 150 is a somewhat fragmentary metrical epitaph of

sixteen lines; it contains numerous errors of grammar and prosody.

Inscriptions in Lubenau's Diary. The Diary of Reinhold Lubenau, a

citizen of Konigsberg, in which he describes his travels in Mediterranean lands

in 1573-1589, has been published in the Mitteilungen aus der Stadtbibliothek zu

Konigsberg, and the part relating to inscriptions is reviewed by MENTZ in

Arch. Anz. 1916, cols. 49-56. No information of epigraphical value can be

gathered from the work, because the author so often used compilations, second-
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hand versions of Appian (1495-1552), etc., instead of his own observation, as is

shown by the borrowed misreadings, false ascriptions of locality, and other

errors in his statements.

Antiquities found in Cambodia. In R. Arch., fifth series, IV, 1916,

pp. 129-139 (3 figs.), GEOKGE GROSLIER describes and discusses various ob-

jects of metal and pottery which he found in Cambodia. These differ in

form and material from objects now in use, but many of them are reproduced
in the reliefs of the temples at Banteai Chma, Bayon, and Angkor Vat. The

objects in question are bronze balances, pins, rings, and receptacles, and terra-

cotta vases, pots, and tiles.

Jade in Chinese Rites. In R. Arch., fifth series, IV, 1916, pp. 61-118 (15

figs.), G. GIESELER gives an account of the use of jade in the cult and funerary
rites of China under the Tchu and Han dynasties. After a brief introduction

he discusses at some length the sacrifice to the Sky and the Emperor above,

then the sacrifice to the Five Sovereigns, and finally the funerary rites. The
article is replete with statements of fact, systematically presented.

An Italo-Celtic Empire. In R. Et. Anc. XVIII, 1916, pp. 263-276, C.

JULLIAN argues that there was in antiquity a great Italo-Celtic empire in

western Europe in which a common language was spoken. The people who

composed it were referred to
1

by Greek and Latin writers as Ligurians. He
thinks that the name Hyperboreans was applied bythe Greeks first to a related

people and then to the Ligurians themselves.

The Runes and the Alphabet of Ulfilas. In S. Bibl. Arch. XXXVIII,
1916, pp. 158-168, E. J. PILCHER maintains that the runes are merely a develop-

ment of the Moeso-Gothic alphabet of Ulfilas. The peculiar appearance of

the runes is due to their being habitually scratched across the grain of wooden
boards. The letters of Ulfilas executed in the same way would speedily assume

the peculiar angular form of the runic characters. Ulfilas, being a Greek,

naturally took the Greek uncial alphabet as his basis, and eked it out by the

introduction of Latin uncial letters of his period. The runic monuments of

England are not earlier than the seventh century, and few of the monuments
of Scandinavia are older than the sixth or the seventh century, so that archaeol-

ogy offers no obstacle to the view that the runic writing was merely a develop-
ment of the fourth century Gothic alphabet of Ulfilas.

Catalogue of the Inaugural Exhibition of the Cleveland Museum of Art.

In connexion with the opening of the Cleveland Museum of Art an exhibi-

tion was held, and an illustrated catalogue published. After the intro-

ductory matter, the objects exhibited are described in eighteen sections, each

with a brief introduction: Classic Art; Colonial Art; Gothic Art; Renaissance

Art; Holden Collection of Italian Paintings; Painters, Dutch and Spanish;

Painters, French; Painters, English; Painters, American, XIX century; Paint-

ers, American, contemporary; Freer Collection, lent by the Smithsonian Insti-

tution; W. S. and J. T. Spaulding Collection of Japanese Prints; The Art of

the Nearer East; Chinese Art; Japanese Art; Ancient Egyptian Art; Tapestries
and Armor; Garden Court (chiefly Mediaeval and Renaissance sculpture).

In nearly all sections much of the material collected was lent for the occasion.

The Holden Collection, originally formed by James Jackson Jarves, was

bought in 1884 by the late Liberty E. Holden. It contains no great master-

pieces, but consists of good and characteristic examples of Italian painting,
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chiefly of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. Eight fine tapestries, represent-

ing the story of Aeneas and Dido, are from designs by Giovanni Francesco

Romanelli (ca. 1612-1662). The collection of armor, bought from Frank

Gair Macomber, consists chiefly of fine examples of the work of the sixteenth

century, though some pieces are earlier and some later. This collection and

the eight tapestries are gifts to the Museum. Among other permanent posses-

sions of the Museum, apart from works of modern art, are interesting Gothic

sculptures, a remarkable collection of fans and snuffboxes, and many examples

of the minor industrial arts of all ages. The book is valuable as a record of the

objects available for exhibition in the summer of 1916 and as a list of the posses-

sions of the Museum when it was first opened. [The Cleveland Museum of Art,

Catalogue of the Inaugural Exhibition, June 6-September 20, 1916. Cleveland,

1916, published by the Museum, xiv, 360 pp. ;
166 pis. 4 to.]

EGYPT

Excavations at Tell el-Amarna. The report by LUDWIG BORCHARDT of

the excavations at Tell el-Amarna in 1913-1914 (Mitteilungen der Deutschen

Orienl-Gesellschaft, No. 55, December, 1914, pp. 1-45) is given in an English

translation in the Annual Report of the Smithsonian Institution for 1915, pp.

445-457 (13 pis.).

The Stele of Intef. In Ann. Arch. Anth. VII, 1916, pp. 81-88 (pi.), T. E.

PEET translates and comments on the stele of Intef, son of Myt, now in the

British Museum. The inscription dates from the time of Nebhepetra of the

eleventh dynasty, and contains copies of the contracts for offerings to be made
and ceremonies to be performed at his tomb.

An Obscure Hieroglyph in the Decrees of Coptos. In C. R. Acad. Insc.

1916, pp. 140-148, A. MORET discusses a hitherto obscure sign, sometimes

interpreted as "agent" or "dependent," on the monuments of Coptos. He
shows that it has the value hm, and he translates the passages where it occurs

"artisan" or "artisan potter."

The Dress of the Ancient Egyptians. In B. Metr. Mus. XI, 1916, pp.

166-171 (9 figs.), B. M. C. describes the costume worn by men and women in

Egypt in the Old and Middle Kingdoms and the changes they underwent.

Ibid. pp. 211-214 (8 figs.) he describes in similar fashion the dress of the Empire.

Ibid. pp. 238-242 (7 figs.) he discusses the various types of kerchief worn by
men and women. Three specimens made of fine linen were presented to the

Museum in 1909. They came from the Valley of the Kings and date from

about 1350 B.C. The pattern of the khai and of the nemes is described.

The Worship of the Crocodile in Roman Egypt. The worship of the croco-

dile god Sobk, or in Greek Souxos, was very popular in the Fayum in imperial

Roman times. He was known by various names, such as Soknopaios, Sokon-

nokoneus, Soknebtynis, Petesouchos, Pnepheros, etc., in different parts of the

district. Many inscriptions and papyrus fragments with references to the cult

have been found. In 1895-96 a sanctuary of the god was excavated at Kom
Ushim (Karanis), and others have been identified at Theadelphia and Oum

el-atl, and with considerable, probability also at Dionysias and Euhemeria.

Various documents brought to light prove that in the Fayum the crocodile

was worshipped as the god himself, and not as Wilcken thought, as the living
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embodiment of the god. This cult was tolerated, if not encouraged, by the

Roman emperors. (J. TOUTAIN, R. Hist. Rel. LXXI, 1915, pp. 171-194.)

The Cult of Apis in Roman Times. In Museon, third series, I, 1916, pp.

193-202, J. TOUTAIN shows that the cult of Apis continued to exist in Egypt
down to the time of Theodosius. The Romans did not object to the cult, but

even encouraged it. The god always appeared as a bull, and the same methods

were employed to discover the Apis as in early times. Sometimes the figure

of the Apis bull appears on coins together with the head of the emperor.
The Cost of Living in Roman Egypt. The cost of living in Roman Egypt, as

shown by the evidence of papyri, is discussed by L. C. WEST (Cl. Phil. XI,

1916, pp. 293-314) with elaborate tables of wages and prices of commodities

at different dates.

The Great Inscription of Meroe. In Ann. Arch. Anth. VII, 1916, pp. 67-80,

A. H. SAYCE publishes with a commentary a tentative translation of the great

Ethiopian inscription discovered by Professor Garstang at Meroe.

BABYLONIA, ASSYRIA AND PERSIA

Older and Later Elements in the Code of Hammurapi. In J.A.O.S.

XXXVI, 1916, pp. 1-33, M. JASTROW, Jr., shows by a comparison with the

so-called Sumerian Family Laws and by a study of the internal characteris-

tics of the code that the Code of Hammurapi is the result of a similiar process

of development to that seen in the Pentateuch, namely, a substratum of prim-
itive legislation is amplified (a) through further specifications to provide for

new cases that arise and (6) through amplifications of all kinds, representing

in many cases answers to questions raised, in others an interpretation of an

older law in a manner to adapt it to later circumstances.

The So-called Epic of Paradise. In J.A.O.S. XXXVI, 1916, pp. 90-114,
J. D. PRINCE argues that the document published by S. H. Langdon in Publica-

tions of the Babylonian Section, University of Pennsylvania Museum Vol. X,
No. 1, and entitled by him The Sumerian Epic of Paradise, Flood, and Fall of

Man, shows no evidence of being what Dr. Langdon claims. The description

of conditions therein does not refer to a happy and blissful country, but rather

to a district which had been decimated and practically destroyed by drought.
We have here a product of the Ea-cult possibly drawn from various sources.

The compiler has taken the annual drought and its subsequent relief by the

annual floods as a staffage, around which to build a special adoration of Ea,
with the lesson that the flood must be controlled by a gardener who appears
here as a special person, possibly semi-divine, working under the direction of

Nintu, the mother of the land, but always with the consent of Ea. Ibid.

XXXVI, 1916, pp. 122-135, (also R. Arch., fifth series, IV, 1916, pp.

358-372) M. JASTROW, Jr., discusses the same document, coming to the

conclusion that the text is an incantation, incidental to which Sumerian

myths are introduced which set forth the Sumerian view of the begin-

ning of things, but there is no description of Paradise in this text, nor any
reference to a Flood, nor does it touch in any way on such a problem as the Fall

of Man. The tablet deals with a description of a time before the world was

populated, and presents in the form of a number of myths a picture of vegeta-
tion and fertility arising, first from the copulation of the god Enki and his con-
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sort, who is represented at the same time as his daughter; and second from

the inundation of the fields.

The Lost Antiquities from Khorsabad. In C. R. Acad. Insc. 1916, pp. 224-

240, M. FILLET announces that repeated searches have at last found the note-

books of Victor Place in the Archives Nationales. In 1851 Place took up the

work of excavation at Khorsabad begun by Botta, and in four years collected

235 cases of antiquities for removal to France. During their transpor-

tation the boats carrying them were repeatedly plundered by the Arabs and

finally sunk in the Tigris, so that twenty-six cases only reached the Louvre.

Among the things lost were reliefs from Nimroud and Koyoundjick presented

by Rawlinson.

Chronology of the Nee-Babylonian Empire. In S. Bibl. Arch. XXXVIII,
1916, pp. 146-148, C. H. W. JOHNS discusses the inscription found by H.

Pognon in 1907 at Eski-Harran in Mesopotamia, in which the mother of King
Nabonidus narrates that she had lived from the time of Ashurbanipal to the

ninth year of her son Nabonidus, and that she was still hale and hearty at the

age of 104 years. This total agrees with the lengths of the reigns of the kings

of Assyria and Babylon as recorded elsewhere. The lengths of the reigns of

the kings of Babylon as given in the Ptolemaic Canon are also confirmed by
the dated tablets. The intervals between the reigns appear to be very short.

But though no dates are yet known which contradict the Canon, we may
wonder whether there may not be some years omitted. One small hint may
help us. Nabonidus says that he restored the temple of the Sun-god at Sip-

para 45 years after Nebuchadrezzar had done the like. Now Nabonidus must

have done this before the third year of his reign, and consequently Nebucha-

drezzar must have done his work in 597 B.C.

The Last Years of the Assyrian Monarchy. In S. Bibl. Arch. XXXVIII,
1916, pp. 119-128, C. H. W. JOHNS, shows how the information in regard to-

the chronology of the last Assyrian kings derived from the Babylonian List of

Kings and the Ptolemaic Canon may be supplemented from the business-

documents of the period. There are a great many documents dated in the

reigns of Shamash-shum-ukin, Kandalanu, and Nabopolassar, and these men-

tion a. great many persons. It should be possible to decide from these mentions;

whether these three kings succeeded one another without a gap. As a matter

of fact, there is a complete change in the personnel of Babylon, Sippara,

Borsippa, .and Dilbat between the reigns of Kandalanu and Nabopolassar.

This seems scarcely conceivable if no long interval separated the reigns.

Hoard of Persian Sigloi. In Num. Chron. 1916, pp. 1-12 (pi.), J. G. MILNE
in discussing a hoard of fifty-two Persian silver sigloi, reported to have been

found in Ionia, points out that the symbols and punch-marks indicate a mint

at Sardes instead of in the eastern part of the empire, as' had previously been

supposed.

SYRIA AND PALESTINE

The Religion of Canaan. In J. Bibl. Lit. XXXV, 1916, pp. 1-133, W. C.

WOOD gives an elaborate account of the religion of the Canaanites before the

Hebrew Conquest as disclosed by archaeological research and by survivals in

later religion. He discusses the religion of the pre-Semitic population and of

the Semitic Amorites under the main heads of Sacred Waters, Sacred Trees,
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Sacred Mountains, Altars, Sanctuaries, Religious Rites, Holy Persons, Feasts,,

Pantheon, and the Conception of the Future Life.

ASIA MINOR

Inscriptions from Sinope. In R. Arch., fifth series, III, 1916, pp. 329-358,.

THEODORE REINACH publishes ten inscriptions from Sinope, seven of which ap-

pear to be new, except as they were first published in 1913 in a local periodical

entitled XIofTos, the organ of a local scientific and philological society. The

inscriptions are all of Roman times. One is in Latin, one is bilingual (Greek

and Latin), the others are in Greek. The Greek contains Latinisms and the

Latin Hellenisms. Five are epitaphs, five honorary inscriptions. Two are

metrical. One (No. 10), in honor of Meioupos (?) Marcianus Rufus, a boxer,,

gives a long list of his victories. Some new information is given in these in-

scriptions concerning the priesthoods and magistracies of Sinope.

GREECE

ARCHITECTURE

The Origin of the Corinthian Capital. In R. Arch., fifth series, IV, 1916,.

pp. 17-50 (23 figs.), THEOPHILE HOMOLLE discusses the origin of the Corinthian

capital. He shows by means of the drawings on lecythi that grave stones were

decorated with real acanthus leaves, sometimes placed at the foot of the steler

sometimes fastened near its top. It is from such use of the real acanthus that

he derives the capital. The legend given by Vitruvius (IV, i, 19) retains the

connection of the Corinthian capital with the cult of the dead, and it is quite

possible that Callimachus was the first to use the new capital in architecture.

He was especially a worker in metal, and probably the first Corinthian capitals

were wrought in bronze. That would also furnish a reason for calling them
Corinthian. There is no reason to suppose that the new capital was invented,,

or first used, at Corinth.

SCULPTURE

Cypriote Statuettes. In Mon. Piot, XXI, 1913, pp. 5-11 (pi.; 3 figs.), R.

DUSSAUD discusses three stone statuettes from Cyprus in the Louvre. One is-

a nude Heracles with both arms gone, also the right leg at the knee and the

left at the thigh. He was standing and engaged in a combat with the lion,

part of which is preserved. A second statuette of similar style also represents
a standing Heracles. The arms are gone and the feet from above the ankles.

The third, which represents a standing female figure is well preserved though
somewhat weathered. The right hand is missing. The figure has an elaborate

costume, wears two or three necklaces, and a high headdress not unlike the

crown of the Tyche of Eutychides. The three statuettes probably came from
the same workshop and are among the best from Cyprus dating from the fifth

century B.C.

A Torso at Buda-Pesth. A beautiful marble torso of an athlete, which was
found in the Roman Baths at Saint-Colombe-les-Viennes in France and is now
at Buda-Pesth, is discussed by A. HEKLER in Jb. Arch. I. XXXI, 1916, pp. 95-
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104 (pi.; 14 figs.). By a comparison with similar figures on vases or reliefs,

.and in the round, the nearest of which is a bronze statuette in New York, it

is shown that the youth was represented as standing with knees and body

partly bent and arms extended stiffly downward and forward, in an attitude

preparatory to taking a spring. The work is Attic in style, with Ionian

tendencies, belonging to the circle of influence of Critias and Nesiotes, and is

to be dated about 460 B.C.

Apollo Lyceius. In B. Com. Rom. XLIII, 1915, pp. 73-98 (2 pis.), L.

CESANO argues that Lucian (Anach. vel Gymn. 7 f.) saw a late marble copy
of a bronze statue of Apollo Lyceius, which was an early work of Praxiteles.

In restoring this bronze

the tree which Lucian

mentions must be re-

moved. This hypothesis
is supported by coins and
the so-called Ephebus of

Sutri (Not. Scav. 1912,

pp. 373 ff.).

The Venus of Aries.

In Mon. Piot, XXI, 1913,

pp. 13-45 (pi.; 4 figs.),

E. MICHON discusses the

early history of the Venus

of Aries, and points out

that it was in several

pieces when found. The
headwas found separately,

so that its exact position

on the body cannot now

be determined. The

statue was restored by
Girardon and the two

arms added. An early

cast shows on the right

side a support to which

the right arm must have

been attached. The res-

toration, therefore, can-

not be correct here. In

addition to removing

this support Girardon re-

duced the size of the

breasts and the folds of

the drapery.

A Portrait of Hyperides. In Mon. Piot, XXI, 1913, pp. 47-58 (pi.; 4 figs.),

F. POULSEN identifies a bearded head in the Ny Carlsberg Museum at Copen-

hagen as a portrait of Hyperides. It originally formed part of a double herm.

Pour other copies are known, one of which in Rome has been wrongly called

FIGURE 1. ALEXANDER 'WITH THE AEGIS.
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a Lysias; another at Compiegne in the form of a double herm has a badly

broken female head at the back. The way in which the hair of this head is

dressed points to the middle of the fourth century B.C. as the date of the herm;

the style is that of Praxiteles. The face, therefore, must have been a portrait

of Phryne, and the head on the other side that of Hyperides.

Alexander with the Aegis. In Mon. Piot, XXI, 1913, pp. 59-72 (2 pis.;

7 figs.), P. PERDRIZET publishes a headless statue in the Louvre representing a

new archaeological type, namely Alexander with the aegis. Six replicas are

known, all of them probably found in Egypt. The best preserved is a bronze

statuette in the collection of Dr. Fouquet in Cairo (Fig. 1). The figure

wears the aegis which extends to his knees. His right hand which is raised

above his head probably grasped a lance which served as a support, while in

his left hand he held a small figure of Victory. The aegis seems to have been

suggested by the story that Alexander was the son of Zeus. The writer thinks

that the statuettes may have been dedicated to the god Alexander by Macedo-

nian soldiers.

Gauls in Hellenistic Art. The death of Brennus and other stories of the

Gallic invasion of Greece strongly impressed the Hellenistic Greeks and in-

fluenced their art. In Mon. *Piot, XXI, 1913, pp. 173-202 (pi.; 15 figs.), A.

REINACH calls attention to several monuments illustrating this fact. The best

of them is a statuette of a wounded Gaul trying to rise from the ground,

in the museum at Naples (Guida, p. 367, No. 1607). It was found at Pompeii,

but has not been published. Other sculptures are the Gaul in Venice, a bronze

statuette in Dresden and another in Munich, and a fragment in New York.

A fresco in the "House of Dionysus" in Delos and a fragmentary heater in

Munich, both with scenes of combat between Greeks and Gauls, go back to a

painting at Athens commemorating the battle of Lysimachia in 277 B.C.

Various reliefs in which Gauls are seen attacked by elephants may be traced

back to the same period.

INSCRIPTIONS

The Men of Priene at Charax. In R. Et. Gr. XXIX, 1916, pp. 29-45, M.
HOLLEAUX proposes new restorations for portions of the decree of the Ephesians

relating to the men of Priene at Charax (see Forschungen in Ephesos, II, No. 1).

It appears that there had been civil strife at Priene and one party had driven

out the other. The banished party obtained the aid of the Ephesians who es-

tablished them in a fort called Charax, probably on the boundary between

the two cities, and agreed to protect them and supply them with arms. The
decree dates from about the year 286 B.C.

A Greek Inscription in Alexandria. In C. R. Acad. Insc. 1916, pp. 165-

168, SEYMOUR DE RICCI republishes a Greek inscription in the museum of Alex-

andria, adding a third fragment not previously identified. It has to do with a

iroXfreujua of Lycians, whose duty it was to guard the cemeteries of Alexan-

dria. They had apparently been derelict in their duty, and the lost portion of

the inscription probably told of their punishment. The date 27 Thoth of

the fifth year of Hadrian is equivalent to September 24, 120 A.D.
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VASES

New Vases by Douris. It has hitherto been difficult to assign with certainty

any important large vases to Douris, the painter of cylices; but recently some

fragments of a pelice at Petrograd have been published, which are evidently

by the same hand as a cylix by Douris in Berlin. These bring in several other

large vases, and so give opportunity for a more extended study of the stages

of his work, the influences of other artists upon him, especially that of his

teacher Euphronius, and the part he played in the development of the art of

his time. In his use of the single draped figure he may be regarded as the

father of the tendency to put meaningless figures on the reverse of vases.

The whole of his work, some important examples of which are in the Boston

Museum of Fine Arts, is discussed and chronologically regrouped by E.

BUSCHOR, in Jb. Arch. I. XXXI, 1916, pp. 74-95 (3 pis.; 10 figs.).

COINS

Greek Coin-Dies. The discussion of 'A Dekadrachm by Kimon' struck

from a fractured die leads S. W. GROSE (Num. Chron. 1916, pp. 113-132; pi.)

to a somewhat general discussion of the material and durability of Greek

coin-dies. Specimens of coins struck from the same die are common rather

than rare, as has been claimed by such authorities as Hill and Walters.

Dies were not made of soft metal soon worn down (Blumner), but of hard

tempered metal, which may often have been brittle from lack of knowledge
of proper annealing. The unessential varieties among ancient dies of the

same type are probably due to the preparation of a number for simultaneous

use to increase the speed of output. In Sophocles, Antigone 475 and else-

where TrepuTKfXris applied to metal probably means "brittle."

GENERAL AND MISCELLANEOUS

Receptacles for Lots. In Cl. Phil. XI, 1916, pp. 278-292, F. E. ROBBINS

interprets the phiale shown on a fifth century cylix at Berlin and that on a

cista from Praeneste in the Barberini collection as receptacles for holding lots

used for purposes of divination at Delphi.

The Thalamegus of Ptolemy IV. The description of the famous house boat

of Ptolemy IV on the Nile is discussed at length and made the basis of a recon-

struction by F. CASPARI in Jb. Arch. I. XXXI, 1916, pp. 1-74 (pi.; 29 figs.).

The Greek text by Callixenus of Rhodes, quoted by Athenaeus (Deipnoso-

phistae V, 204d ff.), was written after the destruction of the vessel but from the

notes of an eyewitness, whether the author or another. It gives the dimensions

as: length 200 ells, width, 30 ells (105 m. X 15.75 m.), a measurement falling

between those of battleships and freighters. The hull was flat-bottomed, of

light draft, and had high double prow and stern. The superstructure, which

made it a veritable floating palace, was of wood, and probably filled the entire

width and two thirds of the length. It contained some twenty apartments of

-various sizes and uses, fitted up with the greatest luxury, which extende

one behind the other in two stories and were surrounded on three sides by an

open colonnade of the full height, surmounted by an enclosed corridor, which

thus stood above the roof of the main building. The mast, with one large sail

of cotton, probably stood in a small open court which extended through both
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stories. Measurements of details are lacking, but Caspari in his reconstruc-

tion assumes a unit of one eighth of the width, or 3| ells (1.97 m.) for the width

of corridors, collonnades, and interior intercolumniations, with double this

measure for the intercolumniations along the sides. Wall paintings, mosaics,

and other works of art in Egypt and Italy, especially in Pompeii, illustrate

many details of construction and decoration. Some features are mentioned

which are not otherwise known to have occurred so early, while others recall

the arrangements of Minoan palaces in Crete.

ITALY

ARCHITECTURE

Architectural Terra-cottas from Falerii. In B.S.R. VIII, 1916, pp. 1-34

(2 pis.; 13 figs.), MARY TAYLOR and H. C. BRADSHAW publish and discuss the

architectural terra-cottas from two temples at Falerii .Veteres. These were

found by the late Count Cozza in 1886-1887 (Not. Scav. 1887, pp. 137 ff;

1888, pp. 414 ff.) and belong to two temples, of the fourth-third and the third-

second centuries B.C. The earlier, and smaller, is the so-called temple of

Apollo; the other may have bSen built later on the same site. From the earlier

temple important fragments of the pedimental sculptures are preserved. In

the centre was, probably, the so-called Apollo, a seated figure of the Alexander

type, at each side two standing figures (two males on one side, two females

on the other) and reclining figures in the corners. The antefixes were figures in

various attitudes. The acroteria at the sides were quadrigae, the central

acroterium a standing figure. A gorgoneion was over the mutule at each end

of the front. A few further fragments were found. All the sculptures be-

longed to the early Hellenistic period and were richly colored. The terra-

cottas of the late temple comprised antefixes (alternate male and female

winged figures), a central acroterium (an Ionic palmette rising from two spirals),

a cornice consisting of cresting, sima, ovolo, and fascia, three sets ot terra-cotta

plaques adorned with lotus-pattern, spirals, and palmettes, tiles, roll-tiles,

and some antefixes adorned with heads in relief, though these last may not

have belonged to this temple. No remains of pedimental sculptures were found.

The fragments furnish sufficient indications for a restoration of the temple.

SCULPTURE

A Relief in Egyptian Style. In B. Com. Rom. XLIII, 1915, pp. 115-122 r

(pi.), G. S. GRAZIOSO describes a relief found a long time ago near the church of

SS. Marcellino et Pietro and now in the Vatican. Its provenance is probably
the Iseum of the third region. It was executed in Egyptian style in the time

of Hadrian. The subject is a queen standing before a naos and bringing an

offering to the sacred cow. A rough graffito of a cynocephalus on the relief

seems to indicate that such a statue was found at the same time that the

relief was discovered.

PAINTING

Two Etruscan Painted Tombs at Corneto. Because of the continued and
far-advanced decay of the paintings in the ancient rock tombs of Etruria, a
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complete publication of them with illustrations from every available source is

projected, and the material for two of the most important, on the site of

Tarquinii, is now published by F. WEEGE in Jb. Arch. I. XXI, 1916, pp. 105-

168 (13 pis.; 38 figs.). The so-called Stackelberg tomb or Tomba del Tridi-

nio, discovered in 1823, was painted about 520-510 B.C., by a Greek artist,

probably from Magna Graecia, who had lived among the Etruscans enough to

understand their national life and spirit. This is the best actual survival of

the North-Ionian style of wall painting from which the early red-figured vase

painters copied, and it is of very great interest for subject as well as style.

The walls are divided horizontally into three sections, the lowest one being a

plain dark dado. The main frieze represents on the end opposite the entrance

a funeral banquet or symposium, of three couches with six guests and three

attendants, while the side and entrance walls show the ceremonial dance of

youths and maidens with music, by which they are being entertained. The

single figures are separated by shoots of laurel and myrtle growing from the

ground, indicating an outdoor scene. A ceremonial pointed cap or mitre is

worn by the female figures. On a narrower frieze above this is a full repre-

sentation of the funeral games, divided into three parts by raised platforms for

spectators at the two corners opposite the entrance. In a series of most varied

and lifelike groups we see every stage of boxing, wrestling, discus-throwing,

pole-vaulting, the pancration, and chariot racing, as well as a sacrifice to

Hermes Epagonius, the patron of athletes. The main part of this frieze is in

a dark-on-light technique, but the groups of spectators at the corners as well

as the whole of the wider frieze below are in light-on-dark. The presence of

women among the on-lookers is evidence of the native usage, not copied

from Athenian custom. The work as a whole is of very great artistic merit.

It belongs to the era of the vase painters Epictetus and Euthymides. The

other tomb, Tomba dei Leopardi, discovered in 1875, is a little later in date and

somewhat simpler, having only one figured frieze, with funeral symposium and

dance out-of-doors. It is not so fine a piece of work artistically, but is still

excellently preserved, with bright colors, and some of the heads are wonder-

fully lifelike portraits. The left half is of inferior workmanship, as if done by
a pupil or assistant of the master painter. Both tombs have a ceiling design

which is probably of Egyptian origin. A wide flat central beam ornamented

with rosettes separates two slightly sloping surfaces which are painted in checks

of bright colors, as if representing a canopy of cloth. The animals called leop-

ards or lionesses which occur in the gable ends of these and other tombs are

probably the chetah or hunting leopard of India, which was occasionally kept

for use in hunting or as a house pet by European princes as well as Asiatic,

down to mediaeval times.

Forgotten Roman Wall Paintings. In B.S.R. VIII, 1916, pp. 91-103 (7 pis.; 3

figs.) Mrs. ARTHUR STRONG publishes and discusses further forgotten fragments

of ancient wall paintings in Rome (cf. B.S.R. VII, 1914, pp. 114-123; A.J.A.

XIX, 1915, p. 197) . These are in a private house in the Via de' Cerchi, the back

of which is built against the southern slope of the Palatine, while the front

approaches the northeast end of the Circus Maximus. The paintings of one

room represent columns and before them servants in attitudes as if engaged in

welcoming and serving guests. The style is in general the second (architec-

tural) Pompeian style, though the life-size figures are unknown in Pompei
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art. The painting of the vault of a corridor behind this room consists of deli-

cate decorative scroll work, including some plant and animal forms, arranged

in bands, circles, and rectangles. The style is "Claudio-Neronian." Miss

Van Deman dates the corridor in the time of Domitian or of Hadrian and the

room first-mentioned in that of the Severans or a little later. Thus the styles

of painting practised in the first century continued in use in the third.

INSCRIPTIONS

Epigraphical Notes. As a result of a reexamination of the epigraphical

material put away in the storerooms of the Museo Nazionale, R. PARIBENI

publishes the following notes (B. Com. Rom. XLIII, 1915, pp. 168-177):

C./JL VI. 30709. FORTUNE CAMCESI is perhaps an error for FOR-
TUNE CAMPE (N) SI. C.I.L. VI. 30876. The name in the erasure is not

(ANTONIA)NAE but MAX(IMINIA)NAE. A piece of a slab, probably

part of a calendar, with VENERI GENET(RICI) IN FORO CA(ESARIS).
Cinerary urn with inscription: DISMANIBUS

|

SOSTRATES
|
PHILO-

MUSUS
1 Q. UMBRICI. MELIORIS

]
DISP

|

CONTUBERNALI
]

CARISSIMAE. B. M. Umbricius Melior is mentioned by Pliny, Tacitus,

and Plutarch. A stele with.the relief of a man lying on a couch with high
back and sides. Inscription: D. M. C. IULIO FELICI IULIA HYALINE
PATRONO ET CONIUGI BENEMERENTI FECIT. A fragment of

marble with: D. M. IUL. VALENTIANUS SPEC(ULATOR). CO-

H(ORTIS). VIII. PR(AETORIAE) CUM VALERINA MATRE VAL-
ENTINAE. F. From a columbarium: VERGILIA. C. L.

|
EUPHRO-

SYNE
|

LIBRARIA. A fragment of a slab of marble with: O
(CENTURIONI) LEG(IONIS) IIII SCYTHIC(AE)

|

ET L.

MAECIO L. F. POSTUMINO
) P]ARTHENOPE

|
H]ON-

ORATUS
| H(UIUS ? ) CORPOR(IS ? ) Fragments of the

slabs covering a large base recently found on the Palatine (?). IMP and

C]OH. X URBAN. ANTONINIAN.
|
O. POMPONIANI.

|

ANNAEUS
L. F. CAM. PULCHER TIB(URTINUS)

|

BURRENUS C. F. POLL.
MAXIMUS MUT(INENSIS).

1 G]EMINIUS C. F. POM. RUFINUS
VOL(SINIENSIS).

Epigraphic Bulletin. In their 'Revue des Publications relatives a TAntiquit6
romaine' for January-June, 1916 (R. Arch., fifth series, IV, 1916, pp. 199-

216), R. CAGNATand M. BssNiERgive the text of 67 inscriptions (two Greek,
the rest Latin) and notes on epigraphic publications.

COINS

Coinage of Nero. In "an introductory study" of "one of the most com-

plete monetary systems of antiquity," E. A. SYDENHAM divides Nero's coinage
into two distinct periods, 54 to 63 A.D. and 64 to 68 A.D. In the first period
no Senatorial brass was coined, and the types show no historical allusions, but
the Senate and not the Emperor issued gold and silver. The coinage reform of

63 A.D. attempted to harmonize Roman and Greek systems and establish

one standard for the empire. Brass was to stand to copper in relative value as

1$ to 1. The globe symbol is not from Lugdunum (as Mowat claimed) but
from a Roman mint, as the fabric proves. (Num. Chron. 1916, pp. 13-36; pi.)
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Denarius in the Third Century A.D. In a paper on the decline and fall of

the denarius, C. OMAN points out that in 214 A.D. Caracalla did not issue in the

so-called Antoninianus a double-denarius, but a coin valued at 1^ denarii

(80 grs. weight against 54). The aureus had fallen in weight (112 to 100 grs.),

and perhaps 20 Antoniniani corresponded' in value to an aureus. With the

further reduction of the aureus the convenient relation disappeared, and the

Antoniniani ceased to be struck, until they were revived under Gordian III

about 242 A.D., when the aureus had practically vanished from ordinary cir-

culation, and a new and showy coin was needed. The unhandy relation to the

debased denarius drove out this older coin, which was last issued in considerable

numbers under Postumus (the "Labors of Hercules" series). The quinarius
went the same way; but the finer execution of these pieces makes it likely that

they, like the small bronzes of Diocletian, were issued chiefly for donatives.

(Num. Chron. 1916, pp. 37-60; pi.)

GENERAL AND MISCELLANEOUS

The Villa of the Gordiani. At the third milestone on the Via Praenestina

to the left of the road are the remains of a republican villa showing indications

of having been used at least to 300 A.D. Other buildings appear to have been

erected about 150 A.D. In B. Com. Rom. XLIII, 1915, pp. 136-167 (2 pis.)

G. LUGLI thinks that the latter are the remains of the villa of the Gordiani,

in possession of this noble and wealthy family before it acquired the imperial

power. This villa was extended and rebuilt under Gordian III, who probably
also joined the republican villa to his possessions. Under Constantine the

estates on the right of the road were added to the original property and new
structures were erected on both.

A Manual of Roman Archaeology. Professor R. CAGNAT and Dr. V. CHAPOT
have published the first volume of their new work on Roman archaeology.

It is a book of 735 pages devoted to the monuments and sculpture. The

authors discuss among other things materials, methods of construction, roads,

bridges, harbors, cities, walls, gates, triumphal arches, cisterns, aqueducts,

fountains, methods of distributing water, sewers, the Forum and its monu-

ments, curiae, tribunes, voting places, basilicas, prisons, treasuries, public

latrines, altars, temples, theatres, odeums, circuses, stadiums, baths, markets,

granaries, shops, inns, bakeries, meeting-places, libraries, camps and frontier

defences, trophies, columns, houses and palaces, villas and country houses,

tombs and funeral monuments, the technique of the sculptor, statues of divini-

ties and their attributes, portraiture, genre sculpture in the round and in relief,

grave reliefs, historical and military reliefs, lamps, stucco reliefs and those of

painted terra-cotta. [Manuel d'archeologie romaine. Par. R. Cagnat et V.

Chapot. I. Les monuments; decoration des monuments; sculpture. Paris,

1917, A. Picard. xxvi, 735 pp.; 371 figs. 8 vo. 15 fr.]

A Judaeo-Pagan Sarcophagus. In R. Arch., fifth series, IV, 1916, pp. 1-16

(4 figs.), FRANZ CUMONT discusses a fragment of a sarcophagus in the

Museo Nazionale, in Rome. It was formerly in the Museo Kircheriano

(see Paribeni, N. Bull. Arch. Crist. XXI, 1915, pi. IV, 1, and p. 96). In the

centre of the front is a medallion supported by two Victories. In the medal-

lion is the seven-branched candlestick. Below the medallion is a Dionysiac

scene, three young men treading grapes in a large basin. At the sides are
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remains of the Four Seasons. Other equally interesting examples of the mix-

ture of Jewish and Christian symbolism with Dionysiac elements are discussed

and illustrated.

The Via Traiana. In B.S.R. VIII, 1916, pp. 104-171 (27 figs.), THOMAS
ASHBY and ROBERT GARDNER give a historical account of the Via Traiana,

which led from Beneventum to Brundisium, with a careful description of its

existing remains and the ancient monuments along its course. The various

topographical and historical questions connected with this highway are dis-

cussed.

The Provinces of Hispania Citerior. In a paper entitled 'Nota ad un Di-

ploma Militare del Tempo del Nerone' (B. Com. Rom. XLIII, 1915, pp. 99-

114) MARIA MARCHETTI shows that the three dioceses into which Augustus
divided Hispania citerior were Asturia et Callaecia, Cantabria, Tarraconensis,

not, as Kornemann claimed (Festschr.fur 0. Hirschfeld, pp. 233 ff.), Callaecia,

Asturia et Cantabria, Tarraconensis. Further, that under Claudius Canta-

bria and Tarraconensis were combined.

Festus, the Author of the Breviarium. In B. Com. Rom. XLIII, 1915, pp.

123-135, A. GARRONI argues that Rufius Festus Avienus of C.I.L. VI, 537, is

identical with the translator of Aratus and the author of the Descriptio Orbis

Terrae and the Ora Maritima. The compiler of the Breviarium is, however,
a different man, probably the adversary of Eutropius (Amm. Marc. XXIX, 2,

22; etc.).

The Commissione Archeologica Comunale di Roma. In B. Com. Rom.

XLIII, 1915. pp. 328-341, is given the official record of the activity of the

Commissione Archeologica Comunale di Roma from 1910 on.

SPAIN

Portae Geminae at Cordova. In B. Soc. Ant. Fr. 1915, pp. 272-276, J.

TOUTAIN shows that the words portae geminae on an altar found at Cordova
in 1908 mean "double gate."

FRANCE

Punic Inscriptions in the Louvre. In 1891 the Louvre acquired a collection

of antiquities formerly belonging to Commander Marchant who had been in

Tunisia before the French occupation. There were two hundred and twenty

objects of one kind or another and thirty-four Punic stelae. In Q. R. Acad.

Insc. 1916, pp. 17-34 (4 figs.), J.-B. CHABOT publishes twelve of the inscribed

stelae which had not been published. They are for the most part simple

dedications. He also describes two uninscribed stelae which have figures

rudely cut upon them. On one a woman with her right hand in a position of

devotion and her left holding a bowl of fruit stands before an altar upon which

is a bull's head. On the second stele a man is represented reclining upon a

couch with two figures beside him. At his feet is a standing man, and near

his head a seated Woman. The motive of a bull's head on an altar is also found

on an unedited stela from Carthage.
The Mosaic of the Drunkenness of Bacchus. In C. R. Acad. Insc. 1916,

pp. 286-294, P. FABIA discusses the large mosaic in the museum of Lyons repre-
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senting the drunkenness of Bacchus. It was found in 1841, and was originally
9.53 m. by 4.75 m. The scenes were in forty-five squares arranged in five

rows of eight. Eight of these have been lost since 1841. About one third of

the whole mosaic is missing.
A Roman Mosaic at Sens. In 1910 a large Roman mosaic known since 1893

(C. R. Acad. Insc. 1910, pp. 613 ff.) was uncovered at Sens. It is much in-

jured, but the general plan of it can be made out. It was divided into thirty-
five squares, most of which were filled with rosettes or geometrical patterns.
In the middle is a medallion 1.69 m. in diameter in which are depicted a man
on horseback and four frightened horses running in different directions.

The subject is the Sun subduing his horses; not the fall of Phaethon as was

formerly supposed. The artist had in mind Ovid's Metamorphoses, II, 314 f.

and 398 f . In the corners were busts representing the four seasons, but Spring
has disappeared. The mosaic probably dates from the first century A.D.

(A. HERON DE VILLEFOSSE, Mon. Piot, XXI, 1913, pp. 89-109; pi.; 4 figs.)

Gallo-Roman Notes. In C. R. Acad. Insc. 1916, pp. 66-83 (fig.), Dr.
CAPITAN shows, apropos of the discovery of the bones of dogs at Amiens, how
much dogs were loved in Gallo-Roman times. He also points out that a

deposit on fragments of two vases found in the bottom of a pit at Amiens has
been shown by chemical analysis to prove the existence of resined wine in

Gallo-Roman times.

Inscribed Spindle-Weights. In C. R. Acad. Insc. 1916, pp. 168-186, J.

LOTH discusses certain spindle-weights found in Gaul which have upon them
Latin inscriptions accompanied by Gallic words. He interprets curmi as

beer, geneta as girl (often used as a term of affection), and vimpi as handsome.

Marcosior Maternia he translates equitare vellem, Maternia.

The Wines of Gaul. In B. Com. Rom. XLIII, 1915, pp. 279-291, LUIGI

CANTARELLI brings out the fact that vinum gemino sapore (Pliny, N. H. XIV,
68) means wine with a very heavy flavor, which was used to improve other

wines. Wine from Baeterra, which Pliny, ibid., says was not exported, was

brought into Rome after all, as is shown by two inscriptions from amphorae
found at the Castra Praetoria The picatum was a wine which naturally had a

pitchy taste.

SWITZERLAND

The Dispater of Viege. In R. Et. Anc. XVIII, 1916, pp. 193-202 (2 figs.),

W. DEONNA publishes additional evidence to prove that the object at the

waist of the Dispater from Viege in the museum of Geneva (see A.J.A. XIX,
1915, p. 486) is a key. The five objects carried by the god are: 1. the mystic

pot in the right hand; 2. the lightning nail, and, 3. the cosmic key at the waist;

4. the thunder mallet upon which the left hand rested; 5. the zigzag lightning

on the left leg.

HUNGARY

Roman Antiquities in Kolozsvar. In Dolgozatok az Erdelyi Nemzeti Mtizeum,

VII, 1916, pp. 1-133 (41 figs.), A. BUDAY publishes a number of antiquities

chiefly in the National Museum at Kolozsv&r, Hungary. There are four

reliefs in private possession found at Vdrhely (Sarmizegethusa), representing
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triple-bodied Hecate; two reliefs with votive ears, one inscribed in Greek; a

marble group of Dionysus and two other figures; parts of two marble reliefs

upon which Dionysus appears; a grave stone with two peacocks in relief on

one side, and lions on two of the other sides; a similar stone which served as

the base for a grave monument; the top of a grave stele in the form of a bearded

head between recumbent lions; an altar with a pine cone above and below on

three sides reliefs, the one in front portraying a man, a woman and a child,

with the head of Medusa above, that on the left hand side Attis with two

dolphins above, and that on the right hand side Cybele with a bird and a flow-

ering branch above; a grave stele with a rudely cut winged figure on one side

and a standing woman on the other; a torst) of Priapus; a headless seated

Cybele; two reliefs representing Silvanus; a similar relief with the figure of a

nymph (Silvana?) ;
a relief with Silvanus and Diana standing side by side; also

one with the figure of Diana, which was probably similar; an Apollo in relief; a.

carved anta with figures of Dionysus above and Hercules and Mercury below;

heads of Aesculapius and of Saturn; a relief of the Genius Castrorum; a
Mithra relief ; and part of a votive tablet of Nemensis. A winged figure on a
base inscribed Primavera is believed by the writer to date from the sixteenth

century.

NORTHERN AFRICA

A Circular Temple at Carthage. In B. Soc. Ant. Fr. 1915, pp. 309-316, J.

TOUTAIN argues that the circular, structure within a square at Carthage was a
Phoenician temple as was thought by Davis many years ago. In the seven-

teenth century there was a similar building at Mohammedia which was proved

by an inscription to be a temple of Saturn. In 1899 Gauckler found in an un-

derground chamber at Carthage, not far from the circular building, images
and cult objects which had come from a temple of Saturn.

Inscriptions from Algeria. In C. R. Acad. Insc. 1916, pp. 242-250, J.-B.

CHABOT discusses two Phoenician inscriptions, one found years ago at Constan-

tine, Algeria, and the other at Ain Nechma. He also corrects the reading of a
Latin inscription from Cheffia (Suppl. to CJ.L. 17392.)

Phoenician Inscriptions of Dougga. In C. R. Acad. Insc. 1916, pp. 119-

131, J.-B. CHABOT discusses in detail the Phoenician inscriptions of Dougga
and points out their importance for the decipherment of Libyan texts.

The Grave Stele of a Priestess of Ceres. In R. fit. Anc. XVIII, 1916, pp.

181-186 (pi.), L. -A. CONSTANS publishes a grave stele of a priestess of Ceres

found about fifteen years ago at Am-Maja and now in the Museum of the Bardo.

It is 1.25 m, high, 0.47 m. wide, and 0.40 m. thick. On the front in a niche is

the standing figure of the priestess, and on each of the two sides of the stone is a.

woman carrying a basket on her head, perhaps representing Ceres, while below

is the figure of a sow. On the front is the inscription, Flavia M(arci) fil(ia)

Tertul(l)a sacerdos vix(it} an(nis) c. The relief is interesting for the

costume.

Adonis in Roman Africa. In B. Soc. Ant. Fr. 1915, pp. 296-299, J. TOUTAIN
shows that there are no grounds for believing that Adonis was worshipped
in Roman Africa; that the words sacerdosAdonis in an inscription from Bechater

should be interpreted sacerdos Domini, i.e. Saturni; and that in the dedication

Adoni Augusto sacrum of the inscription of Khanguat el Hadjadj the Adoni
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is equivalent to Domino, i.e. Saturno. The first word is not Adonis, but the

Phoenician word adon which often precedes the name of Baal.

The Camps of the Third Legion in Africa. In C. R. Acad. Insc. 1916, pp.

273-284, M. DE PACHTERE shows that the idea of Mommsen and others that the

third legion Augusta was located at Tebessa during the first century A.D. is

not correct. Recent discoveries of mile-stones, epitaphs of soldiers, etc.,

have made it clear that the castra hiberna of this legion was at Ammaedara
until the year 74 or 75, and after that at Tebessa.

EARLY CHRISTIAN, BYZANTINE AND MEDIAEVAL ART

GENERAL AND MISCELLANEOUS

Ivory Caskets. In Art in America, V, 1916, pp. 19-27 (3 figs.), R. S. LOOMIS
writes on the fourteenth century secular ivory caskets in the Morgan collection.

There are three complete ones and two detached panels. Subjects for these

secular works were passed around till they became hackneyed and the same

thing is found repeated over and over. Two subjects here identified for the

first time are evidently intended to contrast grateful and ungrateful woman.
One is Galahad's Arrival at the Castle of the Maidens, the other Enyas and
the Wodehouse.

A Method of Dating North Mesopotamian Churches. In Or. Christ. V,

1915, pp. 111-131, A. BAUMSTARK dates the churches of the Tur 'Abdin and

neighboring districts in northern Mesopotamia according to the relations of

the sanctuary to the body of the church. Three types of plans reflect the

development of the church service. The earliest has no separation of the

presbytery from the congregation; next follows a type with chancel railing and

curtains to shut off on occasion the clergy from the congregation; finally the

sanctuary becomes an entirely separate room accessible only by a door.

Corresponding to this development is the change in liturgy. Narsai (died

502) records a eucharistic ceremony without any concealing of the altar as

would be the case in the first type of church mentioned. Jacob of Edessa

(died 708) refers to the exposition of the altar to view at a certain stage in the

ceremony, as would occur in the second type of church. George of Arbela

(945-987 approximately) considers the separation of the sanctuary the most

significant fact of the ceremony, as would correspond to the third type of

church. This development is further proved by the literary and epigraphic

dating of the arrangements of the third type in the later period and of their

accompanying pastbphoria, a recognized late development here. The date of

churches of the first type must fall not later than the seventh century and the

others follow in succession according to their plan. On this basis a list of the

known monuments in chronological order is appended.
A Griffin on a Silk Fabric. In Burl. Mag. XXIX, 1916, pp. 225-226 (4

figs.), A. F. KENDRICK discusses a fragment of a silk fabric showing a griffin's

liead and a portion of the arc of a large circle about it. The provenance of the

piece before its purchase in Paris for the Victoria and Albert Museum, 1893,

is unknown. Below the creature's head is a loop which by comparison with

a carved slab of the parapet of St. Mark's, Venice, and with a similar textile

in the Abbey of St. Waldburg at Eichstadt proves to be the trunk of a van-
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quished elephant. The pluteus of St. Mark's seems to belong to the rebuilding

of the tenth or eleventh century, though possibly then brought from elsewhere.

The Eichstadt stuff was found in the tomb of Count Liutiger von Graisbach

(d. 1074), who refounded the abbey. Both this and the South Kensington frag-

ment are eastern, perhaps, arguing from the large size of the loom used, Con-

stantinopolitan, work of about 1000. Closely related, but later, are a number
of large loom products including one considerably different griffin fabric in

the treasury of Sens Cathedral.

ITALY

Ravenna and the Orient. In Or. Christ. V, 1915, pp. 83-110 (pi.; 8 figs.),

J. STRZYGOWSKI studies the position of Ravenna as an outpost of eastern art.

The brick architecture of the churches of basilica plan shows the traditional

forms of brick architecture throughout the Hellenistic world, but the vaulted

buildings like San Vitale and the so-called*Mausoleum of Galla Placidia,as well

as the two baptisteries, fit only in the line of oriental development. The
mausoleum is based on the form of an eastern catacomb. San Vitale is a copy
of Constantino's Octagon at Antioch. Theodoric's mausoleum, on the con-

trary, finds its parallels in the stone architecture of Armenia. Though some

sarcophagi of Ravenna still show the scenes of salvation of the old funereal

cycle, the favorite subject on them becomes the spread of the doctrine. This

latter is an Antiochene conception. It is the subject of the ivory chair of

Maximian and of the mosaics in the two baptisteries, San Vitale, and the so-

called Mausoleum of Galla Placidia. An Alexandrian bone-carving, here

illustrated for the first time, is a close parallel, showing as it does the enthroned

Christ as teacher with the Apostles gathered about him. The mosaics of Sant'

Apollinare Nuovo are also connected with Syria through the approximately
Jacobite arrangement of the Christological scenes as well as through the

composition of the decorative ensemble which immediately suggests the Rabula

codex. The relation of the iconography of the Baptism and of the Enthroned

Madonna of the Adoration, as these pictorial types are known in the art of

Ravenna, to Palestinian iconography is further established by a gold encolpion
in the author's possession. This object which is a capital document of the art

types of the Holy Land is here studied in detail. Another decidedly oriental

trait at Ravenna is the ornament. The old Ursiana, the first great church of

Ravenna, was decorated in eastern style with secular scenes. Perso-Syrian

candelabra and vine decoration occur repeatedly on the later monuments.

Speaking generally the whole art of Ravenna is aesthetically eastern in char-

acter in that color replaces form, design supplants space.

The Facing of the Pillars of San Vitale. In Felix Ravenna, XXI, 1916, pp.

S79-891, G. GEROLA studies the marble facing of the pillars of San Vitale. All

were restored in the last century and inaccurately, but the undertaking is so

great that it will be necessary to restore the lower part of the pillars, now laid

bare by recent excavations, in harmony with the modern, not the original

appearance.
The Catacombs of S. Sebastiano. In B. Com. Rom. XLIII, 1915, pp. 249-

278 (pi.), O. MARUCCHI shows that recent discoveries exclude the possibility

that the sepulchre of the apostles Peter and Paul was under the present church,
and confirm the traditional belief that it was in the so-called Platonia apos-
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tolica. One of the graffiti is a record of the translation of S. Quirinus from
Pannonia to Rome in the fourth century, which he interprets .... Mus-

icus, Sumalus servus dei et Victorinus deteriore facto loco Quirini navigerunt eius

lustrationis causa.

SPAIN

Spanish Embroidery. In Burl Mag. XXIX, 1916, pp. 297-299, 326-334

(5 figs.), G. SAVILLE discusses the cosmopolitan character of mediaeval embroid-

ery with special reference to that of Spain. The international diplomatic and

personal relations as well as the great fairs led to much mixing of styles. This

caused foreign influences to manifest themselves in Spain continuously and to

such an extent as to cause the attribution of some examples of Spanish embroid-

ery to places of origin other than Spain itself. Examples of pieces that might
well lead to such confusion are given. In the author's possession is the figured

pillar of an orphrey which would certainly pass for French, on account of its

rich color, its design, and the finish and grace of the work, were it not for the

insuperable evidence of the Gallician inscriptions from the Cantigas of Alfonso

X, the Wise. This piece of about 1250 reveals that Spanish broderers were at

that early date in advance of the other countries and doing work comparable
in quality with opus anglicanum. In the Lyons museum is a fifteenth century
chasuble which would appear German, because of its composition, were it not

for the Spanish types of figures and details and crude coloring, added to the

fact that the piece was bought in Spain. Another chasuble in the Victoria

and Albert Museum seems French in front and German behind; but in fact,

on closer comparison it proves to be neither but shows in figures and designs

indubitable evidence of being actually of Spanish workmanship. An em-

broidery of the fourteenth century owned by Count de Valencia de Don Juan

shows a reading of cinquefoil arches which theoretically exists in English em-

broideries only, yet it too is surely Spanish. The foreign domination which

was so restrictive to indigenous Spanish arts brought about all the more freely

by its gradual dissolution the introduction of supplementary art influences

from abroad.

FRANCE

The Frescoes of the Garderobe at Avignon. In Gaz. B.-A. XII, 1916,.

pp. 293-316 (pi.; 9 figs.), is a posthumous article by R. ANDRE-MICHEL on the

frescoes discovered in 1906 in the new garderobe of the palace of the Popes at

Avignon. The subjects, besides mere decorative designs, are scenes of country

life, fishing, and hunting. The decoration is probably attributable to the

collaboration of French and Italian artists who were working at Avignon in

the time of Clement VI, under the direction of Matteo da Viterbo.

The Mediaeval Buildings of Saint-Loup-de-Naud. In Mon. Piot, XXI,.

1913, pp. 111-144 (4 pis.; 15 figs.), LOUISE ROBLOT-DELONDRE describes the

mediaeval buildings of Saint-Loup-de-Naud. They consist of a church of

basilica type with an apse and a transept, which may be dated by the archi-

tecture and the frescoes in the twelfth century; a priory, now in ruins, which waa

built at the end of the twelfth century; and a tower known as "La Haute-

Maison" which dates from the thirteenth century, although there was some

rebuilding in the fifteenth and seventeenth centuries.
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The Cathedral of Rheims. In R. Arch., fifth series, IV, 1916, pp. 140-

156, J. MAYOR subjects to searching criticism an article in Le Temps (September

28, 1915, reprinted in R. Arch., fifth series, II, 1915, pp. 364-369) and a book

by Louis BrShier (La Cathedrale de Reims; une ceuvre frangaise. Paris, H.

Laurens) . The criticism of the book is concerned with details, the book itself

being highly praised.

The Miniatures of the Livy of the Sorbonne. In Man. Piot, XXI, 1913,

pp. 202-231 (3 pis.; 8 figs.), P. DURRIEU discusses the miniatures in a manu-

script known as the Livy of the Sorbonne which is now in the Bibliotheque

Nationale (Nos. 20071 and 20072). It contains a translation of the first two

decades of Livy and dates from the second half of the fifteenth century. It

was originally one large folio of 409 leaves with writing in two columns, but is

now divided into two. When the book was written spaces were left for twenty
full page illustrations at the beginnings of the different books, and for 153

smaller miniatures in the text. There are today four large and forty-eight

small miniatures preserved, while those which stood at the beginning of Books
II and VI were apparently painted but have been lost. They are the work
of several hands and show the influence of Jean Foucquet, but none of them are

by him. The writer finds a resemblance between some of them and minia-

tures in the Boccacio in Munich.

HUNGARY

Saxon Churches of Nagysink. In Dolgozatok az Erdelyi Nemzeti Muzeum,
VII, 1916, pp. 134-165 (16 figs.), J. HALAVA"TS discusses seven early Saxon

churches in the district of Nagysink, Hungary. They are of basilica type
with a nave covered by a flat ceiling, and aisles half the height of the nave

and separated from it by columns. There is no transept. At the east end
of the nave is an apse, and there may be small apses at the east end of the

aisles. The churches discussed are: 1. The Church of the Augsburg Confes-

sion at Kisprdzsmdr built in the thirteenth century and restored in the eight-

eenth. 2. The church at Kissink, built in 1421 and restored in the fifteenth

and eighteenth centuries. This church still has its fortification wall about it.

3. The Church of the Augsburg Confession at Nagysink built in the early part
of the thirteenth century. It suffered severely during the Turkish invasion

of 1493, and was rebuilt in Gothic style at the beginning of the sixteenth

century, but it still retains many details of the original construction. 4. The
Church of the Augsburg Confession at Brulya, built in the thirteenth century
and restored at various times, especially in 1900. Because of the Turkish

invasion of 1493 this church was turned into a fort. 5. The Church of the

Augsburg Confession at Jakabfalva, built in the thirteenth century and re-

stored at the beginning of the sixteenth. 6. The Church of the Augsburg
Confession at Szdzhalom, of Gothic style, dating from the beginning of the

fifteenth century. 7. The Church of the Augsburg Confession at Boldog-
vdros dating from the second half of the fifteenth century, but rebuilt in 1848

and 1849.

GREAT BRITAIN

Master Walter of Colchester and the Master of the Chichester Roundel.

In Burl. Mag. XXIX, 1916, pp. 189-196 (3 figs.), W. R. LETHABY studies
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the English Primitive School of St. Albans. For the development of English

painting in the thirteenth century he suggests some such scheme as the follow-

ing: Winchester the oldest school, St. Albans leading from 1200 to 1250, new
Winchester development from say 1240 to 1270, rise of Westminster from

about 1260. The St. Albans monastic school of painting is represented by
thirteenth century paintings on the great square piers of the nave of the church.

The dominating personality of St. Albans was Master Walter of Colchester

(1180-1248), whom Matthew Paris, the nearly contemporary artist and

writer, describes as a "praeelectus pictor" and "sculptor et pictor incompara-
bilis." Earlier writers, except Westlake who concurs with the present one,

have attributed to Master Walter the paintings on the easternmost pier, but

this can in reality hardly be earlier than 1280, for the Crucifixion is of the ad-

vanced type of the transition from Romanesque to Gothic found on the Syon

cope (ca. 1300). Also the subject below, the Coronation of the Virgin, is in

itself late and it, too, is here treated as on the Syon cope. Some little censing

angels have in fact almost a fourteenth centuryappearance. The earliest of

the pier paintings is rather to be recognized on the westernmost pier. Here the

Crucifixion is iconographically the earliest of the whole progressive series and

scarcely free from Byzantinism. The feet are nailed separately and the head

is held high not dropped below the bar. The picture on the same pier below

is a Mariola of typical early thirteenth century style. Technical confirmation

of the early attribution of this pier is found besides in the fact that only here

the flesh tints have blackened with age due to the use of lead. This use of

red lead for flesh tints appears suddenly about 1200 and as suddenly disappears.

But the best evidence for the attribution of this pier to the earliest phase of

the school and hence practically to its founder Master Walter is offered by a

contemporary obituary roll (Fig. 2) lately acquired by the British Museum

(Egerton 2849). This roll was written to announce the death of Lucy, first

prioress of the Holy Cross and St. Mary at Castle Hedingham, Essex. The

priory was founded before 1191 and even allowing for an extremely long tenure

the obituary could hardly be dated later than 1230, possibly two decades

before. Besides other subjects of like style the roll shows, and in a strikingly

similar treatment, the two scenes of the pier. There is no room for doubt that

the roll must be by Master Walter or, what amounts to the same thing from

our present day standpoint, by one of his brothers in art. An explanatory

ground is furnished by the propinquity of Colchester and Castle Hedingham.
Master Walter's fame even extended to Canterbury, where he received the

commission for the St. Thomas shrine. The pavement then laid down in front

of the shrine with representations of the Labors of the Year is still preserved,

but it shows French workmanship though the designs themselves have not been

proved French. Some other fragments of the decoration of St. Albans may be

ascribed to Master Walter and it would be tempting to give him credit for the

most beautiful known thirteenth century English mural painting, the Chi-

chester roundel. But this already shows Virgin and Child gazing rapturously

at each other, hence can hardly date before the second half of the century.

This Mariola denies, by the way, that Master Walter was "pictor incompara-

bilis" in other ways than priority. For its iconography, diapered background,

costumes, etc., it should fall to the Winchester school which took the torch and

carried further the good work from where St. Albans left off.
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FIGURE 2. OBITUARY ROLL IN THE BRITISH
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The Early Winchester School. In Burl. Mag. XXIX, 1916, pp. 281-289

(5 figs.), W. R. LETHABY gathers the documentary evidence for Master William

of Westminster (ca. 1200-1280), the most important representative of the

thirteenth century Winchester school of painting. This painter was in the

service of the king, Henry III, from 1240 until the king's death in 1272, first at

Winchester, and later at Westminster, where he eventually became the "King's
Painter." Of possible works we have the vault of the chapel of the Guardian

Angels at Winchester, a head in the cloister of Windsor, perhaps that of St.

Edward the Confessor, and a St. Faith in the Revestry at Westminster Abbey
with a panel composition below. The Hardham Mariola, found and almost

immediately afterwards destroyed by rain at Hardham Priory near Pulborough
in 1912, seems to have been also in his style. Winchester passed down to Mas-

ter William the traditions of a school that went back to King Alfred and had

produced such works as the Durham embroideries, the Benedictional of St.

Aethelwold, the Westminster Bible, and the Cottonian Psalter.

The Master of the Westminster Altarpiece. In Burl. Mag. XXIX, 1916,

pp. 351-357 (7 figs.), W. R. LETHABY discusses the thirteenth century retable

for the high altar of Westminster now only partly preserved combined in a

tabernacle frame. The whole work seems to have represented the Ministry

and Glory of Christ. By comparison with the two well-known psalters written

for St. Louis it is identifiable as the finest product of the Ste. Chapelle school

at Paris. It may have come to England as a gift from the saint himself to

the new abbey which his "cousin" of England was there building.

RENAISSANCE ART

GENERAL AND MISCELLANEOUS

Supposed Portraits of Sculptors. When a picture represents a man looking

at or surrounded by works of painting, no one thinks of immediately labelling

it a portrait of a painter but rather thinks it one of an amateur. Curiously the

same cautious practice is not followed in regard to pictures in which works of

sculpture are shown. These are at once dubbed "portrait of a sculptor'
'

. This

error is exposed by S. REINACH in Rev. Arch. Ill, 1916, pp. 399-417 (6 figs.).

Examples are Louvre No. 1184, Uffizi No. 1154, Pitti No. 207, portrait by
Bronzino in the Simon collection at Berlin, etc., all called without any evi-

dence portraits of sculptors. The very existence of such a picture as the

Hampton Court portrait of Odoni by Lotto, in which an amateur is seen sur-

rounded by plastic works, should make one hesitate to see a sculptor in the

Giorgionesque Lansdowne portrait of a man with compass and mutilated

statue, No. 89 of the Hermitage, No. 216 of the Vienna gallery, No. 81 of the

Benson collection, and the like. Where the sitters in such pictures can actually

be identified they do not by any means turn out necessarily to be sculptors,

e.g. Titian's Jacopo da Strada at Vienna, Moroni's Marcantonio Savelli in

the Kaufmann collection at Berlin, Van Dyck's Meerestraaten at Cassel, etc.

ITALY

A Piedmontese Imitator of Jacques Daret. In Art in America, IV, 1916,

pp. 262-268 (3 figs.), F. J. MATHER, Jr., brings to the attention of students a
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charming Piedmontese imitator of Jacques Daret. Though none of Daret's

works have been traced in Italian collections, the Italian painter seems, to

judge from his technique, to have worked on Italian soil. He began as an

assimilator of the transalpine style in an Adoration of the Child owned by the

author and later, changing to an oil medium, continued as a frank imitator in

an Adoration of the Child in the Corporation Galleries, Glasgow. Spanzotto
of Vercelli is as yet the nearest guess at his name.

The Portraits of Isabella d'Este. In Rass. Bibl. Arte It. XVIII, 1915,

pp. 93-97, G. FRIZZONI takes up in turn the supposed portraits of Isabella

d'Este, listed by Luzio, and shows that not one certain representation of this

much portrayed patroness of art is now recognizable.

A Painting by Bartolomeo Caporali. In Boll. Arte, X, 1916, pp. 276-278

(3 figs.), U. GNOLI publishes a hitherto overlooked primitive panel by Barto-

lomeo Caporali.

Tintoretto's Diana. In Art in America, IV, 1916, pp. 353-357 (2 figs.),

A. POPE writes on the unfinished Diana by Tintoretto recently purchased by
Mr. Samuel Sachs, New York. It is the picture bought in Venice by Ruskin.

The Giottesque School of Rimini. In Burl. Mag. XXIX, 1916, pp. 272-

281 (6 figs.), 313-320 (7 figs.), 0. SIREN discusses Giuliano, Pietro, and Giovanni

da Rimini, three painters whose style is due to Giotto's modification of the

Byzantine tradition, when, according to Riccobaldo Ferrarese, he worked in the

Romagna. Giuliano painted a signed and dated altarpiece of 1307 from

Urbania, now in the Gardner collection, Boston. A companion piece is an

altarpiece in S. Maria, Cesi. He probably helped in the decoration at the

abbey of S. Maria, Pomposa, and possibly in the frescoes of the suburban

church of S. Maria in Porto Fuori, Ravenna. He died in 1346. Pietro is

known by a signed crucifix at Urbania. Using this as a point of departure,
there are assigned to him: most of the frescoes of S. Maria in Porto Fuori,

Ravenna; a Stigmatization of St. Francis, Minneapolis museum; a Deposi-

tion, Palazzo Gentili, Viterbo; a Deposition, Vatican gallery; and a Martyr-
dom of St. Agatha in the Blumenthal collection, New York. The study of

Giovanni Baronzio da Rimini is based on a signed crucifix in S. Francesco at

Mercatello and an altarpiece in the Urbino gallery. Former writers have

already added by attribution various works, notably a polyptych in S.

Francesco at Mercatello. Here are further assigned: a Giottesque Crucifixion

in the Vatican gallery; a part in the frescoes at S. Maria in Porto Fuori,

Ravenna, and likewise in those of the chapel of St. Nicholas at Tolentino;
an Adoration of the Magi curiously combined with the Ablutions of the

Christ Child, in the collection of Sir Hubert Parry at Highnam Court; two
small panels at Munich (Nos. 279 and 980) already connected by Fry with

the last mentioned; and a dismembered altarpiece of which the centre panel
is a frontal St. John Baptist in Christ Church Library at Oxford, and four

recognized side panels are an Annunciation to Zacharias and a St. John in

Prison in a private collection in England, a Birth of St. John in a private
collection in America, and a Feast of Herod at a Paris dealer's. Five pas-
sion scenes with a Last Judgment in the Venice Academy and one similar

picture in the Metropolitan Museum might, perhaps, be added to the list.

In a note to the same article it is pointed out by the editor that T. Borenius

has found external reasons against the attribution given to the Oxford St.
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John. Until the end of the eighteenth century it was at the ancient church of

S. Maria degli Ughi at Florence and in L'Etrusca pittrice, Florence, 1791-5 no
side panels are mentioned or engraved.

Pietro da Barga. In Burl. Mag. XXIX, 1916, pp. 363-373 (19 figs.), G.

DE NICOLA writes on a series of small bronzes by the minor sixteenth century

sculptor, Pietro da Barga. This artist was in the employ of Cardinal Fernando
de'Medici and made for him bronze statuettes of what were then the famous

pieces of ancient and modern sculpture. These have been passed down to the

direct heir of the Medici collection, the National Museum in the Bargello, Flor-

ence.

Bellini's Madonna in the Lehman Collection. In Art in America, V, 1916,

pp. 3-5 (pi.), B. BERENSON dates the Madonna recently bought by Mr. Philip

Lehman, New York, in Bellini's Mantegnesque period about 1470.

Masolino's Annunciation. In Art in America, IV, 1916, pp. 305-311 (fig.),

B. BERENSON, apropos of the passage of Masolino's Annunciation from the col-

lection of Lord Wemyss to that of Mr. Henry Goldman, New York, discusses

but does not solve the knotty problem of the chronology of Masolino.

Titian's Lovers. In Burl. Mag. XXIX, 1916, p. 373 (2 figs.), O. L. GUST
writes a note on the Lovers ascribed to Titian in Buckingham Palace. This

seems to be the best version of the subject though anything but good. A copy

signed by Ambrogio Figino has recently been discovered and is in the possession

of Signer Cereza at Bergamo. The only evidence advanced for Titian's

authorship is an entry in Van Dyck's Venetian notes of 1622.

Three Pictures in the Borghese Gallery. In Boll Arte, X, 1916, pp. 266-

272 (3 figs.), G. GANTALAMESSA offers his attributions for three doubtful pic-

tures in the Borghese Gallery. The first, a portrait of a man, which has never

borne a definite artist's name, is assigned to Giovanni Mansueti. The second,

a portrait of a' woman long recognized as close to Carpaccio, is ascribed to

the master himself and dated about 1510, the time of the Glorification of St.

Ursula. The third, an Adoration of the Magi called variously a Filippo

Lauri or a Giacinto Gimignani, is now attributed to El Greco.

Mosaics Inspired by Melozzo da Forli. In Boll. Arte, X, 1916, pp. 257-

263 (10 figs.), G. FRIZZONI writes on the mosaics of the subterranean chapel of

St. Helen at S. Croce in Gerusalemme, Rome. They have been traditionally

accredited to designs of Baldassarre Peruzzi, carried out by order of Bernardino

Carvajal, Cardinal of Portugal. But the style. of the work on the whole

belies the sixteenth century and the style of Peruzzi. The style is in fact

that of Melozzo da Forli and that of the period in which he was in Rome (a.

1484). Whether he actually furnished the design or not, the source of in-

spiration is undoubtedly his art as can be seen by a comparison of these

mosaics with the decorations of S. Biagio, Forli, and his works in Rome such

as the St. Peter in the grotto of the Vatican. Most likely Peruzzi merely

restored them and made some additions, notably the representation of the

Cardinal of Portugal, who paid for the work, at the feet of St. Helen.

The Tarocchi Prints. In The Print Collector's Quarterly, VI, 1916, pp. 37-

88 (13 figs.), E. H. RICHTER writes on the famous Tarocchi prints. Thes

form a sort of picture lesson-book or encyclopaedia of knowledge, showing

they do in five groups of ten prints each the ranks and conditions of men,

Apollo and the Muses, arts and sciences, genii and virtues, and planets and
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spheres. Many of the subjects resemble those of playing-cards and the series

takes its name from the Venetian game, Tarocchi. These engravings are ex-

tant in two editions or series, known as E and S. The former can be closely

dated, for its designs at least, if not its actual prints, were copied in miniatures

of 1467, and the prints themselves are pasted in and written over in a manu-

script of 1468. The relation of the two series is hotly disputed and the ques-

tion of priority is made more difficult by the fact that E is well engraved in

North Italian style w
rhile S is engraved in Central Italian style, and in all the

extant examples badly damaged by reworking. But in spite of that, the S

prints on the average are not much inferior, while certain matters of posing,

placing, and attributes, as well as the mere fact that the demand continued

long enough for the plates to need so much retouching, would surely imply
that the earlier stage is S. Both E and S go back obviously to some highly

developed series of illustrations of Mediaeval ideas in Renaissance forms.

The dialect is Venetian, the drawing thought by some to be Ferrarese.

Ottavio Leoni. In the Print Collector's Quarterly, VI, 1916, pp. 321-373

(17 figs.), T. H. THOMAS discusses the almost forgotten, fashionable por-

traitist of Rome in the early seventeenth century, Ottavio Leoni, 1578-1630.

His drawings and engravings are now our source for the study of his work.

Of the former a volume of 27 is preserved in the Biblioteca Marucelliana,
Florence. They reveal a master hand with the crayon, though they are very

simple and unpretentious busts without much interest in anything beyond the

likeness. His engravings reveal the application of the crayon technique to a

new art. In his effort to work with the burin after the same fashion as with

the crayon Leoni quite unintentionally invented stipple, but without realizing

the importance of it as an independent medium. Nor was he followed in this

new departure. Precisely because he was always amateurish in his attitude

toward engraving, he gives an unconventional quality of artistic tone har-

mony that is unique. He planned an "Iconography" of the virtuosi of his day,
which may conceivably have been the germ of Van Dyck's similar scheme.

Otherwise the only artist in whom his influence may be surmised is Morin.

Notes on Italian Medals. In his twenty-second installment of notes on

Italian medals (Burl. Mag. XXIX, 1916, pp. 251-255; pi.), G. F. HILL writes

on the work of a monogrammist and on Bombarda. To the five known

signed works of the former he adds a signed medal of Antonio Pucci. He adds

also by attribution an unsigned medal of Ippolito d'Este and one of Giulia

(!<' Medici and seeks to read the monogram on a medal of Margaret of Austria

other than the one by this monogrammist generally known. The monogram,
of which the exact form and constituent letters are disputed, may possibly
stand for Tommaso Perugino who was engraver at the Papal mint 1534-41,
the approximate date of all these medals. To Bombarda are ascribed the

medal of an anonymous lady and that of an anonymous boy. The latter may
t f the son of Camilla Ruggieri and in that case be the point of contact between
tin- artistic or personal relation of Bombarba and Ruspagiari. For Bom-
barda came under the influence of Ruspagiari and there is a known medal by
Hu.-pngiari of that lady.

Identification of Lotto's Protonotary Giuliano. In Burl. Mag. XXIX, 1916,
p. 24.1 _> figs.), G. F. HILL publishes a unique medal in the Brescia museum of a

Protonotary, Giovanni Giuliano, whom he identifies with the Protonotary
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Giuliano whose portrait by Lotto is in the National Gallery. The baptismal
name being known, the Diaries of Marino Sanudo throw some further light

on this individual. The picture is conjecturally dated 1522, the medal shows

a younger man and would thus fall earlier. But it is undated and it does not

seem possible to attribute it to any known Venetian medallist of the period.

The Palazzo Odescalchi. In B.S.R. VIII, 1916, pp. 55-90 (16 figs.),

THOMAS ASHBY gives a historical account, with documents, of the Palazzo

Odescalchi in part of which the British School at Rome was housed for some
fourteen years prior to its removal to its present quarters in Valle Giulia. In

classical times the site formed a part of that of the barracks of the first cohort

of the vigiles. In mediaeval times it was occupied by small houses in which a

hospital was founded in 1388. In the sixteenth century the Colonna family
had a palace here. This was rented for a time in the seventeenth century to

the Ludovisi and sold in 1661 to Cardinal Flavio Chigi, by whom the comple-
tion of the palace was entrusted to Lorenzo Bernini in 1665. After the death

of the Cardinal, in 1693, the palace was let to Don Livio Odescalchi who had

bought the rich collections of antiquities formed by Queen Christina of

Sweden. The collection of gems and coins was sold to the Vatican in 1794.

The statuary was sold in 1724 to Philip V of Spain. The statues now in the

palace were acquired later. A catalogue of them is given. The pictures were

bought for the Due d'Orleans, and the collection was dispersed in 1792.

The palace was purchased by Baldassare Odescalchi in 1745.

Family Notices of Piero della Francesca. In Boll. Arte, X, 1916, pp. 272-

275, A. DEL VITA publishes archival notices concerning the family and espe-

cially the mother of Piero della Francesca.

BELGIUM AND HOLLAND

Drawings by Cornells Bos and Cornells Floris. In Burl. Mag. XXIX,
1916, pp. 325-326 (6 figs.), P. BUSCHMANN attributes two drawings in the

Library of Christ Church, Oxford, to Cornelis Bos and a drawing in the Fitz-

william Museum, Cambridge, to Cornelis Floris. One of the Oxford drawings

is an Urnbearer, the other a Son of Laocoon. Engravings of both of them,

modified in detail and reversed, are found by Bos. Of the Cambridge drawing

by Floris, Two Grotesque Masks, no such direct evidence is known from his

works, but the style and the subject matter, down to the last detail, are very

characteristic.

The Descent from the Cross by David. In Burl. Mag. XXIX, 1916, pp.

309-310 (pi.), M. CONWAY illustrates a late work by Gerard David, a Descent

from the Cross in an English private collection. The five so-called copies of

this well-known picture are held to be in reality repetitions of an abbreviated

and different half-length version.

Rubens* Venus and Adonis. In Z. Bild. K. XXVII, 1916, pp. 143-146

(3 figs.), R. OLDENBOURG studies the various examples of the Parting of Venus

and Adonis from the studio of Rubens. Of the many pictures of this subject

that in the Dusseldorf Academy has the only claim to be by Rubens himself,

though he may conceivably have touched parts of the one in the Kaiser-

Friedrich Museum. The authenticity of the Dusseldorf painting rests on the

clearness of the action, the large scale of the figures, the exclusion of acces-
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series, the consequent superior composition, and the warmer tones. Its date

would fall shortly after the return from Italy, 1608. The picture is mentioned

in a letter of Domenikus

Baudius, 1612. The
Berlin picture, the

cooler, harder colors of

which point to the years

1614-15 approximately,
has already clouded the

motives by making the

Adonis stand, by adding

meaningless landscape,

by giving up some of

the main compositional

lines, and by coarsening

the gestures. The other

variations (Hermitage,
The Hague and Dresden

Galleries, Becker Collec-

tion in Berlin, etc.) are

at best the ordinary
manufacture of the

Rubens atelier between

1615 and 1625.

Two Pictures by Joos
van Cleve. In Art in

America, IV, 1916, pp.

343-352 (4 figs.), S.

RUBINSTEIN publishes

two paintings attributed

to Joos van Cleve in the

Blumenthal collection,

New York. One is a

half-length panel of the

Holy Family very
similar to one in the

National Gallery, Lon-

don. The other is a

triptych of the Crucifix-

ion like that in the

Naples museum. Joos

van Cleve or van der

Beeke, called Cleve the

Kldor in contradistinc-

tion to Joos van Cleve

or Sotto van Cleve, called Van Cleve le Fou, is the same as the Master of

the Death of the Virgin, and seems the pupil of Jan Joelst.

The Two Ostades. In Z. Bild. K. XXVII, 1915, pp. 1-10 (9 figs.), W. v.

BODE analyses the art of the two Ostades. Adriaen van Ostade, the older, was

FIGURE 3. FRENCH TAPESTRY, XV CENTURY.
. BOSTON.
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the more important and productive; while his brother after revealing, in a

tantalizing, manner, his unique personality and landscape power, died at

the early age of twenty-eight. In their peasant pictures one can trace with

interest step by step the gradual improvement in the economic conditions of

the country life they depicted as the effects of the Thirty Years' War passed

away.
Side Lines of Dutch Seventeenth Century Painters. In Z. Bild. K. XXVII,

1916, pp. 113-120, 129-142 (23 figs.), E. PLIETZSCH, excluding Rembrandt and

his school, the italianizing

Utrecht school, and the

Haarlem academicians,
discusses the allegorical,

mythological, historical,
and religious pictures of the

painters of Holland in the

seventeenth century, true

Dutch painters, whose

interests lay in material

fields and who dealt with

these subjects only inci-

dentally and not too well.

But even Metzu, Vermeer,

Potter, etc., painted alle-

gories, and practically all

an occasional religious sub-

ject. The variety of sub-

ject did the artists more

credit when it did not call

for too much imagination.

For instance, A. Brouwer

and A. v. Ostade are excel-

lent in their rare examples
of portraiture, as are S. v.

Ruysdael and G. Schalken

in their pictures of still

life, and A. Cuyp and G.

ter Borch in architecture,

unusual as these various

fields were to them. The

fact that each painter made

at will successful ventures

into painting along unac-

customed lines shows that

the limitation of subject regularly practised was not a limitation of talent

but rather a matter of choice expressive of the peculiar personality of the man.

Tapestry Designed by Bernard Van Orley. In Art in America, IV, 1916,

pp. 258-262 (2 figs.), S. RUBINSTEIN discusses a tapestry, one of the famous

Hunts of Maximilian, in the Metropolitan Museum. This set was designed

by Bernard Van Orley, whose cartoons, including the one for the New York

FIGURE 4. FRENCH TAPESTRY AFTER DURER.
BOSTON.
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tapestry, are together with a number of the tapestries still preserved in the

Louvre.

HUNGARY

Data on Hungarian Painters of the Seventeenth Century. In Dolgozatok az

Erdelyi Nemzeti Muzeum, VII, 1916, pp. 165-174, L. KELEMEN points out that

much information about Hungarian painters of the seventeenth century is to

be found in the records of the Unitarian church of Kolozsvdr. These date

back to 1631.

GREAT BRITAIN

Drawings of Ancient Paintings in English Collections. In B.S.R. VIII,

1916, pp. 35-54, THOMAS- ASHBY gives a catalogue of further drawings (cf.

B.S.R. VII, 1914, pp. 1-62, AJ.A. XIX, 1915, p. 198) of ancient paintings in

English collections. At Holkham Hall two volumes contain 80 and 78 draw-

ings by Francesco Bartoli (ca. 1675 ca. 1730), son of Pietro Sante Bartoli.

All in Vol. I and nearly all in Vol. II are colored. A volume belonging to Mr.

Baddeley (cf. B.S.R. VI, 1913, p. 489) contains 69 drawings by Pietro Sante

Bartoli, and a volume at Chatworth 61 drawings by Gaetano Piccini.

FIGURE 5. FRENCH TAPESTRY, XVI CENTURY. BOSTON.
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UNITED STATES

French Gothic Tapestries in Boston. In B. Mus. F. A. XIV, 1916, pp. 4-7

(3 figs.), 30-31 (4 figs.), S. G. F. writes on the three French Gothic tapestries

lately purchased for the Boston Museum of Fine Arts. The first (Fig. 3) is

of the Verdure type with two children or putti playing in a field of flowers,

a work of the fifteenth century. The second (Fig. 4) shows, likewise on a

Verdure ground and with the addition of a comical dog and a quaint child, a

figure subject that is found to be based on Diirer's engraving "The Turkish

Family," B. 85. The tapestry is incomplete, so that the specific application of

the subject, if it had any, is unexplained. It is interesting to note that the

weaver worked from Diirer's engraving direct, not from either of the two
known imitations. However, this engraving is not exactly dated, and it is

placed all the way from 1486 to 1503 by various students. Hence the tapestry

can only be roughly dated about the turn of the century. The third tapestry

(Fig. 5) falls in the early sixteenth century. It represents Music and cor-

responds so closely to another allegorical subject, Arithmetic, in the Cluny

Museum, Paris, that it seems safe to say that they were part of the same set.

In the Boston example, Music, a female figure, is 'enthroned and attended by
nine men and a boy, who play on divers instruments. This puzzling inscrip-

tion is on a scroll in the bottom of the field :

Invenere locum per me modulamina- vocum

Dat notula scire musica docta lire.

German Wood Sculpture at the Rhode Island School of Design. In Butt.

R. I. School of Design, IV, 1916, pp. 2-3 (3 figs.), L. E. ROWE discusses three

examples of German wood sculpture

recently added to the museum.
First in importance is a bust of

St. John Baptist, Westphalian,
fifteenth century (Fig. 6) . It is of

linden wood and retains traces of

its coloring. The other two pieces,

also showing traces of coloring and

carved in linden, are a Tyrolese

Bishop and a Franconian Joseph
of Arimathaea (?). Both are of

the early sixteenth century.

Paintings by El Greco in America.

In Art. in America, IV, 1916, pp.

245-257 (5 figs.), 311-327 (7 figs.;

pi.), A. L. MAYER discusses at

length paintings by El Greco that

have found their way to America.

The portrait of Vincentio Anastagi

in the Frick collection is as impor

tant a picture as the famous portrait

of Guevara in the Havemeyer collec-

tion, particularly because of its sig-

nature, its early date (ca. 1571), and the fact that only three life-size portraits

are attributed to the master. Most of his religious subjects El Greco paint

FIGURE 6. WOODEN BUST OF ST. JOHN
BAPTIST. PROVIDENCE.
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over and over again so that it becomes of the utmost importance to determine

their relative order. For his pictures of the Holy Family the following order

is proposed: Hispanic Society, New York (early nineties) ;
Widener collection

Madonna and two saints not strictly a Holy Family Philadelphia (1597-99) ;

Nemes collection, Budapest (p. 1599); Royal Gallery, Bucharest, and St.

Ann's Hospital, Toledo (p. 1600); Prado, Madrid; Van Home collection,

Montreal (1604-05). A second example of the subject in the collection of the

Hispanic Society is the copy of Greco's studio assistant, Preboste. The finest

of the list is the one in the Nemes collection. The problem of the Feast in the

House of Simon. is simpler, its order being: Vincent collection, Esher (a. 1612);

Hispanic Society dependent work by Greco's son Jorge Manuel (1609-12);
Mi- thke gallery, Vienna. The order of the Adoration of the Shepherds is:

S. Domingo el Antiguo, side altar, Toledo (1577-79) ; Royal Gallery, Bucharest

(1590-95) ; S. Domingo, main altar, Toledo; two in New York, one in the Blu-

menthal collection seeming a further development of the later Toledo and es-

pecially of the Bucharest composition, one in the Metropolitan Museum
seeming a further development of the earlier Toledo composition. The
order of the Expulsion of the Money-changers from the Temple, as modified

by recent study is: Cook collection, Richmond, and Yarborough collection

(both early, Italian period) ; hypothetical lost or unknowrn transitional example ;

Frick collection, New York, a variant of which is in the National Gallery,

London (p. 1600); Prado, Madrid, from San Gines (very latest period).

America has thus representative material for these major problems of Greco's

development. Of single figures by Greco the following are to be noted:

Santiago, Huntington collection, New York, and Head of a Saint, Van Home
collection, Montreal (both of the middle nineties);- St. Simeon, or so-called

Evangelist, Huntington collection (1604-07); Heads of Apostles, probably

Philip and James Minor, Blumenthal collection (latest period); St. Jerome as

Cardinal, Frick collection, also Lehman collection (both p. 1600). Earlier

examples of this last mentioned subject are one in the National Gallery,

London, two in the possession of the Marque's de Castro Serna, Madrid, and an
abbreviated one in the Bonnat collection, Bayonne.

AMERICAN ARCHAEOLOGY

GENERAL AND MISCELLANEOUS

Monolithic Axes and their Distribution in Ancient America. In Contr. Mus.
Amer. Ind. II, vi (13 pp. ; 6 pis.), M. H. SAVILLE discusses the distribution of the

monolithic axe (this being one where blade and handle are one piece of stone,
the form being generally that of a celt in a wooden handle). Their centre of

distribution seems to be Hayti and some of the small islands to the north.

They have been found in various parts of the southeastern portion of the

United States and are fairly common in southern Central America. As far

as known but two specimens have ever been found in South America, and none
from the Lesser Antilles, Porto Rico, or Jamaica.

The Cult of the Axe. In Holmes Anniversary Volume (Washington, 1916,

pp. 301-315; 2 pis.; 14 figs.), G. G. MACCURDY discusses stone axes, mainly
of the monolithic type, from the southeastern United States, the West Indies,
and Middle America. He compares them with certain forms from Europe..
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The Distribution of an Arawak Pendant. In Holmes Anniversary Volume

(Washington, 1916, pp. 316-319; pi), C. W. MEAD discusses the distribution

of a form of Arawak pendant found in the West Indies and in northern South

America.

Aboriginal Forms of Burial in the Eastern United States. In Holmes

Anniversary Volume (Washington, 1916, pp. 31-43), D. I. BUSHNELL, Jr.,

gives a synopsis of the early literature relating to the aboriginal forms of burial

in the eastern United States.

Use of Adobe in Prehistoric Dwellings of the Southwest. In Holmes Anni-

versary Volume (Washington, 1916, pp. 241-252; 5 pis.), N. M. JUDD discusses

the use of adobe in the southwest. There are three main types of wall in which

adobe is used, (1) walls of stone slabs cemented with adobe mortar, (2) walls

of interwoven reeds covered with adobe plaster, and (3) waUs built entirely

of adobe. The adobe was not made into regular blocks until after contact

with the whites, when the natives were quick to recognize the advantage of

the brick form.

The Problem of the Red-Paint People. In Holmes Anniversary Volume

(Washington, 1916, pp. 359-365; 4 pis.), W. K. MOOREHEAD discusses the Red-

Paint culture. He finds that it is confined to the state of Maine, and centers

in the lower Penobscot Basin. It is marked from the culture of the Algonquin

peoples by eight types of objects found in the graves; stone gouges, adze-

blades, plummets, long slender slate spears, quartzite spearpoints, crescents,

effigies, and red paint.

Flint Working. In Holmes Anniversary Volume (Washington, 1916, pp.

397-402; 3 pis.; fig.), N. C. NELSON describes the methods of flint working
used by Ishi, a member of the Yara tribe in California. These methods are

not primitive as he uses iron tools to chip bottle-glass.

Flint Flaking. In Arch. Rep. Ontario, 1915, pp. 63-70, F. EAMES, thinks

that sometimes the Indians used the method of fire and water for flaking flints.

Similarities in Amulets from the Northern Antilles. In Holmes Anniver-

sary Volume (Washington, 1916, pp. 24-30; 3 pis.) THEODOOR DE BOOY compares

certain amulets from widely scattered islands of the northern Antilles. He

says they may be called "zemis" (deities). Regardless of where they were

collected, these figures are always devoid of arms, have legs flexed under erect

body, have triangular piece of stone between the legs, and have the head

surmounted by a head ornament. Hence they probably represent the same

zemi though they range over several hundred miles.

Supplementary Series in the Maya Inscriptions. In Holmes Anniversary

Volume (Wash'ngton, 1916, pp. 366-396; 10 pis.; test figs.), S. G. MORLEY

states that the Supplementary Series in the Maya stellae are in some way
connected with the moon. He thinks that one of the series indicates whether

the lunar month in which the date falls was a 29 or a 30 day one.

The Mexican Calendar. In University of California Pub. in Amer. Arch,

and Ethn. XI, pp. 297-398 (38 figures and a bibliography) ,
T. T. WATERMAN

gives a general treatment of the Aztec calendar and discusses the variation in

the signs used to represent the twenty days. In Amer. Anth. XVIII, pp.

53-80 (3 figures and a bibliography), H. J. SPINDEN argues against the pre-

Columbian introduction of the Old World zodiac into America. He believes
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that none of the proofs advanced for that position involve anything in any way
connected with the zodiac.

Tikal. In the Bui. Pan-American Union, XLIII, pp. 319-337 (2 maps;
8 pis.), H. O. SANBERG gives a review of the various archaeological studies which

have been made on the site of Tikal. His information is derived mainly from

the works of Maudsley, Charnay, Maler, Tozzer, Spmden, and Morley.
Peruvian Textiles. In the Report of the National Association of Cotton

Manufacturers, Annual Meeting in Boston, 1916 (10 figs.), M. D. CRAWFORD
asserts that in spite of the simplicity of the manufacturing processes of old

Peruvian textiles "the resulting fibre is in rather better condition than the

product of our best machines." He goes on to say, "From the same grade
of staple . . . better yarns were never spun than have been found in

Peru.". He lists the principal styles of cotton weaving which occurred.
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gearb. Aufl. Leipzig, 1916, Kroner.

vi, 240 pp.; 1022 figs. Svo. C.

Gurlitt, Konstantinopel. (Die

Kultur, Bd. 31-32.) Neue Ausg.
Leipzig, 1915, K. Wolff. 118 pp.;
32 pis. Svo. 1.50 M.

H. Hahne, Vorzeitfunde aus Nieder-
sachsen. Funde und Fundgrup-
pen nebst zusammenfassenden Dar-
stellungen zur Vorgeschichte der
Provinz Hannover und der angren-
zenden Gebiete. Lfg. 1-2. Han-
over, 1915, F. Gersbach. 39 pp.;
20 pis. 4to. 6 M. F. Her-

manin, Giambattista Piranesi, Ar-
chitetto ed incisore. Turin, 1915,
Celanza. 20 pp. ; 50 pis. 4to.

M. Hoernes, Urgeschichte der bil-

denden Kunst in Europa von den

Anfangen bis um 500 v. Chr. 2.

umg. und neu illustr. Aufl. Vi-

enna, 1915, Schroll. xiv, 661 pp.;
1330 figs. Svo.

M. Jahn, Die Bewaffnung der Ger-
maneninder alteren Eisenzeit, etwa
von 700 v. Chr. bis 200 n. Chr.

'

Wurzburg, 1916, C. Kabitzsch.

x, 275 pp.; 227 figs. Svo.
T. A. Joyce, Central American

and West Indian Archaeology.
London, 1916, Lee Warner. 286

pp. Svo.
R. Kiepert, Karte von Kleinasien.

1: 400,000. 2. und 3. ber. Ausg.
B II: Brussa; B IV: Jozgad; D I:

Budrum; A V: Unije; B V: Sivas.

Berlin, 1915, D. Reimer. 6 M.
each.

J. M. Lacombe, Gestes d'eternite.sur

la chronologic prehistorique. Paris,

1916, Librairie Montmartroise. 216

pp. 5fr. List of Ancient Mon-
uments in Burma. Rangoon, 1916,
Government Printing Office. 178

pp. Svo.

J. Martin, Musees et collections arche-

ologiques de 1'Algerie et de la

Tunisie. Muse"e Lavigerie de
Saint-Louis de Carthage. Collec-

tion des Peres blancs formee par le

R. P. Delattre. Supplement II.

Paris, 1915, Leroux. vi, 42 pp.
4to. 12 fr. W. K. Moorehead,
Stone Ornaments Used by Indians
in the United States and Canada.
Andover, 1916, The Andover Press.

H. Nolte, Das Urvolk Vorderasiens.

Papenburg, 1915. 14 pp. 4to,

[Prog.]
M. B. Ogle, A Catalogue of Casts of

Ancient and Modern Gems in the

Billings Library, University of

Vermont. Burlington, 1915.

E. Pfeiffer, Studien zum antiken

Sternglauben. Leipzig, 1915, B.
G. Teubner. 132 pp/ Svo. L.

Potpeschnigg, Einfiihrung in die

Betrachtung von Werken der bil-

denden Kunst. Vienna, 1915, K.
K. Schulbuchverlag. 222 pp.; 20

pis.; 14 figs. Svo. 5 Kr. Pro-

ceedings of the Numismatic and
Antiquarian Society of Phila-

delphia. Vol. 27. Philadelphia,

1916, Published by the Society.
141 pp. Svo.

F. Rathgen, Die Konservierung von
Altertumsfunden mit Beriicksicht-

igung ethnographischer und kunst-

gewerblicher Sammlungsgegen-
stande. Tl. I: Steine und stein-

artige Stoffe. 2. Aufl. Berlin,

1915, G. Reimer. viii, 153 pp. 2

M. G. E. Rizzo e P. Toesca,
Storia dell'Arte classica e italiana.

Fasc. 23-24 (Vol. Ill, Fasc. 14-15,

pp. 385-432; figs. 232-257).

Torino, 1916, Unione Tipografico.
G. Roeder, Fiihrer durch das

Pelizaeus-Museum zu Hildesheim.

Hildesheim, 1915, Pelizaeus-

Museum. 28pp. 8vo.

P. W. Schulz, Die Persisch-islamische

Miniaturmalerei. New York, 1916,
Stechert, 246 and 357 pp. 4to

V. Seunig, Kunst und Altertum.

Ein archaolog. Lesebuch. Vienna
and Leipzig, 1916, Holder. 235 pp. ;

4 pis.; 80 figs. Svo. 4.70 M.
O. Tschumi et P. Vouga, Introduc-

tion et prehistoire de la Suisse.

Berne, 1916, Wyss. 40 pp. Svo,

l.SOfr.

D. Viollier, Les civilisations primitives;

de la Suisse. Ill, 2. Les sepul-

tures du second age du fer sur le

plateau suisse. Geneva, 1916,.

Georg. xiv, 224 pp.; 41 pis. 12.5O

fr.
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EGYPTIAN ARCHAEOLOGY
Thomas George Allen, Horus in the

Pyramid Texts. Chicago, 1916,

University of Chicago Press. 76

pp. 8vo. [Chicago Diss.]
A. M. Blackman, The Rock Tombs of

Weir. Pt. 2. London, 1915,

Egypt Exploration Fund. 25s.

A Handbook of the Egyptian Rooms.
New York, 1916, Metropolitan
Museum, xxii, 176 pp. 8vo.

$0.25.
Arthur C. Mace and Herbert E.

Winlock, The Tomb of Senebtisi at

Lisht. (Publications of the Metro-

politan Museum of Art Egyptian
Expedition. Ed. by Albert M.
Lythgoe.) New York, 1916, Met-
ropolitan Museum, xxii, 134

pp.; 36 pis.; 85 figs. 4to. $8.00.

G. Maspero, Bibliotheque
egyptologique. XL. Etudes de

mythologie et d'archeologie*egyp-
tiennes, VIII. Paris, 1916, Leroux.
432 pp. 8vp. 15 fr. The
Murch Collection of Egyptian An-
tiquities. New York, 1916, Metro-

politan Museum. 28 pp. 8vo.

$0.10.

D. Paton, Early Egyptian Records of

Travel. (Materials for a Historical

Geography of Western Asia, I.)

Princeton, 1915, University Press.

F. Preisigke und W. Spiegel-
berg, Agyptische und griechische
Inschriften und Graffiti aus den

Steinbriichen des Gebel Silsili

(Oberagypten), nach den Zeich-

nungen von G. Legrain. Strass-

burg, 1915, K. J. Triibner. 25 pp. ;

24 pis. Folio.

G. Roeder, Aus dem Leben vorneh-
mer A'gypter von ihnen selbst

erzahlt, (Voigtlanders Quellen-
biicher, 117.) Leipzig, 1915, R.

Voigtlander. 116pp. 8vo. 1 M.
G. Roeder, Urkunden zur

Religion des alten Agypten. Ubers.
und eingeleitet. (Religiose Stim-
men der Volker.) Jena, 191 5,

Diederichs. Ix, 329 pp. 8vo.
E. Schiaparelli, La geografia del-

l'Africa orientale secondo le indi-

cazioni dei monumenti egiziani.

Rome, 1916, Tip. dei Lincei. viii,

307 pp. 4to. L. Spence, Myths
and Legends of Ancient Egypt.
London, 1915, Harrap. 7s. 6d.

A. Stein, Untersuchungen zur
Geschichte und Verwaltung A'gyp-
tens unter romischer Herrschaft.

Stuttgart, 1915, J. B. Metzler. xi,

260 pp. 8vo. 9 M. G. Stein-

dorff, A'gypten in Vergangenheit
und Gegenwart. Berlin-Vienna^

1915, Ullstein. 259 pp.; 3 pis.;

map. Svo.

The Tomb of Perneb. New York,
1916, Metropolitan Museum. Svo.

$0.10.

ORIENTAL ARCHAEOLOGY
G. A. Barton, Archaeology and the

Bible. Pt. I: The Bible Lands,
their Exploration and the Result-
ant Light on the Bible and History.
Pt. II: Translations of Ancient
Documents which Confirm and
Illuminate the Bible. Philadel-

phia, 1916, American Sunday
School Union, xii, 461 pp. Svo.
$2.00. R. Basset, Melanges afri-

cains et orientaux. Paris, 1915,
Maisonneuve. 394 pp. Svo.
E. S. Bouchier, Syria as a Roman
Province. Oxford, 1916, Black-
well. 300 pp. Svo. 6s. net.

E. Chiera, Lists of Personal Names
from the Temple School of Nippur.
Publications of the Babylonian
Section of the Museum of the

University of Pennsylvania, XT, 1.

Philadelphia, 1916, University
Museum. 88 pp.; 37 pis. 4to.

G. Coutenau, Contribution a
1'histoire e"conomique d' Umma.
Paris, 1915, Champion, xliii, 162

pp. Svo. 10 fr.

W. B. Fleming, The History of Tyre.
New York, 1915, Columbia Uni-

versity Press.

G. A. Harrer, Studies in the History
of the Roman Province of Syria.

Princeton, 1915. 94 pp. [Diss.}
P. Karge, Prahistorische Denkmaler
am Westufer des Gennesaretsees.

Breslau, 1915. 64 pp. Svo.
L. W. King, A History of Babylon
from the Foundation of the Mon-
archy to the Persian Conquest.
London, 1915, Chatto & Windus.

xiii, 340 pp. Svo. 18s. H.
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Kohl und C. Watzinger, Antike

Synagogen in Galilaa. Leipzig,

1916, Hinrichs. v, 231 pp.; 18

pis.; 306 figs. 60 M.
B. Meissener, Assyriologische Forsch-

ungen. I. Leyden, 1916, Brill,

iv, 72 pp. 8vo.

A. T. Olmstead, Assyrian Historio-

graphy. A Source Study. Univer-

sity of Missouri Series, Vol. Ill,

No. 1. Columbia, 1917, Univer-

sity of Missouri Press. 66 pp.
$1.00.

A. Peterson, Assyrian Sculpture.
The Palace of Senacherib. Hague,
1915, Nijhoff. Plan and 114 pis.

(30 x 40 cm.) 6 M.
H. Schaeffer, The Social Legislation

. of the Primitive Semites. New
Haven, 1915, Yale University
Press. 245 pp. 8vo.
O. Schroeder, Die Tontafeln von
El-Amarna. 1. 2. Leipzig, 1915,
Hinrichs.

E. F. Weidner, Handbuch der baby-
lonischen Astronomie. Leipzig,

1915, Hinrichs. 4to.

CLASSICAL ARCHAEOLOGY
GREEK AND ROMAN

(Works treating of the monuments of
the Greeks and Romans, but not

exclusively of those of either.)

M. Bieber, Die antiken Skulpturen
und Bronzen des Kgl. Museum
Fridericianum in Cassel. Mar-
burg, 1915, Elwert. viii, 116 pp.;
59 pis. 4to. 30 M. Brunn-
Bruckmann, Denkmaler griechi-
scher und romischer Sculptur. Lfg.
136. Munich, 1915, Bruckmann.
20 M.

J. P. Droop, Archaeological Excava-
tion. Cambridge, 1915, Univer-

sity Press, x, 80 pp. 8vo.
A. Gnirs, K. K. Osterreich. Archa-

olog. Institut. Ein Ftihrer durch
die antiken Baudenkmaler und
Sammlungen. Vienna, 1915.
Holder, v. 175 pp. ;

122 figs. 8vo.
1.60 M.

J. Hense, Griechisch-romische Alter-

tumskunde. Ein Hilfsbuch f. d.

Unterricht. 4. verb, und verm.
Aufl. mit 2 Taf. und 1 Kartchen,
bes. von H. Leppermann. Mtin-

ster, 1915, Aschendorff. xi. 372

pp. 8vo. 4.40 M. P. Herr-

mann, Kgl. Skulpturen-Sammlung
Dresden. Verzeichnis der antiken

Originalbildwerke. Dresden. 86

pp.; 20 figs. 8vo.
F. Koepp, Fiihrer durch die Samm-

lung von Gipsabgtissen antiker
Bildwerke im archaol. Museum
der westfal. Wilhelms-Universi-
tat. Munster, 1915, F. Coppen-
rath. 151 pp.; 6 pis.; 23 figs. 1.25 M.

W. H. Roscher, Ausfiihrliches Lexi-
kon der griechischen und romischen

Mythologie. Lfg. 71: Tanagra-
Teiresias. Leipzig, 1916, B. G.
Teubner.

GREEK

(Including also titles of works relat-

ing to Pre-Hellenic inhabitants of

Greece and to kindred peoples, and
to monuments of Greek art where-
ever found.)

I. GENERAL AND MISCELLA-
NEOUS

G. H. Beggs, The Four in Crete.
New York, 1915, The Abington
Press. 182 pp. $1.25. E.

Belzner, Land und Heimat des

Odysseus. Ein Beitrag zur Losung
der Ithakafrage. Munich, 1915.

71 pp.; map. 8vo. [Prog.] G.
W. Botsford and E. G. Sihler, Hel-
lenic Civilization. New York,
1915, Columbia University Press,

xiii, 719 pp. 8vo.

A. Charalambopulos, Ein kritischer

Beitrag zur Geschichte des griech-
ischen Pferdes und Rindes.

Berne, 1916, Ott und Belliger.
50 pp. 8vo. R. Curzon, Jr.,

Visits to Monasteries in the Levant,
with an Introduction by D. G.

Hogarth. London, 1916, Hum-
phrey Milford. 423 pp. 8vo.

2s. 6d. net.

R. M. Dawkins, Modern Greek in

Asia Minor. Cambridge, 1916,

University Press, xiv, 696 pp.;
9 figs.; 2 maps. 8vo. 31s. 6d.

net.

John Bowen Edwards, The Demes-
man in Attic Life. Menasha, Wis-

consin, 1916, George Banta Pub-

lishing Co. x, 65 pp. 8vo.

[Johns Hopkins Diss.]
W. S. Fox, The Mythology of All

Races. Vol. I: Greek and Roman.
Boston, 1916, Marshall Jones. Lxii.

354 pp. $6.00.
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J. Keil, Ephesos. Ein Fuhrer durch
die Ruinenstatte und ihre Ge-
schichte. Vienna, 1915, Holder,

iv, 90 pp.; 46 figs.; 2 maps. Svo.

1.60 M. O. Kern, Krieg und
Kunst bei den Hellenen. Rec-
toratsrede. Halle A. S., 1915,
Waisenhaus. Ib pp.

S. Molinier, Les maisons sacrees de
Delos au temps de 1'independance
de 1'ile (315-165 avant Jesus-

Christ). Paris, 1914, Alcan. 112

pp. Svo. 5 fr. C. H. Moore,
The Religious Thought of the

Greeks from Homer to the Tri-

umph of Christianity. Cambridge,
1916, Harvard University Press,

ix, 385 pp. Svo. $2.00.

G. Niccolini, La confederazione achea.

Pavia, 1915, Mattei. xii, 348 pp.
121.

E. Petersen, Die attische Tragodie
als Bild- und Buhnenkunst. Bonn,
1915, Cohen. 660pp. Svo. 16 M.

F. Preisigke, Sammfclbuch

griechischer Urkunden aus Agyp-
ten. Bd. I: Urkunden Nr. 1-
6000. Strassburg, 1915, K. J.

Triibner. viii, 668 pp. Svo.

52. 50 M.
P. Rcussel, Les cultes egyptiens a

De"los du III 6 au Ier siecle avant
Jesus-Christ. Nancy, 1916, Imp.
Berger-Levrault. 300 pp. Svo.

F. Sartiaux, Troie, la guerre de Troie

et les origines prehistoriques de la

question d'Orient. Paris, 1915,
Hachette. xi, 238 pp.; 21 figs.; 4

maps. Svo. R. v. Scala, Das
Griechentum in seiner geschicht-
lichen Entwicklung. Leipzig,

1915, B. G. Teubner/ iv, 105 pp.;
46 figs. Svo. 1 M. R. B.

Seager, The Cemetery of Pachyam-
mos, Crete. Philadelphia. 1916,

University Museum. 4to. $5.00.

G. Seure, Collection Stamoulin;

Antiquites thraces de la Propontide.
Athens, 1912, Sakellarios. 109 pp.
Svo. A. Spendel, Untersuchun-

gen zum Heerwesen der Diadochen.

Breslau, 1915. 53 pp. Svo.

[Diss.]
T. Wiegand, Milet, Ergebnisse der

Ausgrabungen und Untersuch-

ungen seit dem Jahre 1899. B. I.

Hft. 4: Der Poseidonaltar boi Kap
Monodendri von Arm. v. Gerkan.

Berlin, 1915, G. Reimer. Pp. 443-
466; 27 pis.; 12 figs. 4to. 10 M.

II. GREEK SCULPTURE
Bruckmanns Wandbilder alter Plas-

tik. Photograph. Orig.-Aufnah-
men. Je ca. 100 x 75 cm. 22:

Marmorstatue des Sophokles.
Museum des Lateran zu Rom.
23: Statue des Poseidon aus Melos.
Zentralmuseum zu Athen. Mun-
ich, 1915, Bruckmann.

E. A. Gardner, A Handbook of Greek
Sculpture. Revised edition. Lon-

don, 1915, Macmillan & Co. 605

pp.; 153 figs. Svo. 10s. E. A.

Gardner, Six Greek Sculptors.
3d. ed. London, 1915, Duckworth,
xvi, 260 pp. Svo.

III. GREEK INSCRIPTIONS
M. Bloch, Die Freilassungsbeding-
ungen der delphischen Freilas-

sungsinschriften. Strassburg i. E.,
1915. 41 pp. Svo. [Diss.]

W. Dittenberger, Sylloge inscriptio-
num graecarum. 3. ed. Vol. I.

Leipzig, 1915, Hirzel. xx, 780 pp.
Svo. 30 M.

R. Helbing, Auswahl aus griechischen
Inschriften. Berlin and Leipzig,

1915, Goschen. 138 pp.; pi. Svo.

0.90 M. G. Hirschfeld and
F. H. Marshall, British Museum.
The collection of Ancient Greek

Inscriptions. IV, 1. London, 1916,

Quaritch. 269 and 92 pp. 4to.

IV, 2 by F. H. Marshall, 1916.

194 pp.

Inscriptiones graecae. Consilio et

auctoritate academiae litterarum

Regiae Borussicae editae. Vol.

XII, Fasc. 9: Inscriptiones Euboeae
insulae ed. Ericus Ziebarth. Ber-

lin, 1915, G. Reimer. ix, 224 pp.;
7 pis. 41 M.

J. H. Wieten, De tribus laminis aureis

quae in sepulcris Thurinis sunt in-

ventae. Leyden, 1915. [Diss.]

IV. GREEK COINS

Agnes Baldwin, Symbolism on Greek
Coins. New York, 1916, American
Numismatic Society. 106 pp.; 6

pis.; 86 figs. 4to.
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ROMAN
(Including also titles of works relat-

ing to the monuments of the
Etruscans and other peoples who
inhabited Italy before or contem-

poraneously with the Romans, as

well as to Roman monuments out-

side of Italy.)

I. GENERAL AND MISCEL-
LANEOUS

Ella Bourne, A Study of Tibur.

Menasha, Wisconsin, 1916, G.
Banta. 75 pp. [Diss.] C. E.

Boyd, Public Libraries and Lit-

erary Culture in Ancient Rome.
Chicago, 1915, University Press.

77 pp. 8 vo. $1 net.

R. Cagnat et V. Chapot, Manuel
d'archeologie romaine. I. Les
monuments. Decoration des mon-
uments. Sculpture. Paris, 1917,
A. Picard. xxvi, 735 pp.; 371 figs.

8yo. 15 fr. L.-A. Constans,
Gigthis. fitude d'histoire et

d'archeologie sur un emporium de la

petite Syrte. Paris, 1916, Impri-
merie Nationale. 116 pp.; 14 pis.;

3fiecs. 8vo.
I. DalFOsso, Guida illustrata del

musep nazionale di Ancona, con
estesi ragguagli sugli scavi del-

1'ultimo decennio, preceduta da uno
studio sintetico suH'origine dei

Piceni. Ancona, 1915, Tip. Coop-
erative. Hi, 423 pp.; 54 pis. 8vo.

5fr.

E. Fabricius, Der Limes vom Rhein
bei Rheinbrohl bis zur Aar bei

Langenschwalbach. (Der Ober^-

germ.-Raet. Limes, 40.) 154pp.;
32 pis.; 14 maps. Das Kastell

Seligenstadt. (Obergerm.-Rat.
Limes, 41.) 13 pp.; 2 pis. Heidel-

berg, 1915, O. Fetters. 4to.

P. Gerosa, S. Agostino e la decadenza
dell 'impero romano. Turin, 1916,

Tip. Salesiana. 140 pp. 8vo.

C. A. Joly, Choix de mosaiques ro-

maines d'Alg6rie. Reproductions.
Fasc. I. Paris, 1915, Leroux.

H. Lamer, Romische Kultur
jrn

Bilde.

3. umgearb. Aufl. Leipzig, 1915,

Quelle & Meyer. 64 pp.; 96 pis.

8vo.
B. Mayran, La table de Peutinger et

Carantomag, pu Erreurs inexis-

tantes et critiques necessaires.

Villefranche-de-Rouergue, 1916, So-

ciete anonyme d'imprimerie. 47

pp. 8vo. K. Miller, Itineraria

Romana. Romische Reisewege an
der Hand der Tabula Peutingeriana
dargest. Stuttgart, 1916, Strecker

. und Schroder. Ixxv, 992 pp.; 317

figs. G. Moretti, Das National-
museum (Thermenmuseum) in

Rom. Rome, 1915, J. Frank. 75

pp.; 49 pis. 8vo.
A. Solari, Topografia storica del-

1'Etruria. Appendice: bibliografia

archeologica storica. Pisa, 1915,

Spoerri. xvi, 198 pp. 8vo. 10 fr.

J. Wilhelm, Das romische Sakral-

wesen unter Augustus als Pontifex
maximus. Strassburg, 1915. 113

pp. 8vo. [Diss.]

II. ROMAN SCULPTURE
E. A. Stiickelberg, Die Bildnisse der

romischen Kaiser und ihrer Ange-
horigen. Zurich, 1916, Fiissli.

xxiv, 171 pp. 8vo. 8 fr.

III. ROMAN VASES
G. H. Chase, Catalogue of Arretine

Pottery, (Museum of Fine Arts,

Boston). Boston and New York,
1916, Houghton Mifflin Co. 112

pp.; 30 pis. 4to. $2.50.

IV. ROMAN INSCRIPTIONS

R. Cagnat et M. Besnier, L'annee

epigraphique. Revue des publi-
cations epigraph]ques relatives a

1'antiquite romaine (Annee 1915).

Paris, 1916, Leroux. 44 pp. 8vo.

3.50 fr. Corpus inscriptionum
latinarum. Consilio et auctoritate

academiae litterarum Regiae Borus-
sicae editum. Vol. XIII: Inscrip-
tiones trium Galliarum et German-
iarum latinae. Pars 4: Addenda
ad partes primam et secundam.

Berlin, 1916, Reimer. 147 pp. 16

M.
I. B. De Rossi, Inscriptions chris-

tianae urbis Romae septimo saeculp
antiquiores ed. G. Gatti. Volumi-
nis primi, sup. I. Rome, 1915.

144 pp.
Inscriptiones Baiuariae romanae sive

inscriptiones prov. Raetiae, adiectis

aliquot Noricis Italicisque, mand-
atu Acad. reg. Monacensis ed. et

luce reddendas curavit F. Vollmer.

Munich, 1915, G. Franz, vii, 253

pp.; 76 pis. 10 M.
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CHRISTIAN ART
I. GENERAL AND MISCELLA-

NEOUS
I. Allardyce, Historic Shrines of Spain.
New York, 1916, Franciscan Mis-

sionary Press. 220pp. 8vo. $2.50.

L* Ambler, The Old Halls and
Manor Houses of Yorkshire. Lon-

don, 1916. Ill pis. 8vo.
American Academy in Rome, A
Short Guide in Architecture, Paint-

ing, Sculpture, and Landscape^
Architecture for Italy, Excluding
the following Cities: Rome, Flor-

ence, Venice, Siena, Perugia, Milan,
Naples and Pompeii, Bologna,
Genoa, and Palermo. Rome, 1916,
American Academy, La Speranza.
68 pp. 8vo. P. Antony-
Thouret, Reims. Paris, Delandre.
16 pp. ;

12 pis. 4to.
:
H. Aucou-

turier, Souvigny. Moulins, }re"pin-

Leblond. 97 pp. 16mo.
E. A. Babeau, Notes et croquis d'Es-

pagne. Burgos; Avila; Tol&de;
Jean de Bourgogne. Paris, Soc.

Generate. 55 pp.; 2 pis. 8vo.
E. Badel, Les Cite"s Martyres

de Lorraine. Nancy, Rigot. iv,

56 pp. 8vo. A. Baudon, Le
Bourg de Wasigny. Ses environs;

le^ Bourg; Notes historiques;

1'Eglise; le Chateau, les Seigneurs.
Reims, Matot. 72 pp. 8vo.
Bau-und Kunstdenkmaler der Pro-
vinz Pommern. Herausg. von der
Ges. fur pommersche Gesch. und
Altertumskunde. Teil II: Der
Reg.-Bez. Stettin, von Hugo
Lemcke; Band III, Heft 10: Der
Kreis Regenwalde. 289 pp.; 462

figs. Stettin, Saunier. Svo.
Bau-und Kunstdenkma'ler im Reg.-
Bez. Cassel. Band V: Kreis
Herrschaft Schmalkalden, von P.
\\rber. Marburg, Elwert. xiii,

270 pp.; 200 pis. 8vo. Bau-
und Kunstdenkmaler Thuringens.
Bearbeitet von P. Lehfeldt und G.
Voss. Heft 38: Grossherzogtum
Sachsen-Weimar-Eisenach. Amts-
gerichtsbezirk Gerstungen. Jena,
Fischer, viii, 96 pp.; 18 pis.; 69

figs. O. Beauchamp, etc., Les
Cits meurtries, 1914-1915. Paris,
L'Eclair. xxxi, 305 pp.; 33 pis.

4to. L. Begule, L'figlise Saint-
Maurice de Vienne. Paris, 1914,
Laurens. viii, 177 pp.; 34 pis.

197 figs. 4to. 60 fr. F.Benoit-

d'Entrevaux, Les Chateaux histor-

iques du Vivarais. Hennebont,
1914, Normand. Paris, Lecheval-
ier. ii, 338 pp. 4to. 50 fr. A.

Bernardy, Istria e Dalmatia (Italia

artistica). Bergamo, 1915, Isti-

tuto ital. d'arti grafiche. 171 pp.;
3 pis. 8vo. G. Berti, L'archi-
tetturaela scultura a Venezia at-

traverso i secoli, con prefazione di

Giuseppe Lavini: il rinascimento.

Turin, 1916, Crudo. 15 pp.; 47
pis. Folio. Beschreibende
Darstellung der alteren Bau- und
Kunstdenkmaler des Konigreichs
Sachsen. Heft 37 : Amtshaupt-
mannschaft Grossenhain (Land),
von C. Gurlitt. Dresden, Mein-
hold. iv, 566 pp.; 609 figs. 8vo.

Beschreibende Darstellung
der alteren Bau- und Kunstdenk-
maler der Provinz Sachsen. Heft
32: Beschreibende Darstellung der
alteren Bau- und Kunstdenkmaler
des Kreises Grafschaft Vernigerode,
von H. Bergner und C. E. Jacobs.

Halle, Hendel. xx, 287 pp. ; 23 pis. ;

192 figs.; map; plan. 8vo.
A. v. Bever, La Touraine vue par
les ecrivains et les artistes (La
France pittoresque et artistique).
Paris, Michaud. 416 pp.; 104
figs.; map. 8vo. A. Bonaven-
tura, I bagni di Lucca, Coreglia e

Barga (Italia artistica) . Bergamo,
1915, Istituto ital. d'arti grafiche.
147 pp. 8vo. F. Bond, The
Chancel of English Churches. Ox-
ford, 1916, University Press, ix,
274 pp.; 229 figs. 7s. 6d. J. d.

Bonnefon, Les Cathe*drales de
France devant les Barbares. Paris,
Soc. des Editions. 61 pp. 16mo.

T. Borenius, Pictures by the
Old Masters in the Library of
Christ Church, Oxford. Oxford,
1916, University Press. 117 pp.;
64 figs. 8vo. 5s. Bouesse-en-
Berry: Chateau et terre. Paris,
Chaix. 116 pp. 8vo.- E.
Brasse, Geschichte der Stadt und
Abtei Gladbach. Gladbach, Kerle.

xvi, 483 pp. ; pi. 8yo. R. Bratti,
Notizie d'arte e di artisti, Venice,
1915, Ferrari. 53 pp. 8yo. G.
Bucchi, Guida di Empoli, illustrata.

Florence, 1916, Tip. Domenicana.
viii, 163 pp. 16mo. J. Biihl-
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mann, Classic and Renaissance

Architecture; with an English Text
Translation. New York, 1916,
Helburn. $12.50.

. H. Caffin, How to Study Architec-

ture. New York, 1916, Dodd.
8vo. $3.50. G. Carotti, Archi-

tettura italiana di tutti i tempi.

Bergamo, 1916, Istituto italiano

d'arti grafiche. viii, 181 pp.; 3

pis. 8vo. G. Carotti, Sculture

italiane di tutti i tempi. Bergamo,
1915, Istituto italiano d'arti gra-
fiche. 184 pp.; 4 pis. 8vo. G.

Carrillo, Parmi les ruines. Trad,

par J. N. Champeaux. Nancy and

Paris, Berger-Levrault. 383 pp.
16 mo. F. Carrington, Prints

and their Makers. Boston, 1916,

Houghton. 8vo. $3.50. A.

Castellucci, La cattedrale di Nocera
Umbra: note e documenti inediti.

Perugia, 1916, Unione tipografica

cooperativa. 85 pp.; 16 pis. 8vo.
C. d. Castro, Catalogo monu-

mental de Espana. Provincia de
Alava. Madrid, Sucesores de

Rivadeneyra. 232 pp.; 95 pis. 4to.

Catalogo della collezipne
Clerle in Venezia: quadri antichi

di celebri autori, marmi, bronzi,

terrecotte, mobili, diversi altri

oggetti artistici. Venice, 1916,
Garzia. 28pp. 8vo. Catalogue
of the Paintings at Doughty House,
Richmond, and elsewhere in the

Collection of Sir Frederick Cook
Bt., ed. Herbert Cook. Vol. Ill:

English, French, German and

Spanish Schools and Addenda, by
Maurice Brockwell. London,
1916, Heinemann. 16, 206 pp.;
106 pis.; 26 figs. Folio. 6. 6s.

G. Ceraso, II Duomo di Capua,
metropoli e basilica: guida del

forestiere. S. Maria Capua Ve-

tere, 1916, Progresso. 98 pp.
8vo. 1.501. J. Charles-Roux,
Aries. Paris, 1914, Lemerre. xxxv,
564 pp.; 40 pis.; 492 figs. 4to. 100
fr. J. Charles-Roux, Aries.

(Bibliotheque regionaliste.) Paris,
Bloud. 232 pp.; 65 figs. Svo.
F. S. Cheetham, Church Bells of

Lancashire. Parti: The Hundreds
of West Derby and Leyland. Lon-

don, 1916, Gill. 163 pp. 8vo. 3s.

6d. G. Chiantore, Catalogo di

stampe antiche: collezione di Gus-
tavo Chiantore, presentata sottq
il patronato della societa amici

dell'arte. Turin, 1916, Tip. del
Commercio. 155 pp.; pi. 8vo. -

Cleveland Museum of Art, Cata-
logue of the Inaugural Exhibition.

Cleveland, 1916, Cleveland Mu-
seum of Art. 9, 360 pp.; 166 pis.
4to. $5.00. A. Colasanti, Volte
e soffitti italiani. Milan, 1915, Bes-
tetti e Tumminelli. xxii pp.; 192

pis. 4to. 351. J. V. Corcelle,
Bourg, ville d'art; ses monuments,
la ville nouvelle. Belley, Le
Chaduc. 39pp. 8vo.

M. & W. Drake, Saints and their Em-
blems. London, 1916, Laurie;
Philadelphia, Lippincott. xiii, 235
pp.; 12 pis. 4to. L. Dumont-
Wilden, Villes meurtries de Bel-

gique. Brussels and Paris, van
Oest. 62 pp.; 32 pis. 16mo. L.

Duveau, A travers les vieilles rues
de Rouen. Rouen, Laine. 28 pp.
8vo.

C. Enlart, Arras avant la guerre.

Paris, Laurens. 16 pp. 4to.

G. Ferrari, La tomba nell'arte ital-

iana dal periodo preromano al-

Fodierno. (Collezione artistica

Hoepli.) Milan, 1916, Hoepli;
Rome, Unione Editrice. 38 pp.;
272 pis. 4to. G. Fogolari,
Trento. (Collezione di monografie
illustrate: ser. I, Italia artistica,
diretta dal dott. Corrado Ricci,
No. 80.) Bergamo, 1916, Istituto
italiano d'arte grafiche. 198 pp.;
2 pis. Svo. 61. A. Fuglister,

Louvain, ville martyre. Paris,
1915, Delandre. xvi, 211 pp.
16mo. 4fr.

E. Galli, Fiesole; gli scavi, il museo
(II piccolo Cicerone moderno).
Milan, 1915, Alfieri & Lacroix.
152 pp. Svo. J. Gestoso, Se-
villa (El arte en Espana). Barce-

lona, Thomas. 28 pp.; 48 figs.

Svo. C. Girault, L'Eglise in-

cendiee de la Chapelle Saint-Aubin.

Mamers, Fleury. 48pp. Svo.
E. Granger, Les Merveilles de la

France. Paris, 1915, Hachette.
444 pp. 4to. 25 fr. O. Grosso,
Geneva nell'arte e nella storia:

guido storico artistica (II piccolo
Cicerone moderno). Milan, Al-

fieri & Lacroix. 16mo. H.
Guerlin, Segovie, Avila et Sala-

manque (Les villes d'art celebres).

Paris, 1914, Laurens. 144 pp.;
121 figs. 4to. 4fr. H. Guerlin,
Rome; son art, ses aspects. Tours,
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1914, Mame. 223 pp. 4to. 9 fr.

A. Guery, Angers a travers les

Ages. Angers, Sirandeau. 240 pp.
4to.

A. D. F. Hamlin, History of Orna-
ment : Ancient and Medieval. New
York, 1916, Century, xxiv, 406

pp.; 400 figs. 8vo. $3.00.

T. F. Hamlin, Enjoyment of Archi-

tecture. New York, 1916, Duffield.

349 pp. 8vo. $2.00. A. Holt-

meyer, Alt-Hessen. Heft 2: Alt-

Cassel. Marburg, Elwert'. civ,

96 pp. ; 96 pis. ;
75 figs. 8vo.

C. F. Innocent, The Development of

English Building Construction.

(Cambridge Technical Series.)

Cambridge, 1916, University Press.

308 pp. 8vo. 10s. 6d.

C. M. Kaufmann, Der Frankfurter
Kaiserdom. Kempten, Kosel. xii,

194 pp.; 124 figs. 8vo. A. Z.

Kohn & H. P. Green, History of

Architecture, briefly outlined for

Lecture Courses. New York, 1915-

16, Columbia University Bookstore.
4 pts.; 28, 23, 26, 30 pp. 4to.

$2.00. Konsthistoriska Salls-

kapetsPublikation. 1915: 124 pp.;
65 figs. 1916: 109 pp.; 122 figs.

Stockholm, Broderna Lagerstrom.
15 Kr. R. Konwiarz, Alt-Schle-

sien. Stuttgart, Hoffmann, xxv,
239 pp.; 478 figs. 4to. C.

Krumholtz, Thann. Besancon,
Millot. vi, 26pp. 8vo. Kunst-
denkmaler der Provinz Branden-

burg. Band I, Heft 1: Die vor-

und fruhgeschichtliche Denkmaler
des Kreises Westprignitz, von A.

Gotze. xii, 54 pp.; 5 pis.; 79 figs.

Band II, Teil 1: Die Kunstdenk-
maler des Kreises Westhavelland,
von P. Eichholz und W. Spatz.

vii, Ixiii, 282 pp.; 38 pis.; 272 figs.;

2 maps. Band VI, Teil 3:

Die Kunstdenkmaler des Kreises

\\Yststernberg, von W. Jung und
\V. Spatz. vii, xxx,232pp.; 10 pis.;

216 figs.; 2 maps. Berlin, Voss.
<Svo. Kunstdenkmaler des

Grossherzogstums Baden. Band
IX, Abt. 1: Die Kunstdenkmaler
dos Amtsbezirkes Bretten, von
Hans Rott. v, 174 pp.; 13 pis.; 83

figs.; map. Abt. 2: Die Kunst-
(lonkmfilor des Amtsbezirkes Hei-

delberg, von A. von Oechelhauser.

iii, 685 pp. ; pi. ;
442 figs. ; map. Abt.

3: Die Kunstdenkmaler des Amts-
bezirkes Bruchsal, von Hans Rott.

vii, 357 pp.; 36 pis.; 152 figs.; map.
Tubingen, Mohr. 4to. ^Kunst-

denkmaler des Konigreiches Bay-
ern. Band II, Heft 20: Bez.-Amt
Stadtamhof, von H. Karlinger, G.

Hager und G. Lill. vi, 319 pp.;
17 pis.; 205 figs.; map. Band III,
Heft 7: Bez.-Amt Marksheiden-

feld, von A. Fellner und H. Ring,
ix, 182 pp.; 9 pis.; 123 figs.; map.
Heft 8: Bez.-Amt Gerolzhofen,
von H. Karlinger und H. Ring,
v, 316 pp.; 10 pis.; 185 figs.; map.
Heft 9: Bez.-Amt Lohr, von A.
Feulner und H. Ring, v, 152 pp.;
12 pis.; 112 figs.; map. Heft 10:

Stadt Bad Kissingen und Bez.-Amt
Kissingen, von K. Grober und H.
Ring, v, 245 pp.; 21 pis.; 193 figs.;

map. Band IV: Reg.-Bez. Nieder-

bayern, Heft 1: Bez.-Amt Din-

golfing, von A. Eckhardt und F.
Hefele. vii, 203 pp.; 11 pis.; 113

figs.; map. Munich, Oldenbourg.
4to. Kunstdenkmale im Gross-

herzogtum Hessen. Provinz Star-

kenburg: Die Kunstdenkmaler des
Kreises Bentheim, von M. H.
Dammann und K. Henkelmann.

Darmstadt, Staatsverlag. 317 pp.;

pi.; 286 figs.; map. 8vo.
Kunst-und Altertums-Denkmale
im Konigreiche Wiirttemberg.
Lief. 49-52: Jagstkreis; Oberamt
Heidenheim, bearbeitet von E.
Gradmann. Esslingen, Neff. vii,

232 pp.; pi.; 251 figs.; map. Lief.

65-66. 10 pis. 8vo. Kunst-
schatze Bohmens. Band II, Heft
1. Prag, Leipzig, Brockhaus und
Pehrsson.

W. F. Laur, Die Kunstdenkmaler der
Stadt Haigerloch. Stuttgart,

Mayer, xiii, 34 pp.; 9 pis. 4to.

R. Le Cholleux, La Lourdes
du Nord. Notre-Dame de Bre-
bieres. Paris, Bloud & Gay. 40

pp. 4to. F. N. Levy, Guide to
the Works of Art in New York
City. New York, 1916, F. \.

Levy. 5, 59 pp. 12mo. $0.50.
A. Ludorff, Die Bau-und

Kunstdenkmaler yon Westfalen.
Kreis Lippstadt. iii, 154 pp.; 502

figs.; 3 maps. Kreis Coesfeld.

vii, 144 pp.; 413 figs.; 3 maps.
Miinster and Paderborn, Schoningh
4to.

M. Macias Lianez, M6rida monu-
mental y artistica (Bosque jo para su

estudio). Barcelona, La Neotipia.
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187 pp.; pi. 4to. L. Magne, La
Guerre et les Monuments. Nancy
and Paris, Berger-Levrault. 101

pp.; 32 figs. 16mo. 1 fr. F.

Manzini, I restauri alia chiesa

abbaziale di Nonantola; informa-
zioni. Modena, 1915, Immacolata

Concezipne. 19 pp. 8vp. G.

Martucci, Capua. S. Maria Capua
Vetere, 1915, Umili. xii, 190 pp.;
26 pis. 8vp. 2.50 1. F. J.

Mather, Estimates in Art. New
York, 1916, Scribner. x, 315 pp.;
10 pis. 12mo. $1.50. P. Maz-
zoni, La leggenda della croce nell'

arte italiana. Florence, 1915,
Alfani. 182 pp.; 13 pis. 8vo.

J. R. Melida, Escorial. Barcelona,
Thomas. 28 pp..; 48 pis. 8vo.

E. Metman, L'Eglise Saint-Michel
de Dijon. Dijon, Ratel-Cotosset.
259 pp. 8vo. Ministero della

pubblica istruzione, Elenco degli
edifici monumentali. XXIX:
provincia di Ravenna. 105 pp.
XXXVI: provincia di Arezzo. 105

pp. XLIV: provincia di Teramo.
69 pp. Rome, 1916, Unione
Editrice. 16mo. C. Moreau-
Vauthier, Les Peintres populaires.

Paris, Hachette. viii, 219 pp.;
18 portr.; 12 pis. 8vo.

New York Historical Society. Mu-
seum and Gallery of Art. Cata-

logue. New York, 1915, New
York Historical Society, xi, 226

pp. F. Niccolai, Mugello e Val
di Sieve. Bprgo S. Lorenzo,
Mugellana. xviii, 747 pp. 16mo.

One Hundred Great Pictures by
Great Painters. New York, 1916,
Funk. 2vols. Folio. $15.00.

M. Paul, Sundische und liibische

Kunst. Berlin, Paul, v, 99 pp.;
23 pis.; fig. 8vo. J. Pijoan,
Historia deY Arte, el arte al travers

de la historia. Vol. 3 (ult.). Bar-

celona, 1916, Salvat. 528 pp.; 37

pis.; 718 figs. 8vo. 25 fr. N.

Puccioni, La Vallombrosa e la val
di Sieve inferiore. (Collezione di

monografie illustrate, ser. I, Italia

artistica, diretta dal dott. Cor-
rado Ricci, No. 81.) Bergamo,
1916, Istituto italiano d'arte

grafiche. 129 pp. 8vo. 41. R.

Pulidp Fernandez, Arte Cristiana.

La Pintura religiosa. Madrid, El
Globo. 131 pp. 8vo.

W. Randolph, French Church in the
War Zone. A Sketch in Archi-

tectural Evolution. London, 1916,

Routledge. 59 pp. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

E. Redslob, Architektur und
Kunstgewerbe des Auslandes.
Band II: Alt-Danemark. Munich,
Delphin. xxxi, 196 pp^.; 320 figs.

8vo. L. Regnier, L'Eglise Notre-
Dame d'Ecouis, autrefois colle-

giale. Rouen, Lestringant; Paris,

Champion, xxii, 440 pp.; 41 pis.;

9 figs. 8vo. E. H. Richter,

Prints, a Brief Review of the Tech-

nique and History. London, 1916,
Batsford. vii, 136 pp.; 69 figs.

6s. G. Rigault, Orleans et le

Val de Loire. Paris, 1914, Laurens.

154pp.; 118 figs. 4to. 4 fr.

E. Salomon, Les Chateaux histor-

iques du Forez et des enclaves du

Lyonnais, du Beaujolais et du

Mconnais, qui ont forme les de-

partements de la Loire. Hennebont,
Normand. ii, 452 pp. 4to. S.

Scaglia, Manuel d'archeologie chre-

tienne. Turin, Marietti. xi, 455

pp.; 2 pis. 8vo. F. T. Schulz,

Niirnberg und ihre Ausstattung.
Lief. 7-8. Vienna, Gerlach &
Weidling. 273, 384 pp. 8vo.
O. Siren, Descriptive Catalogue of

the Pictures in the Jarves Collec-

tion, belonging to Yale University.
New Haven, 1916, Yale University
Press, xxiv, 292 pp.; 72 pis. 4to.

$7.50. K. Sluyterman & A. H.

Cornette, Ancient Interiors in Bel-

gium. Trans, by O. Schepens.

London, 1915, Hutchinson. 100

pis. Folio. 5, 5s. H. Stolz,

Diisseldorf (Statten der Kultur).

Leipzig, Klinkhardt & Biurmann.

viii, 148 pp. 8vo. G. E. Street,

Unpublished Notes and Reprinted
Papers; with an Essay by Georg-
iana Goddard King. New York,
1916, Hispanic Society, Putnam.
345 pp. 8vo. $2.25. A. Sy-
mons, Studies in Seven Arts.

New York, 1916, Button. 394 pp.
8vo. $2.50.

W. G. Thomas & J. T. Fallen, North-
ern Italian Details; Drawings and

Photographs, with an introduction

by J. M. Howells. New York,

1916, American Architect. 24 pp. ;

143 pis. Folio. $7.00. F. C.

Tilney, Appeal of the Picture; an
Examination of the Principles in

Picture-making. New York, 1916,
Button, xi, 314 pp. 8vo. $2.50.

E. Tormo, La Imraculada y
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el arte Espanol. Madrid, San
Francisco de Sales. 68 pp.; 29

pis. 4to.

University Prints, Series G : European
Architecture. Boston, 1916, Uni-

versity Prints. $3.00. G. Ur-

bini, Arte Umbra. Todi, 1916,

Atanor; Citta di Castello, Tip.
Leonardo da Vinci. viii, 254 pp.
16mo. 3 1. (Biblioteca umbra,
Nos. 2-3.)

M. Vachon, Les villes martyres de
France et de Belgique. Paris,

1915, Payot. 212 pp.; 33 pis.

16mo. 2 fr. J. Vacquier, Les
Anciens Chateaux de France: 2.

serie. Paris, Contet. 43 pis. 4to.

E. Verhaeren, Villes meurtries
de Belgique. Brussels and Paris,
van Oest. 50 pp.; 32 figs. 16mo.

P. Vigo, Livorno. (Collezione
di monografie illustrate: ser. I,

Italia artistica, diretta dal dott.

Corrado Ricci, No. 78.) Bergamo,
1915, Istituto italiano d'arte

grafiche. 136 pp. 8vo. 41.

M. Weber, Essays on Art. New York,
1916, Gomme. 77pp. 4to. $1.25.

E. P. Zauner, Miinchen in Kunst und
Geschichte. Munich, Lindauer.

viii, 380 pp.; 19 pis. 8vo. G.

Zucchini, Bologna (Italia artistica) .

Bergamo, Istituto ital. d'arti

grafiche. 172 pp.; 2 pis. 8vo.

II. EARLY CHRISTIAN, BYZAN-
TINE, AND MEDIAEVAL

Abbayes et Prieures de 1'ancienne
France. Recueil historique des

archeveches, abbayes et prieures de

France, par dom Beaunier. (Ar-
chives de la France monastique.)
Vol. V: Province ecclesiastique de

Bourges, par le R. P. dom J. M.
Besse. 339pp. Vol. VI: Province

ecclesiastique de Sens, par le R. P.
dom J. M. Besse. 183 pp. Paris,
Jouve; Chevotogne, Abbaye de

Liguge. W. v. Alten, Geschichte
des altchristlichen Kapitells. Mu-
nich, Delphin. 110pp.; lOpls. 8vo.

H. Boissonnot, Le Cloftre de la

Cathedrale de Tours. Tours,
Mame. 35 pp. 8vo. C. R.

Borland, A Descriptive Catalogue
of the Western Mediaeval Manu-
scripts in Edinburgh University
Library. Edinburgh, 1916, Con-
stable, xxvi, 359 pp.; 25 pis. 15s.

L. Brehier, La Cathedrale de

Reims: une oeuvre franchise.

Paris, Laurens. iii, 277 pp.; 56

pis.; map; 4 plans. 8vo. G.

Bretocq, Notice sur le maitre-autel
de 1'egh'se Saint-Evroult de Dam-
ville. Evreux, L'Eure. 32 pp.;

pi. 8vo . C . Bricarelli, S . Marco
di Venezia e 1'Apostolion di Cos-

tantinopoh. Rome, 1916, Civilta

cattolica (Befani). 48 pp. 8vo.
G. F. Browne, The Ancient

Cross Shafts at Bewcastle and
Ruthwell. Cambridge, 1916, Uni-

versity Press, x, 92 pp.; 26 figs.

7s. 6d.

P. H. Ditchfield, Cathedrals of Great
Britain; their History and Archi-
tecture ;

with numerous illustrations

by Herbert Railton, J. A. Syming-
ton, H. M. James, H. Crickmore,
etc. New and Rev. Ed. London,
New York, 1916, Button, xiii, 483

pp. 12mo. $1.75. J. Duver-

gier, Les Sculptures des Porches et

Portails de la Cathedrale de Char-
tres. Chartres, Soc. Artistique.

10pp. 8vo.
Fouilles du cimitiere barbare de

Bourgogne executes de 1907 a 1909

par F. Scheurer et A. Lablptier.
Preface de M. Piou. Paris et

Nancy, 1914, Berger-Levrault. 68

pis.; '46 figs. 4to. 50 fr.

Fxihrer durch die Kathedrale von
Sanct-Gallen. Zurich, Kreutz-
mann. 64pp. 8vo.

A. Gardner, French Sculpture of the

Thirteenth Century; 78 Examples
of the Masterpieces of Medieval Art

illustrating the Works at Reims and
showing their Place in the History
of Sculpture; with an Introd. and
Notes. (Medici Portfolio, No. 1.)

London, 1915, Warner; New York,
Stokes. 22 pp.; 50 pis. 4to.

$3.00. G. Gartner, Uno studio

sur la basilica di S. Giusto. Trieste,
Yrum. 100 pp.; 12 pis. 8vo.
A. Goldschmidt, Die Elfenbein-

skulpturen aus der Zeit dor karo-

lingischen und sachsisrhcn Kaiser.

Band I. Berlin, Cassirer. vii,

108 pp. ; 87 pis. ;
36 figs. Folio.

M. Gomez-Moreno, Alhambra.

Barcelona, Thomas. 27 pp.; 48

pis. 8vo.

J. H. Hirst, The Armorial Bearings of

Kingston-upon-Hull. Hull, 1916,
Brown. 94pp. 8vo. 3s. 6d.
M. Houdayer, Paris au xiv et au
xv siecle. Paris, Vitry. 22 pp.
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8vo. -C. Hofstede De Groot,
Catalogue Raispnne of the Works
of the Most Eminent Dutch Paint-
ers of the Seventeenth Century,
based on the Works of John Smith.
Translated by E. G. Hawke. Vol.
VI. London, 1916, Macmillan.
xi, 638pp. 8vo. 25s.

H. L. Jessep, Notes on Pre-conquest
Church Architecture in Hampshire
and Surrey. London, Simpkin. 32

pp. 8vo.
G. v. Kalcken, Peintures ecclesias-

tiques du Moyen Age. Eglise
Sainte-Walburge de Zutphen.
Harlem, Willink. Folio. K.
Kimball, English Cathedral Jour-

ney. (Crowell's Travel Lib.) Lon-
don, 1916, Crowell. $1.00. E
Koch, Valentin Lendestreich und
andere Saalfelder Maler um die

Wende des Mittelalters. Jena,
Fischer, vii, 62 pp. 8vo. R.

Komstedt, Die Entwicklung des
Gewolbebaues in den mittelalter-
lichen Kirchen Westfalens. Strass-

burg,Heitz. xii, 157. pp.; 17pls.;9
figs. 8vo. A. Krpnthal, Das
Rathaus in Posen. Lissa, Eutlitz.
70 pp.; 4 pis. 8yo.

O. Laufifer, Spatmittelalterliche Zinn-
funde aus Hamburg und einige
niederdeutsche Vergleichstiicke
(Mitteilungen aus dem Museum
fur hamburgische Geschichte) .

Hamburg, Grafe und Sillem. 23
pp.; 39 figs. 8vo. P. Lauzun,
Trois retables gascons. Auch,
Cocharaux. 10 pp.; 3 pis. 8vo.

A. Lindblom, La peinture
gothique en SuSde et en Norwege.
Stockholm, 1916, Wahlstrom and
Widstrand; London, Quaritch.
252 pp.; pi,; 50 figs. J. Loth,
Saint-Maclou de Rouen. Rouen,
Lecerf. 157pp.; pi.; 8 figs. 8vo.

F. Lunardi, La Madonna del

perpetuo soccorso nell'arte bizan-
tina. Rome, 1916, Unione Edi-

f trice. 19pp. 16mo.
E. Male, La Cathedrale de Reims.

Paris, 1915, Bloud & Gay. 39 pp.
16 mo. $0.60. G. Mantia, Su
i piu antichi capitelli della citta di

Palermo dal secolo xii al xiv e su le

condizioni della citta medesima
negli anni 1354 a 1392. Palermo,
Reber. 52pp. 8vo. J. Mayor,
La Vieille France. Reims: la

Cathedrale. Paris, 1915, Eggi-
mann. 137 pp.; 103 figs. 16mo.

5 fr. G. Modigliani, Intorno ad
una rovina : la cattedrale di Reims
e 1'arte gotica in Francia. Rome,
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THE SERPENT WITH A HUMAN HEAD IN ART AND
IN MYSTERY PLAY

ONE of the most noteworthy examples of the close relationship

between religious drama and Christian art is to be found in the

correspondence between pictured and dramatic representations

of the serpent in the Garden of Eden. I call it noteworthy
because in the field of art we shall find ourselves ultimately con-

cerned with some of the great masters of the renaissance, and

especially with one of the greatest works of one of the greatest

masters The Ceiling of the Sistine Chapel by Michelangelo.

Who has not noted with curiosity, in the picture of the tempta-
tion on that ceiling, the strange serpent almost wholly woman?
Was this the result of some queer freak of misogyny on the part

of the terrible Florentine? Or was there some old legend, now
lost sight of, that might account for such a monster? Certain

lines of Keats and Rossetti, perhaps, floated vaguely in the mind,
and one dismissed the matter as probably having something to

do with Lilith and Lamia.

It is my purpose, however, to show: that the representation

of the serpent in Eden as having a human head was common to

drama and iconography; that it is first noticeable in the thir-

teenth, or the early part of the fourteenth century, being then a

startling innovation in art; and that in all probability it was the

mystery play which, to facilitate the dialogue between Eve and

the serpent, first adopted it, from a literary source.

Let me first state in simple terms the problem a consideration

of which has brought me to this point of view. The human-
headed serpent, it would seem, must derive in one or other of

the following ways :

A. The literary source gives rise independently to the dramatic

and iconographic representation;
B. The literary source gives rise first to the art form, and that

in turn brings about the dramatic;
C. The literary source gives rise first to the dramatic, and that

American Journal of Archaeology, Second Series. Journal of the
Archaeological Institute of America, Vol. XXI (1917) No. 3.
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in turn brings about the art form
; or, as would seem only remotely

probable,

D. The dramatic form preceded all, occasioning first the liter-

ary and then the art form.

That the art form might have preceded the other forms is a

possibility that I have deemed hardly worthy of enumerating in

this series of hypotheses. The artists before the thirteenth cen-

tury so seldom originated anything, so persistently followed

/tradition or the direction of more learned men, that in the

absence of any evidence that the serpent was represented with a

human head before the thirteenth century, I am satisfied that

we have in this case no original art source.

My first hypothesis, that the literary source might have given

rise independently to the dramatic and art forms, is also proposed
rather for the sake of completeness than with any serious expecta-

tion of its proving fruitful.

In the absence of immediately convincing evidence on this

point, we must reason from probabilities. It does not seem likely

that the thirteenth century artists, who, as was observed of

their predecessors, followed an ancient and fairly rigid tradition,

.should in the case of the temptation and fall of man suddenly
have been influenced to change their mode- of representation

purely by a literary source. There does not appear to be any
sufficient reason for their doing so. In the efflorescence of art

in the thirteenth century, which sought, as Didron pointed'out

and Emile Male has further explained, to give a complete
mirror of human and divine affairs, it is true that many new

iconographs appeared. But new and old were intended to teach

doctrines, or tq fix in the mind principles of knowledge and

belief. Thus we have new episodes of the Bible story together

with the ancient symbols, we have the Platonic as well as the

Christian virtues, and personifications of all branches of knowl-

edge. But the only explanation we have for the human head on

the tempter is that this head, this woman's face, was assumed

the better to ensnare Eve, since similia similibus applaudunt.
1

Neither this nor any other of the literary sources seems to have

in it a germ of doctrine or belief such as to have caused one di-

recting the work of artists to make them break their ancient

tradition.

1 Petrus Comestor, Historia Libri Genesis, in Migne, Patrol. Lat. CXCVIII,
1072.
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What appeals to the artist far more powerfully than learned

commentary, however, is the direct impression received by his

sensitive and observant eye. If then he should see the serpent

represented in a mystery play, he would be stimulated to repre-

sent it in his next picture to some extent as he saw it, especially

if the play seemed to have the Church's approval.

The second hypothesis, that the literary source gives rise

first to the art, and that in turn brings about the dramatic form

is answered by the argument against the first.

These somewhat weak negative arguments lead naturally to

the favorable consideration of the third hypothesis, that the

literary source gives rise first to the dramatic, and that in turn

brings about the art form. But to establish this as the true line

of derivation it will be necessary to present methodically the

whole body of the evidence. The documents and iconographs,

because it is impossible to assemble them into a complete and

continuous chronological record, present many difficulties. Gaps
of time and place, the possibility of lost plays and demolished

pictures, must be allowed for. 1

I

THE LITERARY SOURCES

Taking up the evidence as nearly as possible chronologically,

I must begin with the literary sources.

Petrus Comestor in his comment on Genesis2
(Historic, Libri

Genesis) says of the serpent in the garden of Eden, tune serpens

erectus est ut homo, and goes on to tell how Satan (Lucifer, he

says), Elegit etiam quoddam genus serpentis, ut ait Beda, virgineum
vultum habens, quia similia similibus applaudunt.*

1 If at any time new evidence should come to light supporting the hypothesis
that the art form was earlier than the dramatic, nothing would give me more

pleasure. For such a relationship, inasmuch as it is far more unusual, is by
so much the more interesting.

1 treated the most striking example of the indebtedness of the mystery play
to art, in my article on the Hegge play of the Radix Jesse, the Tree of Jesse,

Pub. of Mod. Lang. Assoc. of Amer., XXIX, 1914, pp. 327 ff .

2
Migne Patrol. Lat. CXCVIII, 1072.

3 1 have not been able to find in Beda anything remotely suggesting the

phrase which follows Comestor's ut ait Beda. Is it possible that the ut ait Beda
refers solely to the clause elegit quoddam genus serpentis, which is entirely in

agreement with Beda's explanation that the serpent was merely the instru-

ment of Satan, not wise in itself?

I cannot refrain from attacking the text of Comestor, though it may appear
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As Comestor died about 1173 A.D., his commentary may be

regarded as nearly contemporaneous with the Anglo-Norman
play of Adam. Inasmuch, therefore, as the play of Adam, which
is the oldest extant vernacular French mystery play, does not

present the serpent with a human head, and as there is no other

Adam play in any language which does so present it in the twelfth

century, we are obliged to regard Comestor as par excellence the

literary source. 1

After Peter Comestor, Vincent de Beauvais (ca. 1190 ca.

1264 A.D.) is the next source. In the Speculum Naturale, Lib.

XX, Cap. XXXIII (Vol. I, Col. 1478 in the Douai edition of

1624), we read: Draconcopedes serpentes magni sunt, et potentes,

fades virgineas habentes humanis similes, in draconum corpus
desinentes. Credibile est huius generis ilium fuisse, per quern

diabolus Euam decepit, quia (sicut dicit Beda) virgineum vultum

habuit. Huic etiam diabolus se coniungens vel applicans ut con-

simili forma mulierem alliceret, faciem ei tantum ostendit, et

reliquam partem corporis arborum frondibus occultavit.

In the Historia Destructionis Trojae of Guido delle Colonne2

(1287), Beda is (as in Comestor and Vincent) cited as authority
for the human headed form of the tempter. In summarizing
Guido's narrative, after speaking of the fall of the rebel angels,

Gorra writes: "Questo diavolo fu Satana, o quel Leviatham, che

primo cadde dal cielo e che gli Ebrei chiamano Beenoch, vale a

that my suggestion is a wild one. But as so far I have not been able to find

the reference in Beda, I will venture the foliowhig hazardous guess. In one

passage of the apocryphal Beda, the text reads: "Serpens per se loqui non

poterat . . . nisi nimirum ilium diabolus utens, et velut organum per quod
articulatum sonum emitteret" etc. (Migne, Patrol. Lat., XCIII, 276).

Is it possible that Comestor having before him the above passage in an an-

cient and somewhat difficult manuscript partly obliterated by age, made the

revolutionary blunder of reading the two words u
velut organum" as "vultum

virgineum"'? In twelfth century writing similarity in the appearance of these

two phrases is a possibility.

C. Hippeau in a note in his edition of Le Bestiare d}

Amour, p. 148, asks

"B&de le Venerable ne dit-il pas que le serpent, pour parler a feve, avait pris

le visage d'une jeune fille?" His source, however, may be Comestor, or

Vincent of Beauvais. rather than Beda himself.

1 As to the supposed tradition linking Hebrew Lillin and classical Lamiae

with a monster half woman and half serpent, see page 290, note 2.

2 E. Gorra, Testi Inediti di Storia Troiana; Introduzione, Sulla Leggenda
Troiana in Italia. Cap. II, Guido delle Colonne, p. 135. The complete

Latin text of Guido has not been accessible.
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dire animo bruto, cioe serpente tortuoso, o anche drago (Isidore,

Orig. VIII, ch. 11) del quale parle anche Davide. Di questo

serpente che tentd sotto forma d'uomo i nostri primi padri, parla

il Genesi 'secundum Mosaycam traditionem,' ma 'secundum

traditionem sacrarum scripturarum catholice universalis ecclesie

ratum est, ut scripsit Beda, quod diabolus elegit tune quendam
serpentem de quodam genere serpentum, virgineum habens

vultum,' e questo noi dobbiamo credere aver tentato il primo
uomo."

Next comes the anonymous and exceedingly popular Speculum
Humanae Salvationist the date of which Paul Poppe fixes as

about 1324.2 This work has sometimes been erroneously attrib-

uted, in addition to his already enormous bulk of volumes, to

Vincent de Beauvais. In the first chapter the author, after

briefly mentioning the fall of Lucifer and the rebel angels from

heaven, continues as follows:

11 Quapropter diabolus, homini invidens, sibi insidiatur

Et ad praecepti transgressionem ipsum inducere nitebatur:

Quoddam ergo genus serpentis sibi diabolus eligebat.

Qui tune erectus gradiebatur et caput virgineum habebat:

15 In hunc fraudulosus deceptor mille artifex intrabat,

Et per os eius loquens, verba deceptoria mulieri enarrabat.

Tentavit autem mulierem tanquam minus providam,

Reputans prudentem et cautum esse virum Adam.
Accessit autem ad mulierem solam, sine viro exsistentem

}

20 Quia solum facilius decepit diabolus, quam socios habentem.

The same idea naturally appears in the fifteenth century trans-

lations of the Speculum into French, English and German.

1 J. Lutz et P. Perdrizet, Speculum humanae salvationis. Texte critique:

Traduction inedite de Jean Mielot (1448), etc. Mulhouse 1907. 2 vols.

The Latin text is from a Munich MS. (Clm. 146) of the middle of the four-

teenth century. This is one of the oldest MSS. of the Speculum, and contains

192 pen drawings, which are published, along with a number of other illustra-

tions of the Speculum in volume II. See below, p. 267.
"
Wahrscheinlich um das Jahr 1324 von einem trotz aller Forschungen bis

Heute unbekannt gebliebenen Verfasser in lateinischer Sprache verfasst,

erlangte es schnell eine ungeheure Verbreitung." Paul Poppe, fiber das

Speculum Humanae Salvationis, Berlin, 1887.

Lutz and Perdrizet, op. cit. I, p. 249, argue at some length that the Speculum
was composed early in the fourteenth century at a Dominican convent in

Strasburg by a Dominican of Saxon origin, whom they tentatively identify
with a certain Ludolph'of Saxony, a Dominican, who later became a Carthusian.
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Piers the Plowman is the next source after the Speculum Hu-
manae Salvationis, of course antedating the fifteenth century
translations. In Piers the Plowman the serpent which tempted
Eve is described as

y-lik a lusard, with a lady visage
1

Having considered the foregoing literary sources for the origin

of the human-headed serpent, the earliest scarcely earlier than

the first play of Adam and Eve, and the latest possibly a genera-
tion later than the first Adam play in which the serpent is given
a human head,

2 I wish now to cite some of the important works

1
Cf. W. W. Skeat, Notes on Piers the Plowman, Oxford, 1886, note on

Bxviii. 355.

Is Chaucer, in the Man of Lawes Tale, possibly thinking of the same thing
when he apostrophizes the wicked sultaness?

O sowdanesse, rote of iniquitee,

Virago, thou Semyram the secounde,
O serpent under femininitee,

Lyk to the serpent depe in helle y-bounde,
O feyned womman, al that may confounde

Vertu and innocence, thrugh thy malyce,
Is bred in thee, as nest of every vyce!

(Man of Lawes Tale, B. 360 ff.)

There is nothing more than a figure of speech in this comparison of the wicked

woman with the serpent tempter; there is no direct suggestion that the serpent

took the face of a woman in order to trick Eve. Yet Skeat does so interpret

this passage, and thinks the line,

Thyn instrument so, weylawey the whyle!

in the following stanza has special significance:

Satan envious sin thilke day
That thou were chased from our heritage

Wei knowestow to wommen the olde way!
Thou madest Eva bringe us in servage.

Thou wolt fordoon this cristen mariage.

Thyn instrument so, weylawey the whyle!
Makestow of wommen whan thou wolt begyle.

It seems to me that though possibly there may be an allusion here to the

human-headed serpent of art, it is at best a rather shadowy one. Surely it is

a common enough comment upon the story of the fall of man, and one char-

acteristic of the middle ages, that Satan tempted Eve first because she was

weaker than Adam, and that since Adam's fall was due to Eve, all men should

beware of the falsely alluring beauty of women? The stanza just quoted I

believe implies no more than this.

In the Persones Tale Chaucer tells the story of man's fall without even the

vaguest allusion to anything like a human-headed serpent.
2 That is., the Chester play, probably by Ranulf Higden, ca. 1328.
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in which the temptation of man is recounted or alluded to with-

out any hint that the serpent had a human head. This will

serve to show how little probable it is that the artists were directly

indebted to any literary source.

Seventh to Eighth Century. From the apocryphal Beda,
since Beda is given as an authority for the human-headed

tempter, I quote a relevant passage:
1
Serpens per se loqui non

poterat, nee quia hoc a Creatore acceperai assumpsit, nisi nimirum
ilium diabolus utens, et velut organum per quod articulatum sonum
emitteret: per ilium nempe verba faciebat, et tamen hoc etiam ille

nesciebat.

In the several discussions attributed to Beda, both those classi-

fied by Migne as dubia et spuria and also the exegetica genuina,

the same idea concerning the serpent is conveyed : that the devil

used the serpent as his instrument or organ of utterance (Patrol.

Lat. XCIII, 229 and XCI, 211). As I have already said, I find

nothing in Beda to bear out Comestor's reference to the virgineum
vultum.

Eighth to Ninth Century (?) In Genesis B, the Anglo-Saxon

poem formerly attributed to Caedmon (edited by Klaeber,

Heidelberg, 1913), the tempter assumes the form of a serpent.

Eleventh or Twelfth Century. Onulphus, Poema Biblicum.2

The dialogue between Eve and the serpent is given without any
description of the serpent's appearance.

Twelfth Century, ca. 1100. Rupertus Abbas Tuitiensis (Migne,
Patrol. Lat. CLXVII, 290) speaks of

"
Sathanas, ipse draco

magnus et serpens antiquus est."

Thirteenth Century. St. Martinus Legionensis (Migne, Patrol.

Lat. CCVIII) quotes St. Augustine, and it will be observed says

just about the same thing that the venerable Beda said. This,

then, seems to be the ancient and firmly established exegesis.

The author of the Ancren Riwle (Camden Society, London,

1853) in speaking of the temptation of Eve, gives no description

of the serpent.

In another passage he describes the scorpion in the manner of

the Bestiary:

Pe scorpiun is ones cunnes wurm Fet haue$ neb, ase me seifc,

sumdel iliche ase wummon 7 is neddre bihinden, make& feir

1 Beda Venerabilis, Dubia et spuria in Migne, Patrol. Lat. XCIII, 276.

.

2 Karl Young, 'The Poema Biblicum of Onulphus/ Publications of the Modern

Language Association, Vol. XXX, 1915, pp. 1 ff.
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semblaunt, 7 fike$ mid te heaued, ? stinge* mid te teile.

Pet is lecherie : Jet is Jes deofles best, Jet he let to chepinge 7 to

euerich gaderinge, 7 cheape^ hit forto sullen, 7 beswike& monie

Juruh Jet heo ne biholdefc nout bute Jet feire heaued.

This passage may have some bearing, as Skeat suggests, upon
the human-headed serpent, but the author of Ancren Riwle does

not make any connection between the scorpion and the tempter
of Eve. 1

Fourteenth Century. Dante, Purgatorio VIII, 97 ff., signifi-

cantly describes the serpent, which he sees in the Valley of the

Princes, as a real zoological serpent, yet says it was perhaps such

a one that gave Eve the bitter food. Sordello in pointing it out,

moreover, calls it the adversary:

"Vedi la il nostro avversaro."
'

In all the account of the earthly paradise which fills the con-

cluding cantos of the Purgatorio there is no allusion to a human-
headed serpent.

Speculum Gy de Warewyke, circa 1310, tells nothing of the form

of the serpent in the passage about the fall of man.

Clannesse, circa 1370 (in Early English Alliterative Poems,
London 1869), contains nothing about the form of the serpent.

Nor is there anything in the following: Ve lyff of Adam and Eve,

(circa 1375) (C. Horstmann, Sammlung altenglischer Legenden,

Heilbronn, 1878-81); and Canticum de Creatione, (circa 1375)

(Horstmann, Sammlung, etc.).

Chaucer, as I have already observed, expounds the story of

the temptation and fall of man without the least hint of any-

thing like a human-headed serpent.

Summing up, we find that the only literary sources for the

tradition prior to its appearance in the mystery plays are : Peter

Comestor, Vincent de Beauvais, Guido delle Colonne, and, if it

is really earlier than the Chester play, the Speculum Humanae
Salvationis.

Though these are very important works, and works no doubt

consulted by the writers of plays, especially Comestor and the

1 Note also that Chaucer, in The Marchantes Tale (E 2057-60), employs the

figure of the scorpion in his apostrophe to 'sudden hap' or fortune:

O sodeyn hap, O thou fortune instable,

Lyk to the scorpioun so deceivable,

That flatterest with thyn heed when thou wolt stinge;

Thy tayl is deeth, thrugh thyn enveniminge!
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Speculum, it is doubtful, in view of the evidence before us,

whether their popularity was sufficient to affect the traditions of

artists. If such learned men as Dante, Chaucer, and the author

of Ancren Riwle, ignore the picturesque and startling notion of

Comestor, I cannot regard it as probable that artists, a century
or more after Comestor's death should suddenly decide on his

account to break their own tradition of more than a thousand

years.

II

THE ART FORM

That the artists' tradition was simple and unbroken for more

than a thousand years, is readily seen if one takes up the repre-

sentations in art of the serpent tempter, from the earliest down
to Michaelangelo's and Raphael's frescoes, and the painting of

Titian. Art in the first centuries of the Christian era, it will be

remembered, was almost entirely symbolic. I have found no

example of a narrative treatment of the story of the temptation
earlier than the ninth or tenth century.

Adam and Eve with the tree of knowledge and the serpent,

were represented in art from the early centuries of Christianity

as the symbol of original sin. That is to say, the iconograph
turned the mind of the devout believer to the thoughts of his

inherited wickedness, the curse of labor, the coming of death,

and the need of a redeemer.

Thus on the famous sarcophagus of Junius Bassus, now in the

crypt of St. Peter's, Adam stands on one side of the tree holding

a sheaf of wheat; Eve on the other holding a sheep; each holds a

fig-leaf as being conscious of shame; the serpent twined about the

tree trunk is a simple zoological serpent. The design is purelysym-
bolic, the sheaf and sheep indicating, with an appropriate divi-

sion of labor, labor's primal curse; the tree and serpent, the first

cause of man's mortality. It is not a representation of the tempt-

ing and fall of man within the Garden of Eden, nor of his toil

without the gates, but a symbol of both. Thus it is suitable on

the sarcophagus of a Christian, in a series that is dominated

triumphantly by symbols of the redemption and resurrection.

From the second century to the eighth century, inclusive,

whether in gold-glass decoration, medal, plate, sarcophagus, or

fresco, the design is symbolic and the serpent is purely zoological.

With the beginning of the ninth century there is a suggestion of

a representative or narrative treatment in the picturing of the
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serpent as apart from the tree, erect on the tip of his tail. There-

after the artists take slightly more liberty with the subject, but

it is not until the thirteenth or the beginning of the fourteenth

century that we find the tempter represented with a human head.

Even after the introduction of the human head, however, the

temptation is very commonly shown with a simple zoological

serpent, the same artist sometimes Lukas Cranach for instance

impartially giving, in separate pictures, both types.
1

The human-headed serpent in art flourishes in the fourteenth,

fifteenth, and sixteenth centuries that is, at the same time as

the mystery plays.

Though I have relegated to a footnote (p. 290) the discussion

of possible influences of classical and oriental mythology upon
the formation of the monstrous woman-headed serpent in Chris-

tian art, yet because of their striking similarity to much later

forms I shall begin my list of the human-headed serpent in art

with two or three examples that I believe have nothing to do

with that tradition of the fourteenth, fifteenth, and sixteenth

centuries which gave the serpent in Eden a human head.

Bronze Statuary. Egypt. Ancient bronze figures of Isis and

Serapis
2 in the form of cobras with human heads. Isis wears a

royal headdress, has the hair and face and also the mammae of a

woman, the latter being on the anterior or ventral surface of the

cobra's distended "hood," or neck.

Gem. Rome (?) in the earliest epoch of Christian art. A
Christian, or Christ (?) with a monogram cross bends as

though exorcising a serpent-like monster on which he stands.

The monster has the head and arms of a human being, but ter-

minates in a barbed tail. The ventral surface is covered with

1 The following works give much information, accompanied by a wealth of

cuts, illustrative of the old traditional representation of Adam and Eve and

the Serpent: O. M. Dalton, Byzantine Art and Archaeology, Oxford, 1911;

Jean Ebersolt, 'Sculptures Chretiennes Inedites du Muse"e de Constantinople,'

R. Arch. Vol. XXI; R. Garucci, Storia dell' Arte Cristiana, Prato, 1879; Carl

Maria Kaufmann, Handbuch der christlichen Archdologie, Paderborn, 1913;

Kaufmann, Mogk, Hirt, etc., Kulturgeschichte des Mittelalters, Leipzig, 1897;

H. Leclercq, Manuel d'Archeologie Chretienne, Paris, 1907; Walter Lowrie,

Monuments of the Early Church, New Yqrk, 1901; Orazio Marucchi, Guida

del Museo Cristiano Lateranense, Rome, 1898; J. O. Westwood, Palaeographia

Sacra Pictoria, London [1843-45].
2
Roscher, Lexikon der griech. und rom. Mythologie, II, p. 538, s.v. Isis.

Roscher speaks of similar treatment on silver armlets from Naucratis, and

refers to the Third Memoir of Egyptian Exploration Fund, London, 1888.
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numerous mammae. (Didron, Christian Iconography, English

translation II, p. 201, Fig. 226.)

Coin of Valentinian III, Roman Empire, fifth century. A
figure holding in the left hand a globe surmounted by a small

Victory, and in the right a long staff tipped with a Greek cross,

stands with the right foot upon the human head of a serpent.

The human-headed serpent may represent the barbarians or

other enemies of the Empire. (Cohen and Feuardent, Descr.

historique des Monnaies frappees sous I'Empire Romain, VIII,

p. 212, No. 19.)

The above designs have obviously nothing to do with Adam
and Eve, and could only by a very remote possibility have had

any influence upon the artists of the fourteenth century.

THIRTEENTH CENTURY

1. Sculpture. Amiens, Notre-Dame. A dragon-like monster

with claws and a female 'head is represented beneath the feet of

the Virgin. This is probably in illustration of the fulfillment of

the prophecy of Genesis III, 15:
" And I will put enmity between

thee and the woman, and between thy seed and her seed; it shall

bruise thy head, and thou shalt bruise his heel." If so, this is

the serpent of the temptation, and perhaps the earliest case in

which it is represented with a human head. (Viollet-le-Duc,

ionnaire RaisonnG de I'Architecture, IX, p. 369.)

THIRTEENTH OR FOURTEENTH CENTURY

2. Illumination (Fig. 1). Biblia cum Figuris, Paris, Bibl. Nat.,

[SS. Fr. No. 9561, fol. Sa. 1 Adam and Eve are on opposite sides

)f the tree, Eve at the left and Adam at the right, and each is

tasting an apple. The serpent, whose enormous folds seem

thicker than the trunk of the tree he entwines, bifurcates near

anterior extremity and bears two human heads!

This unique
2
representation causes the good Didron to remark:

1
Omont, Cat. General des Manuscrits Frangais, No. 9561.

"
Partie d'une

"Bible historic^ toute figuree ." Miniatures italiennes a chaque page. XIV*
siecle. Parchemin. cf. Hist. litt. de la France, XXXI, pp. 246-251." This

manuscript is assigned to the year 1340 in the list of illustrations in the English
translation of Didron, Christian Iconography, II, p. 437. This list of illustra-

tions seems to be a compilation of the translator (cf. II, p. 84). It may be

added that the portion of the translation relating to these representations of

the Fall (pp. 139-140) is somewhat abridged from Annales Archeologiques, I,

pp. 131-132, where the number of the manuscript is not given.
2 Didron cites no other example, and I know of none.
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FIGURE 1. FROM MS. IN PARIS

(After Didron)

" The serpent has occasionally two heads, one female with which

to address the man, the other male with which to address the

woman." Peter Comestor's dic-

tum,
"
similia similibus applaud-

unt" is thus reversed. But unless

the original be very different

from the cut Didron gives, it

would seem hopeless to attempt
to distinguish male from female

in these little faces.

A much simpler explanation of

the duplication of the human
head on this serpent would be

that the artist wished to suggest

motion, the serpent watching
both Adam and Eve after the

temptation. Progressive action

suggested by repeating a figure in the same composition is, of

course, familiar in mediaeval art: there is an example of it in

the next picture I shall discuss. The difficulty lies in the fact

that only the head and neck are duplicated, not the whole serpent.

This is strange, indeed, and I believe unique. But as the most

ancient tradition held the serpent twined about the tree, the artist

could not very well repeat the whole serpent's body. If this expla-

nation seem strained, I can only add that to me it is not half so

bizarre as the idea that the miniaturist intended to represent the

tempter as having two human heads. To have given him even

one human head was surely a sufficient innovation. (Didron,

op. cit. II, p. 139; Annales Archeologiques, I, p. 132, fig. 5, where,

however, the design is reversed.)

3. Illumination. France. Paris, Bibl. Nat., MSS. Fr. No.

9561, fol. 8. The serpent in this design has head and arms that

are human, the head being with its calm features and long hair

almost the exact counterpart of Eve's.

Eve is shown first in the conventional position at the right of

the tree, receiving an apple from the serpent; and again at the

left of the tree tempting Adam, who kneels on one knee with his

back to the tree and serpent, and looks over his shoulder at Eve.

In this part both Adam and Eve have apples in both hands.

Here the repetition of the figure of Eve within the frame and

composition of one little miniature is, clearly enough, an indica-
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tion of action. It would not occur to anyone to say that the

artist had represented two Eves! (Didron, Vol. II, p. 140;

Annales Archeologiques, I, p. 132, fig. 6.)

4. Illumination. England, British Museum MS. Reg. 2Bvii,

Queen Mary's Psalter. Adam is at the left of the tree; Eve at

the right reaches up to seize an apple.

The serpent has the "head of a beautiful woman and the body
of a dragon/

7

says Wright. The serpent tail is entwined about

the trunk of the tree; the "body" is small and seems to be fur-

nished with only one pair of limbs, hind legs of the mammal
quadruped type. It is interesting to compare this with the type
shown in the French MS. cited by Didron, which gives the

tempter only one pair of limbs the arms of a woman; and also

with that picture of van der Goes which gives four limbs to the

human-headed monster, all four being reptilian. Three demons
are represented in this illumination besides the serpent tempter.

(Wright, History of Caricature, p. 73; Warner, Queen Mary's

Psalter, pi. 5.)

5. Illumination (Fig. 2). Munich, MS., Clm 146. The oldest

manuscript of the Speculum humanae salvationis. Here, as in

the many other illustrated manuscripts of this work,
1 the artists

naturally followed the text in representing the tempter with a

woman's head. (Lutz and Perdrizet, Speculum humanae salva-

tionis, II, pi. 2.)

6. Painting (Fig. 3) . Hamburg. The Grabower altar from St.

Peter's, by Master Bertram, 1379; now in the Hamburg Museum.
Two of a series or cycle of little paintings on the so-called

Grabower altar show the serpent tempter with a human head.

The cycle as a whole (as I shall endeavor to show in another

article) has a most important bearing upon the mystery plays.

(A. Lichtwark, Meister Bertram, Hamburg 1905.)

7. Painting (Fig. 4). Italy, by an unknown artist. The main

1 Lutz and Perdrizet, op. tit. I, pp. ix-xvii record 205 Latin manuscripts,
over 60 of which contain miniatures. The general type of the miniatures of the

Temptation is described (I, p. 184) as follows: "Le 'Serpent' est represent^

par les miniaturistes du Speculum comme une bete monstrueuse, a corps de

dragon aile*, a long col, et a tete de jeune fille. Dans la miniature de A, ses

ailes sont entrouvertes, et de sa bouche sort un dard bifide, indique par un

le"ger trait de minium. Meme serpent dans C que dans A, sauf qu'il lui manque
le dard." A and C are closely related fourteenth century manuscripts in

Paris (Bibl. Nat., MSS. Lat. 9584; Arsenal, MSS. Lat. 593), written in an Italian

hand, and with miniatures showing Giottesque influence.
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FIGURE 2. FROM SPECULUM HUMANAE SALVATIONIS: MUNICH.
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FIGURE 3. GRABOWER ALTAR: MASTER BERTRAM.

FIGURE 4. FROM AN ITALIAN PAINTING: CLEVELAND.
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subject is a Madonna suckling the infant. Below, in a horizontal

panel, Eve is shown reclining, and near her the serpent with a

female head. (Lent to the Cleveland Museum by Mrs. L. E.

Holden.)

8. Stained Glass. Mulhouse. The choice of scenes seems

influenced by the Speculum humanae salvationis, and naturally
the serpent has a human head. (Lutz and Perdrizet, op. cit. II,

pi. 101.)

FOURTEENTH OR FIFTEENTH CENTURY

9. Illumination. Germany or Austria. Vienna Hofbibliothek,

MS. No. 2980 (Ambras 259) Lutwins Adam und Eva. 1 The

picture, of which no reproduction is given, is thus described by
the editors of the manuscript: "Bild: In der Mitte ein Baum
mit Blattern und Frtichten (Apfeln?); darum die Schlange mit

menschlichem Antlitz und Krone gewunden ;
Eva hat bereits eine

Frucht in der Hand."

FIFTEENTH CENTURY

10. Painting. Florence, Brancaccio Chapel in the Church of

the Carmine, by Masolino, ca. 1425. The tempter is a serpent

with a rather small human2 head. (Woltmann and Woermann,
II, p. 277; Venturi, Storia dell' Arte Italiana, VII, Part I, p. 103.)

11. Relief. Bologna, San Petronio, by Jacopo della Quercia,

ca. 1426-1438. The temptation scene is one of a series giving

the whole story of Adam and Eve. The serpent has a human
head. It is interesting to note that to della Quercia even the

great Michelangelo is said to have been indebted. (Venturi,

op. cit. VI, pp. 87 ff.)

12. Relief. Florence, Baptistery, the famous bronze doors

by Lorenzo Ghiberti; 1424-1447 (second door). On the second

door, Ghiberti's masterpiece, are depicted in one composition

the creation of Adam and of Eve and the story of the temptation.

The serpent in the temptation scene has a human head. (Icono-

graphic Encyclopedia, Philadelphia, 1887, Vol. Ill, pi. 23, Fig. 4.)

13. Illumination Paris, Bibl. Nat., MSS. Fr., 6275. Mtelot's

1 Konrad Hofmann und Wilhelm Meyer aus Speyer, Lutwins Adam und Eva,

Tubingen, 1881,
2 In this case as in a good many others, the head, though it might be called

a woman's because of its mild expression and its locks, is not necessarily

feminine.
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French translation (1448) of the Speculum humanae salvationis.

(Lutz and Perdrizet, op. tit. II, pi. 129.)

14. Woodcut. Germany, xylographic copy, of the Biblia

Pauperum, ca. 1440-1450,
l in the Heidelberg University library.

The serpent with human head appears twice in this book: (1)

Plate I, The Annunciation, which is accompanied by the ex-

planation that it was foretold in God's words to the serpent, has

as a "type" beside it a picture of God cursing the serpent. (2)

Plate X, The Temptation of Christ has as a "type" the tempta-
tion of Adam and Eve. In this the serpent is crowned. (Biblia

Pauperum [facsimile], Graphische Gesellschaft, Berlin, 1906.)

15. Illumination. Venice, Breviary Grimani, Bibl. Marc.

The Fall: The devil is human, but for his claw feet and long tail.

He stands on the ground, hiding behind the tree. (Facsimile

edited by Zanotto, pi. 45.)

16. Illumination. Savoy, the Tres riches Heures of the Duke
de Berry illuminated by Jean Colombe, illuminator of the ducal

court of Charles I of Savoy; now in the Musee Conde", Chantilly.

A decorative structure resembling a monstrance occupies the

centre of the design; possibly representing the tree of life(t). At
the left is the tree of the knowledge of good and evil, with the

serpent. The serpent has the head, arms, and bust of a woman.

(Durrien, Les ires riches heures de Jean de France, Due de Berry,

pi. XVIII; Venturi, op. cit. VII, Part I, p. 133.)

17. Painting (Fig. 5). Ghent, by Hugo van der Goes, now
in the imperial gallery at Vienna. Adam and Eve stand at the

left of the tree and the tempter at the right. The "serpent"
is here a lizard with a child's head, standing upon its hind

legs, supporting itself by holding the tree trunk with its forelegs,

and gazing almost wistfully up at Eve, who, quite ignoring it,

reaches calmly with her left hand for an apple. The child-faced

tempter is furnished with two little pigtails which stick up
absurdly over the temples and what hard heart will not receive

it for a horned demon? I shall have more to say of this remark-

able picture. (J. Destre"e, Hugo van der Goes, pp. 32 (pi.), 38-40;
E. Heidrich, Alt-Niederldndische Malerei, Jena, 1910, pi. 72.)

1 The date of the first Biblia Pauperum was perhaps as early as the twelfth

century. I shall discuss this elsewhere, in considering the significance of the

work in its relation to other cyclic treatments of Bible story.

This Heidelberg Biblia Pauperum is, according to Paul Kristeller, the oldest

xylographic copy. The pictures are made on movable wood-blocks so that

groups of woodcuts may be variously assembled and printed together. The

text, however, is filled in by hand.
2
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18. Painting. In the library of Schloss Frens. It is the work
of a painter of the Netherlands living at the end of the fifteenth

FIGURE 5. THE TEMPTATION, HUGO VAN DER GOES: VIENNA.

century, and closely related to Hugo van der Goes. It is very

!
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like the Vienna painting, but represents Adam and Eve in Para-

dise, while the devil, who is almost the same as van der Goes', is

hiding behind a tree in the background, apparently planning the

temptation. (P. Clemen, Die Kunstdenkmdler der Rheinprovinz,

IV, 3, p. 70, pi. VII.)

19. Painting. Florence, decorative detail in the Annuncia-

tion by Lorenzo di Credi, in the Uffizi, ca. 1480. The influence of

the Biblia Pauperum is seen in this association of the Old Testa-

ment type with the New Testament story,
1
indicating that the

prophecy made in the Garden of Eden is about to be fulfilled in

the incarnation of Christ. The three panels under di Credi's

Annunciation show (1) the creation of Eve, (2) the temptation,
and (3) the expulsion from Eden. The serpent tempter has a

human head. (Venturi, op. cit. VII, Part II, p. 798.)

20. Woodcut. Venice, in the Supplementum Chronicarum of

Jacobus Philippus, 1486-1491. The serpent has a human head.

(Jacques Rosenthal, Incunabula Typographica, p. 71.)

21. Painting (Fig. 6). Padua, The Madonna of Victory by
Andrea Mantegna, 1496; now in

the Louvre. Adam and Eve are

represented in a relief upon the

magnificent throne on which the

Madonna is seated. The com-

position is according to the most

approved tradition Adam
standing at the left, Eve at the

right, the serpent twined about

the tree in the middle save that

the serpent has a human head.

(Masters in Art, VI, Part 64.)

22. Woodcuts (Fig. 7). These woodcuts were printed in an

edition of the Speculum humanae salvationis by Peter Drach of

Speier in 1479. PL 4 shows Eve and the serpent, who has female

head and breasts; PI. 5 shows Eve giving Adam the apple, while

the serpent is coiled on the tree; it has a female head. The
illuminator of the Munich manuscript (No. 5) has omitted the

1 "And the Lord God said unto the serpent, Because thou hast done this,

thou art cursed above all cattle, and above every beast of the field : upon thy

belly shalt thou go, and dust shalt thou eat all the days of thy life : And I will

put enmity between thee and the woman, and between thy seed and her seed;

it shall bruise thy head, and thou shalt bruise his heel." Genesis, III, 14, 15.

FIGURE 6. MANTEGNA.
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serpent in this scene. (H. Naurnann, Die Holzschnitte des

Meisters von Amsterdamer Kabinett zum Spiegel menschlichen

FIGURE 7. FROM SPECULUM HUMANAE SALVATIONIS, 1479.

Behaltnis. Strassburg, 1910. Studien zur Deutschen Kunstge-

schichte, Heft 126.)

23. Woodcut. Geneva, initial letter 'M' on title page of the

Missal of Bellot. Adam is at the left and Eve at the right of the

tree. The serpent, wound about the trunk and looking out from

a fork in the branches, offers the apple to Eve. It has human
head and arms. (0. Jennings, Early Woodcut Initials, London,

1908, p. 164.)

SIXTEENTH CENTURY

24. Tapestry. Brussels, by an artist or artists of distinction

not certainly identified, ca. 1500; now in the possession of Baron

de Zuylen de Nyevelt de Haar, Chateau de Haar, Belgium. This

is one of a famous group of tapestries, unfortunately now widely

separated, which clearly reflect the influence of religious drama. 1

The serpent in the temptation has four limbs, the hind legs,

on which it stands, apparently more like those of a dog than of a

1 D. T. B. Wood, 'Tapestries of the Seven Deadly Sins' Burl Mag. XX, p.

210, says: "Through all of them run two leading motives: the religious history of

the Redemption as it appears in various cycles of Miracle Plays, and the moral

allegory of the conflict of Virtues and Vices."

:
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reptile but I cannot be sure of this. It has a woman's head

with long flowing hair, and human arms. Wood comments on

the kindly expression of its face. (Burl. Mag. XX, p. 215.)

25. Illumination. Munich, Bavarian National Museum, No.

861. A prayer book of the end of the fifteenth or beginning of

the sixteenth century. The serpent has a woman's head and

arms
;
the upper part of the body is hidden behind the tree, around

which the serpent is coiled. (L. von Kobell, Kunstvolle Minia-

turen und Initialen aus Handschriften von IV-XVI Jahrh., p. 92.)

26. Painting. Rome, Sistine Chapel, ceiling by Michelangelo,
1508-1512. To describe Michelangelo's design of the tempta-
tion would, I suppose, be a work of supererogation. It is to be

noted, however, that the tempter is a woman to the hips, and

that the voluminous folds of the serpent portion encircling the

tree strongly suggest a duplicate tail. If the serpent portion is

really intended to be double, then Michelangelo is creating a new

type, possibly being influenced by the bifurcated mermaidens
of classical art, or the Scylla

1 of Virgil:

1 Whoever has studied Virgil in Greenough and Kittredge's edition will

remember the cut illustrating the description of the monster Soylla. See

p. 290, note 2, in which I discuss Lilith, Lamia, etc.

Milton speaks of the serpent in the temptation as "Mere serpent in appear-

ance," and describes it with some particularity, thus:

"So spake the Enemy of Mankind, enclosed

In serpent, inmate bad, and toward Eve
Addressed his way not with indented wave,
Prone on the ground, as since, but on his rear

Circular base of rising folds, that towered

Fold above fold, a surging maze; his head

Crested aloft, and carbuncle his eyes;

With burnished neck of verdant gold, erect

Amidst his circling spires, that on the grass

Floated redundant."

Paradise Lost, Book IX, 11. 494-503.

But in the second book, when describing the monster at the gate of Hell

personifying Sin, though avowedly borrowing from Virgil's description of

Scylla, Milton may have had a shadowy recollection of some of the numerous

examples of Christian art in which the serpent tempter is given a form half

woman and half serpent:

"The one seemed woman to the waist, and fair,

But ended foul in many a scaly fold,

Voluminous and vast a serpent armed

With mortal sting. About her middle round

A cry of Hell-hounds never-ceasing barked "

Paradise Lost, ook II, 11. 650-654.

At least Milton makes this spawn of Satan end in serpent, not in dolphin tails.
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Prima hominis fades et pulchro pectore virgo

pube tenus, postrema immani corpore pristis, [i.e. pistrix]

delphinum caudas utero commissa luporum.
III. 426-428.

I think it will be clear to the reader now that Michelangelo was

following a tradition in making the serpent half woman, a tradi-

tion by this time about two hundred years old. (Masters in Art,

II, part 17.)

27. Painting (Fig. 8). Rome, fresco in the Camera della

Segnatura of the Vatican,

by Raphael, 1511. Adam is

seated at the left of the tree,

and Eve stands at the right

holding a branch with herleft

hand as with her right she

proffers the apple to Adam.
The serpent is simply a ser-

pent as far as it appears
below the fork of the tree,

but above the fork it assumes

the face and shoulders of a

woman, bending an expect-

ant glance toward Adam.

(Champlin and Perkins,
Cyclopedia of Painters, 1892;

E. Miintz, Raphael, English

transl., London 1888, p. 276.)

28. Terra-cotta relief (Fig. 9). Florence, from the workshop of

the Della Robbias, ca. 1515; now in the collection of Mr. Henry

Walters, Baltimore. Adam and Eve are conventionally arranged

on either side of the tree; the serpent has a human head. (Burl.

Mag. XX, p. 36.)

29. Painting (Fig. 10). Rome, fresco by pupils after Raphael's

designs, in the loggie of the Vatican, 1516-1518. This design

resembles the Adam and Eve by Raphael in the Camera della

Segnatura in its general composition, save that the figures are

reversed: Eve is at the left, and Adam seated at the right.

The serpent (unlike the serpent of the Camera) has no shoulders,

only the head, which is charmingly feminine, being human.

30. Painting. Saxony. A large composition giving the whole

story of Adam and Eve, by Lukas Cranach, 1530; now in Vienna.

FIGURE 8. RAPHAEL.
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This composition is remarkable because Cranach has several times

painted Adam and Eve without any human-headed serpent

e.g. his Adam and Eve in the Dresden gallery. The whole story

FIGURE 9. TERRACOTTA RELIEF: SCHOOL OF THE DELLA ROBBIA.

being given in one composition, it is perhaps the more natural to

suppose that this painting might have come under the influence

of the plays. The serpent has the head, bust, and arms of a
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woman. (Ed. Heyck, Lukas Cranach, Kunstler-Monographien,
Leipzig, 1908.)

31. Woodcut. Bavaria,
" Dance of Death" designed by Hans

Holbein the Younger, ca. 1538.

In the Adam and Eve design
the serpent, which is coiled

above with head down, has a

woman's head. (G. Hirth,

Kulturgeschichtliches Bilder-

buch, Munich, 1883, II, p.

651.)

32. Stained Glass. Rouen,
Saint-Vincent's church ca.

1550; subject, the Triumph
of Sin. On the triumphal car

the serpent, with the head and
bust of a woman, is entwined

about the trunk of the tree, and has floating above it a banner
decorated with the image of Death. (E. Male, L'Art Religieux
de la Fin du Moyen Age, p. 309.)

33. Woodcut. Antwerp, by an artist employed by Plantin,
1569. The serpent has a human head. ('A Booke of Christian

Prayers/ in Fine Art Quarterly Rev., 1867, p. 157.)

34. Painting. Venice, by Titian, 1570; now in the Prado,
Madrid. The serpent has a child's head and arms, and duplicate
tail. (A. Weese, Der Schone Mensch, II, pi. 39 A.)

35. Painting. Holland, by Cornelisz van Haarlem, 1592; now
in the Rijks Museum, Amsterdam. The serpent with human
head and arms leans down to offer Eve the apple. (R. Muther,
Geschichte der Malerei, Leipzig, 1909, p. 65.)

FIGURE 10. SCHOOL OF RAPHAEL

III

THE PLAYS

Though the artists before the fourteenth or fifteenth century
could not be assumed to be sufficiently learned or independent
to search out old commentators and from their texts derive new
forms and modes of pictorial representation,

1 for with all their

1 G. Cohen, Histoire de La Mise en Scene dans le Theatre Religieux Francais

du Moyen Age, pp. 129-131; E. Male, 'Le renouvellement de Tart par les

Mysteres,' Gaz. B-A. XXXI, 1904, four articles.
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talents
'

these fine folk knew no Latin/ and followed only what

was before their eyes or was dictated by more learned men,
on the other hand the authors of the plays were necessarily

learned. To quote M. Cohen, "the clerks, chaplains, bishops or

doctors who dictated what was needful to the artisans were also

those who made, organized, and put on (montaient) the mystery

plays, whether in the choir, in the nave, or in public places.

Their material was drawn either directly from the Bible, or more

often from Scholastic Histories, Bestiaries, Lectionaries, the Com-

pendia (les Sommes) of every sort; they searched in the apocry-

phal works of Bede and St. Augustine, in Isidore of Seville, Peter

Comestor, Honore d'Autun, Vincent de Beauvais, or in the

Meditations of St. Bonaventure."

Just one point of difficulty remains to be cleared up. If the

artists were not responsible for the sudden introduction of the

human-headed serpent iuto Eden because they were too unlet-

tered, it may seem strange that the
"
producers" of the mystery

plays, who were undoubtedly learned, and generally pious in

their intentions, should have sanctioned such an unprecedented
and undoctrinal monster.

"Satan chose," says Peter Comestor, "a certain kind of ser-

pent, as Beda, says, having a virginal face, because like things

applaud like." Here is a comment of no doctrinal value, a sort

of thing ignored by even such learned poets as Dante and Chau-

cer. Had it any practical value for the stage managers of the

primitive drama? That is logically the next question.

To answer this question let us consider the presentation of the

Anglo-Norman Jeu d'Adam, which is generally conceded to

belong to the mid-twelfth century, just Comestor's time. 1 It is

at all events the oldest vernacular Adam play, and, indeed, semi-

liturgic in character.

In this charming little play, Satan first comes on the stage in

propria persona in order to converse with Eve, and only after

this attempt has failed does the serpent play its part. At first

the dialogue takes great freedom with Scripture, the seductive

Satan flattering Eve with many pretty words, calling her a frail

and tender thing, more fresh than a rose and more fair than crys-

1 The dissenting opinion of Paul Meyer is cited by Cohen (op. cit., p. 51) :

"
Je ne vois pas, ecrit le savant romaniste, de raison positive pour attribuer a

1'Angleterre ce petit mystere qui ne parait pas antrieur a la premiere moitie"

du XIII* Siecle. (Romania, 1903, p. 637.)"
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tal; but when the time comes for the fatal dialogue of Genesis,

the play is obliged to omit it because the serpent is mechanical

and cannot speak. Eve bends to listen, but no words are

audible :

" Tune serpens artificiose compositus ascendit juxta stipitem

arboris vetite. Cui Eva propius adhibebit aurem, quasi ipsius

ascultans consilium; dehinc accipiet Eva pomum porriget Ade.

Ipse vero nondum eum accipiet, et Eva dicet" etc.

A charming tableau truly, but not a complete success, is

achieved.1 It must have been a disappointment to the pious

author not to be able to include in the climax the very scripture

of the temptation scene.

It is easy to imagine that this same disappointment stimulated

some later author to seize upon Peter Comestor's text with its

apparently ancient and venerable sanction in Beda. Thereafter

and particularly in such plays as included the story of the fall of

the angels, it would be but natural to have the youth who played

the rebellious Lucifer2 put on the "sort of serpent" skin or

costume, while adapting himself to the r61e of tempter in Eden.

A fair-faced lad with flowing hair would equally well present the

glorious angel before his fall, and the "sort of serpent with a

virginal face" approved by Comestor. Other advantages besides

the facilitation of the dialogue are apparent. The serpent would

be able to walk and stand before the curse compelled him to

crawl upon his belly that is, in those cases in which he took the

form of a lizard; and he would be instantly recognized by the

audience as identical with Lucifer, both by his face and voice,

and sometimes by his crown.

If the pictures we have considered actually reflect the influence

of the plays, it would seem that there were two distinct types of

presentation of the serpent:

(1) That in which it is simply a serpent below, with no hind

legs; and human above, sometimes the head alone, and some-

times with arms and more or less of the trunk;

(2) That in which it has the body, or at least the hindquarters

1 Cohen, op. cit., p. 60, commenting on the fineness of suggestion in the

directions, says there are other gestures so exquisite that one might believe

they were indicated by a painter. Adam receiving the apple that Eve proffers

reminds him of the famous panels of Van Eyck. Does he momentarily forget

that the actors are gowned and standing behind curtains which screen them

to the shoulders?
- Or one like him, if the Temptation were given by a different guild.
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and tail of a dragon or lizard; and the head, or head and trunk,

human.
In the case of (1) there could be no walking about on the stage,

but the player would be obliged to lie concealed at the foot of

the tree until his cue came to crawl up the trunk. This is pre-

cisely the stage direction of a Lucerne play of 1583 in the case of

a human-headed, four-limbed serpent. After the curse, however,
he is directed to crawl on all fours away to Hell (vff alien Vieren

wider durch die Hell hinweg), i.e., out through Hell-mouth.

In the case of (2) I think that, except in some continental

stationary performances, the player generally walked on his

"hind legs." In the Greban Passion play Eden scene,
1 and

in plays expounded by Klimke and by Brandstetter it is expressly

stated that this is not to be done
;
but in the English Chester play

the fallen angel puts on his serpent disguise and enters Eden
while or just after speaking a soliloquy; in the York play the

directions imply walking; in the Hegge play it seems necessary;

the serpent's costume in the Norwich play seems to be adapted

thereto; a sixteenth century Breton play which indicates that

the serpent had feet and hands before the curse, though after

it he has to be carried out by fellow demons, seems to imply
that at first he walked; the Low-German play by Arnold Immes-
sen says that Lucifer enters paradise and climbs the tree as a

serpent in specie virginis.

It is to be noted that in both pictures and plays the serpent is

sometimes crowned. This is the case in the temptation scene in

the Biblia Pauperum. But let the plays themselves now give

their testimony.
It is possible that the play described by the Regensburg Annals

as including the creation of the angels, the fall of Lucifer, the

creation and fall of man, and the prophets, anticipated the

method of presenting the serpent which we find in the English
Chester play more than a century later, but I am unable to say
that it is probable. The notice in the annals gives the date of

this play as February 7, 1194; according to Carl Klimke this is

the earliest mention of a Paradise play in Germany.
2

In the thirteenth or fourteenth century, a Viennese Passion-

play describes the tempter in the Garden of Eden thus: "Adam

1
"Icy s'en va Sathan a quatre piez comme un serpent eniartiller auiour de

Varbre." Edition of Gaston Paris.
1 Carl Klimke, Das Volkstumliche Paradiesspiel, Breslau, 1902.
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et Eva sint in paradyso, et serpens dyabolus clam veniens ad Evam
et introspiciat sicut dicens

" x but gives no further description.

Perhaps we may infer from the clam veniens and the dicens that

this moving and speaking serpent is furnished with a human
head. The manuscript, according to Froning, though in a hand
of about 1320-1330, is doubtless a copy of a thirteenth century

play.

This brings us to the probable time of the composition of the

Chester plays, the oldest of the English cycles.
2

In the following tabulation of evidence from plays, I cannot

defend as logical my method of classifying by centuries. For

the most part I classify plays according to the date of the earliest

manuscript. In the case of the Chester plays I take the liberty

of attributing the origin to the fourteenth century, to which very

likely other of these plays also belong.

FOURTEENTH CENTURY

1. Chester, probably composed 1328, by Ranulf Higden.
Earliest MS., 1591.

The second Chester play (it follows the play of the Fall of

Lucifer) includes the creation of the world, divided according to

the six days; the creation of Adam and Eve; the temptation and

fall; the expulsion from Eden; the story of Cain and Abel.

The Demon tempter, evidently Lucifer, for he says he was

formerly the brightest angel, approaches Eden soliloquizing.
3

He says he must disguise himself:

A manner of an Adder is in this place,

that wynges like a byrd she hase,

feete as an Adder, a maydens face;

her kinde I will take.

Therefore, as brocke I my pane,

my adders coate I will put on,

and into paradice will I gone,

as fast as ever I may.

1 R. Froning, Das Drama des Mittelalters, Stuttgart, 1891.
2 E. K. Chambers, The Mediaeval Stage, Oxford, 1903, Vol. II, pp. 145, and

348-352: discussion of date and evidence for authorship.
3 The direction in one MS. is, "et veniet serpens ad paradisum positum in

specie Demonis et ambulando dicat" ; and in the three other MSS., "the ser-

pente shall Come up ovt of a hole and the deuille walkinge shot saye." See H.

Deimling, The Chester Plays, London, 1892.
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(Versus: Spinx Volucris penna, serpens pede, fronte puella.)
1

After the fall, questioned by God, Eve says,

This adder, lorde, shee was my foe

and sothelie deceaved me thoe,

and made me to eate that meate.

Then God pronounces the curse and the prophecy, and the

serpent goes out hissing,
2 Tune recedet serpens, vocem serpen-

tinam faciens. Unquestionably, fulfilling the curse, the serpent

glided out upon his belly.

2. Cornwall, play of fourteenth century.
3

The play opens with the creation, but lacks the fall of Lucifer.

A Latin note (at the end of the fifth day of creation), however,
indicates that this was probably played from another manu-

script: hie ludit Lucifer de celo. Norris interprets this as meaning

merely that Lucifer appears at this point!

In the temptation sc.ene the direction for the serpent reads:

diabolus tanquam serpens loquitur ad euam in arbore scientie et

dicit male ad euam. The direction for Eve reads: Tune accipiet

pomum et deferet ad adam et dicit Eva.

In speaking to Adam of the tempter, Eve calls him the 'angeP

(el)', in speaking to God, she calls him the
'

serpent' (sarf). God,
in cursing him, says he shall be cursed above all beasts : a gertho

war an nor veis, which Norris translates which go on the face of

the earth.

In this play, then, we have the tempter described as a devil

like a serpent, as an angel, and as a serpent. He speaks, and gives

the apple to Eve, which she receives.

FIFTEENTH CENTURY

3. Einbeck, Prussia, MS. of the first half of the century; by
Arnoldus Immessen. 4

In this play the scene of the temptation follows a rather splen-

did play, or opera, of the revolt and fall of Lucifer, the creation

of man, and conspiracy in Hell, wherein Lucifer announces his

intention of going to Eden.

1 Thus Deimling; Wright, following other MSS., gives it: superius volucris

penna, serpens pede, forma puella. What Deimling reads "Spinx" may also

be intended for superius: superius is the reading in all other MSS.
2
Or, possibly, merely making a cry in a "small voice": cf. the Norwich

serpent.
8 Edwin Norris, Ancient Cornish Drama, Oxford, 1859.
4 O. Schonemann, Der Sundenfall und Marienklage, Hanover, 1855.
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The direction which shows the entrance of the serpent gives

him specifically the name Lucifer, though indicating that the

part may be taken by another actor: lucifer Mrat paradifum et

afcendit arborem vel aliud nomine ipfius et dicit ferpens in fpecie

Virginia.

The audience then is expected to recognize in this walking (?)

serpent, Lucifer himself not merely one of his minions, but the

glorious archangel, son of the morning,
1 fallen from Heaven down

to that bad eminence, the lordship of Hell. Though a serpent,

he wears his serpent guise with a difference, in specie virginis.

Note that he enters Paradise and gets up into the tree. At the

conclusion of his speech of temptation he gives the apple to Eve;
he has forelimbs then, either reptilian or human :

Num, wlf, den appel unde love minem done.

Et dat fibi pomum
4. Paris, Mistere du Viel Testament,

2 ca. 1450.

In this monumental work the tempter in Eden is thus described :

Icy doit estre Sathan vestu d'un habit en mani&re de serpent et le

visage de pucelle.

5. Paris, play of ca. 1452, by Arnoul Gre*ban.3

In this play, in the temptation scene, Satan says:

D'aller en ce point,

on verroit trop tost ma falace;

je prendrai virginalle face

les piez et le corps serpentin.

The directions explain the manner of his entrance: Icy s'en va

Sathan a quatre piez comme un serpent entortiller autour de Varbre.

6. Lincoln (?)
4

. Ms. of 1468, known as the Hegge Mysteries.
6

The play of the temptation and fall of man is the second of the

Hegge plays : it is preceded by a play of the days of creation and

the fall of Lucifer.

1 "How art thou fallen from Heaven, O Lucifer, son of the morning!"

Isaiah, XIV, 12. This and the following verses constitute the basis for the

plays of the revolt of Lucifer.

2 Edition of J. de Rothschild and E. Picot, hi publications of Societe des

andens textes frangais, Paris, 1878-1885.
s La Nativity la Passion, la Resurrection de N.-S. J.-C. par Arnoul Greban,

edition of Gaston Paris and G. Raynaud, Paris, 1878.
4 Cf. Hardin Craig, 'The Coventry Cycle of Plays,' Athenaeum, August 16,

1913.
6 J. O. Halliwell, Ludus Coventriae, London, 1841.
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No stage directions indicate the entrance of the serpent, but

the speeches suggest that he accosts Eve with an apple held out

toward her:

Serpens. Heyl ffayr wyff and comely dame!

This ffrute to ete I the cownselle,

Take this appyl and ete this ssame

Take this appyl in thin hond,
And to byte therof thou ffond,

Take another to thin husbond.

Eve describes the serpent to Adam as a "
ffayr aungelle"; and to

God as a "werm with an aungelys face," adding "I suppose it

was Sathanas."

God in cursing the serpent, and the serpent in replying, inti-

mate that before the curse this serpent walked upright:

Deus. Thou wyckyd worm fful of pryde,

ffowle envye syt be thi syde,

Upon thi gutt thou xalt glyde
As werm wyckyd in kende.

Diabolus. At thi byddyng ffowle I falle,

I krepe hem to my stynkyng stalle,

ffor this ffalle I gynne to qweke,
With a my breche I breke

My sorwe comyth ful sone.

Evidently he falls on his belly and glides out.

7. Eger, play of ca. 1480. 1

After the fall of Lucifer, and the creation, Lucifer and his

comrades confer. Then Satan, who is here a different person
from Lucifer, goes to tempt Eve: transit ad paradisum dicens

Evam. . . . After his speech, the direction calls him a ser-

pent: Eva respondit serpenti.

He has hands, for he plucks the apple giving it to Eve: Et

tune Sathanas frangit pomum dans Eve. But Eve in speaking of

him to Adam calls him "die Schlang"; and speaking to God,
"die beese Schlang."
God in cursing him also calls him so: didt ad serpentem

1 G. Milchsack, Egerer Fronleichnams-spiel, Tubingen, 1881.
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O Schlang, du solt verflucht sein:

Das weiplich pildt das schwechet dich,

Dein gang sei nimer auffrichtigklich,

Also der weiplich nam dich krenckt;
Hinfuer kreiich auff dem paiich gesenckt.

SIXTEENTH CENTURY

8. Lucerne, play of 1545 discussed by Renward Brandstetter. 1

In this play the serpent tempter is described as, Mil eym
wybischen Angesicht, bekronnt, sonst alls ein gifftiger Wurm.

9. Brittany, play of ca. 1550, discussed by 1'Abbe Bernard. 2

In this Celtic play the tempter appears in three different forms :

first, as a leopard, second, as an old man; and third, as a serpent.

From his position in the tree he addresses Eve, telling her that

he is an angel of Heaven. Doubtless the face which appeared
from the tree was such as to bear out this assertion. Apparently
this serpent had four limbs, the upper probably human, for

God in cursing it says explicitly not only that it shall go on its

belly, but that it shall go without feet or hands (Hac nep na dorn

na troat). Then the serpent in the tree cries out, and his fellow

demons come to rescue him and carry him away, because he can

no longer walk (pa na hell quet querset).

10. Norwich, MS. of 1565.3

The Norwich play of the Temptation and the Expelling of

Adam and Eve out of Paradise is supplied with two prologues,

one to be used in case no other play preceded it in performance;
the other, in case the play of the creation of Eve (or some other

play of the fall of the angels and creation?) were given first. It

was performed by the Grocers.

The serpent is not described in the directions of the play, but

we learn from the Grocers' accounts that he wore a wig, a crown,

and "a cote with hosen & tayle steyned." We learn, moreover,

that the player who for the sum of 4d. played the serpent in this

play in 1534 was named Edmund Thurston.4

In the speech of the serpent, before the temptation, and in his

1 R. Brandstetter,
' Die Luzerner Buhnen-Rodel/ Germania, XXX, pp.

205 ff.

2 TAbbe Bernard, 'La Creation du Mond/ Revue Celtique, IX, X, and XI.
3 O. Waterhouse, The Nan-Cycle Mystery Plays, London (Early English

Text Soc.), 1909.
4 Waterhouse, op. cit. p. xxxiii.
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mode of addressing Eve, we get some hints of his characteriza-

tion: he says that to catch the man and woman he will use sub-

tlety and appear as an angel of light; and he cries to Eve, "Oh

lady of felicite, beholde my voyce so small!" When Eve is

questioned by God she says, "The Serpente diseayvyd me with

that his fayer face."

11. York, MS. of 1583. l

Plays were given at York as early as

1378.

The fifth York play gives the story of the temptation. It

follows plays of the creation, the fall of Lucifer, creation of man,
and the introduction of Adam and Eve into Eden.

Satan begins by expressing his envy of Adam and his determi-

nation to betray him. Then he says,

In a worme likness wille y wende,
And founde to feyne a lowde lesynge.

Eue, Eue! *

To which Eve replies, "Wha es fare?"

Satanas: "I, a frende.

And for thy gude es fe comynge,
I hydir sought."

When Eve asks who he is that counsels her to eat of the for-

bidden tree, he replies, "A worme Fat wotith wele how fat yhe

may wirshipped be."

When Eve is at last convinced, the direction reads, Et tune

debet accipere pomum. Satan bids her bite on boldly, and goes

out : Tune Satanas recedet. Eve describes him both to Adam and

to God, as "a worme." God in cursing him says,

"A! wikkid worme, woo worthe fe ay

And on thy wombe Fan shall Fou glyde."

But apparently the York serpent was not proficient in gliding

off on his belly, and, having already receded, does not illustrate

the biblical curse.

It is to be noted that Satan first says he will go in a worm's

likeness to betray man, and forthwith begins to call "Eve!
Eve!" He apparently comes forward to meet her when she

asks "Who is there?" and proffers the apple, for the direction

says she receives 2
it. When she has done so, and he sees she is

1 Lucy Toulmin Smith, York Mystery Plays, Oxford, 1885.
2
accipere, not capere.
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beginning to eat, he goes out. This is evidently a walking and

speaking serpent after the manner of the Chester play. I am
satisfied, in the light of the directions of the other plays, that this

serpent is of the lizard-with-a-lady's-face type.

12. Lucerne, play of 1583. 1

In this play the serpent tempter appears, Alls ein vierfiissiger

gifftiger Wurm angethan vnd gerust, mit wybischem Angsicht vnd

Stimm, ein Huben vnd Cron vff dem Houpt.
This is the serpent, of which I have already spoken, that lies

concealed until its cue comes to appear, but nevertheless crawls

off to Hell after it is cursed; it is significant that it lies concealed

in the Mount of Olives,
2 where Christ suffered agony and bloody

sweat: Sy zucht nit yn vff den Platz, sonder verbirgt sich fru jn
den Oelberg bis es an sy kompt zereden vnd so sy den Fluch emphan-
gen, krucht sy vff alien 'Vieren wider durch die Hell hinweg.

13. Lucerne, play of 1597. 3

In this play, as in the Lucerne play of 1583, the serpent lies

concealed until his cue to appear: Zucht ouch nit vff sonder ver-

birgt sich morgens fru jn Oelberg bis es Zyt jst, macht sy sich vff den

Bourn.

SEVENTEENTH CENTURY

14. Cornwall,
4
play of 1611, by William Jordan of Wendron.

In this play of the Creation of the world, which probably

preserves an old tradition, Lucifer is transformed into, A fyne

serpent made w
th
a virgyn face & yolowe heare upon her head.6

IV

How FAR THE ARTISTS WERE INFLUENCED BY THE PLAYS

It would be a mistake to suppose that the artists who repre-

sented the serpent with a human head were slavishly imitating
the figure as presented in the plays, or that one could take any
of the pictures and say of it that it showed exactly how the. play

1 R. Brandstetter, op. cit., p. 325.
2 Adam in this same play lies concealed until his creation in the same spot

which is later to be the sepulchre of Christ. This served not only convenience

but symbolism.
3 Brandstetter, op. cit., p. 342.
4 Edited by Davies Gilbert, with Keigwyn's translation.
6 O. Water-house, op. cit., p. xxxiii; E. K. Chambers, op. cit. II, p. 142.
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was given. Even those pictures which come nearest to doing so

are also somewhat controlled by the older tradition of the artists.

The nude figures of Adam and Eve are more lifelike than the

leather suits or fleshings worn by the actors could have appeared;
the fatal tree, the landscape, often with wild animals, are of a

size and elaboration in detail quite beyond the reach of the stage;

and the serpent, human head and all, often too diminutive

possibly to represent an actor. We shall have to be content to

say that the artist in depicting the old familiar scene had altered

it solely with regard to what he doubtless considered a matter of

fact. He was not trying to show how the plays were given, but

to make a devotional picture, and merely relied a little too much
on the authority of the writers of the plays.

The temptation scene from the Grabower altar of Master

Bertram (Fig. 3) is an excellent example of the extent and nature

of the play's influence upon the artist. I am convinced that in

this case the influence is immediate, because a good many points

of contact between plays and art are observable in the cycle of

paintings on the Grabower altar. In the temptation scene the

serpent is twined about the tree in the middle of the composition,

Adam standing on the left reaching for an apple, Eve on the right

eating an apple and pointing toward the tree. Except for the

human head on the serpent, the whole is almost exactly the

arrangement of the ancient tradition in art. The serpent and

the human head are obviously too small to represent an actor.

The artist has taken the supposed fact of the human head, but

has reduced the scale to something like the true dimensions of a

serpent. Some secondary influences of the play are perhaps to be

found in the stiff trees, the conventional star-sown sky of the

background, the bit of architectural detail in the lower right-

hand corner (which we know from other pictures in this cycle

represents the wall of the Garden of Eden), and the unlifelike-

ness of the nude figures. Of the last point too much should not

be made, for the church until a much later date did not counte-

nance the picturing of complete nakedness.

The serpent in Hugo van der Goes' painting (Fig. 5) seems to

have been painted from a model posed in the very costume of

the play as a four-footed poisonous serpent with a virgin's face.

It is a child, most likely a boy, who essays the r61e. Choir-boys
from time immemorial had sung the Gloria in excelsis, and since

the first brief plays of the Nativity, had represented the angelic
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choir, singing from the rood-loft or some other elevated place.

Now the serpent, being Lucifer himself or one of the defecting

angels, comes to tempt Eve with his fair face and small persuasive

voice. His adder's coat (with hosen'and tail stained, i.e. painted)

gives him the general appearance of a lizard. His demonic

nature is further attested by his little horn-like pigtails. Cer-

tainly no artist is under the necessity of suggesting horns in this

manner. 1 Goat's horns, characteristic of devils and satyrs, could

just as easily have been painted; any sort of small corneous pro-

cesses peeping through the golden locks would be more suggestive.

But anyone who has had the mortifying experience of dropping
half a moustache in a theatrical performance will realize the

great superiority of horns such as this little devil wears, over any
artificial goat's horn attached with fish glue. The pigtail horns

are for me the strongest assurances that this serpent is painted

directly from an actual performer in a mystery play of Adam.
Adam and Eve in the same picture are, on the other hand, evi-

dently painted from nude models and not from performers as

they appeared in the play.

I am convinced that the human-headed serpent of Christian

art was derived, not from myth or tradition,
2 but from a conven-

1 The woodcuts of the Nuremberg Chronicle show Moses with horns that are

apparently locks of hair, but not braided. This, in 1493, about the same time

as van der Goes' painting, seems to me to point to a probable influence of a

Moses play. The fifteenth century Biblia Pauperum shows Moses (Trans-

figuration scene) in the same manner.
2 As to Lilith, Lamia, and other female monsters, I have not been able to

find any evidence that they were thought of, or represented, in the middle

ages, as being half serpent and half woman. Rossetti emphasizes the baneful

nature of Lilith, the demon wife of Adam, by making her a partner with the

serpent in seeking the Fall of Adam. But Lilith is not, either in Rossetti or

in the Hebrew tradition so far as I am able to ascertain a serpent woman.

She is a female spirit of the night, sometimes taking the form of a cat, and

sometimes that of an owl. The passage in Isaiah (xxiv, 14) which in the King
James version reads, "the screech owl also shall rest there, and find for herself

a place of rest" has this comment on screech owl, "or, night monster" In

the Hebrew, the word is Lilith; in the Vulgate, it is Lamia. Wyclif follows the

Vulgate, and the marginal comment in the Wyclif Bible is, "lyk a womman

above, and hath horse feet bynethe and sleeth hir owne whelpis."

J. Lempriere, in the article Lamiae in his Bibliotheca Classica (New York,

1833) describes the creatures thus: "Certain monsters of Africa, who had the

face and breast of a woman, and the rest of the body like that of a serpent.

They allured strangers to come to them; and though they were not endowed

with the faculty of speech, yet their hissings were pleasing and agreeable."
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tion of the mystery play stage, a convention much more common
and widespread than has heretofore been recognised: indeed, it

seems to me, with the exception of the Anglo-Norman Adam
play, almost universal.

JOHN K. BONNELL.
UNITED STATES NAVAL ACADEMY,
ANNAPOLIS, MD.

And he gives the following citations: "Philostr. in Ap. Horat. Art. Poet. v.

340 Pint, de Curios. Dion."

But in all these references the only thing suggesting the serpent is Apol-
lonius' warning to Menippus: "crb nkvTot." dirtv "6 *caX6s re Kal {nr6 T&V KO.\&V

yvvaiK&v dr)pcv6n&>os cxfriv 6a\irei.s Kal at 6$is." (IV, 25).

But to say, "You cherish a serpent and a serpent cherishes you," is not by
any means to imply that the physical form of the beautiful witch Lamia is

half serpent. Her loveliness, on the contrary, is implied throughout the story.

See also Diodorus Siculus, Lib. xx; and Blaydes' note on Aristophanes' Frogs,

v. 293. Compare also Roscher, Lexikon der griech. u. rom. Mythologie, s. v.

Lamia, Vol. II, cols. 1819 ff.

*

The classical Siren may have had some influence on our human headed

monster the wings, the virginial face, the persuasive voice, are certainly

closely parallel.
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THE PRINCETON HEAD OF ATHENA

THE Princeton head of Athena is a recent gift to the Museum

by Mrs. A. H. Joline of New York City who acquired it from a

dealer in Rome about fifteen years ago. The total height of the

fragment is 33 cm. The marble has sustained several injuries.

The tip of the helmet, the nose, and the left half of both lips

were broken off, and the restorations of the latter are obvious.

The broken end of the helmet

has been trimmed in recent

times and is now separated
from the hair by a groove
which appears to be contemp-

orary with the trimming

(Fig. 1). The more detailed

treatment of the hair below

this groove on the right side

is probably also modern, for

it presents a sharp contrast

to the freer and more general

treatment of the other locks.

A large piece is missing from

the left side of the helmet

including most of the ridge

but enough remains to show

that there was no crest. The

surface has suffered from

weather particularly on the

left side.

The pose of the statue to which the head belonged may be

inferred from the inclination of the neck. Athena seems to

have been in the act of moving forward while looking in the

direction of her extended right arm. Her right shoulder was

somewhat raised and advanced. The action was vigorous and

implies the presence of another figure to justify it. Several

American Journal of Archaeology, Second Series. Journal of the OQ9
Archaeological Institute of America, Vol. XXI (1917), No. 3 ^y^

FIGURE 1. HEAD OF ATHENA:

PRINCETON
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details would indicate that the statue was set against a wall and

that the left side of the head was turned toward the observer.

The left side of the face is more corroded than the right. More

significant are the sharper accents of the left side of the head

where the locks of hair are more deeply incised. The inner

corner of the left eye is set farther back than that of the right.

A detail of the helmet reveals a corresponding difference. The
left side of the nose-guard is carved in higher relief than the

right. This higher relief of the left side and the resultant deeper
shadows there seem to mean
that the left side was designed

to receive more light, i.e., that

it was turned away from a

wall. The brighter light

would counteract the heavier

shadow of the left side.

These deductions suggest

that the Princeton head is a

fragment of a pedimental

group. The very general

treatment of the hair, implying
a position somewhat removed

from the eye, is consistent with

such a conclusion. In a pedi-

mental group found in frag-

mentary condition at Eleusis,
1

representing the rape of Perse-

phone, there was a helmeted

Athena whose pose closely re-

sembled that of the Athena

under discussion. In that

group Athena was represented as looking in the direction of her

extended right arm and seeking to prevent the theft. May it

be that the Princeton head is a fragment of a gable group of

the same subject?

A detail of interest is the leather head-gear beneath the helmet

the rolled edges of which appear on either side above the ear and

behind the head (Fig. 2) . A leather cap is a characteristic feature

of the crestless helmets which Athena wears in Corinthian

FIGURE 2. HEAD OF ATHENA:
PRINCETON.

APX . 'E<*>. 1893, pp. 191-200, pi. XIV.
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coin-types of the fourth century. Many examples are illustrated

in the catalogue of Corinthian coins in the British Museum, but

none offers a parallel in detail to the leather cap of the marble
head. In the coin-types there is a. very conspicuous neck-flap
which the sculptor has wisely curtailed and represented as a

broad roll.

The sculptor and the die-cutter differ in another point. The
helmet in these coin-types of the fourth century is set regularly
so low on the head as to conceal the brow completely, while in

free sculpture, as in Corinthian coin-types, of the early fifth

century, it is raised so that the brow is quite visible and sometimes

the wavy hair above it. The helmet of the Princeton head is

carved solid with the nose-guard in relief to prevent fracture, and
herein differs from that of the Athena Velletri where there is a

close adherence to the. metallic prototype with free nose guard
and separated cheek-pieces. As the Corinthian helmet developed,
the nose-guard tended to become smaller,

1 and it may be that

our sculptor had in mind the later form. The nose-guard of

the Athena in the Louvre2 and of the Disney head,
3 both late

fifth century types, is very long.

The position of the heavy helmet of solid marble presents a

problem. The sculptor in this instance has made the neck rather

heavy and set the helmet at such an angle that it neithers crowns

the head too conspicuously nor yet appears in danger of falling

off. The line of gravity lay within the figure. This is not true

of the Cyrene Athena,
4 where the beauty of the profile is marred

by the projecting mass of the helmet which is clearly in unstable

equilibrium.

Statues of Athena wearing the Corinthian helmet are sufficiently

numerous,
5 but no one of the examples which I have seen in good

reproductions is stylistically close to the Princeton Athena.

The contrast between it and fifth century types is striking.

The severer quality of the earlier types is well illustrated by the

Athena Giustiniani in the Vatican which has the character

of a cult image. The forms of its face are fuller, while the face of

the Princeton head is a pleasing oval of more animated expression

1 Daremberg et Saglio, Diet. Aut. s. .v. galea.
2 Monuments Grecs II, pi. XII.

*J.H.S. 1899, pi. I.

4
Norton, Bernini and Other Studies, pis. LX-LXI.

^Reinach, Repertoire, I, 162, 3; 227; II, 275.
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but less sharply defined details (Fig. 3) . The latter belongs to the

type of the Athenas in the Grey and Carlisle collections and in the

museum at Stockholm. 1 In all three, the helmet hides the hair

above the forehead to a greater

extent than in the Princeton

head, and the hair concealing

the upper part of the ear is

gathered together at the base

of the neck. The helmets are

of the same extremely plain

form.

The style of the Princeton

head presupposes the art of

Praxiteles with his softer

treatment of details. This is

noticeable in the eye wjiere

the transition from eyeball to

lid is barely perceptible. But
the corners of the mouth are

hard, especially in front view,

and detract somewhat from

the impression of freedom and
FlGURE 3_HEAD OF ATHENA .

delicacy which the modelling PRINCETON.
of the face produces. Com-

pared with the Hermes, the only certain index of Praxitelean

style, the Princeton Athena shows much less variation of surface.

The sculptor of the latter must have worked in the last years
of the fourth century or the first of the third.

G. W. ELDERKIN.
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY,

PRINCETON, N. J.

Reinach, Repertoire, I, p. 229.
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AN ETRUSCAN OPENWORK GRILL IN THE UNIVER-
SITY MUSEUM, PHILADELPHIA

IT is the purpose of this article to call attention to part of a

very remarkable collection of Etruscan architectural terra-cotta

fragments in the possession of the University Museum in Phila-

delphia. Among these are some pieces of a grill. This forms the

special subject of this paper.

The fragments from which this grill has been restored (Fig. 1)

are said to have been found at Orvieto, in excavations conducted

by Signor Mancini, an antiquarian of that city. They were

procured in Rome in 1896, with the other architectural terra-

cottas in the Museum, by Professor A. L. Frothingham.

Orvieto, which by many is believed to be the site of the ancient

Etruscan city of Volsinii, rather than the modern Bolsena which

retains the name, has in the past forty or fifty years yielded rare

treasures to the spade of the archaeologist. Many sumptuously

painted tombs have been found there, representing the finest

period of Etruscan art. The local museum, and the private

collection of Count Faina, which is generously thrown open to

scholars on application, are full of objects found in the neigh-

borhood. And why not? for if Orvieto is on the site of the ancient

Volsinii, we should expect to find rich spoils buried beneath the

ground; for Volsinii was one of the most important, and said to

be the wealthiest, of the Twelve Cities of the Etruscan Federa-

tion.

It may be well here to review the history of Volsinii, so far as it

is known from the ancient writers. There is, indeed, but little

to record; it took part in various wars against the Romans, as

various references to Livy will prove. These wars began in 392

B.C., when the Romans decisively defeated the Volsinians, and

reduced them to a temporary state of submission. But in 311,

they united with the other Etruscan cities in a long war against

Rome, that lasted three years, and only ended for them in the

capture and sack of the city by the enemy in 308. Nevertheless,

American Journal of Archaeology, Second Series. Journal of the

Archaeological Institute of America, Vol. XXI (1917), No. 2
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they appeared again only fourteen years after thie, in 294, ar-

rayed with other allies against Rome. They were badly beaten;

but in 280 they were engaged in a last struggle to maintain their

FIGURE 1. OPENWORK GRILL: PHILADELPHIA.

independence; again they failed, and were obliged to submit to

the city on the Tiber. From that time, the city was undoubtedly

tributary to Rome; for we hear little more of it in history. In
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265-264, the Roman army was employed to subdue the slaves of

the Volsinians, who had risen against their masters, and secured

the control of the city. It is probable that after 280 the Etruscan

city of Volsinii, if it had ever been at Orvieto, was moved to Bol-

sena, which certainly was the Volsinii of Roman imperial times.

Although these terra-cotta fragments have been in the Uni-

versity Museum ever since 1897, they have remained unpub-
lished. The reasons ,for this are not hard to seek. In the first

place, there was considerable doubt as to the exact place from

which many of them came, although there never has been any
doubt about the provenance of the grill published here; in the

second place, the subject of the use of terra-cotta in Etruscan

architecture is one about which little has been written. The
authors of this article are collaborating in a careful study of the

architectural terra-cottas in the possession of the University

Museum in Philadelphia, and the Metropolitan Museum in New
York, and they hope to publish their results, of which this is but

one small part, in the near future.

As a result of a preliminary examination of the material, it

was decided first to take up the grill, as it seemed to offer very
attractive problems. The pattern had to be restored; then, the

length and height of each slab determined; finally, and most

important of all, its position on the building from which it

came. There was also the question of its date; and there, as so

little has been proven, one man's guess might be as good as

another's.

To determine the pattern was easy; the fragments proved

sufficiently numerous to afford not the least difficulty in that re-

spect. Moreover, there were several pieces that showed just

how the slabs ended. Having determined the pattern, it was

also easy to determine the original height, which was found to be

38 cm. It was the length that offered difficulty. Did each slab

include two, three, or four palmettes at the top? Here we were

helped by published examples of similar grills. One at Copen-

hagen (Fig. 2)
1

,
found at Cervetri, the ancient Caere, would al-

low four palmettes, were it not for an allegorical female figure,

which covers the place that would be taken by two of them.

Another in Berlin,
2 also from Caere, is restored with six; but we

believe that this restoration is incorrect. One found at Segni,

1

Published, Arndt, La Glyptotheque Ny-Carlsberg, pi. 173.

2
Published, ibid., text (by Wiegand), fig. 13 in colors, opposite p. 24.
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is restored with four (Fig. 3) ;

L while a fourth from Civita Castel-

lana, the ancient Falerii, has three palmettes (Fig. 4).
2

FIGURE 2. GRILL FROM CAERE: COPENHAGEN. (After Arndt)

We were helped more, however, by the fragments themselves

than by publications of similar objects. A close examination of

the palmettes revealed the fact that they were not all alike, nor

1 Published by R. Delbrueck, Das Capitolium von Signia, pi. V, no. 4.

Published Not. Scav. 1888, p. 420, fig. 3. Also publ. in colors, Durm,
Baukunst der Etrusker.
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from the same mould. It is sufficient to say here that we found

that they fell into three classes. This seemed to us to point
rather significantly to the idea of three palmettes to a slab, and
we laid our plans accordingly. In this way, we think we have

determined the exact length of each slab to be 44.5 cm.

Having done this, the next question was, With how many

FIGURE 3. GRILL FROM SIGNIA.

slabs were we dealing? It was obvious, as a glance at Figure 1

shows, that there was more than enough material for one slab.

The number of palmettes alone proved that. By great good

luck, we found that at least four varieties of clay were repre-

sented, if not more. We therefore have assumed four slabs,

though, as will be shown later, there may be many more.

Let us now consider the fragments as a whole, and see what

may be learned from them. Color

was used to a great extent, and

abundant traces of red, white,

and black are found. There is a

possibility that blue was also

used, but it cannot be proven.

The palmettes were very brilliant

in their day. They are com-

posed of seven petals, alternate

red and black, on a white slip,

the central petal in every case

being black. In every case but

one (Fig. 1, fragment 6, at the right) the red and black seem to be

overcolor laid on a creamy white slip. The petals were enclosed

with outer bands of white. The palmettes were connected with

the rest of the grill by supports of white, edged with red and black.

This edging returns on the reveals as well as the front. This same

FIGURE 4. GRILL FROM FALERII.
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scheme seems to apply to all of the grill, except the rims of the

wheel-like ornaments, and the figure-8 pattern in the centre.

These were probably plain white. There is a possibility that the

hubs of the ''wheels" were blue; for we know that in the examples
in Copenhagen and Berlin the hubs had that color. But the

absence here of any trace of color makes it impossible to prove
this. The base is of white, with a " maeander "

or
"
wall of Troy"

pattern in alternate red and black overcolor on a white slip. It

is somewhat thicker than the rest of the grill.

A glance at Section BB, to the left of Slab III (Fig. 1), shows

that the base was held to the member on which it rested by strong

pins," the pinholes being as long as the base is high. The frag-

ment of base in Slab I has a pinhole on each side where it is broken

off (indicated by arrows) . It will also be noticed that the palm-
ettes often have very deep pinholes. Arrow-marks have been

put over each palmette, to show where these holes occur.

It is significant that all of the openwork grills published so far

have pinholes in the palmettes. Various theories have been

advanced about their purpose, one being that bronze rays went

into these holes to protect the grill from birds. But any pat-

tern of this kind would necessarily be symmetrical, and one would

expect to find the pinholes in the same places and in the same

number on each palmette. In the example in Philadelphia,

however, the reverse is the truth; the holes occur sometimes in

the centre of the petals, sometimes between them; sometimes

there is but one hole, sometimes as many as five. Another

interesting fact is that, instead of radiating with the palmettes,

as would be expected, all the holes in these examples are vertical,

and go straight down.

Let us now take up the different slabs in the order of their num-
bers in Figure 1.

I (upper left). Clay, pinkish. Preserved; centre and right

palmettes, the right fragmentary; a portion of the base; pieces

from the lower ends at right and left; and four other fragments,

three of which fit together. In addition, the fragments 1, 2,

and 4, on the right, are of the same material. 1 and 2 are centre

palmettes, 4 is a right palmette. This shows that we really have

to deal with at least three slabs made of this kind of clay; but

for convenience we have combined all that could possibly go

together.

II (upper right). Clay, cream-color, and coarse. Preserved;
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all three palmettes, in fragments, and three good-sized pieces of

the centre grill. In addition, fragment 3 at the right, a centre

palmette, is of this fabric. We have, therefore, to deal with at

least two slabs of this clay.

III (lower left). Clay, much as in II, but with the back

covered by a fine slip of the same color, not found on the other

clays. The openwork fragments have the edges of the cuts bev-

elled at the back. Preserved; fragments of the three palmettes;
a portion of the base; a left end piece at the centre of the design;

and five other fragments of the grill. In addition, fragment 5

at the right is of this clay. It is from a left palmette but does

not join with the one already in place. We have, therefore, evi-

dence of at least one other slab of the same clay.

IV (lower right). -Clay, yellowish grey. Preserved; parts of

the three palmettes, and a small fragment of the grill.

Fragment 6 is of a quality of clay utterly different from that

encountered in any other piece, being a deep brick-red. As has

been already noted, the red and black of the petals, instead of

being applied as. overcolor on a white ground, is laid directly on

the clay. There is some doubt as to whether it belongs to the

original grill, though apparently it is from the same mould as the

left hand palmettes of the other slabs. It may, perhaps, be a

restoration of later date, or even of modern workmanship, for

nothing is too small for a forger.

We have reserved discussion of the problem of the pinholes,

until we take up the difficult question of the position occupied

by this grill on the building of which it was an architectural

member. We believe that the previous restorations proposed
for other such ornaments are structurally impossible. A grill,

placed as the one from Falerii has been restored (Figs. 5 and 6),

would be broken off by the first high wind that blew, for the

support from below is too slight, and the ornament too thin, to

stand rough treatment. As will be seen, it is thought of as

fitting into a groove in the cyma, above the raking cornice. It

is obvious that the Philadelphia grill could have gone in no such

position; for the base is elaborately decorated with a maeander

pattern, which was evidently meant to be seen; what, then,

would be the point of decorating the base in such a manner, if

it is to be concealed in a groove? It is, therefore evident that

the example in the University Museum rested free of support

from the sides, and was held to the member below it by the pins
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or dowels that run through the pinholes shown in Section BB
in Figure 1.

But it will be said, "This, too, is structurally impossible, for

it has even less support than the other way." Yes, true; if we
are to consider the grill as of single thickness. And now conies

FIGURE 5. GRILL FROM FALERII, RESTORED.

the solution of the problem offered by the pinholes in the palm-
ettes. We believe that there were two thicknesses; that two
slabs were set back to back, and held together by bronze staples

that fitted into these pinholes. For the Etruscans did not

know how to make a single slab of double thickness, with the

design on both faces. When they wanted such a thing, they
had to make two single ones, and set them against each other.
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Furthermore, we believe that not only is this the correct

solution of the problem for the grill in Philadelphia, but that the

same thing is true of all the grills cited in previous publications.
1

If this be the case, it is evident that they cannot be thought of

as fitting into a groove in the cyma on a raking cornice.

Having committed ourselves, then, to the theory that this grill

was of double thickness, we were still at sea; for we had not as

yet established its place on the building. Aesthetically there

would be no need of a double grill above the raking cornice, for

only one side of it would be visible.

Nor would it be aesthetically good to

have a double grill on the sides, from

antefix to antefix, another place sug-

=L gested, and in either places a single

thickness would be structurally im-

possible. We have, therefore, come
to the conclusion that there is but

one place where such a decoration

would be at all appropriate: and that

is along the ridge-pole. This is a new

idea, and one which may excite ad-

verse criticism; but there are rep-

resentations on Roman revetments

in the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston

(Figs. 7 and 8), showing buildings with

just such ornamentation2
. We think

that this position, with a grill of double thickness, will satisfy all

structural and aesthetic requirements.
3

1
I.e., those from Signia and Falerii, and those in Copenhagen and Berlin.

2 Cf . Gusman, L'Art Decoratif de Rome, pi. 153.

3 As a further confirmation of this view, we may recall the fact that orna-

mentation of the ridge-pole with palmettes was practised by the Greeks,

although, of course, it was not usual
;
but cf . the following buildings at Olympia :

Treasury of the Sicyonians (palmettes in marble), Curtius and Adler, Olympia,

"Tafelband" I, Pis. XXVII, XXVIII, and text, vol. 1, pp. 40-44; Treasury
of the Megarians (palmettes in marble), ibid., I, pi. 36: II, Pis. XC1X, 4-7,

and CXVI, 5; text, vol. I, pp. 50-53; Treasury of Gela (palmettes in terra-

cotta) ibid., I, pi. XLI; II, pis. XCIX, 1-3, and CXVI, 2; text, vol. I, pp.

53-56. Similar palmettes have frequently been shown in restorations of

Greek temples, as at Aegina (Furtwangler) but the authority for this is ques-

tionable. Decorated ridges are not uncommon in reliefs and frescoes of

Roman buildings, as is witnessed by the examples illustrated above.

FIGURE 6. SECTION OF
FIGURE 5.
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FIGURE 7. TERRACOTTA REVETMENT: BOSTON.

Evidence that similarly decorated roof-ridges were common to

later Roman architecture is supplied by the fact that numerous

examples of ridge-crestings occur on buildings of the eleventh

and twelfth centuries in Provence and Auvergne. These crest-

ings are made of slabs of stone, pierced to form patterns of

interlaced circles and semi-circles. It is very significant that

they are found only in Auvergne, where the tradition of Roman
architecture is especially strong, and in Provence, where Roman
detail' is so literally copied as to appear almost classic. 1

Now comes the question as to how to date this architectural

ornament. We believe that the specimen in the University

Museum is perhaps the earliest example of such an architectural

member existing today. The one from Signia is the only one

1 Publications of buildings where these crestings occur will be found in the

following places; for buildings in Provence, Revoil, Architecture Romane, vol.

I, pis. VII, VIII, Lllf, LXV; vol. II, pis. XXVI, LI; for Auvergne, Baudet
and Perrault-Dabot, Monuments Historiques, vol. IV, pis. VIII, IX, X, XII,
XIII; Gailhabaud, Monuments Anciens et M.odernes, vol. II, pis. XLVIII,
XLIX.
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FIGURE- 8. TERRACOTTA REVETMENT: BOSTON.

of those we have cited that can possibly antedate it. We are

inclined to think, however, that these two grills are of about the

same period. As has been said earlier, there is no sure way of

dating these architectural terra-cottas, and one man's guess is

just as good as another's. Our conclusion, however, is that the

example in Philadelphia should be put at the end of the fifth or

beginning of the fourth century B.C. The other three come in

the following order; the one in Berlin, perhaps in the middle

of the fourth century; and those from Falerii and in Copenhagen,
at the end of the fourth or beginning of the third century. The

grill in the University Museum is simpler in design than any of

these others, save possibly that from Signia; and of this there is

so little preserved that we cannot tell much about the pattern.

Leaving this out of consideration, let us take up the points of

difference between the specimen in Philadelphia and the later

ones.

In the example in the University Museum, the
" wheels" have

four spokes; in the others, they have but three. In the same

example, the "wheels" and the "figure-8" patterns are kept

quite separate; in the others they run into each other, in a way
that gives a very unpleasant sensation of crowding. This
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attempt to crowd the greatest possible number of details into the

least amount of space is a late sign. In the example in Philadel-

phia, the palmettes are true palmettes; in Berlin, the bad repro-

duction 1 makes it impossible to tell much about them; while in

Copenhagen, and in the example from Falerii, they are degraded
and conventionalized in a way that can only be late. All this

evidence shows that the specimen in the University Museum of

Philadelphia antedates all the others, except possibly the one

from Signia; and not only does it antedate them, but it is of far

greater artistic merit than any of them. 2

STEPHEN BLEECKER LUCE, JR.

LEICESTER BODINE HOLLAND.
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

J

Seep. 3, note 2.

2 The excellent article, 'Architectural Terra-cottas from Two Temples at

Falerii Veteres,' by Miss Mary Taylor and Mr. H. C. Bradshaw, in B.S.R.

VIII, 1916, pp. 1-34, pis. I, II, appeared too late for us to use in preparing
this paper. It republishes with most beautiful drawings the temple at Fal-

erii to which we have referred in this article. The grill is mentioned, as a

'cresting a jour,' on p. 28, and drawn on pi. II. The authors adhere to the

restoration suggested in Not. Scav., to which we cannot agree; although we
realize that they have had the great advantage of working with the fragments

themselves, which we have been able to do only in the case of the Philadelphia

specimens. In spite of the investigations of Miss Taylor and Mr. Bradshaw,
we still maintain, therefore, that the only structurally possible place for

these grills is along the ridge-pole.
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NICOLE'S CORPUS DES CfiRAMISTES GRECS

THE publication in 1886 of the second edition of Klein's

memorable work on the Meistersignatures, was the signal for the

appearance of a number of articles by other archaeologists sup-

plementing and rectifying some of the data therein contained.

With such a precedent it may not therefore be amiss if in the

following pages the same task be undertaken with regard to the

'Corpus des Ceramistes Grecs' which appeared this winter in the

last number of the Revue Archeologique
1 from the pen of Professor

Georges Nicole, well known to scholars from his Supplementary

Catalogue of the Athens vases and his illuminating study of the

work of the vase-painter Meidias.

Ever since Klein's work appeared the need of an additional

work along the same lines has been manifest, a need increasing

from year to year until now it has become a vital necessity.

Professor Nicole has attempted to supply the deficiency in his

Corpus and the thanks of all scholars are due him for his article.

The material is compactly and systematically arranged, and it

will certainly be a valuable addition to the library of any student

who is working in the field of Attic ceramics.

Unfortunately, the presentation of the material is not com-

pletely successful, as some rather vital omissions occur and a

number of faulty references have crept into the text. Consid-

ering the difficulties which confront the European scholar at the

present time and the fact that in this case the author was in

Geneva while the article was being printed in Paris, a large number

of errors must be laid at the door of the printer.

The article, as stated in the preface, is to form part of a truly

monumental work, the Recueil archeologique Paul Milliet, which

is to appear in time and consist of three volumes containing all

the literature, ancient and modern, pertaining to all the Greek

artists in fact a glorified and complete edition of Overbeck's

famous Schriftquellen, but far wider in its scope. Although the

1 R. Arch. IV, 1916, pp. 373-412.

American Journal of Archaeology, Second Series. Journal of the Qflft
Archaeological Institute of America, Vol. XXI (1917) No. 3.
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work is not as yet finished, the part dealing with the vase painters

has been published in a preliminary and provisional form, since

to quote the introduction "il nous a semble que nos recapitula-

tions ne pouvaient que gagner a passer une premiere fois sous les

yeux des directeurs de musee et des ceramographes. Les cor-

rections et les complements qu'ils voudront bien nous suggerer

seront inseres dans la deuxieme edition, lors du tirage du Recueil

Paul Milliet."

In accordance with this request I am enboldened to offer the

following suggestions and corrections. The page numbers refer

to those of the R. Arch, and the others to the headings of the

artists as enumerated by Professor Nicole.

Page 377. 12 (Amasis. No. 1: Cab. de Med. 222 not 212.

Nos. 3 and 7 are the same vase, and the reference in the case of

7 is Annual Report, 1901, not 1902.

Page 378. 16 (Archikles).
1 No. 4 is signed by Glaukytes

alone. No. 5 is in tfye collection of Sig. Augusto Castellani,
Rome.

19 (Epitimos). Dr. Robert Zahn wrote me last year that the

cylix had been seen by him a few years before in the possession of

the French engineer, M. Vivanet, at Cagliari, Sardinia.

Page 379. 21 (Ergotimos). No. 4 also bears the signature
of Klitias. The Berlin number of 5 is Inv. 3151 (Arch. Am.
1889, p. 91). Nos. 6-7: B.S.A. 1898-99, not 1896-97.

23 (Euphiletos). The pinax is in the museum at Eleusis, not
at Athens.

Page 380. 24 (Exekias). No. 9 is in the possession of Sig.

Augusto Castellani. The fragment in Klein's possession (Meis-
tersignaturen, p. 40, no. 6) is omitted. The reference to J.H.S.
should be 1885, p. 28, not 1887.

26 (Hermogenes). Nos. 16 and 18 are the same vase. No. 19

is signed by Taleides alone. Klein, No. 17 (C.I.G. 8191) is

omittfed from the list.

Page 381. In the paragraph at the top of the page Vente
Sambon should be Vente Canessa; the catalogue of the Canessa
sale was prepared by Arthur Sambon.

29 (Kleimachos). The fragment is from the top of a large

vessel, probably an amphora; it is not a pinax.

Page 383. 46 (Sokles). No. 3 from the collection of Noel des

Vergers, not Desnoyers.
49 (Taleides). No. 5: as stated above, Berlin 1762 is signed

by Taleides alone and not in collaboration with Hermogenes.
No. 1: Wiener Vorlegebldtter, 1889, pi. v, 1, not v, 2.

Page 384. The artist Telesaia(s) (Pollak, Arch. Epigr. Mitt.

1895, p. 19) is not included in the list.

1 The spelling of Greek names is that of M. Nicole.
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53 (Tleson). No. 9: Arch. Anz. 1890, p. 11, no. 15, not p.

140, pi. viii. No. 27: Coll. Dzialinska; better Vases a I'hotel

Lambert.

Page 385. Nos. 41 and 42 are the same vase, in Boston.
The reference to the Annual Report should be 1898 instead of

1899. The following vases signed by Tleson are omitted from the
list: Boston 92.2655 (Robinson, Cat. 364); Brit. Mus. 411;
Taranto (Not. Scav. 1903, p. 205); Naples 2627, a r. f. cylix

(Schneider, Rom. Mitt. 1889, p. 164) which Klein, Meistersig-

naturen, p. 75, rejected on entirely insufficient grounds; and Wash-
ington (A.J.A. IV., 1900, p. 161).

54 (Theozotos). Louvre F 69 is a cyathos, not a cantharos.
57 (Xenokles). No. 6 is in the Faina Coll. Orvieto. No. 7,

the same. The reference to Pollak refers, as far as I can discover,
to a third cylix with the signature in the Museo Civico, Orvieto.

Two signed vases are omitted from the list: Boston 98.921

(Klein, No. 9) and 99.529 (Ann. Rep. 1899, p. 71, No. 27).

Page 386. 59 (Epiktetos). No. 3 has been published by
Walters, J.H.S. 1909, pi. 12.

Page 387. Nos. 6 and 7 are the same, Louvre G 5. No. 10:

Brit. Mus. E 37 not 7. No. 23: Fig. 207 in Perrot refers to

No. 7, Louvre G 5. No. 30: there is no fragment in Con-

stantinople signed by Epiktetos, as Professor Nicole acknowl-

edged after it had been called to his attention. Klein, Nos. 5

and 22, as well as an Acropolis fragment with the signature, have
been omitted from the list.

Page 388. 60 (Hischylos). The cylix signed by Hischylos
in the Ricketts-Shannon Collection, London, (Walters, J.H.S.

1909, pi. 8) has not been included in the list.

61 (Nicosthenes) . No. 14: the Perrot reference is fig. 166,

not 186.

Page 389. No. 26: Wiener Vorlegebldtter, 1890-91, pi. ii,

la, refers to No. 23. Nos. 36 and 49 are the same vase. Nos.

37-39 : only Klein, No. 6, has disappeared : Klein's Nos. 7 and 8

are 16 and 17 in Nicole's list. Nos. 42-48: eight vases have dis-

appeared, not seven. No. 55 is a cyathos not a celebe.

Page 390. No. 59: the Perrot reference is to No. 58, and
should be fig. 170, not 159. No. 61: the reference should be

Wiener Vorlegebldtter, 1889 instead of 1890-91. No. 62; the

Perrot reference should be under No. 61. No. 63: the foot with

the signature does not belong to the vase. No. 66: Klein, No.
60 not 59. No. 67 is a phiale and should have been included in

the section below. Nos. 72-76 : only four fragments of cylices
from the Acropolis are provided with signatures, not five. No. 77

is a cyathos not a cylix. No. 86: Perrot, fig. 165, not 166.

The following have been omitted from the list: Rome, Castel-

lani Collection (Klein, No. 55); cyathos in the Brit. Mus.

(J.H.S. 1898, p. 292); cylix in Philadelphia (A.J.A. 1909, p.
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142); and the following in Klein's list, Nos. 9, 17, 18, 45, 52, and
59. 1

Page 391. 62 (Pamphaios). No. 2: Milliet-Giraudon, class

5, not 1. No. 5 is a cylix, not a hydria.

Page 392. No. 8 : the signature does not belong to the vase.

No. 25: the reference should be Boll. Arte 1909, p. 474. Three
vases with signature have been omitted from the list: Boston

95.32; Klein, No. 15 (Mus. Stieglitz, Petrograd); and No. 23

(in the possession of M. Vivanet, Cagliari).
2

Page 393. 65 (Skythes). No. 4: Perrot, p. 580, not 586.

Page 394. 70 (Brygos). No. 5: Wiener Vorlegebldtter, Ser.

C, pi. vii, not viii.

Page 395, section 2. Brit. Mus. E 68, not 47. Hartwig, pi.

35 refers to the vase in Florence: pi. 36 to the vase in Orvieto.

Furtwangler-Reichhold, pi. 94, not 44, and pi. 84 refers to the
Vienna scyphos, not the vase in Munich.

71 (Chachrylion). No. 3: Boston, Ann. Rep. 1895, not* 1902.

Page 396. No. 12: the reference in Perrot is to E 41 not
40. Under attributions, Berlin, Inv. 3232, not 3222.

Page 397. No. 6 is in Boston. No. 13: Perrot, p. 550, not
556. No. 24: Wiener Vorlegeblalter, pi. x, not pi. v. No. 26:

Hartwig, pi. 67, not 57. As far as I know the fragment is still

in the possession of M. Theodor Reinach, Paris. No. 29: the

inscription is doubtful and the style does not seem to be that of

Douris. In any case it is problematical whether it ought to be
included among the signed vases.

Page 398. No. 33: the reference in J.H.S. is to Athens,
CC 1166, generally attributed to Euphronios. No. 34 has no

inscription. Sect. 2. Hartwig, pi. 68, refers to Louvre G 123.

Page 400. Sect. c. No. 8: Perrot, figs. 256-257 bis: 258
is the vase, Louvre G 108. No. 9 has only the signature of

Euphronios. Omitted from list: Hauser's cylix, signed, J.H.S.

1915, p. 124. Sect. 3. Hartwig, p. 102, not 2.

Page 402. 81 (Euxitheos). No. 3: if the Leyden amphora
is attributed above (p. 401, No. 5:

"
attribution quasi certaine")

to Euthymides, it is difficult to see how "on attribue avec cer-

titude" the same vase to Euxitheos.
83 (Hegesiboulos). No. 1: now in New York, 07.286.47.

85 (Hermaios). No. 1 is in the British Museum, 96.10-22.1.

This vase is identical with No. 4. No. 3 is in Petrograd.
87 (Hermonox). No. 4: Boston, Annual Report, 1901, not

1902.

Page 403. 88 (Hieron). No. 29 has the patronymic, not 28.

No. 1: Furtwangler-Reichhold, pi. 46 belongs to No. 11. No.
16: Gaz. Arch. 1887, not 1889. Nos. 31-36: one of these is in

New York, 12.231. l = Leonhard, No. 30.

1 1 may mention here in addition that there are two more signatures in

Baltimore and Harvard University which have not been published.
2 So I am informed by Dr. Zahn.
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Page 404- No. 37 is the same as No. 26. No. 20 is not in

Boston. Sect. 2. No. 3 is usually attributed to Xenotimos;
certainly not to Hieron. No. 10 is in Boston.

Page 405. 92 (Kleophrades). No. 1: Cabinet de Medailles,

535, not 585: Luynes, pi. 44, not 45. Omitted from the list of

artists: Kallis. cf. Gaz. Arch. 1888, p. 171.

Page 406. 99 bis (Nikon). Annali, 1877, p. 279, not 79.

Page 407. 104 (Peithinos). Sect. 2. Hartwig, pi. 11 is in

Cracow; the reference to the Boston vase is Hartwig, pi. 26.

106 (Phintias). No. 5 is not signed, and the inscription is

to be read as 'Ai/rtas KaXos. No. 8 has only the letters NTIA

and can hardly be classed as a signed vase. No. 9 is in Eleusis.

Sect. 1. There is no instance of a among the signatures of

Phintias.

Page 408. 107 (Pistoxenos) . No. 2 is a cotyle. No. 3 is a

cotyle; the reference to Klein, No. 3, is wrong as that vase is a

cylix which has now disappeared. No. 5 is a one-handled cup.
108 (Polygnotos). No. 2: Klein, No. 1, refers to British Mu-

seum, E 284.

Page 409. 114 (Sotades). Sect. 2. No. 3: the vase is in

Brussels, not Boston.

JOSEPH CLARK HOPPIN.

BOSTON, MASS.
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ANCIENT ORIENTATION UNVEILED

III 1

THE LEFT AS THE PLACE OF HONOR IN ROMAN AND
CHRISTIAN ART

BEFORE passing to the group of ancient peoples who believed

in northern orientation and the lucky right, a test of the theory
of southern orientation and the lucky left by the evidence of the

monuments of Roman and Christian art is in order. Did the

artists follow the teachings of ancient Roman religion as out-

lined in my last paper? As the monuments belong to the later

period, when Greek ideas had quite generally permeated Roman
literature, they might well illustrate how Greece had trans-

formed not only the style of Roman art but its ideas and modes

of composition as well, as had been the case in the literary field.

Roman poets and dramatists had largely adopted, even as early

as Augustus, the Greek theory of the lucky right in human affairs,

relegating the lucky left to the limbo of obsolete magic and incan-

tations, and to the archaic tenets of official cult.2 In art, also,

was the Roman substratum obscured or side-tracked?

A rather thorough survey seems to show quite the reverse.

There is an unexpected unity and continuity in the support of

the lucky left. It must be remembered, to be sure, that the

tradition was not merely Roman but Etruscan and Italic, so

that the whole of Italy had been in favor of the left, presumably
without a dissentient note until Campania and the South were

reached. A rather spectacular instance I will cite here because

I believe it has passed unnoted. It is that passage in Livy (IX,

40) which describes the battle-array of the Samnite army, famous

^or the two previous articles, see A.J.A. XXI, 1917, pp. 55-76 and 187-

201.
2 The extent of this invasion of Roman literature by the "Lucky Right"

theory of Greece can be judged by the lists of passages given by A. P. Wagener
in his Popular Associations of Right and Left in Roman Literature, Baltimore,

1912.

American Journal of Archaeology, Second Series. Journal of the

Archaeological Institute of America, Vol. XXI (1917) No. 3.
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for the gorgeousness of its weapons. The gold-mailed warriors

formed the left wing of the army: the silver-armed warriors were

on the right wing; a straw showing the Samnites were "leftites."

Of the Etruscan cult of the lucky left enough was said in my
previous paper. The sarcophagi and paintings are in harmony
with it. As an instance I will cite a sarcophagus of the late

Etruscan period in which the deceased and his friends appear
before the king and queen of Hades (Fig. 1). They are en-

throned side by side, and Persephone is on the left side of Pluto. 1

The gods are grouped in the same way in the beautiful paint-

ing of the Tomba Golini at Orvieto. 2

That this pro-left unity is hardly touched by Hellenic innova-

FIGURE 1. PLUTO AND PERSEPHONE, SARCOPHAGUS: VOLTERRA

tions is a further proof that while literature is often largely the

voice of a clique, of a limited class, art represents the beliefs and

mental and moral conditions of the people in a far more con-

servative, universal, and real fashion. It is less likely to be swayed

by foreign fashions as long as art is seriously considered to be a

real part of life, and not, as is now largely the case, as a luxury

for the rich and an amusement for the dilettanti.

On the other hand, what is fairly startling is to find that

Christian art assumed the cult of the lucky left in the West;

continued it without a break after the fall of Rome, throughout

the dark ages; held to it with the revival of art and until almost

1
Volterra, Museum, No. 317. Brogi, photo. 13669.

2
Cook, Zeus, I, p. 99, fig. 72.
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the end of the Middle Ages. In fact the lucky left took appar-

ently an even more important part in artistic composition than

in classic times, and the recognition of this fact solves many
problems in Christian archaeology. The reason for this is that

Christian art had its roots in the people, and that the masses of

the Roman people were not affected by Hellenic ideas but fol-

lowed good old native traditions. This paper, then, will deal

first with classic Roman works and then with Christian art.

THE LEFT IN ROMAN ART

The earliest traditional record in which the question of the

place of honor enters seems to be the account in Livy (I, 18) of

the inauguration of Numa as king. It is generally recognized
that this ceremony is typical, and that it was repeated, with

variations, on all big* occasions where augural ceremonial was

used, such as the annual reconsecration of the city. Numa, who
was the presiding magistrate, placed the augur, the only other

person admitted to the august ceremony, within the sacred area,

on his left side, as the place of honor. 1 This we may take to have
been the rule.

The study of the monuments begins, naturally, with those

which represent the supreme god, Jupiter, accompanied by
other figures. Let us see whether the figure next in importance
to Jupiter himself was placed on his right or on his left. This

would be, perhaps, the best and fairest test to which the monu-
ments could be subjected. The best and foremost of such group-

ings is the Etrusco-Roman triad, Jupiter-Juno-Minerva. They
were worshipped in the temple of Jupiter Capitolinus in Rome,
from the traditional age, in three separate chapels or cellae,

placed on a line, side by side. Each chapel contained the statue

of its deity. What was the relationship of position? Jupiter

occupied the main shrine in the centre. Greek art and litera-

ture place Hera on the right hand of Zeus, and certain Grecizing
Roman writers refer to Juno as on the right of Jupiter. But
Roman religion and genuine Roman art placed Minerva on

Jupiter's right and Juno in the place of honor on his left. This

is proved beyond any question. The first proof is a passage in

1 Augur ad laevam eius capite velato sedem cepit. For the entire text and
its bearing, see my previous paper, pp. 191 ff.
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Livy (VII, 3) in which the cella of Minerva in the Capitoline
temple is distinctly stated to be on the right side. It is a gen-

erally accepted fact

that this arrange-
ment was followed in

the various recon-
structions of the

temple. An official

_
consecration of this

grouping is shown in

representations of the

reconstructed temple
on coins of Vespasian

(Fig. 2), with the

figures in miniature,
1

and in the represen-
tations of the Capi-
toline triad on the

FIGURE 2.-THE CAPITOLINE TEMPLE: COIN OF
medallions (FiSs - 3-

VESPASIAN 5) of the Emperors

Trajan, Hadrian, An-
toninus Pius, and Marcus Aurelius.2 In all of them Juno is on

Jupiter's left and Minerva on his right.

FIGURES 3-5. THE CAPITOLINE TRIAD: COINS OF TRAJAN, HADRIAN, AND
ANTONINUS

I know of hardly an exception in genuine Roman art to the

rule of placing Juno on the left of Jupiter. A splendid example

1

Donaldson, Architectura Numismatica, p. 6 sqq.; Cohen, Mon. Emp. rom.

I, 405 sqq.; Daremberg and Saglio, Diet. Ant. fig. 1148.
2
Cohen, op. cit., passim; Gnecchi, Medagl. Rom. Ill, 20, pi. 146; Frohner,

Les Medallions de VEmpire romain, pp. 21, 26, 49.
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is the high relief in the attic of the memorial arch of Trajan at

Beneventum (Fig. 6), where the gods of Rome have come forth

from their
shrines to wel-

come the emper-
or in triumph
to the city. Ju-

piter is advanc-

ing, with Juno

on his left and

Minerva on his

right. 1 For
other we 11 -

known cases see

the beautiful

relief of the Ara

Capitolina, the

Villa Borghese

sarcophagus,
and the Capito-
line relief.2

Passing now
from the divine

field to the hu-

man, a transi-

tional monu-
ment is the famous Gemma Augusta of Vienna. On this great

cameo two figures are enthroned, side by side, Roma and

Augustus, the two objects of the new official cult. Augustus is

placed to the left of Roma, who, being divine, occupies, both

physically and spiritually, the centre of the stage (Fig. 7).
3

The next in order is the imperial family itself. What do we
find here? Is the person next in rank to the emperor placed on

his r'ght or his left? In the other and even greater cameo, the

Grand Camee de France, Tiberius and the widowed Livia are

enthroned in the centre.4 The time is after the death of Augustus

1

Strong, Roman Sculpture, pi. LXIII, and Apotheosis, pi. X.
2
Cook, Zeus I, pi. VII and figs. 20 and 21.

3
Reproduced innumerable times: see Furtwangler, Antike Gemmen, PI.

LVI, Strong, Roman Sculpture, Jones, Companion to Roman Studies, Reinach,

Repertoire de Reliefs, II, p. 144, etc.

4
Ibid, especially Furtwangler, PI. LX, Reinach, p. 237.

FIGURE 6. RELIEF FROM THE ARCH OF TRAJAN:
BENEVENTUM
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FIGURE 7. GEMMA AUGUSTA: VIENNA

FIGURE 8. GRAND CAMEE DE FRANCE: PARIS

and the inauguration of Tiberius as emperor, and celebrates the

apotheosis of a young prince of the imperial house and the depart-
ure (?) of another. Livia is given the place of honor on the
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left side of Tiberius. Also, in the other and supernatural part of

the scene, the young prince is represented as being carried up to

heaven to sit on the left side of the deified Augustus (Fig. 8) .

The relative position of emperor and empress is illustrated by
the well-known relief on the base of the triumphal column of

Antoninus Pius, which represents the apotheosis of both Anto-

ninus and Faustina, who are being borne heavenward by a single

winged genius, each accompanied by its eagle of immortality.
Faustina is placed at her husband's left.

1

In the beautiful relief at the Villa Albani where Marcus Aure-

lius is seated,
"
Faustina

' ' and

Roma are both on his left.
2

On the arch of the Argen-
tarii in Rome, in the relief rep-

resenting Septimius Severus,

to whom the arch is dedicated,

in the act of sacrificing, he is

accompanied by the empress,
Julia Domna, in the guise of a

vestal, and she is placed on his

left (Fig. 9) .

3 More examples
would be superfluous.

Applying the test to the

relation of high officials to the

emperor we naturally exam-

ine the place assigned to the

Praefectus Praetorio or chief of

staff of the emperor, in all

scenes of military character,

and that given to the Praefectus Urbi or the Praefectus Anncnae

in all civil scenes. They were respectively supreme in their

spheres under the emperor.
In order to do this two classes of monuments should be exam-

ined: the reliefs of triumphal arches, and the scroll-like scenes

on memorial columns.

These historical reliefs prove fruitful in material of this sort.

A typical series is that on the attic of the arch of Constantine,

which belonged originally to arches of Marcus Aurelius and

1
Anderson, photo. 268.

8
Anderson, photo. 1914.

Moscioni, photo. 2440; Alinari, photo. 28856.

5

FIGURE 9. RELIEF FROM THE ARCH
OF THE ARGENTARII: ROME
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Lucius Verus. These can be supplemented by three reliefs of the

same group now in the museum of the Palazzo dei Conservatori.

In four of these reliefs the emperor . is either seated (one) or

stands (three) on a platform, accompanied only by the praetorian

prefect, who in each case is placed on his left.
1 Then in the

great scene of the Suovetaurilia, where the emperor is down

among the crowd, we recognize the prefect a little to the rear on

FIGURE 10. CONGIARIUM OF MARCUS AURELIUS: ARCH OF

CONSTANTINE, ROME

the left; and where the emperor on horseback is receiving the

submission of barbarian chiefs, the prefect appears again on his

left.
2 In one scene the urban prefect appears on the emperor's

left, while two minor officials, one of whom is probably the Prae-

fectus Annonae, stand in the background. It represents the Con-

giarium or free distribution to the people (Fig. 10) .

3

1 These reliefs are grouped conveniently on the plates of Mrs. Strong's

Roman Sculpture, and may be studied in detail in Alinari's and Anderson's

photographs.
2 This is one of the reliefs in the Conservatori.
3 This is on the arch, and the officials are with the emperor on a platform.
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The arch of Trajan at Beneventum, which furnished the scene

of the Capitoline triad, also has several other instances of the left

hand as the place of honor, where the emperor is concerned,
1

but the most consistent and numerous series of such instances

occurs on the memorial column of Trajan in his forum.

These scenes on the column of Trajan give the history of his

two Dacian wars, of 101-2 and 105-6 A.D., arid show the emperor
in various circumstances of more or less ceremony, in which he

is accompanied by one or more high military officers, usually

headed by his chief of staff, the Praefectus Praetorio. I believe

that he is, in every case where he can be identified with any

probability, placed on Trajan's left hand. Some examples will

be in order, which can be studied in the plates of Cichorius or

Frohner, or in Reinach's reproduction of Bellori's engravings.
2

In Cichorius, pi. VI (19), Reinach, p. 233, is a typical composi-
tion of Trajan
seated on a plat-

form, sur-
rounded by his

staff. Only one

man beside the

emperor is given
a seat, and he

is on Trajan's
left. Presum-

ably he is the

praetorian prefect ;
an inferior officer sits to the right on the end

of the parapet (Fig. 11). In C. XXIV (57) is a particularly good
instance because the figures face the spectator. Then, in C. XLII,
the crowd of subordinate officers stands in the background, while

Trajan consults with his chief of staff, presumably Licinius Sura,
8

who is on his left. Again, in C. LI, the emperor stands on a rocky

ridge, consulting with the chief of staff on his left.
4

1 See Alinari's photographs and the catalogue of casts from the arch issued

by the American School of Classical Studies in Rome.
2
Frohner, La Colonne Trajane; Cichorius, Die Reliefs der Traiansdule;

Reinach, op. cit. I, pp. 331 ff.

3 For the greater part of the war Trajan's principal adviser seems to have

been his old friend, Licinius Sura, who was not replaced until late in the second

war by Trajan's nephew and heir, young Hadrian.
4 In a number of cases there is a high officer on both sides of Trajan, of whom

it would be difficult to decide which was the more prominent. This occurs in

C. IX, X, XII, XIV, XXXVI, XLVI, and XLIX.

FIGURE 11. SCENE FROM TRAJAN'S COLUMN
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The other extensive imperial war narrative, that on the memo-
rial column of Marcus Aurelius, yields similar results,

1 which

can be studied in Petersen's plates. When the emperor is sacri-

ficing (pi. XXXVIII) his attendant is on the left and the camillus

or boy assistant on the right. When he is on horseback (pi. XLI)
his one attendant is on the left. Where there are several attend-

ants, like the four in pi. LII or the two in pi. LVI, the principal

figure seems to be on the left yet the fact is hardly as clear as on

Trajan's column.

Use of the Left Hand. Some interesting questions are involved

in a comparison of the different uses of the right and left hands,
and of the associations this involves. Mr. Wagener has made a

fairly exhaustive study of this point, but as he uses indiscrim-

inately Greek and Roman writers in treating of Roman customs,

without perceiving that they start from opposite premises, the

result is not clear. The fundamental trouble is that he believes

the left to occupy in every case a dishonorable position in rela-

tion to the right. It is necessary to trace the invasion of Greek

ideas in these cases throughout Roman literature, and to dis-

tinguish when a Roman writer is merely quoting from Greek

sources or when he has gone over, bag and baggage, to the camp
of the lucky right.

2

The use of the right hand for all ordinary purposes of daily

life resulted in reserving the use of the left hand to special func-

tions of an extraordinary, magical, or religious character. Tisi-

phone brandishes her snakes in her left hand.3 The Furies carry

their torches in their left hands.4 Medea gathers with her left

hand the ingredients of her magic brew.5 The priest pours out

with his left hand the libation that causes the earth to open.
6

The physicians or other makers of medicaments in order to render

certain plants efficacious must pluck them with the left hand. 7

1
Petersen, Die Marcussaule; Reinach, op. cit. I, pp. 291 ff.

2
Ovid, Pliny, Virgil, Propertius, Lucan are especially interesting to examine

from this double point of view, as they seem to furnish ammunition for both

sides, unless it be Propertius who appears to be a thorough* convert to the

Greek theory.

Virgil, Am. VI, 570.

4
Seneca, Agam. 759.

6
Seneca, Medea 680.

6
Seneca, Oed. 565.

7 See references to Pliny, Pseudo-Pliny, Marcellus, Vegetius, Columella, and

Pelagonius given by Mr. Wagener, to whom I owe also the preceding references.
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Remedies applied with the left hand 1 and to the left side of the

organ or the body
2 and even the application of the left hand

alone,
3 will effect a cure. Animals, also, should be caught with

the left hand in order to subdue them and make them harmless.4

The left horn of a bull 5 and the left hoof of a black ass 6 are

compelling charms.

Perhaps one concise phrase in Virgil (Moretum, 25) gives the

best explanation of the state of mind expressed in the above

phenomena the philosophy of it in a nut-shell : laeva ministerio,

dextra est intenta labori. 1 The highest ministenum is sacred serv-

ice, and the supremacy of the left hand in this field is illustrated

in the time-honored ceremony of receiving the offering of the

first fruits of the year's harvest. The Arval brothers, those

primitive priests of the fields, received the offerings with the

left hand,
8 and this was probably typical of a general custom.

In other words the reverse of the custom in use for common food

was adopted. In the same way the diviner, in taking the liver

of the sacred victim in his hand to study its omens, took it in his

left hand, as in this Etruscan mirror (Fig. 12) .
9

The Roman custom of wearing the ring on the left hand has

had various explanations.
10 There is no doubt that it either con-

ferred an especial honor on the left hand or else recognized the

left hand as intrinsically the more honorable. It may help in

reaching an opinion on this point to recollect that while the

Marcellus, Med. 8, 190; 28, 74.

*
Pliny, N. H. 20, 8, 77; Marcellus, 17, 42; 44; 29, 26; Pelagonius, Art. Vet.

103; 104; 186; 214.
3
Marcellus, 14, 52.

Pliny, N. H. 30, 26; Marcellus, Med. 2, 4; 8, 51-52; 33, 64. A snake can

be pulled from its hole only with the left hand, Pliny, N. H. 28, 3, 33.

*
Bassus, Geoponica, 5, 33, 1.

Ibid. 15, 8, 1.

7 Mr. Wagener quotes (p. 9) this passage without appearing to understand

its implication of honor to the left; in fact he concludes the opposite.
8 C.I.L. VI, 1, No. 2104 a, 1, 26 ff. and Henzen, Ada Frat. Arval. p. 30.

* For instance on the Volterra urn, published by Korte, Rdm. Mitt. XX,
1905, pi. XIV, and the mirror in Florence, Milani, Museo Etrusco, PI. XXXIX.

10 See Wagener, pp. 22-23. The fact is known from such passages as Petro-

nius, Cena Trim. 32, 3; Horace, Sat. 2, 7, 9; Livy, I, 11, 8-9, etc. The explana-

tion in Pliny, N. H. 33, 1, 12, for placing the ring on the left in place of the

right hand presupposes the right to be the more honorable. On the contrary

the explanation in Aulus Gellius (10, 10, 1), based on the idea that there is a

close connection between the left hand and the heart, presupposes a special

advantageous spiritual quality in the left as the reason for the choice.
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Greeks consistently fastened their garments on the right shoulder,

in harmony with the lucky right, the Romans from the earliest

times
,

as
shown by the

prehistoric
tombs of the

Forum and
on the Es-

quiline, fas-

tened on the

left shoulder.

The hand log-

ically fol-

lowed the
shoulder. 1

And since

we are speak-

ing of rings

it is interest-

ing to njote

that in the

scenes depict-

ing espousals

and marriage
the man is

given the

place of honor

on the left and

the woman
stands on the right; the reverse of what is shown in Greek works

of art. 2
Consequently, also, the woman stands on the man's left

side, as the place of honor.

1 This question was discussed with me by Boni, in connection with primitive

Roman and Italic tombs, at the International Archaeological Congress at

Rome in 1912, and Boni's opinion was entirely in harmony with my own.
2 For example the well-known sarcophagus in the Uffizi (Alinari, photo. 1308)

giving the main episodes of a man's career, which is duplicated in the sar-

cophagus at S. Lorenzo, Rome and that at Mantua. The Greek custom at

almost the same time is illustrated in the famous sarcophagus of the Riccardi

palace, Florence (Brogi, photo. 5323), where the man is on the right side and

the woman on the left, and where she stands in the Greek place of honor on

his right. This sarcophagus is classed as Hellenic by Strzygowski and his

school, in the Sidamara series.

FIGURE 12. ETRUSCAN MIRROR: FLORENCE
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The question may naturally be asked: Was this association of

the right with every day and common business, and that of the

left with unusual and spiritual business the result or the cause?

That is, was the development of the use of the right hand among
ancient peoples and the holding of the left hand in reserve, due

to the primitive association of sanctity and luck with the left, or,

on the contrary, did an already existing disuse of the left hand

make it a fit candidate for these special and rare offices? I do

not venture an opinion. The matter is partly in the province
of the psycho-physicist: partly in that of the anthropologist.

What is important, archaeologically and historically, is to recog-

nize the facts and not to misinterpret and twist their meaning.

B

THE LEFT IN THE CHRISTIAN ART OF THE WEST

The material bearing on this question is incomparably richer

in Christian than in pagan art. The rather didactic character

that was given to it from the beginning helped to make the

monuments very categorical and systematic. There are, one

might say, a hundred Christian to one classic example of the sort.

The works, sculpture and painting, of the seven hundred years,

from the second to the ninth centuries, are collected and pub-
lished in the plates of Garrucci. 1 In the volume devoted to the

carved sarcophagi there is a large group in which the subject is

Christ in the midst of the apostles. Of course, it will be seen at

once that Christ occupies a similar position to Jupiter as far as

his relation to other figures is concerned. Now, in these sarcoph-

agi, mostly of the fourth century, we have a mass of unrestored

material bearing on the question of the relation in point of honor

between right and left. Among all of them only one of the Roman

School, the sarcophagus of Probus at St. Peter's, places St. Peter

on the right side of Christ
;
all the rest place him on the left. This

plunges us at once into a burning controversy, and makes it

possible to do the one thing that makes archaeological research

really worth the trouble; that is, makes it possible, by applying
a new general law, to solve an historical problem of general inter-

est and importance.
A recent monograph by Ludwig von Sybel

2
reopened and pro-

1

Garrucci, Storia delV Arte Cristiana, 6 vols. folio.

2 Von Sybel, Der Herr der Seligkeit, 1913.
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posed to settle the controversy of many centuries as to the reason
for the apparent supremacy of St. Paul over St. Peter in works
of Early Christian and Medieval art. For nearly a thousand

years at least it has puzzled thinkers and writers, especially

theologians, that St. Paul should be given the place of honor on
the right of Christ, and St. Peter be relegated to the position on
his left. The fact could not be denied. It was illustrated by
works as early as the third century of our era and as late as the

thirteenth. The matter seemed to transcend the sphere of art

and to enter the arena of religion. Official monuments of the

church of Rome, at the fountain head of Christian teaching, put
the seal of approval on this apparent anomaly. In the eleventh

century it was still recognized as a general fact, as is shown by
a treatise of the famous Peter Damian l which included a chapter
entitled "Why Peter is placed on the left and Paul on the right
in paintings." Damian was not only bishop and cardinal but
also monk, and dedicated this treatise to Desiderius (afterwards

Pope), who was then making of his Benedictine monastery of

Monte Cassino the greatest art centre in Italy and was for that

reason deeply interested in such questions as this. Even that

greatest of scholastic theologians, Thomas Aquinas, was con-

cerned with this problem in connection with the official seal of

the Papacy, which placed Paul on the right.
2 This shows that

even in the second half of the thirteenth century the old tradi-

tion- was unbroken. It still prevailed in the frescoes at Sta.

Cecilia in Trastevere at Rome, the masterpiece of Pietro Cavallmi,
teacher of Giotto and last of the line of great painters of the

Roman school. 3 After this the question appears to have lapsed
until it thrust itself upon the men who, in the Humanistic and

post-Humanistic revival, from Bosio to Bottari, added early

Christian monuments to the study of antiquity during the seven-

teenth and eighteenth centuries. It was discussed mainly by
Bellarmin, Allatius, and Mamachi.

1
Opusc. 35, ad Desiderium abbatem de picturis principum apostolorum, Cap.

I, Cur Petrus ad sinistram et Paulus ad dextram in picturis collocantur.

Migne, Patrol. Lai. CXLV, p. 589.
2 In S. Pauli epist. ad Galat. I, 1. Thomae Aquinatis Opera, Venice, 1593,

XVI, p. 116.
3 These recently discovered frescoes on the inside of the facade, represent

the Last Judgment, with Christ flanked by the apostles, a scene that is incom-

parably finer than anything preceding the best works of Giotto, and not even

equalled by him in classic beauty and spirituality.
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The founder of the modern science of Christian archaeology,

G. B. de Rossi, should have solved the puzzle, but did not. He
had the combined acquaintance with antiquity and Christianity

that would have made it possible for him. Instead he chose to

deny that there was any question to solve. He asserted that the

question of position both in ancient and in Christian art was

meaningless. He cited the case of the Capitoline Triad, Jupiter,

Juno, and Minerva, and said that while Roman authors placed

Juno on Jupiter's right hand, Roman art consistently placed her

on his left, showing that the position was meaningless and a

matter of indifference. 1 Von Sybel is quite right in ridiculing

the idea that there is here no problem, but he has not found

any more satisfactory solution than his predecessors. He says
in his introduction: "Der so alte wie unwurdige Rangstreit der

Apostelfiirsten Paulus und Petrus diirfte zur Ruhe kommen."
But he thinks to end it by asserting that the Christian church did

undoubtedly assign the first rank to St. Paul, and an inferior

position to St. Peter, because St. Paul was the founder of Chris-

tian doctrine: "Paulus . . . war der bedeutendere, das lag

gerade von Haus aus im allgemeinen bewusstsein." This is a

favorite Protestant but quite absurd contention.

A recent explanation, favored by Grimouard de St. Laurent,
2

Joseph Wilpert,
3 and Anton Baumstark4 in various forms, is that

as Christ needed his right hand free for the act of blessing and

so had to hold the roll or whatever else he wished to give to Peter

in his left hand, therefore it was necessary to place Peter on

Christ's left!

My solution, based, of course, on the theories of orientation

which I have outlined, was sketched long ago, in two very short

studies, both of them earlier than Von Sybel's publication. A
brief note in the N. Y. Nation was followed by a much fuller

study in a paper read before the International Congress for the

History of Art held in Rome in October 1912.5 I have been wait-

ing patiently for its publication in the still inedited Acts of the

Congress, so will give it here in somewhat different form.

I explained the position of Peter on the left and Paul on the

1 Von Sybel, p. 27. De Rossi, Bull. Arch. Crist. 1864, pp. 86 f.; 1868, p. 43.
1

'

Le Christ triomphant,' R. Art Chrtt. 1857-1858.
3
Prinzipienfragen, 1889, p. 29, 4.

4 Oriens Christianus, 1903, p. 196.
* Di un nuovo Metodo per distinguere le opere Bizantine dalle Italo-bizantine.
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right in works of early Christian Roman art on the basis of the

pertinacious continuity of the old Roman tradition of the lucky
left. The contrast between this theory and the Greek theory of

the lucky right makes it possible to -ascribe to a Greco-Byzantine
artist any composition with Peter on the right and to a Roman-
Italian artist any in which Paul is on the right. In both cases

the artist gave to Peter what to his mind was the place of honor.

There is therefore no question of a preference for St. Paul: there

is no odium theologicum involved! St. Peter's laurels are intact.

It is an almost mechanical method for assigning works of art to

a western or an eastern artist, which is especially valuable when
the imitation of Byzantine style by a western artist is so exact as

to leave a critic in reasonable doubt. Any student of early me-
diaeval and Byzantine art will understand the bearing and impor-
tance of this fact. Italian paintings and mosaics from the sixth to

the thirteenth century are largely made up of works that are to

be classified as either Italo-Byzantine or Byzantine, with critics

often at sword's points, as in the case of the frescoes of S. Angelo
in Formis, whether to regard a work as the product of Greek

masters or native Italian pupils. At the same time I must call

attention to a complication. There are two non-Hellenic branches

of Byzantine art, the Egyptian (Coptic) and the Syrian, where

we find the lucky left often followed, for the simple reason that

ancient Egypt and Syria used the southern orientation ! For ex-

ample in the famous Syriac codex of Rabula (586 A.D.) in the

Laurentiana St. Paul is on the right and St. Peter on the left of the

central figure of the Virgin in the scene of the Pentecost. 1 This

introduces an element that must always be borne in mind.

I shall begin with Early Christian works of the third and fourth

centuries.2 A tolerably complete corpus of the monuments of

Christian art up to the close of the ninth century was published

by Garrucci, and the works discovered since that time, such as

the frescoes of Sta. Maria Antiqua in Rome, have not changed or

added appreciably to the strength of the conclusions to be drawn

from an examination of his plates.

The earliest work is, perhaps, the famous bronze medallion

with the heads of St. Peter and St. Paul, which is probably a

1
Garrucci, III, 140.

2 It is interesting to call attention to the fact that in the arrangement of the

congregation in the Christian churches the men were placed on the left and

the women on the right side. I shall discuss this elsewhere.
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work of the second or third century. St. Paul is on the right and

St. Peter on the left. A series of other medallions, mainly of the

fourth century, especially

on gold leaf on glass, shows

the same arrangement

(while others show the re-

verse), and it is followed in

the official seal of the Papa-

cy, which has already been

referred to . Some of this ce-

meterial work seems copied

from larger works, e.g. that

from the Vatican and the

catacomb of Priscilla, with

Christ flanked by St. Paul
/ u\ A a* D~+ n~t4-\ FIGURE 13. GLASS OF VATICAN: OF GRAF-
(nght) and St. Peter (left), FITS PROM CATACOMB OF STA> PRISCILLA
reduced from an apse mo-

saic (Fig. 13).
l In Figure 14 are shown the three figures from

a charming silver reliquary from Pola, now in Vienna, with

very clearly marked types.

The sarcophagi found in

the catacombs and open air

cemeteries of the early
Christians, especially in

Rome, Milan, Ravenna,
and Southern France, and

dating mainly from the

third, fourth, and fifth cen-

turies, include numerous

reliefs in which Christ is ac-

FIGURE 14. SILVER RELIQUARY: POLA companied by the apostles.

An entire folio of Garrucci

is devoted to reproducing the sarcophagi. My examination

showed that in all these sarcophagi St. Paul is placed on the right

and St. Peter on the left of Christ. Unless I am mistaken there

is only one exception: the sarcophagus of Probus at the Vatican.2

The example I give is from the famous sarcophagus of the prefect
of Rome, Junius Bassus (Fig. 15). The full company of the

Apostles appears on the sarcophagus shown in Figure 16.

1 1 do not give references, because this material can be studied in Garrucci.

The Priscilla piece is on pi. 484: medallion on pi. 435: Vatican glass on pi. 180.
2 There may be a couple of exceptions in Southern Gaul.
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By far the most important group of examples is that of the

apsidal mosaics;
* for two reasons: (1) their unbroken continuity

from the fourth to the four-

teenth centuries; and (2) the

fact that they were the prin-

cipal medium for conveying

dogmatic theology. In Fig-

ure 17 is a reproduction of

the destroyed mosaic in the

apse of the old basilica of St.

Peter, which may be consid-

ered as the most authoritative

of all monumental statements.

Beginning with the wonderful

coloristic scene of Christ and

the seated apostles in the apse

of Sta. Pudenziana in Rome
at the close of the fourth cen-

FlGURE 15. GROUP FROM THE SAR-
COPHAGUS OF JUNIUS BASSUS tury, the Roman church, in

these official and authorita-

tive works, places St. Paul consistently on the right and St.

Peter on the left. In Rome itself we find this arrangement

FIGURE 16. CHRISTIAN SARCOPHAGUS: LOUVRE

at St. Paul's (triumphal arch), S. Agata in Subura, S. Andrea in

Catabarbara, SS. Cosma e Damiano, S. Teodoro, S. Venanzio,

Sta. Prassede, Sta. Cecilia, Sta. Maria in Domnica, S. Marco,

1 One of Garrucci's folios is devoted entirely to the mosaics, chronologically

arranged, q. v.
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etc. These all date between the fifth and ninth centuries.

Several of these works are so thoroughly Byzantine in style that

one might otherwise be tempted to ascribe them to Greek hands,

bearing in mind that the Iconoclasts drove so many Greek artists

to Italy at that time.

How about the exceptions? What are the monuments, if any,

where St. Peter appears on the right? The earliest is, I believe,

the mosaic of S. Frisco at Capua (ca. 500 A.D.). Now Capua
was a city of tenacious Greek traditions which merged into

pure Byzantinism. A common Greek practise is followed here,

FIGURE 17. MOSAIC IN OLD ST. PETER'S: ROME

in placing both Peter and Paul on the right side, but Peter in

the foremost place.

The second case is in Rome itself. On the triumphal arch of

S. Lorenzo,
1 St. Peter is on the right of Christ and St. Paul on

his left. To a student of Roman history this fact is both illumi-

nating and self-explanatory. This church was rebuilt and deco-

rated after the quasi-destruction of Rome at the time of the

Gothic wars and its occupation by Byzantine troops, when there

1 The construction of this part of the church, made up of fragments of

ancient buildings hastily and clumsily thrown together, shows that there were
no native artisans, even, in Rome at that time.
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FIGURE 18. MEDALLIONS IN SANTA PRASSEDE: ROME

was a distinct gap in Roman art to ca. 590 A.D., and it was done

when the impress of the rule of Narses, the Greek general who
succeeded Belisarius, was still on the city. .The mosaic is un-

doubtedly by a Greek Byzantine 'artist. As soon as the Roman
revival came, in the next generation, the mosaic at S. Venanzio 1

shows that the Roman tradition of the lucky left came again
into force, never to be broken for six centuries. 2

Among the works on which light is thrown is the group of

mosaics of the ninth century at Sta. Prassede. It has long been

felt that the style of the mosaics in the especially sacred chapel
of S. Zeno in-

dicated that

they were by a

different hand,
more purely

Byzantine. In

fact one of

these mosaics

has Paul on the

left and Peter

on the right. On the other hand, just outside the chapel door,

in the church itself, is a series of medallion busts where the

Roman rule is followed, with Paul on the right (Fig. 18).

The late frescoes of the Roman catacombs, such as one in SS.

Pietro e Marcellino, show the influence of the mosaics and follow

the same rule of the lucky left. The same fact is true of the more

important frescoes of the Roman school which help to bridge the

short gap in the practise of mosaic during the tenth and eleventh

centuries. Such are the apsidal and other paintings of these

centuries at St. Elia, Nepi, at S. Silvestro, Tivoli, at S. Sebastian-

ello, S. Clemente, and S. Crisogono, Rome, etc.

Just a few words as to the converse being true of works of

Greco-Byzantine art. Do they show St. Peter on the right? We
meet at once with the fact that pure Byzantine art did not place

the same emphasis as western art on the scenes with Christ

surrounded by the apostles: for it Christ was more of a solitary

king in a glory of his own. With that proviso we find that in

the Greek works of Venice, South Italy, and Sicily, both in mosaic

and fresco, St. Peter is to be found on the right. This occurs in

1 At S. Giovanni Laterano, ca. 640 A.D.

2 An exception is the thoroughly Greek mosaic of SS. Nereo ed Achilleo.
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the great scene of the Last Judgment and that with the Virgin

and Child in the mosaics of Torcello (Venice) on the inside of

the fagade and apse; also in the apses of Cefalu, Monreale, etc. 1

A characteristic case at the gates of Rome is the Pentecost in

mosaic (eleventh century) in the Basilian monastic church of

Grottaferrata
;
an undoubted Greco-Byzantine work with Peter

on the right of the throne. 2

The most typical and crucial example is to be found in the

frescoes of S. Angelo in Formis near Capua, which date from the

eleventh century. These frescoes fill the entire church and are

one of the most complete series of didactic paintings of the early

Middle Ages, covering as they do the history of the Old and New
Testaments from Creation to the Last Judgment. One naturally

supposes them to be by the hand of artists belonging to the

school of Monte Cassino, established by Abbot Desiderius in the

middle of the eleventh Century and composed partly of native

artists but largely of artists brought from Constantinople.
3 A

large volume has been devoted by Kraus to these frescoes. He
considers them to be Greek. The opposite opinion was held by
Dobbert,

4 who contended that they were by western artists. The

question seemed insoluble. The fact that frescoes of a some-

what earlier period in the church of St. George at Reichenau in

Germany, bore an extraordinary resemblance in arrangement and

treatment to those at St. Angelo in Formis, seemed to favor the

western hypothesis. In both cases, Christ is enthroned in the

apse, surrounded by the apostles. If we apply our test, what do

we find? The Reichenau scene has St. Peter on the right of

Christ and St. Paul on the left, showing the influence of Byzan-
tium and the absence of the influence of Rome.5

This is illustrated by other instances, such as the Bamberg

1
Photographs of the Torcello mosaic in Alinari's and Naya's collections.

For the Sicilian mosaics, beside the photographs of Alinari and Brogi, see

Millet, La Collection Chretienne et Byzantine des Hautes Etudes, Paris, 1903.
2
Frothingham, 'Les Mosaiques de Grottaferrata/ Gaz. Archeol. 1883, pi.

LVII.
3
Diehl, L'art byzantin, p. 670; Bertaux, Vart dans VItalic meridionale, I,

163 and passim.
4 F. X. Kraus,

' Die Wandmalereien von St. Angelo in Formis bei Capua/
Jb. Preuss. Kunsts. XIV, 1893; see also Rep. f. K. XXIII, 1900, p. 53. Dob-

bert, 'Zur byzantinischen Frage/ Jb. Preuss. Kunst*. XV, 1894, 221 and

Rep. f. K. 1892. Also, Bertaux, op. cit., I, 241-277.
6
Kraus, Die Wandgemdlde in der St. Georgskirche, Freiburg, 1884.
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Evangeliarium at Munich representing the Coronation of Henry
II and Cunegunda of Germany by Christ enthroned, flanked by
Peter on the right and Paul on the left. 1 These and similar cases

in Carlovingian and post-Carlovingian German art, emphasize
the fact that in this northern school the influence of Constanti-

nople was stronger than that of Rome. They form an interesting

side-issue, as was the case with Syria and Egypt, for we cannot

apply the same rule that we do in Italy. Here the presence of

St. Peter on the right does not necessarily carry with it Greek

handiwork but only Greek influence.

In the same scene in the apse of S. Angelo in Formis, St. Peter

is also on the right, and St. Paul on the left, thus making it clear

that the Benedictine artists of the school of Monte Cassino who

painted it were either Italians who, like the German and other

northern artists, were free from the Roman traditions in com-

position or, what is almost certain, that they were among the

Greek painters whom Desiderius is known to have brought to

Monte Cassino from Constantinople. It is certain that some

other frescoes in the church are by Greek hands, as consider-

able differences in style are evident.

If a general law is really illustrated by this position of Peter

and Paul it ought to apply equally to other figures. For instance,

if the titular saint of a church and the bishop who built it or

some minor saint are represented on the apse on either side of

Christ, it goes without saying that the titular saint is placed in

the more honorable position. An examination of the mosaics

and frescoes in Garrucci shows that the law was actually followed

in such cases. For example in the church of S. Teodoro, Rome,
the saint is placed on the left side of Christ next to St. Peter, and

a minor saint on his right, next to St. Paul. In the apse mosaic

of S. Marco, Rome, St. Mark is on the left of Christ and a minor

saint (S. Felicissimus) on his right. Needless to multiply exam-

ples. Every student can verify this to be the general rule.

If we look for the reverse of this arrangement in order to see

whether it occurs in works that are Greco-Byzantine, we find a

conspicuous instance in the apsidal mosaic of S. Vitale at Ravenna

of the age of the Emperor Justinian (middle of the sixth century),

where Christ is enthroned, Byzantine fashion, on the globe, with

the titular saint on his right and the bishop, Ecclesius, on his

'

left. In the series of Ravenna mosaics it is the most recent

1
Venturi, Storia dell' arte ital II, 346.
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consensus of opinion that all are governed by Roman tradi-

tion except this apsidal mosaic at S. Vitale,
1 which is ascribed to

Greek artists. This opinion is confirmed by the
"
Lucky Right"

test which is here applied. For even on the arch of the apse of

S. Vitale itself a native artist has placed St. Paul on the right of

Christ.

FIGURE 19. BRONZE LAMP: FLORENCE

These examples have carried us to the threshold of the art of

the thirteenth century. Rome had then given her last impulse to

art in creating the neo-classic movement and moulding the

revival of painting under Cimabue and Giotto. Henceforth all

is to be lucky right, except in the lingering of such popular
customs as the rule of the Roman vetturini to turn to the left.

Let me suggest some further consequences. If we study the

position-relationship of certain figures in a composition, does
1
Except also the two scenes of the imperial court on the lower wall.
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it prove anything in regard to orientation? I believe so. A
charming bronze lamp in the museum of Florence will serve to

illustrate this point. Within the circle of the heavens (Fig. 19)

Sol and Luna stand side by side. Sol with rayed head, and hand
and face raised, is on the left. Luna, with inverted torch and

gazing downward, occupies the right. Of course Sol is on the

east side and Luna on the west side, so that the orientation that

is presupposed in the lamp is southward!

To take an earlier series of works, let us say the numerous

vases and bronzes of more or less archaic style about which there

is a possible difference of opinion whether they are of Etruscan

or Greek workmanship. Knowing that the Etruscans and Greeks

held opposite views as to orientation and lucky right or left,

there are a number of cases where this knowledge will help decide

the nationality of an important work. For instance, in some of

the well-known scenes of hero-fights, usually Homeric, there is

a bird of good omen, praepes, flying beside or before the lucky

hero, that is, the warrior who is being victorious in the duel. It

is usually possible to see which of the warriors is getting the

advantage and to associate him with the bird. If the bird is on

the right side of the lucky warrior, then the work is by a Greek

artist; if it is on the left side then he was an Etruscan. Applying
this test to a work about which there has been much discussion,

the famous archaic bronze chariot from Monteleone at the

Metropolitan Museum, it will be seen that it is of Etruscan and

not Greek handiwork.

A. L. FROTHINGHAM.

PRINCETON, N. J.,

July, 1917.
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GENERAL AND MISCELLANEOUS

AZAOUAD.Prehistoric Sites. In C. R. Acad. Insc. 1916, pp. 445-455,
Dr. CAPITAN reports upon six prehistoric settlements recently discovered in

Azaouad, the district north of Timbuctoo. 1. About 300 km. north of Arra-

ouan a number of prehistoric axes like those found at M6zieres were discov-

ered. 2. Between Taodenit and Ksaib in small hillocks of sand ancient mills

were brought to light. 3. In Upper Senegal, about 110 km. from Kayes in

the direction of Kiffa, many cut stones were found. 4. At Agamami, 9 km.

from the ancient lake of Kankossa, there are similar remains. 5. In Upper
Senegal, on the left bank of the river near the confluence of the Ba-fing and

Ba-Ko! are remains of a prehistoric settlement extending for one kilometre.

6. Near Sikasso were found many specimens of polished axes. A study of

the various remains shows that very different populations' occupied the differ-

ent sites.

MALTA. A Neolithic Temple at Tarxien. In Archaeologia, LXVII, 1916,

pp. 127-144 (12 pis.; 2 figs.), T. ZAMMIT describes the neolithic temple ex-

cavated near the village of Tarxien, Malta, in 1915. It consists roughly of

three pairs of symmetrical apses connected with each other by narrow passages

formed by large slabs placed on end. Potsherds found near the surface show

that the site was used in Punic tunes. In the southwestern part of the struc-

ture, four feet below the surface, a cemetery of the Bronze Age with pottery

of a new type was brought to light. It covered about one quarter of the site

of the neolithic building. The bodies were burned on the site. This is the

first time that remains of the Bronze Age have been found in the Maltese

islands. Eight bronze daggers, eleven chisels, many awls, pieces of silver

plaques, two clay statuettes and other objects, besides an abundance of

pottery were taken from this cemetery. Not many neolithic antiquities were

found because the excavations have not yet been carried deep enough, but

some interesting stones with carved spiral ornaments, some figures of animals,

1 The departments of Archaeological News and Discussions and of Bibliography of Archaeo-

logical Books are conducted by Professor BATES, Editor-in-charge, assisted by Professor C. N.

BROWN, Miss MART H. BUCKINGHAM, Dr. T. A. BUENGER, Dr. L. D. CASKET, Professor

HAROLD R. HASTINGS, Professor ELMER T. MERRILL, Professor LEWIS B. PATON, Professor

A. S. PEASE, Professor S. B. PLATNER, Professor JOHN C. ROLFE, Dr. JOHN SHAPLET, Pro-

fessor A. L. WHEELER, and the Editors, especially Professor MARQUAND.
No attempt is made to include in this number of the JOURNAL material published after June

30, 1917.

For an explanation of the abbreviations, see pp. 115-116.
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eight stone statuettes of the Hal-Saflieni type, models of megalithic buildings,

great numbers of conical stones, besides grinders, flint and bone implements,
and neolithic potsherds were unearthed. All the important objects will be

exhibited in the museum at Valletta.

NECROLOGY. Jesse Benedict Carter. Jesse Benedict Carter, Director of

the American Academy in Rome, died suddenly at Cervignano, Italy, on July

20, 1917, while on his way to the Italian front with a commission sent by the

American Red Cross.

He was born in New York, June 16, 1872, graduated from Princeton Uni-

versity in 1893, and then studied for two years in Germany. After spending
two years at Princeton as Instructor in Latin, he resumed his studies abroad

in 1897, and in the following year received the degree of Ph.D. at Halle.

He then returned to Princeton as Assistant Professor, and in 1902 was made
Professor of Latin, a chair which he continued to hold until 1907. From
1904 to 1907 he was granted leave of absence to serve as the Annual Professor

at the American School of Classical Studies in Rome. He was appointed
Director of the School in 1907, and in 1913, on the completion of the con-

solidation of the School with the old American Academy, became Director of

the new American Academy in Rome. In the same year Princeton conferred

on him the honorary degree of L.H.D.

Professor Carter's published work treats for the most part topics in his

chosen field of study, Roman Religion. Among his writings are De Deorum

Cognominibus (1898), Epitheta Deorum (1902), The Religion of Numa (1906),

and The Religious Life of Ancient Rome (1911). He was also a regular con-

tributor to Roscher's Lexikon der Griechischen und Romischen Mythologie and

Basting's Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics. During the past winter he

delivered by invitation of the French Minister of Public Instruction a course

of lectures before the Sorbonne and other French Universities. His subject

was The Growth of Humanism in the United States. Since the outbreak of

the war, and especially since the entrance of Italy into the struggle, he had

taken an active part in relief work, and in recognition of his services the rank

of Commendatore della Corona d'ltalia was conferred upon him in 1917 by
King Victor Emmanuel III.

He was a brilliant and acute scholar, and possessed a somewhat unusual

ability in selecting the important or salient features of his theme and com-

bining them into a vivid and striking picture. This power of presentation,

aided by his clear and fluent expression, intense enthusiasm, and wide knowl-

edge, enabled him as a teacher to arouse the interest and stir the imagination

of his students. During the later years of his life he gave himself with charac-

teristic energy and untiring devotion to the service of the American Academy,

aiding in the formation of the new institution, and as its Director endeavoring

to establish its position and develop its activities in accordance with a clearly

marked policy toward the attainment of a definite ideal. J. M. P.

George Coffey. The chief Irish antiquary, who has made the archaeology

of Ireland a part of general archaeology, George Coffey, keeper of Irish an-

tiquities in the museum at Dublin, died toward the end of August, 1916.

His numerous and important writings are chiefly articles in periodicals and

short monographs. A list of these is given in the notice of his death by S.

R(BINACH), R. Arch., fifth series, IV, 1916, p. 312.
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Walter Dennison. Walter Dennison, Professor of Greek and Latin at

Swarthmore College since 1910, died of pneumonia on March 18, 1917. He was

born at Saline, Michigan, August 9, 1869. He received the degree of A.B. in

1893 and of Ph.D. in 1897 from the University of Michigan. He was suc-

cessively Instructor in Latin at Michigan, Professor of Lathi and Roman
archaeology at Oberlin, and Professor of Latin at Michigan, before going to

Swarthmore. In 1908-1909 he was Annual Professor at the American School

of Classical Studies in Rome. From 1913-1916 he was secretary of the Penn-

sylvania Society of the Archaeological Institute, and since 1916 a councillor

of the Institute. His published work was chiefly in the form of brief articles,

including discussions of the so-called portraits of Scipio (A.J.A. IX, 1905, pp.

11-43) and of the battlefields of Caesar. He was a good scholar, an enthusiastic

and skilful teacher, and a helpful friend. His loss will be deeply felt in

many fields. (W. W. BAKER, Classical Journal, XII, 1917, pp. 587-588.)

Madame Dieulafoy. In R. Arch., fifth series, IV, 1916, pp. 307-311 (por-

trait), EDMOND POTTIER contributes a brief biography and warm appreciation

of Mme. Dieulafoy. Married in 1870 at the age of 19, she shared with her

husband the dangers of the Franco-Prussian war. She travelled in various

countries of Europe, in Ejjypt, and Morocco, and was her husband's most

valuable assistant in his excavations at Susa, in connection with which she

wrote two books (La Perse, la Chaldee et la Susiane, 1887, and A Suse, 1888) .

Later she was greatly interested in Spain and wrote two books (Aragon et

Valence, 1901, and Castille et Andalousie, 1908) of historical character. Her
treatise on Isabelle la Grande is in type, but its publication was delayed by
the breaking out of the war in 1914. After that time she was active in various

important ways in connection with the war. Her death occurred in 1916.

Felix De Pachtere. The young French scholar, Felix De Pachtere, former

member of the Ecole d'Athenes, was killed September 24, 1916, in an assault

upon a Bulgarian position at Fiorina. In 1912 he published an excellent

volume, Paris a I'epoque gatto-romaine. In April, 1916, in camp.before Salon-

ika, he prepared a note his last on the position of the legio III Augusta
in the first century, showing that it was at Haidra, then at Ammaedara,
Tebessa, and Lambaesis. (S. R., R. Arch., fifth series, IV, 1916, p. 449; also

B. HAUSSOULLIER, C. R. Acad. Insc. 1916, pp. 602-603.)

Henri Thedenat. Born at La Rochelle in 1844, Henri The"denat died at

Paris October 29, 1916. He contributed many articles to the Bulletin de la

Sotiete des Antiquaires, the Revue archeologique, the Bulletin critique, and the

Dictionnaire des Antiquites. He was the author of an excellent book on the

Roman Forum (4th ed. 1908) and two volumes on Pompeii (1906). He was a

man of singularly liberal and lovable nature. (S. R., R.Arch., fifth series, IV,

1916, p. 448 f.; portrait.)

The Marquis de Vogue. Marquis Charles Jean Melchior de Vogue", born

October 18, 1829, died in Paris, November 10, 1916. He had received many
honors and titles of distinction in France and other countries. His great

work on the architecture of Central Syria (Syrie Centrale, Architecture civile

et religieuse du /* au VII siecle, Paris, Baudry, 1865-1877) is only the chief

of his numerous writings.
* He was a distinguished diplomat and man of

affairs as well as an archaeologist. (S. REINACH, R. Arch., fifth series, IV, 1916,

pp. 429-447; portrait.)
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EGYPT

GIZEH. Excavations of the Expedition of the University of Pennsylvania.
In the Museum Journal, VIII, 1917, pp. 46-52 (4 figs.), C. S. F(ISHER)

reports upon the excavations of the expedition of the University of Pennsyl-
vania in the cemetery adjoining the pyramid of Cheops at Gizeh. The tombs

explored were those of priests and minor officials. They consisted of a shaft

in the rock two to six metres deep with a small chamber at the bottom. In

the older tombs the burial was in a shallow pit sunk in the floor. The body
was sometimes placed in a wooden coffin and the pit covered by rough stone

slabs. Many graves had .been disturbed by robbers, but even those which
were intact rarely contained any funerary objects. The pottery discovered

usually came from the shafts or offering chambers. Among the tombs cleared

were those of Melady and his wife, of Ruwz and his wife, and of his parents
with accompanying inscriptions. Near the tomb of Melady was found a

perfectly preserved statuette of a certain Mesty. In the main chamber of

the tomb of Ruwz was a fine offering table, important for the inscription which

contains the cartouches of Cheops, Chephren, and Dedefra, indicating that

the kings ruled in that order. Several inscribed stelae were unearthed. The
roof of the offering chamber of a certain priest, Sobef, was vaulted with mud
bricks designed so as to interlock. This is apparently the oldest example of

interlocking bricks.

NAPATA. Excavations in 1916. In B. Mus. F. A. XV, 1917, pp. 25-34

(14 figs.), G. A. REISNER reports upon the excavations in 1916 of Harvard

University and the Boston Museum of Fine Arts at Napata, the ancient capital

of Ethiopia. It lies about two hundred miles above Kerma where the expedi-

tion had previously worked. The entrances to twenty-five pyramids were

discovered and the burial chambers explored. All but one, which had been

partly saved by a dangerous roof, were plundered in antiquity. A hinged
bracelet of enameled gold in perfect condition was the most important object

recovered. These pyramids are Meroitic and date from the first century B.C.

South of the great temple of Amon the ground was cleared for a space of about

50 by 100 m. and five temples and a stone roadway brought to light. The
earliest temple had been built about 1500 B.C., but all had been restored or

rebuilt at different periods, and the latest were late Meroitic. A few rooms

of the great temple, which is an important monument of Ethiopian architec-

ture, were cleared. In them were found fragments of sculpture from which

were put together nearly complete statues of the kings Tirhaka, Tanutamon,

Amonanal, Espalut, and Senka-amon-seken, besides four headless statues.

The figures of the earlier kings are of the best Egyptian workmanship. The

temple of Senka-amon-seken, founded by Atlanersa, was also excavated.

Near the end of the season the chapel and stairway of one of the pyramids at

Nuri were cleared and inscriptions found which showed that here was the tomb
of King Espalut. Alabaster vases, decorated gold cylinders, gold foil, and

beads of gold, beryl, and carnelian were picked up in spite of the fact that the

tomb had been plundered. It will be further excavated. This pyramid is one

of fourteen of nearly equal size which are surrounded by twenty small ones.

A pyramid which is twice as large as the others seems to be the earliest of the

group.
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THEBES. The Excavations of the Metropolitan Museum. In a Supple-
ment to B. Metr. Mus. May, 1917, an account is given of the work of the

Metropolitan Museum of New York in Egypt during the year 1915-16. In

pp. 7-26 (32 figs.), A. LANSING describes the work in the Assasif at the eastern

end of the causeway of Hatshepsut at Thebes. Near the surface there were

found Ptolemaic tombs, all of which had been plundered, but a coin of Cleo-

patra II helps to date them. Below these were late dynastic tombs in which

were large beads inscribed with the name of Sheshonk, and numerous pottery

figurines in the form of horsemen and roosters. In this level the bust of an

unidentified queen was unearthed. Lower down was a foundation deposit of

Ramses IV consisting of small faience plaques, etc., but Ihe temple for which

it was intended was never built. A foundation deposit of model tools belong-

ing to the temple of Hatshepsut was also found, but the southern part of this

building was not erected. In the Middle Kingdom a large tomb had been

built at this spot. This had soon been plundered; but it was used repeatedly
for burial purposes in the seventeenth and early part of the eighteenth dynas-

ties, in fact until the reign of Hatshepsut, when the great sunken court was
filled in. These graves were undisturbed. They belonged for the most part
to poor people, and contained piany objects used in daily life, such as mirrors,

tweezers, bead necklaces, earrings, scarabs, etc. One necklace con-

sisted of more than one thousand small gold ring beads ending in a snake's

head. In one tomb was a harp lying beside the body of a woman. One tomb
an entrance which was originally pyramidal in form, a type often seen hi

>apyri and on wall paintings but not previously found. In one of the pits in

the court was a set of toilet vases, two of white pottery decorated with black

and red, and four of alabaster. There were also an ointment vase of serpen-

tine, a circular covered toilet-dish of ivory, and a very fine red jasper scarab

with the figure of a gazelle carved upon it.

In another chamber in the same tomb was a

kohl-pot having a metal hinge of modern

pattern, also bronze vessels, a heavy por-

phyry bowl such as were common in early

dynastic tunes but not then made, a bronze

sword, and a scarab peculiar in having a

human face upon it. In still another burial

in this tomb was a two-handled funerary-

sword, a heavy axe head, an ivory inlaid game
box with chessmen, and a lyre (Fig. 1). Ibid.

pp. 26-31 (8 figs.), N. DE GARIS DAVIES

reports the completion of the excavation of

the tomb of Puyemre. The great court was
cleared and in it and in the burial shafts were

found hundreds of fragments of reliefs, of

stelae, and of the painted ceiling of the tomb.
At least two hundred pieces have been put
back into their original places. Several are

still brilliantly colored. An interesting find was a potsherd upon which are

sketched in ink two tableaux from the funeral ritual with the name of Puyemre
in the proper place. This was evidently the artist's sketch, for scenes exactly

FIGURE 1. LYRE FROM
THEBES
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corresponding to it were discovered among the sculptures. A sketch in color

on a piece of limestone on a very small scale may be another model used for

the same purpose.

ITALY

ALIFE. A Heracles Bibax. In Not. Scav. XIII, 1916, pp. 111-116 (3

figs.), ALDA LEVI announces the discovery at Alife in Samnium of a bronze

statuette 312 mm. in height, representing Heracles Bibax, a type of the third

century combining Heracles and Dionysus

(Fig. 2). A part of the left leg was found in

the same locality a year before and has been

restored to the statuette.

ARBASANTA. The Nuraghe at Losa.

In -Not. Scav. XIII, 1916, pp. 235-261, ANTO-
NIO TARAMELLI publishes the results of exca-

vations in the nuraghe at Losa, Sardinia, with

a discussion of various general features of such

monuments.

BETTONA. An Etrusco-Roman Tomb.
In -Not. Scav. XIII, 1916, pp. 1-29 (33 figs.),

G. CULTRERA describes the exploration at

Bettona, the ancient Vettona, of a chambered

Etrusco-Roman tomb of somewhat unusual

form. Although it had already been rifled,

funeral urns, vases, ornaments, and utensils

of various kinds were found, which together

with coins indicated that the tomb was in use

during the first and second centuries before

our era. Among the ornaments were some
handsome earrings. Four inscriptions were

discovered, one in Etruscan and the rest in

Latin. One of the latter mentions a praetor

Etruriae, while another confirms the assign-

ment of Vettona to the Crustumerian tribe.

BONORVA. Prehistoric Remains. In

Not. Scav. XIII, 1916, pp. 332-334, A. TARA-
MELLI records the discovery of prehistoric remains at Bonorva, in the central

part of the island of Sardinia. They belong to the great nuraghic settlement

in the district of Logudoro in which about 1,700 different buildings have been

found.

CARRARA. Iron Tools. In Not. Scav. XIII, 1916, pp. 91-94 (fig.), E.

GALLI publishes some interesting iron tools from a cave in the marble-producing

region near Carrara. With them was found a coin of Trajan, dating between

104 and 110 A.D.

CASTELLINA IN CfflANTL An Etruscan Hypogeum. In 1902 an Etrus-

can hypogeum of Cyclopean construction was discovered in the hill of Monte-
calvario near Castellina, consisting of a corridor leading to a rectangular

chamber. The existence of similar structures on three other sides of the hill

was suspected and recent excavations have revealed the four chambers,

FIGURE 2. HERACLES BIBAX
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arranged in the form of a cross. The most interesting find was a block (0.40

X0.37X0.26 m.) sculptured with the head of what is called a lion, which

apparently formed a part of one entrance. (Luioi PERNIER, Not. Scav. XIII,

1916, 263-281; 14 figs.)

CITTA DI CASTELLO. A Roman Necropolis. In Not. Scav. XIII, 1916,

pp. 164-166, G. BENEDELLI reports the discovery of a Roman necropolis at

Citta di Castello. Among the finds were pieces of Arretine ware with potters'

marks and some glass vases. The principal value of the discovery is topo-

graphical, since it locates a vicus on the outskirts of the territory of Tifernum

Tiberinum and indicates that this fertile region, where Pliny the Younger had
a villa (Epist. V, 6 a), was thickly settled in antiquity.

CORL Recent Discoveries. In Not. Scav. XIII, 1916, pp. 110-111, F.

FORNARI records the discovery of a portion of the polygonal wall of the city

and two enclosures with mosaic floors.

CURINGA. A Hoard of Greek Coins. P. ORSI reports the discovery of a

hoard of Greek coins near the railway station at Curinga (Bruttii). A part of

the find was carried off by the laborers who made the discovery, but 192

archaic Greek pieces, representing the four different regions of Metapontum,
Sybaris, Crotona, and Caulonia, were recovered, probably two thirds of the

total amount. (Not. Scav. XIII, 1916, pp, 186-187.)

IGLESIAS. A Roman Milestone. In Not. Scav. XIII, 1916, pp. 186-190,
ANTONIO TARAMELLI announces the discovery of a fragment of a milestone in

Sardinia on the road from Caralis to Sulci, which he assigns to the time of

Trajan.
IMOLA. Republican Silver Coins. In Not. Scav. XIII, 1916, pp. 159-

163, A. NEGRIOLI publishes a hoard of 554 republican silver coins, for the most

part denarii, found at Imola in the Cispadine region. The dates indicate that

the treasure was buried at the time of the Social War, at the end of 89 or the

beginning of 88 B.C.

OSTIA. Recent Discoveries. The clearing of the Piazzale delle Corpora-
zioni has been completed. Between the temple of Vulcan and the Via di

Diana a cylindrical altar of Luna marble was brought to light. Other interest-

ing finds were an inscription of Aufidius Fortis, son of the patronus coloniae

of the same name, and a lamp with a representation of Apis, perhaps made in

connection with the visit of Titus or Hadrian to the god (Suet. Tit. 5; Spart.

Hadr. 12). On the north side of the Piazzale was found an inscription of the

Narbonenses, the first representative of that region among the corporations.

(Not. Scav. XIII, 1916, pp. 138-148, 17&-180, 321-329.)

Small Bronzes. In Journal of Roman Studies, V, 1915, pp. 165-172 (pi.;

4 figs.), G. CALZA records the finding of several small bronzes in a large bake-

house at Ostia. This building, which contained machines for crushing the

grain and kneading the flour, and two large ovens, was destroyed by fire in

the third century and never rebuilt. The bronzes were found in the ashes

covering the pavement of the ground floor. The most important piece is the

small bust of a negro. Others are a boy Heracles; a Minerva with aegis,

spear, and shield but in the pose of Juno, and apparently wearing a diadem;
a horm of Priapus; a Dioscurus; and a small Lar. The execution of these

bronzes is excellent.

POGGIO SOMMAVILLA. A Portrait Head. In Not. Scav. XIII, 1916,
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pp. 281-284, G. BENDINELLI publishes the marble head of a woman found near

Poggio Sommavilla, in the district of Collevecchio in the Sabine territory.

The head, which has been taken to the National Museum at Rome, is a por-

trait, somewhat resembling one in the Ny-Carlsberg museum at Copenhagen.
The manner of arranging the hair suggests the third century of the Roman
empire.

POMPEII. The House of Trebius Valens. The excavations in the Via

dell' Abbondanza have been continued. In the house of Trebius Valens a

small bath was found, decorated in the second style. The peristyle has been

cleared, revealing at the end a stibadium with a support for a circular table,

which was also used as a fountain (cf. Plin. Epist. V, 6, 32). A part of the

roof of the ambulacrum is still in situ, the first instance as yet found during
the excavations. Another part had fallen and cut off the escape of four of the

inhabitants, whose skeletons wrere found close against the wall, where they
were trying to shield themselves from the falling ashes. An Oscan inscription

has also come to light, giving directions for the soldiers. (Not. Scav. XIII,

1916, pp. 30-35, 87-90, 117-122, 231-235.)

A Samnite-Roman Necropolis. In Not. Scav. XIII, 1916, pp. 287-309,
M. DELLA CORTE announces the unearthing outside the Stabian Gate of a Sam-
nite-Roman necropolis. There were 44 Samnite inhumation graves and 119

Roman cremation ollae with inscriptions. A great many coins (the naulon)

were found and three tabulae defixionum. The necropolis appears to have

been in use from the end of the fourth or the beginning of the third century

B.C. until the destruction of the city.

A Metrical Inscription. The complete reading of the inscription found out-

side the Porta Vesuviana and published in Not. Scav. 1910, p. 407, has now
been recovered. It is as follows:

Sic tibi contingat semper florere, Sabina,

Contingat formqe sisque puella diu.

Sic tibi was correctly conjectured by Hulsen, who suggested ita perpetuo or ut

amoena rosa for the missing puella diu of the second line. (M. DELLA CORTE,
Not. Scav. XIII, 1916, p. 286.)

ROME. Ancient Remains in the Via Portuensis. The fall of a part of

the embankment on the right side of the Tiber at Pietra Papa revealed the

remains of ancient constructions and a pavement with figures of athletes and

inscriptions. The structure was a bath and its proximity to the Tiber suggests

that the river may have served as its piscina. Its extent could not be deter-

mined. Brickstamps dating from 123, 125 and 126 A.D. were noted. At Pian

due Torre in the same neighborhood two termini Tiberis of Hadrian were

found, dating from 124 A.D. and thus pointing to a reconstruction later than

the one already known in 121. Like the other termini of Hadrian, these have

"Imp. IV," instead of "Imp. //." (F. FORNARI, Not. Scav. XIII, 1916, pp.

311-320.)

The Via Appia and the Via Latina. The pavement of a deverticulum con-

necting the Via Appia with the Via Latina about seven miles from Rome has

been found only 30 cm. below the present level. (E. GATTI, Not. Scav. XIII,

1916, p. 171.)

A Headless Statue. Near the point where the new railroad line passes

under the arches of the aqua Felice a headless female statue of Greek marble,>le,
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about 1.55 m. in height, has been found. It represents a Roman matron in

the guise of Ceres, of a type common in the fourth century, and probably

belonged to a sepulchral monument on the Via Latina. (F. FORNARI, Not.

Scav. XIII, 1916, pp. 174-175; fig.)

New Inscriptions. On the Via Po, near the corner of the Via Tevere, the

construction of a modern building revealed some ancient remains and 143

sepulchral inscriptions. (F. FORNARI, Not. Scav. XIII, 1916, pp. Q5-110; fig.)

SENISE. Barbarian Jewelry. In Not. Scav. XIII, 1916, pp. 329-332,
ALDO bi RINALDIS publishes some handsome ornaments of the barbaric age: a

fibula, earrings, fingerrings, etc. They are of gold, ornamented with vitreous

paste jewels of different colors, and are of fine workmanship, showing classic

influences. With them was found a gold coin of Heraclius and Tiberius

(659-668 A.D.).

SEZZE. Remains of Sculpture. About a hundred metres from the rail-

way station of Sezze (ancient Setia) the remains of a bath were discovered,
either public or belonging to a villa. In the frigidarium was found a statue

1.25 m. in height, without attributes, of which there is no exact replica. It

may represent a muse or a nymph. A male head was also found, perhaps an

Apollo, a fifth century type of Hellenistic workmanship. (F. FORNARI, Not.

Scav. XIII, 1916, pp. 181-184; 2 figs.)

SYRACUSE. Recent Discoveries. In Cronaca delle Belle Arti, III, 1916,

pj). 92-94, P. ORSI reports briefly upon the additions to the museum at Syra-
cuse and the excavations carried on hi that region during the periods 1909-

1912 and 1912-1916. During the past year farther excavations were carried

on in the theatre at Syracuse and a fine torso of a caryatid of the time of

Hiero found in the orchestra. Digging was also done at the Tripylon of Euria-

lus, and in the region south of the amphitheatre, and elsewhere. At Catania

Roman remains and a Christian tomb were uncovered and several graffiti,

one of which was long, were photographed.
TERNI. Early Burials. E. STEFANI reports the discovery of ancient tombs

belonging to a sepvlcretum near the railway station of S. Pietro in Campi.
Forty-nine inhumation graves were found, apparently belonging to the seventh

and sixth centuries before our era. Vases and ornaments were present, of com-

paratively little interest except that some of the former were made in imita-

tion of the Villanova type. (Not. Scav. XIII, 1916, pp. 191-226.)

VIGNANELLO. Etruscan Tombs. Excavations in the town and the

necropolis of Vignanello resulted in the discovery of several tombs, containing
a considerable number of Greek vases and some of Faliscan workmanship.
One of the former, a large cylix, shows a combat of warriors, in two groups
connected by the disproportionately small figure of a fallen champion. The

style suggests Chachrylion, at the end of the sixth century. Another, a stam-

nos, has two scenes representing the embassy to Achilles and showing the

influence of Euthymides. A fragment of a rhyton bears the signature of

Charinus. Several mirrors were found, one of which, a work of the fourth

century, perhaps represents Achilles mounted upon a sea-monster and on his

way to the Islands of the Blest. B. NOGERA adds notes on a number of Faliscan

inscriptions which came to light during the excavations. (G. Q. GIGLIOLI, Not.

Scav. XIII, 1916, pp. 37-86; 47 figs.)
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SPAIN

EMPORION. A Greek Settlement in Spain. In R. Arch., fifth series,

IV, 1916, pp. 329-357 (16 figs.), PIERRE PARIS gives an account of the ruins of

Emporion, a colony of Marseilles, which was founded in the latter part of the

sixth century B.C. on a small island in the Gulf of Rosas. About the middle

of the fifth century the chief part of the colony was on the main land. The

buildings seem never to have been large or finely constructed. The walls and

gates, so far as they are preserved, are of rude workmanship. A few small

sanctuaries and a temple (of Serapis?) have left foundations and some few

architectural fragments. The most striking remains are those of the cisterns,

which were well constructed and carefully cemented. A series of amphorae,

arranged to form a filter, was connected with the water system. A good
marble cult statue of Asclepius (an original Greek work of the fifth century

B.C.) and a charming marble female head, of Praxitelean or post-Praxitelean

style (perhaps Aphrodite) are the most important works of sculpture. Many
vases and fragments of pottery and also a considerable number of coins, serve

to establish dates.

MOGON. Ibero-Roman Jewelry. In Proc. Soc. Ant. XXVIII, 1916, pp.

56-63 (13 figs.), H. SANDERS describes an Ibero-Roman silver treasure dis-

covered near Mogon, about five miles from Villacarrillo, in the province of

Jaen, Spain, in 1914. An earthenware vessel of Iberian type eight inches high
and eight inches in diameter was found full of silver corns and silver jewelry.

It had a saucer-shaped lid of silver four inches in diameter and three quarters
of an inch thick at the centre. About the neck and under the rim were three

silver tores, and a fourth was found broken inside the vase. The contents

consisted of 1,258 Roman consular coins, two bracelets, an armlet, two bands

(perhaps girdles), two plaques, an Iberian buckle in the shape of a duck, two

pins or pendants, and a fine medallion of Medusa. One of the plaques, which

like the medallion had been plated with gold, is 56 mm. broad and elaborately

decorated with a design of flowers and fruits enclosed within narrow borders

of running spirals. It shows clearly Graeco-Oriental influence, although it

was probably made in Spain. The second plaque probably decorated a dagger
sheath and is purely Iberian in style. The medallion is about 8 cm. in diameter

and a good specimen of Graeco-Roman jewelry of the second century B.C.

The treasure was buried between 89 and 80 B.C. Six important finds of

Roman denarii were made at Mogon in 1914.

FRANCE

ENSERUNE. Recent Excavations. In C. R. Acad. Insc. 1916, pp. 397-

411 (6 figs.), F. MOURET reports upon his excavations at Enserune, about 9 km.

southwest of B6ziers (Herault), where he opened 138 tombs. Among the

funerary objects brought to light were 108 Iberian vases containing human
bones. These vases are ornamented with straight or wavy lines, volutes, and

geometric designs. One has a garland of leaves. There were many vases of

local manufacture including 22 urns of a fine polished gray or brown ware,

15 of a coarse clay, and 35 cooking utensils; also 27 Campanian vases (craters,

plates, etc.) and many fragments dating from the fourth and third centuries

B.C., one with an Iberian inscription scratched on the foot; and a few Greek
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vases of the fifth and fourth centuries including a large red-figured crater.

There were also found vessels, spoons, belt-buckles, 32 fibulae, 35 bracelets,

and other objects of bronze; ten long swords bent back, one straight and two

curved swords, many spearheads, four fibulae and a hatchet of iron; and a

gold pendant from an earring. Many Iberian coins of Nedhen, Medhen, or

Serhen were discovered, but not in the graves. The finds show the predom-
inance of Iberians in this locality in the fourth and third centuries B.C., and

that Greek influence had been strong. Ibid. pp. 469-484 (2 figs.), E. POTTIER

and S. REINACH report upon their visit to the site, where there has been sporadic

digging for more than forty years. The clay vessels lie from one to two and

one-half metres below the surface and contain burned human bones. The
contents of four tombs which they saw opened are given. At the castle of le

Negre, near Vendres, there have been collected the objects taken from about

one hundred and fifty tombs. The pottery falls into four classes, Attic Greek,

Campanian, Iberian and local. A cylix in the style of Meidias is the finest

Greek vase found on French soil. Among the Iberian vases are several fine

specimens contemporary with the Attic pottery of the fifth and fourth cen-

turies. Several Iberian inscriptions were noted; and in another collection, that

of J. Albaille, an Iberian text offour lines.

MEAUX. The Head of a Divinity. In R. t. Anc. XIX, 1917, pp. 39-40

(fig.), G. GASSIES calls attention to a female head found in 1916 in the founda-

tions of the "Vieux Chapitre" of Meaux. It dates from the second or third

century A.D., and although rather badly battered may be recognized as a

Venus.

PARIS. A New Piece of the Parthenon Frieze. In C. R. Acad. Insc. 1916,

pp. 334-337, A. HERON DE VILLEFOSSE announces that the Louvre has acquired
a hitherto unknown fragment of the Parthenon frieze. It is the head of a

youth turned three-quarters to the right and looking backwards and is in a

perfect state of preservation. It was evidently cut off from the slab to which

it belonged by a chisel. It was presented to the Louvre by the granddaughter
of Ame'de'e Daveluy, first director of the French School at Athens, who is

reported to have received it from the king of Greece between 1846 and 1867.

It appears to belong to the north frieze, but its position has not yet been

determined with certainty.

GERMANY
FEYEN. Inscriptions with Names of Belgian Divinities. In B. Soc. Ant.

Fr. 1915, pp. 186-190, fi. ESPERANDIEU publishes three Latin dedications to

local divinities found at Feyen, between Treves and Conz. They read: (1)

In h(onorem) d(omus) d(ivinae). Deo Intarabo Bittius Benignius Acceptus

restituit; (2) [I]n h(onorem) d(omus) d(ivinae). Marti et Ancamnae C. Sero-

tinius Justus ex voto posuit; (3) Lenomarti et Ancamnae Optatius Verus Devas

[or Deva(ti)s] ex voto posuit. Intarabus and Lenus Mars are local names of

Mars; Ancamna was previously unknown.

GREAT BRITAIN

HACKPEN HILL. Palaeolithic Implements. In Proc. Soc. Ant. XXVIII,
1916, pp. 26-44 (27 figs.), H. G. O. KENDALL describes the palaeolithic imple-
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ments excavated at Hackpen Hill, Wiltshire, in 1912. He divides them into

two groups, (1) those with a dark brown patina, much abraded and striated;

and (2) those with crimson, or sometimes brown, patination with less stria-

tion, and consisting of pointed and ovate implements and flakes. Ibid. pp.
44-48 comments are added by B. DAWKINS, H. READ, and R. SMITH.

LA COTTE. Recent Excavations in the Prehistoric Cave. In Archaeo-

logia, LXVII, 1916, pp. 75-118 (48 figs.), R. R. MAHETT describes the work of

excavation in the cave of La Cotte de St. Brelade, Jersey, in 1914 and 1915.

During the two years about 15,000 flints were found, of which 4,468 were more
or less trimmed, and 155 perfect specimens of the first quality. These last

named are masterpieces of Mousterian industry. All told about 1,200 square
feet of the palaeolithic floor has been uncovered. La Cotte de St. Brelade is

a pure Mousterian site.

LONDON. Antiquities from Hallstatt In 1916 Lord Avebury presented
to the British Museum an important collection of antiquities of the Early Iron

Age excavated by him at Hallstatt in 1869. Among the more important ob-

jects are: a remarkable bucket of hammered bronze, the only one of its kind

in England, an iron dagger, part of an iron sword, the ivory pommel of a

sword, an iron spearhead, iron celts, bronze pendants and pins, bronze arm-

lets, spectacle brooches and brooches of other types, and beads of amber, glass,

bronze, and shell. In Archaeologia, LXVII, 1916, pp. 145-162 (5 pis.; 19

figs.), C. H. READ describes the collection in detail and R. A. SMITH discusses

its date.

SCOTLAND. Archaeological Discoveries in 1915. In Proc. Soc. Ant.

XXVIII, 1916, pp. 254-257 (2 figs.), A. O. CURLE reports that in 1915 excava-

tions were continued on Traprain Law in East Lothian and about one eighth

of an acre laid bare. Four clearly defined strata were found dating from the

close of the first century to the beginning of the fifth, as was indicated by the

corns brought to light. Many miscellaneous objects were unearthed such as

fibulae, pins, rings, beads, pieces of glass armlets, etc. Among the Roman
remains was a folding spoon. At Falkirk some late Celtic pottery was found.

At Balneil, Wigtownshire, a burial of the Bronze Age was discovered. The

bones, apparently of two individuals, were partly burnt and covered with an

inverted urn. Among other objects in the grave was a bronze chisel.

NORTHERN AFRICA

DJEMILA. A Latin Inscription. In B. Soc. Ant. Fr. 1915, pp. 196-200,

R. CAGNAT publishes a Latin inscription found at Djemila, the ancient Cuicul,

in 1915. It is a dedication made in 210 A.D. by a certain C. Egrilius Fuscianus

which establishes the fact that Subatianus Proculus was commander of the

legion of Numidia in the years 208, 209 and 210.

VOLUBILIS. Excavations in 1915. In C. R. Acad. Insc. 1916, pp. 35&-

366 (fig.), L. CHATELAIN gives a brief account of the excavations carried on at

Volubilis in 1915. Before the work began the location of the triumphal arch

and the basilica was known. West of the basilica lay the forum, on the south

side of which was a brick building which may have been a speaker's stand. A

flight of five steps connected it with the forum. East of the basilica many

pieces of wall were uncovered, but they have not yet been explained. Near'
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the arch are remains of five shops in front of which was a colonnade. One of

the shops is connected with the atrium of a house which had a richly decorated

tablinum.

UNITED STATES

BALTIMORE. A Head of Eros. In the collection of Mr. Henry Walters

in Baltimore is a marble head of Eros in very high relief. It is of the type

usually ascribed to Lysippus, and is clearly an excellent copy of an early Hel-

lenistic work. (GEORGE W. ELDERKIN, Art in America, V, 1917, pp. 192-

195; pi.)

BOSTON. Acquisitions of the Museum of Fine Arts in 1916. In the

Forty-first Annual Report of the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, 1916, pp.

96-97, the following acquisitions of classical antiquities are reported: 1.

Female head from a statuette about half life size, of marble. It is fine Greek

work of the early part of the fourth century, but the surface is badly worn.

It was found in Greece. It is 0.165 m. high. . 2. Head of a goddess of marble

larger than life size (see AJ.A. XXI, 1917, p. 102). 3. Portrait head of

Marciana, of marble (see AJ.A. XXI, 1917, p. 103). 4. Six Cypriote vases.

5. Reproductions in gold of an Etruscan fibula and pair of earrings.

NEW YORK. Limestone'Reliefs from the Delta. In B. Metr. Mus. XII,

1917, pp. 64-67 (2 figs.), H. E. W. publishes two limestone reliefs from the ;

Delta purchased by the Metropolitan Museum in Cairo a few years ago. Both

are complete and not part of a larger design. They are evidently trial pieces

or copies. One represents the head and shoulders of a king wearing the crown

of Lower Egypt, and the other part of the titles of a Pharaoh. The face of

the king shows all the characteristics of the "Armenoid" race which mingled
with the Egyptians of the Delta in the early dynasties and became the

ruling class shortly before the pyramids of Gizeh were built. The reliefs

appear to be not later than the fourth dynasty and probably date from

about 2900 B.C.

A Head of the Thirtieth Dynasty. The Metropolitan Museum of New York
has recently received as a loan twenty-nine objects including textiles, paint-

ings, Egyptian antiquities, etc. Perhaps the most important of them is an
:

Egyptian head hi the style of the thirtieth dynasty (378-342 B.C.). It is of'

white limestone 22.5 cm. high and represents a woman. It was finished off

at the top, just above the line of the hair, and back of the ears in flat planes,

and the inside is hollowed out. It was probably a sculptor's model. The
face has simplicity together with grace and elegance, and is far superior to

the conventional models of Ptolemaic times. (B. Metr. Mus. XII, 1917, pp.

11-12; fig.)

The Figure of a Hippopotamus. In B. Metr. Mus. XII, 1917, pp. 77-78

(3 figs.), A. M. L(YTHGOE) calls attention to a blue-glazed figure of a hippopota-
mus recently acquired by the Metropolitan Museum. It is 20 cm. long and
11 cm. high. It was found at Meir in 1910 in a tomb of the Middle Kingdom
which may be dated about 1950 B.C. Lotus flowers and buds are painted

upon the back of the animal to represent him in his natural surroundings.

The Head of a Girl. In Art in America, V, 1917, pp. 130-134 (pi.), GISBLA
M. A. RICHTER describes a marble head of a girl, owned by Mr. Henry Goldman
and recently exhibited in the Metropolitan Museum of Art. It is about life-
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size, fairly well preserved, and probably formed part of a statue. The present

shape seems due to modern trimming. The work is a Greek original of the

fourth century B.C. by a follower of Praxiteles.

Southern Italian Vases. In B. Metr. Mus. XII, 1917, pp. 81-84 (4 figs.),

Miss G. M. A. R(ICHTER) publishes three vases recently acquired by the Metro-

politan Museum. One is of local Italian ware of the fifth century B.C. showing
Greek influence; the second is an "Athenianizing" amphora dating from about

400 B.C. and bearing some resemblance to a Nolan amphora; and the third

an Apulian vase of the fourth century. She points out that in Southern Italy

local Italian pottery with geometric decoration, as well as vases derived from

the geometric but under Greek influence, gave way to Attic pottery, which in

turn developed local peculiarities.

PHILADELPHIA. An Attic Grave Relief. In the Museum Journal of

the University of Pennsyl-

vania, VIII, 1917, pp. 10-

14 (fig.), S. B. L(UCE)

publishes an Attic grave

stele of the fourth century

B.C. recently acquired by
the museum of the Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania

(Fig. 3). It is of Pentelic

marble 1.55 m. high and

0.90 m. wide. There are

three figures carved in

high relief, a seated wo-

man who clasps the hand

of a bearded man standing

before her, while between

the two in the background
stands another bearded

man. The figures are rep-

resented in front of a

structure with pilasters

and lintel, but there is no

pediment. There are three

inscriptions on the lintel

which appear to read

Kpivvia 'A-arpariov dvyar^pf.

Nav/cX?/? Nau/cXcuous N . . .

. . . and Nai>/cXai?7s Nau/cXei-

ovs Nai . . . evs.

Greek Vases. The
Museum of the University

of Pennsylvania acquired

in 1916 six important Greek vases. They are 1, a red-figured pyxis with a scene

representing the marriage of Heracles and Hebe; 2, a Dipylon amphora 43.5

cm. high, in perfect condition; 3, and 4, two white lecythi. On one is the figure

of a woman seated stringing beads, while before her stands a second woman

FIGURE 3. ATTIC GRAVE RELIEF
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holding a tray. Between the two is the inscription Ai^iXos aX6s. The
vase dates from about 465 B.C. and once belonged to the collection of Borelli

Bey. The second lecythus, which is of later date, has upon it two figures

making an offering before a stele. 5, a red-figured Attic amphora found at

Capua. On one side Apollo and Artemis appear standing on either side of an

altar, and on the reverse Dionysus and a maenad. 6, a Nolan amphora. On
the obverse stands Apollo, and on the reverse a woman with a pitcher. (S. B.

L(TJCE), the Museum Journal of the University of Pennsylvania, VIII, 1917,

pp. 15-28; 6 figs.)

Early Chinese Sculptures. In the Museum Journal of the University of

Pennsylvania, VII, 1916, pp. 245-262 (8 figs.), C. W. B(ISHOP) publishes two

Chinese pedestals with scenes carved upon them recently acquired by the

Museum. The first measures 24 inches long, 23f inches wide, and lOf

inches high. An inscription on one face records the date as the sixth year of

Chang Kuan (524 A.D.). On the opposite side is a female figure in the centre

rising from a lotus thalamus and hold-

ing a tray. On either side of her is a

"phoenix bird," beyond which is a lion

on one side and a lioness on the other.

On each of the two other *sides of the

block is a procession. These scenes are

all cut in low relief. A second base

slightly larger and probably a century
or two later has four scenes from the

life of Buddha incised upon the smooth

surface of the stone. Both pedestals

are important monuments of early

Chinese art.

PROVIDENCE. The Head of an

Amazon. In Bulletin of the Rhode Is-

land School of Design, V, 1917, pp. 9-11

(fig.), L. E. R. publishes the head of an

Amazon (Fig. 4) acquired by the School.

The nose, lips and chin are broken, but

otherwise it is not greatly injured. The head is a good copy of the same

original as the Amazon in Berlin, which Michaelis traced back to Polyclitus.

FIGURE 4. HEAD OF AMAZON

EARLY CHRISTIAN, BYZANTINE, MEDIAEVAL AND
RENAISSANCE ART

ITALY

BERGAMO. Discovery of Trecento Frescoes. In Rass. d'Arte, XVI,
1916, pp. 9-11 (5 figs.), L. ANGELINI describes fourteenth century frescoes newly
discovered at the secularized Sta. Marta, Bergamo (Figs. 5-6). Because of the

business use of the place and the dampness of the walls the paintings have

been removed to the Accademia Carrara. A portion of the frescoes has an

inscription which determines the date, 1368. The others, from the linear and

eoloristic treatment, as well as from the original location there appear to be
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three distinct periods and painters represented date earlier, probably about

the middle of the century.

CREMONA. Palazzo Fodri Restored. In Rass. d'Arte, XVI, 1916, pp.

85-96 (16 figs.),

E. GUSSALLI
presents the re-

sults of his stud-

ies for the resto-

ration of the

Palazzo Fodri at

Cremona. The

palace was built

in the first half

of the sixteenth

century, pre-

sumably by An-

tonio Maria and

Bartolomeo Fo-

dri, at the time

of the prosperity

of the family un-

der the duke-

dom of Charles

V. In spite of

its late date and

later changes the

architecture in

its simplicity is

suggestive of the

Quattrocento.
FLORENCE.
Three "Crete"

by Donatello.

Three bas-reliefs

found by Gia-

como de Nicola more than a year ago in the storeroom of the Museo

Nazionale of Florence are described by their finder in Burl. Mag. XXX, 1917,

pp. 87-95 (3 figs.). They are modelled in chalk mixed with glue and the flue

of cloth. Their subjects are The Crowning with Thorns, Christ before Pilate,

and The Way to Calvary. The originality of the compositions, the reality of

the figures, and the dramatic spirit of the action, together with details of archi-

tectural background and individual figures, show the works to be very similar

to authentic reliefs by Donatello done in the second quarter of the fifteenth

century. On the twentieth of January, 1823, the Opera of Santa Maria del

Fiore consigned to the gallery of the Uffizi among several sculptures by Luca,

Donatello, Michelangelo, etc., "5 basso rilieve modellati in terra con Storie

delta Passione di Nostro Signore" This record evidently concerns the three

reliefs found by the writer. Since the Opera of the Duomo did not possess

works of art which were not made for the Duomo and the Baptistry, support

FIGURE 5. S. SEBASTIANO, STA. SCOLASTICA: BERGAMO
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FIGURE 6. STA. MARIA MADDALENA: BERGAMO

is gained for the supposition that the three reliefs were made by Donatello as

models for one of the two bronze doors of the new sacristies for which he

was given the

commission, but

which he never

completed. The

style of the work

strengthens this

hypothesis, since

it accords with

the other reliefs

made by Dona-
tello at the time

when these doors

must have been

executed (1437-

1446).

MILAN.
Papers of Ap-

prenticeship.
-

In Rass. d'Arte,

XVI, 1916, pp.

26-27, L. BELTRAMI calls attention to a number of contracts made between

painters and their apprentices in Renaissance Milan. The terms of pay to the

learners were not bad, but work was demanded in return. For example, in

1550 Raffaele Crespi bound himself to Bernardino Campi for 5 scudi a month,
but agreed to work winter nights to make up for the shortness of the days.

New Madonna in the Castello Sforzesco. Among recent acquisitions to the

museum of the Castello Sforzesco at Milan, L. BELTRAMI (Rass. d'Arte, XVI,
1916, pp. 52-53; fig.) publishes a half length Madonna holding a flower to the

Christ Child, a work of unusual technique. The flesh is painted in tempera on
the stuff which forms the basis, but the hair, dress, and background are worked
with silk threads of various colors and little metallic ornaments of disks, hemi-

spheres, and flowers. The two dissimilar techniques are made to blend with

each other and presumably the frame was originally silk too as in a like example
in the Valsecchi collection, Milan.

PIACENZA. Crucifixion by Lomazzo. In Rass. d'Arte, XVI, 1916, p. 84

(fig.), G. NICODEMI publishes a Crucifixion by Giovan Paolo Lomazzo in the

Vacchi collection, Piacenza. The signature is nearly gone but one reads

"Lorn. zz. 15. 8." That makes the authorship certain and a stylistic compari-
son yields the date 1568.

REGGIO. Documents on Bernardino Orsi. In Rass d'Arte, XVI, 1916,

pp. 46-48 (fig.), G. SACCANI publishes the documents concerning Bernardino

Orsi resulting from an investigation of the notaries' records in the Archivio di

Stato, Reggio. Bernardino was not the father, because so much older, and

probably not the master of Lelio Orsi, who came from a remote branch of the

family. The dates of Bernardino's birth and death remain undetermined, but

his father was Lazzaro, son of Pietro; though married to Giovanna di Crim-

inati, he had no children, at least as late as 1522. His documented artistic
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activity reached from 1485 to 1522; he was still living ten years later. The
commissions fpr.which the contracts are found are: an altarpiece representing
St. Peter Martyr for S. Domenico, 1485; Enthroned Madonna and Saints in

the Cathedral, 1501, the only one of the works remaining and still in the Reggio
Cathedral; a small commission for the Commune Reggio, 1506; an ancona for

Stefano Fontanella, later turned over to Lazzaro Ardizzoni to paint, 1512; a

picture for Fontanella, possibly the same picture, and one for Antonio de

Mustis, 1516; decorations for the chapel of St. Vincent in S. Domenico, Reggio,
1516; an altarpiece for S. Prospero, Madonna and Saints with Annunciation
above and Nativity below, 1522.

ROME. Paintings in the Vatican Depot. In Rass. d'Arte, XVI, 1916, pp.
75-83 (10 figs.), G. BERNARDINI publishes with attributions a number of second
rate pictures that hang in two rooms of the Vatican Gallery not open to the

public, hence serving as a sort of magazine. No. 67, Madonna and Saints, is

definitely ascribable to Bernardino di Mariotto; it formerly was recognized as

of the school of Signorelli, Mariotto did in fact derive something from the

painter of Cortona. No. 325, Madonna and Saints, can be attributed to

Giovanni di Pietro Spagna with the reservation that the hardness of the color

suggests the workshop. No. 94, Madonna and Saints, is signed "Franciscus

M. pinxit," i.e. by Francesco Melanzio; it is a work of the end of the artist's

career after he had come under the influence of Pietro Vannucci. A detached

Perugian fresco, Madonna and Saints, is in the style of Tiberio Diotallevi di

Assisi, but seems to show the brushwork of assistants. No. 64, Madonna and

Saints, is in the Raphaelesque manner of Domenico Alfani. No. 178, Madonna,
can be associated with a triptych in the Galleria d'Arte Antica, Rome, signed

by Antonio da Alatri; it is a fifteenth century work extremely rustic and
behind the times. No. 33 is a Christ Bearing the Cross signed by Marco

Palmezzano; the signature is ancient but has been tampered with; a Sacred

Family may doubtfully be given also to this artist. No. 307, fragment of a

Madonna, showing the heads only of the Mother and Child, is Venetian and

very possibly a youthful work of Andrea Previtali. No. 304, Madonna with

Infant St. John, is signed by Marco Basaiti, "Marchus Baxaiti pinsit." No.

228, Madonna with a Female Saint, seemingly an unclear Marriage of St.

Catherine, cannot be given any more definite attribution than to the Emilian

school, recalling Giambattista Maineri.

A Christian Sarcophagus. During the work on the Via Ostiense at Mezzo-
cammino a tomb was found, with a marble sarcophagus. The cover represents
on one side Jonah sleeping under the gourd, and on the other the adoration of

the Magi. The sarcophagus itself is sculptured with the miracles of Jesus,

Peter denying his Lord, and other scenes. Further excavations led to the

discovery of a Christian cemetery with sarcophagi and inscriptions. (F.

FORNARE, Not. Scav. XIII, 1916, pp. 123-137.)

SPAIN

MADRID. A New Van Orley in the Prado. In the Buletin de la Sociedad

Espanola de Excursiones, XXIV, 1916, pp. 74-78 (2 pis.), E. TORMO discusses

the Holy Family by Bernard Van Orley, dated 1522, which the Prado has

acquired from the Bosch collection. The picture is of interest because of the

relation it displays between the works of Van Orley and Durer.
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RUSSIA

PETROGRAD. A Madonna by Rossellino in the Hermitage. In Rass.

d'Arte, XVI, 1916, pp. 54-58 (5 figs.), G. FRIZZONI publishes the marble relief

of the Madonna by Antonio Rossellino recently presented to trhe Hermitage,

Petrograd. The exact provenance of the work is not given, but it may be

identical with the one mentioned by Vasari in the house of the Tornabuoni.

In any case, it appears to be certainly authentic and an early work.

GREAT BRITAIN

DURHAM. Repairs to the Cathedral. In Proc. Soc. Ant. XXVIII, 1916,

pp. 49-56, is a report on the repairs now being undertaken in Durham Cathe-

dral.

FARNHAM. A Picture from the School of Verrocchio. The group of

pictures assigned to the atelier of Verrocchio receives a rich addition in the

hitherto unpublished Virgin in Adoration described by T. BORENIUS in Burl.

Mag. XXX, 1917, p. 129 (pi). Of the history of this painting, now owned by
Mr. W. H. Woodward of Crooksbury Hurst, Farnham, nothing seems to be

known before 1914. It is a fragment of a larger composition, apparently a

Nativity or an Adoration ofthe Shepherds.
LONDON. Mediaeval Remains. In Archaeologia, LXVII, 1916, pp.

1-26 (12 pis.; 5 figs.), P. NORMAN describes recent discoveries of mediaeval

remains in London. These are: 1, the chalk foundation-arches and the wall

above them on the north side of Merchant Taylors' Hall, Threadneedle Street;

also, on the south side, what was once a fine oriel window; 2, foundations and
crowns of arches in the Dutch Church, Austin Friars; 3, Aldgate Crypt; 4, a

vaulted chamber west of Gracechurch Street; 5, part of the west wall of the

church of the Dominican Priory at Blackfriars; 6, the raft and piles beneath

the belfry of Westminster; 7, the conduit head, Gray Friars.

A Mediaeval Ivory Comb. In Proc. Soc. Ant. XXVIII, 1916, pp. 168-171

(3 figs.), C. H. READ discusses a mediaeval ivory comb, 4 in. by 4T
3
o in., with

teeth on opposite sides. The band between the two is ornamented with circles

in which are carved animals either singly or in pairs. It bears on one end the

inscription, Missu fuit pecten hoc a Gregorio papa ad Bertha Regina. The hand
is that of the tenth century, but the comb appears to date from the eleventh

or twelfth century. The comb has recently been acquired by the British

Museum.
An Attribution to the School of Rembrandt. In his notes on pictures in the

royal collections, L. CUST contests both the title and the authorship of a por-.

trait of a young man in Windsor Castle. It has long been known as a portrait

of Gerard Dou by himself. But it is not the likeness of that painter, and the

scale and breadth of the painting suggest much more the early work of Rem-
brandt than that of Dou. However, the evidence does not permit an indis-

putable attribution. (Burl. Mag. XXX, 1917, p. 154; fig.)

OLD SARUM. Excavations in 1915. In Proc. Soc. Ant. XXVIII, 1917,

pp. 174-183 (4 figs.), W. ST. JOHN HOPE reports in detail upon the progress of

the work of excavation at Old Sarum in 1915.

SOUTH CERNEY. Fragments of a Twelfth Century Rood. In Proc. Soc.

Ant. XXVIII, 1916, p. 17 (pi.), W. R. LETHABY publishes a carved head and
foot which belonged to a twelfth century rood from South Cerney Church,
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Gloucestershire. The whole figure must have been about three feet high and
resembled closely the Christ of the deposition in the painted chapel at Win-
chester Cathedral. The wood was covered with gesso and the surface painted.
Ibid. p. 18, A. C. STEVENS gives the details of the discovery.

NORTHERN AFRICA

CARTHAGE. Inscriptions from the Basilica. In C. R. Acad. Insc. 1916,

pp. 431-436, A. HERON DE VILLEFOSSE publishes two Christian grave inscrip-
tions found by Father Delattre in the basilica at Carthage. One is in Latin
and dates from 438, the other is in Greek and Lai in.

UNITED STATES
BOSTON. Gifts to the Museum of Fine Arts. The great donation of

Denman Ross to the Museum of Fine Arts is principally of interest to the

oriental student but embraced many western art objects, including a Flemish
Verdure tapestry; paintings by Pietro Longhi and Van der Heist (Fig. 7) ; draw-

ings by Tiepolo, Credi, and others; jewelry, manuscripts, bindings, and so forth.

The Coolidge gift, announced at the same time as the Ross gift, included the

well-known Boar Hunt by Frans Snyders, two pieces of a sixteenth century

tapestry, a painted terra-cotta bust of Christ ascribed to the school of Dona-
tello (Fig. 8), a statuette of St. Henry of Germany (?) considered to be of the

Abbeville school, late fifteenth century, and interesting examples of the indus-

trial arts of the Renaissance. A single gift of note is a Marriage Salver. On
the front is painted the .Queen of Sheba Visiting Solomon (Fig. 9), on the

back a Putto with Cornucopias. Berenson had attributed this to Matteo di

Giovanni, others to the school of Filippo Lippi. (B. Mus. F. A. XV, 1917,

pp. 9-23; 31 figs.) In Burl. Mag. XXX, 1917, pp. 183-18;) (2 figs.), O. SIREN
describes the decoration of this wooden salver, called a "desco del nozze" and
used for the presentation of marriage gifts. The work has been variously
attributed to the Florentine, Sienese, and Paduan schools. The writer rejects

all of these attributions. The ornamental daintiness and ceremonious beauty
of the painting point toward Umbria and the Marches for its origin. There
is some Sienese influence evident in the work, but such influence was felt in

Umbrio-Marchegiano art shortly after the middle of the fifteenth century,
the period to which this salver belongs. The authentic work of the late period
of the poetic painter of the Marches, Giovanni Boccati da Camerino, shows
such close similarity to the decoration of this salver, that its attribution to

him in about the year 1473 seems justified.

CAMBRIDGE. A Tintoretto Deposited in the Fogg Museum. In Rass.

d'Arte, XVI, 1916, p. 25 (pi.), F. M. PERKINS reproduces with a note of praise

the Diana by Tintoretto belonging to the Sachs collection, New York, and

deposited in the Fogg Museum.
Some Unpublished Drawings Ascribed to Holbein. In Art in America, V,

1917, pp. 72-77 (5 figs.), P. SMITH publishes five of the twenty-seven drawings
done in pen and ink on the margins of a copy of Des. Erasmi In Evangelium
lucae paraphrasis nunc primum et nata et aedita, dated 1523, in the Harvard

Library. Some of the sketches are decorative rather than illustrative, though
most of them admirably serve the latter purpose. Their high merit and their
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resemblance to Holbein's authentic illustrations for Erasmus' Praise of Folly

attest the probability of the work having been done by Holbein.

CHICAGO. Acquisitions of the Art Institute. Four pieces of brocades

have recently been presented to the Antiquarian Society collection. One is a

thirteenth century Hispano-Moresque example decorated with confronting

lions; a second, a Sassanian piece of the tenth century or earlier, is the favorite

medallion with archers on horseback shooting lions; a third is twelfth to thir-

FIGURE 7. PORTRAIT BY VAN DER HELST

teenth century Regensburg work showing lions in circles and other geometric

decoration; the fourth is a fourteenth century Italian brocade of Byzantine

pattern. (B. Art Inst. XI, 1917, p. 269; fig.)

DETROIT. A Painting by Giovanni De Agostino. In Ross. d'Arte, XVI,
1916, pp. 73-74 (fig.), B. BERENSON publishes a picture, the portrait busts of

a young man and woman, signed Joanis Paulus de Augustinis, in the Museum
of Fine Arts, Detroit. This is the second work of this master to come to light,

the other is a Pieta in S. M. alia Porta, Milan. The Milan picture led to the
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artist's being placed among the minor Quattrocento satellites of Mantegna
and Antonello, but with the additional evidence now available from costumes

and types he is rather

to be regarded as a six-

teenth century ritarda-

teur, building on the

Bellini. The Pieta

might date about 1510,

the double portrait a

decade later.

MINNEAPOLIS. -

A Statuette of Dovizia

by Giovanni della Rob-

bia. A statuette of

Dovizia in the Minne-

apolis Institute of Arts

is published by A.

MARQUAND in Art in

America, V, 1917, pp.

195-199 (fig.). The

prototype of the work

is probably to be

sought in a statue by
Donatello which, ac-

cording to Vasari,

stood in the Mercato

Vecchio, whence it had

to be removed in 1721 because of injuries from exposure to the weather. This

statue has been lost, but there is one possible derivative of it in the Buonarroti

museum, a statuette by Robbia, and another in the Berlin museum from the

Robbia school. Both of these are known as Pomonas. While the statuette

in the Minneapolis museum also portrays a conception analogous to that of

Donatello's Dovizia, it is more strictly a goddess of the home. It bears the

inscription, "GLORIA ET DIVITIE IN DOMO TUA" and has beside the

principal figure, an accompanying group of a boy and dog, emphasizing the

spirit of domesticity. The work has the brilliant enamelling characteristic of

Giovanni della Robbia and may be dated about the year 1525.

NEW YORK. Acquisitions of the Metropolitan Museum. Some notable

additions of the Metropolitan Museum have been made in the department of

prints recently established and put under the direction of Curator W. M.

Ivins, Jr. (B. Metr. Mus. XII, 1917, pp. 107-111; 3 figs.). They include a

Descent from the Cross by Torchlight, by Rembrandt; and a number of early

German prints, e.g., by Durer, Cranach, Schongauer (ibid. pp. 94-95; fig.).

The Pulitzer fund has made possible the purchase of important stained glass

from the Abbey of Flavigny, consisting of two complete windows, a Deluge

Window and a Moses Window, and four medallions. The artist can be identi-

fied as Valentin Bousch and the commissioner as Wary de Lucy, twenty-first

Prior of Flavigny, who held office from 1510 to 1557. The windows date about

1530 (ibid. pp. 112-115; 3 figs.). The new acquisitions of Italian art are

FIGURE 8. TERRA-COTTA BUST: SCHOOL OF
DONATELLO
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numerous (ibid. pp. 34-37; 3 figs.). From the Volpi sale the Museum pur-
chased a fifteenth century Florentine cassone with high relief gesso decora-

tion, a sixteenth

century Floren-

tine walnut cab-

inet and an
ecclesiastical

faldstool. The
last bears the in-

scription: "D.

CELSUS AM-
ERICUS TUR-
CUS A SENIS:
ROMANUS
ABBAS 1601."

A Madonna and

Child of terra-

cotta, colored

and gilded, can

be classed with

the numerous

North Italian,

provincial, early

Renaissance
sculptures that

bear the nebu-

lous name of the

Master of the

Pellegrini Chapel. A conservative Sienese Madonna relief of the early fifteenth

century is of the unusual material, papier mache. Five pieces of Italian

majolica illustrate the influence of Hispano-Moresque work of the earlier

Italian potters. For the department of armor three lots were bought at the

Volpi sale, two half-suits of armor of the sixteenth century, and a short

Venetian sword or dnquedea of about 1500 (ibid. 34-40; 3 figs.). A number
of velvets of Renaissance date from Italy and Asia Minor have also been

recently added (ibid. pp. 68-70; 2 figs.).

Romanesque Stone Relief. In B. Metr. Mus. XII, 1917, pp. 29-32 (fig.),

D. FRIEDLEY publishes a stone relief from the church of St. Leonard, Zamora,

Spain, which now is the chief piece of Romanesque sculpture in the Museum.
The relief represents a lion trampling on a dragon and, behind, Christ crown-

ing the Virgin, who is attended by an angel and St. Leonard bearing fetters

from which he has just freed two prisoners. Other ornamental and architec-

tural motives of local character are added. The relief is filled with reminis-

cences of the various Romanesque schools of the neighboring provinces of

France. But if it really be of the twelfth century, to which it is assigned, it

is of exceptional iconographic interest not only for the motive of St. Leonard

but also for the surprisingly highly developed Coronation of the Virgin.

An Unknown Portrait by Antonello da Messina. In Art in America, V,

1917, pp. 165-167 (pi.), M. W. BROCKWELL publishes a portrait lately acquired

FIGURE 9. MARRIAGE SALVER: GIOVANNI BOCCATI
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by Mr. Michael Friedsam. A critical study of the work in connection with

authentic paintings by Antonello da Messina justifies its attribution to that

artist in his last period. Although the early history of the painting is not

known, the writer suggests that it may be identified with the portrait of Michele

Vianello, which the "Anonimo" of Morelli mentions having seen in 1532 in

the house of Messer Antonio Pasqualino. With the exception of the signature
of Antonello da Messina and the date, 1475, the short description given by
the "Anonimo" fits the work under consideration. It is very possible that

this panel, like others by the same artist, originally possessed a parapet across

the front on which were placed the signature and date.

A Triptych by Sassetta. In Art in America, V, 1917, pp. 206-209 (fig.),

O. SIREN publishes a triptych in a private collection in New York and formerly
in the Chabrieres-Arles collection in Paris. The work may be assigned to the

early period (probably not after 1430) of Stefano di Giovanni, called Sassetta.

It shows the artist at his best, as a poetic, imaginative genius.

A Portrait of Frans Hals. In Art in America, V, 1917, pp. 59-60 (pi.),

F. J. MATHER, Jr., writes of a portrait of a man by Frans Hals recently acquired

by Mr. Henry Goldman of New York. The form of the composition, the

costume of the sitter, and the delicate harmony of color, as well as the partly

effaced date, 1637, place the work in the artist's later period. As pure por-

traiture few paintings by Hals are superior to it.

Two Clovio Manuscripts in New York. In Art in America, V, 1917, pp.

88-99 (2 figs.), A. E. BYE discusses the illumination of the so-called "Towneley

Lectionary" in the New York Public Library and the Farnese Breviary in

the J. Pierpont Morgan collection of New York. At least three or four of the

six full-page miniatures of the Towneley Lectionary may be ascribed to Giulio

Clovio and dated between the years 1531 and 1540. Two of the finest minia-

tures in this series are the Nativity and the Last Judgment. The twenty-six

illuminations of the Farnese Breviary are later and finer representations of

the same artist's work. This Breviary was made about 1546 for the Cardinal

Alexander Farnese. Both manuscripts rank Clovio among the baroque suc-

cessors of the great masters of the High Renaissance, commanding a perfect

technique and almost limitless skill, but producing an art that is essentially

imitative. A source of great wonder is Clovio's successful portrayal in a very

small space of all the contents of a colossal wall painting. He excels in minute

detail and particularly 'in the delicate border designs of arabesque and animal

forms, in which his works abound.

PROVIDENCE. Syrian Marriage-Chest. In the Bulletin of the Rhode

Island School of Design, V, 1917, pp. 4-6 (fig.), J. SHAPLEY publishes a Syrian

marriage-chest recently added to the Providence collection. The chest, though

comparatively modern, is decorated with inlaid designs handed down from

those of the early Christian mosaic and manuscript illumination of Syria.

ST. LOUIS. Prints Acquired by the City Art Museum. In the Bulletin

of the City Art Museum of St. Louis, III, 1917, pp. 2-10 (9 figs.), the depart-

ment of prints announces the various new additions to the collection, including

etchings by Van Dyck, Rembrandt, Meryon, Whistler, Haden, Turner, Bone,

Ribera, Goya, Ruysdael, and Millet; and engravings by Durer, Barthel and

Hans Sebald Beham, Delff, Pontius Masson, and Nanteuil.

WORCESTER. Acquisitions of the Art Museum. Among the new addi-
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tions published in the Bulletin of the Worcester Art Museum are important

examples of Italian painting and sculpture. The Madonna by Francia (ibid.

VII, 4, 1917, pp. 1-2; fig.) would be a notable gain to any collection and

the following works of sculpture speak for themselves: Coat of Arms of the

Davanzati Family, School of Donatello; Bust of St. John, Benedetto da Mai-

ano; Madonna and Child, Domenico di Paris; Madonna and Child, Antonio

Begarelli (ibid. VIII, 1917, pp. 1-15; 11 figs.). Note also an old Slavonic

triptych (ibid. pp. 19-23), etc.
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SIX ETRUSCAN MIRRORS 1

AMONG the engraved Etruscan mirrors in the possession of the

Boston Museum of Fine Arts the six which are here discussed

seem not to have been published heretofore.2

1. (Fig. 1.) Registry number 99.493. Annual Report, 1899,

p. 48, No. 36. This mirror is round and rather heavy and has a

tang. The disk, which is slightly convex with the edge bent back

sharply to form a rim around the reverse or engraved side, has a

diameter of 15.4 cm. The extension at the bottom of the disk is

broad and short and turns in toward the tang at right angles.

The entire length, including tang, is 22.9 cm. The mirror is

very well preserved. A small piece of the rim at the lower right

hand side has been partially broken out but not lost. A little en-

1 1 wish to acknowledge my indebtedness to Dr. Caskey, Curator of the

Department of Classical Art in the Boston Museum, who has graciously

granted me permission to publish these mirrors.
2 The remaining Etruscan mirrors in the Boston Museum have been published

as follows: 1. Gerhard, Etruskische Spiegel, Vol. V (edited by Kliigmann and

Korte), pi. 144. (Hereafter all references to volumes 1, 2, 3, and 4 of this work
will be indicated by G. with only the number of the plate, and references to

volume 5, by K.-K. with the number of the plate). 2. G. 313. 8. K.-K.

126 (undoubtedly genuine; cf. Korte's text, p. 163). 4. Harvard Studies, XI,

pi. facing p. 93. This mirror, the border pattern of which is typical of

Praenestine but not of Etruscan workmanship (cf. G. Matthies, Die Praenes-

tinischen Spiegel, pp. 118 ff), is undoubtedly a product of the same shop and

probably of the same engraver's hand as the mirror K.-K. 66. (For the latter

cf. Matthies, op. cit. p. 44, n. 1 and p. 122.) Not only is the ivy border on the

two mirrors identical and not exactly like that of any other so far as I know,
but the style of the engraving is quite the same and the forms of the letters of

the inscriptions are alike. The spelling "Menarfa" on the Boston mirror

is very rare (possibly this is the spelling on the mirror G. 87; cf. Gerhard's

text, Vol. Ill, p. 91, n. 144). "Menarea," the spelling on the other mirror,

which Korte (p. 85) says was mistakenly written for "Menerfa," is equally
rare. Possibly the same spellingwas intended for both, the differences between

ej, and v are so slight. 5. K.-K. 160.

A sixth mirror which presents the same design as the Semele mirror, G. 83,

is regarded with suspicion. (Cf. Annual Report of the Boston Museum, 1908,

p. 60.)

American Journal of Archaeology, Second Series. Journal of the
Archaeological Institute of America, Vol. XXI (1917) No. 4.
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crustation and a number of stains mar the engraved surface over

which a smooth bluish green patina is fairly evenly distributed.

There is no sign of a puncture in the center of the engraved side.

FIGURE 1. ETRUSCAN MIRROR, No. 99.493: BOSTON.

The design represents Poseidon, at the left, .sitting upon
mantle laid over a pile of rocks. In front of him at the right

is a boy who is in the act of departing to the right but is

looking back as if loath to go.
1 Both figures are entirely nude.

1 Ann. Rep., I. c., Glaucus is suggested as a possible name for this figure.
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Poseidon rests his right hand on the rocks behind him and

in his left holds the trident, which evidently rests on the

ground. His hair and beard are short and around his head is a

narrow fillet. The boy grasps in his right hand a staff with a

pomegranate head, his left is placed on his lifted knee. The
bodies of both figures are marked by a few vigorous anatomical

lines and delicate indications of the contour of the flesh. From
the ground, which is shown by a single line, spring at Poseidon's

feet a number of objects resembling leaves. Between the two

figures and beneath the youth are lily stalks. The design is

bordered by an egg-and-dart pattern between a row of fine

beading on the inside and double lines on the outside. On the

extension is a palmette between a pair of acanthus leaves. From
each side of the palmette extends a bud or flower. A similar

pattern, slightly more elaborate, is engraved on the mirror side

of the extension. The rim of the mirror is finished with a tongue

pattern and beading.
The drawing is excellent, exhibiting a refinement and vigor

which characterize the work of only such Etruscan engrav-
ers as kept close to the Greek spirit and also to their Greek

models. Designs containing two figures are very common on

engraved mirrors, but I know of no closely analogous scene

on any other mirror or on a cista. 1 Nor do I know any prod-

uct of Greek art which goes back to the same original. But

when the figures are regarded separately and the style in general

observed, there can be no doubt as to the group of works to

which this engraving bears the closest relation, namely, the vases

made by Greeks in Southern Italy during the latter part of the

fifth century.
2

These, although in many respects individual and

unlike the contemporaneous Attic vase paintings, are still very

closely related to them and reflect, as they of course do, the style

of the period of Polyclitus and Polygnotus. Some definite com-

parisons with the mirror may be of interest. The motive of

Poseidon has close analogies in seated figures on the following

early South Italian vases: Reinach, Peintures de Vases Antiques,

Millin II, 64, 69, 74; Millingen, 18; a Lucanian amphora in Berlin,

Arch. Zeit. 1851, pi. 29. The motive of the figure (Peirithous?)

1 1 have not had access to the publication of the Gagliardi and Sarti collec-

tions.

2 For this group of vases in general see Furtwangler, Meisterwerke, pp. 148

ff.; Furtwangler and Reichhold, Gr. Vasenmalerei, II, pp. 153 ff.
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standing behind Theseus (?) on the last named vase bears some

resemblance to that of the youth on the mirror. These com-

parisons indicate that the engraver in all probability copied only
a part of a larger scene represented in his Greek model and

adapted it to the circular space. This was simple enough in the

case of the seated figure but the motive of the standing figure,

although it fills the space admirably, is a little strained.

The details are worked out with real Greek feeling, the wavy
hair, the fine features, the delicate hands and feet, and the softly

rounded, supple limbs. The shading used to suggest the varying
contour of the flesh is extremely delicate, not inferior to the

execution on the Ficoroni cista, which presents one of the finest

known illustrations in bronze engraving of such shading. It

occurs on engraved cistae and mirrors in all forms from the high

degree of excellence represented by our mirror down to the gross-

est form of exaggeration.
1 This practice, too, was borrowed by

the Etruscans from contemporaneous Greek art.
2 The three

bold, vigorous strokes across the breast of each figure are harsh

and reveal the true Etruscan, but in this instance seemingly one

with some originality.
3 The growth at Poseidon's feet appears

also to be this engraver's individual idea of leaves.4 Rocks are

occasionally indicated as here,
5 a form which was probably sug-

gested by the curving ground lines on Greek vase paintings, and

these, no doubt, go back to the paintings of Polygnotus. The

staff with pomegranate head seems to have no special significance.

On the mirror G. 374 it is given to Hera (?), on K.-K. 99, a

relief mirror, to Adonis (?), and on K.-K. 134,2 to a winged

woman. The egg and dart pattern, although very common on

Italian vases, engraved cistae, and Etruscan urns, seems at no

time a favorite on the border of engraved mirrors, for this is the

*A certain class of mirrors with groups composed of several figures, usually

gods or heroes, of which a peculiar ringlet style of hair is often characteristic,

affords the most conspicuous examples of this lack of taste. Cf. e.g., G. 398,

374, 356; K.-K. 103, 2; 83,1.
2For the development of shading in Greek painting see Behn,ZKe Fikoronische

Cista, pp. 54 f.

For much lighter and less conspicuous breast strokes see G. 293 and 318, also

the seated and the standing figure on each side of the omphalos on the cista

Mon. Ined. VIII, 29-30.
4 On the mirror side of the extension of the mirror K.-K. 78 are leaves of

similar type but in highly conventionalized form.

*Cf. G. 331, 1;372, 1.
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only example of which I know. It occurs often, however, espe-

cially on Praenestine mirrors, as the ground line for the design.
1

Other conventional patterns that are common in the ornamenta-

tion of Italian vases, such as the palmette, the lotus, or a combi-

nation of the two are often used as borders on Etruscan engraved
mirrors. The fin-like acanthus leaves which form part of the

ornament on both sides of the extension are typical of Etruscan

taste. Variations of this form are common, not only as part of

the ornament below the design, but also on the ground of the

design itself. The mirror clearly falls in the first half of the

fourth century, very probably in the first quarter.

2. (Fig. 2.) Reg. No. 98.686. Annual Report, 1898, p. 34,

No. 44. This mirror is round and heavy and has a tang. The
disk is slightly convex with the edge bent back sharply to form

a rim around the reverse side and is 18.3 cm. in diameter. The
extension is small and narrow, turning in at the bottom at right

angles. The entire length of the mirror is 26.1 cm. It is in

very good condition except that the engraved surface has patches
of encrustation. The patina is dark green. In the centre of the

engraved side is a hole 3.5 mm. in diameter, rather deep, and with

a rounding bottom, indicating that it was formed by a very blunt

peg.
2

1 Cf. K.-K. 108, 90; G. 337, 1; 377; 400, 1.

2 1 am inclined to believe that these holes which, as is well known, are found

in the centre of the engraving on many Italian bronze mirrors, are due to the

process of polishing; that the mirrors were held by a more or less sharply

pointed peg very firmly pressed against a polishing surface and then turned.

This would account for the great variation in the size and especially in

the depth of these holes, a difference which might then depend on any one

or a combination of a number of circumstances, for instance, on the degree of

polish desired, on the susceptibility to polish of the bronze in question (not all

alloys were the same), on the degree of hardness of the metal, or on the patience

of the workman. This would also explain why there seems to be no connection

between the depth of the hole and the amount of work in the engraving, a

connection which would seem to be inevitable if the hole were formed during

the latter process (cf. Matthies, op. cit. p. 19) unless there was a marked

variation in the amount of pressure applied. Furthermore, on the mirrors

which I have examined, where the hole in the centre interrupts lines of the

design these lines appear to have been engraved before the hole was formed,
for they do not show the slightest irregularity or discrepancy, which would seem

almost certain to follow if they had been drawn up to meet the hole or the peg
which formed it. That the engraving should be thus mutilated need occasion

no surprise. To the practical minded Etruscan the chief function of the

mirror was doubtless its usefulness in offering a reflecting surface. A people
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FIGURE 2. ETRUSCAN MIRROR, No. 98.686: BOSTON.

who would countenance the disfigurement of elaborate engravings on bronze

cistae by the attachment of rings would be expected to demand highly polished
mirrors regardless of the injury which the polishing process might cause to the

engraving on the reverse side.
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The design contains three figures. In the centre stands a

nude youth with a lance held upright in his left hand and
a garment hung over his left arm. He is looking at a winged
female figure who is seated at the left and his right hand is

placed on her left arm. The upper part of her body is nude, the

lower is covered by a himation which is brought up over her

left arm. Her left hand is placed on the youth's thigh. On her

right arm, which she extends toward him, is a double bracelet

and in her ear a long earring. A seated male figure at the right,

about whose legs is draped a himation, extends his left arm
forward and places his right hand on the youth's shoulder.

Both seated figures appear to be earnestly admonishing the youth.
Their faces, too, betray emotion. As border to the design a

laurel wreath is used. This extends round the mirror in one

direction, beginning at the right side of a palmette and scroll on

the extension and ending at the left. On the mirror side of the

extension is a palmette and scroll of somewhat more elaborate

pattern than the one below the design. Around the rim run two

parallel grooves and inside of them a row of beading.
The drawing is on the whole very careful and pleasing and the

composition good, but the design is somewhat crowded by the

border, a common fault of engraved Italian mirrors. That the

grouping of three figures as here, a central standing figure

between two smaller or seated figures, is very common on mirror

designs hardly needs to be stated. In style this mirror recalls

the mirror K.-K. 150. The thick laurel borders are also similar

in general effect, though different in detail. The line which is

usually drawn between the design and the laurel pattern, espe-

cially on the mirrors of the first half of the fourth century, is

lacking on both of these. The rendering of the drapery and the

hair resembles that on the mirror K.-K. 151, and not far re-

moved is G. 345, the figure of the youth on our mirror offering

a fairly close parallel to that of Hercules, but the composition on

the mirror in Gerhard is not so good. All three of these mirrors

are Praenestine. A trifle more slender than our central figure

but very similar in motive are several youths on a cista in Berlin,

published in Arch. Zeit. 1862, pi. 164-165. Mirrors often pre-

sent figures engaged, as here, in meaningless argument or con-

versation, meaningless at least to us, and doubtless equally so

to the engraver. Winged figures, especially female figures, in

whom we have generally to recognize the genuine Etruscan
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goddess "Lasa,"
1 abound on engraved Italian mirrors. This

goddess belongs to the circle of Aphrodite
2 and usually appears

with her or in company with other gods or goddesses. But, as is

true of many designs on mirrors, the scene here is too indefinite

to justify an attempt to identify the figures. The engraver, too,

doubtless spared himself that trouble.

Here again, as with mirror 1, even though no exact analogy to

the simple design may be found in Greek art, there is no lack of

scenes similar in style and spirit among the South Italian vase

paintings. The youth on the vase, Reinach, op. cit. Millin II, 28,

has the same familiar Polyclitan figure and pose as the youth on

the mirror. Similar figures appear on a vase published in d'Han-

carville, Collection of Etruscan, Greek and Roman Antiquities,

from the Cabinet of the Hon. W. Hamilton I, pi. 129. As on the

mirrors, these figures are represented as arguing or admonishing.
This is also true of the vase published in Vol. Ill, pi. 47 of the

same collection. The same statuesque standing motive appears
on a gold seal ring which Furtwangler thinks is probably "gross-

griechisch" (Antike Gemmen, pi. X, 42, and text, Vol. Ill, p. 53).

The expression of emotion, especially on the faces of the two

seated figures, is exceptionally well rendered. The practice of

giving individuality to figures and portraying deep personal

feeling was also borrowed from the Greeks of Southern Italy. A
crater from Pisticci now in Paris, F.-R. pi. 60, 1, furnishes a

good illustration. The vase painters of Southern Italy borrowed,

in their turn, from the Greek mainland. The best examples of

the portrayal of emotion are found, according to Duemmler, Jb.

Arch. I. II, p. 176, on a series of polychrome lecythi which

reflect the influence of Polygnotus.

The shading of the flesh surface which is typically more pro-

nounced in the case of the men than of the woman, is careless

and haphazard, an element which detracts materially from the

general effect of the picture and gives to the whole an untidy

appearance.
The laurel is used as a border on Praenestine mirrors oftener

than any other pattern but, as has already been stated, it is very

rare on Etruscan mirrors except in a certain group, where it

takes a characteristic form, pairs of long, ribless leaves extending

1 Cf. A. Schippke, De Speculis Etrusds Quaestionum Particula I, p. 45;

Korte's text, K.-K. pp. 9 f .

2 Cf . Schippke, op. cit, p. 24.
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from a line which encircles the design without being broken at

the bottom. 1 On the earlier Praenestine mirrors, as on ours, the

leaves are usually rather short and closely set, with the midrib

indicated, and they often have fruit inserted among them. This

rigid, compact form disappears later and the leaves become

larger, more irregular, and carelessly drawn. Our mirror is

exceptional in having only two leaves instead of three in each

group. This is in general characteristic of later work. The
laurel ornament came into Etruria by the usual road from

Attica by way of Southern Italy. Very unusual, however, is the

use on our mirror of a single wreath instead of two branches

beginning at each side of the ornament below the design and

meeting in the middle of the top. The only parallel that I know
is on the archaic mirror G. 420, 1, where an ivy wreath with very

heavy stem thus encircles the design.
2 The combination of

palmette and scroll, foimd on both sides of the extension, is the

commonest form of ornament for this part of the mirror. These

motives, too, came to Etruria, of course, from Greece, but they

had their origin in Egypt.
3 If the mirrors in the Boston Museum

are representative, it is the general rule that there is an ornament

on the mirror side of the extension and that it is somewhat more

elaborate than the one below the design. It is clear from what

has been said that this mirror also dates from the first half of the

fourth century and that it belongs to a group of Etruscan mirrors

which bear a certain relation to the Praenestine.4

3. (Fig. 3.) Reg. No. 99.495. Annual Report, 1899, p. 49,

No. 38. This mirror is round and thin and has a tang. The

disk is slightly convex with the edge bent sharply back to form

a rim round the reverse side. The diameter is 15.3 cm. The

extension is small and narrow and appears to have been covered

on the engraved side by the handle. The tang is unusually short,

a circumstance which makes it all the more likely that the handle

projected over the extension. The entire length of the mirror is

20.4 cm. It is in excellent condition with dull brown patina rather

unevenly distributed over the engraved surface. A tiny hole in

the centre of the engraved side was formed by a small, blunt peg.

1
E.g. G. 55. For the laurel border, see Matthies, op. dt. pp. 118 ff.

2 On a few mirrors which have no ornament below the design an unbroken

wreath is used as border; cf. K.-K. 15, 47; G. 110, 113.

Cf. Riegl, Stilfragen, pp. 71 ff, 87 f.

4 Cf . Matthies, op. dt. pp. 120, 122.
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The engraving represents a youth entirely nude running to

the right by the side of a plunging horse which he holds by
the bridle with his right hand. On a string around the horse's

neck are suspended three amulets or bullae. The horse's eye is

FIGURE 3. ETRUSCAN MIRROR, No. 99.495: BOSTON.

obliterated. Starting from a common point at the bottom,
doubtless at the edge of the handle, a slender ivy wreath encircles

the design and runs together at the top without a break. The
leaves are three-notched and in three places on the right side

of the mirror a cluster of three small berries is introduced.

There was beading on the rim but it has almost entirely dis-
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appeared. On the mirror side of the extension is an elaborate

pattern composed of two palmettes, the lower of which is en-

closed between scrolls. The drawing is remarkably light and

delicate, the lines few but effective, producing a picture of charm-

ing simplicity not unworthy of a Greek master. The motive of

the lithe, slender youth with hardly a marking on his body is so

light and airy that he scarcely seems to need ground beneath his

feet and, indeed, he does not have it, but the designs on engraved
mirrors often lack a ground line. One scarcely notices the various

faults in detail, for instance, that the horse's body is too slender,

its left hind leg too short, its neck poorly drawn, and that we are

left to imagine the greater part of the boy's left arm, so pleasing
is the general effect of composition and drawing.
A comparison of this engraving with others similar in subject

and composition makes its superiority the more conspicuous.
1

Nor does it lose by comparison with similar scenes on Italian

vases, for example, the common representation on the large

South Italian vases of departed heroes with their horses. 2 On
these, however, the motive is one of rest. Somewhat closer

parallels are presented by the men with horses introduced as

part of a larger scene on a crater from the Giardino Margherita in

Bologna, Pellegrini, Catalogo dei Vasi Greti Dipinti delle Necropoli

Felsinee, No. 223A, fig. 53, and a vase of the Coghill collection,

Millingen, Peintures Ant. de Vases Grecs, pi. 47. The same
motive on a vase, probably from Nola, was thought by C. Robert

to be a direct copy from a slab of the west frieze of the Parthenon. 3

All of these date from the first half of the fourth century, the

period in which the model for our mirror was made. The

slender, boyish figure reflects the taste of a generation that had

passed the time of the Doryphoros, one of the copies of which,
the relief from Argos,

4
presents a similar motive,

5 and had reached

1 Cf. e.g. the Praenestine mirrors K.-K. 137; G. 254 A, 1, 334, 1, 254, 1; and
the following cistae: Mon. Ined., Suppl. 14, 13, 19-20, Mon. Ined. IX, 23-24;
Man. Ined., Suppl. 15-16.

2 For these vases cf. Pagenstecher, Unteritalische Grabdenkmctier, pp. 89 f.

*Annali, 1874, p. 248, pi. T.

Cf . Jh. Oest. Arch. I. XII, p. 105, fig. 60.

'The ornamental top of a candelabrum from a chamber tomb in Montepul-
ciano (cf. Not. Scav. 1894, p. 239, fig. 3a) strongly suggests this scene in subject,
in motive, and in feeling.

A similar motive appears again on Etruscan urns: cf. Brunn-Korte,
Rilievi delle Urne Etrusche, II, 90, 4a and b; I, 45, 21a.
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the period of the Apollo Sauroctonos. The engraver evidently
adhered to his model in subject and composition, but infused

into his drawing a lighter spirit.

The execution of the hair is rather unusual. The same style,

but poorly rendered, appears on the mirror G. 119, and in a

still more crude, almost grotesque form on G. 71, 4. Heads on

the mirrors K.-K. 148; G. 377, 413; K.-K. 59; G. 338, 1 also

suggest this style. Genuinely Etruscan are the amulets suspended
about the horse's neck. These are very common on horses on

engraved cistae and mirrors. They also occur on the Etruscan

stamnos from Orvieto, Conestabile, Pitture murali, pi. XVI;
and the bangles on the Etruscan stamnos in the Vatican,

Overbeck, Atlas der Griechischen Kunstmythologie, pi. XVIII, 14,

belong to the same class. They do not seem to be common either

on Etruscan tomb frescoes or on the urns. 1 A flat collar, usually

low down on the shoulders,
2 similar to those on Greek vase

paintings, is common on the urns. The decking of horses with

amulets was naturally not in keeping with Greek taste. I know
of no example among Greek vase paintings which affords a parallel

to this characteristic Etruscan practice. Occasionally on South

Italian vases entire strings of beads or bullae occur.3 These are

doubtless due to Etruscan influence.

The ivy border in the light, delicate form in which it occurs

here is extremely rare on Etruscan mirrors, but very common on

Praenestine. 4 On the Etruscan mirror G. 57 there is also a

1 Cf . the archaic urn from Cumae, Mon. Ined. XI, pi. VI, la, and v. Duhn's

doubt as to the significance of the amulets, Annali, 1879, p. 127. But the very

presence of the amulets, which are also extremely large in proportion to the

size of the horse, would seem sufficient evidence that we are not to think here

of a "cavallo dell' heros nel senso greco."
2
Cf., however, the tomb frescoes, Conestabile, op. cit. pis. II and VIII;

also the engraved cista, Wiener Vorlegeblatter, 1889, pi. VIII, 2; and compare
these with the vase, Tischbein, III, 42.

* Cf . e.g. Reinach, Peintures de Vases Antiques, Millin, I, 23
; Pagenstecher,

op. cit. pi. Ill, b, Brit. Mus. F 242; Morin-Jean, Le Dessin des Animaux

en Grece, p. 232, fig. 266; p. 233^ fig. 268; Patroni, La Ceramica, p. 81, fig. 49,

in Atti della reale accademia di archeologia, lettere e belle arte di Napoli, Vol.

XIX. The carelessly drawn circles placed haphazard on the neck and chest

of a horse on a South Italian amphora in the Louvre (Morin-Jean, op. cit.

p. 233, fig. 267) show a degenerate form of this sort of decoration. The same

is true of the beads (?) on a horse on a vase in the museum in Turin (Daremberg

et Saglio, Dictionnaire des Antiquites, s. v. Desultor, p. 112, fig. 2335).
4 Cf. Matthies, op. cit. p. 121.
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border of thin ivy with slender central stem but the leaves are

heart-shaped, the form which is almost invariable on archaic

mirrors, very common on Etruscan mirrors of all periods, and
rather less common on Praenestine. This form holds, uncon-

sciously of course, to Mycenean tradition. The slender ivy

wreath, like almost everything else, found its way into Etruscan
art from Southern Italy. Both forms of the leaf are used on
Italian vases. This mirror, then, also recalls the Praenestine

group and may be placed near the middle of the fourth century,
after the influence of Praxiteles had made itself felt in Southern

Italy, but before the period of decadence, when vitality had

given way to over-refinement and weakness. 1

4. (Fig. 4). Reg. No. 96.715. Annual Report, 1896, p. 30,
No. 19. This mirror is round, rather heavy, and has a tang.
The disk is slightly convex and has a raised border around the

reverse side 1.2 cm. in width. The extension, which is rather

narrow and about as long as it is wide, curves outward at the

bottom and ends in sharp angles. The mirror is 18 cm. in

diameter and 25 cm. long. It is in excellent condition and a

muddy greenish patina covers most of the engraved surface.

A tiny hole in the centre of the engraved side was formed by
a sharp peg.

In the design are three standing figures partially draped
and wearing high shoes. At the left a male figure in an awk-

ward, stooping posture holds his himation in front of him gath-
ered in a knot in his right hand. The drapery is brought up
over his head and held up in his extended left hand behind a

woman in the centre toward whom his face is slightly turned.

The woman stands looking into the man's face, her weight rested

on her right foot and her left hand placed on her hip. Her

garment, which falls over her left shoulder, is brought up on
both sides of her right knee and held in a knot in her right hand.

Her hair is waved in long loops and she wears long earrings and
a diadem. At the right a winged woman, also wearing diadem
and earrings, stands looking to the left and holding the folds of

her himation in her left hand. The garment falls to the ground
and is caught up only between her knees. The arrangement of

her hair is similar to that of the figure in the centre except that

it is longer at the back. The space at the left between the man
1 An excellent example of this later period is found in the relief mirror K.-K.

99.
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and the border is closely filled with an acanthus scroll, which

emerges at the bottom from the upper of two blossoms. In. a

FIGURE 4. ETRUSCAN MIRROR, No. 96.715: BOSTON.

tiny space on the right side between the woman's wing and the

border is a notched line. Farther down beneath the wing is a
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plant with a large blossom. Except between the feet of the

central figure no ground line is indicated, but the ground space
is filled in with eight fish of varying sizes and types. Beginning
on each side of the ornament at the bottom of the mirror rows of

blossoms, one above the other, are engraved around the raised

border. On the extension is a chubby winged genius, apparently

wearing only a girdle and high shoes. The features are large and

uncomely. It looks to the right with right elbow held high and

right hand turned back toward its head. The hair is drawn back

into a knot. On the mirror side of the extension is a palmette
and scroll. The rim is plain.

The drawing is not good, but it is crude and uncouth

rather than careless, betraying the tendency to exaggerate de-

tails which characterizes every period of decadence. The

composition is in keeping with the drawing. The sole pur-

pose of the design is decorative and the engraver's one idea

seems to have been to leave no bit of space unoccupied.
To serve this end the male figure at the left is drawn in an

awkward stooping posture and drapery is brought up over his

head in feminine fashion. The mirror G. 105 furnishes an

interesting analogy to our mirror. The style of drawing is not

radically different and the composition, in its main lines, is

practically the same. But the engraver knew how to put life

into his lines and to adjust his figures to the round disk without

making them stilted.

Veiling the heads of men seems to be in violation even of

Etruscan taste. I know of no other example. Not even

women appear often on engraved mirrors with veils or dra-

pery over their heads. One of the few instances occurs on the

mirror G. 319.1 Yet it is a common motive on Greek vase

paintings, especially on those of Southern Italy, where the veil,

as on this mirror, is usually held up with one hand or perhapswith

both.2 The motive of holding up the himation brought around

from the back is very common on mirrors with both men and

women, especially the latter. Folds of the garment are also very
often caught up, as here, over the knees, usually over only one

knee, and the rest of the body left partially or entirely nude.

This motive is found frequently on fourth century vases and

1 It is found very often on Etruscan urns.
8 Cf. e.g. the vase from Ruvo, Man. Ined. XII, 16, also the fourth century

Greek gems, Furtwangler, Gemmen, XII, 39 and XIV, 22.
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appealed still more strongly to Hellenistic taste. 1 But I know
of no other instance where drapery is held up between the knees

in the hand as on our mirror. It was also unusual to represent

folds gathered in a knot above the hand as here. A similar

motive occurs on the mirror G. 321, 1 and on the cista, Mon.
Ined. Suppl. pi. 15-16.2 This was not altogether strange to

Greek art. A crater from Ruvo, Mon. Ined. V, 22, offers an

illustration. 3 On the whole, the rendering of the drapery on the

mirror shows that the design which furnished the model stood

close in style to the class of vases represented by the Apulian

amphora, F.-R. pi. 89. This is especially noticeable in the gar-

ments of Thetis (?) and Hermes. Similar motives occur on an

amphora in Petrograd, Mon. Ined. VI, VII, 66. Motives on

Attic vases of the fourth century, such as a hydria, F.-R. 79, 1,

and the cover %of a bowl, F.-R. 68, both from Kertsch and now
in Petrograd, show where we must look for the origin of this

style of draping. Diadems of all types are extremely common
on engraved mirrors, but I know no close analogy to the elabo-

rately waved hair of the two women on our mirror. Technically,

however, it is not far removed from the conventionalized ringlets

which occur so frequently.

The fish was a favorite form of ornament with engravers

of mirrors. It is sometimes used as border (cf. G. 70; 394,

2), but oftener as ground ornament, usually below a decor-

ative ground line which was probably conceived to repre-

sent the surface of the sea. Occasionally waves are indicated.4

Only rarely do the fish bear any relationship to the subject

of the design as, for example, on the mirror G. 64, where a

fish and a sea-horse are attributes of Poseidon. The decora-

tive value of the fish motive was also appreciated by the

Greeks, its origin is doubtless as old as art itself, but it

would not be typical of Greek taste to sanction its haphazard
use irrespective of an inner meaning. The cylix of Execias in

Munich with dolphins swimming about Dionysus' craft, F.-R.

1 Cf . e.g. the Hellenistic gems, Furtwangler, op. cit. XXXIV, 8, 9, 10, etc.

2 On a group of Etruscan urns which represent the recognition of Paris as the

son of Priam, Venus, who stands at the left of the altar, often holds her garment
in this way; cf. Brunn-Korte, op. cit. Vol. I, pi. I, 3; pi. II, 4, 5, etc.

8 The motive also appears in a statue of the Roman period from Agnano

published in Mon. Ant. XXI, p. 267, fig. 10.

<Cf. G. 415, 1;289,2.
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pi. 42, furnishes an excellent illustration from the early vase

paintings
1 and is not necessarily far removed either in time or

style from the models which suggested the dolphins on such

archaic Etruscan (or Praenestine2
) mirrors as G. 363, 1 and

415, I.
3 The fish on a severe red-figured hydria in the Museo

Gregoriano of the Vatican, Overbeck, Atlas der Gr. Kunstmytho-

logie, pi. XX, 12, would also have furnished an admirable model

for a mirror engraver.

A plant or flower similar to that on the right side of our mirror

design occurs on the mirror G. 217,
4 but the use of such an

elaborate conventional pattern to fill in space as the scroll on the

left of our design is exceptional. An ivy branch is found occa-

sionally (e.g. Matthies, op. cit. p. 79, fig. 15), also flowers of

various shapes and sizes, but I know no parallel to this pattern

except possibly the simple scroll on the mirrors G. 386 and 387, 1.

I also know of nothing either in Italian or Greek art which bears

the remotest resemblance to the border pattern on this mirror.

The foundation of the design is the same kind of blossom as the

two from which the scroll emerges, but it has been convention-

alized into a form which almost suggests a bea.d and reel.

Human or half human figures, often but not always winged,

frequently occupy the extension below the mirror design. The

queer little Hercules on the extension of the mirror G. 167 is a

caricature of the same type as the figure on our mirror. This

mirror may be assigned to the second half of the fourth century.

5. (Fig. 5.) Reg. No. 01.7525. Annual Report, 1901, p. 36.

The bottom of the disk of this mirror is slightly elongated and

runs into the extension in a gradual curve. The tang (or handle)

is gone. The disk is thin and slightly convex with the edge
turned back sharply to form a rim around the reverse side.

The diameter of the disk is 15 cm.; the entire length 17.2 cm.

Near the rim at the upper edge a piece is missing and the rim

at that point shews a break. The engraved surface has a thin,

1 For a discussion of this dolphin type as used in Greek art early in the fifth

century cf. v. Schneider, 'Griechische Wurfscheibe aus Sicilien,' in Jh. Oest.

Arch. I. II, pp. 201 ff.

2 Cf. Matthies, op. cit. Chap. II.

3 The conventional motive on a Corinthian aryballos in the Louvre (cf.

Morin-Jean, op. cit. p. 86, fig. 98) affords a very interesting comparison with

these two mirrors.
4 Variations of this type are not infrequently found; cf. e.g. the border on the

mirror G. 156.

3
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uneven coating of dark green patina. In the centre of the

engraved surface is a shallow hole 3 mm. in width.

The scene presents a young satyr in a Bacchic dance. He bal-

ances himself on his right foot and with the left knee sharply bent

he holds his left foot high behind him just above a large calyx crater

into which he peers as he bends his body toward it, holding his left

FIGURE 5. ETRUSCAN MIRROR, No. 01.7525: BOSTON.

arm out above it and his right arm back of his head. His right

hand and the top of his head are missing. His body is marked

with numerous anatomical lines and he wears low shoes. At the

left of the satyr a thyrsus with a fillet tied round it is planted

in the ground, which is indicated by a straight line. Starting

at the ends of the ground line and broken at the top by the

figure, a very thin, straggling ivy wreath, bent so as to form with
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the ground line a sort of four-sided border, encircles the figure.

Only seven leaves are indicated, three on each side in correspond-

ing positions and one at the top. Below the ground line is an

ornament consisting of an unusual form of lotus emerging from

a ring, the lower side of which is beaded. A rather elaborate

palmette below the polished or mirror surface is badly effaced.

Around the rim was beading which has almost entirely dis-

appeared.
The drawing of the satyr is strong and vigorous but the ac-

cessories are done more carelessly. Revelling bacchic char-

acters with a wine crater are variously represented on the

Praenestine mirrors K.-K. 45; G. 303; 301, and on the cista

Mon. Ined. X, 45-46, but none of these appears as the only figure

in the design nor do the motives resemble that of the satyr on our

mirror. A dancing satyr beside a low column (?) occupies the

front of an amphora from Anzi, now in the museum at Naples,

Patroni, Cerarnica, p. 1^0, fig. 80, but a closer parallel to the

mirror design is found on a small fourth-century crater in the

Boston Museum (No. 484). Here a satyr with a horse-tail,

holding his arms in the same position (reversed) as the satyr

on the mirror, leans low to the left and looks into a cotyle which

stands on the ground. He stands on his right foot (the more

natural position) with the left raised from the ground. The

suggestion of the motive on the mirror came then, clearly, from

the Greek vase painters of Southern Italy, who followed many
generations of vase painters in their employment of sportive

satyrs with wine bowls as a favorite theme. On engraved mirrors

and cistae the hair is often represented loose and flying as here,

especially on figures in violent action. The tiny attachment on

the back of the shoes is only a careless drawing of the high

pointed back of the Ionian shoe1 so common on mirrors and cistae.

On a fourth-century vase, 6lite Ceramographique, IV, 37, a

thyrsos stands, as on the mirror, planted on the ground.

The slender ivy wreath, as has already been stated, is very rare

on Etruscan mirrors. In the straggling form shown here it occurs

only on a few late mirrors, where it serves less as a border than as

a convenience for filling space.
2 This mirror then is related in

subject and style of decoration to a number of late Praenestine

mirrors and is to be placed, like these, late in the fourth century.

1 Cf . Behn, op. cit. p. 30.
2 Cf. e.g. the Praenestine mirror G. 309, 1, and the Etruscan, K.-K. 124, 3.
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6. (Fig. 6). Reg. No. 92.2740. Annual Report, 1892, p. 18.

This mirror is thin, slightly elliptical, and has a tang. The
extension is of medium size with straight sides tapering downward

FIGURE 6. ETRUSCAN MIRROR, No. 92.2740: BOSTON.

and turned in at sharp angles at the bottom. The mirror is

16 cm. in diameter and 25 cm. long. The upper part of the

engraved surface is badly damaged, parts of the design having
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entirely disappeared. The patina is reddish brown, with light

green patches. In the centre of the engraved surface is a small

hole.

The design comprises two seated figures facing the centre.

On the left is Mercury (?) leaning forward on his staff which

he holds in his left hand, while his right hand is placed on

his hip. His left foot is rested on a rock and his chlamys,
which appears to be fastened round his neck, falls in straight

folds behind him. Part of his face, his left shoulder, and the

top of his head (or his petasos?) have disappeared. On the

right is Hercules, his right hand held up toward his chin, his

left rested on his club and his right foot placed on a rock. His

face and head are almost entirely obliterated and only a trace

remains of the lion's scalp on his head and of the skin fastened

round his neck. Two ivy branches, which start from the outer

of two lines enclosing a rjalmette at the bottom, frame the design

and meet at the top in a cross-hatched ornament. The central

stem of the ivy is straight and very heavy with small, heart

shaped, short-stemmed leaves springing from it on either side.

The mirror side of the extension is thickly encrusted so that no

trace of an ornament remains.

The drawing is crude, the composition stilted, and the style

harsh. The motive is a common one on late mirrors. Close

parallels are offered by G. 129 and 130, on which the subject

also is the same. 1 The Eros on a fourth-century crater from St.

Agata de' Goti now in the Berlin Museum (Arch. Zeit, 1855, pi.

84) suggests the origin of the half sitting, half standing motive

so common on this class of mirrors. The genuine Etruscan form

of the ivy wreath has already been discussed. The hatched

pattern at the top is presumably a false adaptation of the orna-

ment commonly employed to indicate fillets wound about a heavy

wreath, which often occurs as a border on mirrors. 2 The date of

our mirror is not far from the turning point between the fourth

and third centuries.

Little has been said regarding the subjects of the mirrors

except where figures were unmistakable either from their general

character or from special attributes. As is true of many designs

on engraved mirrors, too little evidence is offered to make it

l *For other examples of this type cf. K.-K. 128, 1 and p. 173 of the text;

also G. 49.
2 For a similar ornament at the top of an ivy border see the mirror G. 178.
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possible to define the scenes with even approximate accuracy,

and it is not worth while to suggest conjectures on a point which,
in many cases certainly, was of no significance to the engraver
and probably did not enter his mind. None of these mirrors

is of surpassing excellence but each is a very good example of its

period and class. The handles .are all missing. The provenance
of none of them is known except of mirror No. 4, which was

formerly in the collection of Fanello Fanelli.

L. G. ELDRIDGE.

CLEVELAND, OHIO.
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SAINT MARY OF MELON

S. MARIA DE MEL6N lies in the mountains above the Mino,
in the diocese of Orense. Of its history, Sr. Lamperez says

1

he knows that the original Cistercian church still stands, on the

credit of Sr. Villa-Amil, who has never seen it: Yepes (1609)

wrote2 that in 1 142 two more houses were annexed to the Cister-

cian order, St. Mary of Melon, and St. Mary of Meira, and that

not one paper of Melon has survived: the first abbot was called

Gerard: from Espana Sagrada
3

little more may be learned;
Alfonso VII, the Em-

peror,
4 endowed it,

the place was called

at first Barcena, and

the phrasing of a priv-

ilege of 1155 suggests

that a convent had

already existed. The
Licenciate Luis de

Morales in a long top-

ographical poem on

Galicia,
5
preserves the

legend of the original

foundation: it seems

that Felipe and

Maria, the children

of Sancho the Fat

(ob. 956), had married, though they were brother and sister;

FIGURE 1. MELON: THE ABBEY CHURCH.

1 Vicente Lamperez y Romea, Historia de la Arquilectura Cristiana Espanola
en la Edad Media, II, p. 477.

2 Fr. Antonio de Yepes, Cr&nica General de la Orden de San Benito, VII,

p. 325.
8
Florez, Espana Sagrada, XXIII, pp. 24 ff.

4 His sister, Dona Sancha, was also in close relations with S. Bernard,
who was, indeed, a cousin of their father, Count Raymond of Burgundy.

6 Luis de Morales, Description del Reyno de Galicia (1675), p. 80.

American Journal of Archaeology, Second Series. Journal of the

Archaeological Institute of America Vol. XXI (1917) No. 4. 387
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when separated they founded in expiation the monasteries of

Allariz, Osera, and Melon. Ambrosio de Morales1 on his great

journey in 1572, visited the monument and saw the original

privilege, dated May 28, 1142, of Alfonso VII, others of Ferdi-

nand II of Leon, his son, and of Alfonso VIII, but found only
small relics, no books,
and no royal burials.

It had once a hospice.

An examination of

the earlier volumes of

Manrique yields a

little more informa-

tion. Melon seems

to have been the

seventh in the order

of foundation of

Spanish Cistercian

abbeys, and the sec-

ond in Galicia.

Moreruela comes

first, founded in 1119

and transferred to

ClteauxinllSl; then

another site in the

region of Zamora;
third Osera, 1140;
then three in the

Castiles, and Melon,
1142. The original

foundation was at a

place called Barcena,
where buildings were

already in existence,

as it would seem
from the phrasing in the earliest document extant, which says
not construendum, but constructum. From the rich endowment

signed in Palencia in 1155 by Alfonso the Emperor, I extract

the principal part:
2

". . . Quapropter ego Aldefonsus Dei gratia totius His-

1 Ambrosio de Morales, Viaje par Orden del Rey D. Felipe II, etc., p. 146.
2 P. Angel Manrique, Annales Cistercenses, I, p. 336.

FIGURE 2. MELON: APSE.
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paniae Imperator, una cum uxore mea Imperatrice Dona Rica,

& cum filiis Sanctio & Ferdinando Regibus, Deo, & Ecclesiae

sanctae . Mariae de Barcena, & vobis Domino Giraldo eiusdem

Ecclesiae Abbati, & omnibus successoribus vestris, pro animabus

parentum meorum, & peccatorum meorum remissione, facio char-

tarn donationis, & tex-

tum firmitatis de illo

monte, qui vocatur

Veduego, & Vaisti,

dono, & concedo vobis

ipsum montem cum

pratis, & pascuis,
cum ingressibus, &
egressibus suis, & cum
omnibus suis terminis,

directuris, & perti-

nentiis, & cum suis

aquis. Quomodo divi-

ditur de Corcores, &
inde per Penedum, &
per Taboazas: & inde

quomodo dividitur de

sancto Pelagio de

Lodo. Et inde quo-
modo dividitur demon-

tes per illam Forcam
de Girazga }

& inde

per Viariz, & est in

terra de sancto loanne

de Pena cornera. Et

hoc facio vobis, ut ab

hac die habeatis, &
possideatis, & omnes

successores vestri, iure

haereditario in perpetuum, & faciatis de illo, quidquid vestra fuerit

voluntas.

In 1156 the abbey was moved from Barcena to Melon, and

the name was changed correspondingly. In 1160 Ferdinand of

Leon and Galicia makes further gifts :

l

"
. . . Eapropter ego Fernandus Dei gratia Rex Legionis, &

1
Manrique, op. dt. I, p. 337.

FIGURE 3. MELON: AMBULATORY.
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Gallesiae dominator, facio textum, & scriptum firmitudinis, in

perpetuum valiturum de sancto Cypriano Montis Regij cum omni-

bus directuris suis, & terminis suis, quos habuit antiquitus, &
sicut tenuit Martinus Gemendi de Bqrcena, de Canalibus, cum om-

nibus directuris suis, de sancta Eugenia Ripae maris, cum tanta

largitate terrae, quantum unum iugum bovis laborare potuerit, tibi

Giraldo Abbati de

Mclone, & omnibus

successoribus tuis, ca-

nonice substituendis,

ut loca ista praedicta

habeas, possideas,
vendas, & cambies, &
de eis facias omne

quod ad honorem &
utilitatem tui spectat

Monasterij. Nulli

igitur hominum liceat,

<&c. Data charta sub

aera MCXCVIII in

Monasterio Cellae no-

vae, quinto Kalendas

lanuarij, die sancto-

rum Innocentium, in

discessu iunctae, quam
praefatus Rex habuit

cum Rege Portugalen-

si. . . .

"

Gerard's successor

was Martin, a holy

man, who got many
things from the King.

In 1205 a lawsuit was in progress between the convent and the

old house of S. Michael called de Canalibus which it had absorbed.

Later, it had some sort of power over "two colleges of the

Seraphic Order in her own land" i.e., a couple of Franciscan

convents, one. in Ribadavia. The point of all this is that the

present building was not commenced in the first half of the

twelfth century, as hitherto believed, but certainly after 1155,

and probably after 1160, well along toward the last quarter

of the century.

FIGURE 4. MELON: THE EAST END.
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In 1915 I had occasion to visit the place, driving up in about
two hours from Ribadavia, an ancient city with three fine Ro-

manesque parish churches and a beautiful palatine one of Galic-

ian Friars' Gothic. The convent of Melon has disappeared; the

nave of the church fell early in the past century, and all but
one bay and a sort of

stump had to be
taken down (Fig. 1).

A modern inscription

in the sanctuary says

that the church was

begun in 1147, but

this beginning was
hardly more than

marking out a plan.

The date of dedica-

tion is not known.

Osera, founded in

1137, was not dedi-

cated until 1239.

Except for the ab-

sence of aisles in the

nave, the plan is

Cistercian and was

imported, as at More-
ruela and Veruela in

Castile, Fitero in Ara-

gon, Poblet in Cata-

lonia: it consists of a

nave without aisles,

transepts with small

apses eastward, a

great apse girdled by
an ambulatory, and
three radiating chapels. The transepts are rib-vaulted, in one

great bay, octopartite, on the north, and two bays, quadripartite,
on the south, and out of these open duly the apse and the

ambulatory. From the north transept opens northward a

vaulted chapel, square, with eastern apse, the latest bit of build-

ing that remains, but continuous in style with the rest.

The sanctuary consists of one bay, quadripartite, lifted high

FIGURE 5. ORENSE: THE CATHEDRAL.
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toward the clerestory wall, and a chevet of eight 'ribs, twisted a

little to get them to one centre (Fig. 2). Correspondingly, the

arcade below has a fine wide pointed arch, then a square pier
with four engaged columns, and seven high pointed arches of two

orders, carried on cylindrical columns. The vaulting shafts

do not descend to

these, but stop on

brackets set between

the arches just below

the point. It is likely

that this indicates an

intention, at the out-

set, to use barrel

vaults and semi-

domes, as at Notre

Dame la Grande and

Notre Dame du Port,

even in a Cistercian

church: that occurs

at Moreruela and
Poblet. The piers of

the crossing, though
more massive, are

like that of the sanc-

tuary. The abacus

is large, square, and

curiously moulded in

three bands. The

capitals, of a noble,

late transitional form,

with rather flat leaves

laid against the bell,

recall a like motive at

Font-Froide and at

Veruela. A sort of string-course, continuing the abacus of the

vaulting capitals, is turned up in a wide curve over each of the

seven round-headed apse windows. There is another round-

headed window, at the level of the clerestory, in the east face of

each of the transepts, a third high in the south, and a fourth, now

blocked, in the face of the north transept. The rest of thewindows

are spoiled, except those between the chapels of the ambulatory.

FIGURE 6. ORENSE: INTERIOR OF CATHEDRAL.
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The ambulatory begins beyond one bay of quadripartite

vaulting, the great shafts of which are engaged in the wall, and
a heavy pointed arch, somewhat stilted, of an early form (Fig. 3).

There is just such a one at Moreruela. The floor has been raised

and now hides the bases of the columns at the openings of the

chapels. The vault

is a continuous barrel

vault, turning to fol-

low the curve, pierced

with small windows.

There is something

very odd about this,

but the ribs are orig-

inal and moulded like

those of the apse, also

original the string-

course below them,
the capitals, and the

shafts on which they
rest. These last for-

merly were continued

to the floor, but were

cut off and consoles

worked beneath in

the seventeenth cen-

tury, when the Lady-

chapel was extended

and the vault altered.

The other two chap-
els of the ambulatory
have pointed barrel

vaults. The opening,
of two square orders

like the apse-arcade,
rests on attached

shafts, and the bases of the apse-columns are of the thirteenth

century form, on high plinths that must once have been higher.

This same rather awkward arrangement occurs I think in an aisle

at Tuy, and in a good many English and Norman churches.

Twelfth century work has not this aspect. Consider in Irache

the later part of the nave, or the early part of Veruela, conse-

FIGURE 7. S. LORENZO DE CARBOEIRO:

AMBULATORY.
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crated in 1211. The archaic elements are: the plan like that

of Dona Sancha's foundation at Moreruela,
1 the square-edged

plain arches, the barrel-vaulted chapels. The moulded ribs, the

carved corbels, and the form of capital and base are signs of a
later time. Outside (Fig. 4), the eastern end shows that the

windows in the ambu-

latory vaults are orig-

inal. There are strong
arches between the

buttresses of apse,

transept, and nave.

This is the style of

southwestern France,
used in the cathedral

of Santiago, and much
more markedly in

those of Tuy and
Orense. Some things,

however, in the height

of the wall of the apse
and the insistence on

vertical lines in this

eastern view, recall

the Friars' churches

of Galicia, like S.

Francisco of Lugo.

Probably from them
also came the thought
of only one nave.
The use of corbels or

brackets to sustain an

arch is common in

Spain, for instance

in the dormitory at

Poblet. Except in

the ambulatory, these at Melon, in the apse and in the northern

chapel, are carved in the same style as the capitals adjacent.

The use of a sort of clerestory in the ambulatory and of a barrel

vault at the entrance to the chapels repeats Moreruela. The

FIGURE 8. S. MARIA DE CAMBRE:
AMBULATORY.

1 For Moreruela, cf. ST. M. Gomez Moreno, Boletin de la Sociedad Espanola
de Excursions, XIV, 1906, pp. 97-105.
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capitals and abacus of the apse, the capitals and string course in

the ambulatory are provincial imitations of those in the nave

of Orense also the arches on the outer walls of the transept,

and the curious lifting of the stonework around the clerestory

windows, have their prototype there
'

(Fig. 5) . To date this

work, which has a tang of the soil in its cool fairness, we must
fix the dates at Orense.

Bishop Diego III of Orense (1100-1132) was a canon of Santi-

ago; he may have dreamed of rebuilding his cathedral but he

did not copy Compostela. That has an ambulatory and seven

chapels. This had until the sixteenth century three parallel

apses, according to all authorities. Bishop Pedro Servino, or

Seguino (1157-1169), came from Poitiers; "in the first year of

his rule he was already increasing the fabric of the new church,"

says Gil Gonzalez Ddvila,
1 which can only mean that he enlarged

the plans. "His work was confirmed by Alfonso the Emperor,
and he died a saint." He brought the Poitevin wall-structure

and established it for the cathedral, which was consecrated in

1194. Bishop Lorenzo (1218-1248), much beloved, called

Regla de Derecho, "built the church (Fig. 6) and the abbot's

palace of ashlar that the work might be permanent." Dvila

says he built the church: Sr. Lampe*rez
2

says that in those

years the nave was completed and the vaults closed. Between

him and the Poitevin came Bishop Alfonso (1174-1213), who was

strong and rich and probably built along steadily: the conse-

cration took place in his time; but Bishop Lorenzo coming last

gets all the credit.

If these dates are accepted, then the church of Mel6n, copying
that of Orense, was only up to the arches by the middle of the

thirteenth century, and lagging on, keeping to it's own style on

its lonely height, still carved the forms that we call "transi-

tional," both leaf and flower, in the end, presumably of the

fourteenth century. Lugo has Romanesque of the fifteenth cen-

tury to show. By the time the carvings of the north chapel at

Mel6n were finished, theirs, though lovely, is yet a starveling art.

S. Lorenzo of Carboeiro, built 1171-1192, shows Benedictine

building contemporary with the beginnings of this, but lustier,

from a sturdier stock (Fig. 7). S. Maria de Cambre (Fig. 8),

1 Gil Gonzalez Davila, Teatro Ecclesiastico de las Iglesias de Espana, III.

8 Sr. Lampe"rez suffers under some confusion of names and dates; I have

kept his dates, letting his names go. See Lampe'rez, op. cit. I, p. 567.
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near Corunna, which Sr. Lampe'rez
1 feels was rebuilt in the thir-

teenth century, may serve to illustrate the treatment of an

ambulatory and its rib-vaulted chapels, by an architect who,

though he clung to certain Romanesque motives, had a vigorous,

inventive, and growing science. At Mel6n the Cistercian ideal,

imported but quite comprehended, and maintained even in the

frail leaf capitals so unlike the sappy tendrils at Cambre, was

modified by local conditions, by the Friars' Gothic, the cathedral

style, and the isolation of the Chantier.

GEORGIANA GODDARD KING.
BRYN MAWR, PENNSYLVANIA,

'December, 1916.

1

Lamperez, op. tit. I, p. 573.
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL STUDIES

I

THE DESIGN OF THE RELIEFS ON THE VAPHIO CUPS

THE maturity of Mycenaean artistic genius is clearly revealed

in metal work and especially in the decoration of the gold cups
found at Vaphio (Fig. 1). These cups have been the subject of

frequent discussion but yet, as becomes a Krrj^a & aiel, they
still invite study. The purpose of the present paper is to note

certain features which stamp the designer as a master of con-

sistent and refined composition.

The two cups, found together in a to*mb, are companion pieces,

inseparable as were perhaps their ancient possessors, (a prince

and princess ?) and are the prototypes in idea of a pair of cylices

by Aristophanes
1 which were decorated with identical scenes and

found together in a grave, and again of those Roman cups which

came in couples from the well at Bosco Reale. 2 Unlike the reliefs

on the Roman cups, those of Vaphio present a sharp contrast to

each other. The violence of the one scene is offset by the repose
of the other, like the opposition of certain pairs of groups in

Greek gables. The subject of both reliefs is the bull, captured
in one scene and domesticated in the other. The men in the

scenes are puny when compared with the strong brutes, but their

ultimate superiority is obvious. Riegl
3 in a praiseworthy appre-

ciation of the reliefs says: "Ja es mochte fast scheinen als ob

der schliessliche Sieg des menschlichen Witzes tiber die physische

Uberlegenheit der Tierwelt iiberhaupt das leitende Thema des

Kiinstlers gewesen ware" a free restatement of the Sophoclean

passage, Ajax, 1253:

81 ir\evpa /3oOs vir6 (7/uKpas fyutos

opdbs els 65bv Tropeucreu.

At the centre of the first scene, directly opposite the handle, is

1
Furtwangler-Reichhold, Griech. Vasenm., text, p. 42, pis. 128-129.

2 Man. Piot, V.
3 Jh. Oest. Arch. I. 1906, p. 16.

American Journal of Archaeology, Second Series. Journal of the OO7
Archaeological Institute of America, Vol. XXI (1917) No. 4. &*

4
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a bull hopelessly enmeshed in a net. On either side is another,

charging or dashing away, a veritable /3oDs dovpios, the one on

the left with fore legs raised, the other at the right with hind legs

in air. Of the latter Reinach says:
1 "Comme si Tallongement

extreme ne suffisait pas, 1'artiste, pour exagerer I'impression de

la vitesse, a souleve* la croupe de Tanimal et combine le motif du

galop volant avec celui de la ruade." Here then is a balanced

composition with relieving variation in the lateral counterparts

and the fact of balance rendered less conspicuous by the diverting

FIGURE 1. -THE VAPHIO CUPS.
After Schuchhardt.

prostration of two hunters. The impossible position of the bull

in the net, habitually remarked in casual commentary upon the

cups, is due to the requirement that the central figure must be

transitional and carry the eye easily either way. Thus the fore-

part of the bull is directed toward the right and the rear part

toward the left. The resultant twist in the body of the animal,

which at first sight seems to merit rebuke as primitive, is rather

a skilful attempt to portray the desperate and violent writhing

of the bull which one instant turns one way and the next instant

turns back again, so quickly that it seems to be in both positions

at the same time. This twisted form, then, admirably repro.

1 R. Arch. XXXVI, 1900, p. 443.
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duces the mental image, the memory picture of a writhing bull

and at the same time finely serves the composition as a pivotal

figure facilitating the transition from one half of the scene to the

other.

Not only is the central figure logical and structural but it is

also in harmony with the lateral figures. This point will be

duly appreciated if one imagine the captured bull lying inert in

the net. The sudden change from the violent motion of the

escaping bulls to rest, in the captured brute, would be sharply

displeasing. The violence of the flanking figures must be shared

by the central figure. Lively bellowing is not enough, and so

the artist resorts to a combination in one picture of two succes-

sive moments of the writhing of the bull. The result is a har-

mony of violence throughout the scene.

The principle here operative emerges again a thousand years
later in the central group of the western gable of the Parthenon.

The horses of Athena and Poseidon rear and snort because their

owners standing between them are greatly agitated. The horses

appear to be halted suddenly, but of course Athena and Poseidon

have already stepped out of their chariots and so the horses ought
to be at rest. As part of an harmonious design they must share

the agitation of the intervening protagonists, just as in the east-

ern gable of the temple of Zeus at Olympia the horses framing
the reposeful central quintet share its repose. In a word the

principle is a matter of the continuity of mood, of gradation
which forbids the juxtaposition of the antithetic conditions of

violence and rest. This anticipation in Mycenaean art of a

striking principle of Greek pedimental design of the best period
is a tribute to the refined feeling of the unknown goldsmith who
hammered out the Vaphio reliefs.

The writhing bull is not the only transitional figure in con-

temporary metal work. In a very vivid representation of a

lion hunt inlaid upon a famous dagger
1
is another good illustra-

tion. In this scene, the foremost lion has charged so impetuously

1 B.C.H. X, 1886, pi. II. Reinach, I c. p. 444, regards the cups and dagger
blades as works of the same school. "Tandisque le schema d'un quadrupede
au galop, dans tous les arts de Pantiquite", dessine une courbe convexe, se

rapprochant plus ou moins de rhorizontalite", 1'artiste myce'nien tend a lui

donner 1'aspect d'une courbe concave. Cette particularity a elle seule,

suffirait a prouver que les poignards incruste"s et les gobelets de Vaphio sont

les oeuvres d'une mime e"cole.
"
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a party of hunters as to impale himself upon a spear and bowl

over the man who thrust the weapon at him. Two other lions

are fleeing but the nearer of these turns his head back to look at

their bold companion. He thus becomes the transitional figure

in the design, facilitating the course of the eye as it passes from

violent motion in one direction to violent motion in the oppo-
site direction.

The composition of the scene on the second cup is simpler

because the bodies of the bulls are all directed the same way.

However, they are not merely strung on one after the other. At
the left is a mildly recalcitrant bull bellowing a few lingering

objections to domestication. His arched tail is an index of ill

temper. The next bull is sympathetic, bellows a bit, arches his

tail a little, and turns his head towards the third bull which gives

no sign of irritation but seems capable of it. The fourth has

no share in the unrest but quietly grazes. Thus from left to

right there is a diminishing ripple of relatively slight excitement.

The central group of two bulls, the interrelation of which has

been boldly defined by Riegl as "gemuthliche Verbindung," is

transitional in feeling. Their function as pivotal is marked

both by their dominating mass and by the position of their heads.

The head in front view of the one is saved from isolation by the

other which turns "liebkosend" toward him.

The second bull is a very important figure in the composition.

By looking back, he becomes associated with the bull nonchalantly

grazing at the extreme right while his subdued bellowing and

arched tail at once associate him in feeling with the irritated bull

at the extreme left.

The two bulls at the ends of the scene balance each other in

mass without however any approach to rigid symmetry. One

raises his head to bellow and the other lowers his head to graze.

This fine feeling for variation also appears in the treatment of

trees and plants which incline and bend with the freedom of

plants in the Hagia Triada frescoes, and again in the representa-

tion of ground and sky which effectively break the hard marginal

lines of the field.

II

SCENES FROM THE ODYSSEY ON AN ETRUSCAN GRAVE STELE

Many years ago there was found at Bologna an Etruscan stele

decorated with a series of scenes, two of which were immediately
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recognized as from the Odyssey.
1 The sculptured portion of

horse-shoe form, which is typical in the ancient necropolis of

Felsina, is about 88 cm. high. Both faces and the broad edge of

the stone are covered with sculpture in low relief. No artistic

merit can be claimed for the reliefs. They are like many other

examples of the class, the product of industry rather than of art,

but the interpretation of them invites our interest. The date of

the stele is the fifth century B.C. and probably the first half of

that century. The archaism of the human forms is obvious and
their heaviness suggests a period prior to the influence of Attic

vase painting which brought about an attenuation of form in

Etruscan art.

The major group of the obverse is funereal in character, the

deceased making his last journey in a chariot drawn by winged
horses. 2 But we are here concerned only with the six reliefs

(Fig. 2) which decorate the broad edge of the stone, each in a

frame measuring 31 x 27 cm. Below on the left are two scenes

clearly alluding to the adventures of Odysseus. In the first is

the monstrous form of Scylla;
3 in the second, Circe flanked by a

pig and a pig-headed human form. The arrested transformation

of the latter and the cups which the woman holds in her hands

leave no doubt as to the scene.

The subjects of the remaining four reliefs are not so clear. The
third square contains a figure which Brizio is inclined to regard
as a genius of death that torments souls with a hammer. This

would then be, as he himself objects, the first example of an

Etruscan demon which carries besides the typical hammer, a

saw and an object marked with what appears to be a scale.

Ducati (col. 374) describes the figure as "un demone alato e

barbuto," but Brizio does not mention a beard nor is one to be

seen in his reproduction of the relief.

Since the first two scenes are epic, why not seek a similar source

for this and their counterparts on the other side of the stone?

It is here suggested that the winged figure with saw, hammer and

carpenter's rule (?) is Calypso bringing tools for the construction

of the raft on which Odysseus was to leave her island :

1
Brizio, Not. Scav. 1890, pp. 139 ff., pi. I; Ducati, Mon. Ant. XX, cols. 374,

699-700; Grenier, Bologne Villanovienne et Etrusque, pp. 438-9, where a poor

reproduction of the obverse is given.
2 Denk. G. u. R. Sculptur, text, p. 11, to pis. 586-7.
8 Cf. the representations of Scylla in Roscher, Lexikon, s. v. Skylla.
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ro</>pa d' eveiKe reperpa KaXu^co, 6ta deauv. (V, 246.)

Mention is made of other tools:

kv ol ireKtKvv pkyav. (V, 234.)

Sake 5'eTretra crKeTrapvop kv^oov. (V, 237.)

3

FIGURE 2. FROM AN ETRUSCAN STELE AT BOLOGNA.

An exact correspondence in the kind of tools should not be ex-

pected. Homer fails to mention the saw which appears in the

relief.

The fourth frame contains a single figure which does not admit
of close definition. According to Brizio (p. 141) it represents
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"una donna la quale corre impetuosa verso sinistra stringendo
nello stesso tempo con la destra una spada sguainata." The

figure in the relief below is also "una donna la quale corre tenendo

in mano un fiore." Brizio was deceived by the dress of these

two figures into thinking that female forms were intended, but

in Ionia, which exercised so much influence on Etruria, the fully

draped male figure was the rule, as is shown in art by the seated

figures of Branchidae and a statue from Samos 1 and in literature

by the Homeric epithet eX/cextrcoi/es 'laoves. If these figures are

male, then number five may well be interpreted as Odysseus

approaching the palace of Circe with the potent flower, which

Hermes gave him:

& M^Xav 07ce, 7aXa/cri 5 etKeXop avOos.

u de piv /caXeoucn OeoL (X, 304.)

The interpretation of the last figure as a Nereid riding on a

dolphin and holding in upraised hands the greaves of Achilles

has been accepted by Ducati (col. 374) and Grenier (p. 452).

But here again one may reasonably suggest that the figure is

Odysseus holding the veil which Ino, the sea goddess, gave the

hero to save him from the sea.

TTJ Se, rode KprjdtfjLVOV VTTO arkpvoio Tavvffcrai

arfporov. (V, 346).

The sequence of the series from left to right, beginning with

the upper register, is practically that of the Homeric narrative,

as the following table shows:

a. Calypso with tools for the raft. Odyssey, V, 234 ff.

b. Odysseus or comrade with dagger (?).

c. Transformation of comrades by Circe. Odyssey, X, 230 ff.

d. Odysseus with the /xwXu. Odyssey, X, 302 ff.

e. Scylla. Odyssey, XII, 85 ff.

f. Odysseus with the veil. Odyssey, V, 346 ff.

It thus appears that four of the six scenes observe the Homeric

order. The agreement is really greater. The second figure of

the first register is too vaguely defined to disturb the sequence,

and chronologically the escape from the sea follows the other

adventures, though in Homer reference to it precedes the account

of them.

An obvious objection to this suggestion is that one looking at

the monument would expect to find such sequence first in the

* Aih. Mitt. 1906, pis. X-XII.
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three scenes on one side and then in the three scenes on the other,

where the eye could readily note it. The objection would be

valid if we assumed that the Etruscan sculptor designed the

series himself, but the safer assumption is that he had under his

eye a model of Ionian provenience, a metal relief, perhaps,
with scenes in rows of two, which he separated vertically to suit

the field he wished to decorate. Mythological scenes are limited

to four examples, in this class of stelae,
1 and such copying may

therefore be expected.

The possibility of a series of Homeric scenes in sequence, dating

probably from the early fifth century, is of interest in view of a

statement in Muller:2
"Zyklen von Bildwerken, die entweder

ganze Gedichte oder Teile von ihnen in einer kontinuierlichen

Szenenfolge illustrieren, kommen in der Griechischen Kunst zuerst

in der Periode Alexanders auf. Fur diese Zeit sind die Zyklen
von Tafelbildern bezeugt auf denen Theon von Samos das bel-

lum iliacum und die Geschichte des Orestes dargestellt hatte."

Theon of Samos may have had Ionic prototypes for his bellum

iliacum, simple series like that of the Etruscan grave stele found

at Bologna.
Ill

THE EXERGUE IN CYRENAIC CYLICES

The interior scenes of Cyrenaic cylices are remarkable because

of their diversity and novelty and again because of a subtlety

of suggestion in the motifs of the exergue of some which is un-

equalled in contemporary or subsequent Greek vase painting.
3

The exergue of the Cyrenaic cylix in a number of cases is filled

with buds and palmettes (e.g., Arch. Zeit. 1881, pi. 13) which

have only decorative value but there are several exergues with

motifs which more or less clearly present a connection in thought

with the scene painted in the larger segment. It is this phase of

Cyrenaic or Laconian design which is here considered.

The first illustration is found in the cylix the interior scene of

which naively represents the blinding of Polyphemus (Fig. 3).
4

1
Ducati, op. tit. col. 698.

2
Odyssee-Illustrationen, p. 138.

1 For a list of Cyrenaic cups, see Dumont et Chaplain, Les Ceramiques de la

Grkce Propre, pp. 295ff; Droop, J. H. S. 1910, p. 33; Dugas, R. Arch. XX,
1912, p. 89, who also gives a concise statement (p. 98) of the arguments for

and against the Laconian provenience of the category.
4 Mon. d. Inst. I, pi. 7; Huddilston, Lessons from Greek Pottery, p. 73.
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The exergue is filled with a large fish while above Odysseus and his

comrades is a snake. Heydemann thought that the snake was a

symbol of the danger threatening Polyphemus and that the fish

in the exergue indicated his certain death. Dumont, op. cit. p.

297, note 1, rejects this view regarding both as merely reminis-

cences of the decorative motifs so frequent in primitive painting
like that of the Dipylon period. This opinion is shared by
Dugas, loc. cit. p. 94, who speaks of the fish as "purement deco-

ratif."

It seems strange that an old but for the most part brilliant

interpretation of the fish and

the snake has been completely

ignored. The Due de Luynes,
Ann. d. Inst. 1829, p. 280,

interprets them as follows:

"Le serpent qui, dirige* centre

le cyclope, est dans liaction

de Fattaque, parait accompa-

gner Ulysse, soit qu'on le

considere comme un des at-

tributs assez ordinaires de

Minerve, soit qu'il ne repre-

sente que Tastuce et la finesse

du he*ros grec. Cette conjec-

ture parait d'autant plus vrai-

semblable, que le poisson, pr6t a devorer un appat tel qu'il est

peint dans la partie inferieure de la composition, doit etre une

allusion a la stupidite et a la folle confiance du cyclope. C'est ici

le lieu d'observer combien 1'artiste a su calculer habilement les

images symboliques de son sujet, en choisissant pour representer

Ulysse le reptile consacre a Minerve et pour Polyphonic un pois-

son, qui devait convenir au fils de Neptune." The object in

contact with the mouth of the fish is not an ornament as Dumont

thought, because ground ornaments are placed by the Cyrenaic

painters toward the centre of empty spaces
1 but rather a hook.1

Thus the note of deception in the principal scene is repeated in

the exergue. The fish suggests the sea and Polyphemus was a

son of the sea-god. Both have been caught.

1 Arch. Zeit. 1881, pi. 12, nos. 2, 3; pi. 13, no. 5.

2 For the antique forms of fish-hooks v. Daremberg et Saglio, a. v. hamus,

especially fig. 3699.

FIGURE 3. THE BLINDING OF
POLYPHEMUS.
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The second example is the cup in which is painted a scene

of the punishment of Prometheus. 1 At the left is Atlas, the

brother of Prometheus, bearing the burden of the heavens. The

exergue contains a Doric shaft with lotus buds as space-fillers on

either side. The shaft not only repeats the motif of support in

the Atlas but was very probably suggested to the painter by the

Homeric reference to Atlas and his columns (Od. I: 53).

exet 5e re Kiovas O.VTOS

/icucpds at yaiav re /cat ovpavdv dju^ts exoutri.

The interior scene of yet another cylix (Jb. Arch. 1. 1901, pi. 3)

offers a possible instance of a connection in idea between the

motifs of its major and minor segments. In the former is a pro-

cession of warriors carrying their wounded or slain comrades;
in the exergue are two fighting cocks facing each other. They
express again the idea of conflict suggested by the warriors

returning with their wounded. But it must be noted that there

are other Cyrenaic cylices where the same group in the exergue
cannot be thus interpreted; e.g., Bohlau, Aus Ion. u. Ital. Nekro-

polen, pi. XI. A similar relation between the fields appears on

a fragmentary cylix (B. C. H. 1893, p. 235) where beneath a

martial scene two snarling lions face each other.

There remains the Arcesilas cylix. In the larger segment is a

scene on shipboard in which bags of silphium are weighed; the

exergue is the space below deck where the bags are stored.

Here there is a studied connection of scenes in the two segments
but of a more intimate character than in the preceding examples.

Besides a connection in idea there is a unity of place and time.

The interest of the Cyrenaic painter in the exergue was not

shared by his Attic contemporaries and their successors. Execias

could do without the exergue (F.-R. Griech. Vasenm. pi. 42) as

could Euphronius and his associates, who, however, paid particu-

lar attention to the interior scene. Later in the period of the fine

style, when the cylix ceased to be a popular form, Aristophanes

showed his indifference by leaving the exergue conspicuously

empty or merely placing his signature there (F.-R. op. cit. pis.

127-9).

1
Gerhard, A. V. II, pi. 86; Daremberg et Saglio, I, p. 527.
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IV

THE VINE OF PYTHIOS AND ANDOCIDES

The wealthy Lydian Pythios once made a present of a golden
vine to Darius,

1 the fame of which is attested by several references2

in ancient writers. There are quotations in Athenaeus (XII,

514f), one from Chares of Mitylene to the effect that the Persian

monarchs placed it above a couch in a sleeping chamber, another

from Amyntas telling of its grapes of precious stones, and a third

from Phylarchus who says that the Persian monarchs often trans-

acted business as they rested beneath it. According to Himerius,

Eclogae, XXXI, 8, the vine was made by Theodorus of Samos, to

whom Hogarth,
3 refers as "the Theodorus of one of the primitive

Artemesia.
"

The fame of this Ionic work, produced at a time when Ionia was

exerting a vital influence upon Attic art,, makes reasonable the

suggestion that it was the mental model for those vines which

shade couches in Attic vase-paintings of the sixth century. One
of these paintings in the style of the transitional artist Andocides4

shows Heracles reclining beneath a vine in the presence of Athena.

The vine is here complete but in two other paintings
5 the stock has

been omitted. In another example
6
Dionysus appears beneath

the vine.

The ultimate source of the motif is Assyrian. According to

Jacobsthal,
7
Egyptian, Mycenaean, and Babylonian art offer no

instance of the reclining banqueter. A well-known relief of the

seventh century representing Assurbanipal reclining on a couch

which is shaded by a vine with grapes is the earliest example and

this is regarded by Miss Heinemann 8 as "eine Parallelbildung zu

den in der griechischen von lonien abhangigen Keramik unzahlig

haufigen Darstellungen des in der Weinlaube gelagerten Dio-

nysos."

It may well be that the Lydian (Croesus?) who commissioned

Theodorus of Samos to make a golden vine for a couch, appro-

1
Herodotus, VII, 27.

2
Macan, Herodotus, ad loc.

3
Ephesus, p. 184.

4
Furtwangler-Reichhold, Griech. Vasenm., pi. 4.

8
Gerhard, A. V. pis., 108, 142.

6
Roulez, Choix de Vases Feints, pi. 3.

7 Abh. Ges. Wis. Gdtt., N F. XIV, p. 35.

8
Landschaftliche Elemente in der Griechischen Kunst bis Polygnot, p. 37.
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priated an Assyrian motif (reserved in that art for royalty?)
which thus advertised throughout Ionia was readily trans-
mitted to the humble vase painters of Athens, among them,
Andocides.

G. W. ELDERKIN.
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY,

PRINCETON, N. J.
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SOME LOST VASES FOUND

IT HAS been suggested to me by some of my friends that I make
public a list of lost vases which I have fortunately been able to

find. The information here contained supplements the correc-

tions already made by Reinach in his Repertoire des Vases Feints,

II, pp. 422-423 and in a recent article in the Revue Archeologique.
1

The "
finds" that I now offer in the form of corrections to the

Repertoire, represent a somewhat long period of research. These
corrections were collected at first for my own information, with-

out thought of publication, but are now so many that it seems
worth while to give them out. The list follows the order of

Reinach, giving for greater clearness in parallel columns the orig-

inal publication and the present location of the vase. Following
the list of

"
finds" is a list of the new numbers of vases in Munich

published in the various works cited. These numbers have not

yet been made public, but it is obviously better to use them than
those of the catalogue of Otto Jahn.

The abbreviations used are as follows:

Mon. dell' Inst.: Monumenti dell' Institute di Corrispondenza

Archeologica.

Ann. dell' Inst. : Annali deW Institute, etc.

A. Z.: Archaeologische Zeitung.
Bull. Nap.: Bulletino Napolitano. n.s.: New series.

'E$. 'Apx. : 'E^Tjjuepts 'ApxcLLoXoyiicf).

Coghill: Millingen, Vases de Coghill.

A. V.: Gerhard, Auserlesene Vasenbilder.

Tischbein: Tischbein, Vases de Hamilton.

The two Bologna catalogues will be referred to as Pal. Univ.

and Necr. Pels.

MON. DELL' INST. PRESENT LOCATION

I, pi. 7; 2, 3. Hodgson Collection, England.

I, pi. 21; 10. Metropolitan Museum, New York, N. Y.

I, pi. 22; 6. Metropolitan Museum, New York, N. Y.

1 R. Arch. Serie V, III, 1916, pp. 311, 312. For other information I am in-

debted to Dr. Joseph Clark Hoppin, who has supplied me with several refer-

ences.

American Journal of Archaeology, Second Series. Journal of the A no
Archaeological Institute of America, Vol. XXI (1917) No. 4.
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MON. DELL' INST.

I, pi. 26; 2.

I, pi. 26; 15.

I, pi. 26; 16.

I, pi. 26; 22.

I, pi. 27; 26.

I, pi. 27; 32.

II, pi. 12.

II, pi. 24.

II, pi. 48.

III, pi. 30.

III, pi. 46; 6.

IV, pi. 23.

IV, pi. 40; 7, 8.

VI-VII, pi. 42, B.

IX, pi. 40; 2.

XI, pi. 29,

XI, pi. 42; 1, la.

ANN. DELL' INST.

1830, pi. H.

1833, pi. D; 2.

1840, pi. N, O.

1850, pi. E, F; 1.

1860, pi. L, M.

1862, pi. B.

1864, pi. H.

1866, pi. C, D.

1868, pi. H.

1868, pi. I.

1868, pi. L, M.

1870, pi. O, P.

1877, pi. W.
1878, pi. I; 1.

1878, pi. K.

1879, pi. D.

1882, pi. H.

1883, pi. Q.

1884, pi. M.
NOUVELLES ANNALES

1838, pi. C.

A. Z.

1850, pi. 16.

1868, pi. 3.

1870, pi. 24; 2.

1873, pi. 14.

1882, pp. 3, 5.

1884, pi. 15.

1884, pi. 16.

PRESENT LOCATION

Munich, 1417 (Jahn, 3). A. V. 114.

Munich, Sieveking, 249 (Jahn, 946).

Munich, Sieveking, 247 (Jahn, 958).

Munich, 1842 (Jahn, 1111). A. V. 105; 7,8.

Munich,' 2425 (Jahn, 283). A. V. 169; 1, 2.

Munich, 1899a (Jahn, 609). A. V. 67.

British Museum.

Hermitage, Petrograd.

Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, Mass.

Palermo.

Louvre, E851.

British Museum, F400.

Bibliotheque Nationale, 470.

Metropolitan Museum, New York, N. Y.

Athens, Collignon-Couve, 275.

Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, Mass.

Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, Mass.

James Loeb Collection, Munich.

Munich, 1784 (Jahn, 1180).

British Museum, F331.

Forman Sale Catalogue, 282,

Berlin, 2186.

Brussels.

Madrid, 209.

Madrid, 210.

Petrograd, 59 (Stephani).

Not in Petrograd.

Petrograd.

Turin.

Berlin, 4027.

Bourguignon Sale Catalogue, 34.

Altenburg.
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, Mass.

Bourguignon Sale Catalogue, 17.

Bourguignon Sale Catalogue, 19.

Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, Mass.

7s in Boulogne.

Bologna, Pal Univ. 434.

Petit Palais, Paris.

The design at the left is from a lecythus in

Athens, Collignon-Couve, 1430.

Athens, Collignon-Couve, 1339.

Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, Mass.

Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, Mass.

Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, Mass.
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A. Z,

1885, pp. 131 and 139.

1885, pi. 10.

1885, pi. 16; 1.

BULL. NAP.

I, pi. 1.

V, pi. 2.

n.s. V, pi. 7.

n.s. VI, pi. 2.

'E$. 'APX.

1885, pi. 9.

1886, pi. 7; 1,

COGHILL

1-4.

10.

19.

29, 1.

31,1.
A. V.

1.

19; 1.

19; 2.

24.

29.

31.

39.

44.

56; 2.

57; 3, 4.

59-60.

69-70; 3, 6.

98; 1, 2.

99.

110.

117-18; 1, 2.

124.

138.

139.

141; 1,2.

144.

148.

157; 1, 2.

PRESENT LOCATION

Athens, Collignon-Couvey
196.

Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, Mass.

Probably the Nicosthenes vase recently ac-

quired by the Metropolitan Museum, New
York, N. Y.

Bibliotheque Nationale, 423.

Bibliotheque Nationale, 416.

Museum of Fine Arts, Boston. Mass.

Berne.

Museum, Eleusis.

Graef, Akropolis-Vasen, 1632.

Hope Sale Catalogue, 55.

Hope Sale Catalogue, 106.

Hope Sale Catalogue, 103, 3.

Hope Sale Catalogue, 111, 1.

Hope Sale Catalogue, 56, 2.

Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, Mass.

Petit Palais, Paris.

Art Museum, Worcester, Mass.

Museum of the Rhode Island School of

Design, Providence, R. I.

Bibliotheque Nationale, 443.

Ashmolean, 22. Gardner, Catalogue, pi. V.

Ashmolean, 511.

Gottingen, not Berlin.

Muse"e Vivenel, Compiegne.
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, Mass.

Musee Vivenel, Compiegne.
There is a vase with identical subject in Syra-

cuse, Sicily, publ. Mon. Ant. XVII, cols.

121-22, and fig. 88.

British Museum, B474. Gerhard is wrong
in calling this vase Durand, 281. It is

Durand, 282.

Museum, Boulogne.

Museum, Boulogne.

Museum, Boulogne.

Dresden, Hettner, 32.

Victoria and Albert Museum, London.

British Museum, B318.

Bologna, Pal Univ. 199.

Northampton Collection, Castle Ashby.

Museum, Palermo.

British Museum, B221.
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A. V.

157,3,4.
158.

172.

180-81.

199.

208.

271.

275,

276; 1, 2.

283-84; 1, 2, 3.

283-84; 4, 5, 6.

291-92.

304.

314.

PRESENT LOCATION

Munich, 2408 (Jahn, 343).

Bologna, Pal. Univ. 285.

Ashmolean, 510.

Victoria and Albert Museum, London.
British Museum.
Fitzwilliam Museum, 59.

Ashmolean Museum.
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, Mass.

Higgins Collection, England.

Petrograd, new number, 659.

Henry Oppenheimer Collection, London.

Bologna, Pal. Univ. 272.

British Museum, E461.

Musee Vivenel, Compiegne.

The sale of the Hope Collection in London at the end of July,

1917, disclosed the fact that a great many Tischbein vases were

included in the collection. We have seen that many of the Cog-
hill vases were also found in the Hope Sale. As Tischbein never

gives the forms of the vases he illustrates, I have in every case

given them, where it was possible.

TISCHBEIN HOPE SALE CATALOGUE FORM
1, 4. 60. amphora.

1. 6. 85, 1. pelice.

1. 7. 81. calpis.

1. 8. 70. crater.

I, 10. 82, 1, crater.

I, 11. 122, 3. crater.

I, 12. 124, 4. crater.

I, 13. 74. crater.

I, 14. 53. celebe.

I, 17. 79. crater.

I, 18. 73. crater.

I, 19. 56, 1. amphora.

1, 20. 114. celebe.

1, 22. 123, 1. crater.

1, 25. 94, 1. cylix.

I, 27. 68. crater.

I, 31. 125, 2. crater.

I, 32. 76. crater.

I, 33. 69. crater.

I, 36. 52. crater.

1. 38. 139, 3. crater.

1. 39. 66. crater,

I, 42. 137, 1. crater.

1, 43. 133, 1. crater.

1, 45. 122, 1. crater.
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TlSCHBEIN

III, 38.

Ill, 45.

Ill, 48.

Ill, 52.

Ill, 53.

III, 60.

IV, 1.

IV, 4.

IV, 9.

IV, 14.

IV, 15.

IV, 21.

IV, 25.

IV, 26.

IV, 28.

IV, 35.

IV, 37 and 44.

IV, 40.

IV, 41.

IV, 45.

IV, 58.

IV, 59.

IV, 60.

IV, 61.

V. 82.

V, 97.

V,6.

V, 110.

HOPE SALE CATALOGUE
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PUBLICATION IN REINACH
Ann. dell' Inst., 1848, pi. G.

.

'

1857, pi. A; la, Ib.

A. Z., 1847, pi. 3.

1854, pi. 67.

1855, pi. 83.

1860, pi. 140.

1867, pi. 227.

1878, pi. 10.

1878, pi. 11.

1885, pi. 11.

1885, pi. 16; 2.

Museo Italiano, II, pi. 4.

A. 7., 7.

36.

49.

67.

69-70; 4, 5.

81.

82.

83.

87.

88.

89; 3, 4.

103.

105; 7, 8.

114.

121; 2.

142.

168.

169; 1, 2.

177.

188.

197.

201.

205.

209.

216.

217.

. 218.

223.

227.

229-230.

232-233.

235-236.

244.

254-255; 1, 4, 5.

256.

257.

NEW NUMBER
3268, (805).

2520, (234).

3296, (810).

1411, (330).

3269, (848).

3268, (805).

1378, (1294).

1708, (114).

2637, (795).

2639, (515).

2232, (1082).

2416, (753).

2304, (405).

1576, (145).

2049, (339).

1899a, (609).

1761, (1107).

2412, (386).

2430, (351).

2496, (291).

1549, (728).

1555, (619).

3172, (910).

2423, (4).

1842, (1111).

1417, (3).

(81).

(62).

2309, (410).

2425, (283).

1541, (584).

2307, (378).

3171, (890).

2406, (421).

1502a, (478).

3170, (895).

1495, (1187).

3185, (903).

2322, (420).

1426, (124).

1415, (380).

2650, (400).

2670, (372).

2243, (333).

2314, (1185).

1734, (781).

1395, (588).

1471, (476).

1379,

1713,
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PUBLICATION IN REINACH NEW NUMBER
A. V., 280. 2655, (804).

283-84; 7, 8, 9. 2657, (507).

288-289; 3. 2669, (1101).

300. 2431, (358).

There may be other corrections which have escaped my notice-

If so, perhaps those who have discovered them will let me know-

STEPHEN BLEECKEE LUCE.
UNIVERSITY MUSEUM,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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A NOTE ON "HORNS OF CONSECRATION

IN MY article on 'The Origin of the Doric Entablature,' the

suggestion was made that the Minoan objects commonly called
" horns of consecration" were in reality seats of honor, for the

nobility or for the gods.
1 A very interesting parallel from

Ecuador has been brought to my attention by Captain Francis

M. Barber, U. S.

N. (retired), to

whom I am also

indebted for the

photograph of a

specimen in the

American Mu-
seum of Natural

History, in New
York. 2 Several
hundred stone ob-

jects like that here

reproduced (Fig.

1) have been dis-

covered within Jl
an area about JB

twenty miles in

diameter on the

summits of hills

in the province of

Manabi, Ecua-

dor. These have been published with profuse illustrations by
M. H. Saville.3 They were found in irregular groups of one to

1 AJ.A. XXI, 1917, pp. 129 ff.

2 Exhibit 33082. The photograph is reproduced by the courtesy of the

Museum.
3 Contributions to South American Archaeology, Antiquities of Manabi,

Ecuador, I, pp. 23-49, pis. IV-XXVII; II, pp. 88-123, pis. XXXII-XLI.

American Journal of Archaeology, Second Series. Journal of the

Archaeological Institute of America, Vol. XXI (1917) No. 4.

FIGURE 1. STONE SEAT FROM ECUADOR.
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five in the remains of the foundations of houses
;
the upper part

varies in shape from a wide arc, less than a semicircle, to a deep
U with nearly square angles; the upper edges usually turn out-

ward as in the illustration, but in' some examples this turn is

absent. The great majority are borne on crouching human or

animal figures, though in some cases the pedestal is a square block

decorated on its anterior face with various human and animal

forms. Mr. Saville does not agree with Mr. Gonzalez de la Rosa1

that these objects were portable altars for sacrifices to the sun and

moon, the discovery of clay images of men seated on exactly similar

objects
2
proving conclusively to him that they were seats copied

from a wooden prototype. He believes, however, that they may
have served as household idols, maintaining that "in ancient

times, seats were not commonly used by the people at large, but

that their use was confined to the higher classes, and for ceremonial

occasions."3 In support of this view he quotes Dr. Fewkes' opin-

ion4 in reference to seats of stone and wood from Porto Rico:
" These stools were probably used both secularly and ceremoni-

ally, serving at times as seats of honor, in the house of the caciques,

who themselves occupied duhos on state occasions." He also cites

the description by Im Thurm5 of wooden seats still used by the

Indians of British Guiana: "low seats or benches hewn from

solid blocks of wood. . . . These benches are from six to ten

inches high, and they are so carefully scooped and shaped to fit

the body of the sitter, that they are comfortable as any cushioned

stool could be." Finally he translates a passage from Father

Cobo,
6 in reference to the ancient Peruvians, which, save for the

form of the seat, exactly describes the situation which I con-

ceived to exist in ancient Crete, as shown by the miniature fresco

from Cnossus.7 "They do not have in their houses, seats,

benches or any kind of chairs because all men and women sit on

11 Las Caras de 1'Equateur et les Premiers R6sultats de I'Expe'dition G.

Heye sous la Direction de M. Saville.' Journal de la Soc. des Americanistes de

Paris, N. S., Vol. V, No. 1, 1908.

'
Saville, op. tit. II, pis. LXXXVI-LXXXVIII.

'Saville, op. tit. II, p. 106.

4 'The Aborigines of Porto Rico and Neighboring Islands/ Twenty-fifth

Annual Report of the Bureau of American Ethnology, Washington, 1907, pp.

202-207.

Among the Indians of Guiana, pp. 297-298, London, 1883.

*HistoriadelNuevo Mundo, Vol. IV, lib. 14, Ch. IV, p. 172, Seville, 1890-95.

A.J.A. XXI, 1917, p. 119, fig. 1.
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thejground, excepting the caciques or great lords, who, by favor

and privilege of the Inca, use chairs inside and outside of their

houses, the which are called duho, and they were little stools of

wood, worked out of one piece, two hand-breadths long and one

high, similar in their forms to an animal. . . . They have

the upper surface concave in order to fit the body of the man."

LEICESTER B. HOLLAND.
DEPARTMENT OP ARCHITECTURE,

UNIVERSITY OP PENNSYLVANIA.
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ANCIENT ORIENTATION UNVEILED

IV

THE CULT OF THE NORTH I

IN THE survey of the ancient world thus far the direction of

cult and ceremonial has been southward and eastward. Egypt,

China, Babylon, Persia, Etruria, and Rome have been found to

be consistent upholders of southern orientation and the lucky

left, contrary to hitherto commonly received opinion.
2

In opposition to this scheme, which it has been my object to

show as the primitive and dominant scheme of antiquity, there

arose at some yet undetermined period a system of northern

combined with eastern orientation which was adopted by a far

smaller and less early group of peoples, mainly if not wholly

belonging to the Aryan race. Because the Greeks belonged to

this group, this form of orientation, with all its implications and

consequences, gradually overshadowed the older and more gen-

eral southern scheme in a world that became largely Hellenized.

The greatest elaboration of the northern scheme took place in

Vedic and post-Vedic India, where the topography of ritual

played a r61e of extraordinary prominence, at least equal to its

place in the life of China and surpassing that which it took with

1 A.J.A. XXI, pp. 55-76 (Introduction, Egypt, China, Babylonia and As-

syria, Persia); pp. 187-201 (Etruria and Rome); pp. 313-336 (The Left as the

place of honor in Roman and Christian art).
2 Since writing my paper on Etruria and Rome I have come across a passage

in Diodorus Siculus, III, 3, which shows the application of southern orientation

to geography. In describing the Red Sea or Arabian Gulf, he begins on the

side of Egypt, starting on the coast line at Arsinoe. This western coast he

calls the right-hand side of the sea, showing that in dividing the earth he faced

south. It is a valuable confirmation of the passage in Livy, XXI, 31, which

I quoted in the above paper, where Hannibal is described as turning to the

left, meaning to the left side of the world. As he turned toward the Alps,

coming up from the south, he turned toward his own right, so that this passage

had hitherto seemed contradictory.

American Journal of Archaeology, Second Series. Journal of the

Archaeological Institute of America, Vol. XXI (1917) No. 4.
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any other ancient people, for ritual struck the dominant note in

India.

I shall first dispose of a few side issues1 involved in the sect of

the Mandaeans, the Jews, and the Hittites. It will also be best

to say the little that needs to be said about Greek orientation,

reserving for the close the great mass of material relating to

India.

HITTITES

I do not know of any material on Hittite orientation. Still,

since the inscription of Boghazkeui 2 has so definitely associated

the Hittites of Cappadocia during the second millennium B.C.

with the Aryans of India, through the gods Varuna, Indra, and

Mithra, and the Twins (Nasatyan= Agvins) ,
it may be significant

to note that in the famous early rock sculptures at Boghazkeui,
3

which are carved on the faces of the great natural recess which

was used as an out-of-door national sanctuary, the two processions

of the gods of the pantheon, the male on the one side and the

female on the other, after winding along the west and east sides

respectively, meet on the northern face, of which each procession

occupies a half. Consequently the worshippers in the sanctuary

obviously faced the north, and it was mainly in the north that

India placed the abode of the gods. While it would be rash to

generalize from a single case, the indication would be valuable, if

confirmed, because of its bearing on the question as to whether the

Aryans did or did not take the northern orientation with them
when they descended into India. The fact that the Persians

followed the southern scheme would point to the adoption of the

1 1 am not prepared to venture any statement as to the Celtic and other

northern tribes. I am inclined to attribute to the Celts and Gauls a northern

orientation. Evidence favoring this view is given by a passage in Pliny,

N. H. XXVIII, 25: in adorando dextram ad osculum referimus totumque corpus

circumagimus, quod in laevom fecisse Galliae religiosius credunt. This turning
around in prayer from right to left is the logical outcome of a northern orienta-

tion. Athenaeus (IV, 36) quotes Posidonius, who describes a banquet of the

warriors of the Celtae, sitting in a circle and drinking out of a large loving cup
that is passed around the circle lirl T& 8eia, which is usually understood to

mean "beginning on the right," which would be from right to left: but

Plutarch, Camillus, 5, 7, says that the Roman custom is to drink this way, ri

1
Winckler, in Mitt. Or. Ges. XXXV, 1907, pp. 1 ff; Williams, in Ann. Arch.

Anth. IV, 1911.
8 A convenient description and plan are in Garstang, The Land of the Hittites.
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northern scheme after and not before the invasion of India.

Hittite evidence may some day clear up the question.
It may be noted that the lower temple (of Teshub?) ,

excavated

by Winckler at Boghazkeui, opens at the south and has the base

for the cult statue at the north end of the inner shrine, so agreeing
with the procession's orientation. 1

I would like to qualify what I said in my first paper of the lack

of traces of orientation toward the east in Persia. I meant to

confine this to ritual practices. There are, in fact, clear traces in

the language of the eastern orientation for the earth surface, as

one would expect. The Zend word pouru means both "in front"

and also "east" (cf. Sanscr. purva)', and the word dashind "on
the right" means also "south" (cf. Sanscr. daksina).

2

JEWS

The recognized eastern orientation of the Jews,
3 so well estab-

lished in language, Bible texts, and apocrypha, is not supple-
mented by any salient data as to a northern or a southern pref-

erence. The boxing of the compass from left to right, ending in

the north, has no significance, as both groups used it.

The word for east, qedem, means "in front"; achor, "west,"
means "behind"; yamin, "south," means "right"; smol,

"north," means "left." Eden is in the east, and luck is asso-

ciated with the right and misfortune with the left.

But there are some curious associations with the north. Je-

hovah seems to be thought of in several books of the Old Testa-

ment as residing in the north or over the north. In Isaiah Lucifer

plans to ascend to the divine mount of assembly on the extreme

sides of the north (XIV, 13). It is there that in Psalm XLVIII,

1-3, Mt. Zion, the divine mountain, is placed. In Job XXXVII,
22, the golden light comes out of the north encircling God with a

wonderful splendor. It is also from the north that Ezechiel, I, 4,

in his wonderful vision, makes the Lord appear in the whirlwind

and the cloud of fire, riding on the four living creatures. 4

1
Puchstein, Bauwerke von Boghaz-Koi, Leipzig, 1912.

2 Schrader, Prehistoric Antiquities of the Aryan Peoples, p. 254
3 The Tabernacle is oriented eastward (Exodus, XXXVI-XXXVIII: Num-

bers, XXXIV, 3-12). In camping the place of honor on the east is given to

Judah (Numbers II, 3 sqq.).
4 There are certain contradictions that may point to an earlier system than

the eastern orientation. For instance, the word yam, from the same root as

yamin, "the south," is used with the meaning of west, e.g. the west wind, the
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There are, however, some indications that in popular post-

biblical, Jewish tradition, as represented, for instance, in the

Midrashim, a positive influence for evil was attributed to the

north in very much the same way as in Persia.

The Pirkd, or Sayings of Rabbi Eleazer, contain the following:
"There are four cardinal points in the world. The north point
God created but left unfinished; for, said He, 'Whoever claims to

be God let him come and finish this corner which I have left, and
thus all will know that he is God.' This unfinished corner is the

dwelling place of the harmful demons, ghosts, devils and storms."

This association of the north with Hell and devils as well as

with Paradise can be traced in a number of the Jewish apocrypha,

especially in the group which centers around that extraordinary

piece of religious fancy, the Book of Enoch. 1

However, in the absence of decisive material all that can be

said is that the east so dominated Jewish orientation that north

and south were considered of no consequence.

MANDAEANS

The only surviving Gnostic sect, the small remnant of Chal-

daeans variously termed Mandaeans, Nasoreans, Sabians, or

Christians of St. John, 2 must be counted among the most pro-
nounced and single-minded northerners in orientation.

west side, which would denote a primitive southern orientation. It is so used

in Genesis, Exodus, Numbers, and Joshua. This would agree with the fact

that in later tradition as represented by Isaiah and Ezechiel yam is used of

the Eastern or Dead Sea. Another anomaly is that another word for "north,"

zappon, which is used of the region of the dwelling of Jehovah, as I have said,

while it developed associations with darkness, is originally associated with

light, in a way that smacks of the Mandaeans and Vedic India!
1 The Book of Enoch (ed. Charles), ch. 773

, places a paradise in the north, as

well as the Garden of Eden in the east (ch. 32). In the Book of the Secrets of

Enoch (ed. Morfell and Charles), the place of the damned is in the north, in

the third heaven. See Ginzberg, The Legends of the Jews, I, 12.

2 There are excellent summaries under 'Nasoraeans' in Vol. X of the Catho-

lic Encyclopaedia; under 'Mandaeans' in the Encycl. Britt. and in Hastings'

Encycl. of Rel. and Ethics; under 'Mandaer' in the Realencyk. f. protest.

Theologie (1903); and by Babelon under 'Les Mendaltes' in Ann. de Philos.

Chr. 1881. A fuller treatment is given by Brandt in Die Mandaische Religion

(1889) and in 'Das Schicksal der Seele nach dem Tode, etc./ in Jahrb. d. Prot.

Theol. 1892. Good collections are 'Textes Mandates' by De Morgan in Miss.

Scientifique en Perse, V, and Brandt, Mandaische Schriften (1893). Euting has

edited the Qolasta and the ritualistic treatise, Diwan. I read the Sidra Rabba
in the edition 'and translation of Norberg, which is not accurate.
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Their religion is of Babylonian origin, with a strong Jewish

infusion, and is best set forth in the Sidra Rabba, their Great

Book, called also Genza, "Treasure," and also falsely termed the

Book of Adam.
Their doctrine of the Light King, whom they worship as the

greatest embodiment of divinity, is bound up in orientation, for

he is represented by the Pole Star. There seems to be no pro-
vision whatever for an eastern orientation in their cult. Prayer
is exclusively northward, because the gate of the world of light,

the door of Abathur, is in the north, over the Mountain of Tur-

quoises where the abode of the blest is situated. "The King of

Light sits in the far north in might and glory." To quote an

excellent summary: "The Pole Star is the central sun around

whom all the heavenly bodies move. Wearing a jewelled crown

he stands before Abathur's door at the gate of the world of light;

the Mandaeans accordingly invariably pray with their faces

turned northward. . . . The earth is conceived as a round

disk sloping toward the south, surrounded on three sides by the

sea, but on the north by a high mountain of turquoises; behind

this is the abode of the blest/' 1 After reading through the Sidra

Rabba I can supplement the above in several points that are

valuable for the present discussion.

In the first place, the abode of demons and the hell where the

wicked go, are in the south. There is the Mountain of Darkness

(the opposite of the Mountain of Turquoises in the north) and

there is the Southern Sea of dark waters into which the wicked

sink. The south is the lower part of the world, as the north is

the higher. The dark and evil waters of death of the low south

are opposed to the pure, high, water of life and light of the north-

ern heaven. This water proceeds from under the Throne of God
which is visible, while He is invisible. It is the divine Jordan.

The source of Eternal Light and of the Water of Life is a place

in the extreme north, beyond and outside this terrestrial globe.

From it there goes out splendor to the sun, whiteness to the moon,

luminosity to the stars, clearness to the fire. From there comes

the northern air, the pleasant breath, the King from whom all

winds and all living things have breath, and without which they

would die.

In the absence of any eastern orientation there is an inter-

esting analogy to Persia. But, in view of the polemical character

1 From the article 'Mandaeans' in the Encyclopaedia Brittanica.
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of the Mandaean doctrines and the fact that the eastern sun

worship in various forms, including Persian, Jewish, and Roman,
was their main opponent at the time of the formation of the

sect, we may find in this the reason for an eastern taboo.

The small houses of worship of the Mandaeans all have two

windows and a single door opening in the centre of the south end of

the hall, so that whoever enters faces the north and the Pole Star.

In burial the bodies are placed with the head to the south so

that they face the north. It is perhaps symbolic that of the

two parts into which the Sidra Rabba is divided the right part
is for the living and the left part is for the dead.

In connection with the supreme place here given to the Pole

Star as the original pre-mundane source of light and life and the

fixed point around which all things move and from which they
have their being, I shall speak later of an analogous early cult

of the Pole Star in India, to which no attention has been paid
and which I believe of extreme importance and early date.

GREECE

It is such a commonplace that the Greeks practised the north-

ern orientation and believed in the lucky right and the unlucky
left that no time need be lost in discussing it. It was firmly

established in Homeric times, and the classic passage, so often

quoted, is II. XII, 237 ff.

,
r&v OVTI /ierarpe7ro/x' ovd'

dr' 7rt 5ei' tWt wpos 1700 T' r]k\iov re

elr' TT' dpiorepd roiye TTOTL 6<t>ov rjepoevra.

The Trojans were held back from the fight by an omen (eagle

with serpent in its talons) appearing on the left (i.e. west) side,

which was therefore considered unfavorable (v. 202 sqq.).

But Hector tries to override this as an idle superstition and

says that it makes no difference to him whether a bird appears

on the right hand, toward the rising sun, or on the left hand

toward the setting sun. Later, in Book XIII, when the Greeks

shout with joy as an eagle flies to the right of Ajax, Hector again

derides the omen. But Priam was a firm believer in the efficacy

of the right hand omen of the eagle of Zeus, as is shown in the

dramatic episode of Book XXIV, in preparation for his visit to

Achilles.

The same point of view appears in the Odyssey where two
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eagles, or again one eagle, sent by Zeus, appearing to the right
of Telemachus are lucky (II, 146; XV, 160); and the same was
the case with a hawk sent by Apollo (XV, 525) . It is also in the

Odyssey (e.g. Ill, 295) that the word for "left," aKaios, is used

in the sense of "western."

Whether this northern orientation and the association of left

with ill-luck were a part of primitive Greek ideas and can be

attributed to the Minoan Age, has not been proved. In treating
of Indian orientation it will be necessary to refer to a primitive

stage where the opposite view may have prevailed. The same

may be argued of the Greeks, if any argument can be based on
the fact that more than one synonym of "left" has the meaning
of lucky, e.g. eb&wnos. That dptorepos, "left," before it came to

mean unlucky, had originally the opposite meaning has been

considered almost certain. 1 In discussing this question Schrader*

is obliged to violate the obvious, deny the connection with

dpeicoi', apLffTos, dpapiovcco, dp&rao, and seek etymological refuge in

"prayer," dpd and its cognates, in order to explain away the orig-

inal lucky meaning of dptorepos.

I owe to Prof. H. H. Bender the tempting suggestion that there

may be a possible relation between dpi<rrep6s, "left," apioros, "best"

(neuter apiorov), and apLffrov, "the sunrise meal." This etymology

implies the idea of left = east = lucky, and consequently the south-

ern orientation. In the meaning of the "sunrise" meal, the "best"

meal, it is already in use in Homer and so is considerably older.

The only difficulty in this equation lies in the quantity of the initial

vowel. The fact that in later, post-Homeric, times the word was

used of the noon or main meal, instead of the early meal or break-

fast, favors the association of the idea of "best" with the meal, and

at the same time indicates that a change of orientation was co-

incident with the change in the use of the word.

The question of race would enter, as well as that of age, as a

complicating element. There is, perhaps, an echo of a primitive

general difference in orientation between Dorians and lonians

in the different position given to the dead. K. O. Mtiller3 had

1 The derivation is accepted by Brugmann, Grundriss, II2
, 1, 329, who refers

to Schrader, Reallex. d. indogerman. Alterthumskunde (1901), 663 f. I am
indebted for this reference to Prof. H. H. Bender.

2 Prehistoric Antiquities of the Aryan Peoples, p. 255.

*
Dorians, I, 288; II, 398 and references. The instances he gives are the

Athenians as representing the Ionian and the Megarians as representing the

Dorian custom.
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noted, long ago, the fact that the Dorians laid the bodies of their

dead so that the head was turned toward the east, whereas the

lonians laid theirs with the heads westward.

These moot questions, however, do not affect the orientation

of the historic age.

The first thing that will occur, I think, to a Greek scholar is

the lack of literary references to the use of orientation in the

religious, civil, or private affairs of Greek life.

The Greeks had nothing corresponding to the Roman templum;

nothing corresponding to the sixteen quarters of the Etruscan

heaven for divination by thunder and lightning; nothing like the

Babylonian star, or liver, or oil divination with their elaborate

orientation; nothing like the Chinese or Indian ceremonial orien-

tation in house, palace, temple, altar, etc.

In fact the Greeks appear to have confined themselves to divid-

ing the heavens into two halves, a right (eastern) and a left (west-

ern) half, and to have eonfined even this simple form of observa-

tion of direction and location to certain few religious matters,

without allowing such practises to invade civic and private life.

There is only one field in which one might find interesting phe-

nomena; and that is in their theory of motion.

This theory of motion, whether, that is, it should be from left

to right or from right to left is dependent on their orientation

ceremonial for the dead. This, again, has an interesting connec-

tion with the orientation of the land of the Hyperboreans and

this, on its side, with the theory of the point of contact between

the gods and mankind. This group of data is, to my mind, the

most interesting in the otherwise rather simple field of Greek

orientation.

But before studying these data I would like to state what

seem to be the philosophical and cosmic reasons assigned by the

Greeks themselves for their adoption of northern orientation.

There are two texts that bear particularly on this point: one in

Philo and another in Aristotle. Philo's statement is extremely

brief and occurs in one of his queries and answers which may
have served as models for Plutarch in his Greek and Roman

questions. Philo asks r
1 "Why is God said to have planted Para-

dise towards the east, in Eden?" and he answers:
" Because in

the first place the motion of the world proceeds from the rising of

the sun to its setting. And it first exists in that quarter from

1 Questions and Solutions, 7.
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which it is moved. Secondly, because that part of the world

which is in the region of the east is called the right side; and that

which is in the region of the west is called the left side of the

world."

Cosmic motion, then, according to Philo, begins in the east,

and therefore on the right, and proceeds westward, that is

towards the left, which means, of course, a northern orientation.

This appears to have been the Pythagorean theory. Aris-

totle objected to it as too limited in its scope and while agreeing
to the law of right (east) to left (west) motion and to northern

orientation, he added two other motions: that from above down-

ward, and that from in front towards one. This he elaborated

in De Caelo (irepl obpavov), II, 2, where he argues that the be-

ginning of longitude is "the above" (TO aw), the beginning of

latitude is "the right" (r6 de&ov), and the beginning of thickness

is "the front" (TO irpdffdev). All motion belongs to and starts in

these categories. The motion of afl^o-ts or growth is from above;
the motion towards place is from the right; the motion for sense

perception is from what is in front towards one's self. In the

matter of priority Aristotle gives the preference to the motion

from above, where motion originates. At the same time, so far

as our own universe is concerned, he states that the right side

of the world is that from which motion proceeds. The heavens

have the above-down and also the right-left motions, but not the

front-back motion of sense perception. To quote the most signif-

icant passage: "The right part of anything is that from which

motion starts toward place. The beginning of the rotary motion

of the heavens is therefore the rising of the stars in the east, so

that this is the right side, while the region where they set is the

left side." In other words, Aristotle's theory of motion in

latitude is from right to left as we should expect in connection

with a northern orientation.

Motion in the Monuments. At this point a reference to the

monuments will be in order. The question is: Do we find in

works of Greek art any trace of this theory of right motion as

proceeding from right to left? Do we find in Roman and Etrus-

can works the opposite rule of motion from left to right?

The first and most luminous test would be by an examination

of works representing the sun-god in motion; the next would be

by that of religious and civic processions.

There are two main ways of representing the sun : as a face or
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bust, and as a figure in a chariot. Coordinates are what might
be called sun-carriers or sun-spirits, either by themselves or carry-

ing the sun-disk; also sun emblems such as the swastika, the

cross, and the wheel.

We have seen the Egyptian sun-boat proceeding from left to

right during the day and from right to left at night, and there are

corresponding Babylonian sun-boats, so that there can be no

question that a significance was attached to direction.

In Greek art there is a charming scene of Helios rising out of

the sea at sunrise at the extreme right and proceeding to the

left, preceded by Eos, the star-boys, and the vanishing Selene.

It is on the Blacasvase in the British Museum (Fig. 1). Com-

pare with this for Roman art the lovely relief on the breastplate

of the statue of Augustus from Prima Porta (Fig. 2), with the sun

FIGURE 1. HELIOS RISING FROM THE SEA: BLACAS VASE, BRITISH MUSEUM.

procession moving in the opposite direction, from left to right.

These examples may be taken as typical of their respective arts

and orientations. 1 In the second category, in the field of Greek

art the head of the sun is beautifully figured on a Louvre crater

(Fig. 3). The bust of Helios in a rayed disk has risen and is

moving from right to left, acclaimed by admiring, dancing satyrs.

In contrast to this Greek type is an Etruscan mirror (Fig. 4),

where the sun-disk, with head facing to the right, hangs between

Apollo and Dionysus, while two trees take the place of the boughs
waved by, or encircling, the satyrs in the other scene.

This same difference of direction is observable in some pro-

iQn a Louvre crater (Annali, 1852, F; Reinach, Rtperl. I, 291) Helios and

Hemera rise from right to left in a quadriga from the night boat, guided by

Phosphorus with two torches and accompanied by a singing and dancing Cory-
bant. On a Ruvo vase (Gerhard, Ak. Abh. pi. 1-2; Reinach, I, 236) Phos-

phorus and Helios in a biga appear disconnectedly, both going right to left.

Ruvo shows a mixed tradition, part Hellenic, part Italic, and on other Ruvo
vases Helios is going from left to right, e.g. Mon. Inst. IV, pi. 16; Reinach, 1, 125.

6
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cessional scenes. In the Parthenon frieze, where the goal is the

east end, occupied by the gods, the procession necessarily moves
from left to right on the south side and from right to left on the

north side. It was only along the west end that the artist was
free to make the procession move' in either way he chose. Which

way did he choose? In so important a work as this
;
in so funda-

mental a religious national ceremony as this, the choice depended

certainly not on an individual whim of the artist but on a ritual

FIGURE 2. SOL ON THE BREASTPLATE OF THE STATUE OF AUGUSTUS
FROM PRIMA PORTA.

standard. The answer is that the procession moves from right

to left, according to the Aristotelian formula.

Now, if we take a typical Roman processional frieze, what do

we find? In every case the motion is from left to right.
1 This

can be illustrated by a glance at the triumphal procession of

Trajan on the Beneventum arch and the direction on the columns

of Trajan and Marcus Aurelius. At the same time it is impos-

sible, in summing up, to do more than conclude: (1) that when

a scene connected with the living moves from right to left, it is

1 1 can recall only one exception : a fragment of triumphal frieze in the Vatican

(Amelung, II, 15, 88) dating from Domitian or Titus, and probably by the hand

of one of the Greek artists in their employ, such as executed the exquisite Hellenic

work of the forum of Nerva for Domitian. Of course there are cases where the

demands of the position on the monument made it necessary to break the rule.
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certainly Greek, because the Romans considered this motion

unlucky; (2) that when it moves in the opposite direction it may
be either Greek or Roman, because the Greeks followed no abso-

lute rule in direction.

Now, in the case of ceremonies connected with the dead, the

rule for the living, whatever it was, was reversed. If luck and
life were connected by a people with motion from left to right,

then it was motion from right to left that was connected with

death and the after-life. This was an almost universal custom.

It can be illustrated in a number of ways. At a funeral banquet
the loving cup was passed in the opposite direction to that in

which it moved at an ordinary repast. Some material of this

sort is to be found in Athenaeus. He quotes (XI, 10) Critias as

FIGURE 3. RAYED BUST OF HELIOS: CRATER, LOUVRE.

stating in his Constitution of the Lacedemonians that the inhabi-

tants of Chios and Lesbos passed large wine cups around from

left to right, and that the Athenians did the same with small

cups. Anaxandrides is quoted as saying, when someone at a

banquet proposed to pass the wine to the right, "What! to the

right! That would be just as though this were a funeral!" This

is explained later (X, 41) when Critias is quoted to the effect that

the Spartan custom of passing the cup was the reverse of that of

the Athenians and that at banquets they never passed it towards

the right, but the reverse. This confirms Muller's idea that

^Dorians and lonians had opposite orientations for the dead.1

1 F. B. Jevons in CL R. X, 1896, pp. 22-23, discusses the sun-wise motion as

lucky and its opposite as unlucky and gives a different meaning to brt8tia from

the one commonly followed. I also believe that the expressions &ri5ia, euSeia,

&r' &pKTTfpa, etc., have been radically misinterpreted, but as it would take con-

siderable discussion, I am purposely avoiding the question in this paper.
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Athenaeus also has an interesting passage illustrating the
western orientation ordinarily used in ceremonies for the dead.
He quotes (IX, 78) the Exegeticus of Clidemus under the caption

'Offerings to the Dead' as giving the following instructions:

"Dig a trench to the west of the tomb, then look along the side

of the trench towards the west. Then pour down water, saying
these words, 'I pour this as a purifying water for you to whom
it is right to pour it [i.e. to the departed], and who have a right

to expect it.' Then
after that pour per-

fume." Athenaeus

adds that the same
instructions are given

by Dorotheus.

It is, of course, a

commonplace that
the abode of the dead

is in the west, and the

consequent orienta-

tion is logically ob-

vious, and need not be

further dwelt upon.
This brings me to

a few words as to the

land of the Hyper-
boreans in so far as it

is connected with a

scheme of orientation.

Certain points are

clear: (1) That this

blessed land was in

the extreme north; (2) that it was beyond the limits of earthly con-

ditions, yet part of this earth; (3) that it was the place where

Apollo came to earth and began his mission to mank nd; (4) that

it was the dwelling-place of the blessed, endowed with quasi-

immortality. The position of Apollo as the mediator and teacher

of mankind, making known to them the will of the gods, makes

it of extraordinary significance that when he left Olympus to

take up his office as mediator in this world, he should first live

for a while in the land of the Hyperboreans, and then proceed
southward to found the shrines for his worship at Delos and

FIGURE 4. HEAD OF HELIOS : ETRUSCAN

MIRROR; GERHARD, 292.
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Delphi. The northward path was kept open, spiritually speak-

ing, by those annual mystic embassies from the Hyperboreans
bringing the first fruits of the year. As the world area known
to the Greeks increased, they thrust the happy hunting-grounds
farther and farther to the north, until they were placed beyond
the Scythians and the mythical Arimaspi.

1 The gods came to

earth, then, in the north, according to the Apolline tradition.

So, when the Greeks wished to ascertain the will of the gods, it

was logical that they should turn northward. The fixed and
immovable northward direction for vision and the eastern direc-

tion for cult and to render thanks for the material blessings

brought by the sun are self-evident consequences. We shall

find them in India.

The orientation of Aristotle's universe and his three classes of

direction correspond roughly to the cosmogony of the Apollo

myth. First, motion from above downward in the north of the

world (descent of Apollo from a mythical Olympus): second,
motion for position combined with motion toward sense-percep-

tion, that is, perception of God by man.

INDIA

If the orientation question in ancient India is a difficult one,

it is from a superabundance rather than a lack of material. One
reason is that we have to do with a people not settled but in

motion. There is a permanency in Egypt, China, and Babylon
that insures greater unity and consecutive evolution than in

India. The India of the Vedas, of the Brahmanas, of the Grihya

ritual, of the epic poems, is evolutionary and yet full of local

complications and with few safe historic data. The only method
for a layman like myself is to set forth the data without attempt-

ing an historical or critical sifting of differences and origins.

Fortunately certain general facts are undeniable :

(1) That orientation was a cardinal factor in every prominent
and nearly every ordinary event of daily life in ancient India;

1 The discussion of the Hyperborean question in Miiller's Dorians is still

interesting. The passage in Bacchylides (see Jebb, Bacchylides, III, 24-62)

is especially valuable, where Apollo of the golden sword wafts King Croesus

and his daughters to the Hyperboreans. The visit of Perseus and Athena with

the head of the Gorgon to the Hyperboreans, spoken of in Pindar's twelfth

Pythian ode, has also an important meaning in my interpretation of the

Medusa myth.
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(2) That the Indians not only had specific associations with

the four main quarters but also with four intermediate quarters
and to these added two other central orientation points, the

zenith and the nadir; making in all ten directions;

(3) That in actual ceremonial the main impressive facts are

that (a) the southern quarter is connected with the dead and
the shades of one's ancestors, and (6) the eastern and northern

quarters are associated with the gods and life with them and
from them;

(4) That like many other races the Indians made the earth

face eastward;

(5) That luck and preeminence were associated with the right

side.

In regard to the question of the lucky right, it does not loom

up with any particular importance, as will become evident on

reading the following summary of orientation material. But
Schrader1

is undoubtedly correct in his general contention that

the left was weak and unlucky and the right strong and lucky.

He quotes important passages of the Rig-Veda hymns: "Cry, oh!

bird, from the right of the house, and bring luck and betoken

happiness" (II, 42). Also, in the same field of bird omens and

divination; Rig-Veda, II, 43, "On the right sing the singers of

praise, the birds, who speak in accordance with order." 2

The question could be approached through a study either of

the various classes of documentary evidence or through that of

the main classes of ceremonies into which orientation enters.

I shall concentrate on the two typical groups of ceremonies:

(1) The principal public religious ceremony, the Great Soma
Sacrifice of the Qrauta ritual; (2) the network of family cult

ceremonies represented in the "House Books" of the Grihya
ritual. Both are of extreme antiquity, some elements dating to

Indo-Iranian times. While the Soma ritual was the earlier to

take elaborate form, there are elements in the family ceremonies

that are of even greater antiquity.

It is not easy to say in a sentence what the Soma sacrifice meant

to the Hindu. Dr. Bloomfield's pithy statement3 is that the

1 Prehist. Antiq. of the Aryan Peoples, pp. 254-5.
2 1 am inclined to believe that divination by birds fell into the background

quite early in India, though the word for ''bird/' gakuna came to mean "omen,"
and the interpreter of omens is a fakunikd.

8 The Religion of the Veda (1908), p. 65.
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Rig-Veda religion may be designated as a religion of Soma-

practices. It corresponds exactly to the primitive Persian

Haoma sacrifice, and is the highest and most sumptuous of Hindu

religious ceremonies. Soma, materially, is the plant from whose

pressed twigs comes the intoxicating sacred drink which gives

supernatural powers to the partaker, so that it seems as if the

god had entered into him. Soma becomes the god; his pressing
the killing of the god. He becomes the moon, the food of the

gods and the source of food, fertility, and wealth for mankind.

He is the divine fecundating water, lord of vegetation and also

god of light. In short by possessing Soma, man has all the gifts

of the gods. The importance of the ceremony may be judged
from the amount of the gifts from the householder who gives it

to the officials who perform it: these gifts include from 100 to

1,000 cows.

Soma Sacrifice. The simplest and earliest form of the Soma
cult is expressed in the. Agnistoma liturgy, which has been so

thoroughly digested in Caland's and Henry's monograph that

this will be used here as the basis of Soma orientation, and con-

sequently of the earliest and most authoritative form of early

Vedic orientation. 1

The procession of those who are to take part in the solemn

ceremony, which lasts from several days to as long as a whole

year, starts in the direction of the north, with the prayer "Let

the god go to the god, Soma to Soma, by the road of holiness."

They then go to the house of the householder. There they face

south saying three times: "the earth is the Manes." The next

step is the selection of the site for the Soma sacrifice. The pro-

cession approaches it from the north or the east and on arrival

the first step is the building of a hut, with four openings to the

cardinal points. The fire-altar (dhavaniya) is established.

South of it is the seat of the sacrificer, with his face to the north,

and beside him the Brahman, also facing north, looking to the

ahavaniya fire. In the consecration ceremony which follows the

sacrificer is seated on a consecrated black antelope skin, facing

north.

On the second day, preparations are made for the purchase of

the Soma, including an enclosure for its preparation with a single

entrance on the north side. Five introductory oblations are

1 W. Caland and V. Henry, UAgnistoma. Description complete de la forme

normale du sacrifice de Soma dans le culte vedique, Paris, Leroux, 1906-1907.
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offered, always toward the north. The Soma cow is brought to

the hut on the north side, with her head turned northward, and
after being prayed over is led seven steps northward. The
seventh footprint is sacred. Then the merchant from whom the

Soma is to be purchased is sought' out. The Soma is placed on
the black antelope skin in the consecrated chariot which moves
first eastward, then southward, then westward, and finally in a

northerly direction to the hut. King Soma arrives; is brought
in at the east door, placed on a royal throne facing east, south

of the dhavanlya fire. The Soma twigs are uncovered and
made to swell with hot water while a litany is recited, facing
east. Then comes an intermediary consecration with the usual

orientation northward toward the dhavanlya. This ends the

second day.

On the third day begins the laying out of the great consecrated

area of the mahdvedi due east of the hut, with an elaborate group
of liturgical units, including a second hut, a shed, several fire-

centres, etc. The mahdvedi has a trapezoidal ground-plan

supposed to represent the "cow of the gods." Its orientation is

eastward; so is that of its hut, the sadas. But it is stated that

in the ceremony of digging the four "holes of resonance," one for

each quarter, they are marked out from right to left, in sunwise

direction. This implies a northern orientation for the cere-

mony. The same is true of the consecrating ceremony of the

agnidhriya shed at the north edge, where the consecrator is seated

facing north.

At this point are introduced the preliminaries for the blood

sacrifices. Then comes the great procession in honor of Agni
and Soma, with the prayer that the gods would give the sac-

rificer a place in heaven. The procession leaves the hut by the

east gate and then moves in a northerly direction to the agnidhriya

shed, where the sacrificer sits on the south side facing north and

makes the libation and offering northward. On the return of

the procession to the hut and the dhavanlya fire, there occurs

the continuation of the ceremony of blood sacrifice. The Soma
is brought back through the west door and a litany is recited

facing south. Here occurs a significant symbolic sentence ad-

dressed by the hotar priest, who recites, to the god Soma: " Be-

hold, O Soma, thou as a god did'st go toward the gods (i.e. north-

ward, to the agnidhriya) ;
and now, I, as man have come towards

men with posterity (i.e. to the Manes southward), with the
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prosperity of riches." The hotar then turns around sunwise say-

ing, with palm raised,
"
Homage to the gods," and then, with

palm turned down, "Swadha to the Manes." The bloody sac-

rifice is then consummated.

The day ends with the getting of the night water and its rites.

To get it some steps are first taken from the hut toward the north;

the return is by the same way, entering by the east door.

The fifth day is the day of the Pressing of the Soma. The

twigs are taken down from the chariot, to a libation and song

facing north. This song is the famous morning litany, which

one would expect would be, if any were, sung eastward to the

rising sun. It is worth quoting, appearing as it does textually in

one of the most important Vedic Upanishads, the Chandogya:
" Before the beginning of the matin-chant, the sacrificer, seated

behind the household altar (garhapatya) and looking towards the

north, sings the Saman addressed to the Vasus: 'Open the door

of the world, let us seethee, that we may rule (on earth)/ Then

he sacrifices, saying: 'Adoration to Agni, who dwells on the

earth, who dwells in the world. Obtain that world for me, the

sacrificer! That is the world for the sacrificer. I shall go thither

when this life is over. Take this! Cast back the bolt.'
" Then

the libation is poured out facing towards the east.

In the Upanishad text, this is followed by the ritual for the

two other oblations. The noon-oblation is at the agnidhriya

altar, addressed to the Rudras, with an invocation to Vayu (air-

god), and the claim of the air or middle world for the sacrificer.

Then comes the evening oblation at the dhavanlya altar, addressed

to the Adityas and Vic.vedevas, claiming the higher world of

heaven for the sacrificer. In both these invocations the sacri-

ficer faces the north, as in the morning chant, and the formulas

are exactly alike. The three cover the possession by the sac-

rificer of the three worlds of the Hindus, earth, air, and heaven.

To return now to the Soma ritual in Caland, after the morning

service. The hotar sings another sdman, facing north. Water

is got. A libation is poured out to Indra to the east. Then

comes first the measuring and afterwards the first pressing of

the Soma; and then the procession from the ahavamya to the

astava (north of vihdra) in the northerly direction, with the chant-

ing of a hymn
"
marching straight towards the gods." At the

astava the Brahman is to the south, facing north.

The ritual continues, with the details of the various pressings
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of the Soma, until the final ceremonies ending in the abandon-
ment of the site. The orientation scenario is the same as in what
I have described and need not be given. The northerly direc-

tion continues to dominate; in the moving of the Soma pot, filters,

and beakers; in the moving of firebrands; in the visits to the

various parts of the enclosure; in the reception of the gifts, etc.

The easterly direction is mainly used for libations to the gods.
A few general facts would seem to be suggested. The southern

direction concerns the Manes. The northern direction is the

permanent goal for worship,
"
marching straight towards the

gods"; the direction for hymns to the gods; the direction of the

spiritual side of the ritual. The east is the direction of libations

poured out on the earth to the gods; it is the direction for the

buildings and areas of cult; that of the material side of the

ritual.

The Grihya-Sutras.
1 These are the

" House Books" of the

Hindus. They represent the less spectacular side of the cult and
a form of ritual that took shape in late Vedic times, after the public

qrauta ritual had been developed around the Soma cult. Their

ritual takes in turn all the events in the domestic life of a Hindu,

beginning with marriage and the -establishment of the domestic

sacrificial fire. Then the rites at the conception of a child, at

various periods before his birth, at the time of his birth, the

giving of a name, the feeding of him, the cutting of his hair, his

investiture as a student of the Veda, and his relations to his

teacher in sacred lore. This is a skeleton into which the great-

est variety of details of family life is interwoven. It is amazing
how many of these rites have an element of orientation. They
contain elements perhaps of greater antiquity than the Soma

cult, going back to Indo-Iranian tribal customs.

The favorite time for ceremonies is during the northern course

of the sun, during the first half of the moon, and on even days.

The months of the southern course, the decreasing moon, and

the odd days are connected with the Fathers, the Manes. This,

by the way, was the general usage in ancient India.

1 The Grihya-Sutras are translated in Sacred Books of the East, Vols. XXIX
and XXX, with a scholarly introduction by H. Oldenberg. They go under

different names: Qankhayana. Agvalayana, Paraskara, Khadira, Gobhila,

Hiranyakegin, and Apastamba and as they go over very much the same ground,

they repeat and confirm each other. Several, such as Hiranyakegin and Apas-

tamba, vary in treatment.
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The best way to begin is with the marriage ceremony. The
selection and wooing of the bride, the ceremony at her house,
the treading on the stone, the circumambulation of the fire, the

sacrifice of grain,, the seven symbolic steps, the carrying of the

bride to her new home, the worship of the polar star, the rites

before and at the time of the consummation of the marriage,

nearly all of them furnish data on orientation, of which I shall

mention only the more significant.

When the girl's father has accepted the bridegroom the latter

offers up a sacrifice of thanks, with libations of butter, facing

the south or southeast if they are to the Manes and the northeast

if they are to the Gods, on a site often strewn with sacred grasses

pointed east and north. The pot with the offering he carries

north from the fiie and uses strainers pointed north. The obla-

tion is divided into two portions: the southern to Soma and the

northern to Agni. The pair stand on north-pointed grass in the

preliminary ceremonies.* After the marriage a water-pot is filled

with Stheya water and placed northeast of the fire. The bride-

groom leads the bride around it with their right sides towards it.

He then makes her tread with her right foot on a stone placed

north of the fire and leads her around the fire sunwise in the same

way. Then she takes the seven mystic steps of Vishnu toward

the north or east or northeast, each with a special invocation,

putting the right foot first. After this the bridegroom takes her

to his house, carrying with him their future household fire the

Grihya fire. In the house they sit in silence facing east or north,

until the sun has set and the stars come out.

What then happens seems to me of special significance, though
I have not seen any stress laid upon it. It is the adoration of the

Pole Star. The bridegroom takes the bride out of doors towards

north or east and they worship the four quarters of the sky, the

stars, the moon, the seven stars of Ursa major, the star Arundhati,

and as a climax the Pole Star. In fact in some texts only the

Pole Star is mentioned. They ask it for offspring and prosperity.

He addresses it with a chant:

Firm dwelling, firm origin. The firm one art thou. , . . Thou art

the pillar of the stars. Adoration be to the Brahman, to the firm, immovable

one! Adoration be to the Brahman's son, Prajapati! Adoration to the

thirty three gods! Adoration to the Brahman's children and grandchildren,

to the Angiras. Those who know thee (the Polar Star) as the firm, immovable

Brahman, with its children and with its grandchildren, with such a man
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children and grandchildren will firmly dwell, servants and pupils, garments
and woolen blankets, bronze and gold, wives and kings, food, safety, long life,

glory, renown, splendour, strength, holy lustre, and the enjoyment of food.

May all these things firmly and immovably dwell with me." (Then follow

the Mantras) "I know thee as the firm Brahman. May I become firm in this

world. I know thee as the immovable Brahman, etc. . . . as the un-

shaken Brahman ... as the unfailing Brahman ... as the nave
of the universe ... as the centre of the universe ... as the string

that holds the universe ... as the pillar of the universe ... as

the navel of the universe." l

This litany of the Pole Star could almost word for word have

been recited by a Mandaean. It shows the same primitive belief

in the North Star as the one stable, firm element in the universe,

around which everything revolves; the unchanging eternal light,

source of the sun, moon, and stars. The association with Brah-

man suggests that it was thought best by the priests to incor-

porate in their theological system this primitive popular belief.

Might this not also suggest a basis for the primitive Hindu
northern orientation?

Returning now to the Grihya-rituals, subsequent to marriage,

they show throughout the same system: position and motion

north and east except for the dead, for whom everything was

exactly reversed. In the ceremonies of washing the child and

of giving it a name, the child is always handed toward the north.

In the tonsure of the child's head they face east and begin on the

right. In the initiation of the student, the orientation is east

for the teacher, but the position is north of the fire.

The Qatapatha Brahmana. 2 Of the big ritualistic works that

resulted from the elaboration of Brahmanic ceremonial as Vedic

religion developed into a priestly system the Qatapatha Brah-

mana is the most extensive among those available for study.

It is the great Brahmana of the White Yajur-Veda series, as

distinguished from the Black Yajur-Veda, and admits material

of various dates, but mostly earlier than the Upanishads. It

combines ritual with symbolic teaching and is full of orientation,

both theoretical and practical. There are offerings not only to

all four main quarters, but to all ten quarters and sub-quarters

with zenith and nadir, always with the respective orientations.3

1
Hiranyake^in, I, 6, 14 in S.B.E. XXX, p. 194.

2 The Qatapatha Brahmana is translated in S.B.E. Vols. XII, XXVI,
XLI, XLIII, and XL1V.

8
E.g. in S.B.E. XLI, 48.
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The east is, as always, the front of this world. The gate of

heaven is in the north,
1

yet the north is repeatedly said to be the

quarter of men, and the east the quarter of the gods.
2 The

intermediate northeast quarter is said to be the perfect place

because here the two worlds come together.
3 The apparently

contradictory statement is made that the left, north quarter is

heaven and the "world of the gods"
4 and the sacrificer is warned

not to seat himself eastward but northward because otherwise

he would never rise from the earth. The fact that the world of

the gods is in the north is so explicitly and frequently stated

that we are obliged to differentiate between the mundane north

of men and the supermundane north of the gods.

There are many interesting details. In the sacrifice of that

supreme among all victims, the horse, he is set free towards the

northeast, as the region of gods and men; the participant in the

Soma sacrifice, in getting out of his bath of purification, must

walk northward; the plowers and builders of a sepulchral mound
must orient all their work in exactly the opposite way to what they

do for the living and the gods. The Soma sacrifice, and especially

the construction of the great fire-altar occupy a large part of the

work, but in later form than the more primitive ceremonial in

Caland's study.
5

One statement, however, I shall quote, at the risk of some

repetition. It is in connection with the Dlka or initiation rites

at the building of the fire-altar, and in particular at the moment
when the sacrificer puts the sacrificial fire-pan on the fire. "The

fire-pan is these worlds . . . [and he does it] 2. standing

(with his face) towards northeast, for standing towards northeast

Prajapati created creatures. 3. And, again, why (he does so)

standing towards northeast; that (quarter), the northeast, is

the quarter of both gods and men. 4. And, again, why standing

towards northeast, in that quarter is the gate of the world of

l
E.g. in S.B.E. XLIV, 82.

2
E.g. in S.B.E. XXVI, 1-4', XLIV, 485.

8
E.g. in S.B.E. XLII1, 227; XLIV, 359.

4 S.B.E. XLIV, 225.
6 A good typical statement is in XII, 7, 3, 7 (S.B.E. XLIV, 225) where the

setting up of the Vedis (or fire-altar grounds) is described in the Santramani

ceremony. In connection with there being two Vedis, one to the north and

one to the south of the central dhavaniya fire:
" 'Two worlds in truth there are,'

they say, 'the world of the gods and the world of the Fathers.' One of the

Vedis is for offerings to the gods and the other for those to the Fathers."
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heaven, hence it is standing with his face towards northeast that

one offers libations, and standing towards northeast that one

leads up the dakinas; it is by the gate that he thus makes him
enter into the world of heaven." 1

When there is an apparent contradiction: that is when in one

text the orientation is given as north and in another, for the same

act, it is given as northeast, I should be inclined to accept the

explanation offered by one passage which gives the direction as

north inclining toward the east, which would probably mean
closer to north than due northeast.

Another enlightening chapter is that describing the building

with bricks of the circular Garhapatya fire-place or hearth, which

represents in Vedic cult the domestic fire of the sacrificer and

symbolizes this earth. The method of laying each single brick,

the relative position of each one, and the orientation of the person
as he lays each one are minutely described, and the important

point is that, while the hearth is supposed to face eastward and

to symbolize a bird, the person laying the bricks (the adhvaryu

priest) never faces east but always north except when he once

faces the south, and he begins by laying the four central bricks

at the north end coming south.2

Then comes the building of the dhavanlya or main altar, sym-

bolizing the sky, which also faces east. In the course of explain-

ing it as the womb or birthplace of the gods, it is said: "There are

two wombs (birthplaces) the one being the womb of the gods,

the other the womb of men; the gods have their birthplace in

the east, and men in the west; and when he lays down those

(bricks) in front [i.e. eastward], he thereby causes the sacrificer

to be born from the womb of the gods."
3

The Upanishads. The philosophy, cosmogony, and symbolism
of Vedic India are enshrined in those wonderful prose poems, the

Upanishads. Their references to orientation are necessarily few,

but they give the raison d'etre, the clue that we need.

We find, as we should expect, the eastern orientation for this

world, with the north as the left and the south the right. We
find the northern path that of the gods, of the sun, and the spirit,

and the southern that of the Fathers, of the moon, and of matter.

But the moon is the place to which all go for a time after they

i Ibid. XLI, 246.
* Ibid. XLI, 298 sqq.

Ibid. XLI, 389.
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leave this world. Those who are to return to this world, go by
way of the Fathers to the dark half of the moon, and those who
are on their way to permanent union with Brahman go through
the light half of the moon.

What is especially illuminating is the role in the life beyond

played by Aditya, the Sun. He is lord of the eastern quarter,

and yet those who seek him gain him by the northern path.
1

It is in the north that they burst open the solar door and pass

through to heaven, to the world of Brahman.2
Perhaps a clue is

given by a passage which says that Aditya, the Sun, when he

rises, goes to the east, and thus receives at the outset the eastern

spirits into his rays.
3 There is a tendency towards eastern and

away from northern orientation in certain ceremonies, which is

in harmony with the comparatively late date of the Upanishads,
but the fundamental nature of the north in cult is still evident.

It is said that sacrifice should be inclined toward the north in the

correct way, when the Brahman understands what is right.
4

Yet the eastern orientation is advocated in another passage,

"for in the east the seed of the gods springs up/'
5

The Epics. While the actual text of the great epics the

Mahabharata and Ramayana is comparatively late, they con-

serve many early concepts and traditions. The material can be

studied in Hopkins, Epic Mythology of India, where it is most

fully and systematically classified. The northern mountains are

the place of the "assembly of gods" (3, 39, 40). This is "where,

on the top of Himavat, they sacrificed of old" (7, 54, 25), for

this is the locality "beloved of gods" (3, 37, 39). Seven of these

mountains are designated as the several ancient "doors of heaven"

(6, 9, 11). One of these, the Vindhya (13, 166, 31), is angry with

. XV, 272-3; Pra$na-Upamshad, I, 9-10. "9. The year indeed is

Prajapati, and there are two paths thereof, the Southern and the Northern.

Now those who here believe in sacrifices and pious gifts as work done, gain the

moon only as their (future) world and return again. Therefore the Rishis

who desire offspring go to the south and that path of the Fathers is matter.

10. But those who have sought the Self by penance, abstinence, faith, and

knowledge, gain by the northern path Aditya, the sun. This is the home of

the spirits, the immortal, free from danger, the highest. From thence they do

not return, for it is the end. Thus says the Qloka" (See Rig-Veda I, 164, 12).

2
Chandogya-Upanishad, S.B.E. I, 134; Maitrayana-Brahmana-Upanishad,

6, 30, S.B.E. XV, 328.
3
Pragna-Upanishad, ibid. I, 6.

4
Chandogya-Upanishad, ibid. 71.

6
Aitareya-Aranyaka, ibid. 170.
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the sun for refusing to walk the deasil around it as men and gods
should do around a divine mountain (1, 220, 6). Mt. Meru is

also one of the principal divine mountains.

The south is the district of the Manes, the Fathers (7, 17, 37;

8, 77, 44, etc.). The chief Father is Aryaman (6, 34, 29). The

path of the Fathers leads to the moon (13, 16, 45), and is con-

nected with the southern or summer course of the sun, the dak-

inapatha or daksindyana. It is a glorious course, for men of

action (12, 19, 13), while the northern course is for those who live

a life of renunciation or quietism and have no ambition for

posterity and a return to life in this world. The south is the

path of Aryaman, of acts and ceremonies; the north is the path
of Purvavids and Yogins (12, 26, 91), who follow the contem-

plative life.

In its northern course the sun begins to take pity on man.
The northern course belongs to the gods, the southern to the

Fathers.

The Devayana, or path of the gods, is beyond and over the

mountains of the north,
"
beyond Kailasa," and it is "a terribly

uneven path only wide enough for one." Mt. Kailasa itself is

the abode of Kubera, the protector of the world, the lord of

treasure and giver of wealth, the guardian of gold. He is the

special protecting spirit of the north quarter, where he had been

successively preceded by the gods Agni and Soma. He is closely

associated with Indra.

Hell is in the south, low down, below the earth.

An interesting passage is where Dhaumya (3, 163, 3 ff.) takes

Yudhigthira by the right hand, looks at the east and says, "This

northern district great [Mt.] Meru illuminates, the auspicious,

where go those who know Brahman: on it is the seat (sadmari) of

Brahman, and there abides the soul of beings, Prajapati, creator

of all that moves and is immovable." The location of this scene

is in the extreme northern quarter. The placing here of Pra-

japati, the primitive stuff and energy of the creation, is an idea

quite generally pervading Hindu cosmogony.
There is also a trace of the curious conflict for supremacy be-

tween north and east, for while in one passage (14, 43, 6 f.) the

north is called the lord of directions, in another, almost immedi-

ately after, the east is first (14, 44, 13).

Manuals of Sacred Law. A notable group of works treats of

sacred law in a more general form than the Grihya-sutras. The
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earliest are called Dharma-sutras, such as those of Apastamba,
Gautama, Vasistha and Baudhayana. Somewhat later are the

metrical or smrti codes
;
the most famous are those of Vishnu and

Manu.
In all these texts the same ideas as to orientation prevail,

though their generic character forbade the technical details

which multiply the orientation material in the Qrauta and Grihya
texts and the Brahmanas. One or two instances from each law

book will be sufficient.

In Apastamba, II, 9, 23 (S.B.E. II, 156), two verses from a

Purana are quoted:
" Those eighty thousand sages who desired

offspring passed to the south by Aryaman's road and obtained

burial-grounds [i.e.
= fresh births?]. Those eighty thousand who

desired no offspring passed by Aryaman's road to the north and

obtained immortality." It is lucky for a student of the Vedas

(I, 11, 30, 7) to enter and leave a village by the eastern or the

northern gate.
1

In Gautama, 1, 35 (S.B.E. II, 178), the Brahmana student

shall purify himself
"
turning his face towards the east or towards

the north." Similar rules for purification are given in Baud-

hayana, I, 5, 11 (S.B.E. XIV, 165) and in Vasistha, III, 26

(p. 21). When the student sits down for instruction at the right

hand of the teacher (I, 54), he is to turn his face towards the east

or the north.

In the Baudhayana, which is particularly valuable, it is pre-

scribed (I, 7, 1-3) that the sacred fires shall be approached from

the north and left in the same manner. The contrary proceeding
shall be adopted at sacrifices to the Manes.

It is to be noted that in the code of Vishnu, XXI, 1 (S.B.E.

VII, 83) there is no option in the direction of purification; it

shall be northward.

The best known of all is the code of Manu. Here we find the

usual worship of the four quarters recognized: in the east Indra,

in the south Yama, in the west Varuna, and in the north Soma.

The northern course of the sun is associated with the gods and

with light (I, 67) and the southern course with the Manes and

1 The student "shall eat facing the east, void faeces facing the south, dis-

charge urine facing the north, and wash his feet towards the west" (1, 11, 31, 1).

In the Baudhayana (I, 5, 10, 10) a man is told to void faeces or urine turning

his face during the day towards the north and at night towards the south:

cf. Vasistha, VI, 10
,
and Manu, IV, 50.

7
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darkness. Study of the Veda should be carried on facing east (II,

87). When the student rinses his mouth preparatory to reciting
the Veda he faces east or north, and then sits down facing north to

recite. Manu here differs from Gautama, who makes it optional
to face north or east. But later, in VIII, 87, when the judge calls

on witnesses to testify he makes it optional with them to face

either north or east. In Manu as in all the other codes the

south is always faced in ceremonies connected with the dead

(III, 215, 258). The later preference of the east over the north

is indicated in the associations of the four castes of the popula-
tion with the four quarters; the Brahman with the east, the

Ksatriya (nobles) with the north, the Vaigya (merchants) with

the west and the lowest, the Qudra, with the south. The "un-

conquered" region, to which the perfect sage goes, is the northeast,
the direction which, as we have seen, came to be considered the

most perfect as reconciling and amalgamating the two lucky
orientations (VI, 31).

Conclusion. One reason for giving so many details is that

among modern scholars it has been taken too much for granted
that eastern orientation, pure and simple, prevailed in India.

Evidently this was a misinterpretation. It sprang from the

same error that confused writers on Roman orientation : that is,

it took a part (earthly orientation) for the whole. The Hindu,

apart from the fact that he worshipped gods in all ten quarters,

did not have much special orienting westward. The funda-

mental point in regard to the west is that he did not connect

it with death, the after-life, and ill-luck, as the majority of ancient

peoples did, from Babylon to Greece and Rome. The Hindu

connected only the south with the dead and did so not with a

sense of ill-luck, total loss, and sin : on the contrary, he connected

it with return to life and with procreation.

In regard to the north and east, it would be rash to propose

anything but such suggestions as I have already made in a tenta-

tive manner. All that can be said with certainty is that the

abode of the gods was in the north, and there was also the heav-

enly goal of the perfect man. That, in consequence, most ritual

ceremonial was directed towards the north, to bring about a

union with the divine. The east, being the source of life-giving

action of the gods on this world, was the central, focal point for

the earth and the constant interaction between divine and human

spheres.
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It will have become perfectly evident that the Hindu material

illustrates to perfection and without shadow of doubt my con-

tention that there were three significant orientations : one for the

heavens, one for the earth, and one for the dead.

As for the question whether the Aryans who came into India

brought the northern orientation with them or acquired it, I

would suggest what seems an obvious explanation of the change
from south to north for the abode of their gods, on the supposition
that the change actually occurred after their arrival. They came
in from the northwest, settling in the Punjab, and for centuries

faced an inimical population occupying the whole of the south of

India. The south was then the pars adversa, the home of the gods
of the enemy as well as of their human adversaries. It could

hardly remain the goal of their own worship. How natural for

them to turn back no,vthward as towards the ancient home of their

gods in the days before they had passed the northern mountains of

India, which formed the barrier beyond which they could imagine
their own tribal gods to be.

Just a word in closing about the later, Buddhist, ideas as to

orientation. This is something as to which I would ask for sug-

gestions from Buddhist scholars, for even more than for Brahmanic
India there seems to be needed some guiding idea. Strange and

unique is the fact that the Buddhist sun-worship seems largely

toward the west. In the Amitayur-Dhyana-stitra,
1 a mystic

meditation on Buddha, the realm of Buddha, the land of

Highest Happiness is in the western quarter. The medita-

tion on perfection aims at gaming a perception of this

western quarter of the setting sun: "Sit down, look to

the west and meditate on the sun." This meditation is

for those who wish to be born in the western land, the land

of Buddha. This Land of Bliss is the subject of another

Buddhist Sutra, the Sukhavati* where it is described with

florid details.

With this cult of the west seems to go the preeminence of the

left over the right. The left side of Buddha is mentioned before

his right. The left hand is mentioned as the place of honor, and

the right as next in rank.3

1 S.B.E. XLIX, pt. II.

*Ibid., pp. 1 ff., especially p. 59.

3
Ibid., pp. 165, 178.
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Is it possible that we have here a unique example of western

orientation, with the south-left as lucky?

A. L. FROTHINGHAM.

PRINCETON, N. J.,

November, 1917.

ERRATUM

Vol. XXI, p. 329, Fig. 13. For OF GRAFFITS read CF. GRAFFITO.
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GENERAL AND MISCELLANEOUS

The Origin of the Neolithic Celt. In Archaeologia, LXVII, 1916, pp. 27-48

(27 figs.), R. A. SMITH argues that several chipped flint implements found in

1914 at Grime's Graves, Norfolk, furnish important evidence for the origin
of the polished celt of neolithic times. He thinks that it can now be shown
to have been derived fromthe "point" of Le Moustier.

Miscellaneous Archaeological Papers. In Proceedings of the Numismatic
and Antiquarian Society of Philadelphia, XXVII, 1916, are the following ar-

ticles of archaeological interest: pp. 47-64 (5 pis.), W. H. SCHOFF, 'The Trans-
continental Silk Trade at the Christian Era,' in which the eastern trade of the

early Roman empire and the routes by which silk was conveyed from China
to Europe are discussed; pp. 65-75, JOHN THOMSON, 'Monumental Brasses/
a discussion of fifteen English monumental brasses; pp. 77-89, W. N. BATES,
'Greek Vase Painting,' a general account of the vase painting of the Greeks;

pp. 91-94, W. DENNISON, 'Caesar's Battlefields in Gaul' in which it is pointed
out that most of Caesar's battlefields can be identified; pp. 95-97, W. W.
BAKER, 'Survivals from Antiquity in Modern Greece,' calling attention to

ancient and modern parallels; pp. 121-130 (6 pis.) F. G. SPECK, 'Wampum in

Indian Tradition and Currency,' discussing the origin and use of wampum.
Apollo and Saint Michael. A comparison of the legends of Apollo as the

plague god (Smintheus) and healing god. and as the slayer of the Python, with

legends of St. Michael in a similar character, show some interesting analogies,

but, as is to be expected, no evidence that the conception of the archangel as

a whole was derived from that of the sun-god. Among the legends, some of

which are found illustrated on coins, are those of the foundation of the Roman
Alexandria Troas and the neighboring Smintheion, of the shrines at Monte
Gargano in Italy and Mont St. Michel in Normandy, of Ramsey Abbey and

i The departments of Archaeological News and Discussions and of Bibliography of Archae-

ological Books are conducted by Professor BATES, Editor-in-charge, assisted by Professor

C. N. BROWN, Miss MARY H. BUCKINGHAM, Dr. T. A. BUENOER, Mr. L. D. CASKET, Pro-

fessor HAROLD R. HASTINGS, Professor ELMER T. MERRILL, Professor LEWIS B. PATON, Pro-
fessor A. S. PEASE, Professor S. B. PLATNER, Professor JOHN C. ROLFE, Dr. JOHN SHAFLEY,
Professor A. L. WHEELER, and the Editors, especially Professor MARQUAND.
No attempt is made to include in this number of the JOURNAL material published after June

30, 1917.

For an explanation of the abbreviations, see pp. 115-116.
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Durham Cathedral, and other healing shrines, in all of which the site of the

projected temple or settlement was indicated by a bull or cow. (G. F. HILL,
J.H.S. XXXVI, 1916, pp. 134-162; 8 figs.)

The Significance of the Arms of Geneva. In R. Hist. Rel LXXII, 1915,

pp. 1-130 (42 figs.)', W. DEONNA continues his discussion of problems in relig-

ious symbolism with an examination of the arms of Geneva. He shows that

the emblem of the sun takes the place of an earlier cross, which also symbolizes
the sun and goes back by a well-established chain of monuments to the cult

of the pagan solar cross. This cross was later assimilated with the Christian

cross. Furthermore various motives in barbaric art such as the cross with

rays, stars, crescents, and the solar disk came to symbolize Christ in Christian

art. The solar cross also survived on Merovingian and Carolingian coins,

and from them descended to coins of Geneva of the fifteenth century and later.

The eagle and the key, likewise found on the arms of Geneva, were also both

originally solar emblems, but they came to their present position by different

routes. The sun was derived from the pagan solar cross; the eagle from the

eagle of the Roman empire where its solar significance is known; and the key
from that of St. Peter which in turn had its origin in the key of early cosmic

divinities.

A Terra-cotta Relief in Geneva. In R. Arch., fifth series, IV, 1916, pp.

242-249 (fig.), W. DEONNA discusses a terra-cotta relief in the museum at

Geneva. Its history is unknown. On it appear five deities: Apollo, Abun-

dantia, Vulcan, Minerva, and Mercury. This relief resembles one at Mul-

house. The genuineness of both has been doubted, and is not absolutely

proved. If they are forgeries, the forger merely reproduced ancient originals.

The Origin of the Ogam Alphabet. In Proc. Soc. Ant. XXVIII, 1916, pp.

258-260, G. F. BROWNE suggests that the Ogam alphabet originated in the

positions given to the different fingers, the characters on the left side of the

edge of a stone being derived from the fingers of the left hand, and those on

the right from the right hand.

EGYPT
Decrees of Pepi II. In C. R. Acad. Insc. 1916, pp. 318-333 (2 figs.), M.

MORET identifies and discusses three decrees of Pepi II relating to a royal domain

established for the purpose of supplying offerings to his statue in the temple at

Koptos. The regulations laid down for the administration of the property are

explicit, and the writer finds analogies in papyri of Ptolemaic Egypt and in

the feudal customs of mediaeval Europe.
The Sarou in Egyptian Inscriptions. In C. R. Acad. Insc. 1916, pp. 378-

386, A. MORET shows that the Sarou mentioned in Egyptian inscriptions were

local administrative officials distinct from those appointed by the king, who
while working side by side with the latter prevented abuses on the part of the

royal agents. Among other duties they had jurisdiction in cases of dispute

concerning tenants and their land.

The Tomb of Senebtisi. Under the title The Tomb of SeneUisi Messrs.

MACE and WINLOCK publish an important tomb of the twelfth dynasty exca-

vated at Lisht during the winter of 1906-1907 by the expedition of the Met-

ropolitan Museum, New York. It was a shaft grave, and although con-

temporary plunderers had entered it they were evidently driven off before doing
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much damage. The process of excavation and the funeral objects discovered

are described in detail, and where possible there are restorations in color. This

tomb will serve as a standard with which to compare other undated tombs.

[The Tomb of Senebtisi. By ARTHUR C. MACE and HERBERT E. WINLOCK.
New York. 1916, Metropolitan Museum, xxii, 132 pp.; 36 pis. Folio. $8.00.]

Egyptian Balances and Weights. In B. Metr. Mus. XII, 1917, pp. 85-90

(7 figs.), B. M. G. publishes a small Coptic hand-balance consisting of a cylin-

drical beam and needle made of one piece of metal, a handle shaped like a pair

of tongs, and two pans. The pans are thin sheets of bronze pierced at the

edges with three holes for suspension. This balance was kept in an inlaid

wooden box. The writer also discusses the balance with an upright support
which is known from reliefs and papyri. Weights used in the balances were

of stone, such as diorite, basalt, alabaster, and limestone, and, from the time

of the Empire on, of bronze and of hematite. In shape they were rectangular,

round, conical, or semicylindrical. The names of two are known, the deben

(13 grams in the Old Kingdom to 15.9 grams in the Empire) and the kidet

(8.8 to 10 grams), but there were many others. The finest weight in the Met-

ropolitan Museum is of porphyry and bears the inscription, "Senusert, given

life eternally, 70 gold debens" It was found at Lisht and weighs 954 grams.

Weights were rarely in the shape of animals.

Ancient Egyptian Fishing. In Harvard African Studies, I, 1917, pp. 199-

271 (26 pis.; 5 figs.), O. BATES presents a comprehensive study of the various

phases of Egyptian fisheries in prehistoric and dynastic times. The fishing

implements, such as nets, boats, harpoons, traps, etc. are discussed. He con-

siders also the racial affinities of the fishermen, the economic importance of

the fish industry, and religious customs and taboos relating to fishing and the

consumption of fish. In the course of the paper he gives valuable suggestions

as to the use and meaning of certain palettes and hieroglyphs which have been

a matter of considerable dispute.

BABYLONIA AND ASSYRIA

A New Fragment of the Gilgamish Epic. In 1914 the Museum of the Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania acquired a well-preserved Babylonian tablet 6 by 7

inches inscribed with six columns of writing, three on each side. It dates from

Neo-Babylonian times and is especially important because it contains, with

the exception of a few lines, the entire second book of the Gilgamish epic

hitherto missing. It belongs to a south Babylonian version of the epic. The

subject is, "man redeemed from barbarism by the love and devotion of woman,"
that is, Enkidu tempted by the hierodule abandons his flocks and enters civ-

ilized society. At the end of the tablet Gilgamish and Enkidu proclaim their

purpose of making an expedition to the east against the terrible Humbaba.

In the Museum Journal, VIII, 1917, pp. 29-38 (5 figs.), S. L(ANGDON) trans-

lates and comments on the tablet. In Publications of the Babylonian Section

of the Museum, Vol. X, No. 3 (Pp. 207-229; pis. 63-70. Philadelphia, 1917.)

the same writer publishes the text and translation with an introduction,

notes, and an index. The tablet originally contained 240 lines, as is stated by
the scribe.

A Ritual of Atonement for Shamash-shum-ukin. In the Museum Journal
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of the University of Pennsylvania, VIII, 1917, pp. 39-44 (fig.), S. L(ANGDON)
discusses a large tablet in the Museum containing a ritual of atonement for

Shamash-shum-ukin, brother of Asurbanipal and king of Babylonia. It orig-

inally had about one hundred lines. A shorter tablet containing a prayer of

the same king is also in the Museum (published by Myhrmann) . The tablet

has to do with the Mafyiu, or burning ritual, in which the penitent burned

images of the devils which he supposed afflicted him, and many lines in that

book can be restored by means of this new tablet. According to the direc-

tions in this incantation the priest made fifteen images of devils of tallow,

dough, etc., and burned them on a censer while the king recited his list of griev-

ances and petition to the fire and sun gods. The writer also calls attention to a

figurine in the Museum which is one of the three known examples of a Baby-
lonian demon. It has four wings, a dog's paws in place of arms, and birds'

claws for feet. It seems to have the body of a dog, the tail of a scorpion and a

fierce grinning head. It probably represents the south wind.

Sumerian Liturgical Texts. In Vol. X, No. 2 of Publications of the Baby-
lonian Section of the Museum of the University of Pennsylvania (Philadelphia,

1917. Pp. 103-203; pis. 7-62; 4to.), S. LANGDON publishes, under the title

Sumerian Liturgical Texts, twenty-two Sumerian tablets in the Museum and

one at the University of Dublin. The volume includes part of an epic poem
on the origin of Sumerian civilization, apparently in the same hand as the poems
of the Flood and of Paradise; a lament to Aruru; a penitential psalm to the

god Amurru; a lament upon the invasion of Sumer by the people of Gutium; a

legend of Gilgamish; a hymn to Ur-Engur; a hymn to Dungi; a hymn to a

deified king not identified ; two hymns to Ishme-Dagan ; a lament on the destruc-

tion of Ur; a hymn of Samsuiluna to statues of lions and of himself; a liturgy

to Enlil; a liturgy to Innini; a psalm to the trumpet (?) of Enlil; a liturgy of

the Tammuz wailings; a small fragment of a liturgy to Nintud on the crea-

tion of man and woman; and prayers and incantations of Shamash-shum-ukin.

Sumerian Grammatical Texts. In Vol. XII, No. 1 of Publications of the

Babylonian Section of the Museum of the University of Pennsylvania (Phila-

delphia, 1917. 44 pp.; 58 pis. 4to.) S. LANGDON publishes fifty-six tablets in

the Museum which are chiefly grammatical texts used for school exercises.

Often the teacher's copy alone remains. Two contain the Sumerian original

of part of the Babylonian and Assyrian bilingual, lexicographical work known
as ana itti-su. Another is part of a Sumerian text-book known in later Baby-
lonia and Assyria as garra-jiubullu and containing a list of names of chairs,

beds, etc. Still another has some badly preserved sections of incantations

and rituals followed by two closely written columns on anatomy. This volume

very nearly completes the publication of the grammatical texts from Nippur
now in Philadelphia and in Constantinople.

Personal Names of the First Dynasty of Babylon. Dr. EDWARD CHIERA

has brought out, as the first part of Volume XI of the Publications of the Baby-

lonian Section of the Museum of the University of Pennsylvania, a syllabary

of personal names copied from tablets in the Museum. They are written in

Sumerian, but some of them have Akkadian equivalents for the names. They
date from the first dynasty of Babylon, and all except six were written as exer-

cises by pupils in the temple school at Nippur. The six exceptions, which

are of the same character as the others, came from Yokha and prove the exist-
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ence of a temple school there. All of these school exercises probably go back
to two tablets of large size. The original purpose of the lists seems to have
been due to a desire of the priests to classify the mass of personal names in

existence in old Babylonian times. The second part of the work will contain
the Akkadian, and the third part the Sumerian personal names. [Lists of
Personal Names from the Temple School of Nippur. A Syllabary of Personal

Names. By EDWARD CHIERA. Philadelphia, 1916, University Museum. 88

pp.; 34 pis. 4to.]

Akkadian Personal Names from Nippur. Under the title Lists of Personal

Namesfrom the Temple School of Nippur. Lists of Akkadian Personal Names
(Publications of the Babylonian Section of the Museum of the University of

Pennsylvania. Vol. XI, No. 2. Philadelphia, 1916. Pp. 93-175; pis. 38-

70), Dr. EDWARD CHIERA continues his publication of the lists of names found
in the school exercises at Nippur. This part of the work contains Amoritic

and Akkadian names. The material has been compiled from sixty-seven
tablets (besides twenty-five duplicates) from Nippur in the University
Museum.
An Old Babylonian Map. In the Museum Journal of the University of

Pennsylvania, VII, 1916, pp. 263-268 (2 figs.), S. H. L(ANGDON) publishes an
old Babylonian map in the. Museum showing various canals and villages near

Nippur. It dates from the Cassite period, ca. 1500 B.C.

The Excavations of Victor Place. In R. Arch., fifth series, IV, 1916, pp.

230-241, MAURICE PILLET gives, with comments, the contents of various letters

and documents relating to the excavations carried on by Victor Place in Assy-
ria and his relations to the English excavators.

SYRIA AND PALESTINE

The Princeton Expeditions to Syria. In Ancient Architecture in Syria, Sec-

tion A, Part 6, Professor HOWARD CROSBY BUTLER continues the publication of

the discoveries in the field of architecture made by the Princeton expeditions

to Syria. This part has to do with the remains at Si (Seeia), which was not a

town, but a sacred precinct with temples, enclosed courts, gateways, statues,

etc. The buildings discussed are the temple of Baal Shamin, the temple of

Dushara, an unidentified temple to the south, a Nabataean gate, a Roman
gate, and a Roman building. Beyond the enclosure were found a bath and
tombs. In Division III, Section A, Part 6, Professors E. LITTMANN and D.

MAGIE, Jr., publish sixteen Greek inscriptions from the site. [Publications of

the Princeton University Archaeological Expeditions to Syria in 1904-1906 and

1909. Division II, Ancient Architecture in Syria. ByHOWARD CROSBy BUTLEB.
Section A, Southern Syria, Part 6, Si. Pp. 365-402; pi. 28; figs. 323-351;

plan. Division III, Greek and Latin Inscriptions in Syria. By ENNO LITT-

MANN and DAVID MAGIE, Jr. Pp. 359-372. Leyden, 1916, Late E. J. Brill.]

The Site of Zeugma. In Mel. Arch. Hist. XXXV, 1915, pp. 161-189,

FRANZ CUMONT presents an elaborate argument in support of the view that the

site of the Graeco-Syrian city of Zeugma on the Euphrates is not that of the

modern town of Beredjik, as maintained by Ritter, but some ten kilometres

farther up stream, and that Beredjik corresponds with the Roman Birtha, or

Macedonopolis as the Greeks called it.
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The Washington Manuscript of the Psalms. In 1906 Mr. Charles L. Freer

of Detroit purchased in Cairo four Biblical manuscripts, one of which, a fifth

century codex of*the Psalms, is now published by Professor HENRY A. SANDERS.

There are preserved 107 leaves written in a large, square, uncial hand. About
two quires at the- end are lost, but these were replaced in the tenth century or

later by leaves from another manuscript, written in a sloping, Slavonic uncial

hand, which the editor dates in the eighth century. A discussion of the man-

uscript, its palaeography, etc., precedes the Greek text which, in general, agrees

with the vulgate. The first fifteen Psalms are very fragmentary. The editor

prints at the foot of each page of text the variants found in Swete's edition.

The manuscript is to be placed in the Smithsonian Institution in Washington.

[The Old Testament Manuscripts in the Freer Collection. Part II. The Wash-

ington Manuscript of the Psalms. By HENRY A. SANDERS. New York, 1917,

The Macmillan Company. Pp. 105-349; pis. 4-9. 4to.]

ASIA MINOR

The Authority of the Oracle at Clarus. In B. Soc. Ant. Fr. 1915, pp. 141-

148, J. TOUTAIN discusses three inscriptions in Latin (C.I.L. Ill, 2880; VII,

633; and VIII, 8351) and one in Greek (Insc. Gr. ad res Rom. pertinentes t I,

767) which are dedications made on the authority of the oracle of Apollo at

Clarus to certain unnamed local divinities. This oracle was often consulted

on questions of pagan theology, and appears to have advocated the idea of a

single supreme deity. These four inscriptions from places far apart afford

confirmation of this.

The Coins of Sardis. The first publication of the results so far attained

by the Princeton expedition to Sardis is a volume on the coins by H. W. BELL.

In addition to eighteen Mohammedan coins not included in the volume there

were found 990 others which the author lists as follows: 419 Greek, 214 Roman,
1 Vandal, 354 Byzantine, and 2 from the Latin East. Sixteen coins are earlier

than the time of Alexander, ten of them of bronze from Colophon, and six of

silver. Of the latter two are Lydian issued under Croesus. In the vertical

spaces between the stones of the basis of the cult statue of Artemis there were

found 128 coins. The volume includes full descriptions, indices, and two plates.

[Sardis. Publications of the American Society for the Excavation of Sardis. Vol.

XI, Coins, Part I, 1910-1914. By H. W. BELL. Leyden, 1916, E. J. Brill,

xiii, 124 pp. ;
2 pis. 4 to.]

Bronze Coins of Smyrna. A parcel of seventy-nine bronze coins of Smyrna,

apparently all coming from a single hoard, is described by J. G. MILNE inNum.

Chron. 1916, pp. 246-250. Common use of dies, and relative degree of wear,

indicate three groups of magistrates issuing
"
Homereia," the order of the

groups being chronological: Archias, Theotimos, and Pollis; Krokines and

Kallistratos; Diogenes, Pasikrates, and Arrhidaios.

A Gordian Omphalos? In R. Et. Anc. XIX, 1917, pp. 98-100, G. RADET

suggests that the Phrygians believed that they possessed the o^aXos, or

centre of the world, and that the chariot of Gordium symbolized it. Trojan
chariots had upon the yoke a boss called 6ju<a\os.
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GREECE

SCULPTURE

Ivory Fragments from a Statue of Atheiia. In the Museo Profano of the

Vatican Library are preserved two very beautiful fragments of ivory sculpture

which were found in the Sabine country in 1824. They are the face and the

left forearm, each a single piece, of a life-size statue of Athena. Their style

places them about 450 B.C., and their artistic merit is so great as to suggest

that they are from the hand of Phidias himself, although they cannot be defi-

nitely connected with any chryselephantine statue that he is known to have

made. The technique of sculpture in ivory was undoubtedly brought with the

material from Egypt, and the use of gold for statues from Babylon, though
the development of the art in historical times is obscure; hence these pieces

are of great value from the historical and technical as well as the artistic stand-

point. (CARLO ALBIZZATI, J. H.S. XXXVI, 1916, pp. 373-402; 2 pis.; 8 figs.)

VASES

A Red-Figured Pyxis. In the Museum Journal of the University of Penn-

sylvania, VII, 1916, pp
269-276 (2 figs.), S. B.

L(UCE) discusses a red-

figured pyxis recently ac-

quired by the Museum

(Fig. 1). It is 21 cm. in

diameter and 7.9 cm. high.

On the cover is painted

the wedding of Heracles

and Hebe. Zeus, Hera,

and Athena are seated,

while Hestia with a torch

stands in front of them to

welcome Heracles and his

bride. Brown and purple

were used on the drapery,

and various details, such

as diadems, earrings,
necklaces, etc., were
raised and gilded. About
the side of the box ran a

band of myrtle leaves and

berries, the latter also

raised and gilded. The vase once belonged to the Forman collection.

The Pistoxenus Vase at Schwerin. In B. Soc. Ant. Fr. 1915, pp. 179-180,
P. GIRARD maintains that the figure leaning on a stick and carrying a lyre on

the signed vase of Pistoxenus at Schwerin (see Helbig, Jb. Arch. I. 1912, pp.

24 ff.) is an old woman. A careful examination of the vase makes this certain.

The name above the figure, if complete, is a feminine name ending in w.

Euthymides. Among the Attic vase-painters of the late sixth and early

FIGURE 1. PYXIS: THE MARRIAGE OF
HERACLES.
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fifth centuries, Euthymides holds a conspicuous place. His work and that of

a small group of closely associated artists has been subjected to a minute

analysis by Professor J. C. HOPPIN. Under each name the signed vases are

first described and then on the basis of the stylistic peculiarities thus deter-

mined other vases and fragments are attributed to the respective painters.

All these vases are reproduced from drawings or photographs, and there are

also numerous illustrations of details on a larger scale. Fifty vases are thus

discussed, and divided among the artists as follows: Euthymides, signed or

certain, 6, attributed 19; Phintias, signed 6, attributed 9; Hypsis, signed 2,

attributed 1; Cleophrades, signed 1, attributed 6. The work is a most impor-
tant addition to the material available for the minute study of Greek vase-

painting. [Euthymides and His Fellows. By JOSEPH CLARK HOPPIN. Cam-

bridge, 1917, Harvard University Press, xvi, 186 pp.; 48 pis.; 36 figs. 8vo.]

Two Vases at Harrow. In J.H.S. XXXVI, 1916, pp. 123-133 (2 pis.; 9

figs.), J. D- BEAZLEY briefly discusses two groups of Attic vases of the ripe archaic

period, which are represented in the museum of Harrow School by vases Nos.

55 and 56. To the vases already discussed in detail and assigned to the "Cleo-

phrades painter" in J. H.S. XXX, p. 50 ff., he adds several more, making the

total fifty-nine, of which one in New York, one in Boston, and one in Petrograd

are notable. They are all large vases, amphorae, pelicae, loutrophori, etc.

The other group, numbering thirty-eight, belongs to one of the minor artists of

the same period, whose most interesting pieces are distinguished by an attract-

ive subject rather than by fine workmanship.
Vases in the Villa Giulia. In Boll Arte, X, 1916, pp. 335-368 (24 figs.), L.

SAVIGNONI de-

scribes the im-

portant collec-

tion of vases in

the Villa Giulia

at Rome. They
came from
tombs at Civita

Castellana, Fal-

erii, Narce,
Nepi, etc., and

consist chiefly of

Attic and Italian

vases, though
there are a few

others. Among
the black-fig-

ured Attic vases

is a fine hydria

upon which Per-

seus appears
slaying Medusa;

while on others are scenes representing Heracles and the boar, Heracles and

the Amazons, Heracles and the lion, and Hephaestus returning to Olympus,
There is a very fine black-figured cylix, 0.45 m. in diameter, which has on

FIGURE 2. CYLIX: VILLA GIULIA, ROME.
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FIGURE 3. RHYTON: VILLA GIULIA, ROME.

the inside the figure of a man seated on a couch playing a lyre (Fig. 2).

The space between the central medallion and the rim is filled with an ivy-leaf

border. One red-figured cylix bears the signature of Hiero, and others are

attributed to Euphronius and to Brygus. On one cup a traveller appears

hastening along the shore of the sea upon which is a huge tortoise; upon
another is a figure of

Apollo standing before an

altar, holding his bow in

his left hand and on his

extended right a crow.

The writer thinks this a

copy of a statue in Athens.

There is an interesting

rhyton in the shape of a

dog's head (Fig. 3). An-

other vase, shaped like a

large astragal, has a figure

of Nike on one side and a

lion and an Eros on the

other. It bears the signa-

ture of Syriscus, not
otherwise known. In

style this vase comes be-

tween the severe and the

fine styles. One of the

best vases is a large crater with a band of eleven maidens dancing. Many of

the red-figured vases have interesting mythological scenes, such as the

slaughter of Pentheus by the Maenads. Included in the collection are

some interesting Faliscan vases. One cylix bears a Faliscan inscription

running from right to left. It reads, Foied vino pipafo era carefo, i.e. hodie

vinum bibam eras carebo. A second cylix has the same inscription except

that it has pafo for pipafo.

Corpus of Greek Potters and Vase Painters. In R. Arch., fifth series, IV,

1916, pp. 373-412, GEORGES NICOLE publishes a corpus or annotated list of 133

Greek potters and vase painters. This is a preliminary publication of a part

of the first volume of the Recueil archeologique Paul Milliet, a work which is

to combine and supplement the contents of Overbeck's Die antiken Schrift-

quellen, Loewy's Jnschriften griechischer Bildhauer, Klein's Die griechischen

Vasen mil Meistersignatures, ,
and to include also catalogues of mosaic makers,

glass makers, engravers, architects, and large monuments.

INSCRIPTIONS

An Emendation to the Decree in Honor of the Samians. In Revue de Phil-

ologie, XL, 1916, pp. 190-192, P. FOUCART proposes a new restoration for 7. G.

(Ed. Minor) IP, 1913, No. 1, 11.26 and 27 of the third decree in honor of the

Samians (Hicks and Hill, Greek Historical Inscriptions, No. 81, 11.66-68). He

reads, ['A.fa^rjTrj(rai dl TO. ty^iapiva. irpbr^pov ford TO oijuo TO
'

AdrjvaUav nal &vayp&-

[if/at TOJ ypa/jL/uLa.Tea TTJS /SoXr/s tv aTrj\7)]i Xidtinji.

A Greek Inscription from Egypt. In C. R. Acad. Insc. 1916, pp. 420-428,
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SEYMOUR DE RICCI publishes a fragmentary Greek inscription purchased by
him at Medinet el-Fayum in 1905 and now in the Mus6e Guimet. It is a

dedication of 6,470 citizens of Ptolemais, and seems to date from the time of

Caligula.

Corrections to Late Greek Inscriptions. In R. fit. Anc. XIX, 1917, pp.

77-79, M. HOLLEAUX discusses and in part restores the following six late Greek

inscriptions: (1) B.C. H. 1894, p. 249, No. 895 (also discussed by G. Colin and

H. Pomtow); (2) Fouilles de Delphes, III (2), p. 273, No. 248 a-b; (3) B.C.H.

1884, p. 133; (4) B.C.H. 1892, p. 155, No. 7; (5) B.C.H. 1901, p. 355, No. 4

(cf. R. fit. Anc. V, 1903, p. 211, No. 9); (6) B.C.H. 1883, p. 471, No. 5.

COINS

Symbolism on Greek Coins. Under the title Symbolism on Greek Coins,

AGNES BALDWIN discusses the meaning of various signs which appear on Greek

coins. She is deeply impressed by the psychological interpretation of myths
and symbols advocated by Freud and Jung, and finds in Jung's "Libido sym-
bolism" an explanation for the swastika, the triskeles, the ankh, the Baal sign,

the winged disk, etc. Not merely are all of these "Libido symbols," but the

fish in Christian art as well. [Symbolism on Greek Coins. By AGNES BALDWIN.

New York, 1916, American Numismatic Society. 106 pp.; 6 pis.; 91 figs. 4to.]

Rare Coins ofMagna Graecia. S. W. GROSE ( Num. Chron. 1916, pp. 201-245;

2 pis.) publishes with full illustration and discussion thirty-seven very rare or

previously unpublished coins of certain Greek cities in Italy and Sicily. The

specimens described are now in the McClean Collection of the Fitzwilliam

Museum. "Most important are the coins of Catana, Entella, and a 'transi-

tional' tetradracm of Syracuse." A new classification of the coins of Graxa

is proposed.

GENERAL AND MISCELLANEOUS

Cretan Chronology. In R. Arch., fifth series, IV, 1916, pp. 217-229, L.

FRANCHET presents a new system of Cretan chronology. For Sir Arthur Evans*

nine Minoan periods he substitutes five periods of the Bronze Age. His scheme

is as follows: Neolithic I (Tripiti andRousses); Neolithic II; Eneolithic (
=

Early Minoan I and II); Bronze I (
= Early Minoan III and Middle Minoan

I); Bronze II (
= Middle Minoan II and beginning of Middle Minoan III);

Bronze III (
= end of Middle Minoan III and Late Minoan I and II); Bronze

IV (Late Minoan III); First Iron Age (geometric). This system is based

upon the stages in the development of pottery. These are carefully distin-

guished and tabulated.

The Cemetery of Pachyammos. In 1913 a severe storm washed away the

earth near the sea at Pachyammos, on the isthmus of Hierapetra, Crete, and

revealed a Minoan cemetery. It occupied a space about 40 m. by 150 m. and

dated from the period of Early Minoan III to Late Minoan I. In 1914 and

1915 RICHARD B. SEAGER completely excavated it. The burials were in jars

of which 213 were found, and in addition six larnaces. Frequently the jars

of early times were broken by later interments. Very few small objects ac-

companied the burials and no seal stones. The jars varied from 40 to 90 cm.

in height. Pachyammos was evidently a Minoan port and the starting point
for trade across the isthmus of Hierapetra. [The Cemetery of Pachyammos,
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Crete. By RICHARD B. SEAGER. Philadelphia, 1916, University Museum. 30

pp.; 31 pis. 4to.]

Egyptian Cults at Delos. The excavations of the French at Delos brought
to light three sanctuaries dating from the third to the first century B.C., dedi-

cated to Egyptian divinities. These are now published by PIERRE ROUSSEL

(Les cultes egyptiens d Delos du 7//e au 7er siecle av. J.-C. Paris, 1916, Berger-

Levrault. 300 pp.; 16 figs. 8vo. lOfr.). After describing the buildings

he discusses in order 217 Greek inscriptions which have to do with this worship,

gives an account of its origin, the societies especially engaged in it, the public

cult before 166 B.C., the Egyptian cults after that date, the gods worshipped,
the worshippers, and the liturgy.

Temple and Shrine. J. G. Frazer's argument that, since gods have vaol

while heroes have only ijpcoa, the famous temple at Athens is wrongly identified

as the Theseum is refuted by C. H. WELLER (Cl. Phil. XII, 1917, pp. 96-97),

who cites from Pausanias many cases of vaoL of individuals of less than divine

rank. Weller does not attempt, however, to defend the traditional identifica-

tion, but merely to refute this argument against it.

Lord Elgin and His Collection. In commemoration of the centenary of the

acquisition of the Elgin Marbles by the British nation in 1816, a detailed his-

tory by A. H. SMITH of the formation of the collection including the casts,

drawings, inscriptions, coins, etc., its transportation to England and temporary-

disposition in London, with its final purchase for the British Museum, is pub-
lished in J.H.S. XXXVI, 1916 pp. 163-372 (19 figs.). When Thomas Bruce

(1766-1841), seventh Earl of Elgin, was appointed British ambassador to the

Porte in 1799, he followed an established precedent in including artists in his

suite to copy the works of classical art that were to be found in the Levant;

but he went much beyond any predecessor in the scope and purpose of his

plans. These included from the start taking casts as well as drawings of the

sculptures and architecture, and making the collection sufficiently large and

comprehensive to be of value to the nation; and when to this was added in

course of time the transfer to England of the originals of the work of Phidias,

he regarded them as the basis for founding a new school of art in that country,

through the revelation of a wholly new method and standard of art. He
endeavored at first to get official sanction and support for the work, but as

this was refused he expended upon it a large private fortune, for which he was

never adequately recompensed in money. The agent to whose exertions the

formation of the collection was principally due was Giovanni Battista Lusieri,

an Italian painter of antiquities, who remained in Lord Elgin's service, most

of the time at Athens, then Turkish domain, from October, 1799, until his death

in 1821. The company of artists who worked under Lusieri's directions until

1803 included a Russian draughtsman for figures and sculpture, Feodor Ivan-

ovitch, two architects, Balestra and Ittar, and two moulders of casts, also

Italians. Lord Elgin himself, because of absence from Greece, could give

little personal supervision and had to rely upon the voluntary cooperation of

many friends. Among these were Dr. Philip Hunt, the embassy chaplain,

who was active during the early years of the time, and Mr. William Richard

Hamilton, at first Lord Elgin's private secretary, who was of the greatest possi-

ble assistance from the beginning to the end of the entire enterprise. To the

almost incredible difficulties of communication, not only between England
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and the Mediterranean, but between different parts of the Mediterranean and
even of the Turkish empire, was added that of dealing with the Ottoman gov-
ernment at home and its local agents, which involved long delays and the ex-

penditure of large sums over and above the actual cost of the work done. Lord

Elgin himself, on returning from his post at Constantinople in 1803, was taken

prisoner in passing through France and held for more than three years, a part
of the time cut off from correspondence. The success of the British arms

against Napoleon in Egypt was a decisive factor in obtaining permits for the

more extensive operations, and procured for the British nation much that

would otherwise have gone to their rivals the French.

The artists were accidentally delayed, at Girgenti on the way out to Con-

stantinople, so that the collection began with drawings and casts of the Phaedra

sarcophagus there, but by August, 1800, the moulders were at work upon the

sculptures of the Theseum at Athens. The first marbles acquired were a

relief of mothers and babies and the famous boustrophedon inscription from

Cape Sigeum. For the first nine months, access to the Acropolis, then a nest

of Turkish houses, was had only at an expense of 25 guineas a day. Not until

the summer of 1801 was permission asked and granted to take away marbles

from Athens. The reason for adding this to the original purpose of drawing
and modelling the sculptures was the conviction that they were exposed to

certain injury and probable destruction if left in Athens. The custodian and

garrison of the Acropolis were continually destroying parts of the Parthenon

to get at the lead in which the iron clamps were set. When the house of an

old Turk was taken down and the digging carried down to the rock in a vain

search for some of the missing figures, the owner acknowledged that these

had been burnt to make the mortar for his house. Although the frieze, metopes,

and pediment sculptures of the Parthenon were the most important objects

removed, excavations were also made and specimen marbles taken from the

Erechtheum, Propylaea, temple of Wingless Victory, and other monuments
in Athens, as well as at Daphne, Eleusis, and Mycenae. The artists travelled

in many parts of Greece and made drawings and paintings of landscape and

monuments. Lusieri himself began many such pieces of work, some of them

of great size, but only two or three of his were ever entirely finished. The

marbles and other objects were packed in wooden cases and sent at various

times, either in privately chartered vessels or by government ships, to Malta

or Alexandria and thence to London. One valuable cargo on board the brig

Mentor was wrecked on the south coast of Cerigo, but was salvaged at great

expense without any serious loss. The two largest consignments of the col-

lection reached England in 1804 and 1812. Some of the objects went to Broom-

hall, Lord Elgin's estate in Scotland, and remained there. The rest were

kept in London, at first in the house at the corner of Park Lane and Piccadilly

afterwards known as Gloucester House, and later at Burlington House. There

they were seen by the public and by connoisseurs, among them Canova, whose

admiration was unbounded, and their reputation grew steadily. Negotiations

for their purchase by the nation went on for some years. The first formal

petition from Lord Elgin to Parliament was presented on June 15, 1815, the

day of the battle of Waterloo, and the final transfer to the British Museum was

made in August, 1816. The price set by a committee of Parliament, 35,000,

was less than half of Lord Elgin's estimate of his expenditure with interest.
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ITALY

ARCHITECTURE

Details of the Theatre of Orange. In C. R. Acad. Insc. 1916, pp. 455-458

(2 figs.), J. FORMIGE publishes certain details as a result of his study of the

Roman theatre at Orange. Clear indications enable him to calculate the diam-
eter of the orchestra at 19.10 m., which may be compared with 18.95 m. in

the theatre at Aries. The wall of the pulpitum can be located exactly. It

was 0.75 m. thick and probably ornamented with a frieze as at Athens. It

had an altar at the centre. There were thirty-one holes for supports for the

curtain which rose about 2.80 m. above the stage.

, SCULPTURE

Octavian-Mercury. In R. Arch., fifth series, IV, 1916, pp. 257-264 (2 figs.),

J. Six finds that the statue in the Louvre (Reinach, Repertoire, I, 161), which

goes by the name of Germanicus, really represents Augustus under the guise

of Mercury (cf. Horace, Od. I, ii, 43 f.). The nose and part of the head are

modern. When these are properly restored, the apparent age of the person
is increased. The cult of Augustus as Mercury must be later than the battle

of Actium, after which he was assimilated to Apollo for a short time. The

probable date of this portrait is 28 B.C.

Funeral Lights among the Romans. In Journal of Roman Studies, V, 1915,

pp. 149-164 (2 pis.; 4 figs.), G. M. RUSHFORTH discusses the piece of sculpture

from the tomb of the Haterii (discovered in 1848 and now in the Lateran Mu-
seum) representing the lying in state of the dead. There are lights placed
about the bier. This seems to be the only clear illustration of funeral lights

on Roman grave monuments, but there are references in the literature, e.g.

Persius, III, 103. Coins also show that such lights were used in connection

with the funerals of emperors. Eusebius (Life of Constantine, IV, 66) says
that when Constantine's body lay in state it was surrounded by lights in golden

candlesticks. On the marble chests for holding the ashes of the dead dating

chiefly from early imperial times, torches or candelabra are often carved on the

corners. From the time of Augustus lights were used in connection with the

dead for two purposes, (1) when the body was lying in state, and (2) in a cult

of the dead. The use of lights by Christians to symbolize the light of Paradise

is probably derived from an earlier Roman custom.

An Archaic Terra-cotta Relief. In Journal of Roman Studies, V, 1915, pp.

203-206 (fig.), Mrs. VAN BUREN publishes an archaic terra-cotta relief 7| by 8J

inches, in the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston. It is said to have been found

in Rome. It represents two horses advancing to the left and evidently draw-

ing a chariot which is now missing. A warrior wearing a helmet is mounted

on the near horse. The artist observed the principle of isocephalism, so that

the man appears very small as compared with the horse. The background
was painted red, and there are traces of a cornice above. In style the relief

comes nearest to one found in the Forum near the Niger Lapis (Not. Scav.

1899, p. 167, fig. 17), and in its anatomical details it resembles the archaic

frieze found at Prinia.
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VASES AND PAINTING
M

Vases for Dipping and Surprise Vases. In R. Arch., fifth series, IV, 1916,

pp. 249-252 (2 figs.) W. DEONNA publishes cuts of two vases in Geneva. One
from Upper Italy,, has many holes in the bottom and a small orifice at the top;

it could be used to dip a liquid from a receptacle and as a sprinkler. The other

vase, from Southern Italy, is a trick vase, of a not uncommon kind.

The Solar Rhombus or Wheel. In R. Arch., fifth series, IV, 1916, pp.
252-256 (3 figs.), M. DEONNA discusses the representation on a scyphus from

Southern Italy, now in Geneva. A nude youth holding a fringed band or

fillet in his hands, stoops as if in pursuit of a rayed wheel or ball. It may be

that the scene is one of ritual, rather than of sport.

A Catalogue of Arretme Pottery. The Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, has

published a catalogue of its important collection of Arretine vases. It was

written by Professor G. H. CHASE of Harvard University and follows the lines

of his catalogue of the Arretine pottery in the Loeb collection, with such modi-

fications as have been made necessary by material published since 1908. Thus
there is a general introduction treating of the sites where this style of pottery

has been found, the types, moulds, potters' names, etc., and a description of

the moulds, vases, and fragments, 143 in number, arranged by classes.

[Museum of Fine Arts, Boston. Catalogue of Arretine Pottery. By GEORGE H.

CHASE. Boston and New York, 1916, Houghton Mifflin Co. 112 pp.; 30

pis.; 2 figs. 4to. $2.50 net.]

References to Painting in Plautus. In Cl. Phil. XII, 1917, pp. 143-156,

CHARLES KNAPP discusses the passages in Plautus and Terence which deal with

painting, and concludes that in the time of Plautus references to fresco-painting

and portrait-painting were easily intelligible, and that the themes, aside from

portraits, came chiefly from mythology.

INSCRIPTIONS

Two Mile-stones of Septimius Severus. In C. R. Acad. Insc. 1916, pp.

388-395, F. CUMONT discusses a Roman mile-stone copied by Hogarth near

Arimeh, Northern Syria, in 1907 and compares with it another stone pub-
lished by V. Chapot in 1902 (B.C. H. 1902, p. 191.) Both come from the road,

built by Septimius Severus in 197, which ran from Berea towards the

Euphrates by way of Batne and Hierapolis. The second stone has an Arabic

inscription scratched over part of the Latin.

A. Julius Pompilius Piso Levallus. In B. Soc. Ant. Fr. 1915, pp. 238-241,

R. CAGNAT comments on the name of A. Julius Pompilius Piso Levallus who

governed Numidia from 175 to 178 A.D., and publishes the epitaphs of his

son, A. Julius Celsus, and his daughter, Julia Pisonina.

Epigraphic Bulletin. In their 'Revue des Publications relatives a I'Antiquite"

romaine' for July-December, 1916 (R. Arch., fifth series, IV, 1916, pp. 467-

484), R. CAGNAT and M. Besnier give the text of 61 inscriptions (two Greek, the

rest Latin) and notes on epigraphic publications. A classified index is ap-

pended (pp. 485-^93).

COINS

The Roman Silver Coins of Corstopitum. In Journal of Roman Studies, V,

1915, pp. 173-190, H. H. E. CRASTER discusses and catalogues the Roman silver
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coins found at Corstopitum from 1906 to 1912. These are 337 denarii dating

from republican times to Gordianus Pius, and 10 siliquae. Quinarii were not

found at all.

Coinage of Hybla Galeotis. The situation of the Sicilian city of Hybla Gale-

otis and its scanty coinage are treated by SALVATORE MIRONE in R. Ital. Num.

XXIX, 1916, pp. 435-449 (4 figs.). From considerations of the history of the

place and of the style of its coins, the period of its mintage must be not earlier

than the beginning of the second century before Christ.

Coins of Longane. The coins of the Sicilian Longane, or Longone, which

SALVATORE MIRONE, following Ciaceri, identifies with the present-day Ognina,

or Lognina, a hamlet situated a little to the east of Catania, are somewhat

sketchily described by him in R. Ital. Num. XXIX, 1916, pp. 450-^60 (2 figs.).

GENERAL AND MISCELLANEOUS

A Ritual Ceremony at the Funeral Games of Anchises. At the funeral

games of Anchises described in the fifth book of the Aeneid, Aeneas fastens a

dove to a ship's mast to serve as a target for archers. In R. Et. Anc. XIX,
1917, pp. 101-110 (fig.), W. DEONNA argues that this is really a ritual cere-

mony in which those who take part strive to hit the bird of celestial fire, i.e.

the giver of fertility, at the top of the tree of life with arrows symbolizing rays

of light.

FRANCE

The Punishment of Prometheus on a Gallic Vase. In B. Soc. Ant. Fr.

1915, pp. 214-215, J. TOUTAIN calls attention to a piece of red glazed pottery

from Alesia upon which Prometheus appears chained to the rock and attacked

by the eagle.

Modifications of Classical Sculptures. In B. Soc. Ant. Fr. 1916, pp. 114-

118, J. TOUTAIN calls attention to two pieces of sculpture found at Alesia a few

years ago, (1) a copy of the well-known "satyr in repose," and (2) a herm of

Heracles. The satyr was accompanied by an animal now largely broken away,
but apparently a sow; while the Heracles wears what appears to be the skin of

an ox. The substitution of the sow for the panther and the ox for the lion in

these monuments is due to the fact that the boar and the ox were sacred

animals in Gaul, and the panther and the lion unknown. Many similar modifi-

cations of well-known pieces of classical sculpture may be found in Gallo-

Roman art.

Gallo-Roman Graves at Bouille-Courdault. In B. Soc. Ant. Fr. 1915, pp.

109-111, J. FORMIGE argues that the existence of a Gallo-Roman cemetery at

Bouille-Courdault (Vendee) is due to the presence of a famous spring. The

cult of springs in Gaul is well known and a place held in veneration would be

a natural location for a cemetery.

The Date of the Discovery of the Superposed Mosaics at Lyons. In C. R.

Acad. Insc. 1916, pp. 350-356, P. FABIA points out that the date of discovery

of the three superposed mosaics excavated at la D6serte, Lyons, can be ascer-

tained with considerable certainity. The first was found in 1820.
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GREAT BRITAIN

The Palaeolithic Floor near Caddington. In Archaeologia, LXVII, 1916,

pp. 49-74 (41 figs.), W. G. SMITH points out that the palaeolithic floor at Cad-

dington was larger than has generally been supposed and extended to Gad-
desden Row, Hertfordshire, and to Round Green, near Luton, Bedfordshire,

where numerous palaeolithic implements, have been found.

Hoards of the Bronze Age. In Proc. Soc. Ant. XXVIII, 1916, pp. 153-163

(3 figs.), C. T. TRECHMANN discusses two hoards of bronze implements, one of

sixteen found near Brighton and dating from the third period of the Bronze

Age; the other of nine specimens, belonging to the fifth period of Montelius,

found at Newport, County Mayo, Ireland. In the latter are two "sun flower"

pins.

Bronze Age Hoards from Oxford. In Proc. Soc. Ant. XXVIII, 1916, pp.

147-152 (3 figs.), E. T. LEEDS discusses two hoards of bronze implements found

at Oxford in 1830 and 1881 respectively. The first, which consists of seven

miscellaneous and broken pieces, was probably a founder's hoard; the second

consisted of ten palstaves and a celt. Both hoards date from the period desig-

nated as Bronze Age IV, ca. 1400-1100 B.C., by Montelius.

NORTHERN AFRICA

Gigthis. In Arch. Miss. No. 14 (116 pp.; 14 pis.; 3 figs.), L. A. CONSTANS

publishes a monograph on the Roman remains at Bou-Ghara, the ancient

Gigthis, in Tunis. Excavations were conducted here from 1901 to 1906. The

history of the town, which is known as early as the fourth century B.C., is

briefly set forth and the various monuments described in turn. These include

the buildings in the vicinity of the forum, among which is a large Corinthian

temple of Serapis, the monuments between the forum and the sea, the docks

and the neighboring district, the baths, the great palaestra and its baths, the

market, the temple of Mercury, and other miscellaneous remains.

Inscriptions from Gigthis. In Mel. Arch. Hist. XXXV, 1915, pp. 329-344,

L. A. CONSTANS continues his discussion (ibid. XXXIV, 1914, pp. 267-286;

cf. A.J.A. 1915, p. 487) of the inscriptions found at Gigthis in Tunis. He
describes six hitherto unpublished, and gives a revised reading of eleven already

known.

EARLY CHRISTIAN, BYZANTINE AND MEDIAEVAL ART

GENERAL AND MISCELLANEOUS

A Votive Cross on the Parthenon. In Proc. Soc. Ant. XXVIII, 1916, pp.

191-199 (fig.), E. FRESHFIELD calls attention to a cross incised on the sixth col-

umn on the north side of the Parthenon. It is of an intricate pattern 16 in.

long and 11 in. wide. At the top is the abbreviation 1C and at the bottom

X C, while the word N I K A divided appears at the ends of the side arms. Near

the top the letter G is four times repeated, and there are the initials 4>CVA
.and MARC. This is evidently a votive cross dating from the tenth to the
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twelfth century, but the shape cannot be paralleled. The writer also notes

that there are crosses of a simple pattern cut on the pillars which stand on
each side of the entrance to the museum at Eleusis. They once formed part
of the iconostasis of the old Byzantine church of St. Zachariah.

The Byzantine Churches of Cyprus. In Proc. Soc. Ant. XXVIII, 1916, pp.
111-133 (26 figs.), G. E. JEFPERY discusses and gives plans of the early Byzan-
tine churches in Cyprus.
The Carmelite Church of Famagusta. In Proc. Soc. Ant. XXVIII, 1916,

pp. 106-110, G. E. JEFFERY publishes notes upon the Carmelite Church of Fama-

gusta, Cyprus.

Pagan Symbolism on Christian Coins. The survival on coins of the Chris-

tian period of emblems first used on coins of the pagan era is discussed by NICOLA
BORELLI in R. Hal. Num. XXIX, 1916, pp. 461-470.

Old Celtic Motives in Christian Art. In R. Hist. Rel. LXXIII, 1916, pp.
185-202 (10 figs.), W. DEONNA shows that the figure of Daniel (identified by
inscriptions) in the lion's den, with the lions lieking his feet, found as an orna-

mental design on Christian buckles, etc., goes back to an old Celtic mythologi-
cal group consisting of a deity accompanied by solar lions. It is a case where

the new religion adapted an old motive. In a similar way certain figures of

animals, especially horse's, used for ornamentation in Christian art go back

to the Celtic solar horse. The old motives of Celtic art had great vitality.

SPAIN

San Julian de los Prados, Oviedo. In the Boletin de la Sociedad Espanola
de Excursiones, XXIVJ 1916, pp. 29-51 (2 figs.), 97-140 (27 pis.; 10 figs.),

F. DE SELGAS produces an exhaustive monograph on the important early church

of St. Julian (Santullano) at Oviedo, which dates from the ninth century.

Apropos of the restoration of the monument he takes up in detail the history,

ground plan, separate architectural parts, ambon, chancels, windows, pave-

ment, roof, bell-tower, mural paintings, etc. The plates, part in color, give

an excellent idea of the basilica and its decoration.

FRANCE

Tombs with Windows. In R. Arch., fifth series, IV, 1916, pp. 265-285 (10

figs.), LEON MAITRE discusses, apropos of the "tomb of Sainte Heine" and the

"little basilica" at Alesia, a number of tombs and sarcophagi in various places

in France, in which windows (i.e. openings of various shapes) exist. He finds

that these tombs are Christian, and the existence of the window shows that

the tomb was (or is) venerated, and the saint buried within is supposed to

exert a healing power. Among the sick who come as pilgrims to these tombs,
those who suffer from some disease of the head are always the most numerous.

The round windows are no doubt for their benefit, that they may insert their

heads. This series of tombs begins as early as Merovingian times, and remains

in favor even at the present day. A similar custom existed at Rome from the

time of the catacombs. Ibid. p. 458 fi. ESPERANDIEU explains that the holes

in the sarcophagi at Alesia were made by plunderers who wished to rifle the

tombs. The skeleton in the "sarcophagus of Sainte Reine" was that of a

man.
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Rings from Aire-sur-la-Lys. In B. Soc. Ant. Fr. 1915, pp. 159-163 (fig.),

the Comte DE LOISNE publishes ten rings found during the last sixty years

near Aire-sur-la-Lys (Pas-de-Calais). Five of them date from the third to

the fifth century A.D., and five from the twelfth to the sixteenth century.

GREAT BRITAIN

Norman Capitals. In Proc. Soc. Ant. XXVIII, 1916, pp. 234-243 (22 figs.),

C. E. KEYSER describes fifteen Norman capitals at Sonning, Berkshire, which

came from the great abbey of Reading, which was blown up and destroyed

by the Parliamentarians. He also discusses other stones from the abbey.

Capitals from St. Nicholas Priory. In Proc. Soc. Ant. XXVIII, 1916, pp.
245-250 (12 figs.), H. BRAKSPEAR discusses a series of capitals and bases of

Purbeck marble from St. Nicholas priory, Essex, which have recently been

discovered. They date from the twelfth century.

Bishop Flambard's Great Wall at Durham. In Proc. Soc. Ant. XXVIII,
1916, pp. 221-226 (plan), W. T. JONES and J. T. FOWLER discuss in the light

of excavations carried on in 1905 and 1916 the precinct wall of Bishop Flam-

bard built at Durham about 1120. It was made of roughly dressed stones of

large size and was about five feet thick.

The Aisle Vaulting of the Winchester Transept. In J. B. Archit. XXIII,
1916, pp. 313-320 (8 figs.) and 329-334 (7 figs.), C. H. MOORE discusses at

length the aisle vaulting of the transept of Winchester Cathedral. Ibid. XXIV,
1917, pp. 65-69 (3 figs.), J. BILSON comments upon the paper.

The Dorter Range of Worcester Priory. In Archaeologia, LXVII, 1916,

pp. 189-204 (7 pis.), H. BRAKSPEAR discusses the dorter range of Worcester

Priory pointing out its peculiarities.

The Shrine of St. Edward. In Proc. Soc. Ant. XXVIII, 1916, pp. 68-77

(4 figs.), H. F. WESTLAKE publishes certain details recently brought to light

concerning the shrine of St. Edward in Westminster Abbey.
A Bronze-Gilt Boss. In Proc. Soc. Ant. XXVIII, 1916, pp. 87-95 R.

SMITH discusses a bronze-gilt boss formerly preserved in the church of Steeple

Bumpstead, Essex, and now in the British Museum. It is five inches in diam-

eter and was probably one of five attached to a cross on a gabled shrine or

reliquary. It is of Irish workmanship dating from about 740 to 750, and was

probably carried off from Ireland in some Viking raid.

NORTHERN AFRICA

A Relief at Dougga. In B. Soc. Ant. Fr. 1915, pp. 124-128 (fig.), G. LAFAYE

publishes a bone relief found at Dougga in 1913. It is 12 cm. long and 4.5

cm. high, and represents five bears in violent combat with three hunters. It

dates from shortly before the sixth century A.D. and is now in the Bardo

Museum, Tunis.

RENAISSANCE ART

GENERAL AND MISCELLANEOUS

The Decoration of Organ Buffets. In Gaz. B.-A. XII, 1916, pp. 457-473

(pi.; 6 figs.), G. SERVIERES writes on the great church organs of the fifteenth

and sixteenth centuries and their decorative architectural treatment.
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Alabaster Tables. In Proc. Soc. Ant. XXVIII, 1916, pp. 63-68 (4 figs.),

W. L. HILDBURGH discusses two alabaster tables, one 22^ in. by 14 in., repre-

senting the Holy Trinity, of Spanish workmanship dating from the fifteenth

century; and the other 16 in. by 9^ in. representing the entombment. The
latter came from northern France and has been damaged and repaired. He
also comments on a bronze head of a king as yet unidentified. It dates from

the sixteenth century and may have belonged to a group.
The Old Masters and Childhood. In the Print Collector's Quarterly, VII,

1917, pp. 175-199 (12 figs.), G. S. HELLMANN writes on drawings for and of

children by the old masters. Childhood and its viewpoint were shared intel-

ligently by Raphael, Diirer, Rembrandt, Rubens, and others.

ITALY

Frate Antonio da Monza. In Rass. d'Arte, XVI, 1916, pp. 2&-37 (9 figs.),

F. MALAGUZZI-VALERI takes up the thorny problem of the group of late Quat-
trocento Lombard miniatures associated with the name of Frate Antonio da

Monza. Only a single loose sheet, the Pentecost of the Albertina, Vienna, is

signed F. ANTONII DE MODOETIA MINORISTE OPUS G. DE. The
name and portrait of Pope Alexander VI, indicate that the sheet has been

removed from a missal or Pontifical of that Pope, and date the miniature be-

tween 1492 and 1503. The other works which have been in the course of

years grouped with this as due to Frate Antonio by Venturi, Kristeller, Colvin,

and Ratti are stylistically so different that they must be assigned to a different

origin, in fact to a number of other artists. Of these artists the first in impor-
tance is the anonymous master of the Hours of Bona Sforza, in the British

Museum. To this miniaturist belongs a large part of the work ascribed to

Frate Antonio: the Vatican Pontifical, Cod. Ott. Lat. 501; two miniatures,

Goldschmidt collection, Paris; the frontispiece of the Sforziada by Simonetta,

London, British Museum (another copy in Paris, Bibl. Nat.), printed at Milan,

1490; a diploma, dated 1497, of Emperor Maximilian to Lodovico il Moro,

recently discovered in the Archives of State, Milan; and fragments of an illu-

minated book in the Uffizi. A second smaller group is represented by the

Life of Giacomo Sforza, Paris, Bibl. Nat. It. Ms., 372, written 1490, and the

contract of 1494 between il Moro and Beatrice d'Este, London, Br. M., Add.

Ms. 21413. The other works attributed to Frate Antonio show in reality

the work of many hands, sometimes even in the same object. For example,

part of the miniatures in the Libro di Jesus, Trivulziana, Milan, are of a coarse,

inexperienced illumination, while others are very close to the accomplished
Solario. Even more artists worked on the Grammatica di Donato of the same

collection. The large portraits of Maximilian Sforza and Lodovico are by
Preda. Of the small scenes one is by an awkward hand like some of the illu-

minations of the Libro di Jesus above mentioned; another is by an artist en-

tirely different in character, but most of them are the work of the vivacious

and prolific master of the Hours of Bona Sforza, who was evidently the most

active miniaturist of the group. His inspiration came from an easily recog-

nizable source. As the long list of miniatures has to be stripped away from

Frate Antonio and divided among various personalities, so his authorship of

the engravings grouped under his name must be denied. Nor can they be

assigned to the master of the Hours of Bona Sforza. For this master, however,
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these engravings by whomsoever they may be they seem partly the work of

Zuan Andrea, partly of his school were the inspiration on which his minia-

tures were based. The old hypothesis that the miniaturist of the Hours of

Bona Sforza influenced Zuan Andrea neglected the chronological relation of the

two; the latter's work is actually earlier. The name of the miniaturist is not

derivable from any present evidence. Certainly the suggestion of Girolamo

FIGURE 4. GLORIFICATION OF ST. URSULA
BY CARPACCIO.

da Cremona is untenable and his quality does not come up to the known works

of Preda. Though nameless to us, he was the favorite of a decade at the court

of Lodovico il Moro.

The Tomb of Giovanni Geraldini by Agostino di Duccio. In Rass. d'Arte,

XVI, 1916, pp. 38-42 (8 figs.), A. COLASANTI offers a reconstruction of the tomb
of Bishop Giovanni Geraldini in S. Francesco, Amelia. Agostino di Duccio

is known to have made the monument to Matteo and Elisabetta Geraldini
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in the same church, and that of Giovanni dating from 1476 shows his style

clearly enough to make the already probable attribution a certainty. Of

Giovanni's monument, besides the sarcophagus arid architectural decoration,

the figure of the deceased, a relief of four Virtues and a half length relief of

John the Baptist, all of which had unfortunately been removed from the church

in 1902, have been returned to their original location and allow an approximate

though incomplete restoration. The style of the work is decadent, the mar-

bles are older pieces reused.

Carpaccio's Glorification of St. Ursula. In Rass. d'Arte, XVI, 1916, pp. 1-

8 (pi. ;
7 figs.), B. BERENSON contests the date of the "Glorification of St. Ursula"

by Carpaccio in the Venice Academy (Fig. 4). The picture bears, as is well

known, the date 1491. But such a date seems unthinkable for the painting in

FIGURE 6. HEAD BY CARPACCIO. FIGURE 7. HEAD BY CARPACCIO.

view of the artistic development of Carpaccio. The emphasis on design

and the serious completeness of the work are not characteristic of the young

Carpaccio but are found only about 1510, e.g., in the artist's masterpiece, the

"Presentation in the Temple." The architecture also is sixteenth century

architecture comparable to the interior of S. Salvatore. Other pieces of the

St. Ursula series are totally unlike the Glorification technically. They show

the influence of the cutting linear modelling of Gentile Bellini, notably of his

earlier manner. This one picture, however, is softly contoured and atmos-

pheric, more in the manner of Giovanni Bellini, who had later become Car-

paccio's guiding star. To these general considerations for a later date than

that actually borne by the picture come other specific ones. First in impor-

tance comes the sentimental female type. For similar material one must look

to the altarpiece of 1516 in Capo d'Istria and the "Martyrdom of St. Stephen"

of 1520 in Stuttgart. The type of St. Ursula is unlike that in the other pic-
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tures of the series and is one that appears in various works between 1507 and
1514. The putti floating about are of a type that seems to make its appear-
ance about 1510. The landscape is equally late, and the oriental cavalier in

the middle ground is a set motive in Carpaccio's pictures from about 1508.

Witness the lovely Nativity in Lord Berwick's collection, London (Fig. 5).

In fact, the heads recall those of Boltraffio, Granacci, Ridolfo Ghirlandajo,
Bartolomeo Veneto, or even the young Titian far more than those of Car-

paccio in the nineties. The female coiffure with the chignon here worn does

not occur in Venetian painting till about 1505 ("Doubting Thomas," Treviso)

and is prominent for a decade thereafter. The Giorgionesque male hair dress

is in evidence, a complete impossibility in 1491. The most definite piece of

evidence is found in connection with the standard bearer on the left and the

female figure almost in front view behind her. The latter has an unusual

arrangement of the veil, which is fastened in a knot on the forehead, a style of

about 1510. Of both heads preliminary drawings are in the Gathorne Hardy
collection (Figs. 6 and 7). But these same drawings were also used for the

"Presentation in the Temple" of 1510. Sir Sidney Colvin, who first published
the drawings, though he made all the recognitions, tried to keep the traditional

dating by assuming that the drawings were reemployed after twenty years.

But this, in itself unprecedented, is disproved by the style of the drawing and

the costume. The problem of the date solved, the signature remains a riddle.

The "1491" seems authentic, and the name is "Carpatio," not "Carpathius,"
as after 1502. Possibly this picture, completing the series, was given the date

of the initiation of the work and the name was so spelt to accord with the spell-

ing of the companion pieces.

A Portrait by Titian. In Burl. Mag. XXX, 1917, p. 87 (pi.), Sir S. COLVIN
calls attention to a portrait of an old man from the collection of Lord Northwick

and now the property of Captain E. G. Spencer-Churchill, Northwick Park.

It has always borne the name of Titian. There is, however, no record of its

history before it came into Lord Northwick's collection, and the attribution

has been looked upon with doubt. A successful cleaning of the work has now

brought to view its fine qualities and proved its genuineness as an example of

Titian's late manner.

La Schiavona. In Gaz. B.-A. XII, 1916, pp. 478-483 (pi.), M. W. BROCK-

WELL discusses the authorship of the famous portrait "La Schiavona" or "Cat-

erina Cornaro" which has passed into the Cook collection, Doughty House,
Richmond. In spit^e of much conflict of opinion and the supposed Giorgion-

esque character of the work, Titian's authorship is vindicated.

A Portrait from the Boschi Collection, Bologna. In Burl. Mag. XXX,
1917, pp. 73-78 (4 figs.), Miss E. C. JAMES offers evidence to prove that a

portrait included in the Sir William Abdy sale of 1911 is either the original

or a replica of an "auto-ritratto" by Francesco Francia. Aside from con-

siderations of resemblance of the work to authentic paintings by Francia, the

argument is based principally upon Bolognese records and an engraving from

the painting. In the nineteenth century records of Gaetano Giordani a "self-

portrait" by Francia in the Casa Boschi is described. Marcello Oretti in the

eighteenth century tells of the same picture and says that an engraving was

made of it by Carlo P'aucci. In 1858 the entire Boschi collection of paintings

was sold and there is no record of the present location of the Francia portrait.
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However, an engraving still exists in the Casa Boschi, bearing an inscription

which states that the engraving was made by Faucci in 1763 from the portrait

of Francia painted by himself in the Casa Boschi. This engraving was obvi-

ously made from the portrait which was formerly in the Abdy collection and
which H. Cook has'suggested represents Baldassare d'Este (Burl. Mag. XXVII,
1915; pp. 98-104; 7 figs.). The question seems to turn upon the trustworthi-

ness of the Bolognese writers cited. Miss James considers them authoritative.

On Some Unpublished North Italian Pictures. In Burl. Mag. XXX, 1917,

pp. 68-73 (4 figs.), T. BORENIUS publishes a picture of the Virgin and Child in

the "Seventeenth Century Gallery" obviously by the same master as the "Rest

on the Journey to Bethlehem" in the Ashmolean Museum, discussed in Burl.

Mag. XXV, 1914, pp. 325-326 (5 figs.). The authorship of the two pictures

is not definitely settled beyond the conclusion that the painter was of the Fer-

rarese School of the early sixteenth century. The writer further makes two
new attributions to Andrea Solario, an Ecce Homo in the collection of the

late T. G. Arthur, and a Virgin and Child belonging to Dr. G. A. Cooke,
Oxford. Of importance also is the publication of a drawing of the Virgin and
Child with Saints by Gaudenzio Ferrari, the property of Mr. Henry Oppen-
heimer.

A Florentine Tapestry. In Art in America, V, 1917, pp. 135-140 (fig.), a

sixteenth century Italian tapestry is described by J. BRECK. It was woven in

a Florentine workshop by a Flemish workman, John Rost, after a cartoon

probably made by the Florentine artist, Francesco Salviati. The tapestry is

in the permanent collection of the Minneapolis Institute of Arts and is, from

every standpoint, one of the finest examples in America of sixteenth century
Italian tapestries. The subject is taken from Dante's Divine Comedy; it rep-

resents Virgil appearing to Dante. The treatment of the composition repre-

sents the contrast between Italian and Franco-Flemish tapestry, the former

being much more pictorial in character than the latter.

Hispano-Moresque Majolica in the Arezzo Museum. In Rass. d'Arte,

XVI, 1916, pp. 43-45 (4 figs.), A. DEL VITA publishes three Hispano-Moresque
vases in the Museum of Arezzo. One is a large plate which can be definitely

attributed to Valentian potters of the end of the fifteenth century. Another

plate, remarkable for the bust in profile with oriental features and costume with

which it is decorated, may be dated about a century later. The third example is

a decanter bearing besides the wonted arabesque decoration the word HERBA
or ERBAH repeated variously in Cufic letters on the three bands that mark off

its two zones of ornament. On the front, i.e., below the tiny spout, is a large

shield with seven balls immediately recognizable as the Medici coat of arms.

Above this rest the papal keys and a symbolic design representing a door with a

cross above. The whole signifies that we have to do with an example made
at the time of the Medici popes, Leo X, 1513-1521, and Clement VII, 1523-

1534. The three pieces are notable for the rich golden metallic lustre of their

decoration. In the same museum are a few other pieces of Hispano-Moresque
work of lesser note, i.e., a little plate and two cups.

Faience of the Second Hah of the Sixteenth Century. In Rass. d'Arte,

XVI, 1916, pp. 59-72 (30 figs.), G. BALLARDINI studies the painters of faience of

the second half of the sixteenth century. This period has generally been

neglected and grouped with the seventeenth century work, but although the
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decadence had set in, interesting work was yet produced. Many documents

indicate the continued prosperity of the potters and the independence of Faien-

tine tradition. The figured vigettes of the period, of which the figure is gen-

erally single and nude, can be technically grouped in three classes. (1) The

figure is drawn in contour and little more. (2) The figure has a line contour,

while the darks are shaded, enriched with simple details in color. Both these

types are done in cobalt, and accessories, where there are any, are in yellow of

FIGURE 8. SAN SISTO: PIACENZA

two tones, one of them tending toward saffron, or sometimes, but rarely, to

cobalt. (3) Finally, the figure has contours in cobalt with returns in brown

or manganese while the darks are not only heavily shaded but also show vigor-

ous brush strokes and the figures themselves are finished in yellow and brown.

Three of the principal marks found on these pieces are of the otherwise well-

documented Domenico Pirotti, continuing the work of the famous Ca Pirotti

well past the middle of the century and employing Francesco Mezzarisa or

Risino (active 1539-1575, mark "f"); Leonardo di Ascanio Bettisii, who was

called and signed himself "Don Pino" (died 1578-1589, mark "DOPI"); and
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Virgiliotto da Calamello or da Faenza, famous for -his red (active 1530
,

died 1566-1570, mark diagram "VR FA"). Of these there are many certain

works, signed and identifiable, especially in the Museo internationale delle

Ceramiche in Faenza and in local private ownership.
S. Sisto, Piacenza. In Rass. d'Arte, XVJ, 1916, pp. 12-24 (15 figs.), G.

NICODEMI writes on the architecture and decoration of the church of S. Sisto

at Piacenza (Fig. 8). The first foundation goes back to Engilberg, wife of

Louis the Pious, 860. The present construction, completed in 1511, is due

to Alessio Tramello, a prominent but historically neglected architect of the

early sixteenth century, the stamp of whose personality is borne by the major

part of the contemporary building at Pia-cenza. The fa$ade is later, of the

end of the century, and much has since been changed, notably about 1755.

The architectural ornament is mainly preserved. Notable are the choir stalls

by Giovan Francesco and Pasquale Testa. The rich pictorial decoration is

by men important at their time, but since neglected, e.g., C. Procaccini, G. B.

Pittoni, B. Zaccheta, G. Fiorentini, B. Gatti, S. Novelli, and the like.

SPAIN

A Retable of the Monastery of OfLa. In the Boletin de la Sociedad Espanola
de Excursiones, XXIV, 1916, pp. 52-55 (pi.), E. HERREBA Y ORIA publishes the

retable now set with modern statues of the monastery of San Salvador of Ona,

Burgos. The present retable is composed of the remains of two, one dating
before 1479, the other 1495-1503. The former is an especially rich specimen
of Spanish Gothic carving.

Unpublished Masterpieces of Spanish Painting. In Boletin de la Sociedad

Espanola de Excursiones, XXIV, 1916, pp. 221-240 (6 pis.), E. TORMO pub-
lishes six new masterpieces of Spanish painting:

1. Retable of Santa Ana, dated 1503, coming from Sinobas, now in the

possession of E. R. Larreta, Buenos Aires.

2. Retable of Santa Librada, 1525-26, by Juan Pereda, in the cathedral of

Siguenza.
3. Baptism, dated 1535, by Vicente Masip or Vicente Juan Masip, in the

cathedral of Valencia.
4. St. Sebastian, 1616, by Pedro Orrente, in the cathedral of Valencia.

5. Crucifixion, between 1616 and 1620, by Ribera, in the Collegiata, Osuna.
6. St. Jerome, signed by Pablo Legote in the cathedral of Seville.

Velasquez as Imitator of Pacheco. In the Boletin de la Sociedad Espanola
de Excursiones, XXIV, 1916, pp. 177-188 (5 pis.), M. GOMEZ MORENO studies

the relations between the paintings of the Crucified Christ by Velasquez,

Pacheco, Cano, Zurbaran, and Risueno. Pacheco invented in his picture,

dated 1614, the type on which Velasquez based his great San P&cido example
after which the other artists followed suit.

BELGIUM AND HOLLAND

The De Clerck Portraits by the Master of the Magdalen Legend. In Art

in America, V, 1917, pp. 113-117 (pi.; fig.), F. J. MATHER, Jr., writes of the

two wings of an altar-piece (the central panel is lost) recently added to the

collection of Mr. Michael Friedsam. The arms hung above the donors make

possible their identification and so the approximate date of the work, about

1510. Though the chief merit of the altar-wings lies in the strength of the
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donors' portraits, which show the influence of Van der Goes, on the reverse of

the shutters, where is represented the Ecce Homo, the Master of the Magdalen

Legend shows himself as an innovator somewhat similar in temper to Bosch.

Christ Appearing to His Mother by Rogier de la Pasture. In Art in Amer-

ica, V, 1917, pp. 143-149 (pi.), F. J. MATHER, Jr., publishes one wing of an altar-

piece by Rogier de la Pasture, recently bought by Mr. Michael Dreicer. The

subject represented, Christ appearing to Mary, is based on the popular book

of devotion, Meditations on the Life of Christ, The central panel of this altar-

piece, the Disposition, and the left-hand panel, the Holy Family, have been

discovered in the Cathedral of Granada. A comparison of this group of three

panels with the larger duplicate, the famous Miraflores triptych in the Berlin

museum, shows that the former is the original, while the Miraflores altar-

piece is a good old copy. The writer considers the authenticity and quality of

Mr. Dreicer's panel indisputable. Not more than three early Flemish pictures

in America can be considered in the same class.

Justus of Ghent. The reputation of Justus of Ghent, which has been much
increased in recent years, is further strengthened by Sir M. CONWAY in Burl.

Mag. XXX, 1917, pp. 18-21 (3 figs.). A painting by Justus representing

Duke Federigo with his Son at a Lecture is taken as a starting point. By
comparison with one of'the figures in this group a portrait bust of a young
man in the Galleria Carrara, Bergamo, formerly ascribed to Mabuse and "the

Master of the Ursula Legend," is recognized as the same individual painted

by the same artist. This identification leads to the acceptance of a similar

portrait in the collection of Mr. James Mann as the work of Justus.

Ruysdael's Etchings. In the Print Collector's Quarterly, VII, 1917, pp.

153-174 (7 figs.), W. A. BRADLEY writes on the etchings of Jacob Ruysdael.
Bartch lists seven, and though this total has since been increased to thirteen,

the additions are mere examples of the master's apprentice work. The etch-

ings are rare, especially in the superior first states. Of finished plates only
"The Three Oaks" (B.*6) is dated, 1649, but it is probable that "The Wheat-
field" (B. 5) and "The Little Bridge" (B.I) are earlier. Two unfinished plates

were dated 1646 and one 1647, and the others were presumably early.

Etchings of the Van de Veldes. In the Print Collector's Quarterly, VII,

1917, pp. 55-89 (11 figs.), W. A. BRADLEY writes on the etchings of the remark-

able Van de Velde family of artists.

GERMANY
Two German Tapestries after Michael Wolgemuth. The problem con-

cerning the connection of German artists, such as Wolgemuth, Diirer, and

Holbein, with designs for German tapestries is given at least a partial solution

by R. M. RIEFSTAHL in Art in America, V, 1917, pp. 181-191 (6 figs.). Two
German tapestries of the late fifteenth or early sixteenth century are found to

be direct copies of works of Wolgemuth. One of these, representing the

Judgment of Solomon, is the property of Miss Tirhkin, New York. Its color

only is designed by the weaver. The whole composition, with the exception
of one figure, is copied from a woodcut by Wolgemuth and Pleydenwurff in

the Nurnberg Chronicle by Hartman Schedel, published in 1493 by Anton

Koberger. That one figure is copied from another woodcut in the same vol-

ume. The present location of the second tapestry, which represents Pope
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Pius II and Emperor Frederick III with two Electors, is not known, though it

was published in Burl. Mag. Nov. 1907, p. 101. It, too, is copied from parts

of two woodcuts in the Nurriberg Chronicle. These two tapestries, then, were

not made after cartoons furnished by Wolgemuth for the purpose, but they

prove trflt his woodcuts had strong influence upon German tapestry weavers.

GREAT BRITAIN

A Canterbury Picture of the Fifteenth Century. In Burl. Mag. XXX, 1917,

pp. 129-133 (fig.), Sir M. CONWAY discusses a picture of the Martyrdom of

Saint Erasmus which hangs in the library of the Society of Antiquaries. The
artist is unknown, as is also the early history of the painting, but the date,

1474, and the name of the donor, John Hollingborne, are on the picture. The
work has generally been considered Flemish, but the name of the donor and
various details of the painting, together with the fact that the cult of Saint

Erasmus was popular in England in the latter half of the fifteenth century,

point to an English origin.

London Topography in Stained Glass. In Proc. Soc. Ant. XXVIII, 1916,

pp. 140-145 (4 figs.), W. MARTIN shows that in a window of four panels in the

chapel of Lincoln's Inn with full length portraits of four saints there are faithful

representations of known buildings. He identifies the exterior of the chapel

of Lincoln's Inn and other buildings in its vicinity, Westminster Hall and

Baynard's Castle. The buildings shown in the panels containing the portraits

of St. James the Less and St. Matthias have not yet been identified. The
window dates from about 1623.

An Heraldic Glass Picture. In Proc. Soc. Ant. XXVIII, 1916, pp. 12-14

(pi.), H. C. SMITH discusses an heraldic glass picture 1 ft. 1| in. high and 1 ft.

5 in. wide, painted in colors and backed with silver foil. It is of East Anglian

workmanship and is said to have come from Witchingham Hall, Norwich. In

the middle is a large shield upon which is the achievement Cordell impaling

Clopton and fourteen quarterings. It bears the date 1572. This species of

painted glass is known as verre eglomise.

Seals of the Abbey of Waltham Holy Cross. In Proc. Soc. Ant. XXVIII,

1916, pp. 95-101 (6 figs.), W. ST. JOHN HOPE describes the seals of the abbey
of Waltham Holy Cross, Essex, dating from the twelfth to the sixteenth cen-

tury.

AMERICAN ARCHAEOLOGY

GENERAL AND MISCELLANEOUS

An Ancient Mexican Sacrificial Knife. In C. R. Acad. Insc. 1916, pp. 368-

377 (2 figs.), Dr. CAPITAN discusses an ancient Mexican stone knife used for

human sacrifice (tecpactl) published by Liceti in Pyronarcha sive de fulminum
natura (Padua, 1634), and reproduced by Zimmermann, Florilegium phil-

ologico-historicum (Meissen, 1687). It consists of a richly inlaid wooden handle

in the shape of a man kneeling and holding between his extended arms the

blade, which, however, had been broken off. A similar knife with blade com-

plete is in the British Museum, and another in the Kircherian Museum, Rome

(see M. Soc. Lincei, XII, 1883-4). Liceti regarded it as a thunder-stone. Its

fragile character and its richly ornamented handle show that it must have been

a ceremonial object.
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